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A Critical Study of the Tolkappiyam
with special reference to the ETuttu Atikaram.
• *
I N T R O D U C T I O N
§1. Foreword*
My purpose in this thesis is to examine the
diotion of the Tolkappiyam throughout and the subject-
matter as far as the Eluttu Patalam or atikaram is*• .
concerned* This examination has been made in close
connection with the eighteen Tamil works, which are
admittedly the earliest Dravidian poems extant* These are
the Ettu Tokai or the Bight Anthologies and the Pattu
Pattu or the Ten Songs. They all belong to the classical * •
era of 0. Tam., roughly between 200 B* C* and 400 A. D.
It is here claimed that we can distinguish 
three stages of 0* Tam. even in these works* There is a 
substantial difference between the diction and atmosphere 
of the Krt., for instance, and those of the Paripatal or
mm ^
Muruk. The Krt. belongs to the earliest, while the Paripa. 
was completed at the latest stage of 0. Tam^The classical 
era is therefore sub-divided into three periods, which 
are here termed Early (B.C.)^Middle (M.C.) and Late (L.C.),
In the same way we can distinguish three 
stages in Tol. itself. Certain sutras in Tol. especially 
in the El., belong, by their diction and the peculiar usages
, la
s a n c t i o n e d * t o  the earliest stage of Tam* literature.
El. 62, 64 and 65,for instance,show us a stage of the Tam. ..
language slightly anterior to that of the E.T. or P. P.
The remaining sutras in El. for the most part fit in 
perfectly, both in their diction and in their regulations, 
with B.C. Tam. The earlier portionsof Col. and Por# 
harmonize with M.C., the later with L. C. Tam.
I wish to acknowledge my grateful thanks to 
my supervisor, Prof. J. Brough, not only for his critical 
and valuable suggestions, but also for his guidance and 
encouragement. I wish to express my thanks likewise to
Mr. Alfred Master, Captain C.IC. Pathy, Mr. S. H.Thompson,
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Mr. Hylands and Mrs. Whitley, with all of whom I had 
valuable discussions on their own field of study: Prakrit, 
Telugu, Tamil, Sanskrit and Malayalam respectively.
They were able therefore to offer me many useful 
suggestions.
§ 2 P l a n  of this W o r k .
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Already there is a hazy idea that the classical 
age of 0* Tam.should be further sub-divided into certain 
well-defined periods: but so far none has set about to 
define them. In his preface to the first edition of the 
Krt., 12th August 1937, p. 10, Dr. U. V. Saminathaiyar 
claims that the Krt. is the earliest of the E* T. He does 
not, however, fix the relative position of the remaining 
seven works among themselves either here or in his edition 
of the m .
Certain of these poems, however, are to some 
extent historical. They have some connection with 
contemporaneous kings or princes. Most of the poems in the 
PN. and the Patirr. and nearly half of the P*P. are 
panegyrics of such rulers. With regard to these, the work 
of Indian Tam* scholars, both historians and literary 
critics, has given us a clear and definite position.
Utilizing this material, I have gone into the 
whole question, especially as regards the remaining poems, 
which apparently have no such historic data. But I cannot 
do full justice to this subject except in another 
dissertation. The crude religious beliefs, however, of the 
Krt., Harr, and AH. stand in evident contrast to the 
highly elaborated religious rites and mythology of the 
Paripa. A few of the differences in diction are also 
pointed out, notably the greater use of loan words from 3k.
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and of words that go counter to El* 62, 64 and 65,
* •
as one passes from E.C. to L.C. works* I have examined not 
merely the words employed but the different manner of 
weaving them into sentenoes,as exhibited at these two 
periods*
Then there follows a long list of typical 
words and phrases with references both in Tol* and in the 
eighteen classical works* My purpose here is to correlate 
as to time the sutras of Tol. with the related portions 
of these classics. Three didactic poems, the Kur., Hal. 
and Pal., three so-called Epics, the Gilap., Mani and 
Civ., and the Tv* are also frequently referred to . The 
last is distinctly mediaeval and its diction is an obvious 
foil to the classical usages* The. other six show 
unmistakable signs of having been composed through a long 
period extending from L.O. to Med* times. The references 
in the seven works here mentioned are meant to show the 
peculiar habit of Tam. poets of every age to steep their 
minds in the classical diction, to cherish otherwise 
obsolete words and occasionally to reintroduce them into 
later works. This makes our problem more complex but not 
insoluble; the list of words had to be lengthened and 
more references found for every word. Many of the words, 
found in the Krt. -and obsolete by 800 A.P., can be found 
here and there in late Med. and Mod. Tam works. Hence it 
became necessary to mass a number of instances for each 
word or phrase.
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The force of the argument lies precisely in this 
number•
Here justice to myself demands my pointing
aut briefly the amount of labour involved not only in
these references but in those that are scattered
of
throughout this thesis* The Tam* lexicons are^very little 
help. Ho attempt is made therein to follow out a word in 
its use and in its semantic changes from 0* Tam. to Mod* 
Tam* This remark applies also to the M*L*>despite its 
enormous expense and the number of years spent in its 
complilation.
The Krt., P.P., Civ. and to. some extent the 
P.H. are the only Tam. works so far edited somewhat 
critically by native Tam. scholars; the Kur., Hal. and Tv. 
by European ones. The index supplied in the remaining 
works, if there is one, is woefully inadequate. Por example 
the Saiva Siddhanta edition of the Cilappatikaram, Aug. 
1942, has an index of only the more difficult words; and 
even here the page alone is cited, not the line. As a 
page consists of 40 to 44 lines and each line of 6 to 8 
words, there is considerable difficulty in tracing out 
a word.
There is a further complication. Even Er^TJ.V. 
Saminathaiyar does not, in his index to his editions, 
distinguish between the word and its meaning. Thus, in 
connexion with El. 62.1 had to examine the incidence of
1 oa-n as the initial syllable of 0. Tam# wordsi
At first I was rather surprised at the number of such words
which Dr* Saminathaiyar had listed in his index to the Krt*
and to the PN. In the former he had:- cakatam, 165; caftku,
11, 31, 260; cantirakirakanam, 395; camarkaram, 127. In
the latter, cakkaram, 233, 175; cakkamanam, 62; cakatam,
102, 185; cakatai, 90; cakarar, 6; caftkavarunar, 360;
cankili, 74; oaftku, 56, 225, 266, 397; cata&ku, 224; catai,
• •
1, 58, 166, 251, 252; cantiran, 6, 8, 13, 22, 25, 27, 31,
38, 55, 56, 59, 60, 67, 102, 112, 160, 231, 260, 376, 396,
400; cantu, 36, 78; oapai, 83; camam, 14; camai, 237; calli
152; canimin, 117*
After a minute investigation of every one of
these instances, sometimes through many lines of the poem
concerned, often through all, I found that the vast
majority of these references are not to the word in
question but to other 0. Tam. words which had that meaning.
Nevertheless one could not neglect any of the references,
lest that might turn out to be the genuine one. At the end
I obtained this much shorter list for these two works:-
Krt. 165:3 cakatam « a cart.
~  *
PN. 102:2 cakatam » a waggon.
FK1:13; 43:4; 166:1; 251:7; 252:2 catai « tangled hair.
PN. 14:4; 72:8;275:9;284:5;309:2;365:5 camam » a battle.
Incidentally a comparison of the two lists will 
illustrate another radical defect of these indexes. They 
are incomplete.
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For catai, I have obtained one more reference in PIT.,
namely 43:4, and for camam five more, than those listed by
Dr. Saminathaiyar in his index to the PIT. This 
incompleteness gives the investigator a sense of uncertaint;
He cannot securely state that such a word occurs only once
or five times, as the case may be, unless he has prepared
an index for all these 25 works himself. That is a work of
considerable magnitude and time.
In the present instance every effort has been
made to make my lists of words thoroughly representative
both of Tol. and of the eighteen classics. But it is not
claimed that they are exhaustive lists of either words or
phrases. Lack of time and of space in such a work as this
has obliged me to reject even some of the references that
I have collected: hence the references here given are
abundant, but not exhaustive.
Next I have examined certain grammatical forms-;
and syntactical features that are common to Tol. and the
eighteen classics. In the former case they are connected
ai _ _ _ _
with certain particles like am, al, anru^ay, a, al, -ana,
i and li, icin, ina, inar, inru, in^un, una, unal, unar, ,•
unal, urn; ku, kuvu, kupu, pu, tu, tu, ru; the last seven 
• • “
suffixes are examined in some detail, as they helped to 
form the verbal noun in E.G. Tam. It is then shown how 
they gradually acquired the functions of the vinai eccam 
and at times of the peyar eccam too. Both here and in the 
earlier section which deals with the 18 classics alone,
I attempt to show how the 0. Tam* 
case-affixes and tense-suffixes were not so rigidly 
discerned as in later times, and how the context alone at 
that stage settled these matters and also such questions as 
this; whether the verb in question was simple or causative, 
active or passive in signification. This feature is 
specially prominent in E. C. Tam* Finally, word-order and 
sentence-structure are discussed in this section*
Certain phonetic features of 0. Tam* have an
intimate connexion with grammar: the long and short vowels
few
of the same quality,the A instances of vowel-harmony, the 
prothetic glide before y etc. Certain of these features 
obtain throughout the classical age, while others belong to 
one period rather than to another and are thus an index to 
the exact stage of 0* Tam* to which the work in which they 
occur should be ascribed. Thus in certain words the short 
radical syllable is replaced in course of time by the long 
vowel of the same quality: in others it is the other way 
about. Similarly, the increasing use of formatives was 
meant to give precision to the signification of the E. C* 
words which were of one or two syllables. This serves as a 
valuable clue to the relative date of any Ta^ i. poem. In 
the above analysis I have referred impartially to both 
Tol* and the eighteen classics.
I pass on to examine a few of the •peculiar 
words or phrases found in Tol. and a few of the peculiar 
customs that it describes.
Instances where Tol# or his commentators clearly 
allude to more ancient grammars are reviewed# Loan words 
from Sk. or Pkt. found in Tol. are next listed. The extent 
to which Tol. is indebted to Sk. grammarians is lightly 
touched upon, as we do not have adequate evidence on this 
subject. Another point that is also briefly alluded to is 
the loss of many earlier G. Tam. works. This loss puts us 
at a serious disadvantage; it takes away any chances of 
our obtaining an absolute certainty as to the precise date 
of the several parts of Tol*, especially of its earlier 
portions.
I have next to decide how, when and where thes<
parts of Tol. were put together in teir present form. I
instance certain anomalies: defect in arrangement, wrong
division and numbering of sutras, the retouching of older
sutras to fall in line with later ones, the intrusion of
some sutras,esp. in Col., into the totally alien theme
discussed in the previous and subsequent sutras; the
covering of the same ground in totally different ways by
two or more sections of Gol. and Por. which speak;. of set
purpose on the same theme; and in Por. a few
inconsistencies in the treatment of certain topics, like
Kaikkilai and Perumt inai.• •
As the several commentators on Tol,, like 
II., Per., Cen. and Hacc., have exerted themselves to cover 
over or explain away these defects and inconsistencies,
I have next investigated their own knowledge of the subject
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fairness of mind, critical acumen and resultant 
credibility. As Nacc* has the most copious and illustrative 
commentary and as this has come down to us practically 
intact for 24 out of the 27 sections of Tol., Nacc* is 
dealt with more thoroughly than the others. The upshot 
seems to be that they cannot be trusted without sufficient 
evidence in every instance, although they are useful 
guides at the very start of our study of Tol.
PiS.S. Sastri, on page XXIV of his preface to 
his 1945 edition of Tol. Col., claims to be the last of 
the commentators on Tol.Accordingly his own contribution 
to this subject is summarily discussed.
El. seems to be both the earliest and the 
most consistent part of Tol. Hence its first eleven 
sutras are minutely examined, both as to subject-matter 
and diction. As these matters, the words found there,
their formation and meaning are repeatedly referred to,
Parts I and II ..
both in thecdxxtxcata and in the exposition of other sutras,
A A A A
I have bound them and other pages that are needed for 
constant reference together as an appendix volume. This 
contains also a few schemata. In the chief volume is a 
rather less detailed study of sutras 12 to 82. I have 
thought it undesirable to treat all the sutras cursorily: 
but a fair number of the remaining sutras have been 
introduced into the discussion by means of references 
and comparisons. I end this work with the study of El,102,
where the author speaks for the first and last time 
clearly of his purpose in his own work.
§3. Q u i d  n o v i ?
1) The ordinary classification of Tam. literature at 
present is that of Old and Modern Tam. Here I have made a 
different and, I trust, a more helpful classification into 
G.,Med. and Mod. Tam. There is a period of transition 
from 0. to Med. in the fifth and sixth centuries A. D. 
and from Med* to Mod. about a thousand years later. The 
0* Tam. era is also called the classical, as the eighteen 
great classics, the E. T. and P. P., were then composed.
2) Hitherto most Tam. scholars have considered that this 
classical era had a uniform literature from its beginning 
to its close. While I admit that there are several 
features that knit this whole era together, I claim that 
there are important points of difference,both in the 
vocabulary and in the grammatical pattern, as between the 
E. C. period c. 200 B.C. and the L. 0. period c. 400 A.P. 
In the latter there is an increasing use of formatives,
of loan words from Sk. and Pkt., and of words that violate
the rules laid down in El. 62, 64 and 65. The period of..
transition from B.C. to L.C. I term M.C.
3) Hitherto the growth of the Tam.language has not 
received sufficient attention. Tam. scholars have tended 
to focus their attention on the Han.,the best med.
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grammar, which was composed or compiled c* 12G5 A. D.
Any form or usage which is not sanctioned therein has 
been put down to poetic licence* But one cannot say what 
is licence,unless one is acquainted with the rules of the 
time when the poetry was composed. These are found to be 
very different from those obtaining in 1205 A. h.
4) I have stressed likewise the growth of clarity in the 
later stages of Tam* in the classical era* In E*C. times 
there; was not in the words employed such a rigid 
distinction as later between nominal and verbal forms, 
between the several case-affixes, between the 
tense-suffixes, between the active and passive voices,. 
between the simple and causative verb, between the verbal 
noun and the infinitive, between the finite verb and the 
participle, between the vinai eccam and the peyar 
eccam. It was only gradually and by repeated efforts, not 
always successful, that this distinction was obtained by 
the addition of particles and formatives to the 
monosyllabic or dissyllabic words of the B.C. period*
This is not to state that the poets of that period had 
indeterminate ideas: possibly it was then sufficient to 
leave these distinctions to be implied by the word-order, 
context, intonation and accompanying gestures* With the 
increasing use of writing, which is itself recorded in 
these classics, it became more and more necessary to 
1 infix n these distinctions in the actual words employed.
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This point has hitherto been disregarded.
5) Most Tam*scholars have tended to regard formatives 
and affixes as almost meaningless in themselves but as 
specially gifted to modify the signification of the base 
to which they are suffixed* It is here claimed that in the 
great majority of instances they are the remnants of verbal
or nominal bases themselves, which have lost their original 
force.
6) K* Bamakrishnaiah M. A., in his ” Studies in Dravidian
Philology,” has contended that the Kanarese grammarians
have through ignorance divided the,,totar-moli ” wrongly.
But so far Tam. grammarians have escaped this criticism.
Even a scholar like Dr* U* V* Saminathaiyar accepts the
particles ” mo,” ” miy a, ” ”mati”, ”min” etc. as a matter
of course. But a careful comparison with analogous forms
will suffice to show that Tam* grammarians have here been
guilty of a wrong splitting-up of the words. This has not
even the merit of consistency, as I have shown under El,«•
32* Of. also El. 51 ponm. The division in such cases— “
should rather be cenm-e, cenm-o, kenm-iya, kenm-ati,
ttm w m  ^ #
kenm-in. Here e, o and ya are interrogative, emphatic or * “
asseverative particles, cf. El. 32 and my comments; while 
” ati 11 is a doublet of atu = that, also found in Tel., 
where ” adi ” is the written as well as the pronounced 
form; and in = 1 now ” is common in E. G. Tam. ( Of, Krt. 
11:4; 84:3 for the still commoner in*i as ” now ” and 
El. 333 a for In, its lengthened form.)
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7) In the same manner, the abstract 
nouns showing quality are shown to have the suffix ,f-ai 1 
= that nature, M lit. ft having become that,” cf. ay, its 
lengthened form. The M.L. p. 3367, in common with Tam. 
pundits, claims that the suffix is ” mai.”
8) The part played by syncope in such words as enmar, 
enmanar, oenmo, cenme, ponm etc. is for the first time 
clearly explained with a wealth of illustration chiefly 
from E.G. Tam.
9) The part played in sandhi by the second of two vowels 
has been discounted in Tam* grammars. The practice of Tol. 
and the diction of the E.T. show that in E.C. Tam. the 
second vowel too played an important part in fixing the 
nature or ” SelectionMof the euphonic glide, as between
y and v.
10) The Tam. speaking world has almost universally 
accepted Tolkappiyan as the author of all the 27 sections 
of the work we are examining. This belief is mainly based
on the panegyrio of the supposed author by a supposed 
fellow-diseiple of his, called Panamparanar. In its last 
two lines, 14-15, it states:-
tolkappiyan ena ttan peyar torri 
ppal pukal nirutta patimaiyone.
This panegyric is steeped in the diction of E.G. Tam. In 
line 5 it states:
” eluttum collum porulum nati.”
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Thus it gives us the three main divisions of the work.
But an examination of the actual Col* and Porul that we
«
now have shows these to be composite works, which have 
increased in size by means of accretions round an earlier 
core in each case* Col* § 8, for instance, 1 uri iyal,” 
as it is termed, sets out to give the meanings of the 
difficult words in E.C. Tam* in the usual words employed 
in I* C. times, almost like the E* M* commentaries to the 
ICrt., Narr. or A. I.
11 ) A careful comparison of the themes discussed and of 
the diction employed by El* , Col.^nd Por*,the component
parts of Tol., with those of the classics will demonstrate
the first part of 
the fact that a) El.is anterior to all the classics,
^  t9
except the Krt., while it has several sutras anterior to 
the Krt. too; b ) most of Col. and Por* belong to the 
M* C. period; c ) the later sections of Col. ( 8 and 9 ) 
and of Por. (7,8 and 9 ) belong to the 1. C. period.
Thus we cannot speak of the Tol. as being composed by one 
man at one time. Round about 4G0 B. C. all these sutras 
were compiled into what was not very different from the 
modern'Tol.
12 ) There is admittedly a certain uniformity of 
treatment throughout Tol. and a peculiarity of diction 
that separates it from the classics. But on closer 
analysis this uniformity does not preclude a manifold 
diversity; and the peculiarity of diction is found to be 
shared by sutras from other works on grammatical themes.
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Only a few of these are now extant. But even these
share this ” peculiarity tt to a remarkable extent. Thus
where the classics have ane or an, Tol. has the ending
ana. But under El, 140 Hacc. cites another grammar, which has 
the
ending ana as well as Tol. The classics have rarely 
ena = the mod. Tam. enru; whereas ena occurs frequently 
in Tol., esp. in Por. But it occurs likewise four times 
in a grammatical verse of eleven lines> which Per. cites 
under Por. 312. Even the characteristic phrase of Tol.
* enmanir pulavar ” is found in the identical position..
(of sutras) and in the identical sense in a sutra from 
another source, which Macc. has saved from oblivion and 
cites under Por. 92. Hence I claim that this peculiar 
diction belongs not so much to Tol. as to the grammatical 
schools. As these had agreater opportunity,to study the 
more ancient literary forms than those we have in our 
present E.C. texts and to steep their minds in that 
archaic diction,. than the popular poets of the E.T. and 
P. P., the poets of the grammatical schools have 
preserved this archaic diction better than the others*
It is contended that this hypothesis of a school or 
tradition of grammarians, who have preserved and 
augmented the sutras, now called Tolkappiyam, to suit 
changing times can alone account for all the facts: the 
general agreement as well as the occasional disagreements, 
as, for instance, between El. 32 and Col. 273.
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It was difficult for the compiler of the
whole work c. 400 B*C* to iron out all these discrepancies
He seems also to have had a misguided idea of unniformityi
for it is evident that he wished to have at any cost
nine sections in Col* and nine in Por., just because
there were nine in El*To achieve that object he has•»
incorporated a skeleton -nighantu" as Col. §8 and a
distinct book on "yappu*1 or ceyyul” as Por. §8.
Many other new points, of interest to Brav. 
scholars, are made in the course of the first two parts 
as well as in the exposition of sutras in El* It is
M
regretted that laGk of space has prevented me from an 
investigation of the nature of the aytam, which cannot 
be presented summarily*
§4. A Note on the system of transliteration followed in 
this thesis.
Por the Tam words I have followed the Transliteration 
Table of the Madras lexicon, Vol. VI,p£XVIII, except for 
two features:
1) I retain of the Tam. script even in the English 
rendering, as h of the M.L. is in my view misleading.
2) I render as 1, as this belongs to the retroflex
series, as do 1, t and n. The M.L* gives it as 1*. . .  —
Por the Sanskrit words I follow Monier-Williams 
Sanskrit-English Dictionary, 1899. The Pali and PrSkrt
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words follow the same pattern. In Mai* I render the 
alveolar occlusive as t. The Tel* half-sunna I indicate 
by a/over the previous vowel* For the rendering of tSf 
in Tel* of. Gh. IV,§13:2.
§5* A* Abbreviations for the Works frequently cited here*
For the rarer citations, from Tam. works, cf. 
M.L., Vol. VI,pp. LXIX-XCVI; from Sk. works, of. M.W. 
Sanskrit Dictionary, pp. XXXIII - XXXVI.
Here I follow the order of the Tam. alphabet.
1. AN* = Akananuru*
2. Airik.ss Ai&kurunuru.
3. II. = Ilampuranar.
4* B.T. s Ettu Tokai.
• *
5.Bl.=Elutt~atikaram(ofTolkappiyam,unless otherwise stated). •#
6. Kalit. s= Kalitbokai.
7* Kur. = Kural.
8. Kurinc. or Kurincip. = Kurincippattu.™ ■“ •.
9. Krt. ss Kuruntokai.
10.G-.H.T.asBeschi:A Grammar of High Tamil,Trichinopoly, 1917.
11. Canti. as Cantippatalam.
12. Gilap. a Cilappatikaram.
13* Oirupan.ss Cirupanarruppatai.■** • “ * ♦ .
14. Civ. - Clvakacintamani*.
15. Gen. « Cenavaraiyar.
16* Ool. = Tolkappiyam Collatikaram.
117* Tv* » Tiruvaeajeam.
18. Teva. = Tevaram hymns.
19. Tol. ss Tolkappiyam, or Tolkappiyanps,the author, 
aoo. to context.
20. Naoo. = Haecinarkkiniyar.
21* Han. = Hannul.
22. NH. s= Heminatam.
23. HH.B. s Heminatam; Bluttu.N
24. Harr. » Harrinai.
25. Hal. « Halati.
26. Hetun. or Hetunal. s= He t unal vat ai.. Also Net. at times*. . * • *
27. - H. H. V. « Hiti Heri Vilakkam. Also Hiti Heri Vil*~ r •
28. Pattina « Pattinappalai. Also Pat tin.
29. P.P. = Pattu Pattu.. .
30. Patirr. « Patirruppattu.
31. Paripa. as Paripatal*
32. Pal. « Palamoli... . .  **
33. Poruna. - Porunararruppatai* Also Porun.
34. PH. as Pur a Hanuru.
35. Por. s& Tolkappiyam: Porul.
36. Perumpan. «s Perumpanarruppatai.
* * r .
37. Per. = Peraciriyar.
38. Mani. = Manimekalai.» *
39. Maturaik. « Maturaikkanoi*
40. Mptu. « Malaipatukatam.
41. Muruk. sk Tirumurukarruppatai. Also at times Tirumuru*“ “ *
42. M.W. » Monier-Williams; Sanskrit-English 
^Dictionary, 1899.
43. M.L* « The Madras Tamil Lexicon, 1926.
44. Mullaip. « Mullaippattu*• •
45. VG. » Vlraeoliyam.
§5. B. Ordinary Abbreviations:in the order of the 
English Alphabet
I. Abl. » ablative.
2* Aec* =s accusative.
3. aec* = according.
4. Act. as Active Voice.
5. adj. as adjective.
6. adv. as adverb, adverbial*
7* App. s= Appendix.
8* B.S* =s Bible Society.
9. caus. as causative*
10(a) 61. ex classical.
10. 6. or bent.= century.
II. e. circa as about.
12. C. or Oomm. « commentary, or commentator, or
commentaries*
13. CG = consonant + consonant.
14* CV. ss* consonant^*vowel.
15. cit. = citation.
16. of. 5= compare, confer.
17. conn. w. as connected with.
go
18* oontemp* sa contemporaneous*
19* eorr* or oorresp. = corresponding. 
20* Dat* = Dative case.
21. Brav. = Bravidian.
22* E. 0* = Early Classical*
23* e. g. ss exempli gratia.
24* E.M. ss Early Mediaeval*'
25. ed* sb edition.
26* esp* sb especially.*
27* f* ss feminine*
28. fr* sb from*
29. fut* s= future.
30. fut* aor. as future-aorist.
31. den. ss genitive, possessive case. 
32* i.e. = that is.
33* ibid* sb ibidem = there itself*
34. id* ss idem ss the self-same.
35. in conn* w* = in connexion with. 
36* inf in* as infinitive. .
37* Inscr* = inscriptions♦
38* Instr* ss instrumental case.
39. intr. « intransitive.
40. Introd.bb Introduction.
41* imp . = imperative.
42. Kan* « Kanarese.
43. B.C. as Date Classical.
44* B. JSff* = Bate Mediaeval.
45. Boo. » loeative case.
46* 1. w* bb loan word.
47. m. ss masculine.
48. Mai* = Malayalam.
49* M.C. s Middle Classical*
50* mod* ss mediaeval*
51* mod. ss modern.
52. 0. » old, ancient.
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53. op. eit«i sb opere, citato,.
54 . opt. » optative.
55. orig* = originally.
56. n. ss neuter.
57* neg. ss negative.
58. Horn. as nominative case.
59. P* ss page.
60. pp. as pages.
61. pi. as plural.
62. Pk.or Pkt.as Prakrt.* .X.
63. partic. as participle*
64. Pass. = passive voice.
65. pos. as positive.
66. pres. as present tense*
67. prob. ss probably*
68. rel. as relative.
69. resp. or respectiv. » respectively
70. RV. a Rig Veda.
71* s. or sing* ss singular.
72. Sk. ss Sanskrit.
73. sb. ss substantive, noun.
74. Tam. = Tamil.
75. Tel. = Telugu.
76. tr. ss transitive.
77. Tul*. ss Tulu.*
78. vb. ss verb, verbal.
79. v. e. ss vinai eccam.mm
80. Voc. ss vocative case.
81. Vol. = volume •
82. f|.i and later periods*
*
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§5*List of Abbreviations, in two Sections,Aw- B* 
§6.Table of Contents.
Parti; The Classics:-
Ch* I. The criterion from diction.
Ch.II. The criterion from the grammatical, 
pattern of the nominal system.
Ch.III.The adverbs discussed in the same way.
Oh.IV* The Verbal system as a ‘criterion.
Oh. V. Syntactical and other Features.
Oh.VI. The Classification of 0. Tam. texts.
Part II. Tol. Oh* VII; Word-List of comparisons between
Tol. and the classics.
Oh.VIII Loan Words from Sk. found in Tol.
Oh.IX, The word^used for comparisons discussed.
Oh.X. The verbal system of Tol*; patu.
Oh.XI. Certain anomalies in Tol’s sutras.
Oh.XII. The Commentaries on Tol. discussed.
Part III* Section l.EL-Sutras 1-11 with schemata,in App.Vol.
Section 2. El. Sutras 1£~82, in the Main Vol. El.10M I*
Conclusion; The date of the several parts of Tol.
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The classification of 0* Tam* literature 
into three periods, 
called here E. (nearly ),M* (=middle)and 1* (sslate)Olassieal(C.).
P a r t  I.
Chapter I: The criteria for fixing these periods from 
the diction*
A; The vocabulary; The replacement of archaic words bv
o there *
The occurrence or non-occurrence of a word by itself proves 
nothing. But if in certain texts a large number of words are 
used for certain objects and in other texts the same objects 
are described always by other words,or other objects are de­
scribed by the word in question and not the original objects, 
then this phenomenon gives us a faint clue to a change in 
diction. Each of these clues can give us only a strong pre­
sumption: but if they all converge, then we can obtain rela­
tive certainty* We shall now take a few examples to illustrate 
this*
(1) oluku*
• *
In the Kur. and Hal. this verb is found frequently in the : 
sense of: to flow on; pass; be in the habit of; act, behave. 
Hence were formed the verbal nouns Ifolukutaltt, f,olukal,S 
4tolttkku,f, which generally denote *fgood conductff or “rectitude4 
It is useful to find out which of these meanings is the 
earliest* No Tam* scholar will state that the Hal* is earlier 
than the Krt. Most of the literati would place the Krt* in
l.G. and the Nal. in L.G* or B+M*(ss mediaeval)times*
In the Krt * oluku generally means "to flow along," often
of a stream* Krt*25;4 oluku nir aral » otukinra nir w the
flowing water. Krt*147:2 olukiya am kalul mimai ^fascinating ° — •* v .» °
beauty flowing..Krt.222;3 punal-ot-olukin =df it runs along
with the stream.Krt*315:2 oluku vel aruvi » the bright"■ •* *
stream that rushes along. Only in one instance^ at Krt.
203:5,does the sense shift towards "conduct",and even then
the "conduct* in this instance is expressly blamed*
On the other hand, the Nal* uses this set of
words fifteen times and only once, at 212c,in the sense
of "running along":- puhal oluka ppull iriyum pu&kunra
nata. This is an apostrophe and has no connection with 
»
lines a, b or &. It is a common feature in the Yenpa songs,
like Nal* and Pal*,to bring into the third line such an*•
apostrophe from another period and from another source.In 
all the remaining instances, the meaning is always one of 
"conduct" or "behaviour",most often "good conduct". They 
are Nal* 37c,44d,45d,57c,75b,139a,142a,143c,171b,182b,
271c, 309a, 311c, 385d.
Then again the mod .Tam* word which means 
"running along,flowing along? otu is not found in this 
sense in the Krt.It is, however,found in the Gomm. on PN. 
158:3 and at Nal*68a,108b,111c,12Gd and 166c. Hence it is 
clear that the earlier sense of "oluku11 was "t© run along, 
flow or rush onwards*and that when the sense shifted to the 
med.and mod.sense of"good behaviour?the word*otu"began to be
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used to connote the earlier signification of oluku.• »
Thereafter we oan examine other texts and see in
which sense woluku” is used in them* We can distinguish#<*
at least three senses:
1) = to be lofty, Krt.115:4; $i£upan. 21; Gol.317* This
sense is conveyed in the Nal*. by another word, odku, e.g.
Nal.79c on one interpret., 199b, 285a; also ofikiya at Nal. 
176a: cf.odkal at Aidk. 251:1. In this sense woluku” does
not occur either in the Kur. or the Nal.
2) as ”to run along’*, esp. in lines or grooves; cf.olukku,» *
PN*173;7 = a row of ants on the move; and thereby 11 to
t
spread over**. In the latter sense the Comm.renders this
word by Hpatar”. At Poxuna*7, Mptu.32 and Narr^l54:12 this 
• *
sense is more to the fore* But at other places, namely,
E1.112d olukkal «= cellutal,Nacc., Patirr.l5:4; PN*158:3;. *  • •
Kalit.59:2; Poruna.41; Cirupan*224; Mptu.106 etc. the.  *
sense is merely that of ”running along”, ’’flowing onwards”, 
exactly the same as that in the citations from Krt.
3) ss to behave, conduct oneself correctly.
Narr.110;9 arivum olukkamum yant-unarntanal kol;
Por.215;2 turanta olukkam palittanr-akalin;
PN.8:1 vaiyam kavalar vali molint- oluka.
The Kur.is so full of oluku, olukal, olukutal, olukku ete." ** ». H
in this sense that it is not worth citing any instances 
therefrom.
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With regard to this set of words,while oluku 
» !lto behave0 is met with in the earlier texts only occa­
sionally, oluku ss "to run along1 is not met with at all, 
except for Nal*2120,either in the Kur. or the Nal. Here 
then a verbal root has with the passage of time become re­
stricted in meaning#
(2) olukai *#
2
Possibly connected with the root "oluku" = "to run along
«
in a line0 is the word "olukai. Originally it meant a line
of carts that runs along the road , generally conveying
salt or grain* It occurs at;-
Krt • 388:4 inn an erut t- olukai totu niraitt- anna.* •. * ——
A.N*30;6 olukai non pakatu*# • .
A.N. 159:2 kollai earriya kotu nuka olukai.
A*N*173:9 var kayirr- olukai non cuval kolli.
— — #• — .
A.H.310:14 uppoy umanar olukai.
PH.116:7-8 umanar uppoy olukai. . Cirupani55 non pakatt-♦ * .  • • •
^ i . t i * umanar olukai.Perumpan.63 perum kayirr- olukai.
Patirr. Patikam 5, line 17; kuncara olukai putti ventiral:
— * . .  *■ * .  —  *
also 44; 17 .
In these texts "olukai1 means a eart or waggon.
But in the Alhk,, Par ipa., Kur., NaL.,Cilap., Civ .,Tv. this
Y/ord is hardly met with* Instead we have the group of: words,
cakatu, cakatam and cakatu. These are dealt with under Sl.62, . . .  ..
In med. and mod. Tam. texts the more common words for a 
cart are panti, vantii and vanti. This change in terminology
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for the same object is a valuable index of the type
of literature where the different terms are met with,
whether it is B*C*, L*C*, E,M, or modern* It must again
be stressed that l)one word alone is a slender clue.
It is only when we have a large number of words of this
nature that we have sufficient evidence for a change of
diction as between two texts; 2)while the presence of
a word like "vantil" in what is claimed to be an S.O.
* •
text would be surprising , we may well have an occasional 
"olukain in med. or mod* texts* A Tam*word never becomes 
so obsolete that it cannot be reintroduced into later 
poetry,especially as this poetry is to some extent 
divorced from the normal usage in prose; 3) we must take in­
to account not only the occurrence or non-occurrence of a 
word, but in the former case its frequenOy, and in the 
latter whether we sould expect this word to occur, in 
the context in question*
(3) elil as opposed to alaku.*» .  ^ | . *B*
Both these mean "beauty**, esp.that connected with a well-­
rounded form. But while elil is in E.O*, alaku appears
* *  * *
only in L*G* or E*M* times* Thus elil occurs at Krt,
*• —
178:2; 247:1; 318:6; 348:4; 357:2; Por.247:2; AN.43:10; 
116:9; 137:15; 176:22; 230:13; 242:15; 248:13; 3Q.7:2;
340:8; 343:3;
Narr.9:5; 13:1; 304:5; 379:6;
PN.68:5; Aiflk. 347:2 ;
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Kalit.4:17; 11:22; 14:2(twioe); 15:12; 25:9; 39:51; 52:4;
60:3; 64:28; 64;2Q; 67:10,16; 77:12; 142:11,66.
Netanal, 38;
*
Mptu*31; 57.
*
Maruk.157.
Kur *407a elil nalam.
Hal.167a elil nalam; 53a where ©111 1© distinguished from 
vanappu. Cfv.lGSo, 355d, 474a, 985a, 1030c, 1332d, 1475b, 
1588a.
The above list shows that this word continued
in use for a long time esp. in such phrases, as ent-elil
akam, nal elil akam, elil nalam, elil mulai, nunn elil #* *• **■ • .  **»
vana mulai, ent-elil malar, which were easily learnt by — *#
heart and repeated from age to age.
On other hand, it is signifiesmt that in
almost every instance cited above,'the Comm., which was
written in prose for the benefit of those not conversant
with the earlier and poetic diction, paraphrases l,elilrt
by the words ^laku" or,falakiyaw. These words do not w *» •»
occur at all in the B.T. and P.P., the eighteen classical
works, which are accepted by all Tam.scholars to be the
oldest complete Tam. works extant. ®ven the Kur. which is
admitted to be slightly posterior to the majority of the
E.T. and P.P. does not have these words. In the Hal., which
is later still, the word Malaku* occurs in only one of the•*
400 stanzas, but here it is found six times, twice each in
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lines a, b and d of stanza 131* In the contemporaneous
so-called epics it occurs rarely: at 0ilap*3:8; Mani.l8:104;
crv.71Gb, 1254d, 2805b, 2839b; and in Tv.fourteen times.
alaku occurs at 0ilap.3:8; Mani*18:104; Por.548:2, but in .* .
every instance not in the generic sense of "beauty", but
in that of a poetical or dramatic device:**
Cilap.3:8**9 at alum pat alum alakum enr-i —. . .. —
kkuriya munrin onru kurai patamal.
Mani. 18:104 atalum pat alum alakum katti.• « . . .  . .
Por.548 ceyyul moliy&l cir punaintiyappin♦ — —
avvakal tane alak-ena ppatume.— ** *
(4) The changes in the meaning of "ani 2
  -  - -   ■; *
Another word which the Comm.paraphrase as "alaku" or
"alakiya" is "ani". In the sense of "beauty" or ^beautiful", * • *
it occurs at Krt.22:3} 138:4; 165:5; 274:8: mulai; 343:2;
341:2; 349:2; 370:1; 392:1. Harr.l7:3; 9:6; 241:9; 264:3;
304:7 an! nalam; 390:5. AN.5:25; 20:9; 98:15; 108:16; 236:11
242:3; 361:4 ani valai; 396:13* Kalit* 65:4; 135:9.
9 * * 9
Aihk.l4;3 ani tturai; 55:3; 96:1 ani natai erumai; 258:2 » “  .  .
ani mayil*
Kurincip. 171,181.
Maturaik.278.
In these texts and others belonging to the 18 
great classics, "ani" never means a "jewel". In the Hal. and 
Clv.the sense fluctuates between "beauty" and"jewel". Thus 
it keeps the older signification at Hal .290a, 3.74a, 392a,
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but obtains the later one at 242b, 389c; similarly the older
one at Civ*117o ani kalam; 863b ani kalam; 1172b; 1348d;
• • 9 9
1891b ani kalam; 1988d ani nalam; 2091c; 2436a*• *
Probably it was through the phrase ani kalam(=beautiful stone 
» “jewel”) that ani itself obtained the sense of ”jewell!*
In Tv* ani occurs eight times, but always in the latter 
sense*
(3) yala.
Col.381 states y % u  kkavin 5m - «y%" means "beauty". In
accordance with an ancient alternance l/n, which is found•* •
in several Tam.words (cf. ani ~ al*aku, where "aku” is* # *
the formative , from the verb aku = to become, lit.what
becomes beautiful) we are led to expect a word in yal-* *
in the same sense* And this is in fact so. It is yala « G♦*
beautiful one! 0 fair (lady)! 0 handsome (young man)! It
generally occurs in conversations between lovers or
between the heroine and her female companion, Thus at
krt* 367:1*2. yala nin... tol kavin periiyar.“  ** *
Harr.39:1; 263:1; M.39:2;2G; 86:24; 318:11;
Kalit.7*5 etc. This word is specially plentiful in this
work. Likewise in other situations, and in addressing others,
like princes, e.g.PH*144:2*3 yala nin kar etir kanam*• ** *
patinein aka. Then suddenly the word fades out; so rare is 
its use later that Han.440 classes it among those particles 
the meaning of which is not clear.
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(6) am, av, am as beauty*
It seems probable that all the abovejmentioned words for
Bbeautytt have an original connection among themselves
owing to the alternanee ya/e/a in the initial or radical
syllable of the words concerned, namely, yal-a, yanu;
j
el~il:an~i; al-aku* If so, the radical syllable may bet* * * *
described as yal-/ el-/ al~ alternating with yan-/an- ♦
Of these five forms we have in Q.Tam* texts only four that
are obvious, for al-*aku does not occur there* Instead, we*<•
have very frequently the words am or am (s=beauty) before 
consonants other than v, and av(s=beauty) before v or 
vowels* Possibly this represents the fusion or syncope of 
alum;> aim >am, esp. as Malu* itself in the sense of 
nadorning^decorating with flowers11, orig. ^ inlaying11, 
occurs at least once, namely at Harr.42;9, 
oil potu kontu pal kural aluttiya*
V  * M
The form am is explained by Qomm* as the metrical extension
of am; but it may well be the result of the syncope of
alum, This would give us an ancient alternanee of yal-/
al-/ al-/ el-. It is impossible to take the word here as** •* #
ttaw, as Tam. does not admit of words, apart from particles,
of only one short syllable without a consonant at its end.
occurs in the following passages:- 
Krt.2:1; 16:5; 63:3; 71:2; 79:5; 143:7; 159:3; 154:5; 163:3 
172:1; 177:3; 178:1; 183:1; 206:1; 207:2; 209:1; 211:1;
/
lor this alternanee cf*T.Burrow,Drav*St*Y(B.S*0*A.S.XI, 
pp.595 - 616) and my comm, on 11^ . 32.
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214:3; 245:1; 258:5; 280:2; . 282:6; 286:2; 293:5; 296:2; 
350:4; 357:5; 373:7;
Narr. 90:8; 105:10;170:3; 192:7; 241:10; 324:8; 355:8; 
370:7;
AN. 3:16; 6:1,17; 9:10,25; 11:5; 16:3; 24:4; 35:16; 38:3,6; 
41:15; 46:5; 71:8; 73:14; 76:12; 90:3,6; 96:12; 97:2,22; 
99:6,7; 103:3; 104:12; 126:9; 142:1; 198:10,13; 188:12; 
206:8; 225:6,13; 229:18; 236:11; 234:12; 240:14; 271:8; 
280:14; 295:20; 300:4; 303:2; 328:14; 336:7; 340:2;
365:15; 378:3; 384:5; 226:3; 153:2;
PN. 68:5; 96:1; 108:2; 152:10; 324:8; 349:5.
Aiiik. 27:1; 49:1; 106:4; 299:3; 321:3; 326:2; 391:6; 424:4; 
448:5; 174:4:
Kalit. 14:1; 31:19; 41:3; 44:3; 56:21; 64:12; 65:4; 88:18; 
102:37.
Perumpan. 275; Poruna. 144; Kurineip.180; Netun.149;
Mptu. 61; Kur.1107b.
0lv.25b, 137a, 465c, 88ob, 19886, 2064 b, 2092c; 606a am
malar. But in these oases it seems to me that Civ. repeats
earlier phraseology, like the "am kalul mini" of Krt.143:7
at Civ. 1988d and 2G64b* am » beauty; beautiful. This
th "b h
classical form is still preserved in the 7 # and 8 *
c.A.B.inscriptions#
At.Cfv* 2364b we find an abstract noun formed from "am** viz.
ammai : ammai arntana alakiya*.* The same word occurs
—  • •
at Por.5470; ammai alaku ... Por.313:11, in the sense of
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ttthe beauties” of poetry;
ammai tane ati nimirp-inre, Por.547c.
The form wam"= beauty is much rarer:- 
Harr.41:8 has two readings: am pukai and am pukai.
Civ.492e and 928b have (both) am pal= alakiya pal, Comm.
The form °avM oooure before the vowels and v:- 
Krt.119:1; 180:6.
Narr,25:1; 303:10; 319:2; 370:5.
AH. 6:2; 16:3; 21:3; 26:4; 82:2; 86:11; 125:1; 126:9;307:2. 
PH.36:6; 117:5; Patirr.78:2 av veil aruvi.
Kalit* 81:1;
Poruna. 6 avvayirru;
Kurinoip.140;
Mptu 32 away:
Muruk*lG4; 191;
Por* 146:23,Haoc*cit* at I,p.557:2:4*
Civ*560a and 2447d (both) awalai « beautiful bangles*
How in the Hal*, except for the doubtful word
"ankan” which Pope, op*cit.p.278, equates with am4-kan,# ♦
the only two clear instances are at 372a, am kott-akal
• *
$lkul, and 396a, am maruhkirkii. Both these are clearly 
oatchphrases recurring in the eighteen great lam.classics* 
In the T v ^ a m ” ss”beautyt occurs three times, while in the 
sense of ”sweettr it is far# more frequently employed, and 
”alaku" is the normal word for "beauty”**<K
Here we have a set of words that were almost 
continuously employed during classical and early mediaeval
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times: but the peak ef their usage was in the AN.Civ., 
which speaks of '•beauty11 in almost every stanza and fre­
quently in every line thereof, uses wamw (®beauty) rarely 
in comparison with Krt* Narr* or AN., which do not speak 
of physical beauty so frequently or so vividly.
(7) kSlaissluxuriant hair,esp.as braided or curled..*
This word does not occur in Nal., Kur., Faripa.,Pattupattu,
*  * *
Aiflk* or Patirr*,which use other words like kuntal,kulai, 
katuppu etc. for the same thing. It occurs rarely even in 
the works given below:-
a) Krt*113:5 (yam em) kulaikkfl. eruman konarkam cerum.■— • • # * —
b) Ert*372:5 kulai pey ekkar « kuntalin itatte peyyappatum,
" * Comm.
0) AN*141:16 kulai kkuntal » kulai akiya kuntal,Oomim.
mf* **"r'
d) AN.315:1 kulaiyum kuruneri kkontana s talai mayirum....,
Comm.
e)PN. 61:1 kontai kkulai o kontai akiya mayir, Comm.'• > •* * *
f)Kalit.56:3-4 kan kutu kulaicuvan micai ttatotu tala.* * **. — .  •*
g)Kalit.!07:8-9 appu vant-en kulaiyul vilntanru man.. — * # * • •  —— —
h) Por.262:1 kulai virittal = talai mayirinatu muti nekilum,.. — . *.
Comm.
Thereafter this word was dropped,because of the
homonyms: -
1) kulai ss the rear of an army, PH,88:1; Por.72:7;PN.169:4.
2) kulai =; that which is truncated, short: hornless (of
♦ ♦  - *
animals), as at Krt. 111:4; 133:2; 179:7; 227:3.
Hence other words, asp.kuntal, were used instead, 
as at Patirr.14, 18, 21, 31, 44, 50, 54, 81;
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Paripa. 3:31 (twice); 12:15; Appended Songs, 2:85..
(8) Most of the remaining words are given in 
Chapter VII, where they are compared with the diction of 
Tol. To give them here too would involve unnecessary re­
petition.
Having in this manner divided the G.Tam*
words into three periods according to the frequency of
their usage in positions where we should expect them, we
next proceed to relate them, if possible, with chronology.
Fortunately two of the B.T*, the P.H. and Patirr., speak
mostly of historical personages. In many of them the poets
address the king by name or by a well-known title, so that
there can be no mistake.
At the start I doubted very much how, and to what
extent, one was to believe in such statements as this
note, at the close of each song or poem of the PH. At
PH..24 the ttpatikamtt states: Pantiyan talai-yaladkanattu
* * > — ■ —
cceruvenra netunceliyanai madkuti kilar patiyatu. Briefly, —  . . . — . * *  *
Madkuti-kilar panegyrises Hetunceliyan. But at PH. 72 this
Hetunceliyan speaks of the self-same victory that 
- at
Madkutikilar describes J?H.24. Hot only this: but at • *»
lines 1 3 - 1 6
odkiya cirappin uyarnta kelvi
madkuti marutan talaivan aka 
♦ —  —
ulakamotu nilaiiya palar pukai oirappln
pulavar patatu varaika en nilavarai,
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there is an explicit mention in the very text of PH.72 of
the identical person doing the self-same thing, namely,of
Mahkutikilar or marutan being the chief eourt-poet of the • ** —
— U.
Pantiya king, Hetunceliyan, and of singing his praises.
Again, the Patikam of the ten poems, PH.127 to
136, states that the hero is Vel 2y Antiran: the first
nine of these are said to be by a certain Mooi. ^ At PH.
158:12**13 this fact is stated in the very text:-
tiruntu moli **
mooi patiya ayv *
These instances can be multiplied: they suffice
several
to show that the text and patikam must in^cases stand or 
fall together*
The chronology of the three Tam* kingdoms and 
their rulers aa given in the PH* has been sufficiently worked 
out* Most of the P*P* are also panegyrics of kings or 
princes and thus fall into the same category* By comparing
These lines are the historical basis on which the purely 
legendary Tam*"sangam” of popular credence in Southern India 
was erected in the eighth century A.B. In fact, the word 
"osAkam", as it should be in Tam., is itself ruled, out by 
El. 62, which states that no Tam .word can start with "ca- as 
tUe initial syllable.
&  —
Uraiyur Eniocfri Mutamdei has composed fourteen poems:twelve 
of these are in praise of Say Antira^,sub-king of the Potiyil 
district of South Travaneore and*S.W*Tinneveli• These are 
PH.127 to!35,241,374 and 375* PH.240 and 136 are in praise 
of Aay, but by other poets*
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the diction in these with that in the Love Songs or Akam
poems, namely, Krt., Karr., AN., Aink., Kalit., Mullaip.,
Kjirineip., and with that in the poems about the gods,
namely^ lurak. and Paripa. , we shall obtain a workable
chronology for the graat classics. Then we can test the
diction of the Kur*, Nal* and Pal., all of them didactic— ..
poems, and of the so-called epics: Oilap., Mani* and Civ.
*
Before obtaining definite conclusions as to chronology,
we must retest these 24 works by means of the remaining
criteria, esp. those concerned with the grammatical pattern
of the words and the syntactical structure of the sentences.
But there are two more criteria concerned with diction.
B. Under El. 62,64 and 65/101. rules out certain initial +* '
avllables for Tam* words. Thus wea,cai, cau* cannot begin any 
pure Tam.word, "n** can, as initial, be followed only by a, 
e or oj wy tf, as initial, by a alone. These rules differ from 
those of later grammars, like YG.,NN. and Nan, and deal 
with special features in O.Tam. that were not noticeable in 
med* Tam.
Under these sutras I dicuss all the objections 
against them and show how far the O.Tam. texts follow these 
regulations.Once we have accepted these sutras as genuine 
and objective, we get a fairly good clue to the date of 
any given work. The Krt., which on other grounds we are
$
inclined to believe to have been composed earliest among 
the IB, is also the work which violates these rules the 
least. It contains only one word in rtcaw-, namely, cakatam,
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and that only once, at Krt*165:3. likewise , for the
!,naff* initial,viz., namali at Krt. 179:2.It does not
violate El. 65 at all. On the other hand, the Paripa*
v
(among the 18) F and the six (here mentioned as the lesser 
v/
classics) ^  violate these rules repeatedly. Thus the 
ParipS. Has cakatam, caiikam, catai 9s6; 11:2; oanpakam;
oamam, 19:4)8; 21:2; 22:1;
carnal,oamaippu, calam, 9:6: 10:90, in the sense of water;*• '
6:5*?, in the sense of deceit; 15:58, in the sense of angey, 
contrariety; and cagam, 10:59. The remaining references 
are given under the appropriate autras; but this fact alone 
increases our belief in the comparative lateness of the 
Paripa. among the great classics.
0* It is knowh for certain that the percentage of loan 
words from Sk* and Pk. into Tam. is least in the earliest 
historical poems and increases as time goes on. In fact, 
it was the taking over of these loan words into Tam.that 
caused the violation of El. 62,64 and 65 mentioned under 
B above. But not all of these loan words begin with ca, ya, 
yu* yo, or na: this is a much larger group. Here again 
we have an important criterion to test a work. V.R.E* 
Pikshitar, p.349 to p.353, has done that for the Cilap. in 
his translation. I have done that below for the Tolkappiyam. 
But end shduld b&ar-in mind the type of literature involved,
3r8 » the Eight Anthologies and the Ten Songs « E.T. and P.P. 
IK ss the Kur.,Hal.,Pal*,Cilap*,Mani. and Civ.
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as certain types are mfcre likely than others to have such 
loan words* Thus religious literature, especially of the 
controversial type as against Jains or Buddhists on the part 
of the Brahmins, has more loan words from Sk. than secular 
literature•
C h a p t e r  II.
The Grammatical Pattern of 0* Tam*
1* Houns*
In med. and mod* Tam* the case affixes are 
rigidly kept apart one from the other: but in 0*Tam. there 
is no such rigidity. We shall illustrate this by a few 
examples.
a) The B o g u s . nin, for the later ni,is found at Por*lG2,
Hacc.cit*I,p*371, the last line: nin aruli|allatu » unless
thou grant* ^ Again ,Por*48b u.11 urutt-iruvatal = iruvate,
• *  **** *■
Comm* Here, “ai” is Horn*affix.
b) The Vbe, is said to have @ as the suffix, in both Tol.
Col. and Ban*, in certain instances, while most often the
final syllable is lengthened,' or the final consonant dropped.
Col.§ 4, sutras 118 to 154, attempts to cover the whole ground:
but it never admits ^ai11 as the Voc. suffix* But AB.63:1
has kelay valiyo makalai; 0 daughter, hear thou*
* * * •
c) Col.*71 prescribes “ai** alone as the Acc. case affix. But 
at Krt. 197:5 katalar ppirinta erkurittu varume.
AiAk.l78:4 erkantu nayantu n£ nalka kkale*
In both the above en (for the later ennai « me)^>er before k*
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PH. 162:8 nirpatarntioine. Here nin (»ninnai)j> n^r before p. 
Likewise tan is Acc*s. (=tannai = himself, herself or itself) 
at Krt. 276:6; PH.381:6; Aink.298;4.
Although these instances may be brought under Col* 105, 
this sutra cannot cover the instances below, where ttku” and 
win° are used as Acc. case affixes in the texts, and t!amn in 
Bor.
AH.26:24 tan tulikku erra s tan tuliyai erra, Comm.• ■ . v . 7T *
Hari* 308:10 peru malai ppeyarku erraftku =s peyartalai,Comm.
PH.316:1 kall-in valtti » kall^ai valtti,Gomm.
. * * •  * • *
PH.297:6 naray-in valtti ** praising the fragrant spirituous 
liquor.
Por*65:l mulu mutal a ran am mur.ralum » aranai, Oomm.
Ihis use of Hamtt as Aoo* case affix resembles the Kan.use 
of "annu" for the same case.
d) Col* 73 and Han. 297 presoribe f,otu” as the Instr. suffix. 
But at Krt. 194:4 etila kalanta irantarku en
Krt. 194:5 petal nencam peru malakk- urume.
.a
Here the Comm.paraphrases irantarkd as irantu porulalum. ♦ "* ..
» owing to, through, by means of the two events* Here then 
ku, which is always reserved in med.^am. for the Bat.case, 
is used to form the Instr. case.
Foot-yiote^  iojis Zffct,:'
4 Krt*91,;3 tan turai uran pent-in-ai ayin, where both in
and ai are suffixed to pentu in the Horn. case.*.
PH#5;3 kin&ka natan-ai, in the Horn. case. But here ai « -ay » 
thou art.
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e) Qol.75 and Han.298 prescribe Hkutt as the Dat. suffix*
But at Harr. 365:8*9 van toy mamalai natanai
ccanroy allai enranam vararke:
’’Let us go and tell the lord of the land: Thou art not 
good*** In Tam. enrd (= tell) always takes the Bat. case.
Here then natan-ai in the text = natarku in the Gomm.
* -u • *"*
Ai is a Dat.suffix*
f) Col.79 and Han*30G prescribe ^atu1* as the Gen.suffix.
But at Per.39:1 talai varum viluma nilai as talaivar-atu...,0omra•*
"urn” is used instead, as Gen. suffix.
g)0ol.81 and Han. 301 prescribe ttkan!t as the Loc*suffix.** •
Han.302 and Col.82. add a fair number of other suf£ixes;&ut
(1) *rieither tmehti ons\ y an or ana as a Loc. suffix. On the
other hand, the latter figure very prominently in this
capacity in the early texts and in Tol. They are discussed
under sutra 37b, punar iyal-ana.>0\ Km is used as the L oc.
U). urkke » /
suffix at Harr. 67:12; AH,340:24, both uraivin^urinkan,Comm. *
The general feature then of O.Tam.case affixes
is a certain elasticity of treatment. It is not contended
El. 342 mell elutt-iyaiyin irutiy-otu uralum. Here Hacc#«. ♦* ™ • * •*
renders otu by in, meaning !lat Vin^jnaiaely, rtat the 1 and..*
PH.100:1*2 kaiy*atu vile kal-ana punaikalal meyy*atu viyare
*  *  * *
mitarr-atu paoum pun* Here both atu and are used as Loc.
suffixes.Hence we can list these as an,an,atu,in,il,otu,ku* * * .
in addition to those given at Ool.82;these were employed, 
at least occasionally, as Loo. suffixes.
i
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that the early texts always gocounter to Gol* and* Nan.
Thus Krt* 66:5 mariy-ai kkSj? ena matitte conforms to themm ^
rules of both, as ai, is used as the Acc* suffix* On the 
other;; hand, not all the instances of such deviations from 
these rules can be given in a small dissertation like this: 
nor are they necessary.
The formation of the pi. of nouns.
The mod. and med. Tam. suffix kal. which serves to form
*
the pi. does not occur till the very end of the classical 
period. ^ Instead we note the suffix' "ir" in connection 
with a few no tins. There is the homonymous auffixHirw used
Gol.allows kal as the pluralizing particle of a.*, rinai 
nouns alone, while Gol.7 does not mention it in conn.w. 
uyartinai nouns .But Nan. 278 allows kal for both sets of nouns 
so do all later grammars. - I n  the texts,kal is occasionally 
found in conn.w.a.*, rinai nouns alone, in the later poems 
of the Kalit*and in the Parip$.,but not in E*0* texts.This 
is not to state that kal was not used in the contemporaneous 
colloquial dialect* This must have been so, since it is an 
affix common to Ran., Mai* and Tam. Of.Galdwell,op.cit., 
p.244. - kal, in connection with the uyartinai nouns as well, 
occurs at Qilap.11:171 yahkal(^.G*yam,Mod.nankal «we);
* ■ 'i #
Giv.1793 a,b,e eiikal our; b yahkal = we.• _  .
1795 d karranafikal yamum ~ ^e too studied.
547b,2624d namar-*am-kal, in the voc* '= G ye our men!
2622a pirantavarkal« those who were born.™ *
2773d cuttitunkal. In this last instance, the Oomm.renders ....
the word as cuttitum and calls kali an acaiM or metrical
M
to form the Voe. of nouns. Thus mantar = men, at Krt, 247:3, 
in the Voc. becomes mantir, as at Kalit, 22:4, « 0 men*
Perhaps it was this dual function <f a homonymous particle 
and the resultant ambiguity that led to the gradual diminution 
and the final abandonment of such words in med* Tam.literature 
The vast majority of the words cited below are 
not in the Voc.case.That they are pi* forms is made clear 
by my instancing the sing, in a few texts. In each set we 
start with the sing*
a) kel as intimacy, friendship; an intimate friend, lover, 
husband, wife*
AiAk.ISla, 122a, 123a, 124a, 125a, 126a, 127a, 128a; 271:4.
Patirr. 44:11 cenan a^inum kel ena molintu.
Poruna* 74; kelir pola kkel kolal venti;, * * ♦ *
Kalit. 39 :26.
Paripa. 9:21; 11:121; 12:92.
Kur. 808a, 882b, 1222a.
kelir = intimate friends.
♦
Krt*4Q2; 58:1; 280:1(twice); 293:1;
Fobtnote on p. 42 continued;-
filling.The M.L , sub voce kal, takes the same view* But its
use here is in no way different from its use at. Civ* 1795d,
where kal is not called an “acai". - In the Kacakuti Plates * ,
of Kandivarman (710-775AP*) we find Kal used in the same way
as in the so-called epics:- kanikSrattikal = dancing girls;
hayatikal « hunters, as at S.I.I.IX,352*0f.M.L.p.2223.* *
In the seventh century Inscriptions too, we come across 
caturppetikal = caturveding = those skilled in the four Vedas
AN. 130:1: amraa vali kelir mun ninru.■** » “*
PN.42:17; 74 :4 kel al kelir: 71:15 kelir-ota:
* ♦ • *
Poruna. 74 (oited just above)*
Kalit.3:21 mil ninru mey kurum kelir pol.
* * *  *
Paripa. 4:54: 8:63 kelir manalin kelavum ituvo.
* *  ♦ *
Kur. 187a; 615a; 1267b, here honorific pi. for "my husband” 
Hal. 9b, 201d, 382b.
b) puttel « a god, Krt.101:2: 288:6 puttel nit.
PH* 22:35; Kur.213a,234b,29Qb,966a,1323a
puttelir = gods, Kalit. 82:1:4 puttelir kottam valgiri oeytu . . . .
Kur,58(b) puttelir valum ulaku; Tv.5:54.. . .  *
c) pen,Krt. 292:5 a woman; PE,82:1 one’s wife, 
pentu, Krt. 91:3 » wife; Kalit. 77:11 oner& wife;
AifUc. 113:3; AN,.203:18.
pentir as wives, women; also honorific, pi.for a wife,at Krt 
181:7.
Krt. 158:6; 181:7; 373:3 vevvay ppentir kauvai anci.
AN. 50:3; 65:4;
PN. 9:2; 62:4,13;
AiAk. 271:3.
Mullaip. 11 peru mutu pentir; Iptu.320; Por.146:36,55*
Nil. 194d, 368b, 381b.
Tv. 5:166; pentir at Tv.10:21,
d) makal= a girl, Krt.31:4; 89;7; 95:3; 101:5; 280:3; 327:5
23:1,3.
AH.370:15 eto.
PH. 128:6. Kujinoip. 193.
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makalir = girls, Krt# 81:2; 26:3; 31:2; 45:2; 135:2;
208:3; 238:3; 246:6; 243:3; 287:5; 316:5; 
326:2; 333:3; 364:5; 384:2; 386:3; 398:3; 
401:3;
Narr. 145:3'; 155:1; 398:5;
AN.378:2; 226:4;
. PN.24:31; 42:16; 176:1 eto. 374:10; 63:12
Patirr. 29:2;
AiAk.187:2; 297:2;
Kalit. 75:4; 119:14;
Kurincip. 195;
laturaik. 446, 97, 609;
Netun.151; 67;
»
Nal. 167a, 375c.
e) vela= a tribal chief, PN. 24:18; 105:8.
velir tribal chiefs, Krt. 164:3:
Harr.280:8: 
m .  24:21;
Maturaik.55.
f) putuvimt » newcomers (fr* putu « new), Mptu. 392.
Some Tam. scholars have connected this partiele Hr*1 with 
lfiriin or nlxn s= two, claiming that an original dual became
pi. later: but of this we have no proof* 4 It is more 
plausible to connect this HirH with "ini** = great, large,
4 Thus Galdwell, op. cit. p. 240.
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many or ratter much, Krt# passim. Neither Ool* ncodf Han* 
has anything to stay about this pi. suffix, although each 
devotes a section to this subject.
2. Nouns in close association with personal pronouns.
The latter in O.Tam. are the following, in the Nom* and 
Oblique cases, sing* and pi.
Ist: Pers. 2nd* Pers. (Reflex.}i,grd,?er)
Nom* Oblique, i Nom. Oblique. ! Nom. Oblique.
. ■ — t * t _
Sing, yan en f ni nin ; tan tan.
* *
PI* yam em j niyir,nir(num ! tarn tam..
* i It
Corresponding to these pronouns we have "An the 
earliest texts certain abbreviated forms or syncopes denoting 
”my mother, thy mother, his mother” and the corresponding 
words forefather”-
— / y _  *
Yay « my mother nay - thy mother tay ss his mother 
entaiss my father nuntais= thy father tantai= his father.
PurtJier , we have also certain words, which function as
adjectival clauses in English, corresponding to these
personal pronouns;-
emiyam = we who are alone, tamiyar as they who are alone, 
emiyem = we who are alone, tamiyor = they who,are alone.
In course of time, the forms connected with 
the 2 #Pers. dropped out first, and then those connected 
with the first Pers. At that stage "tay« had come to mean
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"mother", not " his mother", e.g. Nal.15a enakku ttay aklyal=
' m
she who was to me a mother* All this was expressed in one
short word in Krt*, namely?yay. This is typical of the
conciseness of the earlier texts in Tam* as compared with 
J
the later. _
Similarly, ^tantai” was generalized to denote
rtfather,f, so that wehave tten tantai" in the later texts*
Under El* 67, which speaks explicitly of "nuntai11, I discuss-:
* *
nentai! as well. Here I shall treat of the remaining words’* - 
At Krt*40 the lover addresses his mistress * He feigns 
surprise at the ease and completeness of their.union of 
hearts, while up to that time they had been complete strangers 
to each other;
1 yayum nayum yar akiyaro
2 entaiyum nuntaiyum em murai kkelir— «
3 yanum niyum ev-valiy aritum.
rt?iayif is such an archaic word that this is its only incidence 
in Krt* It occurs four more times in the whole of the 18 great 
classics; namely, at Kalit. 107:26 in the Sing., and at 
Kalit.81; 12; 85:28 and 36 in the PI. as nayar » *fthv mothers”. 
This looks strange* But it was the custom am&ng Tamil cowives 
of one man to regard aaeh of their children as belonging to 
them all.
£
tantai, tannai, at Por.503:2 father, mother; so at Por.137; 
Yantai| El. 347a; 
tay, El* 358.
. *4
yay is not *so rare* Sometimes, by an extension of me;aning, 
it oame to mean 1 an elderly lady”, as at Krt*9:l; 10:1;
Aihk. 1:3; 2:3; 3:3; 4:3; -3:3; 6:3; ?:3; 8:3; 9:3; 10:3.
At Aink. 98:4 yay = thy mother.
In the following instances it means ” my mother n or “oar 
mother11:-
Krt. 40:1; 51:4; 198:8; ‘ 244:6; 248:7; 269:4; 294:8; 374:1. 
Harr. 376:12.
AH. 282:15.
Aihk. 186:4; 272:5.
emiyam, Krt. 172:3;
AH.33:12; 112:7; 371:10.
_  fO
eraiyem, Karineip. 32.
tamiyen, Krt.30:6; Tv.4:170; 5:62; 6:65,152. 
tamiyar, Krt*34:2; 94:4; 172:4; Kur.229b. 
tamiyor, Krt.124:4; 162:6.
tamiyan, Kur.873a; Tv.5:272 « he who is alone*
tamiyal, Kur*1007b « she who is alone i.e. an unmarried 9 » .
woman.
Ancient pronominal suffixes to noons etc*
Col. 195 states:- a o akum peyarum ar ulave
ay-itan arital ceyyul ulle.* — — ...
Ceteris paribus, the forms in oy, on, ol, or, esp. in icin-or,
are more ancient than those in ay, an, al, ar, in the cl.texts
PH*2:8 utaiy-oy *= thou who hast; 16,kotuttoy » thou who 
.  .
didst give.
4:9
PET. 145;? arul veyy-oy as thou who desirest grace; etc.
*
Krt*7:1 vill-on = he who has a bow; 1 totiyol ss she who*“ *• m m
wears an armlet *
Krt*7:2 nall-or = the good. This is a sample: instances are 
plentiful.
3* The Tam, demonstratives and nouns linked therewith.
331.31 states: a i u : these three are the demonstratives.m
It is usual to term them as the remote, proximate and 
intermediate demonstratives respectively. Thus M.L., 
p.416 describes "utu*1-thus;-
1* that which is between the near and the more remotej 
2. that which is near the person or persons spoken to,
Jaffna usage.
On a careful analysis of the texts, it is this second sense
that is predominant in such words as utu, uval, uvan; or. “
phrases like utukkan and uvakkan. At times rt u-H = ” up,above” 
as in flumpartt.
This threefold formations of words is very ancient: 
but in course of time the original distinction between the 
words in l!u,f- and ”a,,~ tended to become slurred and obscured. 
Then one of the forms disappeared. Thus the presence of all 
the three forms in any text tends to prove its relative 
antiquity. First, I give a table of the forms actually found 
in the texts:-
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Next, I mention a few of the preferences.for the rarer 
words above*
1  —  —  —Krt. 191:1 u.ta kkan atu-ve . ita en moliko?•* * ** «•
2 —Gol.l67& avai mutal akiya vaksima ppeyarum.
Col*167c avai ivai avai ena varaam peyaram*
^ 0ol*162b avan ivan uvan ena varuum peyaram.
5 Col.162c aval ival aval ena varaam peyaram.
• • *
0ol*162d avar ivar dvar ena;^var5um peyaram*
7 ‘ — -
Nan.388 epporal eocolin evvaru uyarntor 
ceppinar appati ccepputan marape
At Kur. 1185 there is an obvious contrast implied by the 
forms uva and iva:-
uvakkan em katalar eelvar ivakkan en" " • ™,nr'" . -*■
meni pacapp-urvatu.
The words uva kkan ® see those things i.e. look yonder, 
occur also at Krt.367:3;
Narr. 237:6; 242:6*
AN.4;13; 350:15*
Aink. 206:1; 207:2.
A very close form to the above is utu kkan == look at that
Krt.81;4; 191:1; 358:4.
Harr. 264:9.
Kalit. 108;39;144:32,34,35.*
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PH#210;12* 307;3*
Ai£k*lQl;l; 453:2*
El. 263, Haoo*oit* Both the above jar©; been *#>
translated as "behold!!t.
In the above instances either ~tu or-va hi^ ksb^on suffixed 
as the formative, to the demonstrative ” u ttj but at AH*330:ll 
we find utuva ( « uhke, Gomm*) where both together hxar-evbc»-n 
suffixed.
The remaining, ones are dealt with quite briefly;-
utu emm ur, Krt.179;3 cf. a . *• tu emm ur, AH.38; 17.
itu, utu, atu : El. 263 Haoc.; Gol*167a ; atu itu utu ena
varuum. iv, uv, av, ; El. 81.El. and Haoc. iv, at PH. 96:1:
av, ib.3; ivvum uvvum avvum at Paripa*4;33.
aval, Paripa. 11:123.
*
uvan, Paripa. 12:55.
ippal, Gxv. 469b, 490b « ivvitatte, Haco. 
appal, Paripa*.' 11:8; Hanmani.27; Hitineri Yil.98c. 
ippatu, Tv*19;2.1 = hither,"ippate vantut? 
uvanai, Cetupu. Yituma*54.
The forms impar, umpar, ampar; immai, ummai and ammai•are 
discussed under El.36 .. "imparum.. .IF; but I think it best
to gather here all the material that has reference to 
classical literature.
a)impar, at Glv*670d,877b,l?37d = here, in this place.
b)ampar « on that side of, yonder, there.
Perumpan. 117 ampar pparuntu pata*
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c) umpar « beyond, on the other side of; overhead, 
aloft, .above, over#
1 Krt#11:6 ' pal vel katti nal natt - ompar# • # # *
2 Krt.138:2 emm il ayalat - elil umpar.
3 Harr*119:6 pan malar kkan yarr- umpar kkarum kalai
4 AH,91:12 netum kal aoini otum-katt-umpar. • “■ • # •
5 AH.113:17 eelaa ppanan nannatt- umpar# •* # ^ # •
6 AH#209;9 kamputai netuvarai veAkatatt- umpar.
7 AH.211:7-8 vem katatt- umpar E-toli peyar teettar.
8 AH#213: 3 oAku. veil aruvi veAkatatt - umpar. • • *
9 AH.227;18 kati matil varaippin unur umpar# • #
lo AH.389:16 vana varampan nannatt- umpar# ~■ ** — * # +
11 CMap. 10: 42 arainkata nanjjnakanattumpar. ** *■* # #
A later and derivative meaning of "umpar” is "the sky”, as
at Por#I,p#157, Hace.eit*2,11•5-6; karunkoti umpar min♦ *
cutu pukaiyin; or the celestial world, Heaven, as in Mai* 
umpar and at
1) AiAk. 401:5 inum umparum peral arum kuraitte;
2) Hal#137c-d akal vanattd ompar uraivar pati.
3) Hal* 37o-d ompar kitanto# Prom this "umpar" are formed
*
the totar moli: umparar » the celestials, gods, at Civ.l678d,
at
and ompar an s G-od, at fv# 5; 230,268; 42: 34# So alsotATv# 9:67 
umparum imparum uyya, the meaning is"celestials and mortals”, 
umppr « the celestials, at Paripa.17:31.
d) immai = this state, life in this world, as at Krt.* 
49:3;
PN.236;10: immai pola kkatti uminai#**
54 .
Hal*294a, Tv.9;32; 37:12*
e) ammai * that state, life in the next Y?orld, Heaven,
as at Teva. 845: 8 ammai payakkum amirtu;
Tv* 51:36*
f) ummai » that state, Heaven, as at PH.236:10;
Maui.26;52;
*
Hal. 58b, where it is Hell: ammai eri vay
nirayattu vilvSr;
Hal.294b, Heaven: ummaiyum nalla payattalal.
4) Such nouns (as in 3 above) used as Adverbs of place 
or manner.
Tam. has an abundance of such words. The tendency 
of Tam* lexicographers is to list them, as if they were used 
all at the same,time. This is not true. If we can clearly 
discern at what stages of Tam. the several words were used, 
we shall then have a very valuable clue to the relative 
date of the works in which the words occur, and vice versa* 
Hence we first start with the works of whose date there is 
no doubt, obtain the date of the words in question^ and 
with their aid date the other works.
Long and Short Radical Vowels.
There are cases, as I shall show later on, where the 
difference between a long and a short vowel is merely a matter 
of metrical exigency. But in the case of the words we are 
now examining, this is not so. In the 1 8 r :  great classics
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I have never come across such words as:-
aAku, iAku, uAku, enku; aAAan, iftAan, eMan; aManam,
iAAanam, eManam; uMaa, uAAnanam; ankan, iAkan, uAkan,* • * “ * • » •
eAkan; bat only the forms with the long vowel:; in the 
first or radical syllable i.e. aAku, iAku etc*
Hof are" we left in doubt as to when the shorten­
ing of the radical syllable took place* The 7^*and 
century inscriptions read more often aAku, iAku etc.; and
in the literary works, aAkp, Occursfirst • i n T v .*
16:7*12; 41:18; Mani* 6:26; but not in Hal.; and iAku, at
Mani. 20:89. The Mod. Tam. words are aAku/aAke; iAku/iAke.
• *
It is significant that (l) anta(=that) and inta 
(=:this), which are the Mod.Tam. words as well, occur for 
the first time in Mani. itself, namely at 29:30 and 26:63 
respectively; and (2) about the same time Mai. replaced 
Western Tam* over all the homeland of the Gera, monarchs.
In this tongue anna and innu represent Tam* aAku and iAku : 
the carrying on of the nasalisation into the second conso­
nant in Mai. is an intensification of a process which is 
found in Tam. as well; cf.aMan, etc.listed above as well as 
below. Again, Mani.2:58 aManam shows this process at work 
in Tam.,but only spasmodically; for lani. 16d28 aAkanam 
(ssthus)reverts to the earlier pattern revealed in B.C.texts 
cf. Krt. 336:2 iAkanam.
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C h a p t e r  III*
The Adverbs of Place and Manner 
in E*0 * to L*C* times*
1 * a£ku « in that manner, thus, so*
This is sometimes used as a conjunction*
Krt*14;3; 173:7; 247:4; 18:4; 27:2; 43:4; 60:4; 99:5; 128:3; 
139:4; 171:3.
Nar r *22:1; 308:10*
AN*55:15; 206:15; 208:18*
PH. 2:5; 24:33(twice); 35:18; 125:7; 106:3; 159:19.
Patirr.12:6 . El. 204o; Col. 241b; 27.9;,! Comm.
Cirupan*lll.
Mptu. 427.*
*
Maruk.103.
Aifik.ll0:5; 44:2.
Paripa.8:68; 11:45,71; 15:5; 21:59; 
crv.2320o; 897d.
Hal.120b, 280b; as conjunct. 38b,51a,79a,139d,179c,197b, 
244b,321d,322d.
Tv. 22:23; 34:17,18,20; as conjunct.6 :49,53; 36:37.
Por.150:9; 211:1; 447:2; 482:1; 507:2; 512:6; 513:1; 655:21.
2 . aftku = in that place, there, thither*
Krt. 11:3 (=thither).
Kur.15a, 16a,43b,171b,252b,566b,740a,928b,1307a,1325b.
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Hal. 23b,193d,267c.
3. aAku s= then and there, on the spot*
Kur.333b, 487a.**** *
Hal«28c.
For aAka = in the same manner as, of. theO.^am. oaiticles 
of comparison, below.
4. IAku « in this manner, thus, so.
Krt.11:3 iAk& ivan uraitalum, where iAku shows the manner,
while ivan indicates the place.
Krt. 248:3. )
< ivvannam, Gomm.
Harr*144:5 J **mrnmm -
C:Tv.1593c iAke iru ni ...
5. iAku « in this place, here*
ICrt *172:3; 173:7; 192:1; 219:4.
M .  253:7.
PH. 391:8.
Paripa. 4:5.
Hal. 6b, 15a, 70b, 182a.
Oiv. 72a.
Tv. 2:129.
6 * uAku = in that place near you, yonder.
Paripa. 4:5.
Kampara. Varaikkat* 60.
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ef ♦ uilku, Kantapu. Umaivaru* 31 ( a med.Tam.work), in 
the same sense*
7. u£ku s= in that time before as; Oomm.mimpu, munnar, mun 
kalam*
Krt. 226:7; 297:7; 339:7; 352:6; 357:8; 386:2;
PK. 76:3; 8 8 :6 ; 141:7.
i
Patirr.-29:15.
j
8 . yailku = how? Cf. the citation under Bl*32 below.
9* yaiiku « where? Kur. 1070a* 5 *5 * Tiv
cf. eAka a* where? Tv. 5:236; 7:29; Tiv.Pertimal£ Tiruvay. 8 ,
5, 11. Mai. ©Mu.
The splitting up of Proto-South Dravidian into 
Tam. and Kanarese (as well as Tel.) took place at a much 
earlier period than the branching off of Tam. and Mai.
The presence therefore of the long radical vowel in both.Tam* 
£ a A k a + e  (the particle of emphasis) 5**^ ) &Ake, iAke, uAke ^  
ya&ke; and Kan, hage, hlge, hege seems to prove the priority
yaftku as how? In addition to that, s^irr* 51:1; PK.234:4; 
Patirx*52:27; Aihk. 231:1*
M
a&ke, Krt.11:3. I&ke, Krt.219:4^uAke, in practically all 
the instances given above for uftku.
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of such forms and their shortening in Tam, and Mai, before 
these two became separate languages, i,e, c.600 A*D,
It will be notieed that "aAku1* had a variety of 
meanings, denoting both time and place as well as manner, 
which was its earliest connotation, Further, it functioned 
more often as a conjunction in the sense of w just as w,
* exactly as 11, In the Krt, this use of "afiku11 is twice as 
frequent as all its adverbial uses combinedy in the Kur#
i
the proportion is 19 (conjunction) to 12 (adverb); in Nal. 
it is 9 (conjunction) to 6 (adverb); in Tv, 3 to 4 * 
Consequently, from the E.G. period, attempts were made to 
make the sense more precise by the addition of formatives. 
These were two; wanf to denote place, and nanu to denote 
manner« This gave rise to the following forms;-
i
10* aAk-an = there, thither.*
Krt. 146:5; 219:4 (thitker); 288:1; 345:6.
AH. 346:20; 8 :8 .
m .  143:10;
Patirx. 56:1;
Perumpan* 373;
\
Maturaik. 98;
Civ* 1559 c*
El. 114, Nacc•*♦
1 1 . iAkan = here, El. 114, Hacc.
♦ ♦*
1 2 * u&kan as yonder,
♦
PH. 39:6.
Mani. 21:181.
El.114, Haoc**•
13. yankan » where?
Kur* 864b*
Nal. 12Gb.
14. a) aAk-an-am =wthus*f, orig. "it is thus". Of. "am",
enolitio for "am", cf.below*
Mani. 16:128.
*
b) aM-^an-am » thus, in that manner.
Mani. 2:58.
m
15. rAk-an-am = in this manner, thus, so.
Krt. 336:2;
PI. 208:4;
Civ.l942d iAkanam kanai irul ellai nintinan.
16. a) yaAk-an-am = how? in which manner?
PN. 8 :6 ; 49:3.
b) ya&A-an-am » how?
Ian. 106, Oomm.rnm #
The particle "an" in 10 to 13 above is the enclitic form
*
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of "ah11-*, which denotes place* ^ The stressed form is 
*
"ahtu", as ‘‘an’* itself was from S*C*times reserved for 
V* *
"the male" of any specaes. This is from another root, "an11 ss
to press over, to lie over, to cohabit from a higher level.*
Gf• Ch.V, Sect*l,l. As in many other Tam* words, the vb.
has a short vowel, "an", while the corresponding sb* has a
long vowel, "an!? Whether these two homonyms have an ultimate
or original connection between themselves it is difficult
to sayv x
The enclitic "an11 occurs not only in 10 to Id
above, but also in the forms given below; avan, ivan, evan
• * *
and yavan. It is also possible that the Loc. suffix "kan"
• * *
(of* Col.81) is composed of the suffixes kd (0ol*75) and
an: but tfkan" may be conn.w. katai, El.Id, owning to* * * **
the n/t alternance in the two words for "-place"♦
17* avan » that place, in that plaoesthere.
Por the sake of brevity CD cite frogt the Tol* as well as
from the texts, instead of repeating this in the sections 
devoted to Tol. later on, in Part II.
M
This particle "an" appears in the two words, which denote
*
n a central place", namely * natuHhan >* natuvan and nappan*
* * * * »
These are included in the subsequent “list of words" in
Oh. VII.
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(El. 219: 231c: 283d, 285a./ M
, (Col. 251o.
Tol*(Por.l5:i; 95:3; 102:14,16; 210:3; 327; 331:1; 387:1;
(503:4; 521:2; 565; 665:24.
Krt* 322:4*
AH *336:17.
PN*5G:14.
Cirupan. 143**
Perumpan* 28*
Civ. 1757(b) avan = that place; avanattavar, Giv.2853a = 
men there*
18* ivan as this place, in this place, here.
(El. 80b (ivan-ai); 102:6 
Tol. (Col.58; 395.
(For.352:2.
Krt.11:3; 22:1; 126:2; 191:5; 223:2; 227:4; 323:7; 395:4. 
Karr* 56:7.
M * 55:16*
PK. 50:14; 136:19; 381:19; 99:2; 367:9; 392:21.
Patirr.74:21; 54:10.
Oirupan.144.
Mptu. 541.
i >
Kalit. 99:9.
Paripa. 1:51.
Civ. 540d, ivan, which Kacc. renders as ippolutu ss now.
♦ * *
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19* avan = that plaoe near you, yonder; that place above you*
Oiv* 2853c, uvan uyttita = annat-ehkum avarrai ccelutta,C.• • * “*■"*
20. evan « where? Krt* 126:2; Kancappu. Kaluvay. 91;
Hana.56:35*
21* yavan = where? 3?K* 102:8.
*
Patirr, 75:14.
2 2 . antu = that place; there.
Krt. 54:5; 184:4; 275:8; 218:7;
Paripa. 17:29 (twice).
Muruk. 249.
Kur. 363b; il098a
Hal.35b; 91d (ant-ai ssHeonn.w. t'hat place"); 271d (antai).
* * 0 0
Tol.Por. 562; 566:1; 571;580; 634.
23. intu = this place;., here.* •
Ejt. 54:1 (Tnt-ai); 97:1 (Int-ai); 99:6; 151:6; 285:3.
Kur. 18b, 23a, 213a, 265b, 3561*a; 363a; 369a.
•Hal. 25b; 331c (Intai).9 •  *
Tv. 2:14, 39.
24. yantu = where? Vide the instances cited under El* 32•. •*
below. Also Kur.4b (= when and where?); 585a; 895a (twice);
1104b; Karr. 110:9* Krt* 379:1 has yant-ai, exactly like* *
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antai, ihtai above*
*  •  * *
H.B. From the time of the Kur, this word fades out. The
reason seems to be the prevalence of the word “yantu” = a.
* «
J
year, by the L.C. period. In B.C. times, more often yantu
.  •
means “where?”. In this sense it occurs at least five 
times in K^t, while only once does it occur in the other 
sense:
Krt* 57:1 pu itai ppatinum yahtu kalintanna.— * * T* • # *•*"*
In Patirr.all the instances I have come across are those of
yantu = year, namely 15:1; 18:8; 2Q;24; 90:52. likewise
in Aiiik., at 6:2; 48:3. In E.M. texts even this “yantu11
disappears, in favour of antu » a year, e.g. at Hal. 351a:* •
Cilap.l:24.
The testimony of the Tam. texts that yantu ~ a
• *
year is earlier than antu » a year is corroborated by the
- dk ~presence of Kan. edu, Tel. edu, which postulate Proto-
1 _
Drav. yadu. Here again the fact that Mai. has antu, just 
« . . .
as H.M.Tam. has antu, shows at what stage Mai* and Tam. 
bifurcated from their common trunk or stem in O.Tam.
Pal* IGld nal yantum ti yantum il « nalla kllamum panea*4 •  •  •  *
kalamum illai, Comm* This exhibits a connotation which is 
intermediate, i.e. between the senses “when?” and na?£ year”, 
namely, “time”, yantu « a#?’year, at Por, 188;189.
Tel.C* (= half-sunna) I transcribe by^V over the previous 
vowel.
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C h a p t e r  IV.
Section 1: The Verb in Q*T* as functioning in the sentence.
We have seen above that such words as yantu,*.
antu, in-Ju were orig. nouns signifying tfwhich place or time?,
that place, this place1* respectively. By the addition of the
suffix "ai”, the idea of relationship, w^iich we associate
with the adj., or relative clause, was brought out. Thus
intai yen = I am conn.with this place, Krt. 54:1; 97:1;• • "* —
lit. Pthis place If!. By their function in the sentence the
identical word, Mantu\ may be considered at times as a noun,
.  *
or at other times as an adj. or an adv.
When we turn to the G*Tam.verb, we are.struck
at the number of instances where we have complete sentences
without any verb at all*. Take for instance Krt. 1:2-4;-
cen kol ampin ceh kott-iyanai
kalal toti ccey kunram — . —
kuruti ppuvin kulai kantatte.— *.
I shall give here the translation of these words as literally 
as I c an; -
red stout arrow red tusk elephant
loose anklet Murukan (the proper name of a god) hill 
blood flower cluster ftkantal? (the proper name of a 
flower).
Incidentally we may note that none of the nouns here have 
any of the case-affixes mentioned by-either Tol. or.Man.
6 8
The only affixes are in amp-in and puv-in; bat this ninrt 
is considered by them as a formative or eluttucciriyai, 
cf, SI* 119 which rans
a^aitam
A
inne * *•
anna enpa cariyai moliye*
On this assumption we have here seven monosyllabic words 
and five dissyllabic ones out the 14* Of the two that remain, 
kantattd^-e (the particle of emphasis), kantattu should also 
be considered as dissyllabic, as d serves only as an 
enunciative glide, exactly as "i** serves as a prothetic 
glide before ”y n in ”iyanai?
The lack of a verb at Krt. 1:2-4 need not surprise 
those who consider that even in mod. Tam* we have such 
sentences in frequent use; e.g. avane manrian« he the king, 
1,8. he is the king. Krt. 1:1, the only remaining line in 
that poem, contains three verbs: pata, konru and tiytta,. 
all of them infinite or participial, meaning n to become,
ti
result in; having killed; that which reduced. They are 
related to rtce& kol ampuwin line 2 ; and this ”red thick 
arrow” belongs to Murukan* He is the lord of a hill; the
blood-red flowers there arenkantallf dusters. Hence there
-  " - •
is the remotest connection between these infinite or 
participial verbs in line 1 and the main sentence, which 
is in line 4. This has no verb, unless one is prepared to 
take the particle "tu" as onef for kantal+tu> kSatattu,
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which means ^having some relationship with kantalt.
Of* Kur * lb mutal+tu>mutarru.
Sake again the two references given just above:
Krt* 54:1 and 97:1, which both read: yane xntaiyene.
Literally, as for me, here I. Normally en is the enclitic
form of yan as well as its .oblique nasal form, cf* ennai,
enn-otu etc* But here we have the full form one, making one “" * *“ *
cxr• Pher© are four cir in a line:-
1 g 3 4
yani infeaiy an© en nalani.. * # •—  *N-
(Thus it is crystal-clear that w© have no verb; but there is
a full sentence# For the meaning is: WI am remaining here11*
Of. the Comm# yan xvvitattil ullin, and taniye ullen, resp.
on 54:1 and 97:1*
Next, we notice that when verbs occur, they are
often without any tense-sign or personal affix: just the
bare root. Especially is this the case when we are dealing
with dependent clauses. ej!hus, at Krt. 214 mar am kol kahavan =
the forester or woodman who fella trees; and at Krt# 320:1
perum katal paratavar kol rain « the fish which the fishermen 
■ deep sea*
caihh in the It will be shown presently that kol
. .  /v W
and kol are th© verbal roots in question• IDhis usage is mast 
*
frequent in th© earliest texts and becomes rare in the
,mediaeval poems like lal#, Pal., and fv., which have a more 
developed style of utterance and precise expression.
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Section 2: What is ”tokai!T? Is this a fact or fiction?
Beginning with Gol. the Tam. grammars, like 
Nan., and modern Tam. pundits speak .of this phenomenon as 
"tbkai^i, This word occurs at Ool. 67a, 83b, 94a, 29Gd, 412 
(seven times in four lines), 413b, 414, 416d, 417d, 418d, 
420; and its equivalent tokuti, at Col. 415. Both are from 
the verb Hoku**. The meaning o£ this word is so important 
that I shall examine its inoidenoe in four texts, in the 
Krt., Paripa., Kur. and Nal. In the first , we have
1 ) toku oen nerri, Krt. 107:2. Here we may note that the
root alone functions as a participle, tokka in the Comm. -
that which is put close beside*
2 ) toku mukai* Krt. 126:4v As in l), but here in the act. 
sense as the flower-bud which closes its petals, or the bud 
which has foldedt together its petals.
3) a. tokuum, Krt. 175:3. As in 2), but here the particle 
"Sum" is added.
b. tokuum, Paripa. 3:J22. As in 3a, but not in eonn.w. the 
flower-bud.
4) tokupu, Krt. 139:3 = cerntu, Comm. « having joined there­
with; cf. tokupu, Paripa.22;9, id.; tokup-ave » they follow 
closely after, Hal.284b.
5) tokutta, Krt. 103:1; 372;2 « that which was collected 
or heaped together; of. tokutta, -Kur.322b; tokutt-ar,
Kur. 377b; tokuttu, Nil. 318a.
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6 ) tokka, Krt*399:1 = kutiya = that which grew into a mass or *“ • .
heap* cf. tokka, Hal* 37b and 121b*, = compacted, put close 
together*
Neither in the Krt. nor in the Paripa* do we
find the word ntokain in this sense: at Panpa* 9:64 tokai =
tokai as the feathery tail of a peacock, from which the Heb,
“tnkim*1 is said to be derived* It occurs, apparently for
the first time, at Kur. 711b tokai arinta: and Kar-. 1043a
tokai aka: in both places it means w the sum total.11
The other word "tokuti11 is still more inteaesting.
It is equated in the E.M. commentaries with t.otu or toluti,
: • **
which are the classical words for the same idea. Thus
toluti occurs at Krt.175:1: M*4G:3: 112:1:234:12: Patirr*
14:16; Netimal. 15; t'ot a at Krt* 34:4; 163:2; 191:2; 304:6;
334:1. The Oomm* paraphrases either of these words by “tokuti*
or ^kuttam11; this shows that the latter words were the most 
* *
familiar ones in E*M. times*
We have thus shown that the words “tokai“ and 
f,tokutiMwere comparatively late: at the earliest, they belong 
to the very close of the L.G* or the opening stages of the E.M 
period, Cf. tokuti, Muruk. 212. J
7
Other instances in Tol. of “toku” and*tokutin>-
El * 482, which is one of the three verses called puran-atai 
*•»  *  — *
i.e. an appendix, speaks of panpu toku moliyum, line 5, 
tolil toku moliyum, line 7, ennin tokuti, line 9; apparently
(please look up at the next page)
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this sutra was added to El.to bring it into line with Col.,
• •
esp* after Col. 412-421 had been squeezed into a sehtion 
that was dealing with poetics. The diction of El*482 and two 
of the lines, namely 2 and 1 0 , remind one of Col* 297b and 
174e respectively* Thus
Col. 297b icaiyinum kurippinum panpinurn tonri.. cf.— — — * — **
El.482 b kurippinum panpinurn icaiyinum tonri.*. — * —* — ——
Col.174 d-e piravum ... annavai = El.482, lines 9-10.
On the other hand, the word "pattiya" occurs only at El.482:10..
and Por. 2:3 in the whole of the Tol*
Col.104a urupu toka.
Col. 105b urupu tflkaa.
Col.418c) verrumai tokka; b) ummai tokka; a) panpu toka*
At Col.354, Tol* explains another E.C.^ord "karuvi", which
occurs at AH. 4:6 karuvi Iranam katal urai citari; Comm, min“ *• ■“* ~
mutali-yavarrin tokutiyai utaiya mekam; again at PH.159:19
karuvi vanam talaii-yahkum; Somm. minnum itiyum mutal
aklya tokutiyai utaiya malai tuliyai ccorintal pola;* w < '
Krt.42:2; 94:7; 197:2; 205:1; Earr. 329 :1; PH*204:13; 
Perumpan. 24. - In these instances the E.M.commentary has
"tokuti" to explain the unfamiliar "karuvi"* How it i’s 
significant that Col.354 explains "karuvi" in exactly the 
same way. The sutra runs: "karuvi tokuti".
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Was the idea underlying these words late too? Ace. to the
exponents of the "tokai” theory, whioh dominates the
educated thought in S.India, the classical poets never
meant to sing, recite or write as toku cen nerri, as at
Krt. 107:2; or toku mukai, as at Krt. 126:4* They always
intended to have the words as tokuum or tokum een nerri
and tpkum mukai, with the particle "urn* or its alapetai
* *
“uum”* Witness tokhum at Kxt* 175:3; Paripa* 3:22*
But in the former instances, when the words “tokum” and 
cen were put together (hence the word “tokai” » nutting jfeege, 
together),, or tokum and mukai, or kollum and kanavan at 
Krt* 214:1, the particle num,f fell off* And ”umft is only one 
of the particles that is intermittently falling off in the 
ancient classical diction: others are w-iya,!, “inra”, etc. 
Cf* Col* 415, Cen*; II* and Nacc. speak on the same theme 
and stress more this aspect of the falling off of the 
particles: hut they number the sutras differently* To prove 
their eas§ they cite all the instances given above from 
El* 482(ssappendix sutra, No.2) and Col.and crown them all 
with El. 223 ummai enoiya iru peyar ttokai moii♦* - - -.. '   r" tZZZ **
meymmaiy aka akaram mikurne.
Aec. to them this shows that both the word and the idea are 
very ancient.
On the other hand, those who reject this theory 
reply, stating that
1) El. 223 does not refer to the phenomenon in question: 
the ”umn that it speaks of is that which Joins\ together
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two nouns ; of* iru neyar in line (a), cited above, e.g. 
irji ppakal = irav-um pakal-um as night and day; here the 
'’am11 functions like hat. que or Sk. -ca, but is necessary 
only in Med* and Mod. Tam. *
2 ) the verse may be an interpolation, to recommend Hokai *1
in Col. just as Bl* 482, which was added later for the same
**
purpose;
3) the idea of particles dropping off can be accepted only 
when sufficient reasons have been advanced in each instance;
4 ) the earlier the text, the more do we fing words without 
these particles, lay they not rather have been developed in 
course of time?
Section 3 : the Verb in 0. Tam.
§ 1. The Yerbal Noun: its formation from B.C.to EM.times.
Med. and Mod* Tam.grammars do not mention the development 
of the different t^pes of verbal nouns. By reading them one 
gets the impression that all these types were in use from 
B.C. to their own time. Thus, to take one example, from 
kol = to cut down, kill, we have these verbal nounsi kolai, 
koral (from * kol-t-al) , kollutal and konru. Were they in 
use at one and the same time? Or did they replace each other?
In order to answer this question satisfactorily 
we shall examine fifteen verbs and study all/their
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occurrences as verbal nouns in four texts, the Krt. and 
Paripa. as typical of the classical diction, the Kur. and 
Hal. as representing the E,M* language*
We note first that in the Krt* in several 
instances the same word, with the vowel of the same length, 
is used as noun or verb acc. to context; and their incidence 
in any one instance is at times explained as nominal or 
verbal by two led. commentaries*.But in the same text there i 
a development towards greater clarity* This takes the form 
lengthening the vowel of the word for the noun or verbal 
noun, while keeping the vowel of the verb short. Thus
1.) kol « to receive, Krt* 349:4; to take off by force or 
deceit, Krt. 251:6; 263:5.
kol = the taking off, esp. by force, Krt.141:5; 209:2; 
237:6; 267:8; 324:1*
2 .) ketu =s to be brought low (cf.kil ^  ), rained, damaged or 
lost, Krt. l&O :5.
ketd -sa debasement, ruin, damage, loss, Krt.216:1; 373:4.
In the Tam* metrics of poetry (and all the 
classical Tam. literature is poetry, at least verse), GVVC or 
OVOC is s|long syllable and known as Mner acaiH. Hence instead 
of lengthening the vowel, the subsequent consonant may be 
doubled. Thus ketd may be replaced by kettd, where & is
£
kll b below, Krt. 257:3. ** —
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the enuneiative glide* This actually occurs at Krt* 225:3 
kett-itattu = the place of ruin, i*e* where there is ruin.
But at this place the pada text, composed in the Med. epoch, 
speaks erroneously of kettavitattu. for this there is no 
sanction* It only shows that by that time the cl. usages
were already unfamiliar even to the learned.
This device of lengthening the syllable, esp. 
the vowel, for verbal nouns has its limitations:it may lead 
to ambiguity. Thus
3.) kOl as to eut down, fell, kill; Krt. 259:5 kolvai « thou
killest. But kol does not mean "killing": it means either the
bough or branch of a tree, Krt. 347:2.; Gomm. kompu; or a 
lump, tiratci, Krt. 267:5, whende the ad*j. kol = thick, stout 
as at Krt.1:2, cited above. In such a case, either the vowel 
was not lengthened, as at Krt.304:1 kol vinai as the action 
of killing, or a formative was added to distinguish the verbal 
noun from the verbal base or root. Thus kol +  ai [fr. a 
( = to become), whence ay ( as that which has become) ;> ai in 
the unstressed (second or third) syllable of cl. Tam. words}
.as the killing, at Krt. 283:5 kuiratt-anna kolai vel maravar* 
But this is a very rare feature in the Krt* Most often no 
formatives are added. The poet deems that the 'context is
3
sufficient to resolve any ambiguity that my arise. Thus in 
case of
1) kol, the Krt-. employs kol in the sense of"thking*five 
times and its homonym !,kdln = a bunch or cluster of
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fruit, at 18:1;198:4; 257:3* ^  When formatives are added
in the ^rt., they are meant to give a very specialized'meaning
as e.g. kol+ku-j--ai kolkai (not kol + kai « the receiving • • *
hand, as some have erroneously divided i t ) , ^  at ^ ^ * 3 7 4 :4 ^
nanri puri kolkai, does not mean "taking”, but a tenet,
principle or accepted tradition' or custom* In this instance
it has the implied meaning that this has led the relatives
of the heroine to accept, the lover as her husband*
It is significant that in the Krt*there is no ,
incidence, in the text,of l)koll-al, kollutal,^koltal>k$tal,
or kollai; 2) ket-al or ket-utal; 3) kollutal, ^koltal;^ koral,
kollal or konru, the last as a verbal noun; although konru
occurs as a vinai eccam at Krt. 73:3* The peyar eccam
( konr&+ a ) konra occurs at Krt*155:l; 198:1* To be
more precise, kotal occurs onee in the Krt., namely,at
62:1, but in the quite different sense of a flower, "kantal
*
malar”. One must examine th*e text of the Krt. and not,
be misled by the Index, which gives us kollal, where the
text has konru.
Td> those who maintain that the verbal noun was 
always formed with the particle ”-alf*, this must come as
yL
kol =b the plucking:, K^t.209:2.Prob.fr. this the plucked fruit
was also called kol,as at Krt.18:1.This may elimlnafe”lEe“ffea. *’■*
of homonym about these two words.
The same at PI. 191:6 kolkai*
.
ffffi (please lookliup at the next page)
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a surprise. They will be more surprised at the relative 
paucity of the verbal nouns in n-al”, even when they do 
OGeur in the case of some other verbs, e.g. ul.
4 ) ul » to think, reflect on; it ocours at least 16 times
in the Krt., to wit, 16:1; 67:1; 99:1; 102:1; 150:4; 154:3;
191:3; 209:4; 218:4; 254:5; 278:3; 232:1; 243:5; 286:1;
344:5; in one of these lines, twice in the same line.
But the verbal noun all-al occurs only at 81:4; 218:4.
. • .  »
The latei$orm ullutal does not occur at all, despite the
♦ *
Index.
As usual in languages, we must not expect any
geometrical symmetry in the formation of the verbal noun as
regards all1;he verbs* Thus the formative lf-utal1? is rare in
E.G. times and seems to have been used either to show a
slight ohange in the meaning to be conveyed (e.g.varal =
coming, while varutal = the fact of his coming), or to
avoid ambiguity. Thus, fromr alu « to plunge into distress,
•#
we have
5) ala » to be distressed, as the infinitive, at Krt. 307:9;«» —
PH.46:5, has al-uum » weeping in distress, as peyar eccam.
Hence the verbal noun al-al, at Krt.35:5, and'with alapatai
—  * *
al— aal, at PH. 46:5, where the text hasC aluum*. alaah‘maranta,
But Por.111:3 runs:- maruttd etir kotal; and PH.45:6 veral 
is fr• % velt-al#, exactly like koral fr. ^koltal. 
konru as v.e. At. Krt. 1:1.
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as 1 becomes n before m in the hext word, aoo* to the well-
known sandhi laws* ICrt. has also alutal at 256:7* ’-This
—  ♦ *
form, rather than al&l, was destined to be continued to** ■*
the present day; alal = plunging into distress, fell out of 
use, beeause it led to ambiguity with
a) al-al as a flame of fire, PH* 11:17; Paripa* 5:3; Hal*
124a: of•Mai.alal*••
b) al-al ss to burn, glow as a flame. 3}oruna*5 ;' PH*25:10,
Comm*
c) al-al — the third naksatra, in Tam* literature = karttikai.
♦ *- *
as at PH*229:1 (alal kuttam); Gilap* 23:134 alal oer kuttam**• ♦ ♦, •* * *
d) al-an « the corpse that is ready for the flame; cremation, 
El* 193a, 354. In sandhi with a following nasal the words 
(alal'>) alan and the original alan :of d) were and are
• •  •  “  H  —
indistinguishable. Hence in Paripa., Kur*, Hal. and Tv.
i,n
alal is never used^the sense of "weeping”, but in one of 
the other senses given above. Paripa. 14:12 and Tv. 20:14
y
have alukai « weeping. ^ This is the common form in Mod. Tail
Closely allied to 5) alu are 6 ) ali*1": 7) ali^; 8 ) alu&ku.
** *• * *. 7 «*
*1
6 ) ali » to be distressed or dejected, to lament, as at 
* •
Krt. 73:2; 140:3; 143:1; Harr. 113:8. HB. At Krt. 73:2; 143:1 
aliyal is not the verbal noon, but the neg. impv., just
/
alukai = distress, weeping, at Por. 251:1; 253:2.
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■like allal, Krt.82:2; 135:4 is for alu. That verbal nounM "  * .
does not occur in the Ert* Another form of the verbal noun,
alivu « suffering, dejection, Comm, cortal, occurs at *» ■
AH.47:!; it becomes common in the Kur'., e.g. 625a, 764a,
787a, 876a, of. Tv.4:132. ^ The Mod. Tam. alital is met#*
with in the Comm., not in the texts of the E.G.period.
The occurrence therefore of alital at Por* 270:8 is quite»»
significant; but of this later. The word ali itself in this
sense occurs eight times ir^Por., namely, 39;7; 40:6; 63:12;
146:22; 150:6,15; 210:3 and 270:8. &  At. Por.79:26
two words each meaning "distress” are joined together to
denote "excessive distress”: ali patar. This is prob. a loan
from ICrt. 173:4; 185:8; AH.255:8; 285:2; 297:2. 
vuu ~
ali^as a sb., meaning "distress”, Oornrn. varuttam, occurs also 
at 'Oiv. 476a. .
7) ali a to bring low (of. al, alam = depth), humiliate,
pull down, destroy.
Harr. 114:10 alikkum.—  *«
Por.70;2 alikkum; 91:12 mann eyil alitta.«• *" —
ICur..775b alittd; 226a ali paci = the hunger that pulls you
down. In the passive oruintr.sense ali as to be destroyed, to..
fall down, as at
AH* 377:8 and Patirr* 13; 10 "hiiya”, where the Gomm* has*** H
alipu at Krt. 143:1 « commiseration,
•» —
dd
In these instances Tol.recounts the comforting words of the 
lover to his mistress, as "aliyal” or ”ancal”.
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nketa1t. The earlier verbal noun from this verb is the bare 
*
root, namely, all , M * 92:11, meaning ttruinft; the later one
<m 2L—
occurs as alivu at Por* 150;3; 271:5, meaning destruction; 
stoppage; oeasing".
8) Col*349 and 350 give the cl* alunku three E.M. signifi-*’*
(x)
cations;v 7
aravam = noise, uproar; irakkam = pity; ketu = bringing 
down •
a) aluAkal* » uproar; the Comm, give us "oli, iraiccal, 
aravaram, kalakkam*,f
Krt•12:6; 140:5; 214:7; 276:8; 289:8; 385:7; Karr. 36:9; 
203:11;
AK* 70 :17*,
Kalit. 23:5;
Paripa. 12:100. -
In this sense, while the noun occurs so frequently in the 
E.T., I have never come across the verb. The M*l* p. 165 
merely cites a lexicographer, Cuta.
# O
b) aluiikal - irakkam = pity, aco. to Col. 350; mercy,
Harr. 150 :11,
PK. 220:3 aluhkal,. alai = the stable which arouses pity, 
since the elephant on which the owner prided himself has 
been stolen. The Comm, here has the words: f,irakkattai
(X)
rather, the meanings are^couched in 1.0.-E.M.words in the 
first two cases; while ketu is E.C.4* , cf. p.32 above.
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utaiya kutam". It is worthy of' note that again Ool. and 
*  *
the E.M. commentary on PH. hit upon the selfsame word,
"irakkam11, which is not found at all in the Krt.
The verb that corresponds to this verbal noun is alu&ku **—
to be afflicted, Gomm* varuntu, as at Krt*383:4 oyvana aluiika:*■* ■” <#*
Por*111;? vitti uyirttu aljiftkinum; Tv. 24:40; 45:30. ^
\ * 3c) alunku = to be destroyed or brought down, in the pass.
sense, as at AH.39:3; PH.98:5; Ai&k. 232:1; H5l.353b. The
Gomm. renders it "aliya"* This verb may have its own verbal
3noun "alunkal" ; I have not seen it, except at Ool*350*
• •
The M.L., p.165, again quotes another lexicon, the Tiva.
d) alunku^- to suppress, Gomm. tavir, as at ICrt*135:4;
• *
: AH.66:26.
aluilkutal oocurs in the oomm. on Krt. 140, 256, 347!) 383,
388; on poems in Harr*,AH. etc.
9) aku = to become, Krt. 18:2; 296:?* This is raally the 
fut*-aor. of a =s to be.
4
2The correct sense of the verb "alunku1 is to sink in woe,
*..*<■
■to plunge into distress; it is conn.w. alu » to plunge
* .
into distress, Harr. 391:1; al-am or alvu » depth; alu =
** ** «» **
to be deep, Harr. 97:1; where the Gomm* has al- ; and owing
to the l/t alternanee in G.Tam. (as in South Drav*betw#en ** *
Tam*, Mai*, Kan. on the one hand and Tel. on the other we 
have the l/d alternanee) atu to plunge and bathe in the
deep sea, as at AH* 20:8; 110:6; 396:13; Mani.l7;32; Hal.332a,
*
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The particle "ku" is added in several cases to denote 
futurity or purpose* 
ahai .a the becoming, Krt* 302:3
akutal s» the fact of having become, Krt* 185; 3; 360:2;
PH. 191:1; AH*387; 3 *
10) varu = to come, Krt *88:4; 201:7* The verbal base is var- 
or yar*.
Verbal nouns; a) varal = the coming, Krt. 35:5; 65:4;
b) va^utal the fact of having come, Kj:t*
88:4.
This is made up of ^vard- ut- (denoting occurrence in the ir. >'■ 
immediate past of the event narrated) al, which denotes 
that it is a verbal noun. Of* var-ut-i « thou hast come,
Krt. 141:7*
c) var~uv~atu « the coming in the future,
Krt. 189:1* The Oomm. paraphrases it as varuvem Sea - we shall 
come, let us come. The Krt. has no instance of the later 
form "varavu11, despite its index*
(Continued from the previous page)
This basic idea of "plunging into the deep" lies at the
bottom of the words alu(5): ali^(6) and aluftku ^ (8b)*
o  ♦* V **
The words ali'" (7) and aluftku (8c) stress the idea of bringing!•* *• ^
down or to the depth, without any connotation of "plunging1** 
The former idea is found in Hebrew poetry as well:of. Psalm 
69: 1-2;- ( B.S.ed. .)
l*8ave me, 0. God; for the waters are come into my soul.
2.1 sink in deep mire^ where there is no standing;
I am come into deep waters , where the floods overflow me*
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11) ula = to pass through (difficulties, hardship, distress), 
Oomra. varimtu, at ICrt. 13:2; 48:4; 141:4; 149:2; 35*7:1;
360:3; 400:7;
PH. 164:2; 378:13,24.
Mani. 16:74.
Verbal Houns; a) ulal. Unfortunately this soon became
»»
itself a verb, as at Harr* 255;10 iru mani aravu tterntd
«
ulala, Comm, varunti .t^&lumarjj * ^ ie M.L.p*466 assures us that 
this sense is today dialectic^
b) ulappu, at % t .  289:4; Por.146:51.
In Med.Tam*even this became a new verb, with a caus.
1signification, of* ML.p.466, ulappu •
c) ulattal « the fact of having incurred 
(hardships etc.), Krt. 302:2.
1,2) inai = to be distressed, Krt. 19:3;192:1.; 308:1;
h* to be distressed, AH. 171:5; 197:5; 227:5.
=s to be thrown into an agony of grief, Civ.292d.
& to lament, to cry, Aink.467:2.
= to fear, Comm, anoi, Paripa. 7:68#
(Act.)= to ravage, cause distress, PH.23; 10* vevv eri 
inaippa.
(Act,)= to torment, tantalize, worry, Ai£k.237:1 ullam
• .
inaippa.
~ . being
The verbal noun is the verbal root itself, iinai ^distressed,
at Krt. 48:4.
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H.B. inaiyal, at Krt.192:1; AH* 171:5; 197*5; 227:5 is not 
the verbal noun, but the neg. impv*,of which presently*
In mad* Tam. there is a new verbal noun "inaivu" sa crying 
in distress, acc. to Cuta. and the M.L*p.371, which quotes
* — SE
also Parata.Kioaka.40* This seems to be from ' inaipu, as 
alavu is from the earlier alapu; of. * inaippfi +  a>inaippa, 
at PH* 23:10; Aij&k*237:1; cited above*
13) urai = to abide, reside , dwell, live, conduct oneselfe
Krt.65:4; 298:3; Kur. 426a and b; Hal.l37d,
Verbal nouns: a) urais tJae abiaingj Krt.46:2; 135:2; 139:1;
352:4.
H.B* Mvli., on page 468, gives us three sets of meanings for 
the sb* urai, namely urai1 (nine meanings); urai^ (nine *
fr
meanings); urai (also nine meanings). That makes 27-meanings 
in all. But one looks in vain for this meaning of the sb. 
urai*M.Xi.ignores the ICrt. almost completely, prob.since it 
was not properly edited till 1937.
b) uraital = the fact of having resided,
Krt. 154:8.MM*
14) avi 25 to be subdued, reduced, ejsfcinguished (of a fire etc.) 
to cease, fail.
Krt. 177:1; 185:5; 356:1; 375:6; -391:3;
Civ. 1G45 b,c; 289d; Kur. 420b.
PH. 191:6 anry avint- atahkiya kolkai.
The Krt. has no verbal noun different from this: !favi,f=:
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redaction.
a
In the instances cited above ^avi" functions sometimes as *sb?, 
at other times as a vb. In some oases it is fifficult to . 
deGide in favour of either.
15) Theiaame is to be said of avir = to glitter, glisten, 
shine,
Krt. 154:2; 182:6; 364:5.
Kur. 1117a avir matikku ppola = as in the shining moon.
The sb. avir = the glistening occurs at Kalit. 22:19 atar
*
pon avir Syfckum*
16) avil « to open, expand, blossom (of flowers), unfold:
M  *
to be untied:
Krt. 228:2; 254:2; 259:3; 265:5; 282:5; 284:3; 299:3; 320:5; 
349:1.
This makes 9 instances; but there is no instance of the vb.
noun aviltal; still, from the caus. avil (= to causer, to•• ' *.
unfold, to untie) which as a finite verb is not found in the
Krt..there is one instance of avilttal, at Krt.313:5.— ? r rn'ri .* ■"*
We have so far examined 16 verbs and their vb. 
nouns in the Krt. and adduced a few instances from other 
texts only occasionally* We shall now examine the same verbs 
in the Paripa* Krt. and Hal., omitting those which have been 
sufficiently discussed above.
1) kol, Paripa*4:56,57; Ear. 220b, 780b, 1059a continues the4
usage so common in the Krt.; but newer forms are seen in
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a)koll-al, Paripl. 21;,8 , Gomm.
*  •  ' 'r;j
b)kotal, Kur. 646a; 678a; Hal.lOlb; Por.111:3; 665:16,17.■
c)kollai =5 pillage, Tv. 4; 35, a later work than these three.
d)kollutal, only in the Gomm. of the 32 .M.period;
e)kolkai, already found in Krt.and PH., obtains currency,
e.g. Paripa* 2:24 etc.; Kur*899a; 1019a.
2 ) ketu, the verbal base itself, is used as a sb. at Paripa.
»
2:25; Kur.117a.
The new verbal nouns are to be found in the Kur.,
a)ket-al, Kur. 612a; 856b; 893a.
bjket^ut-al, Kur. 208a.
*
3) kol;- kolai, which occurs only once in the Krt., obtains 
great currency in the Kur. and NaL.;-
Kur. 325a; 329a; 550a; 551a; 1224a;
Hal. 81b; 331a and c . In addition we meet with the newer vb. 
nouns:
a)‘koltal^koral, Kur. 254a; 321a.
b) konrd « the killing, Kur. 109a; 532b; Hal* 186e7- in the 
epd* konr-anna.
c) kollutal » the fact of having just killed, is met with 
in the Gomm.
4
4) ul:- Paripa. 2:35 has ullunar « those who think.. .. , ■
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i
One clay consider this as a vb* noun in a very broad sense*
ullutal is met with only in the Gomm*
* • i r "■ ■11
ullal becomes more frequent in Kur. cf. 282a: 596a: 1243a:• • ■* 7 '
1318a.
t]) ula:- Paripa* 10:103 ulavu seems to bear the same
M - kk
relationship to ulappu, Krt* 289:4 that inaivu (12) bears•* *“ —
to inaippu (12 abdve). In addition, the Comm, on Paripa.
10:103 gives us "ulakkal".
9 ) In the Kur.the verbal: nouns from “aku*1 are still continued ■"* *
akal, Kur. 372b. 
akutal, Kur. 683a; 823b.
But far more common is the verbal noun from a = to be: 
atal, Kur* 34a; 95a; 219a; 285a; 374b; 419b; 714a; 802b;
998b; 6Q0b; 1291a;
but these are most often used in the optative mood, i.e. as
eval viyam kol. This we shall discuss presently.
.
12) Paripa. 1:50; 3:45; Tv. 5:86; Kur* 87a; 790a; Nal.2G5a
inai is a different word, fr. the inai discussed above* This
word, with its associates enai and anai, became so common
in E.M.Tam. that the older ”inaifl = "distress, agon^1, fell
pf
out of use about this time. Thus the occurenceAinai in this 
sense is significant for any text.
A curious use of the verbal noun in the classics. 
which reminds one of the ^cognate accusative” of the 
traditional Latin grammars. In certain instances we meet ,
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with the verbal noun with the allied verb, in juxtaposilaDn, 
to denote emphasis or certainty. The verb may be tr. or intr. 
This usage reminds one of the English: ttYou shall die the 
death*, but it is not the exaet equivalent of this. It is 
difficult to decide whether the verbal noun is the obj♦ of 
the allied verb or an adjectival or adverbial adjunct thereto.
I shall cite a few instances: -
ICrt* 276:4 aritalum ariyar assuredly he does not know.
Karr *106:1 aritalum aritiyo s= did you really know? (Sing.).
Karr.147;7 ariyalum adfoyen =» I know nothing about it.
AH. 8:18 aritalum aritiro = did you really know?(honorific .
pl*)
PK. 1:5 aniyalum anintanru = it has adorned this perfectly. 
Aink. 36: g amaitalum amaikuvam as we shall certainly await that. 
Krt.251;3 alalum alina = atutalaiceeytana, Comm.
ICrt.218:4 ullalum ullam = ninaittalaiyum oeyyom, Comm.
Kalit .23: 7 unnalum unnen valalum valen.
Krt. 37:1 nalkalum nalkuvar = most certainly he will grant it. 
Kalit. 55:20 tolalum tolut-an totalum tottan.
Karr.318:1 ninaikkalum ninaitiro » did you really consider this
Krt. 89:2 nuvaralum nuvalpa - he will tell you the tale.
Kalit. 54:14 maruttalum marhttinan = tatavutalaiyum ceytan,
• »  . .  — — .  —
Comm.
Kalit. 54:8 mokkalum mo n tan an as montu parttalaiyum ceytan,
Comm.
Krt.88:4 varutalum varuum - most assuredly will he come.
Krt. 268:2 vinavalum vinavam - we shall not ask him at all.
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Other Perms of the Verbal Noon.
The 33#0 * verbal noun was formed with the help of 
diverse formatives, like ku; pu; tu, which in certain 
positions became tu or ru, as well; as with M~aln* I shall 
adduce a few examples for each.
A • -ku: -
1 * a-ku, PH# 187:1-2 (four times) * akutal, Gomm.
2. uyar-ku, PH. 143:2,.
3. uyarkd, Krt. 57:6, fr# uy-al; of. uy, Krt. 11:3; and 
uy-a, inf., Krt* 250:6#
4. kan-kd, PH. 17:33; 125:4; 173:2; 391:14; Patirr. 54:1.
5. kol-ku, PH* 143:1.*
6. amaikd, Krt* 132:3 « I remain.
7. no-kd, Krt. 131:6j 178:7; 212:5.
Narr. 26:1; 108:9; 257:10; 312:1; 394:9.
AN. 137:16; 153:1; 270:15;
PN. 116:9; 234:1.
Patirr. 26:5.
Aifik. 107:4; 205:5.
8. pira-kkd, PN. 71:19.
9. oeykd, AN. 177:2; Pal. 267a.
• •
10. moli-kd, PN. 39:13.
* •
11. val-kd, PN. 101:10; 103:12.
ft*
12# unkd, Pal# 267d: may you eat!. *.
13* enkti, PH. 49:1-2 ( three times ).
The special sense attached to the formative "ku" is that
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of futurity as regards time, and of hope or desire on the
part of the speaker. Gonsequently this verbal noun
gradually became differentiated from the others and was
later termed ttviyam - kol^i.e. the optative.
But in E. 0* texts we cannot always call it an optative.
Thus, 1 is a noun, the subj. in the sentence: natd
aku (« akutal ) onro; 3 is a noun, in the Bat. case =
tapputarku » for escaping. Note here that the vb. noun is
declined like any other noun: and that the ^ku* formative
is added to nouns and verbs impartially to denote purpose,
hope, desire in the fut. The same is true of 4, which occurs
mostly as flkanku vanticin^ = 1  have come for seeing (you)
i.e. to see you; in Mod. Tam* *kan-a vantenn. 6 , 7, 8 and
* —
10 are used as the base of the fut.- aor. tense. This is 
formed in the easiest manner possible, namely, by placing 
the pronoun beside the vb.noun, either in front e.g. yan 
pirakkd, or just after, e.g. nok-o yane, molik-o yane*Ml ““ •* “
Here -o shows a tincture of doubt or questioning, of .B1.32. 
B. -pu, -tu, -tu,-ru, as well as -kupu and kuvu, which 
all originally functioned as verbal nouns, were already 
in E.G. times being set apart for denoting the vinai eccam. 
Of# App. ?ol* p.8 . But right through classical literature 
we find traces of their original function as vb. nouns.
I subjoin a short list, following a tentative order of
the works, not of the words.
*
1 . Krt# 198:1 cuttii iyavil « in the path of the burning i.e. — *.
of the fire.'
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2. Krt. 225s3 kettu itam » the place of the downfall.'*• • * *
Gomm* here bring in the B.M. form of the phrase
"ketta itam*1 without any warrant. Such a phrase occurs later
* * •
than E.C# times: and by the sandhi laws it is written as
kettavitam, not kett-itam, as we find the text here.... «* .
3* ICrt* 143:1 alipu - irahkutal, Gomm. = commiseration.*“■ **
4. Krt* 23:2 kopp airna.
5. Krt* 278:2 muri kant - anna*w # # -W —
6 . Krt. 349:7 ilaippu « ilaittal, Gomm.* •• *«
7. Krt. 129:4 tonrlya&ku fr.^tonrii yahku.
8 . Narr. 1:1 tonru - iniyar s torrattil iniyar, Comm.
9* Karr. 149:2 cuttu viral = the finger of pointing i.e.
that points out.
10. Narr* 184:7 natai karru anna, with which Per.struggles
in vain at Por. II,p. 115.
1 1 . AN. 5:10 Tttu vattu « the pawns of such a position
lit. placing ( in a game).
12. AN. 176:1 katal kantu anna « just like seeing the sea.
13* AN.216:6 pettd - ahku as according to their desiripg
I.e. desire.
14. PN. 173:3 imilnt-anna - olittal ponra as just like
their chiming.
15. PH. 191:4 kant-anaiyar a= those who resemble me in
. »
their sight.i.e. mental sight « those who 
see eye to eye with me.
16. Poruna,119 uyirppd itam perata » ilaippararku ...Gomm.
« for renose.
I
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17• Por ana*. 95 kavalpu.
18* Mptu. 315 kanpa s katci » sight*
* "* ■ ♦ v
19* Patirr,63;1 panipu*
#
20* Perumpan. 130 kant - anna,• • • ■“
2 1 * Muruk. 2 kant - a&ku.
•  •
22* Kur* 59a pukal purintu = pukal paritalai utaiya. Gomm.— •* ~ ~ir ~ ~r~* •• *
23. Kur.109a koM-anna inna = a-feart or injury like killing, 
cf. Kur.308 toyvd a^na Per. admits that
toyvd is a noun; cf. Por.II, p.116. But Parimelalakar 
in his Gomm* on the Kur. here is not clear.
24. Kur. 2a karrd atanal » lit. learning, from that = from 
learning*:This shows that karrd, as at Narr* 184:7, 
was the B.Q. noun for "kalvi", !lkalait!.
25. Kur. 632a karru arital ~ learning and discernment, not 
as in mod. Tam. "knowledge (by) having learnt”. Por
in line b, fche author sums up ail the qualities enunci­
ated and says that they are "five” = "aintu". If 
karrd arital be interpreted as in mod. Tam. usage, that 
will make only four, not five. Still Parimel. insists 
on interpreting acc. to mod. Tam. usage.
26. Nal. 5a perru akkal = lit. receiving, that time s when 
one receives. Pope divides this as perra kkal and 
wonders why tfhe Hk ,! is doubled in ttkkal, n instead of 
the words being perra kal, as is usual and would be 
the case here, if perra were a peyar eccam. But it is
perru 4* akkal. Here kal, after the demonstrative,
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becomes either a leal, in E.G. times, or akkal, in L.C, 
times and down to the present day*
27. Nal* 62b kant-uli ellam turappavo :will one abandon
• • D*
Here kantfi. is a vb* noun, signifying ^seeing", “sight"; 
and uli is one of the Loo* case affixes acc. to both Tol.
Gol* 82d (cf*Comm*) and Han* 3Q2c.
From this nominal oontruotion is derived the mod. Tam. 
verbal construction kanta polutu , poltu or potu = when 
one sees* lit. the time of seeing. Even this is not fully 
verbal, with a finite verb, but only with a peyar eccam.
I subjoin a few instances from Tol* Por.,without prejudging 
its time.
28. Por. 115:2 talai ppeytu kaninum = talai ppeytalai 
kaninum, Comm.
29. Por. 210:1 enr - ivarrin « these of our mentioning = 
what we have stated.
30. 314:3 kilant -anna = as spoken or uttered, lit. like 
the uttering . It is historically unjustifiable to see 
in these and analogous instances a vinai eccam, just 
because in later times such words functioned only as 
such. In classical times there was much more flexibility 
than later: it is the function of the word in its 
context that must be the deciding factor in our 
evaluation of each instance.
G. The verbal noun, with “-*al" as its final syllable, 
occurs at times.
everything at the (mere)
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Besides the 16 instances given above, one can find 
several others
atal, Patirr. 56:2: un~al, Krt. 262:5, Gomm* unnutal;» * —  ' . — *«
totankal, Krt# 367:4; etc. But it is not so common as the 
others in the E.C. and the early stages of M.O. epochs.
The reason for this is that this verbal noun in "al* was 
then almost reserved for the negative verbal conjugation, 
esp. for
a) the neg. impv. 2n^ pers. s., like al-al s= do not lament;
b) the neg# verbal noun in its isolate form,e.g. val-aal
• *
with alapetai.
c) the neg. verbal noun as forming a tense, e.g. 
vent-al-en yane.
Of these a) is by far the most common, esp* in the earliest
texts. By L.G. times the ff«el!f suffix, by B.M. times the
"er^ka**, and by I».M. times the "-ate” suffix, each tended
to replace ^-al* in this Bense. The neg. impv. or
prohibition with a final "al*1, watuH or *akuw is found in
0# Tam. as well as in Tel# (e.g. ad-aku « do not play).
In Kan. we have a periphrastic form, meaning literally: it
is not given (i.e# it is not permitted) to play =s ata
bar«*adu . In O.Tam.j Mod. Tam., Kan. and Tel. the negative
conjugation stands apart from the positive, by the use or
practice of adding the personal terminations straight to
the verbal root or vb* noun without any of the tense-signs.
Thus O.Tam. atal«en: Mod. Tara. at<~en; Kan. at-enu; Tel.. « *■ »
ad-anu = I play not;
r '
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Kan* also ad-enu ■« I danoe not. Prob* this usage goes 
back* like the neg. vb. conj., to Proto-Bravidian times.
§2. The Negative Verbal Conjugation:
the Heg* Impv.
In B.C. times this is always kept distinct from any. positive 
verbal forms by the length of the vowel in the syllables 
concerned, esp. the first* Thus, for the neg. impv. of 
three related verbs meaning "to plunge into distress", 
we find either
A. the radical syllable long, as al - al » do not cry,
•*
Narr. 309:4; 391;1; AH. 61:5; 85:5; 97:15; 209:7; 223:3; 
253:9; 375;18;thenthe second syllable is short. This form 
does not occur at all for this verb in the Krt.;or
B. the second syllable lengthened by alapetai, as at AN.
*  *
120; 9; Krt. 82:2 and 135:4, al-aal « be not thou distressed,— ..
do not weep.
The contact between A and B« can be seen at a 
glance by comparing:-
A: Harr. 391:1 al-al matantai aiunkuvar celave.“** *. . ..
B. Krt. 135:4 al-aal toll aiunkuvar celave.
* * * * * *
This alternanee of f* a or u ---  obtains in cases where
the verb itself has two alternate bases e.g. al or alu ~*. *.
to be distressed.
That the length of the syllables in this instance 
has not merely metrical but also grammatical significance
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is borne oat by this singular circumstance. Whatever may 
be the date of Por,, there cannot be any doubt that it 
alludes to earlier texts, whether these are extant or not, 
and quotes persons as speaking in the manner of those texts. 
Thus at Por, 210 we find;-
line 4 iravinum pakalinum ttni varal" enralum
line 5 kilavon tannai " varal 1t e nr alum.
•* —  “  . — *
We note that varal in line 4 is contrasted with varal in 
line 5. Naco. paraphrases the first as "varuka" as oome thou, 
i.e. positive impv* (~ or rather pos. oolite impv, or opt., 
as addressed to the hero by the heroine 3 ; and the second
as vararka « come thou not, i.e. neg. polite imov. or opt.
It is thus clear that the length of the radical syllable 
has grammatical significance here. / In E.M, times, 
however, this length was lost by certain verbs in their 
radical syllable. The word enu(=to say) is a case in point.
/ Gf. Krt* 141:8 oaral nata varal =(please) do not oome,“ *
lord of the country with mountain-slopes.
Krt. 139:6 varal valiyar • aiya em teruve,
Krt* 69:6 varal valiyo varuntutum yame.** ■ ,*
Krt* 258:1 varal em ceri.
AN, 92:5 varal valiyar aiya.
Kalit. 49:23 iravin varal aiya,
Kalit.75:18*19 varal em manai ena uti iruppen ayin.
Narr. 350;10 varal valiya. kavaii ninrole.
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At an early stage in Proto-Drav. this was found to be
often confused with enu « what?; hence in Kan* the former
was differentiated as ennu, in Tam*, as ennu, of. El.lc;3 c;
**
6b and Appi Yol* pp. 23-25. But in this sense enu still 
continued, as is shown hv en-a sswthat which is mentioned as? 
at El. 66 mutala ena tarn peyar mutalum • £mm *
Evidently this was a very archaic usage, tending to become
more and more restricted, until eventually it became
obsolete* Besides ennu, the most common form, there was
enu or en aB at El. 25a, 61a, 62b, 73, 322b and 352, all — — ♦ ♦
given as ttenumrt.
Accordingly in E.G. days'3*8 enal would have meant: .
* do not say”; while enal would have meant f*say thou*1.
In E.M. days this distinction was not observed, as ’^ enal
had fallen out of use, in this sense possibly because of
its homonym enal as red or -hack millet, milletfield, ear
of corn, as at Krt. 54:2; 291:1} 357:5; 360:5, where the
Comm, renders it as ciru ti&ai* Herein lies the reason for
the ambiguity of enal at Kur* 196a and b;
a: payan^il col parattuv- anai makan enal(«oall thou not);
b: makkal patati enal ( » call thou ).* * ~** n
It is quite significant that there is no such ambiguity 
in E.G. texts. // I cite below a few other verbs
in the neg. impv. with a few of their references:-
£  lace, struggles in vain with this word and misconstrues
it as enai » other.
// cell-al, AN. 376:1 « collate, 0* ,fplease look up at the 
next page”
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"Continued from the previous page" This shows another 
way of 1engthening_the radical syllable "cel* « proceed: 
this becomes not cel, but cell-*
1
1 . aliy~al,(fr. all discussed above) » be not distressed,..
Krt. 73:2; 143:1.
2 / inai-yal (fr. inai discussed above) = be not in an 
agony of sorrow, Krt. 192:1; etc.
3. tot-aal, Krt. 191:7 s= do not touch.• **
4. pat-aal, M  7:3; Comm, renders it pokarka as do not go 
about.
5. punaiy-al, Krt. 191:6.
6 . vit-aal, M .  26:9.
*
7 . In the whole of Col* we find only one instance of the 
neg. impv.,i.e.. or ~aal, at Col. 443 « do not put away, 
hide, conceal, reject. Cen* however, takes it as neg. vb. 
noun = lit. "not putting away"; i.e."they are not put away", 
owing to the context.
The Neg* Impv* with the Si suffix.
In Brav., esp. in 0. Tam., there was a tendency for "iya" 
to become"?*,esp. in rapid speech or in unstressed positions 
of the middle grade;
/  inaiy-al Krt. 192:1
AH. 171:5; 197:5; 227:5.
. Aidk. 467:2.
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in still less stressed positions this e was further
weakened into e* /
Thus ! Strong grade ! Middle grade 
! _ !
We ! .«(/) ly am or yam ! em
t i
t - fyan or yan ! en
Weak grade 
em 
en.
Strangely enough we find Krt. 154:1 illustrating this 
graduation in the very order here given, as if it had been 
composed centuries ago for this very purpose:^ 
yane Intaiy- -ene‘ en nalane....
As for me here(am) I; . my lit.goodnessii.e.virginity.
In several 0. Tam* words we notice the alter-
nanoe: al/ ali / aid eto* Hence the neg. impv. should
• *  .  • ♦.
have the alternance al-al, aliyal, al-aal; this, in fact,
M  H  **
is what they actually have. From aliyal was formed, acc.
•*
to the tendency just explained, alel, AH. 97:15.
While the B.C. al-al and al-aal are now obsolete, this
M.C. form alel = Mdo not be distressed" will be easily
understood at the present day.(The mod. Tam. literary form
is al-el, fr. aliyal, with the radical vowel short.) //
/ But e is never the final eluttu of a Tam. word except in 
alapetai.
(/)* # lyam, Aidk. 70:5; 110:5.
iyan, Krt. 96:2; 276:5.
// Other examples of "-el" as the affix of the Heg.Impv.;
nuna eir ati nova natantu oel-Sl, Civ. 1517a.— • .
atavane muniyel .......... muniyel
itavane muniyel .......... muniyel
matavane muniyel ......   muniyel
" please look up at the next page"
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"Continued from the previous page"
nttavang muniySFl muniyel ........ Puratam, Kirut. 354,
mm «  m m  9
Civ* 1524o akaiyel amax toli alel.
Civ* 1113d ^ alel 4* ka alerka; Comm. alatolimin = do not
* V.” - " /cry, pi.
Civ* 1285e * alel 4 - k&4a>alerka a ni alate » ------#» — . •*
do not weep thou, sing.
The reason for this difference is the fact, that
(1) we are nearer to M.G. than to E.C. times; and that
(2 ) the "el** suffix has become familiar to every Tam. 
sohool child by the maxims he is taught
a) iyalvatu karav -el » do not stow away what you can bestow 
on others.
b) Xvatu vilakk -el s do not prevent others from doing 
charity.
c) utaiyatu vilamp -el « do not disclose secrets.. *
d) ukkam atu kai vit-el s do not abandon industrious habits.• *
3J#B. In B.C. times vitu was more usual than vitu =
*. .
to abandon* /
e) en eluttu ikal -el » do not despise knowledge ( lit. 
arithmetio and letters).
:$?) Otuvatu oliy -el « do not cease from study ( lit.
recitation, reading) //
g) auviyam pec -el = do not speak in an envious manner. ///
/  varuttam vita at Poruna. 87,.
*
// otal ss**the cessation** in B.C. times; while otal =
** recitation** in B.M. Tam.
** please loak up at the next page?
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/// no avviyam or auviyam in the Krt., nor peed,
although the latter goes back to proto-Drav. ^ pelcu :of.
0. Kan., pelu; Tel. prelu.
•»
h) a * * • kam curukk -el *= do not diminish the grain (when 
you sell it). -/
i) kant - onru ooll -el » do not say a thing different from 
what you have seen.
- K.B. In the B.C. times ooll -TtL is unthinkable: it 
;;; would have been 11 moliyal."
j) nan£i raarav -el as do not forget any benefit conferred
on you, of. Krt.225:5 nanri marant-am-ai ayin . 
k) vanoakam pec -el » do not speak words of deceit.
vaileakam is B.M. (of. Tv. 5:382). More common at that
time was vancam, Tv* 1:55; 22:1; of. vanea adj.Kur.271a;
t
vancan, Tv. 5:289,; 317; of* vancar, noun, Kur. 824b.
vb. vanci, Tv. 6:41; Kux* 276b; 366b vancippatu. //
1 ) kunam atu kai vit -el « do not abandon virtue. ///
•  •
v * — 4m) cutu virump -el as do not desire gambling.
\ — 5n) teyvam ikal -el ss do not contemm Grod.
These maxims have the stamp therefore of L.C. to B.M.times; 
the same is true for the peak of the currency of the neg. 
impv. with the "el" affix.
/ no a .*. kam in Krt., nor curukku.
Kone of these forms is in Krt.
/// kunam never in Krt.; kunan, once only, at$C]fit206:2.
4m) cutu never in Krt.; nor vir - umpu.
5n) no ikal in Krt. text; but twice in the Comm.
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The Neg. Verbal Noon, having the affix -al.
This is very rare in the Glassies, in its isolate form.
Col. 13 has the word " val - Sal, M with alapetai, in the** . . .
sense of ttnot slipping (into any error)11. Most often this 
vb. noun is found as the base of the
Neg. Verbal Conjugated Tense forms. Thus
1st Pers. sing, vental-en yane,Krt.280;5-I.doonot desire.• • "* ™
2 Pers. sing, pokal-ai,AN*7;5 a thou goest not (even
to the gate).
3r^*Pers. Sim. varal-an = he oomes notjKrt. 176:1
(twice); ariy al-an, PN • SO 6 : 7 (twice,);
S S p s S f .  vental-al = she desires not.». .
n. varal-atu = it comes not.
s t *“
1 Pers. pi* kural-am, AN. 198:1, contrasted in the same
line with kuruvam.
nd ** *■ ■■
2 Per s. pi. varal-ir, varalir = ye come not.
3r<l*Pers.pl.m. ajj* 122:18 (but used as honorific
pi.for one’s husband or lover)..
f. vental-ar « they(the women) desire not, . . .
n. alal-a (of-.the eyes: Hkantt= they do not weep, •* *
AN. 375:18.
This last differs from the peyar eccam of the 
Neg. Conj. only by position. Thus kan alala = the eyes 
do not shed tears; whereas
alala kan « the eyes whieh do not shed tears,i.e. peyar 
go calm *
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This neg. peyar eooam is more often found with the final
syllable lengthened. Thus Krt. 250:3 malai virej alavai;
1;.. *
Col. 239:2 vara kkalam.
Especially is this the oase with dissyllabic 
words. The corresponding vinai eccam is frequent in the 
classics:-
var.-atu, Krt. 65:4; AN. 36:6; = not having come,
pat-atu, PN. 72:16 = not singing in praise,
an-atu, PN. 54:7. = not ceasing.
Here again the vinai eccam differs from the 
finite verb merely by its position in the sentence. Had 
these three words been the last, each in its own sentence, 
their meanings would then have been; it has not come; it 
has not sung; it has not ceased, respectively.
The secondary ueyar eccam varata is rare in the classics; 
but the noun formed from the vinai eccam: varat-atu a 
that which has not come^occurs at Por. 665:6,7.
The radical vowel is always long, to distinguish this from 
the ( opposed ) positive conjugation: varum, Krt. 201:7 = 
he will come.
§3 Viyam Kol = the Optative Mood. /
This word "viyaAkol” is B.C. In later times the second
*
member is generally “kolal, kotal, kollutal”. But as a
* a # •
technical word in grammar, like a ♦*. rinai, alapetai, it
— . • *
has been preserved intact.
/ “footnotes” w please look up at the next page”
114:3 iae
Of • 1) Krt •  ^celkam cela viyam konmo = we are going
away; please allow us to go away* These words are
addressed to the lover by the female companion of his
mistress.
2) Patirr. 54:15 eval viyaftkontu ilaiyarotu elutarum.
3) Pal* 267a verri vel vent an viyahkontal.
4) Oilap* 9:78 viyahkontan » evalai raerkontan, Oomm.
El. 210d, Ool. 226c, Nan. 145d exhibit this word used as * * . ■**
a grammatical term to denote a polite order, request, 
wish, hoc. to circumstances.
El. 21Gd: eval kanniya viyaftkol kilaviyum.
• • . » '  » .
Col* 226c mannatd akum viya&kol kilavi.
Nan. 145c-d aval viya&kol ....
* *  •
Thus this term has continued in use for a long 
period; likewise the use of this mood. But different 
formatives were used at different times: their tabulation 
will help us to discern between the different periods in 
Tam. literature.
./ Footnote farem to the previous page.
There is some reluctance on the part of some Tam.scholars 
to use the term “optative moodn.C.J* Beschi likewise showed 
this reluctance,in his G-.H.T.,63:2:« esse potius
ontantis quam imperantis, hac enira voce animi desiderium 
explicamus, unde bene inservit pro praesenti optativi. 
quo modo carent Taraulenses." For this reason I wo&ld have 
preferred to call it the inifitive mood which serves as the 
optative; but the same indeterminateness is true of every 
tense and mood in 0. Tam. Nay more, we should be obliged to 
speak of11 the base which serves as a noun 11 and “the base 
which serves as a verb11. Such a terminology seems to me 
long-winded and cumbersome.
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1* The Neg. Opt., as closely related to what 
we have just discussed, will be first dealt with.
It consists in suffixing the particle, kd, denoting futurity 
and hopeful desire (see above) to the Neg.(Verbal Noun or) 
Verbal Impv. Thus al-aal = do not cry or weep, lit. do not 
plunge into distress: whence al-aarkd « please do not weep, 
Krt. 192:2, with -o to register a shade of doubt or 
uncertainty, on the part of the speaker. Of. El. 32. The 
particle atil ( « there, then, therefore, thereupon) is 
also added, as at Krt. 198:8; 360:4; AN. 4012^ 
vararkd atilla a accordingly please do not come. In E.M. 
times the neg. opt. was standardized as vararka. Hence 
this totarmoli was wrongly split into vararka tilla. This
v •# ™
is the origin of “til” “tilla” and “tillai? mentioned at 
Gol. 253, as I shall show presently* I give one more 
example of the Neg. Opt. ending in ”arku” : PN* 208:2 
cel-arkd ena: Comm, pot-arkd ena = saying, w do not go.”
Col. 228 mentions cey~arkd as one of the participles, 
along with ceyy-iya and ceyy-iyar. Cf. §7 below. The 
three are also opt. in the final position of a sentence, when 
it is correctly construed.
2. The Positive or Ordinary Optative,
When one studies Nal. 76a inna ceyinum iniya olikenru one 
is told that the last word is a cpd. from
olika enru, where olika means ” may it cease”.
come _ 1 0 7
I have notAacross a single edition of the Nal. which
says anything to the contrary. /
i
But the difficulty remains that the final “a” of olika
* e
cannot, by any grammatical rule of Tol* or Nannul or any 
other Tam* grammar, be elided. If we remind ourselves 
with what meticulous care Tam. grammarians have dealt with 
their subject and given us such fanciful divisions and 
resultant particles, like miya, ika, mo, mati, ikum, cin, 
til etc., their complete silence on this subject is indeed 
surprising, i.e. if olika is the only form of the opt. 
known to them*
On going into the earlier strata^ of Tam. texts, 
however, we meet with several instances where there is an 
alternate form, that ending in “kd11. I shall not repeat 
the references given above for the verbal noun which ends 
in ”kdrt: the same form used at the end of a sentence 
becomes a finite verb. Thus kanku vanticine = I have come 
to see you, lit. for seeing: but kanko as may I see ? shall 
I see? etc.
How was the special opt. sense to be given to
this verbal form? For, moliko occurs in the Krt. in the
**
sense of 1 ) I say; 2) I shall say; 3) Shall I say? 4) May 
I say? 5) I may say, but; 6 ) I would like to say.
Obviously the context was enough normally Ato indicate the 
author’s special-intention or meaning in each case; but 
in course of time it was found desirable to reinforce this 
by other particles than o;
foot -Tiote. to fr.107. r&
/  Pope, Hal. p. 317, make® a non-committal equation
olika =s olika, and refers. us to his G-r. § 85.
** • •
This speaks of the opt. not in ttku,f, but in "lea”, as Hal.
I
326c poka ennum* Aoo. to him this has become pok-ennum.
The occurrence of the opt* in “ka1*-, kolka, Hal. 28b, does
»
not prove that all optatives, then or earlier, ended in 
«ka».
Besohi, however, op.cit. 72;4, has the same 
view as myself on this point, although he calls this mood 
pro imperativo vocem infinitivi”. He adds: n quae semper
i
desinit per ( in vulgari dialecto) et inservire pro 
qualibet persona et numero; aliquando ea voce utuntur 
cum terminations inji; sic in Ointamani est: entaimarkal 
eluku enral, pro eluka et elumin."
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#nd sometimes two were added together. The two that are 
most frequent are "atil" and "amma**
A* atil « "there, then, thereupon" is an alternant of 
"antil"(« id.) This ooours at 
Krt. 293:7-8 varume cey ilai antil kolunan kaniya .......
Krt. 395:6-7 anoal enmarum illai antil alito tane nane.
AH. 76:6-7 kalarupa enpa avan pentir antil kaooinan ....
AH. 240:7 entaiyum cellum ar irave antil ....
In these instances the Oomm. renders "antil" as atan.il, 
atanil, ahke. The well known alternance of such words as 
ato / anto; maruku/ maruhku; olukti / oluhku shows us that 
atil and antil are both the Loc. oasal forms of atu = that. 
Of. anta = that.
Some instances of the Opt. with " atil "
suffixed to11--ku lf:-
Krt. 14:3 peruku atil amma a peruven-aka;of.Gilapi34§19,1.25,
Krt. 14:4 arikd atil amma « arivar-aka, Oomm.
Krt. 56:4 varukd atil amma « varuka, vantal .......Comm.
Krt. 57:4 pokuku atilla = povan^aka, Comm.
Incidentally one may remark that both in the
Krt. and AN. this line containing the Opt. verb comes
just about the centre of the poem or towards its close,
never at the beginning. This would show that either these
Lovepoems were formed on a definite pattern, which became 
r  cl
stereotyped, ,®z that "atil" has slightly different meaning —  /{
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than that given above to "antil". It seems to mean in 
several instances: "on that account*. Hence we are not 
surprised that the first few lines of the poem describe 
the situation; then follows the sentence with"atil!? and the 
opt. This may or may not be the final sentence in the poem. 
I shall continue the instances;-
AN. 141:11 varuku atil amma » varuvar-aka, Oomm..
AN. 276:7 varuku atil amma « varuvan-aka, Oomm. /
The theme and.pattern of the Poems on War are . 
quite different from those of the Love-poems. Hence we 
are not surprised at finding a stanaa of the PN.collection 
starting with such a line and repeating the words, a 
phenomenon which I have not met with in the Love-Poems:- 
PN. 284:1 varukd atil valle varukd atil vall-ena.
B. The meaning of "amma" is explained under El.34;
cf. (a'j urai acai kilavi, under that sutra, below..
These two particles then were empoyed to 
heighten the effect of the particle * ^k&," which was the
chief factor in expressing a wish. We can thus tabulate
the uses of "-ku" in the B.C. period as
/ AN* 340:5 celavu virupp-urutal oliku atil amma. Here we~" *»
have the very word oliku, which was postulated on p.1 0 7 .
AN. 268; 9 yan_ alatd illai is given by the Comm, in the padu 
text;the paraphrase is ennai oliya yarum ilar avar.Note that 
here there is no division as "ala tillai", as Comm, 
erroneously do in other places.
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1 ) With a noun, to form the Bat. case, equivalent to the 
Bng. "to" or "for";
2) With a.verbal root, to form the verbal noun of the 
second class, cf. p. 90.
3) With a verbal noun of the first class, which ends in 
~ai, to form the Bat. case, e.g. uy.-f.al >uyal; 
uyal-f-ku ^uyarku; cf. p. 90, no. 3.
4) To form the base of the fut. aor. .tense; cf. p. 90,
nos. 6 , 7, 8 and 10.
5) To form the opt. mood; - with<al>’, for the neg.; without 
&al*9 for the positive; p. 106 and p. 108 resp.
3 Trying out different Opt, forms.
It will be of considerable assistance to us in deciding
this question, p.1 0 7 , to search in the early texts for the
several opt. forms that have been tried out. I shall
instance a few of these below,.
(l) The most ancient form that we can detect added "i!f to
the verbal root. Thus val = to live prosperously, as..
at ICrt. 327:1 valum, which is the peyar eccam. It forms 
its verbal noun in the first manner, namely'with -al, or 
-utal:>-tal. Hence valtal » living in prosperity,
H
Krt. 32:6; 168:7; AH'. 98:3G.
Thence vali = prosper thou, I pray. Instances of this
*4
are abundant in every type of Tam. texts. At an early 
stage, however, this word lost its full force and became
Ill
gradually an "acai". Of. El. 34 (a), on line b; urai
• 4
aoai kilavi. /
rt'
/ vali ooours 39 times in the Krt.; of these 36 instances44 “
are vali toli = long live iny female companion! Only 4 »• * *
instances are those of "aoai", even acc. to U.V.S. Aiyar,
Krt., p. 875. These are Krt. 98:3; 251:1; 306:3; and 321:8.
But in later texts "vali" tends to lose its full sig-
••
nificance. The reason for this is curious, like the
patriarchs(cf.Job. 2:9 bless 0* curse, diff. versions; Cf.
also II Sam. 13:25 for King Bavid^the early Tamils used
the word signifying blessing or prosperity, when they
actually meant just the opposite. Thus (l) in Krt. 235 
the husband is returning to his wife and, according to the 
Tam. poetical conventions, is vexed with the cold and wet 
N.E. monsoon for molesting her during his absence from 
home. He curses it therefore in these words:-
ompumati valiyo vatai = Cease(your nuisance); prosper thou4 4 * ,
0 north wind! He means; Stop your nuisance and be accursed. 
It is no wonder that, when poets used the same word in such 
opposite senses, it gradually lost it full significance.
2) In Harr.350 the wife is indignant with her hushand for 
having abundoned her and resorted to his concubines or 
harlots. She asks him to get away and never to come back 
to her. She ends her short speech of ten lines with the
words; varal valiya != lit.do not come; prosper(thou and)
•c J
kavaii ninrole ! tby mistress whom you have embraced!
“ *"* 4
It is evident from the sense of the whole poem that she 
intends anything but prosperity to this mist^ss of his, 
if not to him.
1 1 2
(S') The next step was to afix an o to the above; valiyo;
• *
this word is not so abundant as (l) and retains the opt.
force better than (l). cf. Krt. 270;4
peytu ini valiyo peru van. Comm, periya raekame ■*" *• ■**
malaiyai ppeytu valvayaka... .*
Here valiyo has the final position in the sentence, when
properly construed, and is the main verb:it is therefore
fully significant. Most often it is used with the
significance of the 2n^* Pers. s. opt., as at Krt. 69;6;
162:3; 235:1; 270:4; 392:1. In the last instance U.V.S.
Aiyar thinks that it has become an lfacaifl. At Krt. 280:2,
however, it is used with kelir « 0 friends, and is in the
«
2n<i# pi. At Krt. 122;3 valiyo is 3r^* pers. s. opt.,
Oomm. valvataka* This shows that these optative forms were
not conjugated like the Indicative. /
Ml cl(3) valiy^a is met with, in the 2 * Pers. s. and most
• #
often when a person soliloqui2.es. In Hebrew poetry he is
said to address his own “soul”: in Tam. his ^breast4* or
!,chesttt. Hence the collocation "valiya nence," as at Krt.•* —
19:3; 199:2; AH. 123:8.
At times a poet addresses a king with this salutation.
Thus at PH* 9:8 valiya kutumi = (Long) live thou,
* *  *
0 Kutumi; this is the name or title of one Pantiya* king.
• *
The Comm, thinks that it is improper for any man to speak 
to the king in the 2n Pers. s.
/ valiyo, PH. 149:1 = valvayaka, Comm. « mayst thou
prosper!
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Hence he renders it in the 3 Pers. s.; kutumi
*
valvanaka = may ICutumi live (long)! But at the present
day this will be considered as improper as the others one
must use the honorific pi. with the 5r(^ *Pers. and 1lta£kalH.
«
(4) The opt. form which may be termed 1 Benedictive11 or * 
“Precative1*. Por the Ved. SK. equivalent, of. A.A.Macdonnel 
Ved* Or. §,150. In 0. Tam. "iyar*1 is affixed:-
a) ak-iyar, PH. 190:5, 12*
b) il-iyar, PH. 6:10; 29:12.
c) cel-iyar,PH. 6:25.
d) nil-iyar,PH. 2:20.
nilT-iiyar, with alapetai of*1!1*, PH. 166: 34;..375:16, 
Comm* nirpiy aka.
e) nilai-iyar, PH. 56:25.
f) paniy-iyar, PH. 6:17.
g) val-iyar, Krt. 139:6:
' AH. 92:5.
PH. 204:12.
Patirr. 48:12.
In every one of the above instances the peet addresses 
an important personage; hence it is likely that the particle 
^iyar1* is the pi. of iya, (3). above, esp. as nrn is most 
often the pluraliaing particle./
In most of the above instances tto” is added at the end, 
e.g. valiyaro. This has led some late grammars to give
/ But there are good reasons against this view. Cf. p. 114,
foot-note.
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us one more false division”: f,aro”. /
There is some doubt, however, whether this form 
was always benedictive, since we meet with a merely opt,. 
signification at PN. 365:9 ull-en valiyar yan ena.
Here it is used with the ls^# Pers. s. yan. and cannot be 
benedictive in its Import. Prob. this was felt to be so 
long ago, and some copyist or other has furnished us with 
the alt. lect* valiyan enanappanman.
7* Patirr. 14:22 tav-aal-iyar-o = ketamal iruppayaka,Comm.
,f 44:8 kan-il-dyar-o s= kan-at-olivataka, Comm.* * **
Krt.107;5 katu navai ppatiiyaro niye,2n^'pers.Here the form 
may be benedictive,but the sense is that of a curse.To show 
tHe indeterminate character of such a word as "patiiyar11,
TT rmi.-Ti-LU. n- ■ . | rv. ^
let me cite three other instances from the same work,where
the tense and mood* change acc. to context:-
l) ICrt.10:2 payaru pol inara paintatu patiiyar; Comm, pat um
pati a so that it may fall,might fall, acc.to the tense of
the main verb.. 2) Krt.243;5 ullen toli patiiyar en kanne:
Comm, tuyilka « may my eyes sleep! Here opt . fut.
3) 395;5 kalaiyar Syinum kann initu patiiyar ; Coram.. *“ .. •
patukinranar = he causes me to sleep sweetly. Here 
pres-v indie.
Harr. 58:4 kol kontd alaippa ppatiiyar; sub j. ma = horses, 
in line 11.
Here opt. fut. This is the more usual signification in 
the el. texts.
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But this reading does not seem to make any sense .and has 
therefore been rightly rejected by U.V.S. Aiyar in his ed./
5) We return to the “~ku“< affix which is at times employed 
to form the pure opt* mood.
a) PN. 101:10 valkd avail tale:Comm, avail tal valvat-aka.
" * *** * * *
b) PN. 103:12 valkd avan tale:Comm, avan tal valka.
o) PN. 143;1 malai van kolkd ena uyar pali tuily.♦ “
d) PN. 24:33 adku initd oluku mati peruma ® appati initaka
natappay aka peruma. Here we meet with oluku,with the
adv. initu » sweetly: at Nal. 76a it is therefore olikd “ _
enru with the adv. .iniya « sweetly, pleasantly. Likewise 
at Nal. 306a iniya olikd.enru .
These five forms e.g. vali,valiyo, valiya,
«. .  H
J valiyar and valku alone ooour in B.C. texts: the Comm.
#• H
thereon often gives valka; but this word is late and does 
not ooour in the actual text of Krt. and the earlier 
poems of AN., PN. and most of Narr. /  /
7  _ _
At Patirr. 36:7 mavum makkalum patu p.inam un-iiyar,the last. . . .
word is neither Benedictive,nor Optative,but Infinitive of
Purpose.The Comm, has correctly “annum poruttu** = in order
. .  . .
to eat. At Krt. 51:5 entaiyum kot-iiyar ventum, Comm.
^  •  • «
kotuttalai virunipuvanjkotiiyar functions as a verbal noun. 
This seems to have been its original function, as it was 
for the words which have ttkut! suffixed*Cf • Page 90 .The verbal 
nouns in “ku“ and Miyarn developed into optatives. 
tt Please look up at the next page”
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,f Continued from the previous page11 
/  /  I am speaking here of the verbal root rtval” and the
opt. formed therefrom; hot of all verbal root^, of. patuk-a,' m L U , -L -r  *
Krt. 23:3,4; tirka, Krt# 251:4; ak-a, Krt. 378:3; akuk-a, 
ICrt. 91:4; 137:4; M .  203:8;,; varuk-a, Krt. Ill;6.
In "The Chronology of the Early ‘Tamils11, K.I. 
Sivaraja Pillai, pp.36-37, is!,inolined to assign” some of
'i
the poems in the Patirr. to a little later period than the
AM* and PH. But he awaits.” a strict oritioal examination
of these works, conducted primarily on linguistic grounds?
'till then we have to suspend J u d g m e n t B u t  ”the indexing
work of the Sangam poems which is now under preparation”*
has not been completed. If it has .been well done, it will
be of immense value. Meanwhile we must con/tinue our
investigation on the same lines* When we compare PI.
101:10;103:12 valkd avan tale , with the Comm# rendering
the first word as valka with the P.atirr. texts, we find
valka being now used. In other words, the Patirr. begins 
• *
the use of the opt. form that is also employed by the 
Comm, on PI. to explain what had then become somewhat 
unfamiliar. Thus
(a) Patirr.54:2 valka nin kanni : Comm, nin kanni valka.***"“ .♦ — , .. .. .«
(b) Patirr.56:3 valka-v-avan kanni :Comm.avan kanni—  ..• — «* — *.
valvataka.
We cam obtain considerable light by examining the 
Commentaries. When the five B.C.opt.forms are met with,
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the Oomm. renders them as valka (M*G.+ ) or valvataka
•• .«
(B.M.+ ). Vvrhen the M.O. valka occurs, however, the Comm, 
either repeats the same, as still familiar, (a), or 
paraphrases it by the still later form, as in (b). /
At the present day both valka and valvataka are employed,
o* **
in verse and prose respectively: vali occurs frequently
• •
in jubilee hymns and festival songs; but all the other 
B.C. forms are unfamiliar, except to the learned in 
classical Tam*
/ The Palamoli.poems, 400 or rather 399 in number, are 
composed in the venpa metre. The core of each stanza is 
the last or fourth line, which is the real proverb. The 
three other lines serve as a setting for this. The editor
of the Pal* ( 1948 Saiva Siddhanta edition) claims with*•* /'
reason that the fourth line or proverb preceded the three 
others in each stanza by centuries. low, curiously enough 
the same word B cey"occurs in lines 3 and 4 of stanza 267. 
In both cases it is the optative or polite impv. that is 
used. But in line 4, ceyku enran unkfi. ennum aru, the opt. 
is the earlier form, Io.5;.at line 3 evvam ilar aki 
cceyka-v-atuvanro, the opt* is the later form, No *6. Here 
we have a clear corroboration of my arrangement of the opt* 
forms in the order .of their evolution, 
valka is already employed in the later poems of the PI. 
e.g. 377:9.
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6) When we come to the texts of the gn^*
century A.D., which K.N. Sivaraja Billai calls the seventh
to the tenth generations of the Oola kings,cf.op.eit.pp.
141-159, we meet with this new form of the optative, the
sixth in their order of evolution, in greater employment*
t hThe greatest king of the 7 generation is not a Oola,
*♦
but a Pantiyan, Hetum Oeliyan III, who won the celebrated * •  ^ * .» *—
victory over his rivals at Talaiyalam kanam.
This king was a poet himself* In PH# 72 he sings his own
praises. The diction is M.G. On the one hand, the
consistent use of otu for the later otu, at line 8
• *
muracam-otu, line 15 ulakam-otu, the use of akappateen
• o •
at 1* 9, a simple verb with the causative sense, a familiar
feature in E. and M.G. x^oetry, stamp this poem as belonging
to the E.G. or M.C. period* By contrast, see the Qomm,:
muracatt-otu kuta avarai kaikkontil-en ayin, where the * • ■ ■ ■ ■ * —
causative or strengthened form and otu are employed.
On the other hand, the use of camam, a l.w.fr.Sk. and one 
that begins with a f,ca-,! initial syllable, in violation 
of El* 62; and th^bvious adaptation of Krt. 157;5-4 to 
his own purpose at PH. 72:17-18 show that PH. 72 does not 
belong to E.G. but to M.C* times. Hence we are not 
surprised to see two instances of this newer optative, 
viz. akuka, at 1. 12, and varaika, at 1. 16.
It must be borne in mind that we cannot expect 
geometric symmetry in literature. Thus new forms may be 
tried out on some words first in one epoch and then be
11.9
extended to new words in the next. The use of akuka at 
Krt. 137:4 pala akuka yen celavuru takave / is a case in 
point. While the new opt. was not tried out on "valHill 
the 1V1V0. period, it was employed with this, the commonest 
of all Tam. verbs, at this E.G. period. It is the 
predominating employment in the oase of several verbs of 
one form, rather than another that must be the deciding 
factor* Especially is it so. in this instance. Bor the form 
akuka (Ho.6) differs from akuku (Ho.5) only in suffixing 
u ja, f! exactly as the peyar eccam differs from the corres­
ponding vinai eccam e.g. ceytd (vinai eccam)-}* a the 
particle of relationship, possession)^>ceyta (peyar eccam). 
But here, in the case of the optative form Ho. 6, the 
particle is pro.b. the enclitic form of n JL" « to be, 
Akuku, like perukd etc* (p.108), is in origin a verbal 
noun, like noku etc.(p.90 ). So is valku (p.115). In the 
earlier stages it was most often felt sufficient to employ
* * a l
this verb^noun in its opt. function without any change in 
the word.‘But later, perhaps owing to confusion or 
misunderstanding in the mind of the listener and still 
more of the reader of written texts, which were now coming 
more and more into use, ■of* App. Yol. p.3, the verb 
a ( s= let it be) was added to the vb. noun,
/ Krt. 91;4 pala akuka nin nendn patare. 
manai
AH. 203:IS^Icelu pentiyan akuka manne.
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so as to secure for it the opt. signification in an 
unmi-stakable manner* Thus akuku (- the becoming in the 
future ) 4 * a (~ let it be)^> akuka = let the becoming be
=5 let that happen. /
In Mai. the same word is found as the infinitive; for 
a means u to be tt in Tam. Mai. Kan. and Tel.
The short fl a lf, here is a common feature in the final
and unstressed position of words in most of these languages. 
Further, in the mod. Brav. languages at least, the length 
of a vowel seems to be a matter of orthography and of 
sandhi with a vowel initial in the next word. For, the 
length of a Brav. vowel in actual utterance in the final 
position differs from dialect to dialect in the same 
language, and from one sister language to another in the 
case of the identical word found in both. Further, it
j
varies according to the style of pronunciation adopted.
Once this form was adopted, in the case of
akuka and a few other words, it was found to be much
dearer than akukd etc. and less ambiguous. Hence in H.C. 
times this form (Ho.6 ) spread th; other verbs as well at 
the expense of its rival,(Ho. 5). In the case of a few 
strereotyped expressions, esp. those ending in ena, enru 
etc., the older form (Ho. 5) continued down to 33.M.times. 
Hence Hal. 76a has olikd enru. But the 33.M. comm, was not
« a
familiar with the older form;
/ aka (=sthe becoming) +a^>aka,Krt.378:3,Comm, akuka.
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he knew only the later one and divided the totar moli
« •»
as olika enru. He was not sure of his ground, however; for
the whole crowd of coram. never attempted to formulate a
grammatical rule to hear out this division.
In the same way the E.M.-comm, split up the
totar moli mentioned on p.108 as peruka til amma etc.
• *■* —
Thus these comm, increased their stock of ttmeaninglesst
words in direct violation of Col. 155; ella ccollum porul
kurittanave as every word has some signification.
At length they discovered some shreds of signification in
this artificial word #,til!t. By this time too the tendency
to add an "-ai" to nouns and verbs had gained ground.
Hence this word was called tttillai,t. Cf. Col. 253
vilaive kalam oliy^ical kkilavi enr^ammunr-enpa tillai .. »* * „ ■  .
ccolle•
But with their usual inconsistency they failed 
to split up antil, Col. 267, in the same manner into an
til. Cf. El. 32 and my notes thereon for other instances 
of inconsistency in Med* commentaries and grammars. /
/The particle ntilfI once obtained, med. comm. saw. it even 
where the text had just a semblance of containing it* 
whereas it read differently. Thus at Krt* 58:2* 134:2; 
269:2; Harr. 255:7 there'is the phrase manru marru ilia = •
good, nothing to the contrary. At Krt. 134:2 there are two 
alt. lect. for the two last words l) marrd illai; 2) 
rnaru ilia. " please look up at the next page ”
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n Continued from the previous page”
These bear out this meaning perfectly. But the 
Comm.were determined to find t!tilla” at any cost. Hence the 
fantastic division of theirs: nanru man tilia. To improve 
the situation,"man "was also added to their repertory of 
"meaningless" words. Again, at Krt. 223:3 palavarru ilia , 
alt* lect. ille. Here the Commentator divides the 
totarmoli as palaval tilla, in his own mind: but prob. 
through a sense of insecurity writes only”pala” We hunt in 
vain for "arrilla" in the rest of the Comm.
4. Yet other opt* forms ; *-al, -tal etc.
We have seen above that the verbal noun val-kd became -
*•
either the Ho. 5 opt. without any change, or the Ho. 6 opt.
valka, by the addition of the affix a -. The other type of * *
verbal noun too, val-t-al began to be used as the opt.
(I call it Ho* 7) abput the M.G. to L.C. epoch. These are
a few instances:-
The Verbal Houn; arital, at Krt. 276^4; 106:1• * «•* /
of Harr. This is used as the opt. at Gol. 195b, 238d,
(
271, 453, 458. The remaining citations are all opt* forms:-
a.tal, El. 288d, with ventum, will be discussed in 5.
* »  ■ *  r *
unartal, Col. 396g. 
unarttal, Col. 389c. 
eluutal, El.. 6b*
*» H
ompal, Col. 13.
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kattal, Col. 463d.
* •
kilattal, Col. 19, 284b, 297b, 442.
kural, Col. 20.
ketutal, El. 200c,'288c.* *.
kolal, Col, 117b, 29Sd, 296b, 390b: Por. 282:2.
•  9
kolaal, Por. 307:2.
H.B. tirattal, PH. 45:11, 12.
varal, Por. 210:4.
varutal, El. 284c, 292b, 296d.
• •
vitutal, Pal. 140c « vituka, Comm.
* «• *
This employment of this type of verbal noun
v
does not occur in the Krt.
5 The alternate use of the verbal noun
i p*»i wnwri'hn ■. r f , — it^r i i^, wm
in H-alw with vintum, for the opt,
...................................—  ' ■ ■ * '  ■ ' — "— . "I"* — . - . ' t  - I  W> I...................  I—  I I  . —  M il - I *  I
in the same texts, but not so frequently. In each instance
below, the word ventum is found in close juxtaposition.
This word is from
1) vil ss to desire, Kalit. 14:3,4; 60:2; AH. 162:12;
2) vilai » id. at Krt. 165:2; AH'. 66:3; Kur.615a (twice);.  .  — t mm
3) vilu » desirable, excellent, AH. 162:14; 205:14:*. *
Patirr. 45:5; ICur. 162a, 776a; Harr. 180:6; Col. 353;
Por. 60:10; 550:1; Murult. 294; Civ.20b,621d,699b,2355a eto.
more esp. in the field of sexual craving, desire and the
resultant distress, as at Harr. 216:3-4; AH. 170:13-14;
Patirr. 36:2; Kalit. 142:58; Civ. 465d; Por. 39:1,3;
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146:45; 235:1; and
4) vel « to desire, PH. 20:14; Hal. 215b.
Prom the same original root are the following
forms:-
.5) vet-k-ai = intense desire, hunger, thirst, lust as at 
Krt. 274:5. PH. 50:5; El. 288a; Por. 100:1; 2Q8:2;207:1; 
210:8; 211:1; 228:1; 247:4. Tv. 6:161; 35:5; 45:17.
Oiv. 360o, 1389b, 2729a.
6) vett-al, id. Por. 205:1.
* *
7) vett-am, id. Perumpan, 111;
8) ven = id. El. 288d.
9) vent~al » desiring, the act of desiring, Krt. 280:5;
Ool. 334.
10)vent-um - virumpum, Gomm. = he desires, as at Krt.51:5
entaiyum kot-Iiyar ventum » our father wishes to give
you. Here we note ventum used with the opt. form Ho.4,
•  •
ending, in wiyar,f<, which is used here as a vb. noun.
11)ventu vinai, as at Krt. 195;3 - the work which he .. ■" *"
desires.
12)vent-iya, as at Krt. 349:5 a the things whioh they desire.
H.B* El. 288 is a sutra of four lines attempting to show
how in poetry vetkai ava becomes ven-ava. The last line• .
ends with the words
a) atal ventum = the becoming is desired. In the same 
manner,
b) uytal ventum, El. 199e; unarttal ventum, Por. 665*27.
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o) ootal ventum, Kur. 653a, where ootal(with alapetai)
is fr. o ss to oease.
d) ketutal ventum, El. 115b.
• 9 0 00
e) ceyal ventum, Ool. 243a.
* *
f) ninaiyal ventum, Gol. 293b.*“* « *
g) porral ventum, El* 156f: Gol* 115e,- 462c.■*"* ... ».
h) mikutal ventum, El. 114b, 205b.9 9 00
H.B. i) valtal ventum, PH. 367:9.
.« * .
This last word is particularly significant, because of our
investigation into the other verbal nouns and optatives
conn. w. the verbal root; val.
•*
Occasionally we meet with the neg. opt. which
is formed from the verbal noun and the (auxiliary ) /
word venta = it is not wished, as at Ool. 298a kilattal .. •
venta. This is the exact opposite of the meaning conveyed 
at Ool* 240c by kilattal ventum. In these instances the
9 0 0
optative sense, originally conveyed by intonation in 
speech or by position in writing, of the verbal noun in 
its sentence, begins to be explicitly conveyed by the 
(auxiliary) verb, ventum or venta.
/ Hote: the word 11 auxiliary 1 is used in its orig. 
etymological sense of n rendering help “• It is not 
used here in its strictly grammatical sense.
Hence I have enclosed it in brackets.
6. Tol. and its treatment of Viyam kol.
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A* At El* 21G&, speaking of words, that end in the syllable
or vowel ” a fl, Tol. states eval kanniya viyahkol 
1 * * * •
kilaviyum .u ♦..
What is C'a) the origin and (b) the signifioation of eval?
a. Heither evu, the vb., nor eval, the vb. noun, is found
in E.G* texts. Instead we meet with e s to rise high; be
hauhty or arrogant, be imperious, as at krt. 265:6; Harr.
116:10; AH. 52:5; 177:8; 525:2 e ecol as proud words,
arrogant speech. Col* 304 explains e as perru = eminence,
haughtiness. In M.O. texts, / like Patirr. ev-al occurs
in the sense of an order from an eminent person, like a=te=
king, to one of his servants or ministers. Thus at Patirr.
54:15 eval viyadkontu ilaiyarotu elu tarum, *f ev-al 1
• * . . _ .« ■ '
means the orders given by the generals to their young
soldiers. The juxtaposition here of the words eval viyam
kol and of the same words eval ... viyam kol at El. 210d * . . .
may be an accidentally parallel feature: it may not be so. 
At Patirr. 39:5 Meval viyan panain refers to the drum«■mmm — ^
(muracu, ■ Comm.) that is beaten to publish the king’s orders 
throughout the camp.
b. This signification of a superior ordering an inferior
about occurs in Kur. 515b eval; 907a and 909b penn eval,
where the wife rules her husband. The vb. evu occurs also
at Kur. 848a; Oiv. 5056a. In Hanj, eval is used in the
/ AH. 211:11 katum cina ventan evalin eyti,
( c, 25 B.C.there happened this event)',*
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sense of the impv. mood, as at 145c, 385b and 386a. It is
sharply distinguished from viyahkol, at Han* 145d: Han.
is extremely concise and does not express the same thing
twice over, esp. in the same sutra, which gives a list.
El. 210deval viyadkol accordingly looks strange;
literally, it means “impv. opt**1 i.e. a mood half-way
between both. Both II. and Haoc. take' it to mean an order
*
given in the 3 * pers. e.g. celka / = let him, her, it go; 
varuka » let him, her, it come, etc. Both restrict it to 
our opt. Ho. 6, of. p.119. Prob. Tol. used this expression 
here to distinguish it from the other five forms familiar
in the time of El* 210.
■
B. At Gol. 226c M viya&kol kilavi tr occurs in the same
• *
sense as at El. 21Gd, but without the epithet f,eval!t.
By this time therefore this form of the**viyaftkolH had become
*
so much the dominant feature as to overshadow all the others.
This sutra will be discussed later in conn. w. the date
of Ool.
§ 4. The Verbal Houn functioning as the Infinitive^
We have seen the vb. noun functioning acc. to context in 
manifold ways. Of. esp. p.90 . Hence we are not surprised 
at its being used as an infin. as well* In the Appendix 
Vol., p. 22, I cite two examples from Tam. texts and 
adduce the analogy of the 0. Kan. verbal noun infin.
/ celka : PH. 208;4 lhkanam celka tan^ena.
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in -al and 0. Tel. id. in -an. / .
Here I subjoin a few more examples drawn from the Tam. 
olassioal texts
1) At Krt. 99:6 kanai pperum karaam Intu katai kkolave.— — . . . »
The last word oc.curs in alt lect. as kkolale. The two
letters involved in these two variant readings are 1 and v,
in Tam. and GJ . I am persuaded that careless copying
is in some cases responsible not only for variant readings
but for the formation of new words or for the confusion
between two words that already exist* This is a feature
worth the investigation of scholars, exactly like the
wrong division of totar moli.
• «•
2) Harr 180:4 palar pperal nacaii = palaraippera 
virumpi, Comm. The text gives us the vb. noun infin., 
while the Oomm. equates it to the ordinary infin. 
Incidentally, this too occurs in E.G. texts.
3) AH, 120:9 alal totankinali = she began to cry. In med.
Tam, this is ala ttotahkinale; and in mod* Tam. ala• • • " * * ♦  ..
ttotahkinal.
/ The analogy of the 0* Kan. verbal noun-infinitive and
the verbal noun-impv. e.g. (2) kuda a to give; giving;
give (thou); (1) kudal - to give; giving, shows that this
functioning of the verbal noun in so many different ways
in 0. Tam. is not peculiar to this language:prob. it is a
characteric of the Proto-Dravidian, of Southern India at 
the least.
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The doubling of the initial !,t6* of the next word
after the.infin# in Tam#, Mai# and Kan. i.e. after the
inf in. in u a yl final, while there is no such doubling 
after an adj. or a noun in the Gren. ease ending in^al'seems 
to be reminiscent of the old stage in these languages, when
the vb. noun was the infinitive as well and ended in
a 4*0. (as consonant). Whether this 0- was 1 as in 0. Tam. 
and 0. Kan., or n as occasionally in 0* Tam., or n as in
0. Tel., it is difficult to decide.
4) Kalit* 86:14-16 ovvati . #».. men tol nekila vital »
• «* «
vita in med. and mod. Tam. This vital here is prob.
due to its being the last word in the sentence: there
can be no doubling of the next consonant after the
alternant vita in this case. Hence vital here, not vita.
• .  *
5) Kalit,127:13 ural acc. to the text cited by Na'cc. at 
Por. 282, I, p. 714; but the mod. ed. has ura: 11 tol 
ura ivalai ni turattatai.
§ 5# The Verbal Noun, now called vinai eccam,
functions at times in E.G. texts as a finite tense, 
generally' the past, of the Indio Mood.
Thus at Krt. 207:7 cenru in the text is 
paraphrased as cenrar ~ he went along, in the Comm. The 
editor, TJ.V.S. Aiyar, notes that this is a poetic change 
of the 0. Tam. period. Again, at AN. 55:17, the finite 
verb, of the sentence and the principal verb in the whole
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poem is pulantd. In form it does not differ from turantu 
in the previous line; but whereas turantu is paraphrased 
as vittu = having abandoned, pulantu is rended as nonten 
«= I was pained. This difference of treatment arises from 
their relative position in the sentence. See below.
The notion of the past tense is conveyed by 
the particle !t ntu M in the case of weak verbs, "ttu” in 
the case of strong verbs, and alternately by i or y in 
the case of both. Thus in the instances cited above:-
A. cel as to proceed, Krt. 207:1 (in the same poem);
348:1 cel-p-a = he goes along; cel-avu =s going away,Krt. 
207:1, in the same poem. Add ”ntun to cel. This makes .
cel-j’n t u ^  cenru* Likewise turawatu y* turantu; no+ntu^ 
nontu; ( here both nont- and nont- are long syllables.
Hence there was no need of registering it as'^nontu );
// -pula*ntu^ pulantu; vil « to abandon, Hal. 76d :
* viH*ttu ^  vittu, as in the Comm, cited above. Any of 
* * *
these verbs in the final position in a sentence is finite 
in 0. Taqfi.; but in an intermediate position they are only 
adv. participles or vinai eccam*
/ uyar+ttu^> uyarttd (for mod.Tam.uyartti),Patirr.56:4.
// utalfntu ^ >utanru, Krt. 397:4; Patirr. 56:6;
of. utanr-an-al, Patirr. 52:16. 
nontu, Krt. 65:5.
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In Med* and Mod.* lam. the practice became 
established whereby personal terminations were attached 
to the finite verb. Then the absence of such a personal 
termination began to be considered as the hall-mark of a 
vinai eccam* That is so only for the later Tam. It is 
erroneous to consider that it was always so, as the above1 
instances show. In Mai. which branches off from 0. Tam. 
(which indeed rather deserves the name of 0. Mai,.-Tam.) 
this ancient feature is preserved. The tendency to' 
nasalize the consonant subsequent to a nasal which is very 
pronounced in Mai., makes the particle f,ntuw into !,nnutl. 
Thus fr. ner » to ask, Mai* nernnu - he asked; var- ~
to come ( of. varum = he will come ) ^ var+nnu]> vannu ~
he came ( of. Tam. vantu, ^ f r v a r n t u ) ; vil = to fall:
•o
# v i l n n u v i n u  - it fell: var = to trim; varnnu w she 0* ” * “ ~
trimmed ( leaves ) etc.
B. In the case of strong verbs, Tam. Mai. etu - to
take up: Mai. etuttu = he took up; 0. Tam. etuttu~he took
• •
up> taking up, he . Mod. Tam. having taken up.
Tam. Mai. var = to pour out, (water from boiling rice etcj; 
Mai. varttu = she strained (rice etc.).
Let us take another example from E.G. Tam.e.g. 
Krt. 177:1;-
katal patu avintu kanan' mayahki *
o  •
/- vantu, Krt. 176:2; 268:5.
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" The sea lias calmed its roar; the (nearby) groves have 
become obscured (i.e. by the approach of night)n. If we 
had “mayahM", this line might be considered O.Mal. and 
not 0. Tam. In fact, it is both. In Med. and Mod. Tam* 
this form of the past tense (finite verb) fell out of use, 
but not in Mai. Cf. Mai. ayi = he, she, it'became; it has 
become.
oppi as he, she, it mopped up (water); took off; 
drove or scared away*
o M i  (=Tam.oAki, in orig.) he lunged at; it 
rose high; she raised(the arm).
kacci she heated or boiled (water, rice, 
curry etc.).
tatti w it kicked against, beat against, 
knocked against.
tutaMi (i=Tam. totahki)-they began; we have
begun.
vahhi («Tam. vahki)s= he, she purchased.
va^t.i = he, she, they distilled (water, toddy, etc
vari « 1 1 ft scooped up.
vari - 1 n ’* trimmed up (palm leaves etc
In E.G. texts we come across many forms ending in 1!if!,e.g.
enri, Krt. 223:2; 349:4; AN. ‘97:15;
patarti, PN. 48:6.
*
varuti, Krt. 141:7: Harr. 257:10*
But these seem rather to be associated with "i*r = the pers.
ndtermination of the 2 Pers. s.
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Hence I am omitting them here. Bat the instance at Krt. 
177:1 "mayahki** cannot be so construed. The Med. 
commentator is apparently unaware of this use of ,!mayahkin 
as a finite verb. He- strives to convert it into a vinai
eccam, as it is always in his own time: but to succeed in
this effort he has recourse to confusing two types of 
vinai ecoam; 1) avintu and 2) aviyaj
1) mayahki and 2) mayahka:
this he certainly would not have permitted in others: and 
for such a confusion he cannot have any warrant in any 
grammar of repute.
The origin of the particle untuM,mentioned at p.131.
In App. Vol., on p.-17, I am citing instances where the 
particle ff~untu*f is employed exactly in the same manner as 
£nturl is employed here, cf. p*131 , further, in B.C. texts
we sometimes notice the same verbal root-, employed with
either f,~untuJi or rt—ntuw, and in the identical sense.
Thus PH. 24:3 pay-untu Krt. 69:4 pay-ntu.
Besides the 11 instances cited there, I adduce five more,
from one stanza of the PH. alone;-
PH. 396:1 val-ank-untu Comm, cella nirkum.
PH. 396:2 pukk-untu Comm, pukkum.
PH. 396: 4 opp-*untu ) The old
PH. 396:6 iriy-untu ) Comm, on this part of the stanza
PH.* 396:9 kolaittank-untuL is no longer extant.
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The synoope of "until” into ”~ntu” in these and analogous 
oases is explained in great detail in connection with 
'^numanar;> enmanar, at El. 6b. Of. App. Vol. pp. 23-24.
o »
Here are a few more analogous cases;-
irum-kai ir&kai, PN. 258:5; 367:4; 393:10. 
kal-aiy-um-akal-aima, AN. 3:14.
o v »
kal-aiy-um~e kal-aime, PN. 145:10.
• « ‘
kol-um-ena^ konm-ena, PN * 152:29; similarly unm-ena,
PH 392:15.
kol-um-o konm-o Ifrt. 114:3; similarly konm-in,Por.425:2. 
* .. ** .  **
oel-um-o cenm-o, Harr. 365:5; AN.93:16; PH.381:6jKrt. 
pey-um(m)“5r v  peymmar,. Krt.208:3. !275:2.^  i... .in
%  —  —
varum-o v^> var mo ;> vammo, AN. 323:7*
varum-in ( = come ye now )^> vammin, Kalit .104:63, Civ.
2988o. / ’
/  ^ umfax of* Col. 206 >  mar, Col. 7b, 207a. 
ayar-um-ar ayarmar, AN. 205:13. 
irum-ar (No. synoope),PN* 282:5. 
uyum-ar uymm-ar, Maturaik. 322; Col. 296, Cen. 
ellumbar ( No * syncope), Kalit. 81:24.
enum^ar enmar, Krt.395:6.Here ar, not ariof. Col.206.
* kanalum~ar‘>  kananmir, Narr. 64:13.
kanum-ar >' kanmar, AN. 375:3; Kalit. 4:5.• * '
kolum-ar >>konmar, Krt. 16:2; AN. 67:6; PN. 15:14.* # ** *
cayum-ar >  caymar, PN. 166:5. 
ceyum-ar oeymmar, Patirr* 54:14. 
celum-ar oenmar, PN. 362:22.
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tarum-ari syncope), Kr t. 216:1;AN.1:9;141:24;PN.224:14.
^  nilavalurn-ar ‘p*nilavanniar, PN. 375:18.
nirum-ar ( No.synoope ), AN. 389:15.
patal-um-ar patanmar, PN. 375:21.
. ■ * —
punarum-ar ^  punarmar, Netunal. 67; Paripa. 11:67.
o  ^ ' • •
mutiyum-ar *>* mutimar, AN. 375:12; Muruk. 89.
This syncope and its attendant features were
reckoned as so important by Tol. that he speaks thereof at
three places in the first two sections of El., namely
**
sutras 13, 51 and 52. Furthermore, he employs such 
syncopes in his own diction,e.g.
1 .^ceyumana ^ oeymmana, at EL. 210c; Col. 222c; of. also 
unar-um-or at El. 193c; Col. 96b with
* o*
2 .^unar-um-t-orunarntor, at El. 7b; Por. 4b; 56a;
553c; 363c; 582:7.
a . m „
3. unar-um-t-iein-or unarnticinor, at Col.116b;Por.413:4;
4 .^unar-um-t-a ^  unarnta, Por. 12:3;
o v *
5. unar-um-tan-ar unarntanar,El. 483d;Col.117b; 296b;
* — ■ # ■— «. 7 7
1
of. Q^ :*s«s^ a@esp bottom lines, for numbers 6 and 7. r
/ 6. ur-um-t-an-ar^urntanar, Por. 212:2.
7. punarumtanarpunarntanar, Por. passim: also El.
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§ 6. The Finite Verb functions as vinai eccam,
by its position in the sentence*
A. At Gol* 2G2 to 221, Tol. deals with the finite verb, 
mostly in the Indie* Blood; vinai murru. Gol. 202 deals
o
with the terminations of the 1 # Pers. pi. for such verbs
and states that they are am, am, em, Sm, etc.
In the cl. texts we find >uch terminations associated 
mostly with finite verbs, e.g. Krt* 11; 3
uyku-v-am «. we shall escape, get away.
AN* 32:21 nakuk-am’= we shall laugh.
Kalit.41:1} 104:63 patuk~am = we shall sing, celebrate by 
song. But in a-few instances in the same texts such a 
finite verb is so closely, associated with another, which 
is the final verb of the sentence, that the former lo;>ses 
its "finite quality" and functions as vinai eccam.
Thus at Krt# 113:4-5 yam em
' kulaikkd era man konark-am cerum. .
** * *
This means: "We shall proceed forthwith to fetch wet .clay 
for our hair-tresses, ** i.e. fragrant clay to help in 
disentangling the'long hair of women, Cf. Krt. 372:5; 
Perunk.I* 40:28. Had the sentence stopped at "konarkam", 
then it would have meant "we shall fetch*1 ♦ But the close 
juxtaposition of a verb, which is more important for the 
sense of the passage, has transformed "konarkam" into a
vinai eccam to this verb, i.e. cerum, from ^el-t^um, "we
shall proceed, ** cf. cel = to proceed, at pP-30.
1 3 8
Of. Krt. 275:2 kantanam . varukam cenmo.
B. In the same conn, as in. A, Ool. 206 lists the
r dterminations, for the finite verb,in the 3 Pers. pi*
as ar, ar and pa. This is mostly the case both in the cl.
/
texts and in Tol. But esp. in the latter, there are a' few
instances where such a verb is not finite, but a vinai
eccam. It goes along with, and its sense is completed by,
page 136
either a main verb, as in No. 14 in
or another vinai eccam, as in Nos. 1,4,7,8,9; ox a
verbal noun, used as the ot>t.. as in Nos. 2,10,11,12; or
averbal noun, functioning as a noun, whether this is the 
subject or the object or the complement in the sentence, 
as in the remaining five instances.
Nos. 2, 10, 11 and 12 are of special interest as showing 
us the importance that function in a sentence assigns to 
a word. What appears by its construction to be a finite 
verb sinks thereby to the position of a vinai eccam; 
while what appears to be a noun becomes the main verb 
of the sentence*
§ 7 Ancient Types of Participles.
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Ool. 228 and Nan. 343 list' the participles, esp. the adv. 
ones called vinai eccam, which were in use at and before 
their own time.
Nan.343Ool. 228 cey«*tu 
ceyy-u
cey-pu 
cey-td ena 
ceyy-iyar 
ceyy-iya 
oey-in 
cey-a 
cey~arkd
cey-tu 
ceyy-u 
cey-pu 
cey-td ena 
ceyy-iyar 
ceyy-iya 
cey-in 
cey-a
-van
-pan
-pakkd
oeyy-a.
If we compare these forms with the mod. Tam. ceytu, ceyin, 
ceyy-a, we are struck at the paucity of the mod. forms as 
compared with the earlier ones* Some of these, like ceyyu, 
have parallel forms in Tel. and thus seem to go back to 
Proto-Dravidian times. Already in his own time Oen., the 
Commentator on Tol. Ool*, remarks their obsolescence in
the case of oeypu, ceytena, ceyyu, ceyyiyar and ceyyiya.
♦
We have seen that the last two were used as optatives as 
well; pages 110 - 114.
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It may be questioned whether Ool* 228 or Kan. 
843 deals with all the forms in use in cl* texts. We find 
in them a few forms not mentioned by either, namely, those 
ending in li, i or y; kupu and kuvu* The omission of the 
first three is most surprising, since the cl. texts, esp. 
those of the E.G. period have these almost on every page, 
and Tol. himself uses them frequently in Por., esp. the 
one with the affix "i11. This indeed seems to be the origin 
of the other two, since Pi is merely the alapetai of i,
* t
and y is the conventional registering of ”i u after the 
long vowels e.g. ai && ay; oi « oy. SI. 68 expressly 
sanctions this: i-kara y*-karam iruti viravum. Nacc* 
instances nnaitt - tfnay,T.
§ 8 The Participles with the affixes i, ii,iya.
The affix i, for the adv. participle, is the only one in
Tel.icf. ArdeAs G-r. of Tel*, §. 260, kotti. It is the most
. .
common in E.G. Tam.- but is used only for a few verbs in 
Mod. Tam. The corresponding relative participle, peyar 
eccam, is the one with the affix "-dya** without the 
optative connotation.
The participles, of the verbs that end in H-ain 
are discussed under El. 4^2.. I cite below those that have4*
the verbal root ending in a consonant.
1. t,ir'-n S3 to sit down: cf. irukkai, fr.*"ir~}-ukkd-{-ai, 
being seated, Krt. 60:2.
Mod* Tam. vb. intr. JLr]i_ = to sit down; its vinai eccam is 
** iruntu11. / Of. the top of p. 141.
Acc. to Pabr*. it is used only with vehbs of the 3r<**
Conj. out of the seven conj • that he lists on pp. VI-VII.
Mod. Tam. vb. tr. or oaus. iruttu = to make another one
^  --- i - - - - - - - - -
sit down; its vinai eccam is ''irutti,f.
The Cl. Tam. vinai eooam. is' ir-ii, as at AH. 98:9,17;336:7; 
Poruna.76; Perumpan. 159; Muruk. 234;
Civ. 704 b.
2. ut~ii = ututtu, Gomm. = having put on ( clothes etc,),
• *
PH. 393:18; Mufuk. 184; 2G4; 230.
3. uyar^i = uyarntu, Gomm. « having risen high*. AH. 189:5.
4. ur-ii ss uruvi, Comm. Hetuhal. 80; 110; Civ. 276a,2625c.
5. ur-ii - urutti, Gomm.. Por. 79:26; 147:9; 0iv.704a;
1031c. ^
6. or-ii = oruvi, Oomrn. = having avoided, escaped etc.
Ool. 401a; Por. 308; 539. Krt. 803:5.
PN. 71:8 Patirr. 13:27. laturaik 498. Mptn. 202.
Kalit. 14:14; Civ. 1026c; Pal. 140c; Nal. 6a, 157a,
• «
213a, 239c,
7 kal-ii » kalarri, Gomm. Harr. 12:5; 350; 9
o« ** —— MM 7
8. kal-ipp-i = kalittu, Gomm* Kurincip.214.
• • *♦
9. kul-Ii ss kuti, Gomm. Krt. 303:2; AH. 375:6; Hal. 137b.
M # —*
10.kel-ii porunti, Gomm. Por. 115:8; 196:6.
0#
// un~i, Pal^ . 16c = unri Gomm. .= fixing firmly on the
ground;el-ii, Patirr. 29:8 :== eluppi, Gomm.; Civ. 647d.
.  “  “  .0
/// kal-ii-y-inru (=kal-uv-irru, Comm.),Paripa. 20:5.
MM MM 1*.
■ -  -  142 
Perumpan, 399. Sal. 213b. /
 ^ Q
11. kol-Ii = kollaccytu, kotuttu, Gomm.jkolutti, Saco*
Krt. 343:4; Poruna. 78; G i t .  896a; Por. 659:4. 
^a.^cer-ii, Krt. 295; 1*. 12b* eor~ii = muti, Gomm. ~ having 
closed the eyes, Pal. 108c.
13. tal-ii as taluvi, Comm. = having embraced.
Ofr
Krt. 29*7; 215:6; 319:1; 332:4; 353:6; 391:5.
.AH. 146:3; 168:9; 266:3; 352:6.
PH. 135:8; 274:6.
Aiftk. 40 6:2.
Kalit.70:22.
Cirupan. 35, 76.
Maturailo. 462.
Setunal. 181.
■ *
Muruk. 216.
Por.211:29; 147:18; 151:7, 9; 173:1.
14. nir~Ii =* nirutti, Gomm. Por. 196:9*
15. payirr-i, Krt. 176:2 = palkal kuri,Cf. cTv. 1647d 
payirrukinrar.
16. par~ii » varunti or oti, Comm. Harr. 110;7;Civ.68c,
1616a.
/ kelli inmai at Pal. 140a » natpu inmai Gomm. lack of 
*♦ “  *. .
friendship.Here the-iilsuff ix retains its orig.signification
i.e.it forms the vb.noun: ethis is'better explained as
poruntutal by another Gomm.i.e. befriending,joining 
together in friendship.
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17* par-~uk-i, Perumpan.l- vilu&ka ninra; 142, Comm. untu.
18i puk-Ii = pukku, Comm* Por. 79;30.Of.puk~iya,Civ.764b. 
19. pat-ii =5 perru, Comm. Krt# 256;4.
20* por-ii poruttu, Comm. Kalit. 94:11.
21. pok-i =5 poy, katahtu cenru, Comm* Krt.279;7;PH.124:1.
22. mar-ii «a kalantu, Comm. Krt. 322;4.
23. varunt-i/ Krt. 65:5.
24.' ver-ii as anci, Comm. « having been frightened.
Krt. 54,:2; 322:2; 385:8; Harr.. 350; 1; M .  108:12.
Three points should be noted with regard to these 
ad v . p ar t i o i ole sk-
a) The”ii!t. affix is joined to monosyllabic- roots which 
contain a short vowel.
b) In the majority of instances such, a monosyllabic root 
ends with a consonant of the Tam. itaiyinam class, esp. 
r, 1, lj; in a few cases in ku, t (written t&)or r(=r&).
c) The tense of this participle is always past or present 
perfect, i.e. it denotes a time slightly anterior to 
that,of the main verb in the sentence.
H.B. I have omitted such forms as al-ii « alittu, Comm.,
I . *» «*
Pal. 115b, since it is not certain whether the root ends 
«•
in a consonant (al-) or in a vowel i.e. ali. The latter is
*♦ #B
the usual form in the cl. texts. In the above instances I 
have confined myself to roots ending in a consonant or in 
the euphonic glide f,d r!, which disappears, when a vowel, 
like I, is affixed. The rules about this !,d” have not been
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correctly stated, even in Tol., at least as regards 
internal sandhi. Thus uru, iru and oru are supposed to have 
the full (short) u, and not u (the extra-shortiu); but cf. 
ur-ii, ir-ii and or«ii. This shows that the original roots 
were*ur~&, *ir~& and*ar-ti, if not ,1ur~, ^ ir- and/or- . /
The corresponding peyar eccam or relative participles.
.'Tense and Mood:- ‘While the vinai eccain is always the
past or pres. perf. participle of the indie, mood, the
peyar eccam ranges from the past to the future tense and
from the indie, to the opt. and infin. moods. Thus,
1(a) kul-iiya at Krt. 31:1 = kuti ulla s= those who are •* — . . .
joined .together.
1(b) kul-iiya at Krt. 139:3 = kutum poruttu = in order *. — » . *
to join.
1(c) kul-iiya at Krt. 372:5 = kuvikka ppatta as that which
was heaped together.
2.' kan-iya at Krt. 111:7; 293:8; 360:2 ss kana virumpi as . — .
wishing to see.
3a)at-iya at Krt. 60:1 » acainta ss that which was 
*
agitated or shaken;
3b) but at-iya at Hal. 332a a those who are desirous of 
*
bathing, who will bathe,
/ It is perhaps more correct to state that Tam.grammars deal 
with the later forms like oru-v-i and uru-v-i (of.the Gomm. 
on 6 and 4 above) rather than with the earlier or-ii and 
ur-ii; of. Hos. 6 and 4 above.
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lit. plunge (into the sea). The two verbs ,fat&!1 are 
homonyms.
4a) tal-iiya at Krt. 31:2 ,« taluviya a that whieh embraced,
«r* , *>*
while ,
4b) tal-iiya at Krt. 45:2 and 237:1 taluvum poruttu » in 
order to embrace.
More than half the instances, however, are of 
the past or pres. perf. indie.or rather the indefinite past.
5. ir-iiya, PH. 74:3 =* iruttiya, Comm, cf. ir-iiy~inar,
Civ. 2433d.
6. ur-*iiya, Krt. 297:1 « uruviya,Comm. Cf.Civ. 2247d 
ur-Iin^-ane.
7. ur^iiya, Kalit.' 60:16 = uruttina, Comm.
8. el-iiya, Kalit. 70:22 » vacitta, Comm.,conn.w.elii above.bb »*
9. or-iiya,‘ Por. 3.2:1 =  olinta, Hacc. Comm.
10. kal'riiya, Krt. 13:1 » kaluvappatta, Comm.
«  “  . .  • •
11. kel-iiya, Krt. 264:1 » poruntiya, Comm.iCiv. 754a, b.
12a)kol-Iiya, Krt. 251:6' » kollum poruttu, Comm. « in. — « . . .
order to take.
12b)kol^iiya, Harr. 58:6 ss kollukinra, Comm. = that which 
is taken* ,
cf* kol-iiyal, Krt.263:5 wk’ollappattal =she was taken.
* • * « . *
13. cer-Iiya, Krt. 92:4 = cerukum poruttu = in order to 
insert.
14. tar-iiya, Krt. 269:5 vahki varum poruttu, Comm*)Both
* * )are Inf in.
tar-iiya,AH. 336:4 as konartarku, Gomm. ) of
)Purpose.
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4 continued: talliya, PH. 23:19; Patirr. 21:25; 30:25; 
Cirupan 78; Perumpan. 127; Civ. 852d. 
cf. tal-iiyjjr ina, Ool. 17:1 and
tal-iiy-inan, Krt. 359:5 » he embraced.}.
t t  mm, *—  *""*
15. ter-iiya, AH. 22:14 s= teritarporuttu = in order to
“  *  *
search for.
16. pat-iya, Krt. 23:5 = pukalntu patiya, Oomm. .« that
* — .* .
which celebrated.
17. mar-iiya « maruviya, maruvina, poruntiya etc.,Comm.; 
all in the past tense.
Krt. 30:2; 320:6. PH. 64:5.
Tol.El. 355c; Col.90b; 443.Por.20;2;211:2;296:2;308. 
cf. mar-iiy-ore, Krt. 102:4 = he whom I have embraced;
"he", but “or" in Tam. as honorific pi.
18. vel-iiya = vellutarku, Hacc. as in order to conquer,
at Mullaip. 57. Points (a) and (b) made with regard 
to the vinai eccam (p.143) apply likewise to the peyar 
eccam here. As regards (c) the tense and mood of the peyar 
eccam in *f-iyaM or(with alapetai) -iiya approach in certain 
instances those of the opt. forms in tt-iya'V cited above 
at p.112, (3), esp. when the former has the implication of 
futurity and purpose combined, as here at lb, 2, 3b, 4b,
12a, 13, 14, 15, 18. But these words are dependent verbs, 
while the opt. forms on p.H2are main verbs in the sentence* 
Consequently, function is sufficient to discern and 
discriminate the two. nevertheless, clarity was secured in 
later times by periphrastic forms,,
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as is evident from those found in the E.M. comm, on the 
above texts.
§9* The Participles that have “y*1 instead of tti".
At p.143, no. 21 pok-i appears as the vinai eccam of the
secondary base, poled* But for the primary root frpoff the ^
vinai eccam is.. po-i ^poy. Likewise ak&-j-i >> aki; but
I (= to be) + i >■ ay. In the ease of a very ancient verb,
however,( cay = to decline, grow lean, become soft,of.
Gol. 325 cayal menmai), the vinai eccam is never found in
the texts as cayi, but as caay,. with alapetai of a. But
• *
both the metre and the fact that it occurs almost always 
with a'pause in the diction or narration obliges us to 
consider it as caayyr or caai, with four matras, whereas 
caay has only.three: ca~a~ay; caay cannot fill up a 
metrical foot or <tcirn, as this word always does. This 
vinai eccam in this form occurs only in the E„ and M*0. 
texts. At Mani, 4:66, in the identical context, caay is
o
replaced by vati, . which is the meaning in the Qomm. at
* '
Aihk 481:1. The herbal noun, cayal, however, continued 
down to E.M. texts, like Civ. 8c, and occurs at Paripi. 
2:56; 4:26;11:54; Kalit* 42:20; 94:25; iCur. 1183a and 
Por. '247*3. Likewise the infin. cay-a, M .  255; 17;Kur.749a..
The Vinai eccam that end in some examples.
1. caay = melintu, meliya, vati , vat a in the Comm.
Kit-. 30:5; 50:4; 93:1; 125:1; 185:2; 289:3; 381:1.
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Karr. 14;1*
AK, 85:2; 147:11; 235:18; 387:1.
Aink. 27:3;. 28: 3; 104; 2; 161:3; 234:1; 313:2; 393:1; 455:4.;
467:1. Cirupan* 16. Muruk, 213.
*  •
**1 '2. ta as to spread, esp. when flower-petals fall down on
the ground or paths. Its vinai eccam: taay - (a), parantu,
Oomm*, in the intr. sense; or (b) parava pperru, Comm.; in',
the passive sense; or (c) paravi, in the tr• act.
signification. Krt. 50:2 and 233:2 are instances of (a);
Krt. 29:1. and 378:2 of (b); and Krt. 318:2 and M .  2.11:5
of (c). As the absence of any distinction in form between
(a) and (b), or between (b) and (c) is to be soon discussed,
I shall cite the other instances without making this
distinction in each case, taay:^
Aihk. 328:1; 345:2; 495:1.. Maturaik* 281. Kurincip. 197* 
Pattinap. 155. Paripa. 7:11*.
The corresponding peyar ecoam of the past tense 
is taay^a = paravi-y-a, Comm. s= that which has spread or 
has been spread. ICrt. 200:2. Aink. 308:3. M'aturaik.277.
There is another peyar eccam f*taaijiir, which 
signifies the contemporaneity of its action with that 
denoted by the main verb: Qomm. parakkum.
taam occurs at Krt. 172:1; 329:3, here. Oomm. parakkinra,
a later form than parakkum; Aihk. 208:3; 219:2.
-2 -3* ta - to attack with strength^ Oomm. tavu, takku.
Its vinai eccam is also taay (=tavi,Oomm.),as 
at Krt. ,207:6. *
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The reference is to the forceful tread of the
feet as they come down on the ground while walking; cf.
ati taay^atu, at Kur. 610b. This is an archaic word,* “
since Ool. 344 has to explain it as "vali" = strength, 
"force1*, in the act. sense, and as "varuttam" « the 
distress or pain caused thereby on the sufferer of such 
force, in the passive signification. Cf. Col* 344 tave 
vaiiyum varuttamum akhm. This' word will be examined in the 
Word-List in Part II,- Chapter ¥11 below.
4(a) Verbal Hoot; tu == to drizzle, spray, pour down like 
light rain; the Comm, renders it by later word r,tuvuf', 
in the same sense.
PN. 331:13 tu~v-avum .tu-v-um kale.
PN. 334:11 tu^v^ane.
Paripa. 7:52 tu-v~a; IQ: 101 tu-v-ar.
(b) The verbal noun is either tuv'-al* as at Aink. 206:3; 
Mptu. 146; or tuv-al-ai, with the shortening of the 
radical syllable, Krt. 103:4.
(c) The vinai eccam is tuuy, always with alapetai:Comm.
 M U '— 'i —   ..........—  LIT   *  •
tuvi. AK. 22:10;PN.143:1; Patirr.l7:6; Muruk. 241.
(d) The peyar eccam is sometimes from (c), with the 
addition of the suffix which establishes relation­
ship: in this case there is no alapetai. tuya s= tuviya,
* 4
Comm, as at Paripa* 10:124. This'word is quite different 
from tuya « pure, unstained, spotless, as at Krt* 157:2. 
This latter is the more usual word and occurs seven times 
in the Kur.,
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at Hal. 189c tuya manat.tar; 270b tuytaka; and in med, and 
mod* Tam* texts. The former word was soon stabilised as 
"tuviya", as in the Comm, above.
H.B. Kur* 1021a karumam ceya oruvan kai tu-v-en - I shall 
not let my hand droop; I do not slack my hand* Here we 
have a third homonym; tu. This is rather rare in the cl. 
texts.
(e) The other form of the peyar eccam is formed by adding 
to the root, e.g. Krt. 103:4 tuum tuvalai 
ttuyar kur vataiyum.
H*B.(1) tuum contains no alapetai, but is tu-f- um : cf. 
vatai-y-um. The mod. Tam. word*is tuvum. Acc. to Han. 
the euphonic glide -v- must be always inserted. 
Evidently the E.O* poets were not of the same opinion. 
(2) The practice of the monai "rhyme" or "alliteration1* has 
recently been described as late classical; but we note * 
it here in Krt. 103 which’is E.C.: tu...tuv.,..ttuy....,
in line 4..
5. The verbal root a ( ss to be ) might have given us an 
additional example, with aay s= having been. But this word 
is scarcely met with in E.O. texts, owing to (l) aay, the 
proper name of an ancient dynasty of kings of the Potiyil 
country in the extreme south of India who are mentioned in 
18 E.O. poems; (2) the numerous meanings of "ay", as sb. ; 
vb. or particle. The M.L., p.236, gives twenty meanings 
for "ay", under eight heads; although they were not all 
contemporaneous, still many were.
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Often they obtained alapetaiae "Say".
§10 The vinai eccam and other verbal forms
ending in u; with alapetai uu.
1* or-uu, Por* 365; 373; 402:1; 411; 525:8; 539*
2* kal-uu, Krt* 279:5 » kaluvutal, Oomm* Here the word 
•• «*
keeps its original signification of verbal noon:
* the washing away*.
3. kan-uu as kantu, Oomm. » having seen, PH* 278*8;377:13;
Kalit. 55:18.^
4* tutai-u ( There is no alapetai, because the required
*  ' " I »"  *  •
third syllable is supplied by ai: hence there are at 
least fonr matras already), Patirr. 44:1 = tutaittu, 
Oomm, //
5*
tol -uu, Maturaik, 694; Mptu,201: Comm* has tolutu in *• • •»
both Instances,
/ 3 kan-uu, Kurincip* £30,
// The metre of the aciriyappa at Patirr. 44:1-2. esp.its 
talai or connexion between the metrical feet, requires 
" ma mun nerw. Thus the last clr or metrical foot of line 1 
must be^a^or a long syllable, here(tutai*^ since line 2 
starts with a ^ner1* clr, van (toy,*.) This als6 is a long
syllable, but one at the beginning or middle of a cir;
while ttman is one at the end. In 5-9, however, uu is neces­
sary for the other type of talaif*vilam mun nirai*. As nearly
• * —■
all the cl. texts are in metrical verse, metre plays an
important part in fixing the actual form of the words in
them,
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6* par-uu; the Comm* parutta shows that It is rather a 
peyar eccam, at Krt* 213:3; 330:3*
7. pinai-uu , Maturaik* 614; kai kottu, Naeo*; better 
pinaintu.
8* putai-uu, Patirr* 30:36; Comm, atittu.
9* valai-uu, Perumpan* 145; Comm, valaintu*
10.tal-uu, Maturaik.614; Kalit* 103:62: Comm, taluvi ,
* • *•
kuti reepectiv.
11.unnuu, Paripa* 11:28; Comm*parukum : peyfry e^ api..
* m
The verb -um* or "un” :;vu in Tam* and Kan.;
u in Tam* and Tel*
On pages 14-18 of the App. Yol* I postulate a
verbal root, which takes the forms un-a, un-ar, un-al,
un-an, un-ai, un-al, un-tu in 0. Tam.; urn in 0. Tam. and
Mod. Tam.; unnu, unn-, unn-a in Tel* Its specific purpose
to establish a connection. Its verbal connotation (=?
to be that in between) as distinct from a (= to be that
far away), and from I (■» to be this near) fitted these
forms in *a* admirally for this function* Hence in B.C.
texts, as in Mod* Tam., the particle urn, Sum with alapetai,, •
is affixed to another verbal root to form its relative 
participle, Thus var-uum « that which will come, Krt.275:7; 
314:4; 326:5. At times the m, which was always lightly 
pronounced in the final position, cf* El* 13, was dropped 
altogether* Cf. Kxt. 257:4 varu torum « varum torum,Comm.
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This dropping of is carried through much more
systematically in Kan* in the instances where the particle
#umw establishes a connection bwtween two nouns# Thus Tam.
has yanum niyum s» you and I; but Kan. nanu nlnu; so
Kan. navS nlvu » you and we: avanu avalu « he and she:
yavagalu as always as O.Tam. yav-akal-um. Cf* also Ard. Tel.
Gr* §268 where Tel. kott-u « kott-um-u ® strike thou. The
.  * »•
latter is the grammatical form, ib. § 797.
§11* The positive participles with the affix -a
These are rare in E.G. to L.G. They are mostly found in 
E.M. works, like Hal.
A. The vinai ecoam with the affix "-a":-
1. kalla « karru, Comm. Hal. 366a. Meaning: "having learnt, 
studied etc.*
2* kilaiy-a » klri,0omm. AH. 16:15. Meaning:**having torn up
41,
the groud by digging;' More common are such forms as a)
kilaittu, Krt. ,56:1; b) kilaippin, PH. 176:2; the peyar
eccam then is kllaikkum, as at AiAk. 100:2*.
3. ceyy-a , Nal* 250b m ceytu, Gomm. » having done.
4. tuvv-a, Hal# 250a; 366b » tuyttu, Comm. « enjoying, 
eating. (=Sk. bhuj).
5. ter-iy-a, Muruk. 37 =' terittu, Gomm. « having snapped 
off, spirted, spattered.
More common is’Herittu* as at Krt. 213:5; the peyar eccam 
is terl tarum, Krt. 11G;7; AH. 294:15.
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6* paliy-a/PH. 159:13: Gomm* palittu * having worshipped*•* **
7* cartt-a, Paripa* 19:86 « oartti, Comm*
8* icaiy-a, Krt. 291:3 « icaintu, Comm.
9. ena, Krt. 59:4 (alt.lect.); Harr* 72:10* Col* 82b,e;
289a; Por. 260o,e,g,i; 286*3,5,7,9,11,13; 313, nine
times, always at the end of a line; Por. 312, Per.oit.
fr. another grammar,where it occurs four times in
exactly the same manner*
IG.enra, El. 17Qd (twice); 375a; Col. 72 (four times);78 —  «* * ■ *
w
(three times); 80 (twice)} 112b; 200a; 289b; 425a (tioe ) ; 
425b (twice); 426a (twice); 426b (twice). Por. 247:1,2,3; 
641:1,2.
11. pat^aa, PH. 24:25, or pat-a,Nal. 250a « pattu, Comm.. .. . *
Prob* owing to the fear of oonfusion with the corresponding
neg. participles, these forms soon after E.M* times ceased,
except in the periphrastic present tense, e.g. unna ninra
  ..
ss eating; the vinai eccam is unna ninru » having eaten.
B. I find only one instance, of the positive peyar eccam 
in a, in the Krt.,viz.388:3 ao-aa » acainta, varuntiya «- 
that which is fatigued. More common is acailya, as at Krt. 
303:1; PH. 97:13; Aiftk. 174:4; and later acainta, as at 
AiAk. 382:3. The neg. sense appears in ao-a in the same 
work where the pos. sense appears, namely, at Krt* 269:1 
aoa-v-atu * not being fatigued*
N.B. Two points are worth mentioning in conn. w. the root 
Kao-* 1. There is an alternance between ac-a (the earlier) 
and ac-ai (the later) forms.
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Thus ac-a » fatigue, languor, Krt* 338:8; AH* 162:16;
Kalit* 132:3; in every instance coupled with vita « so that 
it might cease; while at Paripa* 6:2, we find ac-ai vita , 
in the identical sense: ilaippu ara, Comm. The older form 
continued in such totar moli as aca-v-am-ai as absence of 
langour i.e. energy, as at Kur. 611a; Hal. 201c, while the 
more common form in the positive sense was acaivu. as at 
Kur. 371a, 594a.
mm *
2. The root means "lassitude*, "fatigue", as shown above.
Krt. 214:3 and many other texts speak of girls having
"acai iyal": Comm* mellnta oSyal. Unluckily these two words
have been taken in their modern sense,i.e. soft countenance.
This is to miss the sense completely. They mean;"languid
gait* or " a nature that is easily fatigued".Cf. the
context in each instance and the meaning of "acaii* at
Krt. 287:3; 545:8; 338:2; PH.67:9; 141:3; AMk.95:l; Kur* 
1040a; Paripa* 17S34 .
aoaipu =5 id., that is, ilaipp-ari, sometimes misleadingly 
given as ta&ki. /
/  The form acai-i has the meaning * being fatigued * or 
Enfeebled* at Krt. 287:3 and Kur. 1040a* In all the other 
instances,which I have underlined,the *i" s *il* ^"without? 
hence here acai-i » the fatigue being over, having reposed* 
Consequently ilaippari is a better rendering than taAki » 
having delayed, stayed behind, remained.
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§ 12. Negative Participles with the affix ?-a".
These are far more numerous than the pos. ones (§ll),esp. 
from M.G. times*
A. The Heg. vinai eccam is not so frequent as the neg.
peyar eccam* Yet we meet with ceyya at Kur* 203b; ceruvark
kum ceyya vital* As stated earlier, it is position in the
sentence that constitutes a verb a participle rather than
a finite verb* Hence we are not surprised to find pataa
*
employed as a finite verb at Hal* 142c, in the neg. sense; 
and pat-aa-v-am, at Hal* 169d » they will not occur.
B. The neg# peyar eccam is frequent from M.G* times:-
1) kall-a e %-person who is) not learned, trained, 
practised, skilled.
Patirr. 48:7; 60:5. Kur* 405a, 814a.
2) ceyya = (a person or thing) not doing, not done.
AiAk. 344:3.
Kur. 548a, 553a, 558a, 569a, 987a.
3) tuvv-a * that which is not eaten or enjoyed, -passive 
sense. Patirr. 60:22 tuvva naravin cayinattahji.
Of. PH. 159:14 tuvval akiya » she who has not eaten, in 
the act* sense, but in a periphrastic form of the peyar 
eccam,. neg. conjug*
4) pat-aa, Kur. 1087b, 1108b, 1115b; Hal. 255d. 
pat-a, Kur. 1140b.
Although such forms ae kall-a occur at times in the 
Pattu Pattu and earlier works,Still it is in the Patirr.
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that we observe the wholesale employment of this neg.
peyar eccam for the first time: often it is accompanied by
alapetai. Thus, at Patirr. 60:8, in the same line we have * • —
mar-aa vilaiyul ar-aa yanar, where the Comm* has ** • — •
marukkata nilafctin vilaivaiyum.♦. itai aramal varukinra...
 .... .. l, 1 " ■"'"I' ■ j 11 ■' - " " ~ T — ................   —
putuvaruviqrkalaiyum. Both the words underlined, as the 
Comm, shows, are neg* peyar eccam.
§ 13 The Vinai eccam with Consonantal Augments.
Section 1. ~ku as the formative of the vinai eccam
. -  ~  -
Tam. grammars have postulated that verbal roots ending in 
ku, cu, tu, pu, tu and ru have a murriyal ukaram, if the 
root is a short monosyllable, like *to*, Hpun or ?uH.
Thus "toku", *puku* and "uku" end in u, not in d; while 
*tok&* ^puku; or *ukd would end in d* Acc. to them, if 
a vowel follows in the next word or particle, the latter 
*d,f falls aiyay, not the former "u". This u remains and a 
euphonic glide, generally v, is inserted. Thus at PN.t
160;5 puku ariyatdte not knowing the entrance, how to enter)
-  -  
^>pukuvariyatd ; Krt. 282:7 uku + a pola >ukuva pola =*
Comm, utirttalaippola as as if they were coming down like
a shower.
But this does not explain such phenomena as the 
following;-
/ Col.202 ummotu varuum katatara » kum,turn,turn,rum.Ool.203a,• . — . *“
b katatara ennum an nank- urnta kunriyal ukaramotu =s
^  mm mrnmm mm 9mmm
kd, td, td, rd.
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1) t&ktt-f- urn acc. to this rule should be tokuvum; but 
invariably it is tok-uum in the Krt. eto* down to Paripa. 
3:22; of. p.70 above. /
2) tokka, at Krt. 399:1; Hal. 37b, 121b, is inexplicable 
on their lines.
3) tok-ai, likewise cited at p.73 , seems to be formed from 
tokd, not toku; with "ai* the latter would have made
*toku-v-ai, not tok-al.
It seems best therefore to regard such words as originally
monosyllabico roots,e.g. tok-, puk-, uk-, written as
tokd, pukd and ukd;
The vinai eccam of such roots was formed 
in several ways in G.Tam.
1) by adding the particles ukkd, upu, uppd, utu, uttd.
Hence the corresponding peyar eccam was formed by adding 
urn or a. Thus
a) tok-ukk-um, PN* 13:11 » that wherein one collects, 
peyar eccam.
b) tok-upu, Krt. 139:3; Paripa.22;9 » cerntu, Comm. *# 
having joined, vinai eccam.
c) uk-upp-oy » thou who pourest down (words), Aidk*136:3. 
This is a noun formed the verbal noun or vinai eccam, 
"uk-uppd* ss pouring down.
/ Cf. also puk-um itan, Krt. 139:3 « a place for entering 
with puk-aar, Krt. 130;l he will not enter, he enters not.
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Such nouns have been termed appellative, from the time of
C.J. Beschi. Cf* op* cit. 31: "In hac autem dialects passim
a quolibet nomine et verbo formant appellativa"* This
comes under §2; "Be Homine Appellative".
d) uk-uttd, Mptu. 148, vinai ecoam; uk-utt-a, PH. 13:10; 
Comm, utirtta, peyar eocam. likewise tokuttd, Hal.318a; 
tok-utta, Krt. 103:1; 372;$; Kur. 322b, peyar eccam.
Thence also is formed the finite verb, as tokutt-ar,
Kur. 377b, and the secondary verbal noun, as 
tok-utt-al,PH. Oomm. passim; ukuttal,Krt. 329:2.
2) by the augment "-a", added to the root itself: puk-a, 
Aink. 314:1; *
3) along with the augment, "a", adding the auxiliary verb 
"vard". Henoe its peyar eccam is puka var-um, as at 
Paripa. 10:14.
4) by the augment "-u", added to the root, and the 
auxiliary verb "tard"*^ Hence the conditional vinai 
eccam is puk-u- tar-in, Patirr. 43:4; Comm, has 
pukunt-al a if one were to enter;
5) by the consonantal augment "-ku"> added to the,_r,o_o,t
itself :-
a) ukku, Krt. 27:2: Pal. 34d.* *»
/ tok-a, Col.104a; 418c; tok-aa,with alapetai,Col. 105b.
// The corresponding peyar eccam is uku ttarum, as at 
Krt. 251:6; Gomm. corikinra*
b) tokku, the vinai ecoam, is rare; but not so the 160 
corresponding peyar eooam "tokk^a11, Krt* 399; 1; Ool* 
418b,c; Hal. 37b, 121b*
c) pukka, Perumpan. 140; Hal* 254b, 255a; 314c; PH. 124:2 
» having entered. /
This vinai eooam (5) is always associated with the past 
tense, like the particle "tu* itself* Of. p.178* 
Accordingly Vinson takes these words as made up of -^ ufcftu, 
*tok-f~ tu, ^pukf- tu resp* But recourse to suoh a doubtful 
form and to the resultant doubtful assimilation is 
unnecessary, as E.O* Tam. is prolific in the number of 
verbal nouns, optatives, participles etc. and in their 
variety, later, a few continued in use, while others 
became obsolete.
Ni’B. The word *ukutt is Ev 0. It was gradually displaced 
by utir* It occurs most frequently in the Krt.e.g. 8,:l; 
and rarely in Hal.,e.g. 292a; 269b* Hal* 45c has both the 
new and the old words together: utirntd ukk-a*
Wherej^ver the root ended in a consonant, it 
became more and more common to insert a vowel before ~ku 
(e.g. akd, ukd or ik&),except where the root or its 
formative ended in r.
|lphus kon**ar*~ku4- am konarkam, Krt. 113:5; without the 
insertion of any vowel*] Of the three, iku and its 
lengthened form iku are the most ffequent:-
/ pukkd is also a verbal noun, as at Nal. 41b pukk-il.
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a) kat-ikamv^kat-ik'-am, Krt* 198;5*
• *
b) ka^t-ik-um, PN* 251:3; Patirr* 11:20; Aidk. 121to 128, 
every stanza, in the first line; 198:4*
o) kett-ik-um, Patirr* 52:12;
* * *“■”* 9
d) eenr-iku, AN* 124:3* The Oomm* here gives iku the 
meaning arulkd « to bestow, grant* If this is correct, 
Iku may be considered as an auxiliary verb (allied to 
in, i * id.), which is suffixed to the main verb"cenru*.
e) The same suffix is found in an old text cited by Oen. 
under Col* 296: oiritu tavirnt - Jka mala nin 
paricilar uymmar. In both instances ik-*a has lost its 
full significance of "bestowing*, exactly as the later 
auxiliary *kol*('« to take)means very little in mod.
Tam usage.
f) In Nal* we observe the suffix ikd as the first of many 
affixes in the peyar eccam of verbs,e.g. mut~ik^ir-k-um, 
Nal.62d* At Nal* 352d kd is similarly added: 
ter-k-irkum. /
It is clear from the above that 1) kd as an
affix of the vinai ecoam is a functional development of *ku"
as the affix of the verbal noun, cf* p.90 ; and 2)
/  *k-irp-" is earlier than "k-irk-*, which is found in Nal* 
The former occurs at Krt. 22:2 pit-ik-irp-avar s piripavar, 
Oomm.Kalit. 39:38 patar-kirp^ir » natappIr,Naoo* Kalit. 
39:40 kara-kkirp-en « maraippen, Nacc.
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where we have aka, ika or uku, they are compounded from 
the three verbs a, i, u and this ku. In undressed positions 
these become ( aka ^ >) aka etc. The same applies to the 
formatives aeu, icu, uou; apu; avu, ivu, ava, to be 
discussed below*
Section 2* Gu, and its related formatives; aou, icu, aca*
In Mod* Tam* very few of these remain, except in the 
colloquial dialect;, bat in $*G* to L* G* times such forms 
were frequent, esp* in the verbal system, whether as vb* 
noun, vinai eccam or the corr* peyar eccam* I cite a few 
examples below; without prejudice to the date of Tol*,
i 1
also from it*
la) aray-cci : ppr* 260:7 vb* noun
lb) at-*ai-cci, AK. 379:10 a Gomm. cuti.* •
atai-cci, Civ* 1397a » ceruki,!Sfaoc*
*
H Civ* 991c » Gertti,Uacc.
n Civ* 1048d » putaittu,Nacc*
2) ikal-cci : Por* 115:2 vb* noun;Kur.539a;995a.
m  mm
3) cul-coi: Por. 860:4: AN.52:11. "
*
4) tavir-cci Por* 185:2 n
5) tolai-ooi, PN* 224:2; Perumpan* 141 vinai ecoam,• **
/signifying the past.
6) nikal-cci, Por* 635:2; 647:2: verbal noun.
7) pal-icc-a, Mptu. 201; Patirr. 41:6 vinai ecoam,• ~~ ■ *" >
signifying oontemp, aotion
/ tolai-coi, AN. 3:7.
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8) pal—icc—i, Maturaik. 694: Oomm. valtti, vinai eooam.,•• , •* “*
signifying the past action*
9) pal-icc-iya, AN* 115:9;Comm. paraviya; peyar eccam
signifying the past action*
10)pal-icou, Col.382,vb. houn; paravum paliceum valuttin •• * • • • ♦ * *
porula. ^
11)pukal-cci, Por. 82b:vb.noun 
*»
12)pukaroi, Por. 146:56: vb. noun. ^
13)mat-ci, Por. 648*. 1
14)milai-cci, Patirr* 41:10; vinai eccam, signifying a
past action. ///
15)val-coi, vb. noun, at Patirr. 56:7; Col. BQe, 98a s
val-kk^ai, PN. 54:4.
4*
These O.Tam. forms approach most closely the!
past verbal participles of the Tel. third Gonj. cf.
Arden’s Tel. G-r. § 284-292. Thus raksin-oi; nad-ici; pen-ci; 
mar-ci are the vinai eccam o£ the oorr. vbs. raksin~cu etc.
I cite a few instances below to show
a) the frequency of this suffix in Tel.;
b) the fact that incu or cu is not confined in Tel. to 
the causatives; and
c) the alternance in Tel. itself between the suffix cu
and du, tu, pu, vu.
*
/ palicou ana, Giv.l66d s paliccutal amaiyita,Nacc* This
*• " - th
Gomm. shows that palicou was a familiar word in the 13
*•
oentury. . // pukarei, dv.lOBd = virumpappannutal.
/// milaioc-ar, Olv. 2216b.
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When Tel* is compared with its sister languages, word by 
word, this alternanoe of suffixes with the identical 
signification becomes still more striking; but for this 
a special paper would be needed, outside this thfeeis.
The Tel* half-sunna is a problem for the transcriber; I 
have indicated it by ru over the previous vowel, although 
it is no longer felt in the ordinary Tel* pronunciation*
In the instances here cited,;the past verbal participle 
ends in ~ei, -cciror -si which postulates an earlier *ci. 
In some of these instances the mod, Tel* scipt distinguis­
hes between $  and^J^ • These have recently been , 
transcribed as o and ts respectively. But this is a 
refinement unknown to med* Tel* I transcribe both as c.
1 ad-acu * to suppress, quench, smite; oaus* of ad-agu.
« *
Of* Tam* at-ahku. ^
*
2 aval-in-cu or avul-in-cu « to yawn, gape: of*
SvZ^-inta *= yawning.
3 igil^in-cu a to grin, show one’s teeth: of, the sb* 
igil**in~ta » a grin.
4 un«*ou as to place, deposit, preserve: oaus* of undu ~
* *
to be,reside, stay, last*
5 ett-in-cu « to cause to be erected, lifted- or raised
6
up, raise, erect*
*6 ^al-in-ou ) t6 ret<jh. f#el nausea ( okal-lntajdisgust 
*7 Bkar-iii-ou 5 or disgust:of.tke sb. \ okar-intajnausea.
/ Very often Tel.-aou corresponds to Tam. -akku.as in 1,23 
and 24; while Tel*~agu ” it tt -anku, n n 1,23
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8 kapu « protection, guarding; but kaou » to protect,
preserve* guard*
- - 2  v(9 kayi as a fruit; but kacu « to produce fruit, bear,
yield.Cf. Tam. kay, both as sb. and H&irvb.
X'lO krul-ineu as to become lean, emaciated* This definitely
is not a causative*
P&l gilig-inou a to tickle; sb. gilig-inta s= tickling.
*<12 oaccu « to fade, wither; die, expire. Of. 0* Tam. cay;
Mod. Tam. ca.
X13
cuou s= to see, observe; but cudi, cudiki s= sight; cupu sb, 
as a look,glance; vb* to show, point out,exhibit. 
Here the simple verb ends in £cu",while the caus.
IS I
has the formative ^ p u 1 instead.
' 14 In the case of the verbs of the 2n^# Conj* in Tel.,
like cey(-u), the verbal past participle *o qb1* seems 
to postulate an augmented stem *ceyo& oesd.
Of. Ard. Tel. dr. § 274-281. .
15 Likewise jadiyu s to fear; Jadisi » fearing; but
jadipineu « to frighten;cf* jad-upu, sb. fear, fright.
, i
X 16 tagil-incu « to attach, fix, fasten.
X17 tal-aneu a= to consider, regard, think, reflect*
18 tir-cu b to set right, correct, rectify:cf. Tam. 
tir-uttu, with a diff. affix*
Xl9 teoou b to bring: cf. 0*Tam. tar-, taru, tas id.
( Tel. *tareou teoou ).
*20 dacu « to hide, conceal.
*21 nil-uou b to stand; nil-uc-undu = to be standing;
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but nil-upu « to fix, to cause to stand. Here again the 
oaus, has *-upuV while the simple vb, has "-ucu".
There are still other forms e,g, a) nil-uvu » standing, 
stature, height; while b) nil-aka » standing, halting; 
and o) nil-ayamu » staying, abode; d) nil-ava or nil-uva 
adj. long-standing; sb, remainder; continuance;
e) nil-uk-adu =s staying, steadiness; firmness; permanence. 
This illustrates the development of meaning by the use of 
different formatives. §
28 putt-incu = to create, generate, produce. Prob. 3k.
putra is conn. w. this:put. /Of.Tam.put-al-van s= a son.
*
23 mad-acu m to fold, plait; bend, turn in: Oaus. of * .
mad-agu a to bend in, be folded: cf. Tel. mad-ata=  
a fold,plait; Tam. mataftku and its caus. mat-akku.
*< 24 mar-aou « to forget; raar-apu « forgetfulness;
mar-ap-iiicu « to cause to forget, 
flC 25 muncu as to, plunge, immerse. This seems to be a syncope 
of Proto-Dray.*^ mulinou; or%uluneu & to be immersed.
*• * H
Tam. has "mucci* at Kalit. 81:30 mutir pun mulai
poruta etilal mucci, and its caus. mooikkum,9 at ,.
AN. 257:8-9 tern pay kuntal kurum pala mooikkum
/  The Tel, "tt* in putt- may very well register a proto- 
Drav. tt of the alveolar series.In another paper I shall 
show that the retroflex sounds were often confused in the 
colloq. dialect with the alveolar and dental,esp.in Tel. 
Thus putt- was prob. pronounced putt- or puttr- in a 
northern Drav. dialect, from which Sk, loaned the sb.putra 
a= a son.Tam. "Tr*1 is often trancribed as "ttr".
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vantu katant- ompal.... The meanings in these oases are • * *
semantic developments of mulku « to plunge into another’s
embrace*
X.
20 mug-incu s= to finish, complete; but sb. mug-impu = 
completion.
27 mop-inpu * to cause another to tend cattle; mopu « to
graze; tend cattle, while they are grazing; sb. mopu,
monta « grazing; fodder.
X 2 Q  vaceu (prob.fr. var-ccu) » to come, arrive, happen, 
be possible: of. Tam. var-, va .
X 29 vid-ueu = to leave; vid-ici pettu » to abandon;
* ' ■ *  « •  *
vid-ip~incu « to cause to be released or set free.
.
K 30 vS-cu =5 to wait for, expect.
not
^indicates a verb which is^caus. More than two-thirds 
of these verbs, which form a faithful cross-section 
of all Tel. verbs, are not caus.,, exGent when they 
end in ’’ip-incu'* or Map-dncuM*
/  Note the alternance u/o between mjicoi and nigpikkum.
This latter word is replaced in other poems by moykkum, 
fr. moy, PN. 13:7, Maturaik. 417; Por. 72:3; 
with the sense of swarming round something (e.g. honey) 
so as to cover it completely, or holding a person in one’s 
tight grip or embrace. Gf. moy, AN. 5:24;
muy, Krt.233:3;
Kalit. 142:26.
§ 14* Ciji or loin : origin, function and
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analogies of this particle*
A* What Tam* grammars sav about it*
El. 333 mann^um cinn^um an-um in-um....** * ■"* *
Col *274 miya ika mo mati ikum Gin ennum, 
a vayin arum munij^ilai aoaioool.
Both these sutras from Tol. give us lists of particles.El, 
is not concerned with their function; but Gol. 274 states 
explicitly that the particles there mentioned are
y\A
distinctive of the 2 * Pers. We shall see presently that
the classics used them with all the Pers. What is still
& tmore interesting, El. 102:7 uses it with, the 1 Pers.;
Col. 116b, 158b: El. 295e: Por. 315:3: 413:4: 525:12 use
* *  # * *
rdit with the 3 * Pers. This makes it evident that Col. 274
was composed at a time when the practice had changed not 
only from what it had been in the classics but also from
that current in the other parts of Tol. Still it is clear
that cin was familiar to the author of Col* 274.
Later grammarians and esp. Comm, on the Nan. 
wished to explain not only contemporary practice but the 
usage of the .classical poets.
Hence nearly all mod. ed. of the Nan* like the Kantikai 
urai,. the Virutt., have scholion at Nan. 145, including 
"loin* and explaining that it is a particle signifying the 
past tense. This late Comm., the Virutt., and not any 
early work,
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is cited by M. L* at p. 272, as meaning 1. As 2, it cites 
the Comm* of Naoc* on Col# 296, which Naoc. and the M.L. 
number as 298* Here too it is mentioned as "icin*. Gn the 
hand Tol. and Nan* 441b speak of this particle as "cin".
B. The particle "icin" in Tel*
In the case of the thirty verbs mentioned on pp* 164
33 to 167 and of all others of the Tel* 3r<*#Gonj., the first
form of the past tense, acc* to Ard. Tel# Or* § 288, has
iein, inqin or cin inserted between the root and the
termination:
Thus raks-incin-Snu, -avu, -adu, -adi, -amu,* #
-aru, ~avi; so vid-icin-anu etc*; mar-aoin«anu; 
tal-an-cin-anu etc.
When the verb, however, ends in "ucu" e.g. nad-ucd, the 
form of the past tense is not *nad-uq-in-ana but 
nad-io-in-anu. This is in accordance with the vowel harmony 
noticeable in Tel. and in 0*Tam. It is for this reason that 
"idia" came to be regarded as the most prominent number of 
the group, * aoin, anoin, inoin*etc.
Of the two syllables ,*iett+ ttin,,, the former belongs 
to the verb and is the formative of the vinai eccam , 
generally of the past tense. We have now to enquire into 
the origin of the latter i.e. in.
C* The significance of "in1* in Tel* and Tam.
In the south Brav* languages the rel partic. is most often 
formed from the corresp. adv. partic. by the addition of a^
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which connotes a relation* Thus vantfi. is adv. partic., but
vant— a is the corresp. rel. participle in Tam. likewise in
the sister languages. But in the case of the past* adv.
partic. both in Tel. and Tam.> there is an absence of a
final n or n resp; , which, however, appears in the
corresponding rel. partic. Thus kotti in both Tam. and Tel.
* *
is the adv. partic. w having struck; but kottina in G.Tam.
• *
and Tel., kott-in~a in Mod. Tam., is the rel. partic.
To me it appears that the final n or n^was dropped
deliberately, or its falling off was expressly sanctioned,
in order to distinguish the adv. past partic. from the
conditional, mod. Tam* kottin, ttif one were to strikeH. ^
* *
This distinction seems to be very ancient. But it must be
remembered that basically all these participles are the
oblique cases of the verbal noun : kottd » the striking.
In the South Drav* languages "in" is a very common particle
or affix of the oblique case. Hence kott-in = in the
• •
striking; kott-in-a » the striking (person).
It is this "in1* that remained in the word, when it was 
taken over into the verbal system from the nominal.
/ Krt. 110:1 varin, conditional.. 
Krt. 29:7 perin, conditional*
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D. Is it orig. loin or icin ?
Tel* makes no such distinction, nor does Kan*, in writing 
at least, between dental and alveolar nasals*
Mai* makes a very emphatic distinction in pronunciation, 
though not in writing.
Mod* Tam. makes every final "n^ alveolar, i.e* nn n and 
almost all medial ones too. But
O.Tam* has ah abundance of words with the dental in 
both the medial and final position, esp* the medial.
In addition to my instances at pp. 14-17 in the App. Vol., 
I cite here a few with the medial syllable as "in* or 
"ain"
1) ar-in-ar, PN. 42:12, Oomm. aruppar.
2) ar-in-ar, Por. 503:2, " arintavar » those who know.
3) ar~in-ai, PN. 381:20.
4) ar«ain«ar, PN. 42;14* Comm, aruppar.
5) ur-ain-ar, Krt. 145:4; AN* 67:18; PN. 163:1;
Aihk. 496:3.
6) kut-in-ar, Kalit. 23:12; alt. lect. kut-uh-ar and
kut-in-ar.♦ '■*
Apparently these readings arose from the sup­
position that "kut-in-ar" was wrong, as by then a medial 
"n" after was always written "in"*
It is interesting to note that such alt. lect. arise only 
in conn. w. the later classical works like the Kalit.
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7) cut-in-ar, Kalit. 23:13; alt* lect.* t
cut-un-ar and cut-in-ar. As in 6* Hote that at Kalit.* * ™
23:10-11 (i.e. in the lines previous to (6) and (7) 
here), there occur 11 nalk~un-arand "alk-un^arn*
This again shows that *ntt became alveolar esp* after
"i*, after "uV and that at a late stage, at least
\
in writing, even in Tam*
8) tun-in-ar, Han. 206b, a survival from S.G* usage, or
more prob* a "theft* of the whole sutra, 206..
9) mut-in-ar, Krt. 195:3*
•  " *  r
10) mun-in-ar, Krt* 39:4; 213:7; Ai&k. 314:5.
The difference in treatment between *un* and
*in* in M.G* to mod. times is seen at a glance in these
two lines from Peuumpan., i.e. 443-444:
murai vintunarkkum kurai ventunarkkum “ * * — • •
(dental *n";) 
ventupa ventupa ventinarkkd aruli*
Note the alveolar "n".
If the text has been preserved in eaoh ease absolutely 
as it was in the original, we have here a very good clue 
to the date of works ; "in” is later than *in*.
A fortiori, the earlier form seems to be icin, which 
copyists have in the course of centuries changed into 
icin in Tam. texts.
B. Instances of icin in the 2n^* Pers.
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On page 1?6 8 I have cited Ocl.274, which
Vi rl
states that ^cin" is distinctive of the 2 * Pers* There
are a few instances where it is so used in the classics :
1) anr~icin s olivay aka, Harr. 128:6; AH.237:8;267:3.
2) uraitt-icin as speak thoujr Krt*63:4;302:ljHarril03:1* 
AH.200;14}314*14.
3) enr-icin - say thou, Harr.99;5;AN*375:2*
4) kant-icin » see thou, Krt.112:5;220;7;240; 5;249:5; 
359:1; Harr.35:8.
AH.99:1;376;13} Aiflk.106:4.
5) kett-icin as hear thou, Krt.30:1; AH*138:1} Ai&k.59:3.;
Maturaik. 208.
6'} natatt-icin =s walk thou, PH.255: 6.• "■*
7) norr-icin = bear, endure thou, PH.202:16*
8) punt-ici.n « thou hast bedecked thyself with, AH.7:5.
9) marr^icin, 0ol.296 (298) Hacc. eit. "katananma ni 
marricine*1.
10)vatitt~icin = vatippuy aka, PH.180:13.
.  *
12)vant~icin = having come, Krt* 367:3;come thou, Aihk. 
175:3.
It is noteworthy that the same form is used 
in the above instances for
(a) the yinai eocam, as at Krt.367:3;
(b) the opt* as at l) and 10);
(c) the pa?es* indie, as at 8); and
(d) the impv.,as in the remaining cases.
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Again> the context alone, in the written text, decides
the mood and tense*
There are a few instances where it is
difficult to say decisively what person the verb is in*
Take these two lines from the Krt*
127; 6 ni akanr~icin-orkke as to those from
whom thou hast parted* 336:6 ni pirint-icin-ol = she from
whom thou hast separated thyself* Both the 2 * and the
rd3 * persons are involved in each totar-moli*
• *»
Mod. Tam* Oomm* try to overcome the
c jt
difficulty created by the presence of "icin1* in the 1 
r dand 3 * person* ,K.and Gr.below’^ by making this distinction
icin, they say is used with all the personsj but cin is 
employed only with the 2n^ # Pers. Thus, U.V.S.Aiyar, at 
p* 798 (icin) and p*826 (cin), in his ed. of the Krt* But 
on examining the instances that they cite, we find that 
this is an artificial and baseless distinction. The 
seven instances that U.V.S.Aiyar cites for "Gin" on p.
826 are all cases of "icin". They are Krt.3Q;1;63;4;240:5; 
249:5;302:1;359:1;367;3* what is more, U.V.S.Aiyar cites 
Krt.30:1 and 63:4 also for "icin". The verse numbers he 
does not give: but in each poem cin or icin occurs 
only once.
s tK. icin employed with the 1 g#Pers*, in violation
of Ool. 274.
l) celav - ayarnt-iein-al yane, Karr.149:9;AU147:10.
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2) arint-icin-e, Krt* 247:4 « I have known*
3) ayntHLcin* Krt.262:5*
4) anr-ricin* PK.151:7;164;8*
5) uvant-icin,Krt« 551:1*
6) urr-icin*AH.135:6.
7) enr-icin, Krt*217:7;Harr.61: 10;55:12.*
8) kant~icin> Karr*128:5:PI*22:36*
• * —  — —
9) kurnt-iein,Krt.216;4.
10) oulnt-icin, Krt. 11:8:ACT.76:13,w — —
11) nuvanr-icin, E1*1G2;7.
12) marunt—icin-e, AH.384:8* Oomm.maru.tci urren*
• * —  * — —  —
13) marant-icin* AH 38:18.
14) vant-icin,Karr* 50: 8;Patirr.41:16; 54:90:55;
PH *17:33;125:4;371:20;37 3;34;369:22;391s14 *
rdG-* icin employed with the 3 Pers*, in violation
1
2
3
4
5
6 
7
of Col* 274*
akanr-icin-or, Krt.127:6;but * &£* E above.
ataint-icin-or, Krt*268; 6*
• —  “ ■
arint-ioin-or, Krt.185 3}267;8; 0ol.l58b;Por.525:12.
ant-ioin-or, PIT.357:3.
* *  “
unarnt-icin-or* PK*365;ll;Col.ll6b; Por*413;4. 
uraint-iein-or, AH #200:5.
enr-icin, AiAk.73:4;74:1jCol.295(297)Kacc*cit.; 
Por.315:3.
8) cirant-icin-or, E^* 295e
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9) cenr-icin, Harr*394:6.
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21
cenr-icin-or, AN*34:15,
pataitt-icin-or, FN.18:23.* *"
plrint-ioin-or, Krt.35:5;94:5; AH.183:15.
punarnt-i cin-or, AN * 367:16.
perr-icin, PN.ll:9,13,18.
perr-icin-or, PH*125;20.
ponr-iein, AiAk. 74:1*
marant-icin-or, Harr. 118:5.
marr-icin, PN.272:3.
maynt-icin-or, PN27:6*
munt-icin-or, Patirr.69:17.
mm m w m h
valarnt-icin, Aihk. 44:2.
A few remarks will close this section.
1) In a good number of instances the state of the texts 
was not satisfactory as early as the med. Gomm. Thus 
E, 9) marr-icin is most prob. the same text as PH. 
272:3 katananmara ni marricine, G*. 18) above. The 
Gomm. here renders it: nocciye ni katal nan maram. 
Tam.J was formerly written occasionally as IT , as
C.T.Beschi notes; thus mara » to jj # written at times 
as Id  IT , was read by Hacc. as. ma. This Nacc. was 
■ obliged to call a meaningless particle or "acai 
nilai”. Further , the context being now obscured,
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Kacc. concluded that ni should be construed with the 
following word "marricin*. Actually it should go with 
the previous words "katal nan maram ni" = thou art a 
fine attractive tree*
2)$either Hacc. nor the M *  Comm explains the word
"marr-icin". It is most prob* conn. w. maru, mard
marru « to speak back; hence the sb. marr-am- a reply,
speech, exchange of words, cf. Pal.19a, 2Gd. This is
• *
borne out by Col.262, which equates marru with marru
marr-en kilavi vinai marrd acai nilai
appal irant-ena molimanar pulavar.
Although Col* speaks here only of vinai marru, the
same original meaning of exchange is perceptible in
other cases of marrd or marrd.
"168b
3)E1.102:7: Col.116b;-Por.315;3;413:4:525;12 are at •»
least six instances where Tol. violates his own 
regulation, acc. to those who hold that Tol. composed 
every sutra in 331** Col. and Por. They explain away 
these violations.either by bringing in a baseless 
distinction between "cirt" and "icin1*, or by stating 
that Tol. meant Col.274 to be taken "cum grano salis11,
i.e. with an expectation of some exceptions. But the 
"exceptions" given above are more than the "regular" 
oases; I have not gone out of my way in search of these 
so-called exceptions.
§15* The tu and pu affixes are here contrasted*
In modi Tam. the formation of the past 
tense, its verbal noun and partic*, is in most eases 
conn* w. the affix t^u**; Pabr*, p*VI - VII, outlines 
seven eonjug* for the mod* Tam.verb, of which five 
affix either tu, or ttu, or ntu. One adds ^ n ” and 
the last "ku" instead of "tu". The' affix "pa* is not 
mentioned*
In cl. Tam* it was just the other way
V'
about, with ,fpuw playing the principal rdle and ku, tu
and in occupying a subordinate position. In conn* with
El.lc enpa, I am elaborating this on p. 8 of the App.
Yol.Further , on p*p. 92-93/ here, I have given a few
examples of Spu" being affixed to form vb. nouns. I
shall cite a few instances more of the vinai eccam with
Hpuw, esp. fr. the Battu Pattu*
♦*
1) anuku:-pu, Poruna* 149 « anulci, Oomm.
2) alavu-pu, PK.381:3 » alantu or alapin.
♦  *  *  ■■
3) aypu, Kuri&cip.lld*
4) it-u-pu, PN.33;12; Muruk*190;202.
5) imir-pu, Kalit.43:2%
: 6) etir-pu, ,PN.229:ll;
7) er-pu, ICrt .194:2; AN. 328M; Pattinap*67; MullaSp, 4; 
Netunal.ljMuruk.l; Narr.264:1;AN.188: 2.
8) okkupu, Narr. 110:4*
9) kavar—pu, Mptu.10,
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kalal-pu, AM .9:6*
•*
killu~pu, Muruk.37*
• •
kol-pu, Kurinoip.164. 
kol-pu, Maturaik* 617*
cirara-pu, Kalit. 88:13 =veraki, MacG.; » being angry 
with* Pabr. p*395*
oul-pu, AM.379:10 = moykkumpati, showing "purpose”.
oer-pu, Maturaik. 634; Kalit* 7155;88:10.
oollu-pu, PM. 152:19 = colli, Comm.
nekil-pu, AM.32:10.
. .
talar-pu,AM.66:11 (twice).
r
taAku-pu, Civ.915o. 
takku-pu, Civ. 967d.
tal-pu, AM.126:20:223;10:Maturaik.560:Muruk.86.•# #
tiruku-pu, AM.176:24* 
nirai-pu, AM.123:3. 
nlntu-pu, G1v .880g . 
nut-anku-pu, AM.138;11. 
nekil-pu, Kalit.37;16.
M
ner-pu, Muruk.90,214. 
nokku-pu,AH.136;9;Kali t.37;3. 
pay^pu, Kalit.52:1. 
peyar-pu, Kalit.21:11(twice). 
porru-pu, Poruna.151j 0lv.l816d. 
malku-pu, Civ.1800a. 
vakku-pu, Poruna.87;157. 
vatu-pu, Kalit.16;2*
36) var-pu/ IN.128:IS.
37) vitu-pu,.Murnk. 105.
38) viravu~pu, Giv.l23c.-
39) minnu-pu, K^t.194:1*
40) akai~pu> Krt .366:6 = varunti, Gomm*
Moreover, there are several instances
where‘a) the contemporaneous vinai eccam, like cilaippa,
Perumpan.144 = mulanka nirpa, Gomm* or b) the finite 
* «*»
verb, like naccup-avo at Kalit.8:11 » will they desire?, 
or nakup-a » they laugh, Kur*1140a, are obviously formed 
from the verbal noun or vinai eccam, ''oilaippd”, ^ naccupd** 
or "nakupd*. To show how common this form is in E.G. . 
times I quote Krt*17*
ma ena mat alum Sxpa* pu ena
*  ' - -  —
kuvi mukil erukkam kanniyum cutupa.
• •  •  *  •
marukin arkkavum patupa.
piritum akupa kamara kal kkolin$.
In the four sentences that make up the four 
lines of this poem every finite verb ends in -pa, i.e.. 
pU *+ a. As, in E.G. Tam., these affixes were not yet 
confined to one tense rather than another, npa” occurs 
to denote every tense, or rather the action. In later 
Tam. RtufI gradually displaced “pu**! whenever, past 
action was involved. This displacement, and the degree 
to which this process is carried on in the diction, are
a very good index to the date of any work in Tam.
§ 16. kupu and kuvu.
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The 0. Tam. “literati seem to have 
experimented with several affixes to make the sense of 
the verb more and more precise. At times one affix 
became so important that it swept away an earlier one.
At other times the two were heaped together on the 
verbal root. This seems to be the origin of such 
formatives as kupd and kuvd, which are evident already 
in Krt.
1)* a-kupd a >  akupa* Krt. 17; 4;PN.7;10;
2) uru-kupd, Poruna.78;Civ. 324a.
3) katu-kupu,Krt.356:2 = katuntu = having gone swiftly.
* “* .
4) maru-kupu,Krt.356:3 » ularntu — having dried up.
5) valai-kupu,Kurincip.132 — valaintu kontu,3tfacc.. — . . .
N.B# In citing these instances I have split up the words 
to prove the case in hand. This does not mean that 
particles like “ai" or “u“ have no significance. They 
have. It would perhaps be better in every case to 
divide them up as ur - u - ku - pu or val - ai -ku -pu; 
had it not been for the typist and prob. the reader too,
I should have done so* Then it would be clear that at-a-
m
kkup -a of Kal.351b also belongs to this category of 
words•
The suffix kuvd is more frequent than
r.
kupft. The former occurs at Krt.11:3 uy-kuv-am; 26:5 
poy-kuv-atanre; 104;5 a-kuv-a; 137;2 amai-kuv-en;
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189:7 uva-kkuv-am; 198:8 and 222:4 varu-kuv-al; Karr. 
119:8 varu-kuv-an; 119:10 peru-kuv-an.
AN#18:10 val-kuv-al: 74*14 amaikuv-an: 82:17 a-kuv-atu; 
211:8 nalkuv-ar; but in this oase unal,f is always a 
sb., "nalku" is the vb.
PN'.13;1 and 201:1 en-kuv-ai; 23:13 cey-kuv~an; 73:4
kotu-kkuv-en; 124:3 peyar-kuv~ar; 154:5 patar-kuv-ar:• “* » '
225:9 ket-kuv-an;* ™
328:13 taru-kuv-an;396:10 and 11 akuv-an.#•* #
Poruna.77 paru-kuv-anna; 150 nir~kuv~ir.
Cirupan. 163,177 and 195i peru-kuv~ir; Mullaip.16 inne 
varu-kuv-ar•
Aink.391:4 taru-kuv-en ~ I shall give.
Kalit.142:22 paoa-klcuv-am; 31 varu-kuv-ar; 32 iru- 
kkuv-en; 39 taru-kuv-ai.
Por. 342:1 varu-kuv-at-ayin.
A few remarks on the above examples,; «
1* It is possible to lengthen them out; but these are 
sufficient as a fair specimen of the type of words 
and of the texts in which these occur.
2. It is impossible to divide such words asrtperukuvirfT 
into ^  peruku +  ir. Por, in such cases peruku 
would end in nu,f as perukd; acc. to all Tam.grammars 
this is a case of the extra-short u. The addition
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of ir to this would result in #  peruk-ir, not perukuv-ir.
3; If we had only suoh examples as the above, I should have
divided them all as per-uk-uv~ir etc. But the ocourrence
of such words as "peyar-kuvarM has obliged me to reduce
them all to one uniform pattern,
4.It is probable that the Huvfl in these cases is conn. w,
the demonstrative uv, u, cf. B1 82, and the verb u* *
urn, which now survives only in the particles. Others 
m.ay connect it with l!upu*f. This requires a separate 
investigation.
5.In a few instances we can see why a second affix became
necessary. On p.119 I have discussed a = to be; aku =
to become; akukd « the becoming. Similarly, po or poku=
to go; pokuku = the going in the future, Krt.5?:4. In
the case of aku, there was at first a slight difference
of meaning between "a11 and °akulf; but not in the other
case. In a short time a and aku began to be confused
too. Hence the necessity of an affix like -“ltd*1 or-
*pun• Of these two, -“ku11 was generally affixed to show
the future; ff-puf* for the pres, or past, or rather to
form an indefinite tense which was used for both.
6.The occurrence in Tel. of the particle tfduff to form
what Arden, Tel.- &r.§ 267, 271 etc., calls the
indefinite tense, e.g. kottudumu = we shall, will or
? »*
would strike, or would have struck etc., is paralleled 
in Tam* by such forms as fta-tum11 « we shall be, Hal.
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181c, which Pope, Nal.p.286, compares with lei*
avudumu, where Tel* uses ”avut! for Tam. "a”. This
usage lasted well into med. Tam*,as is witnessed
by Nan.332, where ku, tu, tu and ru are mentioned <—> * “*
as particles, even for the future. The Gomm* thereon
cites unkum> varutum, cerum• The last word is * *
frequenthy employed in the classios to denote Mwe 
shall gof*• Of*Krt.325; 1, twice in the same line.
It is fr. %  cel-t-um. Hence even the particle tttu,f, 
which in mod. Tam* is so distinctively associated 
with the past tense, was both in Proto-Prav. (as is 
witnessed by Tel.) and in E.G. to E.M. Tam. employed 
to form an indef. or fut. tense.
§ 17. The affixes ku and um.
In cl. Tam. the affix “ku*1 was often 
deemed sufficient to form the finite verb out of the 
verbal root. Thus un = to eat, enjoyj nukar = to enjoy
1) Harr.£04:6 kuru ini matantai nin kur eyiru unku
ena = ippolutu ninnutaiya kizriya eyirrai
ccuvaittu makilven, Gomm. cf* varuk-o at Narr. 
204:2,4 = varuven-o, Gomm.
2) AN.32;8 em anahkiyoy uAku » ninnai nukarven «
I shall enjoy thee.
3) ICurincip.181 ninn ani nalam nukar ku « yan nin— —  # _
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alakiya nalattai nukarven, Nacc. = I shall enjoy .. *"1
thy beautiful form.
4 ) Likewise kati « to drive away; but katiku at Krt.* • ™
217:1 ss ottuvlr = you shall drive away, a polite 
* •
ndform in Tam. of the impv. 2 * Pers. pi. These
oases one can find in abundance; but at Kalit*
64:7* the personal suffix or termination -ai is 
added to the temporal augment % u v f,~ (§16) to 
form not the fut*, as one should expect> but the 
past. This looks strange; but of the faot there 
can be no doubt. Kalit. 64,lines 6*7 are cited 
below;-
virintoli kumtal, kantai emakku.
perum pon patukuv ai pantu.
 . ......'mT   ..
This “pantu11 = of yore, formerly. Hence this verb has 
» •
here the sense of the cast, although the reinforced 
temporal augments “ku-vuft i.e. “ku and vu" were prob. 
meant to secure the future signification.
5) On the other hand, just two. lines below, patu-k-am,fr.
*
*patukCi+ am, obtains with only one temporal augment, 
“k&J1 the future signification.
6) Again, at Kur. 1133a, utaiyen, is differentiated in
tense, not by any affix or temporal augment, but by the
addition of an adverb of time in each case; pantu
• .
utaiyen, « I formerly had or possessed; while in the 
same line inru utaiyen == I now possess*
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Similar is the case where “urn1* is affixed to other 
temporal augments, like tu (§*15 and 16: note 6).
7) Thus ancu-t~um at AH.118;10 denotes neither the 
past (§.15) nor the future (§.16:6), but the 
present in this instance; Comm* ancukinrom.
8) Urn is also affixed to leu (1-3 above). Thus is1
formed the pi. of the fut. or opt. Thus PH. 125:4
unkum = unpem-aka, Comm. Hence it is doubtful 
. *
whether in these cases ,fum,r is a personal 
termination, equivalent to “am, am, ©m, em/ om, 
omw » we, or a temporal affix. For the former 
there is no sanction from any Tam. grammar; for 
the latter, there is, as we shall show later, when
we deal with Tol. But it is difficult to find out
what precise tense urn is designed to specify, much
more so than in the case of ku, kuyu, kupu, tu,
which we have discussed above.
§ 18* Is ttum“ a temporal affix; if so, which 
tense, in B.C.Tam.?
A.)urn is used apparently to form the past tense of 
a verb;-
1)Krt.l05?6 alt.leet* ninaippd akumm-e:Comm, 
akiyatu « it became.
2)Krt.l85;3 innal akutal nummin akum;Comm.
m m  m m  m m  #  m m  f
ummal akiyatu.
B.)um is used apparently to form the present tense:-
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1)Krt. 9:8 kazappat-umm-e; .Comm* maraittalai 
utaiya oorkalal ccollukinral ~ she speaks words 
to disguise her meaning.
2)Krt.215:1-2 patarum pai pay a ppeyarum. outarum 
"* * —  .
enrul mamalai maraiyum.***** * *■ "* —
The Comm, at 1.1: nihkum; at 1.2, maraiya ninratu=
it is hidden.
3)AH.330:17 nivantu patu torramotd ikantu may-. *™ .
umm-e; Comm, maraiya nirkinratu = it is (now) 
being hidden.
C) um is used apparently to form the future tense:-
pada
1)AH*6:15 a. • td amaikum tilla aco. to the^text,
but rather a:. tu amaik-untd ilia. In any, case
“until1* is from “um*1, cf. Col. 292.
The Comm, at AH*.6:15 has “na&fcal amaivom11, 
which is fut.
2)AH.122:11 akal vay mantilam ninru viriy;umm-e=.. —— OZtZZZ*
paravum, Comm. '
3)AH*128:4 katalinum uraii kkarai poliyumm-e-
katantu cellum.
*
4)AH.286:12 pinn ak-umm-e « pinnare ulat-akum,Comm.
It seems best under these circumstances to 
consider “urn** not as an affix or temporal augment, as 
Tam. grammarians consider it, but as an orig.verb, 
signifying a habitual or “persisting** action. This
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is the meaning that is common to “am11 in these and
other instances in B.C. texts* This meaning still
clings to “um“, when it is the last syllable of a
participle, the peyar eccam* Thus in mod. Tam. atu
eeyyum pillai ..... the child that does, or did or . *
will do that thing. Such a timeless i>eyar eccam is 
very ancient. Thus in the same poem as B,2, above,
Krt.215, lines 7-8 have the words: irum puli kakk-um 
netuvarai. Here kakk-um refers to all the three tenses, 
or perhaps to none; it speaks of a habitual action.
Such a “participle** in a final position is a finite 
verb. That this is the correct hypothesis will become 
clearer, when we examine “im,r and“um“ as functioning 
in the impv. of verbs.
§ 19. The Heg. Impv* : the various forms.
In § 2, pp. 19,6-102 9) I have mentioned three forms of 
this, namely those
1) with the affix -al, as al - al » weep not, Harr.391:1;
. .  —  * *
2) with the affix -al or aal, as al-aal<=weep not,Krt.135:4
• * mm‘
3) with the affix -el, as al - el a weep not, AH.97:15. 
There is one more form, occurring frequently in the 
classics, namely, with the affixes at&+* im, where atu 
^.signifies the negation.
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4) a)'Krt.350:2. oellat-Im = potalai olimin, Comm.** •*
b)Krt.390;2 cellat-im-o = potalai olimin, Comm. 
e)Narr#229: 3 oellatlm =: nir cellatu ihke irumin, Comm.
d)AH.52;15 cepp-at-ime « Comm, araiy^at-e = do not 
speak about it.
e)M*300:18 cellat-im = cellarka, Comm.
f )Aiiik.l86; 5 oell-at-im-o - do not go away » ini
pokate, Comm.
In E.M. texts the suffix is no longer ylm1* but "i11,
after the neg. formative uat&H:-
Hal. 388a kotiyavai kurati pana.• ** •
Hal. 390 b) perumpoy uraiyati pana.
■ .
Col.450 has been the subject of much
controversy. It runs;*-
ceyy-ay ennurn munnilai vinai ccol
ceyy-en kilavi akd itan utaitte.*■ . * .
Is this neg. impv., pos. impv., or an impv.
at all?
Pope, Gr. § 84, assures us that ay is a termination,
optionally added to the verbal root, to form the pos.
impv. He warns us that it is liable to be oonfounded
with the neg. He cites Nal207 b kel - ay =s hear thou;
*  *
kan-ay » see thou..
In his Gomm. on Col.450, Haco. is also of 
the same opinion as Pope; but the instances he cites do
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not at first bear out his contention. Thus
a) AN.53:1 ariy-ay » Gomm., ni ariyay kan = thou
knowest not. When this line is taken with lines 5-5 to 
16, as they are by the Old Gomm., esp. the words 
ttarule katalar enri niyeu, it is evident that there 
is no traoe of any order or command in ‘'ariyay*1. Bat 
at
b)AN.268:1 ariy-ay vali toli yan kuruvatanai
n^anattan*, arayntu par-ay, Gomm*, there is implied
an order; in mod. Tam. ^par1*. In other words, the
tone of voice with which these words were uttered
gave them this additional signification. This is
the contention of Nacc. under 0ol.450. He quotes
other words so employed. Thus acc. to him ocai
verrumai, the difference in tone, was sufficient
to differentiate the several senses of imp-ay and
to fix it as fut. indie., opt., vinai eccam or
verbal noun. In the early texts the context supplies
for this tone of voice. Hence we may conclude that
such words as ariy-ay, unp-ay, kan-ay, kel-ay can
—  • « •
in certain positions deputize for the impv. or the 
QP't** pos. or neg., acc* to the context.
vi rl
§ 20. The pos. impv. 2 #pers. ; the various forms*
1) The root of the verb e.g. kan, as cited on page 51 above
x — this
2) The root of the verb+  ay, as discussed on page, above
A
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Krt.343:1 ninaiyay « nf ennuvay aka, Gomm.* = think — — * #
of. it.
Krt*390; 1 patum kel-ay » oliyaiyum kel, Oomm.ss ™ • • •
hear the sound.
3) The root of the verb + im, followed by e or o for 
emphasis, of. my notes under J31.32♦
3HKS&X Thus at Krt*2:2 mol-im~o = say thou: 27&8tel~ 
im-e ss be clear about it - ascertain its truth. But 
here again one must inspect the context* for, Krt*
51:6 mol-im-e = they will say, in the indie, mood.
4) The verbal noun ■+ im, followed by e or o for emphasis, 
PN.145;7 aram ceyt~im~o » do thou work justices 
perform virtuous actions.
Ai&k.391*6 karaint-ime as karaivay akaj Gomm* has 
"im”, ”itumH, as alt. lect.c *
Ai:&k.86;4 talai ppeyt-Imess cervay aka, Gomm.
5)The verbal root m (prob. from um) 4- the particles
of emphasis*
^  — —
AN.34:15 urai +  m >+• o *>■ uraimo w speak thou, utter
(the words)*
★
PN.147:1Q kalai 4- m + e kalaime ss weed out,
* •
remove (causes of grief).
Note that a is more often used as the interrogative
particle in this connexion. Thus AN.3:14 kalaima =.
pokkuvatd akumo ss will it remove? The Gomm. here takes 
the previous word ”en” as equivalent to ”how?” Thereby 
he is obliged to import "em” (c= our), which is not in
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the text* It seems, better to take "en" as "from me"
and "kalaima" as above. Apparently this Oomm. seems
to be unaware of El,32, where a is expressly stated to*•
be "vina". That most prob. *m" here is the synoope of
6 and
"urn" is elaborated under El.Sgt On p.152l have discussed
M A
this auxiliary verb "urn", which is used for„a variety 
of purposes in both Tel. (where it occurs more often 
as un) and Tam. Basing himself on Col.283a ecca umm- 
ai-yum etir marai ummaiyum, Gol* 285a murriya ummai, 
etc. (of itaiyiyal) and Gol.417, 436 (of ecca iyal), 
U.V.S. Aiyar classifies "urn" into six types, on p.
803 of his ed. of Krt. Nani 425 classifies eight types 
of "urn".
Moreover, both in Tel. and in Tam. "um*
is added to the verbal root to form the 2n<3,*pers. impv.
Ard. Tel.Gr. §797 instances "vand-umu". This is for the..
sing, in Tel* In Tam. the particleMum!,is added, for the 
pi. or the honorific pi* e.g. var-um = come ye; come 
(when addressed to one’s preceptor or parent or elder 
brother etc.)
6) In the Tel. collog.* dialect and in mod. Tam. the final 
"m" is dropped. Hence Tam. koll-u » kill thou; .Tel.
kottu = strike thou. Ard.Tel.Gr.§268.
.  •
7) In late cl.Tam. "in* was added to "urn", thus producing 
"umin", sometimes "min"^
§21. min.
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Col*224 ir ir min ena varuum man ram
pallor maru&kinum palavarru maruAkinum
M i mm*
ooll or anaiya enmanar pulavar.
Nan.145c min eval.
Nan.337 ir ir irra irantum iru tinai
“*T" « . •
panmai munnilai min avarr-eval.
Acc* to these grammars, min is an affix denoting.'Jbhe 
nd
2 *pers* pi* impv* But this is a false division* It is 
rather ^umHhat is the impv* affix, while f,inwindicates 
the time*
A# in as now, at Mullaip.16; Netunal.155, where the Comm* 
renders it as "ippolutu*1* Likewise at Kantapu* Vail.
a* • •
118 in as ippote,- Comm* » just now*
In B.C. Tam* (and Mai.) ini (or ini.resp.) is more 
common than in in this sense* Thus at Krt*1 1 ;4 ;122:2 ; 
153:3;171;l;192:2;196:2;206:5;223:7j270:4;295:-6; etc.
Narr*155;8 ;204: 6;236: 6 ; M.£9:14;26:ll;50;7; Mptu,94;
PN.141:8 ;144:10*162:3,4;196:8;202;8;243:1;248:3 ;250:5 ;
264:4*
Nal.uses both forms:
55a inn - e = even now;
29b in iniye = now, now at once*
The word inru is made up of this in 4 * tu of .Mai*
innu, Kan. indu , and originally meant this moment,
hour, day, acc. to context. In later Tam.nini” = henceforth,
hereafter# Of# the Comm* on Krt# etc., esp. ini 
pokate, at Aifik*186:5, Comm*
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B* That this is so, even when um precedes, is evident
from an analysis of Nal#6o, where (valankum) in is contrasted' 
with nalai « tomorrow; so at Hal.7c akum in with 7d;
56c oruvam in; 36d maruvum in* Gn reading the wholemtm w
stanza this meaning of winn becomes quite evident*
further instances of um-in, or im-in, “Jn-in etc., for
the purpose of finding out the peak period of their
employment: -
1) akalum-in, Civ*654a; Mani*l;63.
2a)anim-in, Civ*2390a*• • "■*
2b)arirain, Civ.547b*
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9
10
11
12
13
atom inne, Civ.1909a* 
am-in, Civ.556d « avir aka, Haco. 
itum-in, Mptu*393; Civ.2622d* 
iyakkum~in, PH.152:17* 
utum-in, Civ.2389d.
unum-in >  unm - in, Civ.893d;also imn~um~in, Hal .303c. • * * * • * " *  * # “*
uraimm-in (fr. ^ urai-um-in),Civ.895d.AlsQ^raim-in, 
AH.387:3.
etum-in, Giv.2391d*
*  “
elum-in-o elumin, Harr.170:5*
• * “  «* — —
erum-in, Mani.l;61*
ompum~in,Krt.184:2;206;5;PH*170:9;all three with 
Mkur ukal *'. cf .ICur * 820a *
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14) kalaint-Im-in canrir, Kalit.142: 55.* ™
15) kahm-in, Civ.756a,8816,917d.
• —w
16) kelum-in ^  kenmin,Civ.754c;2369a (three times):Ian.• *" 4^ « —# 9 7 ~
438,ef.keluminarkku,Civ*754d.*. -
1?) kurum-in, PI.173:12.
18) kol-um-in ^  konmin, Por.425;2;G£v.798b*
19) ceyyum-in, Mani.l;57 ■> oeymmin, in the prefatory— * s *■
note to Oh.I, ib.
ot* «  - t j  „
20) 7h oelum-in 'p>cenmin, Giv*1070o ; also oenmine at Civ.l816d.
21) certtum-in,Mani.1;53.
—  *
22) oeruni-in ^  cermin, PI*9:5.
23) tarum-in tammin, PI.152:18;0lv.996d;alt*leot.tamin 
in PI*only.
24) totUM-in,FN-152:15t16;26S:l;Mptu.277.
25) natum-in,Giv.2391a;Mani.l;47.• — .
26) narrum-in,Civ.2391b;Mani.1:49*
27) nirum-in,PI.152:14.
28a)ninm-in (fr. ^nil-um-in),Ial.49e.
28b)ninai -min, Giv.2624d.
29) nokkum-in,Civ.771d;1045d.
30) parappum-in,Mani*l: 45:51.— *
31) pukum-in,Ial.303o.
32) punaim-in,Civ.2390b*
33) pun-um-in punmin,Civ.2389b.
* —  ^ * —
34) ^  pey-um~in peymmin,PI.262;3.
35) porunt-am-in,Mani.1:59,
36) pom-in,Giv.917a,981d,1070o *
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37) ^arrum—in.Mani.l;51.
* " * ■  **“  » ■
38) var-um-in vammin,PH*294:6;Kalit.104; 63;Oiv.2988c.
of.vamm-*ena, at Civ.l023b.
S9) &  val-um-in vanmin, 0iv.2389c:of.val nal "> vanal,• ♦ — *' * * .* • ^  • .
Civ.3079d.
40) ^ vil-um-in vllmin,PKS62;1.•• *"  ^ *■•* “
Hote the nasalization of 1 >  n in 39, but.. *■ *
not in 40, when l,minwfollows, in each.
B. Heg. Impv* or Prohib. ending in - min#
A development of the neg* impv* with the affix "al" is
to the fore in Hal. This is the group of affixes t!alt
4 , "um* 4* "in". anmin, as at Hal.92c-&* parav-anmin
parr-anmin pattd unmin'yitum karav-anmin kaitt*-untam* * **1 ** * •
pOltu*
B. From the above instances it is clear that the peak period 
of the use of "min** was the E.M., in such works as Oiv. 
and Hal* Those forms occurring in Mani., Oh.1, seem to be 
copied from Civ*, as a close comparison of the subject 
matter and diction of the two works will show. Although 
Oiv. itself uses some archaic forms on set purpose, yet 
in this matter it seems, like Hal., to have used much 
more extensively the impv. ending in "min11, which was 
rarely employed in B.C.texts, like Krt. and Harr.; in
M.C. texts, like some poems of the PH., wmin1t becomes
e ~
more frequent, but not^the extent reached in l.C. - B.M.
texts. The testimony of the B.M. commentaries confirms
19?
this* On page 1891 have cited two instances, where the 
£•0# cellatim is rendered potalai olimin ss stop your 
going. These are at Krt.350:2;390:2 in the l.M, oomnu 
likewise at Karr. 229:3 cellatim s= cellatu irumin in the 
32.M» comm.
. The dividing line between the impv. proper and the opt. 
or polite impv. is most often visible, bat in some 
instances it tends to be obscured. Thus I have cited six 
instances of cellatim on p.l^*In five instances the comm, 
renders it as a neg. impv. or prohibition. But at M .  
300:18 the comm, gives instead cell-ar-ka, which is 
the neg. opt. form discussed above at § 3,1 f p.106.
Pope does not make this distinction pre.cise.
In his Hal., p£IX to XX, he considers kolka,at Hal.28b, 
opt. (G-r*85), but uraiyarka as neg. impv. (Gr*92). But he 
cites Hal.71b as his only instance. The words there given 
are uttered to a prince and must be considered as opt. or 
polite impv.:-»’
kotai aruvi kkulir varai nan nat-a
m
petaiyotiyatum uraiyarka.
HLord of the land n in Pop^s own translation. Pope
seems to make no distinction between impv. and opt. in 
the neg. conjugation.
§ 22, as positive*
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The reader of the E#C• texts is struck by the extreme 
the
paucity of^instances where the mod* Tam. present continuous
tense occurs. This, fo'r.nata = to walk, is natakkinratu;
* * —  7
for a or aku it is akinratu. But already in the Krt. 
forms very close to this are found. Thus Hrt.3:2 
nirinum ar alav-inre « alattarkd ariya alam utaiyatu. 
Krt*15:4 vay akinre » unmai akiyatu, Gomm.
KrtilOS: 6
Krt.113 4
Krt.125
M W
7
Krt.166 4
Ert.224
mm
3
Krt.248 3
Krt.258 2
Krt.271 5
Krt.285 6
Krt,578
mm
3
Krt.394 6
Harr*54 5
Harr.56 10
Harr,144;5 iiik^akinrSl « ivva^amay irani&ratu, Comm.
Harr.305:5 noy akinre; 205:8 poyinru*.
AH*56;1 nakai akinre « nakaiyai vilaippatd akinratu,Gomm. 
AH.58:9 initd akinre = initd ayirru, Gomm*
AH.96:18 alar akinratu = alar aka ninratu, Gomm.
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Here we have for the first time the actual form employed 
in mod* Tam. This consists in affixing atu (= that) to 
akinru, which is B.C.
AN.296; 14 and 368; 19 repeat the whole line of AN,96:18. 
These are the first three, instances of the employment of 
the mod. Tam. pres, contin. tense# This is so,.if we 
consider that the 400 poems in each of these; Krt.,
Narr. and AN. as well as PN.^were all original* But 
this number itself occurring not only here, but also in 
the Nal. and Pal., raises a certain amount of suspicion. 
K.N.S. Pillai in his C.E.T. frequently asserts that 
further research may show that some of these poems 
were composed at a later time to bring the number up 
to 400 in each case. He thinks, with some reason, that 
the complilers of these works or the first editors 
were conversant enough with the E.G. diction to try 
their hand at imitation for this pupose as well as
A
for others. One of these, acc. to him, was to antedate
the introduction of the Aryan gods and Vedic sacrifices
/
into the Tamil country. PN.l in praise of Siva or Civan 
is admittedly a case in point. Its diction is much 
later than most of PN.jstill it is not merely included 
in the PN.but placed as its first poem. This matter 
requires further research. Continuing the instances 
of the occurrence of inru in the positive sense^We have:-
AN.116:12 alar akinral « alar akinratu, Gomm.
AST.122;23 pal muttu akinral ~ pala tataikalai utaiyat-#. “*™ . . .
akinratu*
AH. 165;7 alunk-inru « varuntukinratu, Gomm*
AN.253:2 perumpirit-akinrusdrappinai eyti varukinratu,Comm. 
AN.266; 15 kavvai akinral ~ alar akinratu, Comm.
PN.127;6 cay^inru = cayntatd, Gomm*
PN.243:1 irakkam akinru « irakkara aka ninratu.
Aink*24;3 eytinan akinru = ataintln akinratu, Oomm.
Aink.236:1 alarum ay-inru = alarum ayirru, Gomm.
Note the forms in their historical sequence: (l)akinruj 
(2)aylnru; (3) ayirru.
Aink.453:3 kar totaftk-inr-alskarai totankiyatu,Comm. 
Nur*1240a kannin pacappo paruvaral eytinre =is reaching. 
Mai*360b "ill-akumM retains the orig. "il» of inru in the 
pos. sense: but from B.M.times till the modern Mil, inru, 
ill-ai” are confined or restricted to the neg.sense, 
except in forming the pres* continuou^fcense. This neg. 
sense of "inru* already appears in Aihk.543;5 ter totank- 
inr-al « ter varattotahkutal illai ayirru. This fluctuation
in the meaning of "inru* between lines 3 (pos.) and 5
in the sanre^  stanza 
(neg.)/was prob. the reason for the gradual elimination 
A
of its usage in the pos., except in union with the 
secondary bases, like nceykun; while the primary base 
"oey* soon became restricted to the neg. con^. This is 
only a part of a more widespread development} for oeyt-en, 
or ceyv-en from the secondary base is pos., whereas 
ceyy-en from the primary base is neg. This was not
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noticed by rned. comm, who divided such words as
arrakillen into arra killen, thus obtaining a new
"Word" kil| instead of arrakd illen. Of.Tv.5;260 and
Popes remarks on kil (or killa), lb. lex.p*28.
Incidentally Tol. employs "inru" in the pos. sense
at Por*71d oru eirapp-inre = oru cirappilakkanattaivU.taittu. 
'Y ' 'f '• Y.' "*”**" *" * *
Nacc.
§ 23. an£& as positive.
Like inru, a&£u is used in the neg. sense in mod. and 
late med. Tam. In E.M. it is preponderatingly neg., as 
Pope>^ Nal., pi286 and p.282?. remarks and proves by 
adducing 11 examples from Nal.itself. But on the latter 
page he makes an acute observation from the slender 
knowledge he had of 0*Tam. and Tel. "Neither al nor 
il has primarily a negative meaning". "See il". Onp.
295-296, he remarks, not so acutely, in conn, w.*!!";- 
"Considering that il, as a verb, is chiefly found in 
the purely negative mood, may it not really be originally,
in itself, positive and » ul, uru, iru? Is it connected
. .. — _____
with nil?" Had the cl. texts in Tam. been available
to him, as they are at the present day, he wpuld prob.
have answered these questions himself. I have shown in
§ 22 that "il" and "inru* had a very important function
in the pos. conjug. In § 23 I shall show the same for 
anru, in conn, w.the el.texts.
Krt.3:1 uyarnt-anru = uyarntatu, Gomm.
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Krt.6:1 nall-enr-anre = cerinta irulai utaiyatalca ira— # ft ' ft
ninratu, Gomm.
Krt. 50:3 turai anint~anru= nlrtturaiyai alaku ceytatu,Gomm. 
Krt.50:5 pulampd anint-anru=tanimaiy aiy e alakalcapperratu,Comm. 
Krt.54;5 olint-anru^ni&kiyatu. Henceforth I dispense ¥?ith 
the Gomm.
Krt.58: 6 parant-anru;78:4 and 263:6 no takk-anr'e;
Krt.65:3 tan vant-anrIT;90:7 calpd inr-anre;95;5 avitt-anre; 
Krt.l06:4 ^ant-anru;108:4 kont-anru;131;6 urr-anral;
— * 1  wmmmm t  M i n  t
140; 5 arint-anrii;
ICrt.155: 3 vant-anrej157:2 tutk-enr-anrd} 4 vant-anral;
167:6 makilnt-anru:*. — —*
Krt.184;4 olint-anre;188;4 vant-anru;205:6 arint-anruj
214:7 urr-anrd;
Krt.2l9;3 cen ikant-anrej237;2 pirint-^anrd;313;4 yatt-anru
natpe;
♦
Krt. 313: 5 attaint— anr 5}
Krt#372;7 alar elunt-anrd^palimoli eluntatu, Gomm.— #• —  .... **
of. also 129:6 pinitt-arru, without the nasalij^jition of
"al". In these instances ttanru<! is^ the syncope of
%1-um-tu. Just as at Krt.1:4 ‘^kantal 4* tu is put together
as kahtattu, so at Krt.129:6 .^pinitbal (the verbal noun)•. ** •
•4 tu -y> pinittarru, and at Kur. lb ^pakavan mutal 4- tu 
4  © ^pakavan mutarre. This is explained in great detail
by C/’J.Beschi, G>H.T*, 37, esp. in sub*-sections 1,3 and 4 
with regard to tu, ru and tu. It is spoken off by nearly 
all Tam. grammars. But none of them has accounted for the
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nasalization in 1lanruw. A glanoe at § 21 here and App.
Vol.pp. 23^24 vs/ill show that this is the syncope of
^al-umtu. Thus *olintal-um-tu > olintanru: ;ASirintal~um-
** «* .
tu ^pirintanru* etc# Since the verbal noun was first
indeterminate and was later differentiated by the
length of the radical syllable* e*g* varal as opp. to
varal, between pos. and neg.* the pres.contin.tense
made therefrom was equally applicable to either conjugation .
I have cited 28 instances of its pos.use in the Krt.
In the same work the same form .is used in the neg.conj.
atv366;7 § palut-anru amma ivv-ayilai tunive = kurram »* *■*“* •• . —
arratu* Gomm* But in the Krt
pos. use is more frequent than
the neg. The same is the case in E.G. to M.O. texts.
Gradually* however* the neg. use spreads to the
detriment of the pos. This development is analogous to*
and prob. conn, w.* the parallel movement whereby the
impv. formed from the base with ay e.g. kaney and the
indie.mood formed from the verbal noun in “al*1 e.g.
vent-al~en* or from the base* vent*-en, were taken into . ** .
the neg. conjug. Here then we have an excellent clue to
the dating of any work. I shall examine a few of the
other texts* but not so exhaustively as the Krt*
Karr.6 8 ;10 iruttanru=peyya ninratu* Gomm*; 114:12 kalird
erint-anre: Harr.177: 8 vant-anru; 224:.6 vant-anru:309:3
mm f  mmmmm * m m m  * m m m m #
ceyt-anru.
AS.2;17 kont-anre:4:7 ceyt-anre:52;12 cernt-anru;
204:
70:17 avint-anru; AW.9:23 toynt-anru;23:5 kamm-enr- 
anre:39:20 vant-anru:55: 6 kalint-anro:120:5 kal cernt-—— t -  * , M —— *
anre;128:1 matint-anre;266:15 akinr-al.
To the AW.collection of 400 poems an invocatory stanza
/
to the god Siva or Civan was deemed necessary. In line 
7 jfloerntol umaiye11 places ones marital relationship 
under the divine sanction and example of Civan and 
TImai* In line 16 tavirnt-anr-al (nuiakam tankirru,Comm.) 
shows how carefully this late author, who calls himself 
f,paratam patiya perum~devanarf models his diction (in 
the B^*1* or 9 ^ *  o.A.D.) on that of the classics. Hence 
we are not surprised at the persistence of the pos. 
Ifanrutt in late cl. works; but in these the neg. Hanrutt 
preponderates.
Let us now examine PH., on the theme of 
war* 1 :5. karai mitaru aniyalum anint-anru. This is fr. 
the invocatory poem, mentioned on p*lf9 §.It was more 
successful than the corresponding poem’ in the AW. 
which is not incorporated into the AW. collection. 
PN.41:16 kalakkd urr-anral;45;3 raitaint-anre: 4 mitaint- 
anre; PH*62:13 vilnt~anral;PW.75:5 cirant-anru. 82:4 
viraint-anru;96:5 pinitt-anr-onre;1 0 2 :2 peyt-anre;
134; 4 patt**anru;221;8 uytt~anru;229il7 vant-anruj 
241:5 elunt-anr-al:260:24 olint-anre :273*7 ulant-anru; 
275:3 ott~anru;282; 6 kett-anre,356:4 anou vant-anru.
In PH.45, lines 3 and 4 have anru in the pos* sense; 
but lines 6 and 7 have anru in the neg. sense: 1.6*
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iyarkaiyum anre: 1 . 7 kutipporul anru."■ “**" * • *-«■«*
Aihk.51;3 vetkaitt-anrujlOl;3 vant-anru;103;4 amaint-anru
341 - 35G, the first line in each of these stanzas is
the same. It runs avaro varar tan vant-anre » vantatu,
Comm* = it is come. Aink.360:2 eliyav-anre.
#
Maturaik.428 arttanre*M«k«
Muruk.94 kotutt-anreilOO vett-anre;102 amarnt-anre.
• —  * • • “  9 —
Kalit.26:8 vant-anral = vant-urratu, Macc*
Kur.612b iirnt-anru; 999b patt-anru.
In Kalit.55 we can observe the older pos. 
*anruH and the newer neg. anru literally balancing 
each other, in the following lines; -
9 ai teynt-anru piraiyum anru
10 mai tirnt-anru matiyum anru
11 vey : amanr-anru malaiyum anru
1 2 pu amanr-anru cunaiyum anru*
Apart from the context, the fact that the pos. anru in
the first part of each line is not separable from the
rest of the verbal form and was prob. pronounced, as
now, with much less emphasis serves to distinguish it
from the neg. anru at the end of each line. Here anru
it
is a separate word>and thusA received much more emphasis, 
with a slight pause after the previous word, if Tam. 
was pronounced then as now. This is most prob., because 
of the similarity of intonation and pauses features 
in the south hrav. languages. In lines ^3 to 14 of the
806
same poem mayilum anru, kiliyum anru at the end are 
balanced, not by the pos.-anru, but by £alumn, £arumlf; 
this confirms the origin of this anru from ^alumtu, 
as explained on p. g®S|cf .Aiftk. 65:4 *muyahkal-um~o 
teyya muyaftkanmo teyya. In order to avoid repetition,
I cite below the few instances of the pos. '’anru* in Tol.
Gol.264b kuritt-anre » kurittatu,Cen.Por♦
113a cirantanru; b id.; Por.62:2 atal kuritt~anre;179:2 
ciraippurara kuritt-anr&;215:2 palitt-anru;218:2 palitt- 
anr-enpa;449:2 uraitt-anre. These are too few to place 
Ool.or Por. in the same strata of texts as Krt. or PH.
§ 24. Simple and Caus. Verbs:Trans. and Jntr.
Verbs, in cl. Tam*
A. In mod.Tam. tonru = to appear; torru = to appear; 
to cause to appear; and torruvi = to cause to appear.
Pabr* pp.576 to 577. Likewise oey » to do, ceyvi = to 
cause to be done; par a=rto spread intr.; paravu = to spread, 
tr. and parappu = to cause to spread, extend;, while 
parampu = to expand, intr. But in B.G.Tam*. these 
distinctive forms were not established; most often the 
same form was used for both tr. and intr., simple and 
caus. verbs* Thus
l) ari as to know, discern, occurs at Krt.l4:3jand 18
other places; Por. 147:1 PH.102:4 ariy-unar^those v/ho know, 
Harr.42:7 ariy~unar=those who make another person know,
J informers.
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of. B1.37b arinta= arivikkum, Gomm. « that which will . » — “
make one know .
2) arivu = knowledge, Krt.206;5$251;5;3 5 0 ;5;379:4 Por. 
147:1* Bat ariva - information, Aiftk.474:5.
3) iraincu= to bow down, bend on^s neck, worship by 
prostration; yield. Krt.198:4;AN.86:29;136:26;PN.
17:9;Patirr.24:24; Kalit.3x13; Tv.1:22 etc.
Bat iraincu- to make another person bend his neok,
valaitta, Gomm'. at Krt.213:3 pacippinikkd irainciya 
• —  • —
paruu pperam tataral.
4) entu-to rise high; be eminent, elegant, beaatifal.
It is most often met with, in suoh combinations as
“ent-eliln malar, kan.; or “kot-entu* eto. Krt.178:2
ent-elil malar; AN.6:10 ent-elil akatta;
*« . .  7
AN.39:21 kot-entu paravam; AK.65:16 kot-entd oruttal:. * 9
AN*75;20 kot-entd alkal;AN.83:14 ent-elil malaikkan;• . . . . .
AN.230:13 ent-elil(unkan);AN.248:12 enta kavava moympin
AN.266: 6 ent-elil malaikkan;AN.345: 9 ait-entu alkal.
. .  .
Narr.1 0 : 1 annantd entiya vana mulai*
Narr.29:7 vanaintd entd ila mulai.
“*■* — 0.
Narr*213;11 kot-entd alkal; cf.Nal.354a kot-entu akal
alkul* PN.2;? entiya vicarapu;166:25 enta nilai;369;1;
370v'20 (both) entd elil maruppin. Patirr.54:4 enta•* —
elil malaikkan.
*• . ♦ .
Maturaik601 panaittd entd ila mulai; Netunal.38 ent-elil
malaikkan; Muruk.146 panintd entd alkul; 157 entiya
maruppin;Kalit*14;2 ent-elil malar unkan;105:i4 ent-imil; mmw »■ * \ •
2 0 8
Por*60;3 ©ntu pukal; Civ.875a,950a*1005a,1307a,1481a* 
ent-alkul;Civ.880a,1604c,2449c, entu pon. In these 
instances entu is intr*
In the same texts, entu tr* = to raise high, 
esp. in one^ b hand or in a vessel. Krt.356:5-6 entiya 
oem pon punai kalattd = kaiyil entiya*... Gomm.Civ*1604c 
enti k having raised. This occurs in the same line as 
entu pon, where nehtutt is intr., whereas here it is 
trans. In later times “ettu” was used in this sense, as 
I shall show presently.
5) encu « to be deficient, Krt.211:3;237:2.
But enciya « that which caused a deficiency., kuraiyacceyta 
Krt*232;4*
6 ) elu = to rise, Krt.30:3:372:7;
»•* —
but elu= to raise (the flags or banners of victory),
#«
Kalit *31:25.
7)kol as to take, receive, Krt *251: 6 :349; 4.* **"
But kol » to cause another to take, i.e.to give; in later 
langurage, kotu.
Krt.16;2 konmar (fr* *kolumar) = kotuppavar, Comm.— . . .
Krt*343:4 kolii » kollacoeytu, Oomm.=having made it take. ~ * . *
The same verb is used in a third manner, viz* in the
passive sense, at Krt*263;5 koliiyal ival= kollappattal,— . . . .. ...
Gomm. = she has been taken, Comm.
8 ) cay a= to decline, bend, fall; be fatigued, exhausted,lean 
Krt.9:3;74;5;132;6;152;3;168:5;239*1;244;4;Narr*11:2;
g09
PN.3:12;127.:6; Kur.855a,858a,927b*
But cSay, AN+226?9 - having felled the trees “marutu** 
and !,vanci% and caay, AN.346:22 = having caused his
i
foes 5to decline* having defeated. In these two instances 
the Comm., renders “caay” by “cayttu11. This word,however, 
occurs once, at Krt*90;7 cayttum « meliyacceytum, Comm.
9) cuma = to bear, carry, Krt.200:2 ; T’v.2; 47; 8:43-48; 30; 5; 
34:38. But cumantu = having made another carry, Comm* 
en mel cumatti, at Krt.195;2.
1 0 ) cey = to do, Krt.25:2;318;7 eto.
But Patirr.24:6 avai pirar ceytal (=ceyvittal, Comm) = 
•making others do.
1 1 ) tiri ss to/twist and turn about, whirl, intr.; Comm, culal,
»»
Krt.252;3; AN.336;18.
But AN*336; 19 tiriyen-tiriyacceyyen, Comm.-cause him to 
whirl about.
1 2 ) teri = to be clear, plain, limpid, Krt.250:6;Col*171a»
255b,256b. But a) terintu at 331 .Pref .11 ;Por.655:26 « f —  ♦♦ * 1      •
terivittu » having made it clear; b)teriyum kalai at 
AN.286:14; El.22b etc.; Col.160b,191b etc.- when one/ 
makes it clear by research and suitable statement. 
c)terivu — investigation, Por.626:4; d)terivai = a girl of 
discerning age, Krt *256; 8 , fr. ^terivd 4. ai^dis comment 
-f* lady, girl.
13) tonri » having appeared, Krt.129?4;307:2*
But tonri w having caused it to appear, torruvittu,
Comm., at Por*40:1.
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In the caus. sense torri is more common in cl.Tam. Thus 
Patirr.l3:10 has natu kavin aliya namam torri; so also 
at the Preface to Tol. 331.1*14 tolkappiyan ena ttan 
pey ar torri; at PH.99:10 torriya = torruvitta, Comm*
The expanded forms "torruvittu, torruvitta*1 are B.M.^
14) mara « to forget, as at Krt*200;4 marantor;307;4 
marantanar;306:3 marattiyo;Krt.218:7 marantushaving 
forgotten* But Patirr.56:7 maranta « having caused 
another to forget, marakkacceyta, C*
Many more instances wiH be found in B* and
M*0. ^xts; but this usage of the simple verb for its
causative sense too strikes one as somewhat artificial
and as oharacteristic of the literary style as apart
from the colloquial* For, a's early as the 2n^*c.B*C.,
the Brahmi inscr. in 0*Tam. use the oaus* forms in api**
e*g* kutupita, kotupitona* Of.Madras Bpigraphical 
• *
Reports, 1912,1915,1918; Proceedings and Transactions
of the Pirst Oriental Oonference, Poona, 1919,pp.327-
348, those which deal with the Marugaltalai, KoAgarpuli-
taftgulam and Arittapatti Inscr. About these, however,
* * *
I have some doubts, for two reasons:-
1)-The whole of each inscr* must first be read to the 
satisfaction of scholars who are well-versed both in 
0*Tam* and in epigraphy*
2 )These inscr* are too fragmentary and their date far 
from certain. Hence I am not prepared to assert 
categorically that it took neary seven centuries for
211
nd ■these caus. forms, reputed to be colloquial in the 2 
c.B.O., to be taken,,-into the literary dialect.
B. In the M.O. to .E.M. texts we see the
gradual differentiation in form of the caus. from the 
simple verb. I cite a few instanoes:-
1) aruntu- to eat, Krt.26:5;114;4;201;2;£32:3;288:1;344;3.
Caus.aruttu™ to feed. AH.34:6 arutti « aruntaceeytu, G.
So at Pattina.200.♦« —
2) atus= to shake, vibrate, AH*396:13; to dance, play, Mani.
• •
10:55; to plunge and sport in water, Mani.17;32; to enjoy
cohabitation, Clv.l689d; Gilap. Pref.16;while the Caus.is
attu, Krt.179:1;303;7;316:5;AH.280;3;PH*202:1;193:2;
Hal.35a;Tv.3.106. It is prob* that atuu = a human male,
at 351.271a;Col.2a,5,163g;Por.21a,98,238b and an. = male *. •
are conn.w. atu in the sense,which is underlined above*
#
Of. atti = a wife, at Krt.10:1. Gf. also at-avar «
. .  — «
human males, Krt.135:1 etc., esp. as husbands, in the
context.
1 '3) ili a= to desoend,Harr.114:12;AH.66:13;384:8;Kur.964a.
1 *
Gaus. iti as to dig (a well), Oiv.592.• *
4) ill = to be degraded, to be the least, Kur.964b,Nal.79a;
Pal.l5c;Por.469;2;474:3.
' . *
o
Gaus. iti = to bring down, degrade.
*
5) ulal « to be in motion, whirl, writhe in pain, revolve,
.  »>
Krt.l49:2;Narr.255:10;Nal.l07b.
Cans, utal = to aet in motion, be enraged, push, Narr.
•
51:2;PN.77;9;Patirr.56;6.
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6 ) elu = to wake up from sleep,, get up from a reclining 
posture, PEP*254:2*
Caus.I etu ~ to awaken, arouse, lift up* Krt*147;4; 
whence etai = awakening, at Por.91:g. At PH.254*2
*  1 ~~l~r~n T r
etuppa elaay = when I arouse and lift you up, you do 
• *•
not get up. These words, spoken to a fallen person,
clearly differentiate ^etd” and^eld”.
•  *  * *
Gaus.II. etuppu at Kalit.70:14 and 2 1 . Mod.caus.is eluppu.
* 4. »
7) Here 1 and t function in the reverse process, when
compared with 5-6. oti, PH.29:10 = to break off and
fall (said of the brances); while the caus. oli = to..
break (the twigs or brances of trees), PM.29:14. The
same verb oli = to break off, cease, Harr.280:1: Hal.*. **— *
143b; to depart, PH.246:2; to depart from, to escape,
AH*65;4 occurs with slight semantic changes in cl.Tam.
texts; in the same period we find oti used in these
*
senses at Patlrr.74il; Por .147:25 etc. Thus
oli tr. PH.29:14;Moral Maxim 22 in Atticuti:ketuppatu oli •• * . ..
tr. Civ.72a (with kamam as obj.). 
oli intr.PN.367:3; passim in B.M. and mod.Tam.texts, like 
Hal.143b. intr.PH.246:2; AH.65:4; Harr.280:1. 
oti intr. PH.29:10;AH.149;16 otiya vilavu; Patirr.74*l 
pativam otiyatu. intr.Por,147:25.
t
8 ) era = to climb, Civ.2507c;Hal.61b,90c,153b.Gf.Mai.Kan.Tulu
*
mm
eru.
Gaus.erru « to. raise, praise (as moral uplifting),Pattinap 
lS9;Nal^ggIa:Por«147: S.
In Krt.era is used as a sb. for the "climber" i.e. the
male of certain animals , e*g* the ball; w^ile erru « to .
think, consider, as at 30:3;145;2;224;2;cf.Gol.337 erram
ninaivum tunivum akum. Krt. uses elu instead of era; and — # - *» — '
etu for erru = to raise. :
On page207 I cited several instances of enta » to rise 
high. In B.CUTam. enta itself was used as the caus* too, 
as at Krt.356;5-6, cited on p.208.Bat in M.C. to E.l. 
times ettu is the caus. It means "to raise high, praise", 
as at PU*107;l;0irupan.y:^lB;Kurincip.l39;Marak.93,277;
Kalit *40:6;43:5;Giv.29c,366c,324d, 729a,883d,1513b,2128a, 
2560d,2804b; Por.90:1,2;91;2,10*14;146:9j207:1;233;1.
It is worth observing that in cl.texts the senses of
(1) elu /etu, (2) era / erru, (3) enta / etta are .. . **
sometimes indistinguishable, (l) from (2 ), or (2 ) from (3 ), 
or (l)from (3), although the consonants belong to the 
retroflex, alveolar and dental series respectively.
. to Paso pa.. 0«, , U ,  a.„,
311:3} 3871; Hal. 49 a; 71d.
/
Causal. kali = to get rid of, spend (time,etc.),Pattinap.
«* 0 * ***
/
226 kalittum. H.B* kali, with the stress on the first ... *- •
syllable, has the vinaa/feccam kalii or kalintu, whereas
kali, with the stress on the second syllable, has it as 
* •
kalittu. Cf.Kan. kali.
*• «*
Causal, k'ati s= to scare away, Krt.142:2;iSg$SE0iM5[.29l:2: 
360;6;198:5; Narr.306:2; Kurincipt44;Nal.41d;283c; to
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dispel, Nal*97c* Of .Tel* kad-acu, kad-apu in these senses
11) cutu * to wear as a garland or crown, Krt#281*4*
Gaus* cuttu as to garland another person, Maturaik*lQ3*
1 ) -
NB.The verb "cutu* is itself eonn.w* oul, culu « to « • ♦* *•
surround, as a crown does the head, or a garland the 
neck; also with ouli « the peak point or nipple of the
female breasts, AN*S15:2, as they had a small ring
round them..Of*Kalit* and also Krt*348;5 pun aka vana 
mulai; cf* with this AN*315:l-2 mulaiyura ouli men mukam
f* —
oeppUtan etira*
2)The noun "cuttu11 occurs in Krt* once, at 227; 1 as the
felloe of a wheel (Gomm* cakkarattin vilimpu)^ as it
surrounds its spokes* likewise at Perumpan* 46,
Note that Nacc* connects cuttu with culntu in his Gomm*
♦ • * * ’
on Perumpan* 46'.
12) paras: to spread, Krt.58; 6)245:6j269:7;318:l)386;5*
Krt* has the sb* parappu « spreading land, the sea­
shore, without hill or dale, as in the South-Eastern 
coast of India, at 269:7 and 318:1,of*Nal*307e*
Gaus. parappa » to cause to spread, Pattinap*130: Nal.
* * —
124b uses it as an adv*
N*B*There is a secondary meaning of para « paravu =5
para i*e* to extol, praise and worship(a god^),as at
Krt.87, Note by the Commentator: talai-makal teyvattirku 
—  * —
parayatuj Muruk*252 kai toluu pparavi} Paripa*15;66
paravutum tolute*
♦ *
13) poru = to join together, Krt*250:5 porukayal;26Q:4
poruvar (in battle); poruntu s id.; Krt*353:4; Kalit*
141;24} Comm* oer?1 to join .together in love or-friendship, 
porutu » id*, but mostly in conflicts, Krt*284:1;328:6* 
Gaus* poruttu a to make others join together, Gomm* 
certtu; Netunal*81*
A few of these caus* forms in tt, tt, pp,
rr 09% (for 1 ) are found in SJ.Q.texts* Thus aluntu a —  • '•*
to sink, be encased or inlaid* Its caus* or trans.
form is aluttu,. as at Krt*272:5 alutti a aluntacceytu,*• . * ** *«
Comm*; Karr*42;9 ell patu kontu pal kural aluttiya:
* * **
Hal*347a alutti » set in, inlay, encase* Such caus*• ♦
increase through the ol. epooh; and by 9G0A.D# there 
is a threefold set of words:-
a)aluntu«to sink,Tv*10;65 etc*, seven times in all,intr.
♦■* • .
b)aluttussto plunge,Tv*8:28;36;29,trans.of* aluttiya, 
G£v»321a, b*
o)aluttuvi=to cause to sink,Tv*12:33,39 i.e. to cause 
another to plunge.
§ 25* Indeterminate character of the ol.Tam.verb 
as between the Active and Passive Voices.
I shall illustrate this by a few examples from the texts:-
1 ) Act. icaikkum, Krt.279:3 » olikkinra,Comm.;3Gi:7 «
olikkum, Gomm* Pass, icaikkum, Krt.139:5 » parattaiyaral
kurappatum, Gomm.
—  *
2) Act* itu-pu, Paripa*13?59 « ittu, Gomm.
*  - ■
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Act# itu valai, Paripa.2G:33 « tam talaivi punum 
* * •
valai, Comm*
#
Pass* itu manal,Krt*205:5» itapatta manal,Oomm*• * *• *.-*•■ ■ *
Pass* wivvull itta SARVA paric^ 5lram,,, 8^*o-* Inscr*
* * * *
In S.I.I* The word SARVA Is written in different 
characters from the rest* This use of itta is prob* 
meant to show the authors knowledge of cl.Tam.In the 
same set of Inscr* is *iw icaitta peru nank-ellai** 
Here Icaitta » that which is mentioned, just as itta » 
that which is placed in between*
3) Act* un = to consume, use up, feed on: unta,Krt«112:5; , 
236:6;Harr*15:4}
Pass* un=sto be consumed, used up*; unta,Krt*79:1 as.* ♦ * " • * ■
unnappatta, Gomm* In later texts the pass* sense is 
• * * *
made distinct by a special form, as in the Gomm*
here, namely, unappattu, at Kalit*15*13 etc. At Kallt.• ■ • •
23:8 *tol nalam untu turakka ppatt-or*, we can see • * • ♦ *“ * *
this process in its medial stage* Both *unn and "tura*
are pass, in meaning, but only tura obtains a special 
passive 
1 .form*/i
4) Act* kant-atu s» that which you saw, Krt*2:2:273:4** * *** . r
Pass* kant-atu » that which was seen, kanappattatu, 
Gomm* Por*4Q:9*
Pass, kant-anku « just as it was seen, kanappatum aru, 
0omm*A*N,65:12*
5) Act. kanp~en = I shall see, parppen, Gomm .Krt *286:1* 
Pass* kanp-a — those will be seen, kanappatuvana,Gomm*
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Por,605:3*
6) Act* kol ss to take, receive, at Krt*251:6$349:4; to 
accept* PH*35:31*
Pass* kolliyal iyal, Krt*263:5«=this girl is possessed 
(by the devil; pey)*
Pass* kol-aa, Qol.321a » kollappata, kotukkappata, Gen*
7) Act* kontu»having taken (a girl to wife).Por.15:1 kontu
* »  • -* *  *
talai kkaliyinum.
* *
thPass* "virru konta nilam", 7 #c*Insor. in SJ1I* Here
r * * .
konta = kollappatta.
8) Act* carttu w make one thing rest or recline on another,
a very rare word in ol*!Dam* which uses instead •oerttu",
'Of. ■ _ -
Cans, of *cer*.^Word~list, sub voce* Paripa.19:86 punai
kavari cartta =s cevikkavarikalaicoartti.Comm.
*
Pass* cartti * carttappattu,Gonmi* Por.629:2*
9) Act* puram taru « protect, patu ka,Comm.PH.35;32«34;Patirr•
13:24* Pass.puram tanta,Krt*126:3}162:1 « patukakka
ppatta or pperra, Comm*
• .*
10) teytta at Krt.1:1* he who destroyed,Act.»alitta,
illaiyakkiya,G.Pass*teyttar at Kalit*12;2 skollappattavar,* ♦
Gomm.Cf. tey at Krt*42;4.
Act.
11)^tai«to pierce to, to reach, penetrate to, Krt*55:2;76:4; 
345:5. Act* tai « to sew together, to bind together, to 
fasten on, Krt*142;1:276:1 « kattu.
Pass. taiy^ina,A*H*259:2 « they were tied on, kattapperrana, "* * * '•* ■
Gomm*
12) toku, Act. intr. at Krt*107:2j126:4j399:1 = kutu,Gomm.=z
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to join, intr* tojcu, Act* trans* at Nal*318a tokattums:
having collected (books)* tokutta, Pass* at Krt*103:l;
372:2 as tokukkappatta as that which was collected.
• *
13) totu as to wear, as a garland, close tc^ onefe person,Krt*
295:1, where it is Act* ututtum totuttum puntum
cerifiyum; Gomm* totutt^anintum.
• *
Pass* totuttana s= they were worn:Gom. totukkappattana, 
at A*N*259:2 tarum taiyina talaiyum totuttana*
N.B* The verb •totu*1 has the meaning of bending something 
round, close to one's person, as a garland round onek neck, 
or the leaf-garment round onefe waist, at Krt *295:1 and 
AN*259:2 respect* But the basic idea of bending appears 
at ICrt.349:3 tannam turaivan totuttu:Comiruvalaittu*Here the 
Act* Sense is evident*
14) The verb tontu does not occar in 13.C* texts, which use
* *
^totu* in this sense of digging as well as,in its
. numerous other significations, as at Krt.342:1 kalai
kai totta •••• perura palanuComm# tontiya palattai; Krt*
90:4 kalai tota ilukkiya *•*• kanij 373:6 totupu »
tontiyatagialj PN.62:2 pun tottu « punnai ttonti,Comm*j
Mptu*292 kalai totu perum palam* Hence the noun
* •
totuppu ss the ploughing, as at Maturaik.ll This is 
certainly conn.w* toluvar « the ploughmen or agriculturists^ 
at PN*24:l;209;2j Narr.195:6,0omm*ulavar;Maturaik89;122#N*B. 
tontu, at Perumpan* 98= mukantu kol, Gomm.« • 'V * ^
Even Nal* uses totu = to dig, not tontu, e.g. at 215b 
totta, Pass? But a V^'o.Insor. in has to^u,
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a new verb, but used in the old indeterminate manner,
for act* and pass. Normally tontina is Act.; but in
"palarru ninrum tontina perumpituku kalin", tontina —  "■*** • *
stands for tontappatta » that which was dug up. Here
* i 1 • •
it is Pass*
15) Act* miti = to tread on, Krt.172:6; Perumpan.207; to 
trample, Hal.61b (twice).
Pass.mititta, at Krt.208:2 = mitikkappatta,G.s:that ■ ** * *
whioh was trampled.
Act.
16)^vilaAku » to shine, Krt*189;3 (cutar); Krt*338:7 (nakar). 
iJBCfeKPass. vilafikina » vilakkam urrsna, 0 .= they were 
furbished, AN*259;1*
17) Act. vai as to place, put, Nal.ld,39d,46c,293c,394d.ef.
Mai. vekka. Pass, vaitta = vaikkappatta in an 8 th*c.lneor.
5.1.1.; "tanakku vaitta oru kurril*.
This indeterminate usage of the same form 
of the verb for both act* and pass, voices is most
marked in E.G. texts and least in 13.M. ones, like Nal.
t hIt lasted at least down to the 8 c. A.D., as the S.
1.1. show. The result was a considerable ambiguity, in
Tam* tatumaru* Col.95 calls attention to this fact, in
the line "tatumaru tojirpeyarkkd." In his Comm* thereon,
Cen, instances numerous cases of ambiguity of this sort
in the classical usage. Nacc* too refers to the same,
in his Comm, on Por.91;3-4, Vol* I, p.320; "tatumaru• ' *"*
tolil akaraal *••••"
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To obviate this amb^iguity, the later el# authors and 
poets assigned to the verb *patu* (= to bear fruit, yield, 
result; fall as) the function of an auxiliary in forming 
the passive voice# In the Appendix Vol., at pages 4-6 
I discuss the gradual transformation of patu from its 
ealier role as an independent verb to its later rSle as 
an auxiliary verb. In Part II,I discuss every indidence 
of "patu" in Tol* with a few analogous instances from 
the classics, of. Ch. X.
§ 26. Conclusion of Ch. 17: the cl.Tam.7erb.
There are many other criteria conn.w. the verbal system 
e.g. the personal terminations of the Indie., which are
3*fc iwpeculiar to this epoch. Thus 1 *Pers. sing, ketpal,
PN.27:10; polval, Krt.286:1; molival,Krt.273:4; ancuval, 
Krt.217:2;324:7. oelval, PNil66:31.
2n<3,*Pers.sing. enri,Krt.223:2;349:4;AN.97:i6; 
2n<*#Pers.sing. yaruti,Krt.141:7; Krt.324:4; Narr.257;10. 
2nd*Pers.sing. patarti, PN.48:6. 
gnd.pera^sing. kolvai, Krt.259:5.
grd*Pers.sing. masc, ketkuvan, PN.225S9.
r d3 *Pers*sing. fem. varukuval, Krt.198:8*. —
of .
1 *Pers.pl. uvakkuvam, Krt.189?7; varukam,Krt.275:2;
oeyvam,Krt•268:3* 
ls^*Pers*pl.certm,Krt*198:5;kantum,PN.173:9; varutum,Krt.
256:4;
l3^*Pers*pl*varuntutum,Krt.69:6;vinavutum,PN*l73;lQ.
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2n<**Pers^pl. iruntir,Krt,65;5;kantir, AN.76:9;oerir,Krt.
26811;
2nd*Pers.pl. varuvir,Krt.268:2.The mod.Tam.for kan-fcir* ♦
is kantlr*
• *
y ^
3 *Fers*pl. .molipa* enpa, enmanar, molimanar, discussed* • — — — .* "•
in App.Vol.
Also the 2 *pers. impv* vave, AN.240:15; cenmo, Krt.275:2 
molime, Krt.51:6* Likewise, Nouns formed from verbs, like 
varunar, Krt.274:4;AN*365:8*cf.App.Vol.pp*14-17*
Ohm V* Syntactical and Other Features 
as additional criteria.
Section 1. A certain latitude in the order of words in 
cl. Tam.
The order of words in a Tam. sentence is 
significant. Hence one must look askance at any attempt 
to change their order, in order to explain their meaning. 
The cpd. word ^munril* is a case in point. It is a 
totar moli, made up of l) munru = ^ mun 4- tu as that
.  mm- —
which is in front and 2 ) il = itam » a plaoe. It is
explained as munn itam or murrain by the Gomm. on Krt.
—  * — —  —
41:4;46:3;53:1;153*1;225:1;228:3;235:4;Narr.77:6. At
Krt.225:1; however, the Comm, brings in an additional
word for the sake of clarity, as it does in several
other instances, namely ttvittin munn itamM. Later on,
* * ** "*** *
this additional word was considered as an integral part.
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At the Same time *11* became restricted in meaning to 
a house:~il s= place or house at Krt.8:3 twice; 41;4;83:3; 
138;2;353;5}354;3j379;5; il = house (only), at Nal.SOa,
198a,210a,225e,ds326o:363b,383d; Pal.ll2c.# ' «*•
Also ill-akam « house* at Nal*361o; but pukk-il » place
of refuge* Hal#41b* since in opd# word© old meanings tend
to be fossilized* Hence the popular etymoloyy sanctioned
by many Qomm* on Nan* and by the M,*L*,p*33Q4: munril a
•front of a house*: vlttin raunn itam « il mun* This is• * —— * —
supposed to be a correct order for these words and munr­
il the reverse order. No attempt is made to explain 
1) why the Krt*Gomm. omits "vlttin* six times out of the 
seven instances; 2 ) the significance of *tu* in *munru".
Nevertheless, there are a few instances,
where the context and the evident sense of the passage show
that cl* Tam. texts at times inverted the order of words*
where either 1 ) exigencies of metre or rhyme demanded it;
or ?j).3the two or three words that were so inverted were
almost fused together, so that there would be no ambiguity
whatever the order in which they were placed. In some
instances, like itai mulai* we have parallel passages,
where these words are placed in a more natural order e.g.
mulai itai: the context shows that both are identical in 
■ #
meaning*
1) an kan alan, AN.32:21 kanban alan = nam munvanturum . . .  — ♦ ^  * — — —
talaivan, Qomm* Here the Comm* takes •an* as a verb,
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equivalent to "antu" m to approach. But the M.I>.,p.58,
does not give us •an* as a verb, but only as a eb#
Neither does Krt*But I am persuaded that the sb. "ann-al"* * ♦
at Krt.338:l;343:2;363il; in the first and third instances
with the spithet "nail eru", means the male (= an) and
is in origin a verbal noun from the verb "an11 » to
pres^6ver from above, as the male does to the female of
its species# (The meaning annal « loftiness, at Karr#
236:8; Krt #392:3; AN*75:8; Kurincip.54, is secondary ) .
H.enoe ann - am, El*91; anpal, Glv*928b; anpu vb. to
approach, Teva* 224:6; Kan# anpu as sb#; anmu vb* to
approach, Kampara# Tiruvava#62; ana vb# to be joined
together, Kalla* 12; prob.also antam and antakam in the
• * * *
sense of the scrotum, testicles, Tailava* Taila.33 and
97.Sk# anda,~am, n* » a testicle, scrotum, semen virile,* *
Xi. is prob. a l.w. from Drav. Gf.MW.p.ll. likewise Sk.
andaka. which is prob. fr. Tam. ant-akam. Of. "akam" in 
* * * •
the Word-List in Part#!!# and "ill-akam" above# Cf.an- 
aAku, at Mptu.223 = to interlace*
2) arivu mey niruttal, Por*168:3 « meyy arivinkanne niruttal,
mm mm i n n  ^ jii i w . m  —  . « *“
Naco#
3) itai couram, PN#254;3 =* ouratt-itai, Gomm*• •
4) itai mulai, Krt.178:4;325:6; AN.73:4;328:5;Kalit.12:13; 
73:8; but mulai itai, Krt.39S4;Kalit.128:14 and the 0Omm. 
on the 8 instances given above. It means "between, or the 
place between, the female breasts".
m5) uppd oy cakatam, Krt.l65;3 » c aka tarn oyta uppu, ace* to U.V.S. 
Aiyar, K*t.,p.357.
6 ) oyyum nfr vali karumpu, Patirr.87:4( » nifr vali oyyum** ,»
karumpu, Gomm.
7) katai ppumai, Kxt#222:2«punai kkatai,Gomm.«the stern of 
the raft.
8 ) kunru kelu natu,PN.58;32 » natu kelu kunru, Gomm. in its—  . . .  . . .  —*•
footnote 1 .
9) cutu pinakkatu, ?N.363;3-5 = pinam cutu katu, from the. . . • . .
context.
The old Gomm. on several of the PN.poems is 
not extant* this is one of them.
1 0 ) talai ttal, Por.l65a;235c ss tal talai,- Gomm.« lit. in the
* *
place of another’s leg or before his feet » in front of a
person. So at Peru&k. Unoai* 45:79.( Peruiik. is roughly of
the same epoch as Giv* or slightly later.) Cilap.25:82
talaittal netumoli » kannaki perumitattutan kuriya.. • * *■
vanoina moli, Ati.Gomm.—1 •* .
11) talai ppunai, Krt.222:1:AN.166;12:266:3 =punaiyin 
talaippuram,G.
12) tavir vilai aki,AN.266:7 « vilai tavir aki i.e. ni 
viruppam tavirsy aki, C.ssyou were unable to control your 
desire. Note the use of vilai here in its oldest designation, 
namely, "desire", akin to "vilai, vilu, vllj1, explained 
above. Thenoe a desired thing ;> a costly or valuable 
article ;> its value or cost, Kur.256b; Teva.l082:9;> sale,
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Paripa.20;49.
13) tunc-ur yam am, AN.198:11 = ur tuneum yamam,Gomm.Here the 
inversion is due to the poet*s desire for an*etukai* rhyme 
in line 1 1 to correspond with the "no" sound in linke 1 0 : 
ancilamp - otukki anginal vanta. The poet rhymes anc- with
(line 1 1 :) tunc-ur yamam; in the first d r  of each line 
in the same relative position, here the first syllable 
(or acai), there is "no*.
14) patu cutar am ay am, AN.48; 23 as cutar patu amayam « nayiru 
maraiyum politile, Comm. =s at the time of sun-set.
15) mali pun caral, AN.48:5 as pu malinta caral,C.Note that 
these two words "mali pu* are so closely welded that 
"urn*, the verbal affix that establishes a relationship 
between them and "caral", is added not to "mali" (« to be 
plenteous) but to the noun "pu* (=flower)i Thus' "mali 
pu-um caral" ^  "mali pum caral" stands for "pu maliy-um 
caral";
16) ma matal, Krt.182:1 ss matalal oeyta kutirai,0.0f.ma ena■« — • ■ “*
matal, Krt. 17:1". The more natural order is "matal ma", 
as at Kalit; 61:22.
17) mi pinattu, Patirr.77S5 » pinattu mi or mlt^O.s over the. —  .
corpse.
18) mun ur, PN.2S4:7« ur mun, Comm.ss in front of the town; 
PN.390:19 munn ur potiyil » ur mun ulla ampalam, Comm.
19J. mun turai,Krt.l28:2;AN.93;21;206il3 as turai mun, G.But of 
this X am somewhat doubtful: it may mean the outer harbour, 
which is the first to confront sailors seeking a shelter
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for their storm-tossed vessels* It certainly means the
outer harbour at Mani* 7;?0**
The instances are sufficient to show that cl* 
Tam* was not so rigid as med* or mod. Tam* in demanding 
that the natural order of words should always be followed* 
Wherever we come across such combinations as patu cutar, 
tuncur, talaippunai, ma matal etc. coupled with the 
ancient diction and the old grammatical pattern* outlined 
in Chapters I. to IV j in the passage in question* we can 
have a strong presumption that it is cl* in spirit, if 
not in date*
Section 2* The structure of the sentence analysed in order 
to show that what are now called particles were independent
n rn w rm w r  i— tutw^twi iw  ■■— T u rn — i w n m  iri M  ~*~M |iinrrnriifm i»» ~w n  at— i~ i‘ ' nr~m<— ^—»n ■ , n u t t iw r  ~ i ■um  i t m i  ■< ■■im—. m  m  iwn n» i« ^ n  miiu—
words in cl.Tam*
In mod. Tam. the old verbal noun or vinai 
eccam, "vantd" « having come, is so intimately fused with 
the personal terminations "an* al, ar", that one scarcely 
adverts to the composite nature of such words as vant^-an « 
he came; vant-al «= she came* In faot^ it is most common, 
even where no emphasis is intended, to state avan vantan; 
aval vantal* The verbal and temporal signification is at a 
premium in mod.Tam* in the finite verb. This was not so in 
cl.Tam., where this signification was at a discount, and 
the finite verb.was not fully established as such. Col*
2 1 1 adverts to the fact that in cl.Tam.poetry an^on, al 
>ol, ar 7  or is a frequent transformation* Thus Mod.Tam.
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uraival is most often uraivol in cl.Tam. If one goes by 
modi usage* one will translate this as "she will rest"* 
as a verb; or "she who rests", as a noun formed from a 
verb: vinaiyll anaiyum peyar. But neither of these 
meanings suits "uraivol* at Krt#116;1 yan nayantd uraivol; 
lit* I desiring repose on, she as she on whom I repose 
most willingly# Here uraivd (as reposing) and ol (» she) 
fall apart as two separate words*
Further, as Tam# has no relative pronoun, the
adjectival clause is formed by placing the relevant words
before the noun in question. Thus, cul oey malai « lit. a* ♦
circle ■>- making garland » an encircling garland or a 
garland which encircles* Again* ofiku tirai ven manal 
utaikkum turai * the harbour against the white sands of 
which the lofty waves dash. To these clauses we may add 
other words; then the whole previous set of words stands in 
an attributive relation to the new word# Thus, cul cey
^
cey malai-y-an a he who wears an encircling garland, AN# 
48:9# Here it is clear thatM&n"(ss avan = he) is in the 
same position as "and"above# The words "cul^ cey* stand in 
an attributive relation to "malai"* and not to "malaiyan".
The garland encircles; he wears the garland. Were it 
otherwise the meaning would be: "the garlanded one 
(malaiyan) who encircles (o£l^ cey)*. That ia not the 
meaning of the text. Hence we are obliged to consider "an"
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as a separate word, just as an, kan, man: or ol above.
• * • *
I take the trouble to explain this at such length, 
because of the natural reluctance of Tam* scholars to 
consider personal terminations as words* But this is 
to argue from a misunderstanding of historical developments 
in languages. What were originally words have now become 
personal terminations. In cl. Tam. we find several 
instances where they retain their old role, esp. in B.C. 
texts. As we come down to 1.0. and E.M. texts, the new 
role asserts Itself more and more. Here then we have 
another criterion for our purpose. I subjoin a few more 
instances of this nature:-
A. ol• t- 1 .Krt.336* 6 ni pirinticin ol as she from whom
you have departed. 2. Por.114:27 enpu neka
ppirintu ol as one from whom her husband has
departed, so that her bones relax. H.B. "neka, nekil,. •
nekil11 are various forms of the verbal base "nek-1* or 
"nek-* =s to relax, grow weary, faint. Of. my notes 
under El. 64 below. The "ol* in these cases is nominal.
Its alternation in this capacity with al a she ("generic11* 
whereas av-al =: lit. that female, and iv-*al ■» this female) 
is mentioned at Col*195. At Krt.201:7 enrol, stands as
a* #
subject of the verb "unka", in 1 .1 , just as in mod. Tam.,
in its own sentence. But in the above instances ol
.
functions quite differently? it is not the subject in its 
own clause but the object; and there is no warrant in 
any Tam* grammar to weld a verb and its object as one 
inseparable word. At Krt*336, ol, the object in line 6 ,
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is subject of varuntinal in the same line, The M.L.** *
mentions neither al, nor ol as a noun or pronoun at 
p. 254 or 631, but only the former as a "noun ending" 
and "verb ending".
B) or:- At Krt.314:6 irant-or is the subject of varar in
1.4.This is in keeping with mod. Tam. usage. But at Krt. 
127:6 nl akanricin orkke « to those from whom you have 
parted. Here or = avar, a separate word.
C) an:- l.Krt.205:5 itu manal oerppd - an == itta- —» ■ 4 m *.* — * .
manalaiyutaiya katarkaraiyaiutaiya talaivan, Comm. Hote the 
* * * *"* • —
attributive relation.of each of the first three words to
the succeeding one. This is well brought out in the Comm.
by the suffix "-a" or "-utaiya", which are used in Kan.
and Mali resp. to form the G-en. case i.e. the case of
attribution or relationship. 2 . Krt.257:4 ar kali verppd
an s= aravarattaiyutaiya malaikkut talaivan. 3* Harr.180:3
viravu vel ariciyil taam Ur-an. 4. AiAk*23:2 pukkurr-
eytiya punal ani ur an. It is not the lord who is adorned
with streams of water, but the large village or town of
which he is the lord. Hote the tiny principalities of
these poems. 5* Ai&k.ll3;2 oAku tirai ven manal utaikkum. ♦ *
turai arku ss to the lord of the shore or harbour which 
has white sandsthat the rising waves dash against. The 
waves do not dash against him. Cf^p. 227 , lines 13-15 
6. AiAk.424:1 puravd ani natu an * he whose city has 
parks as its girdling adornment i.e.a city which is
surrounded by parks#
D) am we. Normally yam is the pronoun in its full form, 
but at Patirr.63:14 n£ kantanai em enranar « They said:
"we anethose whom thou guardest". Here era is the full 
pronoun, and not an enclitic* N.B. kan « to see, look^
4
watch ^  guard#
E) ay ~ thou, where the object is fused with the verb;~ 
Krt*52;2 cur nacaintanaiy/£y « thou art one whom a god 
has possessed#
The testimony fr# Tam. prosody confirms this:*- Beschi, op. 
oit., 81, writes: "Tnde fit ut pluribus quidem vooibus 
constare possit pes Tamulicue, non tamen liceat divider© 
voces et partem uni, partem alteri pedi tribuere, ut 
apud Latinos fit •••• Advert© terminationes casuura 
personarum et appellativorum considerari ut quid 
distinctum a voce prlmitivi, unde et secari posse metiendo 
pedes: v.g# "ai" a *malaiy-ai:"> *en* a "tant-en"* et "an" 
a "malaiy-an". These are faint vestiges of an earlier 
state of the language, when the modern "terminations" 
were separate words.
Section 3. Alternanc© between long and short vowels of 
the same quality in the radical syllable of words, as an 
additional criterion.
\
The length of such vowels has metrical significance, and 
nothing more, in certain connections. But not in every case.
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Under El. 12 I instance several cases where a (= that)
• *
is used both in the classics and in Tol* instead of
“a w * 1, its modern form* This is not due to metrical
considerations| since a or a w  has each two matras
ay “* itai = avv - itai* Its significance is
linguistic. The facts that Kan* and Tel* have a « that,
I s this; that Mai* uses more frequently a and i rather
than the shorter vowels; and that cl. Tam* follows this
same usage - all these show this. In med* Tam* the
shorter vowels gained predominance in ordinary usage,
but in stock phrases the older form persisted. Such a
stock-phrase Is iy-itai = *at that time?;
*
Krt.43:3j111:3;340:3j Narr*67:7;284:8;359:6; AN.7:13;26:16;
261:11; PN.97:17;343* 14j PaUrr.ll:24;43:8;51:15;Kurincip.
137; Kalit.37:7,19; Paripa.7:67; Kur.ll79a; Civ»219o,357a,
873a,894a, 1347b; Tv. 3:83; VC.El* 0anti*17b. In Tol. we
have 5y~itai, E1.463e, Por.ll8c; and ay-itan, Col.195b.• #. - * **
Moreover, we come across instances where the 
longer vowel is found almost always in K.G. texts and the 
phorter vowel in E.M* works* In the whole of Krt. there ist **
only one instance of makkal « men, i.e. Krt.4i:4 * On the
other hand, makkal occurs at least ten times, vi2 . at Krt.
6:2;89;2;140:2;145:5;146:4;159;7;20^:4;253;7;265: 4;309*1;
also at Harr*118;7; PH*143:3 etc. This is a proportion of
ten to one for makkal against makkal* In Nal# this is* •
reduced to five to ten i.e. one to two. Incidentally Pope, 
Hal.p.405, is too dogmatic in asserting that *makkalrt,
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the earlier word,is a "corruption and oonfusion of
makkal and mantar". The Tv* has no incidence of makkal, but 
* *
two of makkal: the proportion is G;2 .Nor are we left in 
* ■
doubt why makkal gradually became obsolete. At Por*T18:3
makkal » stupid men. At Por.587:1 makkal » animals,
brutes, in evident contrast to makkal « men, in the next
*
sutra, 588:1. Hence we may safely conclude that makkal
r ■* •
was then deteriorating in its significance. The importance
of this fact in helping to date at least these three
sutras of Tol. must not be overlooked* Further, when one
meets no "makkal* in Tol. In the sense of wmehH, but■ - * *
makkal in this sense at El. 350c,4G4a:0ol.la,163f:Por.54:1.:« . - ' • • r ~ ■ * * *
521:1;528:2;588;1;616, one can be sure that at least
... as they now stand, 
these sutras of Tol.^cannot belong to E.G.times. As Tam.
words are metrically divided thus: - makk-?ai, makk-al,• •
the first syllable in both cases is long and considered
as two matras. Strictly ma is two matras and -kk- one:
but in Tam. metrics no syllable is three matras in-length.,
Gomm. deduce this from El. 5. In any case, the difference..
between makkal and makkal is not metrical but linguistic.
The same holds good in the case of cir- (O.Tam.) 
for cirr- (Mod.Tam.), pac-* for paccw : at for att- etc. 
Either syllable has two matrSs. In Oh.Illv I have already 
dealt with the adverbs of place and manner, which had a 
long vowel in cl.Tam. and a $hort radical vowel later.
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Here I shall add a list of a few nouns, verbs and adj. of
the same nature. In some of these instances the very fact
that both the long and the short vowel are found in words
at about the same time is a pa?oof of the variety of forms
in G.Tamm., since in later lam. the form with the long
vowel disappears.
— 1l)atu ss to subjugate, oppress, gain a victory over; Comm.
alai, Krt .179:1; 303:7; 3|.6;5; Harr.363:10; AH.116:19; Aifik.
179:1; Pattina. 101; in some of these atu is strengthened -
•t H * — :----------- "
into atti in the vinai eooam* atu ® id.; also to destroy.
Krt*173:3;198;5;231;4; AN.96:13;322:3; Por.62: 2:63: 4 Uwioe):
72:10:270:3.
2) atu2= to cook, PH.164:1.♦
atu^s to cook, Krt.l67;4;Harr.41t7.
^ * mm *
3) arai * the stalk of a plant; its stem; the trunk of a tree, 
Harr.337:4;362;7; AH.69:7; Perumpan.4.
arai « id. Krt.248:4;255:2;301:l;363:4;PN.85:7;375:4. By 
an extension of meaning arai & the base of a hill at Krt. 
396:5. In mod. Tam. arai » the waist*
4) al sb to plunge into sorrow, Harr.391;1; AH*61:5;97:15;209;7.
v
alu a= to plunge into sorrow, Krt.82:2;135;4*
all = to plunge into sorrow, Krt.143:1; Por.210:5.
•J e ~ ------- :---
5) eir-ati » small feat, for mod. Tam.oirr-ati , Krt. 148:1;
* . * ^ 'IJbk&'wish at
AN.12:2i Kalit.13:11: Porona. 42: Por.146:54. cir-ati, Krt.
.................... ■ ~  ~  * A “
278:2j Karr.252:lljPatirr.52:19;Civ.1033a,1328o,2062b,
2088a,2132b,2348d,2385b,2459a,2512a.
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6) olr-ital, Muruk.21*- *•-
7) cfriyal will be dealt with in the next seotion*
8) clr-ur » a small village m mod. Tam. cirr-ur. 
Krt,41:3;79:5;242:4; Narr.3:5;95:7,8;343;2; AN.9:10;52:7;
63:13;84;10;104:13;225:13;331:8;384: 6; PN.143:10;299:1;
297:4;308:2,4}324:8;328:2,16;329:1;330:6. On the other 
hand, with the short radical vowel, there occur:-
9) oir-aar or cir-ar = the small ones, children, or young 
gjrls of even marrigeable age, Krt.l48:l;241:3;129:i; PN. 
374:9; Mptu. 217:253.
10) oirr-il * a small house, AN.167:17; PH.116:5.
11) olrriyjarru = a small stream, in the oblique case, atPN,260:22
12) ciru kuti, Krt.95:3; 100:3; 108:1; 145:228:3;284:8;322:3; 
332:5;355;6;373:7; Narr. 4;1;45:1;213:6;340:9; AN.7?22; 
318:12; Mptu.156; Muruk. 196; Kaliti39:ll.
13) The occurrence of O.Tam. nllal and nilal, Mai.nilal, Kan*♦ * - ** **
nelalu, neralu, neralu; Tel. nlda seems to show that this
♦ • ■ .
alternanoe between I / i goes baok to Proto-Drav. times.
In med* and mod. Tam. nllal fades out.* *
a) nllal as a long spread-out shadowy) possibly oonn.w. nil »
to spread out . Krt.187:3; Harr. 3:2;9:7;119:8;172:i0;
352:8; AH.151:11; PH.219;l;255:5;260:5;266:3j Perumpan.
*
96;232;Civ. 317b,1170b,1396a; Por.481:2, Tv.13:49.
b) nilal = id.; shade. Krt.5:2;123:l;213;5;232:5;303:6; 
338:2;363:4;356:1;378:1; AN.l:ll;20:3;71:13;103:l;165:l0;
223:6;286:4;353:15;395:7; AiAk.74:2;PN.37:9;46:4;72:l0
0
(twice); Cirupln.12; Maturaik.313; Mptu.271; Kur.208a;
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Clv.l51ia; Nal.3a;38b;166a,c;202b; Tv. 3:24;4:78;
Kalit.11:16,17; 41:30;61:8:94:2;141;8* nilal is usea to :
denote as a sb. 1 ) lustre, the shining reflection of 
a spear, lance, or gem• = "mani*, as at Cfv*252b,4080*
573b,2220a; 2) as a vb. = to cast such a lustre, as at 
Civ. 1101a, 1325o,2412d; 3) as a vb. « to cast a shadow 
on* as at Ci'rupan. 233;Glv*1270b.s "**
14)cel =? to proceed, 12 times in Krt.; likewise in cl., med. 
and mod. Tanu oefc-al, Krt*292:7 as cellutal,G. « the going 
or proceeding to (another place)* But oer-al, Krt.355i3 » 
ponamai,C. as id*
Also oer-i, Krt*392;3 « celvay » thou art going. 2^ 1<3‘*Pers.s. 
Also ceriro,Krt.268;1 »celkinriro,C.ware you going? 2n^*Pers* 
pi. or honor, pi.
Also cerum, Krt.80;3;113:5;198;5;325:l(twice):r we or ye procee<
15) A. paod sb green, fresh, tender, in the following compounds:- 
h) pac-ataku « green leaf, PH.62:14.
b) pac-atai *» id. Krt.6;4;246:2; Harr.310: 2;AH*176:4;Kalit.
71:7 (alt. leot.).
o) pac-aval « tender rice obtained from fried paddy by
pestling it, Krt.238;l;AN.141:18;PH.63:l3;0lv.68a,1562a;> 
Comm, on aivanam, in the latter instance.
d) pac^arai » a rock covered by green grass, paciya 
paraikkal, 0., at Harr.280:6; by semantic change, an 
encampment, a oamn, PH.62ill: Por.175.
e) pae-ilai s= a green leaf, Krt. 108:3;216:1; AH.138;5jPH* 
54:10; GIv*1480a, Perump*4.
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. f) pac^ilai » bright jewel or adornment* AH.90:14;PN*
367:6; Patirr.68:15; Civ.586a,904a,
B* pacc-un = tender flesh, Aihk.391;3.
pao~um kjy « a tender fruit* Krt*209:l;292:2;AN*315:il;
363:6* Likewise pheum kalam, kalai, kal, kutai, kulai,
. . •  •  *  *  * •
pampu, pavai, puli, pun, maral, min, mukai, vi, in Krt*;* • *•
but in the Gomm* pacu kay etc*
16) A* puli s powder, dust, sand, earth; a tract of land, on
the Arabian sea, H*W* of the Tamil country, Krt*163:1;
Harr.lSUl; M.63;5; Mptu.444} 0irupSn,134.
B* In later Tam. pul-uti, poti ss id.; of*Tel*podi id. Tel*• * . ♦
d, corresponds to Tam. 1, acc. to the philologists. Thus 
Tam* pol ss to split, AH*255:2 » Tel.„podu.
17) A* yaval, Krt.172:1; Narr.218:3; Ai£k.339:3;378:2;Kal.261b.
Kan. baval; Mai* vaval; Tul. bavali « id. i.e.a bat;» '
B. vavv^alss a bat, Vespertilionidae cherioptera,Nalvali,29.
.  *
i vauv-al, id., M.L*p*3858*
18) vitu, yfc.intr* to leave off, cease, Krt.333:5; Perumpan.
—' - put an end, Jfow
250; Teva. 360:8. whereas vitu, vb. tr. to send, Krt.J-°o*6
' M * A *“
(vitukam tute); 274:3 vitu kanai; 300:8 vital euialanal* ♦ * * M "*
ninnutai natpe;3G5:5 uyttanar vitaar; 399*4 vituvuli vituvuli 
* • * * Of . . .  . . .
Hal*101a,230c,and eight more times.^Por*90:3 varuttam vita.
But in E*M* texts vitu is also intr., as six times in HS1*, 
and more often an auxiliary verb, as ten times in Hal*
Here vitu is no longer a verb.
In certain other words we note the reverse
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process. The word with the short vowel is earlier than the
one with the long one* Thus
1) otu is earlier than otu# Gf.App.Yol.p.31. Here it is 
used in the sense of "with".
f
2 ) toru « throughout; whenever, whatever is more
than toru
frequent^in ol. Tam. I have not across one instance of 
either otu or toru in Krt* Even as late as Kur* we 
meet with toru or torum, as at Kur. 1145a; also at 
Hal*159d,225c, and 351b. But gradually toru insinuates 
itself, as at Harr.1:1;AH*28;4;324;6; Patirr.21;6;
Kalit.92;63;Kur.1110a,b;1106a,1145b;Nal* 60c,222a* As 
late as Tv. the two are still in competition* Thus 
torus Tv.3:33 (twice); 3:136;3:175;10:10 iie.five times 
torus Tv*4;26;10:10 (twice) i*e. three times* At 1 0 : 1 0  
the poem reads ninaittorura kantorum pecuntorum 
eppOtum, with both forms.
3) narantam = an orange tree, citrus aurantium, Fabr.p.588 
Krt.52;3; Kurineip.94,where the Gomm* renders it by 
narattam, as an adj., or narattai, as a sb. Fabr* gives 
these two forms in the same sense at p.601, as well
as naram = the lemon or citron.
4) ^pol » to shine or appear, lies at the root of porpa, 
the word of comparison, at For.266:10; Col.335; Harr. 
34:4; AH.11:5. The more common form is polum, pola or 
pol, which will be discussed in Part. II* Col.335 
states; porpe polivu.
Section 4# Vowel Harmony in 0*Tam* in compound words*
1) kuru » short, as in kuru natal » walking with short
' steps, Krt*154;4j209:4i while kuri s a mark or sign, 
esp* for the lovexb, clandestine meeting, as at Krt*
114:2;121;5* In Krt* kuriya does not mean "short %  but 
"that which is marked out", from ^ kur 14-a; the 
particle "a" establishes the connection* The change 
therefore of ^ kuru irai:> kuriyirai at Krt*394:3 » 
short joints of the hand, kuriya (in the diction of the G*) 
kaiceantu, G* cannot be explained grammatically but only 
phonologically*
2 ) ciru =s small, as at Krt*129:l,5;159:2;290:5;362:4;39G;2 etc 
But *ciru 4- ilai >  ciriyilai, as at Krt*202:2;Narr*64:5; 
103:2;PN.109:4;308:4;324:4;Patirr*63;8;Aiftk*334:l;339:i;
. Nan*155 Gomm*
3) *cirru4ii;> cirril, a small house, AN*167;17;PN*116:5*
But ^cirru yarru cirriyarru, PN*260;22* This and such
instances as * ivar 4- yar> ivariyar, PN*20i;i are more in
the nature of a prothetic glide before y and will be
discussed as such under 11*34 in conn*w* such words as ' ••
"kenm-iya"*
4) ^clr&+ yal^oiriyal^ belongs to the above group: but 
this opd* word is so distinctly classical that I mention 
here a few of the references for comparison:-
PN.109;15;127:1;144;2;145;5;146:3;147:2;308;2;316*7;
Poruna* 109; Cirupan.35; Netunal*70; Maturaik*559;Mptu*534;
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Aiftk*472:ljCilap.28:31. This feature is therefore more
prominent in PN. than in Cilap., although the latter
speaks so often of musical instruments like the yal.• .
5) potu ss common, public, as at Krt.172:5 potu vinai sb a 
common work. But **potu + il>potiyil « a common house, 
an inn; potuvitam, ampalam, acc. to the Gomm. and U.¥*S. 
Aiyar, Krt*,p.41.Thus fpotiyil", at Krt.15:2; Comm, 
potuvitam; PN.52;13;390il9; Muruk.226; Maturaik.161; 
Pattinap*249; Gomm. in these cases is *1ampalamf% Naco.
This is different from the "potiyil** mentioned at Krt.
84;3;376;1;AN.138;7;PN.128:5 etc. which refers to the 
Court, of the Ayi or shepherd Kings, or to the prominent 
hill in the southern corner of India, a short distance 
from Cape Comorin.
A
Section 5:^  Metrical criterion.
The easier metres like Sciriyam , or akaval, the earlier
name , and vanci are employed in the earlier poetry,
while in the later more difficult and elaborate metres are
employed. In. the cl. texts we meet only four; and this is
stated explicitly at Por.417:
aoiriyam vanci venpa kkali ena* ■*
nal iyarr - enpa pavakai viriye*
In the Tv. Pope finds fourteen varieties of metre, but 
she groups these under aciriyam, venpa, kali and yiruttam* 
This last is the most elaborate as well as the latest.
i
The occurrence therefore of a variety of metres in any
£40
work ?as in Cfy*, stamps it at onoe as composed in non- 
classical times, or at least as compiled from classical 
and non-classical sources*
Section 6 . Type of the poems themselves; their thought,
                       |—   «. ■■ -  .
style, expression etc*
The earlier poems are short* Unlike med*Tam. poetry, 
they indulge in no fantastic comparisons, no fanciful 
numbers, no improbable “events11, no nauseating details. 
They are like cameos* They are distinguished by freshness, 
naivete7 and the minimum of conscious embellishment* Take,
for instance, Krt *130; - nil am tottu ppukaar vanum erar
v ♦ ♦- ! 1 —
vilaAM iru munnir kalir Gellar
nattin . nattin urin urin• * — # * — — —
kuti murai kuti mural terin
ket unarum ularo nam katalore.
• ♦
It is difficult to find in Tam* literature a stanza to
surpass this one, in the points aforementioned* There are
repetitions, like the Kigvedio “grhe grhe* or “dame dame*1,
in this poem, in lines 3 and 4; likewise at Krt.399;3 totu
—  *
uli totu uli: line 4 vitu uli vitu uli: at AU*266;7 nokku
* * * * * * * *  • • •
torum nokku torum; at times these seem slightly overdone
as at Krt.285; 1- 2
vaikal vaikal vaikavum varar
ella ellai ellaiyum tonrar* But this is not fantastic,
as is Kal*39 vaikalum vaikal varakkantum a*\t& unarar•'"■** *
vaikalum vaikalai vaikum enrd inpuruvar
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vaikalum vaikarram val nal mel vaikutal
—  * • *
vaikalai vaittunaratar •
Except for such venpa stanzas, the later poems are much
longer than the earlier ones* The growth in size is
accompanied by a growth in conscious adornment, called
"ani" or "ala&karam"• At times this becomes the chief
object of the poet, so that his poem appears as too
laboured and involved* Parts of the Pattupattu, Muruk.
* •
esp*, and Paripa* are examples.
The earlier poems describe the situation, e.g* 
the lovers’meeting or parting, in a few well-chosen words* 
They suggest rather than describe certain details 
connected with such situations. In the first part of 
Poruna,jone of the earliest of the Pattupattu, we notice
.o' * *
the beginning of a complete description of every limb of 
the heroine or of any girl that the poet ohoses* Gf. esp. 
Poruna. 35-36 vana mulai;37 koppul; 38-39 alkUl; 40 kuraAku. 
In Giv* the high-water mark of such descriptions is reached* 
As Pope, Hal*Intr*p.43,notes; "The poet carefully photographs 
everything, using words and giving details of unparalleled . 
grossness*.
The earlier poems reveal a stage of material 
culture that is rather primitive, when compared with the 
advanced stage of civilization that we notice in the 
later poems, like Giv* or Cilap* Take dress, for instance*
In several poems of the Krt. the dress of the heroine is
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described as the leaves of trees, like the ampal, or
the ceyalai, the As^ka tree* At Krt.214:4*5 tirint*ilai* •#
alkurku pperuntalai utavi * • •
ceyalai mulumutal oliya, there is no doubt about this 
•* * *
fact. It is no mere poetioal convention. At. Krt*294;5*7, 
esp. the words: acaitta paoum kulai ttalaiyinum ulaiyin,
• ««*> v **• 4 4 *
these leaves are still fresh and green round the heroines
waist. Further references to this primitive dress are?
Krt.125:3;159:1;293:5-6;295:2;223:4 muri a talai, • Comm.; 
333:3;342:5;345:4;Harr.170:2-3; AK.7;2;59:5; 176:13-14; 
188:12;189:8;226:3;259:2; PIT.61:l;116:l-2;248:l-2;Aink.72:i; 
73:1;147:2,3;187:3;201:2-3;211:3;256:2;291:3; Kalit;l02:5; 
Pattinap.91; Kurinoip.102; Mur uk.201-204.
4 v <*■ **■ *■
But this is not the whole picture. Already in
the Krt. there is one reference, at 167:2, to the fine
cloth, woven out of exquisite thread, called "kalihkam,
atai, aruvai* etc* As time goes on, this cloth becomes
more and more prominent: Karr.380:2;AN*86:21-23;124 in the
title of the author; 136;,20;198;6;236:11 (pattu « silk);
Patirr, 34:3) Kalit.65;4;142:,26; Poruna.82*83; Ketunal.
35,145*147 (puntukil); Mptu.561 nulai nul kaliftkam; Mani.* •. *
28:53. lack of space prevents me from giving a more 
exhaustive list of references and dealing with this 
question fully•
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Oh* VI* The classification of O* Tam.texts*
When one has subjected the ol* texts to the five-fold
criteria* mentioned in the last five chapters, one
can arrive at a relative certainty as regards the date
of the "Akam* or ^Love" poems, which form the majority
of these texts* There are four more criteria;-
1 * The Names of kings, chiefs, dynasties, towns etc*
Perhaps it is significant that A^ok^s rock edicts* II and
XIII(the Shahbazgar&i) version) speak of the Satiyaputra,
the Keralaputra, the Hida king on the one hand, and of
the Chodas and Paindiyas or Paindas on the other* K*N,S*
Pillai, op. cit*, speaks of the fusion of several
principalities or city-states into the Qola or Pantiya
*« * *
monarchy about 50 B.O* and 1 AD* resp. It is to this 
and later periods that the PN* and the Patirr. poems,, 
which deal with the contemporaneous Gera dynasty^ 
can be attributed* But most of the Krt* and Narr.
**•# m u m r n  ■
belongs to an earlier period* In their time there were
i ■
several principalities, not three kingdoms, as later*
Thus Krt* refers to Aayi, 84:3; A2ici,258:2-7; Evvi I,
19:1: Blini,80:5; Oentarx, 258:4; Katti,ll;6 : Nalli,210:1; f *• — ** * * *
Nannan I of Puli, later port of the Cera kingdom, 73S2;
Malaiyan,312:2;Atikan,393:4; but only once each of the
Cola chiefs, 116:2, or of the Pantiya-. king, 393:4* In 
♦ *  * *
Narr• the Pantiya king is mentioned more frequently e.g. 
23;5-6;150:4-5; likewise the earlier Cola kings, 10:5-6;
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87;3;265:6 ciru kol cenni, i.e. a prince or chief jtill,
and not a powerful king or emperor, as portrayed in some
PH. poems. In AH*, however, both the Pantiyas and the
* •
Golas are mentioned much more frequently and as ruling 
over large kingdoms, almost as in the PH; Thus, the 
Pantiya king figures at AH*27:8-9;36:l4-20;116::}.2-19;
i
162;21;201;3-5;253;4-5;296:10-13$338:5, etc*, and the
Cola at 93:4-5;96;13-14;44;14; 137;5-*6;125;16-21;246:8-14;
336:19-23;356;11-15;338:18-20;369:13-14;375:10-15;385:3-4.
When one recollects that each of these collections, Krt.,
Harr* and AH*, has 400 or 401 poems, this difference is
highly significant* But not all of the AH* poems are
comparatively late. AH*265;4-6 mentions the Nantar of the
eity of Patali as almost contemporaries:-
pal pukal nirainta vel por nantar
clr rniku patali kkulii kkaflk&lv: *..***
* * *
These are the *Handasfl. This is one of the earliest of 
the AH* poems, just as is the parallel one in Krt., 75, 
which has lines 3-4 as ; ven kott-iyilnai conai patiyum
* * * —  atBBttHMBMBT *
pon mali patali*
2. The gods described in the several poems: the stage of 
religious development* The Krt* mentions no elaborate 
ritual for worshipping th^ deity* God, or a god, is 
called "katavul*1, at 1G5:2;2G3;4;87:1;252:4; cur at 52:2; 
105;5;376:2* At Krt*210:6 an oblation to a crow (kakkai 
pali) is mentioned, and at 89:5-6 an image of a goddess 
on Kolli hill; at 263:4 several gods are propitiated,, as
24t)
at Kurincip. 6 . The normal oblation to a god is fresh
grain, oalled eiru tinai* Gey is mentioned at. Krt, 1;
netu vel at 111:2: Muruku or Murukan at 52,214 and
*  • *
362, But of Oivan there is no mention* These texts
are aec* anterior to those that reveal anCV advanced
ritual with an elaborate'; mythology, as is revealed 
in PN* and P*P, PK# refers to Civan at 1 (the whole 
poem is in his praise); 6:18;91:5~6;166:1-2; et&>.;'■s'
to Tirumal at 198:9 eto,; to Murukan or Ceyyon, at
23:4;55:19;56:7-8;335:12, In the latter, Maturaik,
454-455, Mptu, 82-83 probably refer to Civan; and
Muruk. 151-154 certainly does so* likewise Muruk,256,
To Murukan there is an abundance of references
throughout the P.P. and Paripa. The latter work deals
specially with the worship of the gods and testifies
to several sacrifices or oblations.
3, The semantic changes in such words as kalam, Krt.
t * —
53:3;318:3; malai, Krt,42;2;15:3;20G}5; Kalit.103:20;
Giv.1185a; alkul, which means first the entire hip of
a woman below the waist, then the "pudendum muliebre"
alone, as at Kurincip* 102; and later still, the
privities and posterior of a male, as at Paripa.13:54;
and the building up of words in course of time, as
kalam-ar, Maturaik,260,393, from kalam, and then
venkalamar and karufikalamar; un « food'^ ima, unavu id.
• * .  • •
pen = female ;>pin-ai, -avu, -avu, -aval id.; porul *>• 
poruttu as a noun;vvetir « European bamboo r* reed, PN.
109:4; Maturaik*302'^ vetiram, Cilap.13:157; viruppu »
wish, AH.29:20 >  viruppam, id., Comm,; uyar as sb.,
Krt .235; 3 :> uyar am, Comm.; vil, at Krt.106:1; AN. 57V 6 ;
345; 1 9 ^  vilutu, Comm, and later texts; aval, Krt*•* ~
77:3; PH,262:2 uvalai, id. Mullai*29; Pu. Ve*169;
kal, PN.23:1;95:2 kal-ai, -ay, -untu, -umu; kfl ^
• * * •«
kll-ai, Krt.56:1;AH.;37:1 or kil-anku, Krt.233;379;• “ * *“
kulu as to crowd together, Krt*31:1;139:3;303:2;375:2 ;
• • —
AH.30: 6 >  kuluu = a crowd, AN.220:4;; kulumpu, Maturaik.
24; kulam, Clv.562c; mal, Krt.86:1; AH.62:16;116:8>  
malalai, Pal. 104o; CIV.181a,33.7a,422d,564a,638a, 1316a,
1503c,1666d,2480a: both these factors have also considerable 
weight in our decision as regards the dating of Tam* texts. 
Geteribus paribus, the shorter these words, the older is 
the text.
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4. Identical lines or passages are found in such contexts that 
one can safely infer that there is in each case a borrowal 
from the earlier work by the later#
Thus Krt.201 starts with amutam unka namm ayalil atti — * * •
and ends at line 7 with: malai kelu natanai varum enrols.* * * **" — * •
Harr*65s1 is identical with Krt *201:1$ and Harr*65s 9 (the Iasi 
line of this poem) varies only slightly from Krt*2 0 1:7 , peru 
malai natanai varuum enrole* While Harr* 65 is ascribed to 
Eapilar, the author of Ert# 2 0 1 is not known, as prob* belong­
ing to a much earlier epoch.
Again, compare the context in which these two parallel lines 
occur:
E^t 42,05 s 3 kannil kana nannu vali i run turn ....
* • • . * **
Poruna* 76 kannil kina nannu vali irii .... :
* * . * •
while the line of Krt. fits into the poem perfectly, the 
latter does not: one gains the impression that the latter poel 
had learnt this line by heart and found this the best oppor­
tunity to get it off his chest.
Lastly, let us compare PH*35: 32~34 with Patirr*13: 24. The 
former runs
pakatu puram tarunar param ompi
m MM
kuti puram tarukuval ayin nin
ati puram tarukuvar atahkatore.. —• •
Here the poet indulges in a pun on the word purantaru, which 
means **to protect** in lines 32 and 3 3 , but ,!to praise**, porru 
0 *, at 1*34*
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At Patirr.l3s24, lines 32 and 33 of PH.35 are merged together
into one solitary line, kuti puram tarunar param ompi. When
• — *
the two poems are read through, there cannot he any doubt as 
to the direction of the borrowal. I subjoin a few more example 
of this nature, where indicates this direction, whether
in the same work or in another. Krt.46: 6-7 Krt .330: 6~7*
Krt. 190:5 >  Harr.6 8 :8 * Krt.225:6-7 >-Narr.265:8-9>-PH* 146s8-9 
Krt. 190:4-5>> AH*202:10-11# Harr. 252:12p> AH.353: 23. Krt. 197:1 
p^AH.364:12. Krt.26:1-33^ Aihk.297s 1-2* Patirr.48:9>^ 70: 20 
of the same work. In each of these groups the authors of the 
lines or passages, as given in the title or at the end of 
each poem, are different one from the other. AH.131:10-12 
and AH.67:9^11 are three identical lines: yet they are by 
Maturai Marutan Ilanakanar and Hoypatiyar resp* Hence we deal"** . a
here with evident borrowals.
The Dating and Classification.
Taking all the evidence that we possess into consideration, 
K.H.S. Pillai, op.cit., Part III, Chronology, comes to the 
conclusion that the PH. poems and most of P.P. fall within 
50 B.C. and 200 A.P. This is true as regards the PH. poems 
dealing with the three great dynasties, Cera, Cola and Pantiye
• * * ft
and contemporary chiefs, but not of all the others. Applying 
the nine criteria, the five mentioned in Ch. I to V, and the 
four in Ch.VI here, I am fully persuaded that the earliest cl« 
poems, esp. those in the Krt. and Harr., go back about 150 to 
200 years from the earliest PH.poems dealing with the Tamil
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dynasties* Tills I intend to shew in a new paper or article* 
Accordingly I call all such poems E*G*;those that K*F*S. Filial 
has dealt with as M*C*; and the later ones as h* C* To each of 
these periods I shall give about 250 years* The 33.C* period is 
c. 200. or 2 5 0 B.G* to Christ; M* 0. 1 A*D* to 200 or 250 A.D.
B*C* is from 200 or 2 5 0 A*B* to 450 A.B. There is a period of 
transition;, and IC.M. is from 600 to 900 A*D* As the Tol. is alre 
dy spoken of in this period in many works, there is no advantage 
to he gained fey examining later works than these* I subjoin a 
skeleton classification of the relevant works, the 18 classical 
ones and a few from the 33 *M# epoch*
33* C» 1* The vast majority of the 401 Krt. poems. 
w 2. n greater number ft tf 400 Harr. ft 
n 3* n earlier poems (about 50} of the 400 AH* poems.
tf Zj.# tr tt tf it n tt tt n tr
( 1* The remaining poems of the Krt* and Narr.( —
| 2. Most of the remaining poems of the AH* and PH.
MG.( 3* Most of the Pattu Pattu, with the exclusion of Muruk.
( 4* Patirruppattu and Aiiik.
( 5* Kalit *
L.G* 1. Muruk* in P*P*
2* Paripa. and the earlier parts of the Kur.
P.M. 1* Fa!*, and Pal.; the later parts of the Kur*
«• w
2. The earlier parts of Cilap. and Civ.
3* The later parts of Cilap* and Civ.; the Mani.
*
4. Tevaram and Tv.
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Part. II. Tol* examined in conn. w. the classics.
Gh.VXX. The diction of Tol. compared with that of the classics.
X subjoin here a list of words, as far as possible in the 
order of the Tam. alphabet.
1) a. *.3m - to diminish* contract, be shortened: Comm.curuhku.
El.40c; Por.183* Nanmani. 2 9 . Nan.60b, 97; whereas at 
    * "**
Krt.346:8 a.*.ku ~ to recede, depart, withdraw oneself.
2) a.*.tu,.as a separate word, generally in the initial posi­
tion of a sentence: tfthatt!, as demonstr. pronoun.
224; 4 0 5 .
Krt.170:1; AN.46:10; 316:17; Civ.1884a; 2344a.
But a.*.tu is never found in Tol* fused with the verbal root 
or ^kurippu vinai" (i.e. a noun functioning, as the predicate] 
as we find It in E.C* texts, e.g. Krt.97:2 (an nalane) ..... 
lcanal~a. * .te;
Krt.97:4 marai alar aki manratt-a.*.te.
AN.6:21 ilamai cenru tava ttolla.*.te.
3) akam and akam are found in the E.G. texts in a concrete 
sense, i.e. the breast of a man: or woman. Thus we find in 
the classics
A. akam = the. breast of a girl:- Krt. 137:1; 346:7; 370:5;
AN.123:6; 258:9; 367:14; PN.143:14; 144:5; Gilap.30:16;
-Qiv. 2552:1.
B. akam = the breast of a man, AN*66:14 cevvay marp - akam
civana.
G. akam = the breast or the breasts of a girl:- Krt.159^3> 
189:7; 274:8; 280:3; Narr.55:4; 236:10; 240:4; 374:7; AN»5:2;
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6:12; 43:12; 44:19; 49:8; 61:18; 62:3, 12; 69:20; 75:12; 93:15;
97:14; 146:11; 150:2; 156:10; 174:12; 198:6; 2Q6:9; 220:9;
240:11; 343:3; PK.25:10; 68:5; Alnlc.106:4; 127:3; Kalit.2:14,l8;
4:17; 14:5; 39:4; 40:33-; 60:30; 64:26; Porun.35; Hatmial.136;
*
Muruk.32; Civ.551c, 625c, 638b, 643b, 1332a, 2278b, 2091c;
Tv.-4912 5 ; Por.112, 114, 146. and 147 ^aco** found in
Vol.I, p.442, 499, 568 and 600 rasp.
B. akam * the breast of a man, AN.6:10; 48:11; 62:12; Kalit.39:3 
Kurinc.186.
E. by a semantic change, akam =■ "mind, disposition, interior”, 
as at AN.5-5; 86:28; or "that which is within", as at Krt*370:4; 
AN.162:20. E. akam in this sense is far more common in the Comm, 
than in the texts of 0. Tam. Thus AN.351t17 cevi mutalane:
Comm, katin akatte. It is this sense that is predominant in 
Tol. fs own diction, as at Por^l89|_3Sll^i._§^:2l§ (where it is 
contrasted with puram in line 1); 655^2• Of* Col^Sga puram akam; 
Nan.3 0 2d.
E. akam = the royal palace as a home, Por^gEkg.
Gr. alcattinai (,= the class of love poetry) is opp. to purattinai . •
.(= war), at Pgr.5 6 ^1 -2 .
'i
4) akal sb. breadth; adj. broad, wide; vb. to expand.
S2Ei=Z§4Si=5 SS^l-? both instances as vb. Por^Ggg^l akalvu =
expansion. Krt.44:3; 59^2; 92:1; 352:3; Mptu.276; Kalit.39:4 ““ •
akan akalam.
aka^lum ;> akan, at Krt.124:1 (Comm.virinta); 311:2 (Comm.akanra) 
Conn. w. this akal is A) akalam - the broad chest of a man, as 
at Krt.150:3; 362:7; AN.26:14; 56:8; Kalit.79:8; 39:4; Nal*392:l
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Civ.•,'1691a; and B) "akan" = id. at Krt.29:7 akan ura ttalii,
LJ_'“ 1—1 **
of* the previous comparison, 1*6, makavutai manti pola:
*
tills shows the Comm* here to he wrong* The same word nakan,f 
occurs at For^25&i§ mall utal, not in the earlier sense
as given at Krt.29:7, but in the later sense of the Comm, 
there, i.e. manam or nencu, not in the physical but in the 
abstract connotation » mind, nheart!f. Kacc* renders it: 
tanatu nehcil niraintu ninra utal - the deep discontent that—  T #
filled her "heart" i*e* her mind.
5) akal2 = to depart, Krt. 127:6; Por.14Z^12j;=18Zj;2j.=221:2
(akaral ™ departure),
akarci^ = departure, For*38; 41:10, 2 2 ; 7 6 :2 2 ; 1 5 9 :2 .
2
akarci « causing another to depart (a cl* usage, cf.Part I, 
Ch.IY) For.llgig*
6) A. aficu sb* fear,, a very archaic usage; Comm* accam.For^62^2 
Cf. id* at Krt.261:5; PN.41:?; Maturaik*28.
B. ancu vb* to fear, ggr.^lg. Cf.Krt .153:3; 21?:2; 237:1; 
302:3; 324:7.
C* accu sb* fear, Por*114j:2. Cf. id. at Kalit*75:20; Civ.14c
2777d.
D* aceam sb* fear. Krt.392:2; Col^76b, 100a, 254a,. 385b, 
383d; For*36c; 91:16; 95*2; 9911» 111:8; 136:1; 146:41; 
148:4; 225:2; 232:1; 251:2; 256:2; 271:2*
E. and sb. fear, Por*22i12 peetta manaivi ahci-anum. This 
is a very peculiar usage on the part of Tol.
E. anar - mental fear and distress, Por^4lj.4,
Cfi , Krt.103:1; 334:6; Karr.113:12; 100:12; AN.32:10; 62:11;
£53
Poruna.88, 99; Kalit.60:17; 120:15; 127:12; Cilap.12:1,
anar = to tie mentally disturbed, AET.225:17 ariv - afiar nolclcai; 
17)-anahku = to pull down, destroy; press dovm from, above,
oppress.
ana&ku sb. oppression, oppressor* Cf. nan-Tt, as stated at 
*  *
Cli.V, Section 1,1.
Por.67:5 puratton ananlciya pakkamum, where it is a vb. Cf.
Krt.136:2; 163:1; 164:4; 204:2; 337t4; 362:5; Narr.37:9;
AHV32:8; 98:10; 108:13; 323:15; PN.14:17; 299:6; 349:7;
Poruna.35; Pattinap.298; fflaturaik.29; Kalit.56:22; 77:14;
• •
Cfv.558d, 643d, 871b, 1473c, 2225b, 2777&.
2
-anahku « to. plunge into distress; sb* dejection, lament.*
Krt.53:1; 70:2; 119:2, 4; 16:3:1; 372:3; Kiirihc.175; Muruk.28? 
Civ.957<1; 1473b; £or*62|5> on another interpretation.
■z . . .
-anafitor «■ a deity which afflicts the wicked, Por*236:1; 
Perumpan.459* Cf. Krt*308:2; AK.?:4; 22:1; PN*52:1; Kalit.
52:10; Cfe.353G* 304b; 606b; 1311d; 1473a. (At Civ.17ld it
is a deity, which the Comm# states ,Tto be residing in female 
breasts and giving them beauty, virru tteyvamu.) Kur.9l8a;
Mani*6:135; Maturaik.632; 164.
4 —-ananku - a beautiful girl, a celestial maiden, Laksmi,• ♦
beauty.
Karr.9:6; AN*295:22; 366:16; Maturaik.353; Knr.l081a; Civ.
1.62c, 181c, 68yd, 871c, 1473d, 2444c. ananku ^ Cirupan.86;# *■"* *
Cilap.25:48. Tol* has not the word !tanahkutf in this sense.
*
8) anar = to rise, move upwards: me1. nokkiocellutal, XTacc., 
M.L.p.61.
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El.95a mini na anari annam varuta;
•* 1 « • • *
El.94a anari nuni na annam orra.
• 9 • • # r
In both, instances Face. renders tfanari” as "mil nokkiccenru”. 
The root of this verb is an-; ”arn is the formative. We find 
this root used, with other formatives, in the identical sense 
in the classics:-
A. ana = id* at Narr*113:1; Poruna.13; Kurihc.35*
B* anavu ~ id. at Krt.3 3 3 Civ.1259a antaravakatu tott- 
♦ — * * • •
anavu nil pukal; Comm, mel nokkiccellutal.
*  ■' *
0. ana varu - id* at Krt.64:3; 128:3; Paripa.1:2; Peruftk.I. 
54:42.
B. anna «■ id. at Farr .10:1;; Krt.307:7; PF. 4? :8 *
« . '■ —-
E. annal sb. loftiness, eminence, Krt.392:3; Farr.236:8 acc.
to the Comm.*
9) antanar = gracious ones, acc. to Kur.30, which splits this • **
word into "am” = alakiya, cem, as at Part I, Ch. I; tan^cool, 
—— . .  »
gracious, beneficent.;, ar is the pluralizing particle. What­
ever the origin of this word, antan occurs at Krt. 178:1; 
354:4, associated with upalanam*r and ”poykai,f resp. in this
a*
sense. Krt.uses parppan, not antanan, for a brahmin ascetic,—* *—■ * —
e.g. at 156:1, 4. The v?ord ”antanaru in the sense of ascetics 
most often brahmin, occurs at El.102:5; Por.146:15; 625:2;
' Cxv.366d, 400d, 1287a.
3D) antan - ala-r Is a variant of 9* with the same foot and 
* *
meaning* Pg£±§§ZlJ|21 antan-alarkku aracu varaivinre; Civ. 
2008c in the s. 
antanalar, Teva.181:6.
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K.N.S* Pillai,. op* cit* pp.64-66, shows that Por.637 cannot 
apply to tha period before 200 A.D., when there were so few 
brahmins in the* Tamil country* They were then so inconspi­
cuous that they could have no hope whatever of occupying a 
Tamil throne, as Por.637 presupposes.
11) amalai = a dance and song of soldiers round a fallen enemy 
king. l°£^Z2:jl valor atum amalaiyum.
m* h»* u
Civ.783a val amalai ati
* •
N.B. Krt.2.77:2; PF.34:14; Mptu.441; Mani.17:2 mention a
different ,ramalain* This is a ball of rice; Comm* uruntai.
* •
12) ampal ~ private talk among people concerning the love 
intrigues of others; calumny; palimoli, Comm. This is diffe-
** ts
rent from tfalartr, No .19*
Krt•139-5j 1?5:7; Karr.36:6; AN.115:3> Kalit.60:28.
13) aril » interlacing, plaiting; thicket; a knot or tangle or
entanglement in the physical or moral sense; contrariety,
perplexity. Comm, ciru turu; pinakkam; pinnal.
111.102:4 aril tapa nati.
■ ^  *
aril tapa unarntor.
El.Preface, 11. aril tapa tterintu.
*.
Krt.91:1; 338*3; 364:1;. Karr.4:4 aril valai; 37:1 pinankd
aril; AN.6:19;■ 36:5 * 248:11; PN.381:9; Mptu-379 pinafikft aril
• *
Kalit*13:20; Cilap.10:74; Civ.1892b aril tapa; Fu. Ye.10:2.
14). A. aruku » to diminish: not in the Krt., but it occurs at 
PK.320:l-7; 329:8; 359:15; 367:8; and at Kalit. 142:2 as 
arukuvittu, i.e. as the caus*
2 5 6
p
B. aruku = to withdraw through, fear, vanish. Not in the Krt., 
which uses ihst.ead a.*.ku, as at 346:8a.Meiyone. Cf.No.1.
Egjg.il 14^12 maraintu aval aruka. Cf. Poruna.77; Cilap.30:126'.
15) arukku = to make something scarce or difficult, caus.of 14. 
Por.142^13* Of. Tirukatu.50; Nanmani.88; but not in Krt.
16), aruhku ~ a difficulty, cf. ar, aru, at El.37 below.
••
Por.^  146^35 u£a  ^aruftkti. unmaiyin. Cf. PN*5:8. Not in Krt.
But the base of these words, 14 to 16, naru” occurs several 
times, especially in such phrases as arum patar evvam, at 
Krt. 360:3 i PN • 378 : 24; Kur ifio *11; or me re ly arum p a tar,
AN.72:21; 145:10; Krt.206:3; 332:2; Netunal.167; or arum tuyar 
Krt.302:2.
17). allal = affliction, Poi!.i146:l0i_252;:2 allal nitta uvakai.
Krt. 43:5 and 381:2 have allal nsncamotft. Cf* also Far ip a. 5:57; *“ *
. Kur.787b; Nal.l70d, 252b, 287d; Civ.572b. At Kur.1303a 
alantarai allal noy ceytarral, there emerges a connexion, 
both in sense and in origin, between uallaltr and alam, No. 18. 
Cf. also Kalit.133:6: alantavar; Pal. 101 a:-* allavai ceypa* 1 uJ" • •
alappin alayakkal. Parip5. prefers alia, 6 :89, 99; 12:71,to 
wallal% which alone occurs in Krt. Kur.593(a) allavar and 
Civ.2966(d). allappa are conn. w. Tfallal”, No.17.
Civ.2116d alam varum is still another alternate form of the 
verb: cf. Aihk.375:2 alamaru nolckin alam varu cutar nutal.
18) alamaral = a whirling, confusion, bewilderment; distress.
gor^ . 146^ :12 alamaral ullamotu; 142^6 alamaral perukiya kamam. 
This word is classical: it was slightly obscure, ‘ when Col.JIO 
was composed. For this sutra explains the word as follows:-
25?
alamaral terumaral ay irantum cularci.
* • * ♦
Krt.28:4 has alamaral acai vali alaippa; Affile.448:6; Aifik*64:1
*
has alamaral ayamotu; Iiurinc.137*
• ^
Far more common is the verb: alamaru, and its payar eccam:-
Krt. 72:1 alamarum takaiya; Aink.l8:2; 375*2;
AH. 49:5 alamaru kalani; 162:11; 270:11;
Kalit.45:18 alamarum en toli; Mptu.119; 219;“  . • .
Civ.6G3c nakai alamarum mulai; Tv.6:77; 11:17- 
Instead of its vinai eccam: Valamaruntuwe meet with its 
syncope "alamantu" in the Comm., or the variant "allantu", 
fr. alia, mentioned under Ho*17, as at Civ.2963d and 2964d. 
Kalit*29:2 allantar alav-ura = alamanta currattar varuttam
urumpati, Hacc. This again connects Hos.17 and 18.
Kurinc.143 allantu kalanki keeps the sense of "bewilderment":
unfortunately the Comm., Hacc., has transposed the words and
given this word the erroneous signification of "makilntu" -
*•
having rejoiced. Strangely enough it is this meaning that 
JKT.L. gives us on page 140, and (Jn. L. on page 147. This is a 
clear case of how new meanings ware given to words by Comm, 
and Lexicographers, who did not study the text.
19); alar = gossip that spreads abroad: opposed to "ampal", Ho.12.
Cf. Krt.97:4; 258:2; 
262:1; 395:2; AH.36:12; 116:12; 201:10; 211:1?; 216:6; 253:3; 
296:14; 323:1; Aink-71:3; 75:2; 7?:2; 164:4; 279:5 ampal ceri
alar afikatte connects Hos*12 and 19•
“ '''' '■ ♦.
Kur.1146a; Aifik.236:l#
258
20) avi = tQ.be reduced or extinguished; to submit. Comm, atafiku.
avital is opposed to pofikutal in line 2.
Cf. I<rt. 1:77:1; 185:5; 356:1; 375:6; 391:3; AST.50:1; PH.191:6; 
Paripa. 4:6; 6:84; 8:98; Kur.420b: Civ.289d; 1045b, c; Hal. 
66c, 332b.
21) alai = to mingle, mix; put the hands round, stroke and caress.
alaii; 146^10 allal tira arvamotu alaiiya. This
refers to the marital act. Gf. Mptu.184 akamali uvakai
arvamotu alaii; Krt. 158:2; Pe rump an. 27 8; Aiiik.l7l:1; Tv.49:25 • » ~  *
alaii or alaintu; Aiftk.252:4; 456:4; 470:2 alaiiya; Civ.l55la 
■ • •
alaivatu kamam. The verbs !ral-ava,r and "al-avu" are connected 
* • •
with walain. Gf. M*L*pp.l69 and 170* They are not found in 
*
Krt., but occur in Kur., Fal. and Por.146.
22} arram = separation; time of being away; discontinuity; break.
Por^l^O(twice): arram alivu uraippinum, arram ilia.....
Both Face. and M.L.p*172 are inaccurate in rendering arram as
Uvaruttamtf « distress, and alivu also as ftvaruttamir. This is. •
a defect in many Med. Comm. Both the origin of arram, from 
,rarun - to separate, and the context show that arram here
means trtha separation of the lovers" and this is the. cause of
the distress. Gf. Kur.421a arivd arram; 1186b muyakku arram 
s- a break in the mutual embrace 1 Giv.565b arramil perum patai. 
From this sense there emerge the senses of
(a) loss, Civ.455a.
(b) destitution, poverty, Kal.7Sb.
(c) nakedness, Kur.846a; Mani.3-139; Por.263*^» Per..
(d) fault, delinquency, Kur.96Qa; Civ.1764d.
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This is not. an E.C. word: it does not occur in any of these 
senses in Krt.
23) arivd uru = to come to know; to cause another to know, to 
inform. The peyar eccam is not found in Tol., but the vinai 
eccam occurs at P o r ^ l ^  arivurii. Gf. Krt.350:5 arivurii; 
Comm, arivurutti; and Civ.704a urii. The two verbal nouns 
from this verb are
(a) arivuruu, as at Por .§0^ :8 cevi arivuruu; Por±423i2 i&;422ll*
(b) a:rivural, at Kurinc.22: nam arivurali.n paliyum unto.
■ Tr_i " 1 *. * •
With, (a) alternate "cevi urai", Por.426:"l; 440:2; cevi uruttu, 
426:3; cevi arivu, 472:2.
24). The alternance between "aru" and "aru" = six is shown in Tol. 
too. aru occurs at Por.2|ni=2Z6ili=521i2i=:|22i Gf. patirr. 
24:?; ETal.la; Civ.193c.
aru occurs at E1.437e, 440, 458, 469a; Por.413:2; 445:2; 453:2 
466:2; 476:2; cf. PW.166:4.
25) arai vb. to cut up, chop off, cut in pieces, hack: tuntittal,C
« •
10^462^2. Gf. PH.42:14; Patirr .19 :22 .
arai sb. Por*258:1 urupp - arai = chopping off the limbs of a 
criminal. Gf* Krt.180:3; Mptu.118; Poruna.193 a£ai kkarumpu; 
Patirr.75*6 araiyuru karumpu - a sugar-cane that is cut up.
26) anpuru takka,
27). anri anaittim, El. 144c, 21 Oi, 224d; Col.66d, 137c> 165h, 425c, 
426c, 449f* These two. Ho s. seem to be peculiar phrases of Tol.
2.8) In conn* w. the Adv. discussed in Ch.Ill as classical, cf. 
aftkan - there, Por^l22^4^126; 
ankanam - thus, Por^J^il*
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2 9 ). ati » a mirror made out of a crystal or metal.
*
Por_,^ 8l£2 ati nilalin -■ like a reflection in a mirror.
Gf* Krt.8:5 atippavai; Civ.957d atiyul pavai; Man! 8:47;* . . .
1-9*90.
30) anam « attachment* affection; Comm. anpu. Por.502:2.
Cf. Kalit. 1:17; Paripa.4:73 (alt.lect.). Conn. w. this word
is anu = id. at Par ip a. 10:5; Civ.lOQ2d anu ppaifikili.
51) anai - a command* law; subjection; an oath. Por.g2l§*
Cf. Maturaik.761; Kalit*81:28; Civ.556d; 634a (twice)* c;
640b, 10.87a; Mani. 14:76.
*
- 132). ay = that, 'Ehis is discussed under PI. 12 below, fo that
**
add:
ay - itai* PI.463a. Por the references to the classics,
* • f
cf. Part.I.
ay - itan, Co1.195b.. *“
ay - iyal, El.175, 178b, 394, 42?c, 435, 474a; Col.90a.
a*
Sy - iyalpu* El.268a.
«•
ay - irantu, E1.39?b; Col.179b, 310; Por.578a, 610.. . . .
ay - iru, PI.1.47b, 193a, 271a; Col.lc, 3^ , 29b* 31a, 52c,
* a
160d, 1 6 3g, 2 0 1 d.
Por.20a; 271r5 ; 281:1; 406; 419:3. 
ay - irum, Por.603*2. 
ay - ettu, Gol.112e; ay - an, Col.202c, 222d.
• • t
ay - Ir, El.192a; 1?d; G0 I.2 9 0 , 57d, 226b, 383d.
*4
_ 2
33) ay = to be slender* graceful; ad j * beautiful* gracious*
excellent•
Col.220 states: oytal aytal nilattal caay
a vayin nankum ullatan nunukkam.
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Por_.22i§Q aynta pucan mayakkatanum. Cf* the classics:~
Krt .1-5:4 (kalal); 34:7 nutal; 143:1 ilhi; 211:1 valai;
• • • • •
223:6 nalam; 316:1 valai;'366:7 ilai; 401:1 malar; Harr.
• • *  1 ■
12.8:6 ilai; AH.3:16 ilai; 6:17 koti; 7:20 culai; 36:5 koti;
• • . . .  • . «
48:8 ital; 48:1? nutal; 52:14 malar; 57:12 kavin; 75:11 ilai 
* •  • •
7 8 : 8 malar; 115:6 nalam; 116:4 Itarumpu; 14-6:15 nalam;
206:8 ilai; 237:8 id.; 280:4 toti; 350:14 koti; 361:4 ital;** . . . .
365:15 matam; 376:5 mayil tokai.
PF.22:15 Icarumpu; 1.17:10 toti; 249:10 nutal;
Aiftk.196:2 toti; 452:4 kavin.
Kalit. 13:12 ital; 24:12 ilay, 31:8 id.; 46:4 pori; 53:24
• • •* “
nutal; 60:15 ilay; 76:19 id*; 84:10 ital; 86:29 and 95*23
•i •»
ilay; 127:12 nalam; 142:1.2 and 52 ital; 144:30 pu. *
•• ••
Kurlftc.139 k a v i n 223 ital; Kur.1081(a) ; Fa!.339(d) nalam;MM- — „  —»
372(a), ilai; Civ.48c; 299b; 595&* 2395a: aynta mottu.
•* » *
34) ay^ ~ to search, examine, investigate; consider; extol;
Comm, aray, teri.
Sy perum cirappin; 146|46i_122lll_22p>:2jL
Cf. Krt.245:1; 261:7; 262:5; 358:2; Harr.283:4; AH.98:12; 
Civ.2421a aynta = terinta, Hacc.; Hal.26a, 37&» 63c,• 393t.
A later form, not found in Krt., is aray = id. at Hal.135c, 
196c and Por^gGO^g araycci.
35) 5r = either Indian laburnum, carakkonrai, M.L.p.240, or 
common mountain ebony, Bauhinia racemosa, M.L.p.239 and 
p.224; or holy mountain ebony, Bauhinia tomentosa, ibid.
In the last two senses the mad. and mod. Tam. word is atti. 
It is significant therefore that. El.363a and Por.60:4
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use the elassieal word "ar*1 *
Of. PN*338:6 (karuhcinai) vempum arum pontaiyum munrum 
11 :7 malainta cenniyar aninta villar
UHBI1W-.-1-L.- 1. “ •
11 s 8 korra ventar ... with these lines from
uru pakai vent-itai terital venti entu pukal 
pontai vempe ar ena varuum 
a perum tanaiyar malainta puum.
The two passages belong to a period when the Tamil country 
was partitioned completely among the three kingdoms:
Cera, Oola and pintiya i.e. M.0. +. In the E.C. epoch there
• * t 4
were several kingdoms. A^okafe Edicts, speak of five.
Of. Part I, Oh.VI:1.
36) arvam = intense desire, affection. Comm, vetkai, ava,
*
acai, anpu.
allal tlra arvamotu alaiiya.
Porj»4_0 :4 arva nehcamotu ceppiya kilaviyum.
Of. IN. 136: 23 arva nehcamotu •••• .
Cirupan.99 arva nan moli, where moli - ”wordH = kilavi. “ * ■" .♦ .. .
Maturaik*489 arvamum nllcki; 0Jv.946b; Tanti.67*
• 9
Oonn.w. arvam are
(a) arvu = id* at PN.158 s22;
(b) arva1-an (or -ar) = anpan (or anpar) = friend
(or friends),
at Krt*207:7? PN.12:5; Paripa.4:2; Muruk.93?
221; Kur.. 71a.
(c) arval-i vb. to show affection, Teva. 997s5*
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37) Por*91?3-6 contains a clear reference to the arruppatai
poems, such as those found in the P.P. But it does not
employ the term "arruppatai": line 4 has the phrase arr-
itai-kkitci* Col.4 6 2 c, however, uses "arruppatai1* and * • r *
refers to Mptu.50-157* The vb* arruppatuttu occurs at * 1,_1 •
ICrt.241:3; AN.22 ill (muruku ~); Mullaip.81; Kalit*5:10; 
Paripa.4:2; 5:10; Pu*Ve*9:31 in this sense: but at 
Gilap. 27:209 the sense shifts from "directing" to 
"getting rid of".
3 8 ) ikal = rivalry, jealousy, hostility, marupatu, 0 .;*—■ *
vb* to be hostile.
Por*68r9 ikal matil. Of. Krt.257: 6 ; Muruk.131; Paripa.
6:28 ~ a fight; 9:36 - pulavi, 0.; Pal.21b; Giv*904(b)
ikali ttorral* At leva.75:1 "ikaliyar" is a new sb.
formed from this vb. The sb* occurs also at Patirr.
1 4 : 1 3 ikal kollum; 4 3 : 2 9 ikal vinai; and Nal*1 3 7b =. * —
rivalry.
3 9 ) "icai" has three important senses, which seem to be
semantical developments from one source, namely, a
musical sound. I have reserved the discussion to El*3d*+
"icaikkum", App.Vol.p.19* The first or fundamental sense
appears at El.3d, 4d, 5, 33b, 40a, 41a (twice); 42b,
.*
45b etc. down to 482b, and a few times in Gol. and Por* 
In ICrt. this sense is the predominant one, covering 
80 per cent, of the instances. Only at 143:4 (nail icai) 
and 1 5 8 : 4 does "icai" mean "fame, renown"; Oomnwpukal*
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By the time of Hal."icai" had acquired other senses
as wells Pope, p*292, gives four mores "fall to the lot
of; be possible; succeed; be innate". The original
meaning appears at Nal.2 5 7<l; while that of "fame" also
occurs once, at 338c. This is the sense that is dominant
in the first part of Por^, esp. at 2l£li_22il§_gSd_147|;26,
all of which have "nail icai" - nalla pukal, Comm* and
••
Por_.79*_185 146^48, which have "per-icai" - great renown;
Per.257*1 icaimai = pukal, Per.
40) Under El.37a itanum ar unte, I show that itan is far
more frequent in B.C. Tam. than itam* In med. and mod.
*
Tam. it is the other way about. Hence the comparative
I .1 I'H
frequency of these two words is a good index as to the 
date of any text. We shall apply this test here:- 
itan = place:-
El.13b, 37a, 57a, 154b, 232, 2 3 6a, 260b, 261a, 300b,
•*
351b, 372d, 406c.
Col. 12b, 42b, lOld, 195b,' 238d, 239b, 292, 444b, 450b,
4 6 1b;
Por. 32s2; 102:20* 121; 359.
Note the falling off of the incidence, esp. in Por.
itam = place. El.250b, 251a, 423a. Col.29c, 30, 59, 81c,. •#
427d, 448c. Por.108;3; 111:36; 114:20, 23; 146:19;
147:7, 2 2 ; 157:1; 1 9 6 :1 2 ; 197; 205:2; 2 6 5 :2 ; 268; 3 0 2 :2 ; 
304; 305; 513:2; 519:1, 2. Note the progressive increase 
of its incidence, esp. in the later parts of Ool. and 
esp. Por.
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4 1 ) itultkan = straitened circumstances, poverty with distress.
Cf*. Krt*349s 5; Paripa.3*16; Kur.621a, 624b,
625b; Fal*141o, 348b, 382a* Civ.509a; Mptu.18.
*
42) itumpai = id. Por. 147s 7j.=520*l. Of* ICrt.217s 3; PK.173s2 
= poverty; PN.174s4 - distress; Poruna.67; Aihk.373:1;
392:4; Kur.622a; 623 (four times); 627a; 628a; 1045a; 
Nal.l07a; 282c.
4 3 ) The word ,,imai, occurs frequently in the classics in the
sense of winking, e.g* at Krt.285-6 . But the idea that
gods do not wink or close their eyes is late in the Tam.
classics* it is prob. a loan fr. Sk. literature. At
Paripa.5*30 imaiya nattam occurs* the Comm, connects
• •
that with Intiran i.e. Indra. Kur.906(a) imaiyar;
Cxv.l37d elliyum imaiyar imaiyatate; and Civ*890a kannin
mantarum kannimaiyarkalum (= maikal, tevar, Kacc.) are 
• « * «
clear references to the celestials under *this aspect.
Of. also Olv.644(d) imaikkum lean; 2617(c) imaitta. kan;
• •
2 8 3 9 (a) imaitta num kan; Kal.3 0 2c vilitt~- imaikkum
* *t
mattirai; 3 2 3a imaikkum alavil; 3 4 5b imaiyatu parttirukkum. 
It is with this L.O. usage that v/e must connect imaiyor 
= the gods, at Por_. 248*1, imaiyor teettum eri katal 
varaippinum If avai il kalam inmai ana.
This is the last sutra of Porul - iyal and appears to be 
a ,fpuran atai11 or later addition to Por.247, which ends 
with ^enpa". To this main sentence, Por.248 is a mere adv.
clause: it is not a sentence.
-*• 244) iyanku = to move forward. This is conn.w. iyal : cf.Ei.15;
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Krt.182:5*
Por.58:1 patai iyanku aravam.
Por_. 63£l iyadku patai aravam.
N.33. This interchange in the order of words is a cl.
feature. Of* Ch.V. Sec.l. ,liya&ku,, in this sense occurs
at Krt.190:6; Karr*507:2; Mptu.18 iyadkunar; Pal.52c vin ™* 1 . .. .
iya&kum nayiru; Hal.554c iyadkutal; Civ.l560d iya&k-itai
arutta kadkul. Its caus. is iyakku, as at Hal*l56a.
2 ■Par more frequent is iyal = to move forward. Of. my
remarks under El.15*
** .
4 5 ) iyal;> iyan before a word beginning with a nasal, e.g.
kur-iyan marudkin. This is discussed as iyal1, at El*15 *” *“ ..
below. Here I cite its incidence in Tol* and the previous 
word in each instance:-
El.22a, 480b, 485b, dt all have the words "valadk-iyal0.
M . .
Go1.90b pantd; 115b valadkd; 209o enn; 246b valakkd;.. .# .. #♦
427f murru; 465a valakku; Por.82:1 valadkd; 90:2 iyan moli — ■ .. .* —* ..
valttd; 1 5 0 s 10 vanadk-iyalj 2 5 0:2 , 2 9 5 s 2 , 5 1 4 s 2 (all)
tirattd; 2 4 4 s 5 kurd; 2 6 5*2 , 5 0 0 : 2 tirattd* 5 1 5 s 1 , 5 1 4 : 2
elutt-iyal; 515*4; 475; 496:2: 501:5 (all) alavd; 515*9 .. .
yapp’d; 577, 5 7 8 , 454*1 (all) mutukd; 412:2 coll~iyal;
421 valttd; 425*1; 425*1; 456; 461:4; 464*2 (all) atakkd;.. .
4 4 8 pokkd; 449:1 taravd; 4 9 6 : 1 lcilar; 506s 2 valakkd;
5 2 2 * 5 pattd; 5 4 7 * 1 vanappd; 5 5 6 : 1 marapd... —‘
Kote that whereas Tol. always employs !,iyan!l or "iyal11,
both Per* and 11. at Por.249 cite from a work called
«
Ceyirr-iyam. This is fairly ancient, since the cited
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passage ends in the words which are typically classical:
fftonrum enpa tuninticinore*1. Acc. to Per.Ceyirr-iyam
was a work on dramatics by either a Jain or a Buddhist.
It states that those who enjoy "cama nilai1* or "samadhi*'
are the Jain or Buddhist ascetics and mendicants:
"cama nilai ... uyppor camanar caranar".
• *
It is with such words as "eluttd iyal, coll-iyal,
* #
yapp’d iyal11, which I have instanced above, and with such
names as Ceyirr-iyam, that one must connect not merely
the names of the sections of Q!ol. e.g. pirapp-iyal, punar-
iyal, urup-iyal, in 331.; peyar-iyal, vinaiy-iyal, itaiyiyal,
uriy-iyal, eccav-iyal in Col.; kalav-iyal, karp-iyal,
porul-iyal, meypatt-iyal, uvama-v~iyal, ceyyul-iyal end . . .  ,
marap-iyal in Por. (cf. Por.556:1 marap-iyal), but also 
the last parts of the cpd. woi»ds, **tol~kapp~iyal, -iyan, 
or -iyam". Orig. these were interchangeable, just as maral, 
maran and maram =' a tree. Later, "tolkappiyam*1 was- con­
sidered as the work, while the author was suppo.sed to be 
designated by the term "tolkappiyan". Correctly this 
should be "lolkappiyanar" for the author*s name. Kappiyanar 
is mentioned at Patirr. Patikam 4* as the author of 
Patirr.31-40. 01. lam. does not have "kappiyam" - Sk. 
kavya. Ihis occurs at Civ.1585c kappiya kavikal, in the 
33.M. period.
46) "ivar*1 is an interesting word because of its semantic
developments. Its fundamental meaning is to spread over, 
as a creeper, or a running stream over its dry bed:
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Comm, para, patar. In this sense it oeours at Krt.36; 2; 
106:1; 185:1; 240:1; Poruna*195; Pattina.234; Mptu.514; 
Paripa.16:27; Kur.1182a; Civ.665a, 959a, 972d, 2427b;
Tv*21:7.
2 —
ivar a: to mount, climb, ascend; Comm. eru. Krt.260:1;
274:3; 287:6; Karr.67:1; Civ.522a; 752a* 959a vicump- 
ivartal, d; 1716d. It is in this sense that Tol. employs 
the word twice in Por., namely at 68:9 akamicaikkd ivarnton; 
and 67:3 toll-eyirku ivartalum.
ivar = to spread the mind on, to hanker after, Krt.364:8 ;
Pal.14c; Civ.1051c.
••
ivar^ ~ to leap upon (its prey), Mptu.90; Kalit*86:32;
(its female), Civ.752a; to stay thus over one’s (female)
mate, Tv.43:1 i*e. to be united.
5ivar = to resemble, Por.114, Hacc. cit.I, p.4 5 4 , 1 .1 *
47) ”iravu" = begging, Por.146;34. Cf. Krt.283;2; but more 
frequent in its expanded forms e.g. "irav-al" = id. PH. 
24:30; Civ.136c, and "iraval~an" or "-ar" « beggar or 
beggars, Krt. 137: 3; M .  162:17; PH.48;7 "iravala", Toe. s.; 
54:4, 5; 329:7; 359:15; 367:8; Perumpan.45; Patirr.54:7;
Hal.279a.
48) ilum - en moliyan = mell-enra collan, Per.at Por.550:1.M ""' •• —* ——  —«
M.L., p.3 5 3 , equates "ilum" with a sweet, pleasant, agree-.*
able sound. Cf. Krt.345:6; 351:3; PH.3*3; Patirr.70:24; 
Muruk*316; Peruhk.II, 5:18, all of which have the words 
ilum ena, either of the sound of drums or the rushing 
down of streams and the accompanying noise.
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4 9 ) ilukkam, Por_. 6 6 3 ^ 6 = a slipping or gliding down into
moral turpitude* Kur,4 1 5a has' "ilukkal" in the physical■— • •
sense of slipping down. Kur.133a, 808a and b, Pal.15c“* *.
contrast 11 ilukkam w in the moral sense with "olukkam"
M *•
= moral rectitude, as at Kur.133a and Pal.ISd.m
1
50) ilukku = to slip down, e.g. a ripe fruit, Krt.90:4;
** “  '
a man who walks on a slippery path, AH*18s12; a walking-
stick, Civ.476a; the foot of a pedestrian, Civ.476b;
the moon from the sky, Civ.2238e; caus.PN.71:16.
2
ilukku = a slippery ground, Kuriftc.258.
•« *“
ilukku^ = ilukkam above, Por.520s2; Kur.35b, 164a, 535a;
Nal.362b (twice); Pal.48b.*#
51) ,filaiH is one of the words that M.l. has dealt with
•*
inadequately, since its compilers inspected the Comm, and
not the texts. It gives the verb as many as 29 meanings
on p.353, besides five more for the noun. But these arise
from the misinterpretation of the texts concerned. Here I
group them into fewer heads, following the historical
orders- 
1ilai = to fashion something exquisite and tender, as leaf 
ornaments, flowers into ear-rings, and later gold and sil­
ver jewels. (The verb occurs twice, at Krt.3:4; 326:2, in 
conn. w. fashioning a honey-comb or a toy-house, and at 
Krt.85*3 in conn. w. making a nest: "in il". This vb. is' 
rare there; but the sb. ilai ~ an ornament occurs 14 times 
It is very common in Kalit. The vb. acquires slight chan­
ges of meaning, e.g. to fashion for oneself, Civ.4d; to
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decorate a palace with gold, Civ.2416a; to assign or 
weave the thread of destiny for others, Hal.6a; Teva.
727*5; to assign to oneself, ICur.7 7 9a* to adorn onefs 
breasts, Cilap*14: 90.
p
ilai ~ to become tender, Kur*1177a, esp. to one's part-•• ■ 1 ■""1... _r^"
ner in life, to have tender emotions to each other, to
love and cohabit, Civ.2720a ilaintavar; to agree, be in
• •
accord, ilaiya, Civ.1593d = porunta, 0.
• •
3 2ilai = caus. of ilai = to make something soft and tender,
« •  » .  ■ . n i r - Y l f -  . - T - f - n - ,  , ,
perhaps as a preparation, to fashion something else out of 
it. This thing that is made soft may be "powder"* ilai poti, 
Paripa.10: 91; or "one's own mind", as at Kur.417a, by pro­
found study, or as at Civ.l0 8 9 d, by mature consideration; 
or "the mind of another", as at Por.150^9. I cite Por* 
1 5 0 :8-9 , as the two lines hang together*
pilaittu vant - irunta kilavanai neruAki 
•• ■* “ •
ilaitt-aAkA akki kkotuttarkannum.. »  . ..
The husband has deserted his wife for concubines and har­
lots. He returns home at last. The female companion of his 
wife softens his mind by a pertinent homily on his wicked 
conduct and restores him to his wife. By no legerdemain
can one give "ilai" here the meaning of "saying, uttering",
« *
which is implied by "akki"; whereas "ilaittA" refers to 
the husband, not to the "lecturer".
Hacc*, Por.I, p.616, repeats the word in his Comm.; but
a Comm, on this Comm, gives the meaning "collu", "kuru",
2which M*L. gives as meaning 8 for ilai .
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Por.639
52) ill = to descend. Hence ilintor = the low folk, ^the
H • #
lower classes. Of. Krt.106s2; 155s5; 308:5; 335:3; Harr. 
114:12; AH.334:8. AH.66tl3; Kur.964a, b; Clv.39d, 2238d-. 
Also ill taru = id. at Krt.95:1; 134:6; 200:3f 284:7;
332:5; 339s3; AH.162:23; 322:9*
5 3 ) ilipu ~ decrease, deficiency; diminution; the minimum.
. Kur.946a (ilivu); Civ.2725c (ilipu);
   —  1 —  —  —  —  fc *  * ■ »
Pal*1 5o: ilivu.
• • M
54) ili varal = descent, moral lapse, disgrace, Por*251:1;
2 5|s2 .
Of. ili = id. at Kur.971a, as sb*.* *■“
ilivu = id. at Krt.283:2; Kur.464a; Oxv.2498b; but 
"disgust” at Mani»6:6 8 .
5 5 ) iraicci ~ distinctive feature and pleasant aspect of 
each of the five types of land in Tamilakam. Por^.148^ 2;
231. This is a usage peculiar to Tol.
The nearest approach is Kalit. 8:9 iraicci ~ neyam, Hacc*
~ that which is pleasing or agreeable, M.L.sub voce. The 
mod. Tam. sense of "flesh" appears first at Qiv.801d,
1585d, and in the med. Oornm., as on PH.14:13 un ~ iraicci, 
Comm.
5 6 ) inai = to be distressed, l££^2f0 : 6 alt. lect. for "ninai". 
Of. Igai, Oh.IV.
5 7 ) intu = to be close together.; tr. vb* = to place close,
• «
pack together*
Por_.390^1 eluttu mutala Intiya ati. Cf. Krt.267:1; PH.19:1;
, Pal*39o Intiya kal; 0ilap*6:145; Tv.2:144 intiya ati yavar
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58) im « a crematorium; ima =c connected with cremation,
El. 328, 329. Of* PH. 231:2; 245:4: 246:11; 256:5: 356:3;
»» 9 9
Civ. 210c, 294c, 309a; leva. 84:7.
59) uca ss kindly sympathising enquiry, close consultation 
Col. 370 ucave culcei. Hence a cl. word;** as Col. had to
explain it. Por. 186: 207;2; £64:li 511.
Cf. m .  145:4; 159:6; 269:2; Por. 285Per. oit., II,p.129; 
Hal. 201o.
60) utku. = to fear, Por. 72:2. This is not an E.G. 
word, for two reasons: -
1 ) it is not found in Krt. and the earlier poems of Harr, 
and AH'.
2) it is given as the explanation or meaning of the E.G.
^uru” at Col. 300 : uru utku akum = by the word tfuru"
*
understand ye ^utku’*.
*
In fact, nururt occurs in this sense at AH. 22:11; 138:10; 
£55:1, etc. On the other hand !*utkuf is not very late: 
it is M.C.+ , as will appear presently.
A. utku as arb. at PH. 17:36; 18:11; 39:5; Muruk. 243;
Paripa. 14:25; Kur.1088b; Hal* 49a, 50a, 83d, 164b,
188b, 384b; Civ. 403b, 787a, 3057d.
B* utku as sb. at PH. 58:17 utku vara vilaftki:
Por.40:1 utku vara ttonri;
Por.56:4 utku vara ttonrum.
In all these instances the sense is: appearing in such a
way as to cause dread on those who behold. Por. seems to 
borrow the phrase from PH. Of. also Kurinc.184; Hal 102a;
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188b, 384b.
61) utal = to be enraged. Por. 67:6 utanror = those
*  — IW «  m u  ■ «|'| ' ' S i mm  ■■' i 'III n  i .  * » • * *
enraged: foes# Of* (a) utanru, past partic. of utal, 
at Krt. 397:4; PN.77:9; 38:5; 17:30. Bat at Civ, 2005a 
utanru = pining for, yearning after, onets mistress.
(b) utal-uri-ar = those who are enraged, AN. 138:6;
PN. 17:36; 201:19; Patirr. 90:21.
(c) utal = to wrangle, Ai&k. 66:1. A much later form,
. r
prob. a back-formation from utanru, is utaru w to be# —  . ”
enraged, leva. 524:7.
62) uran = strength, esp. mental; prop, support#
Por# 239:2; 502:1. Of. Krt.95:5; 140:3; PN.206:3; Kalit. 
68:6; Kur.' 24a; Nal. 65c; Cilap. 10:48
63) uru sa uruvu « form, shape. El. 14, 17b, c, 452b;
Por. 273:2; 276:1: 291:3: 300:2: 247:1# In addition to the 
comparisons given under El* 14, of. AN.142:21; PN.58:14,15; 
62:4; Kalit. 33:10; Murulc. 128; Paripa. 5:34.
64) ^urai” has several senses, but here I take only 
one of the homonyms and trace the semantic developments 
it has undergone.
(1) urai vb. to speak, utter, Krt# 63:4; 93:2; 265:7; 302:1;
310:7; 318:5; Paripa. 2:35; 18:22; also El* 224d ifuraikkum,!.
•#
(2) urai sb. » a speech, word, Krt.£9:1 (twice); 155:7; 
Paripa. 2:35;. It is the first part of many epd. words in 
El. e.g. urai acai, El. 224c; urai acai kkilavi, El.34b;
** mmSxssxsz&zsssss * rafisssrsiM
urai pporul kilavi, El## 210g.
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(3) urai sb. ~ words of praise, panegyric, PH*26:7; 27:5; 
Cilap. Patikam 56*
(4) urai vb, and sb* » to speak harshly; a harsh word:
both at Pal. 75d.
•#
(5) urai sb. « a loud noise, Paripa. 8:35; Pal. 6 8g (in a
*»
declamation).
(6 ) urai sb. « a commentary, Hal. 319df Han. 37c: 33.1.* 
signification.
low it is this last sense which is to the fore in the in­
cidence of ^urai” both as vb. (s*to comment on) and as sb. 
in the last sections of Por. viz.478:5^ 485:5; 549:2:
655:1* 654:1; 655:5^ 658:5 both vb. and sb.: 665:18,22.
\
65) uva ~ to rejoice exceedingly; Comm, makil. Krt... —*
189:7; AN. 65:7; caus. Hal. 348b: uvakkum. As sb., uvavu sb 
festivity, PH. 65:6.
From this root, we take the following words in Por. for 
our study
A. uvakai = rejoicing, esp. kima makilcci.
* *
Por. 91; 16; 111:34: 251:2.: 259:3.
Cf. Krt. 336:1; 398:7; Harr.43:7; AN. 86:28; 262:13; 272:12; 
346:5,25; PH. 45:9; Kalit. 40:32; Kur. 304a.
B. uvattal = id. This is the slightly later form of the vb. 
noun, Cf. Ch. IV.
Por. 147:40; 265:2; 270:7,10. Cf. the earlier formation, 
uvantioinn = I rejoiced, Krt. 351:1; and the later uvantanal.
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AN* 346:18; and uvantu, Nal. 73a, 91b, 200a.
0. uvappu =• id. Por^ . 151^3. Of* uvapp~a, Patirr. 74s 2;
Hal.74b.
In his Comm, on Civ., Nacc. employs “uvakai*1 and “uvappu" 
for “intense grief or excitement".
6 6 ) ula - to be distressed, Krt*48:4; 141*4; 149s2 ; 3 0 0:2 ;•* ™“■
357:1; 400:7; IN.164:2; 378:13, 24; Nal.35b, 54a, 147c, 
277b; Mani. 16:74.
ulappii = distress, at 3?orj. 146;.51* C£* ulappin, Krt*
3 6 0 :3 : and ulapp-atu = the faot of being distressed,
**
ICrt.289:4; Nal.252b.
6 7) ulai sb. = a place very close to some-one else.
Ior^l71^1» as a sb. Of. Krt.41:1; 289:4; 294:7; Narr.19:4: 
312:6; Kur.638b; 0iv.2004d, 2369b, 2864o; Nal.159a, 167d,
286a, 353c, 380a; Mani.3:46.
.
In oourse of time it was more and more employed as a Lod.
case postposition, as Co1*82a and Nan.302e inform us.
N.B* On comparing Krt.294*7 pacum kulai ttalai .... ulai■— *. .* «.
with AN# 7:2 tan talai titai, and again AN. 219* 13 ffpukar. •• .___
ulai oruttal" with its Comm, pullikalaiyutaiya kalaiman,
.« • * . » “**
one can see the gradual replacement of ulai by utai,in the.. *
associated senses of '‘wearing something close to one's 
body" and “having something about one's person” = to own, 
be in possession of.
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6 8 ) urr-uli - where some affliction or danger is 
impending or has befallen.
Por• 208:- urruli allatu *•* apporul ...
iV.T.iT^ 'V. iii-Iii.. * * *
Cf. PN. 188:1 urruli utaviyum uru porul kotuttum*
69) uru-kan « injury, harm*
Por. 239:1 urukan ompal. . Cf. Perumpan. 43, kattu mavum 
urukan ceyya; Cilap. 10:48.
70) utiyam « benefit, advantage, profit, gain* M.C.+ : 
not in Krt.. «PH
Por. 41:13. of. PIT. 28:5; 154:6; Ear. 449§i; Mai. 12c,
144c, 233c; Civ. 770b.
71) A. ill as vb. intr. = to fall down on maturity or
. .
blossoming, as fruity flower-petals, leaves of trees etc.;
Comm, utir: malarntu vilu.
«*
Krt. 68:2 ulppatu mutukiy; ) bQth refer tQ th(j dropping 
PM. 109:5; 381:8 palam Slttu;) dovm of ri*>e
w *t
Similarly,- at PN. 322:1, ul kotu; Paripa.8:14: 9:5;H » '
Civ. 1560b, 2108b, 2763b.
This is the sense of "ul ani" at Por. 262:2; that refers*• . wmmmtmnmnmemmmmmm
to ornaments that are not firmly riveted to one*s limbs, 
like ear-rings, but slide down, like bracelets or bangles. 
Cf* Per. hoc loco: but he does not give the derivation.
B. ul as, vb.tr. « to drop down leaves, flower- 
petals, fruits etc.
Krt. 66:4; 110:5; 138:4; Kalit.27:4; 44:4; Civ. 2690d*
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72) SXi = an immemorial convention, regular order,•»
turn* Por, 262:3.
Gf♦.Kalit• 130:4; Paripa. 2:4; Civ. 149c, 2386b, 2974d.
The more usual word.; for this in the classics is the
sb. ul = mcmai,Comm. Krt. has only ul, e.g. at 270:2:
likewise Nal., at 394b. Paripa. 2:4; Civ.2507c repeat
the word: nul ul11 = several turns, uli is more often em~.* .. ..
ployed to denote a long life or an aeon, e.g. at Civ. 
2581d; PE. 135:19; Teva. 1160:8.
73) etu in med. and mod. Tam. « to lift up, to raise 
up; whereas
eluppu in med. and mod. Tam. = to wake someone from sleep. • •
Kur. employs ttetuw three times, Nal. five times; but
neither in the sense of “waking a person from his sleep11*
But this is the sense of “etu’* at Krt. 107:7
ema in tuyil etuppiyoye;
Krt.147;4 in tuyil etupputi kanave;
PN. 247:3 tuyil etuppi; 254:2 etuppa elaay;* . '
PN. 383:1 etuppa eluntu; Kalit. 70:10,14,18 etuppume; 
Kalit. 70:21 tuyilo etuppuka; Cilap. 4:79 tuyil etuppi. 
This is the phrase which Tol. has converted into a vb. 
noun at Por. 91:2 tuyil etai* This is a typical classic 
usage. T^e vb. etu, and not eluppu, is employed as the tr.
0T Qaus. of elu (=to rise), in other associations as well,
' ' T "'" 111 • •
in the classics, as at Krt, 272:2; 322:2; 398:5;
Pattina. 239; and even in Civ. as at 608a,2683d,
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74) eruttu = neck, nape, back of the neck* Oomm* 
kaluttu; pitar, pitari.
Krt. 154:4; 185:6; 252:3; 242:2; - Kalit. 15:5; Paripa.
6:33; 13:53; ®al. 304d.
Tol. employs this word at Por. 428: 433:1; 464:1 to 
denote that which is penultimate; a member of the "kali” 
verse, 311st as another set of grammarians, ¥0 . Yappu.ll, 
Comm* and Karikai 10, Comm., employ the alternant !*eruttam!!, 
which occurs at Hal* 3a, Civ. 1658c, in the same way.
Cf. M-rL. p. 533*
75) elaal or elal » a vulture; Gomm. pulluru.... .. ; * •*
Por. 598. Gf. Krt. 151:2; AN.103:1; Patirr. 36:10;
Tinaimoli. 15.™ *+
76) A* el as sb. ~ reproach, censure, contempt: nintai,
ikaleci, ikaltal. Krt. 112:2 ell ara vitine. Cf* ell *. *• * • *" #■’" **
urai, at Mani. 18:10.
* l
B. el as vb. = to consider as good or bad; as
an equal, Por. 289:1.
2C. el as vb. s= to despise; Comm. ikal. Krt.147:5;. »# *"
182:3; Kalit. 139:20; Paripa. 8 :8 6 ; Kur. 667a.
Hence (a) ellunar at PN. 303:3; Paripa. 1:58; 0iv.4S6d;
847a;
(b) enmai at PN. 54:5, and at Por. 150:24.
(c) ell-al at Por. 252:1 and Civ. 2799c,(both) as
. * Trnrirm— ------....... ' n,
verbal noun.
P. elku as vb* « to despise, Civ. 1749c; Teva. 1049
• ; 10
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77) With the above is connected "eli" = to cry down,
*
disparage* slight* as at For* 207:1 elittal » eliyan aka 
kkur u t al, Nac c .
Of. eliya, Krt. 77:6; 329:7; elitu, Krt. 396:3; Kur. 991,
864, 745, 540, 145.
eliyal, Krt. 269:8; eliyar, Kur. 386, 723, 863.» . — * ™*
78) etam « disgrace, damage, hurt, obstadLe: itaiyuru; 
muttu. Por. 270:2; 458:1. The M.L. connects it with S&. 
kheda or cheda, p. 558. It seems to be L.G. It does not 
occur in Krt. but occurs nine times in Kur., at 136b, 164b, 
275b, 432b, 464b, 831a, 884b, 885b, 1006a.
Likewise at Giv* 2498d, and in the P.M. Gomm., as on
Paripa. 8:56-58; as well as at Tv. 19:5; 20:20; 26:6;?0;22.
On comparing et-am with et-il « faultless, at Tv.43s31«e::
— — 1etil perum pukal, one sees that etd is the real base
*»
of the word and that Hamtf is added here, as to many other
—  2words, to distinguish it from its homonym et& , cf. Ko.7 9 .
— 1Prom etd « ^obstacle, opposition, hostility’^ are formed
the words: etilan, etilar, etilal, etilalan, and etinmai.
—  « * ~
Of. M.L. pp.558 and 559. Of. et-atai, et-ar, etalan, etaopatu,* ■" * ~ .
Kur. 464b, and etal-itu, ibid.
^ O
79) etd is most prob. a l.w. fr.Sk. hetu. It means, 
acc. to M.L. p.559, the origin,cause, whether ultimate, 
instrumental, “primitive** (sic) i.e. material. It occurs 
in this sense at Gol. 74#:^ 92b,a93b;wPor.43; 168:4: 207:2;
477:4; 489:4; 657:3: Of. esp. et-xtu = describing the 
    -    .!■ - .. .. —   % *—■
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origin of the love-intrigue, at Por. 207:2. This word
“etd11 is E.G. + * Of. Krt* 229:4 et-il «. karanam illata* •
acc. to U.V.S. Aiyar; Kalit. 122:3 et-inri; Alik. 462:1;
Mani. 7:20.
80) The word “em1* occurs in three senses in Tol. and 
the classics;-
A. s= pleasure, delight. Por. 147:19 em uru vilaiyattu.
Por. 192:2 imam canra makkal.
  *"1    *
Of. Krt. 129:1 em uru; 107:7 ema in tuyil; 241:5 ema 
ppucal; Mptu. 306 id.; AN* 34:9; 84:5; 92:13 em uru tuyil; 
205:13; Patirr. 15:38. Por. 102:9 Naoc. cit., Ifp.37G, 1 1 .
7, 11; Giv. 1699b; 3017a, both em ara.
ema = to experience the highest delight, PN* 101:9; 198:8;
Tv. 21:7.
B. s= protection, safety, security. Por. 79:5 ema ccurram;
Por.146:9 em uru katavul.
-r . . . .  .— .— ri M  *  *
Of* Krt. 200:7 emam = patukappu, Comm.; PN. 1 :1 1 ; Oirupan.
76; Maturalk. 6 8 6 ; Muruk. 97 em ura; Giv. 1839b, 2603b, 
2988c.
em-aru, intr. Kur. 448a; em-ira; tr. Kur. 660a; em-a, tr. 
sb to make secure, protect, Poruna. 98; em-arru, id. at Paripa 
4:53; em-appu = security in happiness, prosperity, Kur.
1 1 2b, 126b.
a
C. s= distraction, perplexity, confusion, madness, Comm, 
mayakkam.
Por. 109:2 sm ura; Por. 146:50 em uru kilavi.
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Of. the olassiee: ICrt. 214s 7 em urranru; 273*7 em-antanru; 
Maturaik.575 em-appa; Narr.49: 6 emar; AN.69s9 em urru;
Kalit.74:16; 113:4 id.; Muruk.163 and Kur.873a id.; Civ.
171c, ,754c, 2001c, 2459d, 2841d, 2956c.
81) In B.C. texts 1,aiyar“ is the pi. of "ai” or “aiyan1*, Voc.
aiya; the sense is “elderstf, who are closely conn. w.
oneself e.g. elder brothers or parents (never in the sense
the
of Brahmin priests). This is^sense at Krt.l23:5 enn aiyar
= tamaiyanmar, Comm., and at'Por. 147:16 and 30. In “l.C.*”
texts “aiyar11 means Brahmin priests or rsis, as at Patirr.
• • 1 '
70:19; Muruk.107 aiyarkkd entiya; Paripa.App.2:6 3 ; like­
wise at Por. 145:2j_ 146^29.
82) 0 = to be one with; acc. to Pope, Kural, Lexicon, pp.28-29, 
it means “to befit, resemble, agree”. Of. also Pope, Nal., 
p.316. Perhaps no set of words is so instructive and use­
ful for our purpose as those conn. w. this primary root.
A. ol = id. ^114b,_246b_. Krt.5:5; 43:2; 79:7; 144:4;
217:1; 256:5; 264:5; 291:4; 322:7; 395:1* Note the fre­
quency of this archaic word in Krt., the earliest classic,
and its employment in El., the earliest part of Tol. In*•
PN. it occurs twice, at 31:6; 78:9; in Aifik, at 88:4 and 
93:2.
oll-ar - porunt—atavar, pakaivar, Nacc. = foes, at Por.76:10.
Cf. onn-ar and ott-ar = id. below." • *
;.oll-aAku = poruntum valiyal « appropriately, Kalit.3:11.
«*
In Kur. and Nal.it occurs 11 and 3 times respectively, but
in the sense of “to be possible”, which is derived from 
the earlier sense “to be one with, to agree”. Of. Nal.36c, 
7 1 c ollum vakaiyan; 2 5 8c olla.
B. olvu = id. Krt.259:5; Nal.169b; 
olpu - id. Krt.252: 8 . 
olluvd = id. Paripa.12s65 olluva.
Prob.^ olvu ^ ovvu, Kur. twice, 972b; 1114b.
G. ^ol + tu ;> orru ~ id. El.206;
  .
orru = to unite to one*s person, Giv.1746b; Kalit.103:51; 
but not in Krt., which employs the nasalized “onru” = id., 
Krt.208:1, 5; 374:4; so also PN.5:6; Paripa. 1:63; 12:37; 
19:15. Por.590: 2 onrum = poruntum; Por.286:4 onra = porunta 
Kur.233a onra = poruntata; Kur.8 8 6 a onramai = discord, 
hostility; Teva.1062:8 onr-ar = foes. Of. ollar, onnar, 
ottar = id. This word is conn. w. onru ~ one thing in Tam. 
Of* Mai. onnd; Kan. ondu. These employ the dental nasal, 
Tam. the alveolar* Sometimes, as in Mai., so in Tam. the 
following consonant is also nasalized. Hence onnfl = id., 
esp. in onn-ar = those who are not united with oneself 
i.e. foes, as at PN.6:21; 94*5; Paripa.2:50; 7:49; Kur.165a 
264a; 608a; 630b; 756a; 827a; 828a.
P. Possibly *ol + tu, where the “1“ was not properly arti- 
culated, or, as Pope thinks, o + ~ td. Not in
Krt.; but at PN*8 :6 ; Aihk.410:4; Paripa.9: 69 ott-anru; Kur. 
four times. This is M.O# +.
E. 'v*o + k k u ^  okku = id. Paripa. 6:71; Kur. three times.
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This is L.C*+, in Tam* literary usages hut Tel* oka, okadu,v  f , , Ilull„ n Mll Bl BI1 m ^
okate, okati etc* conn* w. r,one,f show that this word is • *
Proto-Drav*, at least of the South*
p. *o *h ppuT^oppu, not in Krt*; hut at PH*10:4'; Kur. 14 
times* This is M*C*+.
G-. *ol + tu 3^ottu, not in Krt*, nor in PH*i hut five times • •» ,ti — —
in Kur. viz. Kur.140a, 482a, 679b ottu; and ottar = foes,
at Kur.679h; 826a. Likewise, Hal.214b, 246h ottu = to unite
with; ottar, Hal.214b. Civ.890d, 1981d, 2045a, c (twice);
2566a otta mannavar. Civ.1062b yarum otta in the caus. sense.
• * — —  4  m  „
ottu - to be one with, to he merged with, to he indistin- 
• •
guishable from, Pal 69a nir - a m  turn otta nikaril maniye pol.
This is L.C.+* It occurs at Por.286^4|_427:2 as an intr. verb*
8 ?) oti = to cease from, desist; Comm* tavir, as vb. intr.
Krt. never employs oti, hut always oli in this
sense. At the other end, Hal. too has only oli, as at 19o,
«*
30c, 43b, 79c, 123a, 135c, 143b, 169c, 290b. Between these
two extremes (in the literature we are investigating) we
find oti, at AH.149:16 otiya vilavu; PH*29s10; Patirr.15:40;* . .. 7
74:1; 80:9; Kalit.93:25; Civ*76d.
8 4 ) oruttal = the male of -certain animals, 5 5 7 :1 ; 590:2.
Cf. Krt.391:1 = erutu = bull; 396:4 = an yanai; AH.65:16; 
219:13; 397:10; Aiftk.266:1; 267:1; Civ.44a. Hot in Hal., 
nor in Kur., probably since they had no need of mentioning 
it. Cf. M*l.p.599.
85) In Ch.I, I cited the classics for the several meanings of
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"oluku11. Hera I shall discuss Tol. in that connection.
* *
1oluku = to he lofty. The only instance in the whole of 
**
Tol. where this word occurs is Col.317, where olukal, a
classical word, is given itsv 33.M. meaning as "nerpu" or
"netumai11.
2
oluku = to run along, esp. in lines or grooves. In this 
« •
sense Tol* does not employ the word: hut with a slight modi­
fication, it comes to mean: to flow evenly, in a pleasing 
manner, as a poem, as at P£p*525l8j_538 (hoth-as vh. and 
the corresponding sh*); 541^55 0i2j_5 5 4*3 •
oluku - to hehave correctly, to conduct oneself with pro- 
*.
priety, Por.134:1; 215:2. Cf. Harr.110:9; PH.8:1; Pal.113a.
rr—irsss ' ••
Caus. olukku, Pal.113c. Hence the vh. nouns:*
■ . * ..
(&) olukal, P o 146^21. Cf. Pal. 112a.
(h) olukkam, Por.33:2: 114:1; 134:1 olukum 
olulckam; 135j_l^_2j_=146^17_itwice}_,_5 6_j__147:_15i_28A_38j_ 
]:5p^6^_14x„^i;„P52:1_£_215: 2j_520^2; cf. AH.286:13; Pal.ISd. 
The predominance of this M.G.+ sense in Por. is a very good 
index to the date of its composition.
oluku^= to happen, Por.444:2; 447:2; 461:4. Cf. Patirr.49:12.
Caus. olukku « to cause to proceed: Comm, celuttu, natappi,•• .
Kur.48a.'Hence the vh. noun olukkal = celuttutal, Hacc.,
— «•
at E1 .1 1 2d.
*.
H.B. This word acquired several new significations in E.M. 
literature: -
1 ) = to drip, leak, trickle down, Tv*26:25. This is the 
commonest meaning in mod. Tam.
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2) = to lengthen out, grow, Giv.165d.
3 ) = to spread out, diffuse, 0iv.494a, b, d.
These E.M. senses are absent from both Tol. and the classics.
8 6 ) okku = to lift up, to raises Comm, etu, tukku, occu, ohku.
Por. 9C|_7_*
This word is not found in Krt., which uses ohku throughout# 
This is the origin of both mod. Tam. ohku and Mai* oMn: 
but whereas these are mostly trans. vbs., Krt. employs ohku 
•always as an intr. vb. From M.0. times, the texts employ 
occu as well as okku as trans. vbs:
okku occurs at Narr. 110:4; PN.69:13; Pattina*299; Hal.129a;ni .. •*** ' r
Giv.8 6 6b, 2 1 5 3a, 2661b#
— 1Q7) ompu = to cease from* to guard oneself against (harm, wrong 
or sinful actions, proceeding either from oneself or from 
others). E.0.+#
Por#7 9 ^ 6 peey ompiya (= guarding the wounded soldier from
demons).
Por_.239_21 urukan ompal (= ward off any calamity from the
heroine).
Of. Krt* 48:2; 184:2; 206:5; 235:1; 294:8; 296:6; 322:4;362:2* 
PN*8:4; 22:13; 40:2; Perump£n*290; Patirr.42^13; Muruk*291; 
Paripa. 18:10; Kur;.89a ompa; 506a; 612a; 642b; 820a; 861a 
(twice); 1149a; 1155a ompal; not in Nal#; but at Clv.492d 
ompa olukkam; Giv*2 3 2 c ompajai onrum ceppal = parikaram,
•« ES S3 IE 53 •—«— m
Nacc. This word is the fusion of two words ompd and atai
= resort, refuge, M.L*p.55#
- 1This is the sense of omp-atai at Col.97a and 396f_*
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8 8 ) As the Drav. languages cannot employ the devices that
Sk. does with such f,prepositions11 as pari, pra, ni, upa etc*
to modify the sense of the verbs to which these are attached,
the former are thus obliged to use the identical verb in
several contexts in diverse senses. Thus ompu gradually
took on the sense of 11 safeguarding, protecting, preserving,
keeping, cherishing, saving11* This is "M. Q. + tf. I call it
ompu^. It occurs at Por.57s2 a tantd ompal mevarr - akum.
Of. PH.35s52 param ompi; 40s15 Poruna.186; Maturaik.146;
Patirr.15524 param ompi; 20sl6; 55sl; 4 3 sl9 ; 44s4 5 ICur.45b,
85a, 84b, 89a ompal; 152a and b; 590a; 549a; 626b; 1155
ompin; Hal.551b katt-ompi; Teva.1:1; Qilap.5*179, Oomm.
At Kalit.115s18 avan kan atai culntar ninnai ~ they con-
* * *«
template delivering thee to him.as his wife, atai = deliver-
^  —  -    -
ing* Hence the M.O. word omp-atai , at Por.91* 18; 114:25;
424£4j  ^ Irai.25; Por. 115 II. and Nacc.
Krt. employs neither ompu, nor atai, nor omp-atai in this *— • *
sense.
89) At App. Vol. p.12, under El.2d ^or-anna” I cite a few 
analogies from the classics. Here I deal with the same theme 
in more detail, taking in as well the allied words* or-arrfi, 
or-annor, or-annal , or-anaiya.
A. or-arrd, most often or-arre = it is of the same nature, at 
El.62a, 124a, 216, 225, 252, 259, 266, 276, 292a, 298,518,585. 
Oo 1^1 5 4 , 140, 259* Por_*545*2 . Note the gradual desuetude of 
this word.
Of. AN.65s14; PN.246: 15 for the classical usage.
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B. or-an-na = that which is of the same nature; also in 
the pi*
El.2d, 86h, 141a, 188b, 231bf 328b.
Ool* 160d, 163k, 168f, 172a, 182c, 201d, 222f, 234c, 259* 
Por^ 136:2; 560* Note the almost complete absence of this 
, phrase in the later part of Gol. and Por. Of. Krt.95s 4, 5; 
108:1; 145:1; 332:5; 355s 6; 373*7; 374:2.
Narr.4:l; 45*1; 213:6; 72:3; 340:9. AI.7:22; 318:12;
PI.47:11; 183:3; 286:2; Kalit.39:11. Harr.328s4 employs 
or^anmai in the rteg. sense.
0. or-annal = she is of that nature, Krt* 312:4, 8.
D. or-annar = they are of this one nature, Kalit.23: 9,11,13.
E. or-annor = id. Por. 151:11* Of. M.286s 15; Paripa.4: 65. 
p. or-anaiya - B. El.146b; Col.92c, 224c, 231c. Cf.Patirr. 
90:52; and or-anaiyai = thou art of the same nature, Patirr. 
90:14.
1. B. anai = ”that”, at Por. 75* 8 and Patirr. 14: 7; 6 times 
also in Krt.
90) orai = ffsign of the Zodiac; a division of time commencing 
with the rising of a zodiacal sign; time; an hour of 
60 minutes”. M*l*p*628.
In .his C.E.T., App.15, Sivaraja Pillai contends that this
:/
word is certainly a lw. fr. the Gk. QoPcL through Sk.hora
= an'hour, the 24th part of an Aho~ratra, Var.Br S.; Mark*P.
Its occurrence therefore at Por.135:1 oraiyum nalum is
.  *
sufficient for him to bring the whole of Tol. to the fifth
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c. A.D. at the earliest. On the other hand, it is contended 
that the word may he have been borrowed direct from Gk. 
into Tam. If so, it is strange that it does not occur at 
all in the greater classics, which speak so frequently 
of the night-watchers, checking the time and ringing bells 
at mid-night, e.g. at Krt.261:6-7; Harr.40*1» 10; 132:9-10; 
Mullaip.50, 55-8.
H.B. orai = a game played by women, occurs at Krt.48:3; 316:5* 
401:3; Harr.68s1; 143:3; 155:1; 398:5; PH.176:1; Kalit*75:4; 
82:9; while orai - an hour, Civ.2411a.
91) kan patai = sleep. gor^gOig (twice). Of. AH.55:9.
The vb. kan patu = to sleep occurs at Krt.273*5; 308:5;. . '
Aihlc.324: 2.
Civ.1040b has its caus. kanpatuppittu.
- - - «  *
Kur.1049b and Hal*366d have a variant as vb. noun: kan patu*
v -  1 *92) katci = mental insight, visualization. B1.83h: lOld.
• — — —
Porj. 16_;_60:19j_ 115^2;^600^665^1# Of. Kur* seven times; 
Nal*157c.
w o
katci = ocular vision, esp. of the heroine by the hero.
»
Cf. Krt.305:3; AH.66:3; Paripa.1:45; Kur.386a; Civ.three 
times. Much fore frequent in the cl* is kan as a sb. =
katci, Comm. = sight, esp. in such phrases as kan vara,
• •
AH.162:22; and kin taka (here ”a beautiful sight”),
M.76 s8 j 367:13.
93) kavavu = holding one fast to the bosom and embracing.
Por.173:3. Of. Krt. 132:1} AN.3H:21. Krt.359:6 avan puram
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kavaiinale gives us the alternant "kavai", which is more 
frequent than "kavavu" in PN., Paripa. etc. But kavavi,
Civ. 1658b, reverts to the older usage#
The verbal root is "kav11-; while ’’avu11 and ”aiff are forma- 
tives.
94) lcat - urai = residence in the forest-region, Por.5s 1*
Of. Poruna.52; Pal.96a...
95) kalaru = to reprimand; shout in anger; exhort.
li_235* 5 (kalaral); 271*1 id. Of .Krt. 152:1 
and passim in the cl. till Nal.255a.
96) karappu ~ concealment, £°£*656:2; kara = to conceal*
Of.”Krt.9:8 karappti atumme.; PN*1:8 karakkinum karakkum.
97) kam-ar = satisfying desire; pleasant, delightful,
Por_.147:8I Of. Krt.69:2; 132:1; 255:7; 301:3; 306:4; PN.1:1; 
63:15 etc. Paripa.6: 69*
The alternance between kam-ar and kam-aru, the occurrence 
of lcam as a separate noun at Krt.120:1 and four times in 
Nal., and the presence of nar, aru, ar-!l = to fill, satisfy, 
in other contexts, (cf. my notes below under 331.37a) all 
these factors demonstrate that ,fkamf* is the original word 
and that t,kam-am,t = love, sensual pleasure, and *'kam—ar*1 
are derived therefrom. Pope, Nal.p.330, is not aware of 
this.
kamar does not occur in either Kur. or Nal., but at Civ.197c 
kamar valli = a delightful creeper-like girl.
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98) kal = time, f* ?2ri2C)3:l*
Of.Krt.277:7, 8.
This word in this sense is rare both in Tol. and in the ol. 
But the word ^ kal -t- urn >  karum = id. is not to be 
found in B.C. texts at all, while it occurs at Por.369:1 
and 416^1*
99) kal-am = time. Of. RV.X, 42, 9; and Krt.200:5; 251:2.
El.241a. Col. 38b, 57a, 81c, IlOf, 112b, 151c, 207b, 213d, 
214c, 215c, 221c, 229b, 234a; 239a, b; 240a, b; 241a (twice), 
c; 242c, 245a, 247a, 248, 250c, 253a, 254a, 281b, c; 415;
432b (twice), c(twice); 452.
gor.36:5; 75:4; 91:18, 20; 111:14; 112:1, 4; 129:1; 144:2; 
146:8; 150:23, 24; 186:2; 206:1; 248:2; 313:6; 514:3*
100) kalai = time, season, morning, 12 times in Krt. But in
only
Tol. kalai = time* as at El.13b, 22b, 40c, 57*b, 112d, 130a,
 *.
166a, 169b, 199b, 202c, 236a, 240a, 258a, 260b, 265b, 283b,
284a, 505o, 311a, 3 1 6 a, 317b, 326a, 399b, 450e, 432a, 434b,
449, 451a, 455, 464a, 471a, 479a.
Ool. 24b, 54o, 83a, 89b, 97b, 115a, 150b, 152b, 160b, 172c,
191b, 198b, 245o, 250i, 28ia, 297a,-403a, 437a, 443.
5s2, 3; 14s3} 22s1; 80s2; 92*3; 107s6; 111:11j 27;
114*15; 118*2; 131:3; 143*2} 146*1, 53; 147*17; 150:29;
1 6 0 :2 ; 173s 3; 187:3; 192*1; 194:1; 202*1; 204*1; 226:1;
227*2; 236:1; 278; 289*15; 296*1; 362:1; 363*2; 458*2;
508:2; 547*1; 563*2; 566:2; 581*2; 610*2; 625*2; 655*3. 
for the cl. besiaes Krt., cf. EH,48*8; 54*9 (ninaikkum
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kalai).; 224:13; but 149:2 kalai *=■ morning, as opposed to
malai = evening, night. Likewise Patirr.43:14, etc.
101). kilakku = below = kil, Comm. ?o^*280 kilakk-itu •• «» ——-————— .. »
Of. Krt.337*2 kilakku vilntanave.
Patirr.36:9-10 ceval kutumi elalotu kontu kilakk-iliya.
' • *0 . » • . .  a.
Kur.488b kanil kilakkam talai.
* * •
102.) kannu - to intend; karutu, Kacc.Por.76:10 kanniya;. * :^t=t==z , a
76:18 kannumai - intention, mental vision; 151:14; 196:2;
• ••
249:2; 287:3* 4-33:3- Of. Krt.341 *5 kanniya ~ ninaitta, Comm.—* • • ~~
103) kayantalai = a soft head. Por.142j:8. Cf. Col.J522
kaya an kilavi menmaiyum akum."" *
Cf. Ext.394:-T; Narr.137:6 ; 1?1:3; AH.121:5; 165:1; 202:1;
PH.303=8; 324:1; 32-5:12; Mptu.30?.
In most of these instances 4the soft headu belongs to an 
elephant-calf; hence at Kalit*11:8 kayantalai denotes the 
alephant-calf itself. It is this secondary meaning that Nacc. 
gives us at Por.147:8; and it does not suit the context, 
which refers to the birth of a child. Nacc. should have
looked up PN.325:12 kayantalai ciraar » the soft-headed child­
ren. In this and several"- other instances Tol. employs words 
in their S.C. or M.C* sense, while Kacc. interprets them in 
their later sense. Thus Kalit.11:8 kayantalai is more fami­
liar to Kaco. than the orig. sense.
104) kalai =* to remove. Por.262^1 katonru lcalaital (= from the 
e ar).
Cf.Krt.37^2; 305:4; 316:7; 354:6; 392:5;, 397:8; 400:2; 395:5- 
Karr.216:4; PK.224:17; 304:2 etc.
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105) kuraittu = it has the nature of. Por*275:3 ennarum
esters £2 * »
kuraitta, acc. to Comm. But as this word occurs always
after such words as "arum**, I think it more prob* that
the author meant enn arufikft uraitte: here uraittfi - it is
• *
mentioned as,, fr* urai = to speak of. Such a word, whether 
kuraittu or uraittu, occurs at Krt.132:1; 350:5; PN.5:8 
peral arunkuraitte; Kur.lQ45a palkuraittd; Civ.1914a.
Gf* also AN.322:15 kuraiy-al; PN.201:2Q kuraiy-a.
t
Gomm. take Ukuraitf in these instances as a meaningless word*
106) kul-avi - the.young one of animals, fr. lcul- ~ tender, soft,
• • n
young. 2o2-5I~-i=2Z^i_iZ§ii:=X|„g£ilSli«5ZS;L2=si!gJ=#jQndQr_=2lant2« 
Gf. ICrt *64:3; 132:4; 181:4; 344:5 = the calf of a cow or 
buffalo; 39^:1 of' an elephant; 397:5 (a child); Narr.120:1; 
271:1; AN.165:3 =* an alephant-calf. Pattina*14; Aihk-92:2; 
PF*5:7 (e child); Parumpan.357> & very young plant. In mod. 
Tam. this word is obsolete; but kul-antai - a child.
1 0 7 ) icuru is an earlier word than ciru., although the meanings 
are not identical; for kuru - short; while ciru « small.
But often the two are employed without this sharp differen­
tiation. Hence kurumai at Por^67^6 is not different from 
cirumai at Por^2^5£li 285:1 j__2g4:1 j^_462 j_463£2; or cinrnai,
Por.Jgi* Both kuru and ciru occur very frequently in Krt.,
occurs,
where they are sharply differentiated. Thus kurumakal^ nine
times, but ciru kuti, eleven times. At Pal.121c, cirumai. ».
belongs to the later diction, whereas kurumakkal in l.d,
 JM_I_U.----.M----------L -*» *  ^
is part of the old proverb.
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~ 1.108) kul~ai = womenhair, soft and, luxuriant, esp* when tied
4*  “
up in a mass, Por.262^1 Iculai virittal. Gf. Krt.l13:5; 372:5;
AN.315*1 J PN.61:1Kalit.56:3;. 107:9; Giv.1487a, 1661b,
2S60d; but not in Kur*. or Nil.
— 2109) kulai - the rear of an army, rearguard* Por^e-lIZ* Cf.PN.88;1.
110) kelu ~ kutiya, poruntiya, Comm. ~ adjoining to, having the.
*• •
quality of. M.L., sub voce, and Eabr., p*291, .speak of it as 
a cariyai or flaxional increment. This may be true of later 
texts, but not of the cl. It is therefore significant that 
El.lines 118-119 do not mention it in their list of ftcariyain;
« A
that El.481, a puran atai or appendix of a later time, di- *• i  —*■ ”* .
stinctly mentions it as an italccol : ummurn keluvum ulappata;• . . . .
and that Nace. includes it as a cariyai already in his Comm.
on El.118-119. The fact that this word was fully significant,
* *
not a mere cariyai, is clear, when one looks up Krt.71:4 kal 
kelu kanavar^ 145:1 turai kelu ciru kuti; 170:4 malai kelu
*. .. —“ . a.
natan; 241:2; 255:3; 264:1; 374:3; Harr.35:7; 395:9; AN.17:1;
2 5 :1 9 ; 98:1, 2 9 ; 162:13, 19, 2 1 ; 338:2; PH.7 6 :9 ; 266:1;
69:15; 24:17 kelliya; Patirr.15:38 and three other instances;
• •
Aiftk. eight instances; Paripa. four; Kur. eight; Nal. three,
and Giv. three. Cf. esp.. the occurrence of the verb "kelumu"
•«
and its vinai eccam "kelumi", at Krt.230:3; Pattina.47; or
of the vb. noun keluminor, keluminar, e.g. Civ*754d, as well
.. "  .. —
as of the older vinai and peyar eccam, cited in Part I,Ch.IV; 
e.g. kelil, at Por.115:8j_ kaliiyaj which occurs twice in this 
same stanza, Civ.754, a and. b.. As Nacc. remarks under El.481,
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Ice.l is a variant of kelu. Kacc. gives us there enough 
• • ■ *
examples of this alternanca. Acc* to the alternanca i/e,
already discussed* kila-v-an, kilavor, kilatti etc. = the•• *“ .« *»
possessor, owners etc* are also conn* w. kelu. This word*
**
which is typically cl* as a fully significant word, occurs 
as such at Po^.122 > 220_:1, viz. pal kelu kilavi and kelu 
takai potuccol resp*
114) kai = ceyal, Comm* - action* conduct, business, activity.
Por^ffl^12 vayinum kaiyinum may be interpreted as either 
mouth and hand or word and action. But in the instances 
below tfkai?t does not signify the hand* as in mod. Tam*, but 
action etc. This is a typically cl* usage, as I shall show 
presently* Of course, there are other instances, more nume­
rous perhaps* where lfkai”‘ means irthe handtr, even in the 
classics.
Por/79^27 &ai~y-aru nilaiyum; 107:5 kaiyaru polutinum;
111:22 kaiyaru toll; 114:30 kaiyara, as infin*; 115:6
*. *"
kaimmika; 116:1 kaiyaru kilavi; 214:2 kappu kai mikutal— •
unmaiyana;236:1 polutu talai vaitta kai aru kalai; 260:4 . *— .. ■—
kaimmika, 8 kaiyaru; 266:2 kaiyara; Comm, ceyal ara = so
that (or when), activity ceases. Cf * the cl*:- ICrt. 48:2
kaiy—aru - ceyal arutal, Comm.*; 55:3; 15^:5; 160:4 lcaiy-ara
- ceyal arumpati;; 63:2 cey vinai kaimmika ennuti; 308:7 kai
talntanre ~ cayal tahkiyatu; 3 2 :1 ; 387:2 kaiyaru malai and .* 1 ""
3 9 1 : 6 kaiyara vanta ... malai - the late evening, when work 
stops.
Narr.36:3 kamam kaimmikil taAkuvatii elite.
1 •
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Hair. 58:8 kaiyara vant a polutu;, 152:8 kaiyaravu; 185:2
UJ—U—  ft*
kaiyaru tuyaram; 34-5-8 tit11 liencam kaiyarupu vati.
AK.40:8 kaiyarupu = ceyal arru, Comm.; 64:17 kaiyaru nilaiye;
98:8 kaiyaru nencinal; 116:11 kai ikantu = em ceyalinai
kkatantu; 128:7 kaimmikku; 174:8 kaiyarru; 198:2 kai nirukku
allatu; 1 9 9 * 7  kaiyaru toku nilai; 201:12 kai arranai; 266:8
kaimmika;. 294:4 kaiyaru malcalir. Maturaik.6'51 kaiyaru kafikul.
Aifik.183:4 kaiyaru malai; 152:3 kaiyarupd; 223:3 kaiyara
naliyum; 441:2 kaiyara ppirintana; 472:1 kai val pana;
473-5 id.; 477-3 kaiyara nencirkft; Kalit>24:8 kaiyaru;
31:7 id.; 46:23 kaimmika;58:7 id.; 77:23 kai ttafika = not
staying within the bounds of proper conduct; 95:25-26 kai
onrd arik-allay82:34 kaiyaru; 107:25 kaimmika; 134:20
kaiyaru nencinen. Patirr.67:3 kai val pana. About this phrase,
both here and in Aiftk., I have some doubts; since "kai"
might refer to the physical hand, the fingers of which played
on his "yal".
• *
At this stage in the cl. this usage comes to an abrupt 
end. There is another kai =“ kacappu - bitterness, whence 
kaiyaru - bitterness, affliction, at Kur.627b; and a third 
homonym kai-- kayam = ilivu = low position, descent, as at 
Paripa*9:46• At Kai>382c and three other places kaiyaru 
=- olukka neri = propriety of conduct; and at Civ.360b evvam 
kaimmika; 1001c kaiyara, the cl. usage is revived in E.M. 
texts. This is not surprising, since one of the authors of 
Civ. was a scholar, well-versed in the cl. texts which he
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adapts to M s  own no ads and age*
112) kauvai or kavvai, as .at AH*266:15, seems to be conn, w.
Icavvu = to seize. Hence it means either physical seizure, 
as at Krt.282:2 (caught by the wind); or,, more often, the 
moral seizure of a person's good name by the mouth of 
calumniators, as at Krt.34:2; 112:1; 373-3i AH.50:3;
2.66:15; Kalit.142:56; Civ.92d>, 1396c. It is not clear to 
which of these two seizures that Tol. refers, at Por_.41j,5 
karp&tu punarnta kauvai ulappata. Hacc. takes it as the 
second; but he transposes the words. With Nacc. this is 
almost always followed by a distortion of the meaning of 
the passage concerned. Comm, give trkauvaiTr several meanings, 
like ualarTf, "varuttam” = gossip, distress, etc. But these 
are the results of such a seizure. Perhaps "palimoli1* « 
calumny is the best of their comments. M.L. and Pabr.(sub 
voce) make these several aspects of one action almost look 
like homonyms; since they rely on Comm.,, not on the cl.texts. 
Each Tam. Lexicon has copied and amplified the previous one.
1 1 3 ) oayal ~ softness, emaciated state; becoming sad and melan­
choly. Col.§25 T*cayal manmai” shows that this is a cl. word, 
which was becoming somewhat unfamiliar at the time of the 
composition of Uri lyal, to which Col.325 belongs. But 
Pg£4l4 Zlll and 247^2 employ the word*
Cf.Krt.30:5; 74:5; 95-4; 289-3 ; 32? :6 menmai cayalal.
PH.105:7; 262:6 cayalar; Patirr.16;20 with marpu; 86:13 
cayalan; Cirupan.16; Kalit.42:20; 94:2 men cayal;
Mptu.61;, Aink.l4:4; 255:2; 299:5, Paripa.2:56; 4:26; 11:54
29?
Kur . 1183a; Civ:.8c.
114) "car" occurs as a vb. in the caus. vinai eccam, as "cartti",
!2£™§§Sl§ an(^  often in the Comm* of Nacc. on Por., for 
"certti". Paripa*l9t86 cartta is another variant of cartti. 
With these except ions, the vb. "car" is rare in the cl., 
being almost always displaced by the alternants, car and 
ceru - to join to, recline on, rely on. See below, No*126.
The nouns "carvu", PN*205:4, "caral", 19 times in the Krt. 
alone, and "car", Po£^2§Zll> these seem to be vestiges 
of an earlier employment of this word in greater frequency.
It becomes frequent again in Nil.
1 1 5 ) citai intr. vb. = to be shattered either physically, as at 
Krt.328:2; 351:3* AN*235:18 (all these have "citaiya"); or 
morally, as at Narr.1 5 0 :2 ; Por^266^1; 2j§li.l> 2f£Ql2;
662:1* The vb. noun is "citaivu", as at 20^^660^:2; 661; 66 ■5:1 •
Cf. Kur.112a citaiv-inri; 59 7& citaiv-itarru11 11 *
2citai = to shatter, disperse, destroy: vb. trans. Por^.622^18
citaittu* Cf. Krt.283:1; 319:6; 349:1 cltaii; Pal.101b
••
citaittu*
116) cirai = keeping, in check, imprisonment; the banks (of a river, 
as they keep the waters of the river in check). Por.63j:7; 
204^1. Cf. Krt.86:1; 149:3 (a river-bank); Civ.1776c, id. 
cirai ~ the river-banks, Paripa.11:84; 12:83* Nal.222b, con­
finement of the waters within the river-banks and embankments. 
By semantic change cirai also means the side, Comm, pakkam,
as at Krt.81:2; 123:2; hence also the wing of a bird, Krt. 
172:1;, 201:3; 2.96:2; 350:4; or of a beetle, Krt.2:1; 239:4;
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392:1; Muruk.?6; Aifik.20:1; 489:1; Kalit.46:2. In this last
sense, the B.M. v/ord is ciraku, as at Nal.41c, fr. 7 eiru +
aku. Cf. Paripa.6:23 ciraku in the Comm. for cirai in the
text; so at 4:46. But for the orig. idea, "cirai" continued
in use, as at Civ.1538c, d; 306b; 2867a. Cf. also Civ. 1142a
ciraippuram, which occurs 31 times in the Comm, on Krt*
-  1
117), cir = a weight, as at Krt.101:3; Kur. 118a clr_tukkum. Icol.
Hence = a measured cadence in poetry or music, time-baat:
Gomm. talarn, as at PH.62:5. of. Por.313:2; 325:1; 324:1
(twice); 325:1, 2; 32?; 331:1, 2; 332:1, 2; 335:1 (twice);
337:1; 339:2; 340:1; 341; 342:1, 2; 343:1; 344; 353; 355:1;
357; 358; 359; 361; 366:1, 2; 367; 368:1; 372:1; 374:1; .
375:2; 376:1; 377; 380:2; 382; 384; 385; 386:1, 2; 388; 410:1
411; 4-34:1; 435:2., 4 (twice); 466:2; 4?0:2; 525:5 (twice);
526:2; 533; 548:1. Cf. Paripa.8:109; 10:11?; 12:42; 17:19.
Paripa.8:109 patuvar pani cciruni atuvar arafika ttalamum.
♦ * * *
" 12: 42 ott-alantu cir_tukki.
— 2118) cir , = eminence, splendour, excellence; Comm* cirappu.
Gf. Ifrt.2.95:4; Patirr.15:20, 38; 
Kur.12 times in this sense; Nal. 9 times; Civ.1477d, 1478a, 
2628c; Paripa.18:5. This is B.C.*. Its meaning in the Comm., 
"cirappu", is M;.C. + * Neither that sb. nor the vb. cira occurs 
in Krt. But at PN.37S-11 we meet with cirappu; as also at 
Por*_201j.2; 55§il • The vb. occurs at Por^112lli._§
cirantanru, exactly as at Paripa.2 ;35> except that "anru" 
is pos. in Por. and neg. in Paripa. The noun cirappu is
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frequently employed bath, in L.C* texts e.g. Paripa.2:52.
and five more times, and in E.M. texts, e.g. 14 times in
Kur. and 6 times in Mai*
- - 211-9) cirtti =- cir ; but unlike the latter, cirtti is so rarely 
employed that CoiUJIg is obliged to explain it; cirtti 
miku pulcal. Tol. has it only once more, viz. at Por.gljtg.
It occurs at PF*15:18; Patirr.41:24; and in an otherwise 
nan-extant text, from which both Can. and Face, cite their 
example to illustrate Col.3^2. Gen. quotes it as trvayakkal 
cal cirtti"; Face, as uvayakkam cal cirtti". Perhaps these 
are different texts. The Comm, on PF. 15:18. arum cirtti is 
eytarku ariya mikka pulcal.
120) cappu - to speak.^This is an interesting word, as Face.
under Col.400 (Face, numbers the sutras in Col. differently:
I follow Cen.} condemns this word as a ticai ccol dr belong­
ing to a dialect other than "centamil".
•# t
Both the cl. and Tol., however, employ "cappu” frequently.
A. As sb., at Por.170:2; 20£:1; Col.13^ 14, 15a, 16a . H
^  — ==:s====to&s=iss=S=5*!s==s==i CSpp lllUm.
B. As vb. impv. mood: cappu = speak thou, Kalit.93:31;
Mani.2:?1..
As neg. impv. ceppatime = do not say (that), AF.52:15.
As infin. ceppa, AF.330:10.
As conditional, ceppin, 331.3?2a*9• 430a; Krt.368:3;*. —*■
Mat ur aik.421.
As neg. vinai eccani, ceppatu =? not having spoken, Krt.2:2;
* Farr.70:9-
As pos. vinai eccam, ceppi = having spoken, Por.114:14.
3oo
As pos* psyar ecoam, ceppiya; P g r ^ 4 0 A _ Z 2 l ^ 2 >
As vb. noun, ceppal ~ the speaking, Col60y_222b; Por.100^2
lUiti* Krt.268:1; Farr.94:2; AF.356:11.
As noun fr* the vb*, oeppunar - the speakers, Krt.98:2.
As finite vb. or peyar eccam, "ceppum", Gol^440by_Por*202_:
Cirupan*77 *
As finite vb* ceppinant ~ we have spoken, Krt*207:1.
Under Col*399, Face* instances cappiman, as a word of a
"dialect". This word continues both as sb., Paripa.8:72, and
as vb., Paripa.6:67, down to L.C. times. It does not occur at
all in E.M. Fal. or Kur.0, but Civ., as usual, reverts to the 
old usage at 100d, 2 3 2 c, 605d, 688d, 877c* 883d, 889d, 907b, 
1022d, 1032a, 1687b, 2867c, etc.
Geppu is also the adjectival form of cempu = copper: it also
denotes a "box” or "casket”, as at Krt.9:2; 27?:5; Farr.337:6
Maturaik*421; Kur.887a; Fal.126c; Civ.1299c; etc. Perhaps it
was on account of a certain ambiguity in certain contexts
that ceppu = to speak,.was dropped out of "centamil" usage..
in the 14 th c.
(YG. El.Canti,ld has the x^ords: ceppata vallinam temoliye.
 ^ ■ ••
(Tv. 19:3 ceppuva; 37:19 cepputal, both fr* ceppu « to speak.
These instances sho\>/ that it was used down to the 11th c.
It may he conn, w* Sk. "Jap-".
121). ceyir ~ passion, esp. anger; fierceness; fault, blemish. This 
word is not in Krt.
AF.66:3 ceyir tir katci; PF*3:6 ceyir tir karpu ^
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ceyir tir katci kkarpu. 3:18:8 a^so cQyir tir cirappu*
lor this phrase ftoeyir tirtr, cf. also Patirr.37:3 ceyir tir 
cemmal; Paripa.1:27; 4:1.0 (anger); Hal.3Gb (twica). The sh. 
^ceyir” occurs at Patirr*51:26 ceyir utaiya aravu; Kur.258a;
_  , m  B— -
330a; Nal*358d ceyir velam a* a fierce elephant. The vb.
occurs *# _
rtcayirnA at FN*226:1 ceyirttanrayinuin; Kur.880a ceyirppavar,
which is fr. the vb. noun ceyirppu, as at Civ.1624a = unjust 
wrath.
S'
122} ceru = a battle; Comm, por: lit. a Joining together of forces
or armies. Krt.385:3; PN.14:19; 62:6;
AN.266:21 ceruv-uru kutirai a a war-horse; Patirr.51:37
ceruv-ani = a battle-field. The vbs. are (1) ceru, more often
cer (No.126); (2) ceruku, Krt.92:4; 295:1; (3) carumu,
Civ.130c cerumi.
123). celvam wealth, Por_.4§§2§* Cf. Krt. 143:1. Hence the adj.
celva « wealthy, Patirr.50:26; Paripa.13:41; and the sb.
celvar = wealthy persons, Krt.233:2; 337:7; PN.6:18.
124} cerivu - a check, control, esp. self-control: Comm, atakkam,~ •
Por_.202^1. Cf. Krt.219:5; PN*30:7 ceriv-in-ai = atakkam 
utaiyoy; cerikkunar, PN.378:15; ceri seven more times in Krt.
In the titles of the Love-poems in Krt., Narr. and AN., we 
read very often the phrase: cerippft arivuruttal, e.g. six 
times in Krt. Acc. to the i/e alternance in South Drav*, 
this root is conn. w. cirai (No.116).
1 2 5 ) cay - distant, lofty; sb. distance, height. Por.gggS c®y 
varal varuttam vita. Cf. Krt.64:5 (twice); 128:4; 113:2;
237:4; 262:5; 269:1; 3^4:1 c£y uyar vlcumpu; 380:4 cay nattar;
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400:1; PH. 14:19 (~ the lofty one, not the god ITuruku, as in
the Comm.); PH. 381:19 ceyai ayinum ivanai ayinum ~ whether
* *“ *■
thou art far away or just here; Kalit.59:50; Harr.115:8 cey
nattar ayinum; Civ.100 (d) cey uyar matil; 475 (d) cey uyar
ulakam; 945o cey utampu; 2548d cey ccentavicu. This word is
conn* w. tfc6n,r. Cf* cey nattar above with cen nattar, Krt.
• * • . . .  “ *■
228:5*
126) certti, the vinai eccam of cer ~ causing to recline on, Join, 
rely on. f-consi&erlng); 2§2ili„§§5i§Z* 
G01^122S- Cf. Krt.69:5; Civ.305d, 51?b, 318c, 696c, 699c,
977a, 2091a, 2603b; 2088b; certtumin, Mani.1:53* Prob.
& certtu >*■ cettu ~ considering, at Krt.217:4; 525:2; and AH. 
passim. Cf. Patirr*41:7 cettu « karuti, Comm.
127) curuhku - to contract, Por*455x_452l_655i§5: curukkam,
Por^48g, vb. noun. The B.C. word is "aruku1* or naruftkurr,
Ho s. 14 and 16. Krt. has no ,rcuruhkan, Ucurukkun, or curukkam. 
But. PH.64:1 curukki; 206:10 curukkinem; and Kur.965b curukkattu 
are conn. w. the words here mentioned.
128) hahkar is a very rare word either in Tol. or in the cl. It is 
orig. conn. w. position, like aftkan, Ho.28. Acc. to the con- 
text it is interpreted as
a) itam « room, location, as at AH*280:12; PH.374:4.
b) pakkam =* a side, on a side, beside, as at Krt. 132:3*
c) mel = above, a superior position, as at Por^l.41^2.
d) mun =t before, in front of; also munnar - id., as at K1.204d.
* *
e) pin = behind, after that; also, of time « later, as at
Krt.342:2.
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129) tanku ~ to delay, abide* 3?or^l47s 15j* M*C*+* Hot in Krt*, 
which uses ta&ku instead. But it occurs at Paripa.10; 122 
tahkupu; ICur. eight times; Hal. three times#
130) tatpu = to stop ( a person or thing) and then go along 
with (him or it). Oomm. tatku, onru. Por*372:l vantu 
nirai tatpinum.
Krt. has neither tatpu, nor tatku, nor tatukka, nor 
**•* * * •
tatuppa. But tatpu or tatpa occurs at PH.124:!; 275:7 . . .
(Oomm* tatuppa); Paripa.21;57; 0ly*470c nan mutal pacam 
. .
tatpa (=* to obstruct); and the vb. noun "tatpam11 at • *
Civ.1810b tatpam tam ceyya.
131) taputi = viltal, Hacc* ” falling down, ceasing. Por^72:5.
Of. PH*43:7* Of. aril tapa, Por*436; 1; and tappu = to
destroy, Kurihoip.254* Of. tapu, under B1.76 below:— ..
likewise for Hos. 132 and 133*
132) tavu = to die, perish, cease* Hot in Krt., which employs 
either tapu or tavir. It occurs, however, at
also at Por*300:l taval arum cirappina. Of. its use in 
the cl.i*-
&) as a vb. AH*338?15; Patirr.14:22, both have tav-aaliyaro
= may you not perish! = may you prosper!; Patirr.43: 35
tavaa kkal - ,ftoddy,f, which one can never exhaust i.e. the 
*
vessel is always refilled.
B) as a vb* noun* PH*238;19 tavale « irantu patale, Oomm.    __AiU. , ^ B ^
Kalit.19:12 taval arum cey vinai. 
AiAk*320;5 taval il arum noy. M.0*+*
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155) tavir = to stop, delay, both tr. and intr* Por#185:2
tavircci; 194^2 tavirtal, both vb* nouns. Cf* Krt.229:3
tavirppavum taviratu (oonoerning a children’s £ight);
545s2 tavirttu = niruttivittu, having stopped the chariot;
—  * * 7
PH.3:5 tavira = oliyita = never-ending, ceaseless; 159:25
*•
tavirntu; Paripa. 6s 2 tavirpti = tirntu, Comm*
1154) A. taru - to bi?ing, fetch; take (a fortress) by storm, 
capture* 33.0# + . Por.57:2; 58:7; 60:11. (0ol^28a "tara" 
and 29b !,taru,! may be A or B)*
Of. Krt.109:2; 216:1; 269:5 tarliya; 292:2; 383*1.
ANT. 1:9; 29:20; 55:5; 44:15; 46:9; 125:5; 158:10; 165:12; 
195:18; 255:5; 316:8; 336:4, 11; 338:18 taravin.
PH*6:14; 18:3; 35:25; 55:3; 56:18; 63:5; 109:23; 273:3;
AiAk.247:1; 474:4.
Cf. Kan* taru, tar- - to lead, bring; Tel. ^  terccu J>teccu 
= id.
2 -B. taru = to give, as in mod* Tam. Co1*444 to 447 have ta
= give thou; l^r*150^13 man nalam ta ena* This is a distinct 
reference to such cl. texts as
Harr*595:10 nalam tantu cenme;
PH.136:11 ninatu ta ena;
Kalit*128:10-11 en nalam taray.
Bxcept at PH.136:11, the allusion is to the virginity which 
the heroine has lost: she now wants it back from her un­
faithful lover.
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135) Cpds. with the word lftalai** = a place.
a) talai itu = to place in, include, ^Ori313-_10_; 413s 3^ 
cf. AiAk. '320s5 talai ttaru = id.
b) talai ppiri = nlAku, Oomm. = to separate oneself.
Por.179:1; 219:2. Of. Krt.272s3 inam talaippirinta; 
Paripa.13:37 talaipiri oruvanai; Kur. four times.
c) talai ppeyar = niklra, Oomm. - Oaus. of b) ~ to remove 
from a place. 3?03% 147£l3_^ 6lf. Krt.350:6 talai peyarkkum; 
Patirr. 15:1.
d) talai ppey = to put over, Por*237^3; to put in or 
together, £££^401^ 1152; to meet; to join with;
Oomm. cer, at Aink.86:4. Hot in Krt*, nor in PH.
H.B. the vb. noun "talai ppeyal” at Aink.80:3;
Muruk.9 etc. is interpreted by Comm, as the first 
shower (of rain). This is M.C.+.
Kur.405a talaippey = to assemble (a council).
This is E.M. + .
t
e) talai varu, P££*51j>£l* four times = to come
upon.
talai varin, 5££j^l£l£25. Cf. ICalit*39:31. Por.115^5
talai varinum.
talai vanta, peyar eccam: Por.llls.32. Cf.PH.76:11;
Kur.767a.
talai vantu, vinai eccam: Krt. 347:3. 
talai vantatu, finite vb.s Civ.643d.
f) talai vai, Por. 236^1. Hot in Krt. or PH. But cf. talai
vay, Mptu.475.
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136) tarukan = valour, courage as sb.j undaunted as ad;j.M.0.+*“* •
Por.257s 1 as sb. Of. Oirupan.141; Ai&k*261:l; 262s 1;
Kur.773a. Hot in Krt.
1 3 7 ) ta = (as trans.vb.) to attack, leap upon, cause distress;
sb. strength.
« (as intr. vb.) to be attacked, be distressed; to
waste away; sb. distress.
Col.344 tave valiyum varuttamum akum.
Po r .60:10 tava vilu ppukal; 74*1 tav-il kolkai; 91s 1 tav-
il nail icai; 113*5 tav-il nan moli; 241s 2 tav-inrfi. uriya;
525^2 taa vannam; 527s1 id. Of. Krt.69*1 ta kkalai* 172:1
ta am cirai; AH.212:1 and PH.152s28 tav-il nan pon;
AH. Pref.16 tav-il nilal; AH.125:4 taay = tava, Oomm.;• # *
Maturaik.445 ta (sb.) ara vilaAkiya; Hetunal. 185 ta tuli;*"" a a .
Muruk*89 tav-il kolkai; 175 id.; 164 tavil ulis Clv.65c• «« '
tavil pon; Kur.610b taayatu, trans.; 853b tavil vilakkam.W* MM ^
H.B.l. At ICrt.28il takku (~ to attack) is the beginning 
of the formal differentiation between the trans. and intr. 
verbs or act. and passive voices.
2. "tav**-” in the intr. or pass, sense is closely conn, 
with "tav~", Ho. 132. Of. Kur.853b taval-illa ttav-il = 
"endless undying", Pope’s translation.
138) tahku = to delay, obstruct; put up* with, bear, as tr.vb.;
to support.
= to tarry, abide, as intr.vb. (This intr.vb. is 
not common in cl.fam.)
Por.72?7 kulai ta&kiya ~ sustaining the attack of a
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hostile army. Of# PN*62:1 vara tar tank! = id. = 
varukinra tucippataiyai tatuttu# Por.114:46; 4240*
Cf# Krt.4:2; 290; 1490 (twice); 159:1; 241*1; 2560; 
290:1; 5040; 511:2. AN.6 6 :13; 5550; Kur.767a; Nal.62a; 
202b; Civ.2095b tahkal ~ tahkuvayaka, Comm.
159) ” an army, Por.72:1* (Dhis is a cl. word, ^ust like
patais in P.M. texts, like Nal.3b, it is replaced by 
cinai. Por tanai = an army, cf.Krt.328:5 vil kelu tanai;
AN.162:21; 322:8; 358:2; PH. 62:6; 71:2; 201:19; Aifik.4510; 
Paripa.700; 13:50; 220; Civ.2250d. Not in Kur., nor in 
Nal. At Paripa.16:23; Nal.131a kotum tanai, we meet with 
the homonym tanai, which Pope, Nal.p.361, connects with 
Sk. tan; tantava = to weave; made of threads respect.
In P.M. texts it means cloth; a cloth, robe. Prob. it was 
this word which drove out the other homonym from literary 
usage: this survives, however, in such cpds. as tanapati 
= cenapati.
140) tiru = "wealth11, at Por.2750* Of. Krt.l81:6; Kur.374a, 
and ten more times. Civ.216c, 695d, 2415d, 2552b. More 
often in the cl. texts it means "beauty11, as at Krt.
205:7; Narr.50:10; 62:6; AN.389:3; Paripa.1:36; 6:15;
Ktir. 1011a, 1123b, (both) tiru nutal = "she with beauteous 
brow", Pope; Civ.183c; 840c. Pope connects both' the homo~ 
nyms with 8k. dsri. Cf. Kur. Lex. end Nal.p.362.
141) tilai = to approach very close, lie together; whence the.
vb. noun,
tilaippu = itaivitata punarcci = unbroken and close coha-
• 1 4  *
- bitation.
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Poi%265*_lj» Cf. Krt.299*2 tilaikkum, as peyar eccam; 
Pattina.296; Maturaik.420; Aihk.l77s2; 199s if both) 
tilaikkum, as peyar eccam; Clv.l89d, 217b, 961b, 1518b, 
2082b, 2806d.
142) tuvara = completely, perfectly, utterly. B1.310b, 348b,**mimK mJ_ _
PN.393sl6 and Poruna 81: citaar t uyar a nlkki 
- murra, Comm.; Muruk.26 tuvara mutitta; Kur.944b; 1050a. 
N.B. tuvar vay - a red mouth or a perfectly formed mouth, 
at Krt.26:6; 300:2; Poruna.27 etc. is generally interpreted 
as a mouth with red lips.
143) tuvanru = to be close, crowded; be full of; Co1*332 
tuvanru niraiv-akum. gjhis word occurs in the cl. only as 
vinai and peyar eccam?~
a) tuyanri ~ neruhki, Comm. Krt.295s2; AN. 136:15;
Perumpan.268; Mptu.276.• ♦
b) tuvanriya:- Karr.170:6; PN.137:4 (=nir nirainta, Comm.); 
Patirr.11s23.
Neither tuvara nor tuvanru is found in Nal. (They are 
distinctly cl. words.
1 4 4 ) teri and ter: act. or trans. = to search, investigate
thoroughly.
f* ,f " r pass, or intr. = to be clear, limpid, plain
or known accurately.
A) teri: - 131.13b, 22b, 260b; fiol*96b, lOld, 157a, 160b
 *rfmu
teriyum kalai; 171a teri nilai; 191b teriyum kalai;
255b and 256b teri nilai; 295d; 391; 408a; Por*230:2; 
265:1; 275:2; 402:2; 425:1; 436:1; 473s2; 476?1; 496:1;
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514*2; 626*4 terivu; 653*1; 655*7; 665*26 terintu kontu.
• ft
Of* Krt. 250:6 teri tim kilavi; AN.286:14 teriyum kalai;
PN*6:9 teri kol; Paripa.9s52 teripu as vinai eccam;
6s92 teriya unar = teliya unar, Oomm*; Kur*16 times;
« • « 7
Hal. nine times.
B) ters*- El.57b, 202c; Por* 14c; 552s 2 tertal. Of. Krt.
150s 4; 315s 2; Aihk.l62s2 terntu; Kalit.74*ll; Paripa. 
terin and terunar, passim.; Kur* 13 times; Nal* 282b 
terin; and six more instances.
0) Later forms are (a) terul, Kur.249a; Nal*301d; its
caus. teruttu, in the Oomm. on Krt*96 and 209; and
(b) teru, Kur. ten times. Its caus* is terru, Kur. nine
times. Nal* has teru twice; terru etc. seven times.
While 0) is L.G.+, A) and B) are E.O.-K
145) While tel = clear is B.C.* (cf* Krt.65si; 207*3; 212s2;
273*8; Kur. eleven times; Nal. nine times), the vb. tellu *“ *  *
= to sift out; discriminate; examine is L.C.+* Some
scholars derive it fr. terul. Of. Pope, Nal.p.367* Its
occurrence therefore at Por.555*4 telliyor, in the App.
♦ *
sutra of Por. Section 8, Ceyyul Iyal, meaning "discrimi-
nating persons11 is highly significant. Q?he only parallel
instances that I can find are all from L.O. *- E.M* texts:-
telliyar = id. at Kur.374b; telliyxr = id. in the Voc.,
. . ■— * .
at Civ.2931d; telliya, Nal.386b; tellitin, Nal.135b;.. *. 7
telli, Nal.128b; 380b; 0iv.l99d* Olv*1424b tellu tim 
• ■ * •
kani and Nal#128b speak of concrete objects.
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146) Throughout the cl. texts we meet with "teem", in the 
Oblique Case ,,teettu,t = land, quarter, region; never 
teyam = id., as in Kur. and Civ. Secondly, teem or teettu 
is a fully significant word in the cl. and not a mere Loc. 
case postposition, as it is at 02l*§?5 (^®); Kan.302c, 
etc.
A. teem - a country, at .Krt.11:7? AN.67s12; 211:8 moli
" "  ••
peyar teettar; 538sl2 onnar teem; PH.6s11; 179s8;
Poruna.134; Pattina.216; Maturalk.322; 506; Netunal.77;
*  *  • "  *  7
Mptu.394; Patirr.21a28 and two more instances; Aihk.
317s 3; 321:4. This usage is also found at Por_.67: li_146s51 
and_248^1. But at Por.92:4; 146:6, it means any place; and 
at Por.36:6; 79*26; 146:15; 176:1 it is a Loc. postposi­
tion to another word and is rendered in the Oomm. as
"mattu" or “lean11, both case-endings.
* • •
B. teyam (= a land) is a late word. Pope, Kur. Lexicon, 
p.50, speaks of it as derived fr. Sk. de£a, but gives no 
reference in the Kur. or Nal. Civ, mentions it at 17c 
pallava teyam nanni* This is highly significant, as the 
Pallayas are not heard of in the South of India before 
the fourth century A.L. Oiv. has teyam, likewise, at 21c 
teya maim an; 1185a pallava teyam ennum; 1 7 7 9 c avar teyam; 
2278c pallava teca mannan is still closer to mod. Tam. 
tecam = id. Now, at Por^40:3 teyam is employed to denote 
1,a land*1; and at Por^.75*^ 5 f,a side”; Oomm. pakkam. These 
sutras of Por. therefore seem to belong to a later stratum;
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or they were retouched by a later hand. As all the 
' references are given here, only the word teyam is 
mentioned in Oh.VIII*
147) taivaru - to stroke, a distinctly cl. word for tatavu
in Oomm. The vb. occurs at Krt.192: 6; PH.2:3; Oiv.48a,
1004c, 1294d, 2064a, 2091d, 3127c; and the vb. or the
vb. noun taivaral = the stroking; Comm, tataval, occurs
*
at ICrt.30:4; 55:3; 195:5; 204:4; 308:4; AH.9:23; 328:13; 
Cilap.VII, 1 e; and at Por^262^2j__263il taivaruvene.
148) In cl. Tam. tonru = to appear bright or conspicuous.
Thus at Krt ♦ 129:4^5 pacu ven tirlkal tonriyahku
—  ♦ , . 1 v'
katupp-ayal vilahkum ciru nutal. 
Hetunal.108 tonral = uyarcci, Oomm.
Maturaik. 46 and Murulc.169 tonral = torram, Comm. = 
bright appearance. But in E.M. texts tonru means merely 
11 to- appear**, as 14 times in Kur. and 13 times in Hal.
At Hal* 7a, however, torram retains its original 
significance of "shining*1, "appearing bright", here of 
the s^m, as Krt.129:4 speaks of the orescent moon. But 
generally torram loses its full significance in E.M* 
texts, e.g. four times in Kur.
Accordingly, the occurrence of tonru moli ppulavar at" . .
P°i% 484:2 as well as of taivaral (Ho.147) and other 
distinctly cl. words, or the usages of words in the 
distinctly cl. sense show that the sutras concerned 
were composed not later than L.C. times.
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. 149) naku = to laugh, joke, rejoice; orig. to show one’s
teeth, ]?orj.261:j2 naku nayam maraittal. Of. Krt.169:3;
226:7; 320:5; 381*7; 401:5; only at Krt. 162:5 "nakuvalft
is there the idea of ’’deriding1' someone else.
At Poruna,85; 0irupan.220; Karr,187:10; Aihk.397:5 nakai
keeps its earlier meaning, as in Krt. and at PH .71:16 in
kali makil nakai, Ho,150, In the Kur. naku and nakai 
• »• “ **
occur 26 times: the idea of "deriding" is now to the 
fore. In Hal. "derision" covers two-thirds of the 
instances, namely* 230d, 238d, 273c and 377d; while 
a happy smile or joyful laughter is the sense at 1 3 7c 
and 324c. fhus "naku" deteriorates between B.Q. and 
E.M. times.
is
150) nakai -.joyful laughter, smiling and joking E.0. + .
Por. 251:1; 252:2; 485:4 nakai moli. Of. Krt. 9 6: 3;
111:7; 292:7; 351:7; 39£*6. It is the vb. noun of "naku", 
which means the same at Karr.135s9; 299:9; Maturaik,420. 
But at Aink.l51:3 nakka - malarnta, 0.; Paripa 8:48 
nakai malar; 10:114 nakai malai ppu; 13*59 nakai - malar, 
0.; Hal,187c ~ a jewel, nakai obtains the new meaning 
o f " a  shining thing, as a budding flower, esp* a jewel", 
which it has at the present day.
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151*) natuv - an a in a central place, in the midst of:
Oomm* natuvil. Por# £58 (twice)* Cf .* Krt. 12953; Patirr. 54:13
* 5SSS =!£=:= =  Sits ■'5* #
Paripa. 4523; Pal. 20a; Hal# 114 b,c*
• •
Of* 152) napp~an «s id* But only M*0* + , unlike Ho#l5l, which
is E*Q. + * Not in Krt. But of. PH. 17014; 3385 10;
Perumpan* 441; Maturaik* 584, 768} Mull&ip# 43| Pattina*194;
Patirr. 90517; Kalit*52s5; Paripa. 2*32, 21:39; Por.422,
Per.oit., 1.6; Pal*21a.**
153.) naya^ » to love, desire. E*G*+. P o r . ^1505^15.
Of*Krt* 6055; 26454; 29654; 32254; 33252; 342:6; 34651}
34756.; 36556; Oirupan* 144,248,269; Perumpan# 425; Muruk.285; 
Kur# eight times; Bal*2l5 d#
Hence the vb. noun 5 nayappu == loving, as at Krt. 219:1; 
and the nouns,
a) nayan = love, desire, conn.w.naoai, as at Krt.143s4;
32454; 327:2; cf. AH 151X1 (twice); 344513; Kur* 1181a,1189a, 
1190 for1* nayantUwhaving loved*
b) nayam^» id# Oirupan# 36; Maturaik*650; MAk*407:i; 419:3.
c) nayam or nayan (alt.leot*) at Patirr#86:7; Paripa*12:45; 
Muruk*141*
0f*Ho.l54) nayam^=s benefit, advantage, profit: Gomm.nalam, 
nanmai* ^crA_237s_4i__275*_3# fhis is 1,0*+* Cf.Paripa* 3:34 
nayam il oru kainalam illata...., Oomm.; Kur# 14 times;
Hal* eight times, including nayavar, 267a, and nay&vatu,
267d, against only instance, 2l5d, of "naya" being used in
•*-i.
the E.G. sense, whioh is dominant as late as Paripa.
Phis book has "naya" only onoe in the newer signification^ 
but five times in the older, namely, at 3*28; 9:82,84;
11*140; 19:67*
155.) A* nalku » to grant a favour, is E.O.+.Gf. Krt.37:i 
(twioe); 60:5; 327*1; 328*4; 367*1; 369*4; 400*7;
Patirr.86*6; Aiflk. 86*3; 167*3,4; 179*1; Paripa. 15*15}
Ku£. 1156 b, 1181 a and 9 more instances; Hal.263 d.
B* nalk-ur » to be poor, Krt# 347*1; to grow thin, Krt..86*6; 
Oiv.2502 o.
0. nalk^urntor « the poor, Krt#327*l. A,B,G are E.O.+.
B# nalk^urntar a id* Kur* 219 a; 1046 a; Hal. 301 a.
E. nalk*-ur«avu « poverty, Por.245^1 • Of# Kur* four times;
Pal. 68 b; Hal. 867 a; 275 d. Band E, are X.G. - E.H.+.
•#
H.B. Phat "nalk-ur* does not necessarily involve walking
about (ur) in search of favours, as some have interpreted
it, is clear from Krt. 86*6 na navil kotumani nalkur kurale;** . .
and Oiv. 2502c nalkur ciru nucuppu » a thin narrow waist.
The origin of the particles *urw, tturavurt in these words 
mast be studied with analogous Instances and not as a "freak" 
case.
156.) nali * tr. vb. to afflict, reduce, as at Krt. 305*2, 
Oomm. varuttu; Patirr# 22*7 pirar pirar nallyatu;
or intr. vb. to become weak, be reduced or afflicted,
did
as at kaimmika nalital* 0f# naliv - ila ulakam,
Oiv* 2727 d} Hal# 308 a tann inmai naliya.
•i
157*) n&vil * to sound, speak, recite Repeatedly *
~ ~ ™ — -Ll n^* navil pulavar# Of, Krt* 86s6 na navil kotu manl* 
PH, 1:6 marai navil antanar*p»# ^
PH* 282:11 na navil pulavar*
Mptu* 77 nallor kulliya na navil avaiyattu*
• **
Paripa* 3:80 nal vakai uli en navirrum****• * *’**■*
* 8:77 nanavanru navinratai,M- —W
i
Kur* 783a navil torum nul nayam polum#.
Hal* 320c navinra nul; Han*navinrorkk-inimai•
1i n m >  w  bin* t o *  t o *
' • .W
Mani*13:24 navitai nal nul nankanam navirri*
# # *■*
2 ’navil 6= to practise or employ freqtuentlyj to be done oftem.
0* payll* Por*4445.2 and 447s 2 natal navi nru olukum.
' *  v  r=s==:=:r:r:nssrsE3KK:s:=:=:r:=:s:5S * «►—  * *  *
Por*_626|_2 natal navil puraviyum kalirura terum.
Of, PH 160s 8 navinra olru pon nan kalam, 1*9;to**# fa#t * to*- to* * 9
Paripa *6128j 9:72$ 12:96$ and Muruk* 103, aco* to Haco*Gomm*j.
but the text the re S * mural navlnru olukalin1 is better takenM Mih * ,
n ■> •» 'N
along with those mentioned under navil • In several other
instances the Oomm* renders Mnavil1 as *kuri atlppatal* »
*
having recited (the sacred texts), putting them into practice* 
tDhis seems to combine the two senses, which therefore seem to 
merge into each other*
158*) nali = thickness, density} also as adj * Comm,oerivu$ 
cerinta*
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naliya; §915_2 id*
323 ' **vGolT^=nali en kilavi cerivum Scum* Of* Krt#274:2 with kani;
339:1 punam; 368:6 nlr nlttam; PN* 35;i and 66:1 nali iru
m
munnjr; Patirr*52:16 nalintanai « oerintu varutalai: here
W  9 W*. »■» *
used as a vb,} Oirupan. 23} 57} Perumpan.321 nali nlr patappai}
♦ * • •
Netun*87; Muruk#238; Pai'ipa# 7::&irum oolai; 8:1G4 punal;
10:il8 valakkam; 1U67 punarmar; 11:76 mari; 12:7 katal;
Nal,166a and 242a nali katal-^in apostrophes#
Mani,12*92 repeats PN*35:i nali iru munnlr. (The word “nali1 
*  *  ■ *
is intimately con## w* nal « thick, dense, whioh is employed
more frequently than nali in Krt*, esp* in oonn#w# the dense
darkness of midnight, as a,t 6tlj 118:2; 160i4; 163:2; 244:1;
241:4; 312*4; and 107:3 nail irul yam am#
• * •-
159*) nani & much, very* Pope, Nal#p* 375, says: 11 This is 
one of the very few real i’amil adverbs*1 But the ol* texts 
use1 it more often as an adj *
0f* %t*5i:4; 138:5;
149:2; 155:6; 245:8; 310:8; 380:4; nani oey nattar* The word*■* * *
11 nani* here is replaced by the adj * netura at Krt*828:5 and
* *.
tava at Na£r*ll5:8 in parallel passages: netunoey natter; 
tava oey nattar resp* Kur* has “nani1 once, at 403a; Nal*five
• * w m+
times*
160*) nan » modesty; the vb* is nanu = to be modest, coy, shy** •
|or,=ll3 U (twice)} |01*Ji_107a0j[_gl5Uies|19i|ii=847».5i_860j.5} 
nSn.-al} 5l2tlA ]?or the ol, references, of. the words
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“nanHand “nan1 -under Bl.64*
♦ •
161#) namam s fear. ?orA146£8 nama kkalam* Qol*365 explains 
that pe nam urum ena varuum kilavi 
a mural munrum aooapporula#
Of these three ol# words, denoting “fear11, &£t# uses the
•****
other two, hut not nam or nam~am* It is employed in M#C.+
texts down to the B.M.onest** PN*16:i8 nama nail amar« anoattek-
k& nalla por, Oomm# Patirr#three times# ParipE*3:92 nama
vellamj 15:63 nama vay moll: 80:108 namamarutal} ^ur#149a . * ** # ***
nama nlr vaippu » “the ocean* s gruesome tide*1, Popej
-*> •*s
0lv*210d nama vel tatakkai.
162.) Tije word for “four* is nal, nalku, nanku, nalu, in_that 
order in Tam*texts. Of these “nal1* is most aommon in 
Krt.e#g*l5:3 nal ur kooar# This word is found too at Paripa*
3:2 8,80, and in elegant mod# Tam*
4* nalku( »four) is very uncommon in Tam# but it is very
close to Kan# nalku and Tel# nalugu# It Is found at
AN#104:7, Poruna#165} Perumpan#489j Oiv#1774 d. In every
instance the Comm*is nanku.
B* TJ1* 453, 462, 467 etc. mention “nanku* as becoming"** “
in certain cpds. d?ol# throughout his work employs 
nal or nanku# The latter occurs in M.O^-E.M.texts,M *
e*g*Nal#82aj 319a#
.163*) ninai « to reflect on, consider, ponder#
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265b} 283b# £ol* 54c; 146b j 172a; 198b ninaiyum kalai} 
293b} 295o; 4Q5o; 432b# Por#227*2 and 508:2 (both) ninaiyum 
kalai} 260:6 ninaital# Of# krt#99*3 (twice)} 105:6 ninaippu 
as sb#} 204*2 ninaippin as vb. conditional} 343:1 ninaiyay,
**s ,
Patirr# 17*1 eto#f &ur# 12 times} Nal# 7 times#
164#) nuval « to speak on a set purpose# BJ,# 102:6 nuvalatu; 
102.:7 nuvanrioine}
(all five) nuvalum kalai; Por,58*6 nuval uli; 467:2SESSS ##
nuvanraraintanare; 512*4 nuvaliya; 550:1 nuvalinum# Of*Krt#
89*2 nuvaralum nuvalpa; 173*6 aval pali nuvalum iwur;
AN, 390*9; PN # 9 * 6} 22*32} 24*30} 160*15} 209*11} 225:10# 
Poruna#171; Patirr#17*13} 6i* 13, i have not met this word in 
Xi#G# or E#M#texts*
165#) nulil « to out up and heap, acc*to Naoo, *konru kuvittal"
vloiya nulil. Of# Ku£ino,258} Maturaik.257
nulil- attu, as sb#} Mptu%87 nulil atti as the vinai eooam ,# • • # #» * • **
of the vb* In these four instanoes and at 0iv#762b nulil•*
atti, the Oomm,renders nulil as "konru kuvittal", Unfortunately 
• * «•
all these Oomm#are from the same 'hand, and that of Napo#
At Kurino*258 he admits that thesis another interpretation: 
kotippinakkft enpariim ular# That seemsjtu fit the oontext be-tter 
in this case* Again, at Paripa. 9*49
nutaikunoci nucuppar nulil talai kolla, the Oomm# of 
# ,# • •
Parimel* renders rtnulil* as wmitainta por,f== a fight in which• # •
—, -N,
the two persons draw as olose to each other as possible.
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Here, of course, the "fight* spoken of Is the lovers' mutual
embrace. Moreover, at PH. 309 and 310, the title of these
poems calls eaoh ttnulil attu*. But Pu.Ve.142 explains
•* *f  ^ alone
this as the valiant action of a herb, %hoAwithstands the
great numbers of the foe and, pulling out the hostile
lanoe from his breast, hurls it at the enemy* In the face
of such variant interpretations of the same word, it is
best to doubt allj since the several Oomm.seem to be
guessing at the meaning* But what interests us is the fact
that this rare word ooours only in M.0# to 1.0. texts.
Hence the great indebtedness of Por. to these texts, or
of these to Por., if not their being of the same epoch, is
confirmed by the evidence of suoh words* 1 speak here of
this *nulil*, not of the homonyms, meaning *an elephant*
or *& creeper*.
-—I - N
166.) In conn, w* child-birth, Por*_146t_S8 and 147s_8 speak
3**e * anointing the mother with oiljor ghee or
clarified butter* 1 have not come across this phrase in
texts earlier than Paripa# App.2:i3 neyjrani kuntalar..
Krt.speaks of *ney* in conn* w. the cow, as at 2105 2, or
with fire, 106:5; 398:4, or with rice, 21052-3* later texts, 
however, speak of anointing with (,ney*5~
** mm
Oiv. 818a neykkilivaikkappattar neyppattarkitattappattar;#. • * — • . *.
1299b vaca ney pucij 2417d neyy-errinare} 3049b ney poti 
nencti*
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167#) non » to put forth immense efforts either to do or 
to endure, as a vb,
As sb.» strength, endurance, bravery* Ooram.vali} 
valiya. |or^72^i_146S:|4* Of* %t*58:6; 178:7} 191:2;
304*2} 307:5; 344:1 norror.AN. 294:16} PN.26:16; 367:3 
norror; Poruna.147} Patirr# five times} Paripa* 8:55 t= porai; 
2:70 « vali} 4:28 a poral} 4*9 nonar » enemies, as those 
whosess&ght one cannot endure* $his is the meaning in the ol.
texts#
With the beginning of the didactic poems in the 
latest ol* and B#M*times, non or nol becomes specialised to 
^enduring penance, undergoing religious austerities”. In 
Kur* the word occurs 14 times, always in the sense ofwsuffering 
and most often in that of * undergoing penanoe”.
■ * s
At Nal* 198o it Keeps the ol.meaning* at 258d nola utampu it 
means the latter. At Oiv* 282d nonan; 2145d, id.} 2185b, id.} 
2269a, id#} 2794d nonmai nuKam puntar, the meaning is the ol*I.*  ^#
one} but at Qlv#1132c non pixnai, and 2986d.:norpavar. • * 
nonraina nlrum, the sense is that of “doing penanoej1 It is 
worthy of note that Por#72:2 nonar is the identical word, used
i**)
in the self-same sense, as Paripa.4:9, nonar} and that Por. 
146*24 1 nonmai1 means ^porai”, even aco. to Nacc., exactly as 
unonmai* does at Paripa. 2:55; 4528, acc.to Parimel*. Oomm#
This again shows how olose the diction of Por. is to that of 
ParipS,
SSI
168,) paoa as to change colour, esp, to become yellow,
t , tohbe the case with
through grief. This ohange is frequently stated^&^nsj&ic^rng
the wife, when she is separated from her husband, even
temporarily. Of. Krt.16 times* Kur. 1181a* 1188a* 1189a.
The vb. nouns are three5«(l) paoalai, 2gE#§£2il* Of.Krt.339:7*
581*3} 399*2* AN#253*l}Kalit.l85*83} AN,398*5} Kur,1183b*
Nal*391a*(8) paoappu, Krt.8 times* Narr.3585 2*AN,344:12*
Kur.1182b, 1184b, 1186b, 1190a}(3) p&yappu, Krt.21951* 264:5.
Bven her eyes beoome yellow, Narr,35:12* AN. 146:11* Aihk.l6;4*
21:4* Kalit.16:l,
169,) patar «= a spreading grief. ?orA114^17 kuraintii aval 
patarinum, Gf.Krt* 91*4; 21654* 357:1* 358:3* 36053*
AN,328* 9* PN,3785 24* M ptu#64* AiAk, 9554} 107:2* 477:2* 494:4.
Nal»16Sb patar noy* 05Cv.l30?d, id. exactly conformable to .
Por,114517 in its ciiuimstances* 2242c patar tlr&,.
o
patar = to spread to:, seek after, physically or mentally, 
for.146^5. Po»._79^22 patarooi1* is doubtful:it may be patar
' P M  ^ *
or patar , as also Perumpan.37* Kurinc.il* Maturaik.431.
2 *- But related to patar are*~ Krt,7453 yan tan patarntamai;
128.4 4 patarti* Ai&k. 289*2* 4205 5* Muruk* 62* Kalit. 29:26*#
Nal,13c and d,
170,) patimai = asceticism, Por_._285^1 patimaiya. Of, Krt,1565 4
pativa unti = the food of an ascetic* AN, 123*2 ata ppativam*
. * • * *
86258 pativam* Perumpan. 298, id.* Mullah.37 pativa pparppan*, * * *-
Patirr,745 1 kelvi kettu ppativam otiyatu*
* *
$28
Patirr#74:28 lcurinai peruma nin patimaiyage*
Kalit*l5Sl5 mai arra pativattal » throu.gh thy faultless
austerities# Paripa# 5:75 tava ppativam » vira-tam,
Oomm*«s ascetic practices, Kur# 586a pativattar s= ascetics#
When one compares these words with pati =: to remain at the
feet of; pan! »• obedience, service; patiyor as those who obey
not, M ptu# 423, it may well be argued that pat^iim-ai orig#• #
means obedience and service to the Uguru* and is a fafli.word, 
not a l*w#fr*Sk#or Pkt*
171#) pannai » a women* s game, conn*w#singing, leaping and • •
dancing# ^or^l5l*_15i„249^1 # Of# AiAk* 73*2} 74:4; where the
leaping is mox*e to the fore; henoe pannai pay; Paripa*14t4,
# • -<
where it is equated with pansmelody, cf.« pan at Paripa*li:i28;
• . *
Kur*573a*
172#) pati =s a place of rest, a town} Gomm*urai pati, ur# 
Gf#&rt# 145:1; Patigr# 5 times; Paripa# 6:75;
10: 23; knr* 3 times; Nal#137d;Civ#1186b; 26Q3o#
173*) patirru =s a group or collection of ten, 5or#76£24;
463 a*
Of# the title of the work : Patirruppattu; and Paripa #3* 40 
patirru Ideal#
174#) payil^s to practise frequently, Por#3*2; 11452; 586:2(pasi 
528; 531 pass#* 532 pass#;. 533; 535; 54q ; 542; 598; 613:2 :
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paynirraleqoraotioe, Por,192S_4, Of* Ii'rt. 2:3$ 17612 («repeat)$ 
254:5$ 329*5$ Aim .  403*4* Kurinc, 100* ParipE, 23:4;
Kur# 783&# N,B, payil^« to draw close, nerunku, 0,at 
AN,322 *9; 328:3$ Muruk* 42 etc*
175,) paru varu s to be distressed, AN, 150:13$ Mulla.ip,21$ 
Kur* 83b; 1126a, Q3v,2377 c, Hence paruvaral a distress,
Krt,ll?:2; Aiftk, 488*4 paruvaral tlr&{ ICur, 1197a
and 1240a,
176*) pal veru « several and diverse, Por._l5l;3. Cf.Krt, 
362:3 pal verurxi; Permpan, 37$ Paripa, 12:104 i,e* the 
prose oonol# of this poem*
B*. Aoo, to 11 1, 214b, pal, oil, ul, il are more anoient than 
pala, oila eto, even in the adj * function. Of, El, 213, 220 
and their Ooram, In the &rt, the incidence of *palw is 13 times 
as great at that of being 26:2,rfol# here Oonforms
to the ancient usage, as- also at Per*655^2,oil vakai.
But he is by nojneans consistent* for he has (ipala vakai,f
El*174 describes how ^pall^avai*1 becomes 
Hpall^avarrai1<or °pal^av8rraiw, as they ere actually found 
at El*213a and E1.220:pal*-avarru* At El, 118 there is ©varru; 
and avarrul ( fr* avarml + ul) commences no less than 45 
sutras in lol* It is surprising therefore that in the very 
next verse, El* 119b, Eol, divides the words like the above 
into pala^varru and makes varru a ^oariyai11* Such a wrong
-r*s
division oould arise only at a time when "pala" was far more
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frequent than "pal", exactly the reverse of conditions
in the time of Krt. This is one of the reasons for which
I give a later date to sections 4 - 9 of El., when compared
•«
with Krt* or El. sections 1*3.
«*
177.) palku « to become several, increase, abound*
Por^414.. Of. Nal. 340o.
178.) pannu » to weave 'together; whence pann-al, vb, noun, 
at PI. 345:20; also pann-atai, Comm. "nSr" at PI. 170:12; 
232:3; 367:7; Paripa. 6:49* In Tam. “spinning; weaving; 
cotton" etc. are often used metaphorically for "composing; 
a treatise" resp. Of* App. Yol. p.l re "nul". Hence the 
use of pannu = to compose a poem or song, at Por._g6gj£U
179.) panuv-al, another vb* noun fr. pan(n)u, PN. 127:2
(= a song); 135:6; 15:17 (= nul,0.); as also at El, Pref.8;
*»
AN. 352:13; Paripa,6:7; Kur. 21b (=nul,C.), esp. as 
"pulavar" often follows, as at Paripa. 6:7. But the orig. 
meaning of panuval = "a roll of cotton" appears at Narr. 
353:2; Mptu. 361, where the Comm, is "e .*. k-uru pancu". 
PN. 125:1 parutti ppentin panuval anna: cf ♦ its old, Comm'. 
Col_._96a " irru ppeyar munnar meyy-ari panuval in" employs 
the vb. noun in the Loo. case to form what looks like a 
"conditional" mood. Cf. also Por. 547:2 cin mel mollyarraya 
panuvalotd.
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180,) palli = a plaoe for sleeping, bed, lair, abode;
generically any plaoe, El, 100 b, 102b, Of, Krt, 46:5 * • • w
( » it.auij Oomm.)} 14254 (= a lair)} 32851} 359;4.
Narr*253*2; AN* 302:3; PN,24-5:5; 246*9; Aitflc, 63:1 (s= a lair);
Perumpan,89; Mullai# 75; Netun. 186; Mptu* 451 (== itaiooeri);
* * • *
Glv, 905a (^sleeping); 146d, 292d, 2503d, 2669d, all && abed;
2591b =5 a plaoe; 317b, 359d, 1194a, 1779d, all e an abode
of hermits; 422o, 426b, both » itaiooeri ~ a village,
*
inhabited by shepherds; 2109o palli vay nantu, which is not* *
£L
explained; Kur, 840a = bed, Aoc, to the l/t alternanoe in
* *
South Brav*, this word-is oonn* w, patu, patal, AiaSk*195:4;
patai, for^_90v5; AN,55:9, all meaning ^sleeping esp. on a bed
or couch*1* Of,also Tel# padu or pandu a id,
* * *
181*) Prob). oonn* w* the above is pali s= an enoarapment, a
»•
plaoe for the repose of soldiers at .night during a campaign.
This word survives in such plaoe-names as
ceruppali* Aoo*to the l/t alternanoe, to which I allude in *# • *
several parts of this work, pati is the word more common in 
thejol. e.g, Mullai* 28, Still more frequent is pacarai, as 
at PN* 62*11; Mullai# 79; Paripa, 19:35; Aiflk, 7 times, where 
the Oomm, explains it as pati vltu* If Karr# 280:6 pac-arai 
is the same word, the origin of this seems to be oomm, w* the 
verdure (paou=spaooai) ^so rare in S,E* IndiaTJ, whioh
surrounded the 1 arai1* of the camp. At Por* 72:8 Naoo, 
distorts the passage, since pali is an unfamiliar word#
#*
and makes this signify "strength" , "vali"|With pali of.
i #•
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p&laiyam, palayam « a camp; a suburb, principally where
soldiers are lodged, Pabr. p. 694# This is aoc, to the
1>1 tendency, so dominant in Mod, Kan*, Tel. and Tul,, but * •
marked also in Mod. Tam.
182.) pattiya fr, patti, El 482j; Por^.2^2. Of.Krt. 262:7 karum- 
pu natu pattiy-anna; Aiftk,65Sl id,; PN,386:10-11 karumpin 
patti; Patirr. 13:3 id*; ^ur. 465b; 718b. These refer to a 
garden-bed, a portion of the field. The vb, root is pa =
p&ku s= to share, Nal. 92c; 271b.
183.) parppu » kutti, Oomm, » the yoimg one of a monkey,
a snake etc. £or*_559. Of. Krt.l52*4; 249:2; 278:7; 335:4; 
Paripa# 19*73; Olv,2102c,
184.) pillai a the young one of birds and animals, in cl*
Tam.| whereas in mod* Tam.a a child.
(of plants). Of.%t*46:5; 92:4;
139:4. Krt. 107:4, AN,297:13-14; and PN* 117:8, these three 
refer to a ^ wild kitten; Aiftk, 24*2 (e£ young crocodile); 
the firstjline of each of the ten stansas of Aifik.151 to 16% 
speaks of kurukin pillai w a young bird, esp. 'a heron; - 
Civ. 420a; l584o.
185.) The orig.meaning, of >>piukarti seems to be a spot:Oomm.
'-s
pulli, as at Kpt. 284*1; 303*6; Perumpan.l94j Aihk. 239:1;* * “ *
Paripa* 6:25; 22*39^ and also at the places where we find
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"pukar nilal**, e.g.Aiflk. 368.3. The Oomm.. however,f# f
 ^ 2
connect this with pukar . At Krt. 391*2 the spotted deer 
is oailed 0 pukari0.
Spots and stains are' very often oonn.w. moral faults e.g. 
“immaoulate**• Hence pukar = .& fault?Oomm.kurram, as at El.82c '
pukar-ar&j 369b pukar-inru; Aihlc. 286?4 id. This word becomes
obsolete in E.M,texts, which use °purai° instead, e.g.
Kur, 292a and Nal.llb, both purai tlr.
186.) pukal as to be elated} to rejoice, delight in doing a
thing or being present} hence pulcanra, ’£orj*147|ll with
ullam as an elated mind}..
pukaroi, Por,l5Q|ll; Por.I, p.454} Clv,lG8&.
Eor “pukal0 in this sense, of.Krt*41?‘& } 367?5; Maturaik.
112} 596; 726; lCuriSio.135; Mptu,239; 565} Muruk.67}
Paripa,19?l; Giv*9c; 3B8b; 574a; 870d; 1940b pukanra tJm 
kulal •
2187,) pukal , the vb.noun of °puku* =s to enter. ?or.152^6,
_
which is deliberately contrasted with pukal at Por.152^5, 
i.e. in the previous line, The vb. °puku° is ol. It ooours 
at Krt,l30?l puk-aar; 139?3 puk-um itan: PN 87si kalam pukal 
ompixmin|tAi35k,295; 3} 314? 1; K u r *  10 times} G3l v ,7 6 4b pukiya*
The vb* noun is not so oommon? it occurs 3 times in Kur. and 
at Olv* 386a pukarku arum katu,
N,B* pukal, at Nal,42o = to speak highly of, esteem; 0pukalatu2 
This is not very different from the sense of °pukal° *
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188*) pulampu = to be lonely, as distinct from Its its later 
sense i.e. to be sad, whioh is found at Per* 3617} 146; 18. 
But the earlier sense is more frequent in fol^e.g. at
I g E s i i l i i l 9 l i i J L =:i2§liJL_i§§11 j3 > §Z2il* 512^ 3 *
fhat this is the cl* sense is evident fr.Col*33l s pulampe 
tanimai, 0f.Kgt.41 85; 4686; 5085; 12383; 20? 83} 27983}
pum
314?3; Perumpan,286; Narr.113?12; AN.? 818} 13821} 58:10; 
75820; AiAk,23682; 32183} 48083; 4958 2; Hetun.5; 166; 
Muruk.298; Civ.367c, 386a, 560d, 820d, 2082a, 2088o. In
13.M. te^ts, lilce the Kur. etc., pulampu = to lament, sob,
>
weep;at Kur* 1303b pulantar « those who feign dislike# 
from these instanoes and from suoh others, as Krt.* 41 ; 5
|M> 2
pulapp - il pola pull - enrdj Krt. 1648 5 pulakkum} 
Krt*177i6 pulappinum} 334;3 pulantd, it is olear that the 
vb# base is "pula" » to withdraw onself, to go outside of 
one's company, esp. through grief# Benoe
189#) pulavi S3 the feigned dislike, esp. of a wife to her 
•unfaithful husband, for.^227*J} 4990. Of. Krt;93*4j 115*3} 
Paripa* 16*39} 20*96} Kur, 1302a, 1306a, 1309a, 1324a. Nal.
has no "pulavi*', but "pul-antu", at 252d.
^
190.) pulavar w the learned men, lit. "those whose sense-
peraeption is sharp", fr* pulan. Of, the Latin adage!nihil
in intellotu nisi prius in sensu. Perhaps this is the most
frequently employed word in the whole of fol. Under El. 6
•*
enmanar pulavar, X give nearly 50 instanoes of its incidence#
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Cf.App. Vol. p. 25. Here are a few mores- jft#enmanar
DM H
pulavar* other instances than those oited there are El.l3Gb, 
146b, 283cL, 331o, 413b, 4?8cj Ool* 38a, 80h, 358b;
Por# 207?4; 224?2; 246?3; 391?5j 429J2. Tills Is a total of 
63 instanoes of ’enmanar pulavarw,B« Outside this phrase,
in Por* alone, "pulavar" ooours*at 313**14; 337:2; 39053;
*■*
410:2; 412*2; 467.52; 482:3; 484*2} 550:3; 641:4; 653:5; 655:8 
6655 28, Of# Krt. 129 5 2; IN*21*1,10; 72*16 and seven more 
instances; Paripa. 3:36; 6:7; 10*126; Kur.234a; 394 b;
Nal.255a; 312b; 318c,d; Ojv.1588b (s=a skilled artist, painter 
or sculptor). In Mod.fam. pulavan » a poet.
191.) puniru » the fact of having recently oalved, or 
yielded a fruit etc. ?orA_146*j37. i'his word does not occur 
in Krt., but in M.G.* texts, like Oirupan.132 punirru ney; 
Jkiiik.25*l key* 92*1 a( = cow); 263*1 enal (s=millet); Glv.2541b 
punirruppal pilirri, parallel to Por.146527,
192.) puoal * por, porattam, aravaram = shout, clamotir, din..
of battle. Por*_5§!5iJ£9l20; 146^3?. Of* Krt.43:3; 29:5;
2415 5 ema ppuoal; 367*5 puoal ay am; PN.25*11; Patirr.44:l2;
A.ifik#3l5*2; 480*5 (»sobs)$ Maturaik.298; Mptu.306 ema ppucal;
*
Kur,1237b olamorouso complaint. It is not clear whether
Faripa* 10*2 8 perura puoal takkuvor is the same word or its
homonym. The Oomm. renders it tuoi ppatai « the vanguard*
*
But more prob. it represents a semantic development fr.
m o
porWbattle*
193*) pettal desire, esp.for sexual union, ^or*_14?l40j
petta vayil, £or*el02:iQ* Of* PN.113*3 pett^aaSkuj PH*399829
and Poruna. 73 petta alavai} Kur* pett« Stimes; PH.205*2 and»* . *“* * •
Parip£.l5s 8 pe tpu » penutal* It is prob.that pen, pettai,• • ♦ * *
petai, pen eto* are oonn*v?*the root ttpett**t .But they may * * . *
he oonn.v/. pel a to open, AN#8*6; PH. 33*9; 152*2; lfcruk.47,
so that the male may deposit the semen in the vagina, of.
‘peleti, Krt.23353; mod.Iam.petti*** w *.
194.) peyar » name, PN*l52*21,22 eto.; by semantic ohange, 
also » fame, Krt*83*2; ParipS.5* 50; 14827; 15:66; Giv*2Q7a*
In E*M*texts, we note two developments*~l) peyar >per, as
\
at CjV.182c. Kur.has either form 4 times* 2) the- employment 
of namam « peyar, as at Giv.lQ4Qo nama motiram « a ring with 
her name inscribed. In PH. namam meant wfear8j Oomm.acoam*
Phe faot that Por* always employs ttpeyar¥, and never per
'"V ^
gives it a slight anteriority at the least to &ur* and Olv*
likewise for El* and Gol* Of, peyar kkotai » the bestowal of 
’ * •  *
a name, El. 210h; Col. 18a; Por. 574; 603:.l; 607:.2; 613i2;
— —  —  — — — . — — —  _
and peyar kola pperaar, Por*54:2. As “peyaru is a
W * - ^ ... _L -s
, distinguishing mark, this sb. is prob,oonn.w.the vb * in Ho*195#
I-*,*,—  <"*«._w , — ■*— «—  jpar
195.) peyar as vb. « to separate oneself from others, or
• others from oneself, ‘Ihe trans .vb • normally has its vinai 
eooam as peyarttu, the intr.vb. as peyarntu « having withdrawn*
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But there are exceptions, Both in the ol. and In Sol.
Por. 111828; I50:28(tr.); 16981; 107s?, 26282 (tr.); 30182 (tr^,
but ttpeyarntuH. Of-. Krt. 3098 4 and Oiv.984d "peyarntu";
. ■-% 
but P o r . 5g^l °peyarttuw as tr.vb. Gf*Krt*9 instanoes,
AN.38815; M&turaik.40; Paripa* 28 6; 10:50; 18810; 218 66*
A still earlier form, not oonspiouous in fJ0ol., is peyar taru,
as at Krt. 3408 6* Krt. itself more often employs peyarttum,
948 4, and peyarttanen, 8481, eto. Neither the cl,nor l’ol*
havsthe contracted form perttu, whioh ocours at Oiv.1764b.
196*) perumitam w dignity or arrogance, aco.to context* 
Borj»|5l*_2; §57£|. Hot in Krt# but in M.O. + texts*- PN.9089; 
128810; Kur. 431b; 979a, bj Nal*291b* I doubt Pope's 
derivation of this word fr.Sk.parimita, I'ifal*p*399*
197*) In med. and mod* Sam. peru alweya means to receive, 
except in the cpd. pill&ipperutal « pillaipperu « child-birth. 
Ihe sense of reception is predominant in Kur* and Oiv*
Of* peru payan, 05v. 2748c* But in the 33. cl*, as well as 
in the oorresp* word in Tel., peru s to cause others to 
receive i*e* to give out; as at Krt* 155s6; Narr. 815 8;
3618 5-8; AN.32481-15; Krt.398:6 arum peral katalar vantena 
virunt-ayarpu* AN.384814 describes the banquet given to the 
husband on his return home after his long absence; but the 
poet employs peru in this sense both here and at 324:1.
AN.3248 1 viruntum perulrunal; 384*14 viruntd er perranal 
tiruntilaiyole• lUhis usage of peru is not found in Bor*,
3 3 2
whioh is decidedly later#
198*) pe = to be afraid of, pey a the.person that frightens,
often (rod Himself, Krt#87SI pee mutir katavul *= God, or
^  # #
perhaps a god} Krt*89* 4~5 pee mutir kolli kkarum kan teyvamj#
PH#62:4 peey ppentir} and nine more Instanoes inPN.s* • *
Maturaik.76} Pattina. 255} Paripa* 5S14} 7S84.
Oiv#1181d pem taru pey} 1183o; 1184a. Of.0ol_*365, oited ainder 
Ho#161; Por^79S_6 pee ompiya peey ppakkamum}
Por.79*_10 peey ppunnon} 13 peetta manaivi •
199*) paiyul » distress, esp# caused by frustrated sexual 
craving.
Por*=79^21} 146*39* Of. Krt*17282} 195*2j- 391*6} Por.^.14*
H&oo.oit*, X fp*456} &ihk*246:4} 4895 2^3 malai ppayul nencu*
Unlike paital » id*, whioh is found seven times in &ur*,
paiyul is distinctly ol*
*
200#) pohku a to become large, swell physioally or morally, 
assoome airs eto* ?or*_426*_8# Cf*Krt#9Q:3& 385*3} PH*15*19} 
Patirr#55i14} Ai£k*174;3} 186:3} 276:3} 448*4} Paripa*14:19; 
Oiv# 645b} 2805a pohkal vem mulai} Hal* 72o# But Hal*23lo 
jK>ftk-aruvi as to foam, rage, "boil11, Pope, p#149#
•'X
$01*) poooappu » lassitude, &ot "forgetfulness*1, as Bope
-s ■*
translates it in Kug. £or±B260^8i_27$i&^B*ICu£* 285b} 534b*
The vb* pocoa ooours eight times in &ur* and at Nal#182b 
pocoantu} likewise inPal#e.g. 9 b, id*I have not been able to##
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trace it in any work of the 33,0, or M,0, period* In 32,M,
works the sense shifts from lassitude to forgetfulness, at
least aoc, to the Oomm, fIhese render pocoantu, e,g*at Pal*
•*
9 b, as * marantu*', not woorntutt} whereas Per, renders
 ^ “*  ^ *o
poooappu at Por* 27452 as wkataippitiyinri nekilntiruttalum,t
208,) porunar » warriors} warriors as chiefs or kings, «*sc 
*%%%&$% or as minstrels, P o r ( m i n s t r e l s ,  cf, the 
poemSporunar*-arruppatai), Of, AN,2551S warriors} 76t5 
minstrels} PH, 69813} 365*6 and five more times, Murute,69 
warriors as foes, 0?his word does &qt occur in Kur# or Hal,
k
(The s# is porunan, ^ AN, 76;9 minstrel} 296 810 w&rrior-king} 
PN*42818} 585 9} 785 6} 825 5} 875 2} 1408 1} 1525 31 and twice 
more} Maturaik,42 poruna=:0 warrior^king} Muruk,276,id,sr 0 
warrior^Od, i,e* Muruku* This word does not occur in Krt,, 
nor in Kur. or Hal* It is therefore confined, except for 
sporadic incidences, to the M ,0* and 1,0, periods,
203,; A* picku, Oglj.317 « nerpum netumaiyum » lengthening out, 
rising up* In this sense of* pokiya at PH*22557} 237:13}
2455 3 = onkiya, Oomm} Poruna,18*
B* poki *= having gone far upwards or away, having receded : 
Oomm* oenru} olintu. In this sense, confined to the cl,periMM. g 0
Krt*1215 4; 1765 4 pokiyone; 279:7; Patirr*13514; 0jv*386a;
1720 b eto, whioh repeat cl, usages* Bee above, 3£rt*113*4
pokinru « olintatu, i*— 1 **
0* pSkiya » piikka, oe2£a> Oomm, It is the peyar eocam of B,
PN*lQ*10j Nal# 169a# Phe central idea in A, Band 0 is 
“reoeding from**, in any* direction} while that of "cel** in
*'> ■"i -"i -*i
*cenra“ is the aotaal process of going, walk>r±ng or riding#
We should not take two ?fords as identical in sense, merely* 
because the Oomm# render the one word by the other*
.204#) porru « to protects Oomm# patu ka* Bl#l56fj Gol#ll5e}
462 c all have porral ventum* Of, krt* 275*6 porra »
p&tukappa, Oomm#.} P^rri .» patukattu, at PN*217:4} ** patukaj
at Gjv* 1720d porri enral; porru at Paripa* 4;52} 16:22}
20572} Nal* 5 times} 05v* 338& .porrinal*
W W  — 0
205*) maka » a child, son} offspring of animals* Of, kan.maga} 
33fod& maoh* El#218; 0ol*56c} Por*147*18, 24} and, as offspring
of animals, P o r 565^3i_569^1} 57§£1# Of, Krt#29:6 maka utai 
manti(=monkey)} Paripa* 15:38} and, as a child, Pe rump an #89} 
AiAk# 202? 2 parpp&n& kuru maka ppola* .ffiiis word does not 
occur in kur# or Nal*; but Clv.hat at 1897b mantimmaka,pmi *
2o6.) makatuu » a woman* El* 271a} 0ol*2a} 6; 163g} 194a,bj 
Por* 34} 35a; 147*5; 225:1* Not in krt., which employs1* m&kal*1
**# ntwrssss!* •
instead} but cf# PN*3315 9} Perumpan# 304#
207*) makal, at first girl or young woman*1} then “daughter* • *
^  -V
woman); Por*79?l5 (twice)# Por the first sense,
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cf. krt. 31:4 yanum or atu kala makale;
*™ “ * * ♦
Krt#104?6.; 327:5; 337:7 may be either “girl11, or daughter**;
Aihk.79.?3 yar makal ayinum# here ? whose' daughter... “
► 'T'
/
In Oh.II, formation of pi*, I give more instanoes of makalir «
«
girls, women*
208.) makan, at first “ a young man**; later “a son** *
El* 359; Gol# 163aj e (t= a man); PorA 79? 19* In the kur.four
4 0  ShSm »!m  X# £5 m2* £» ZZ* ?££ Sm ***
instances of its incidence as “a son**., its mod* sense; and " 
one of its incidence as n a man1", its orig* sense.
Of, Mai* maka and fel* m&ga « a male, a man, lat.vir; also
Krt# 31? 6 pxtu kelu kuricilum or atu kala makane « a young man; 
Krt. 389? 4 nanro makane » Is that good, o young man? 'Phese 
words are addressed to the messenger from her husbandry the 
wife), not_to_her_son. But at Aiftk* 79?4 ix£ yar makanai ss whose 
son are you?, we see it used in the med* and mod* sense* But 
as late as Nal. makan at times-keeps its original sense, esp* 
in $pds., e.g. vel makan, at Nal* 16a « * a spear-mann, Pope#
^ <h
p*405; an makan, 2Q2d, 386c « a husband, hero*
209.) A* mat an s feminine simplicity and docility, fr.mat- e
* ** *
to bend i.e. to the will of her husband. Pqr•_^2i?.l| £05*.3;
§1§ 13? §5§U. Of .Krt.324? 5.
B* mat-ara » id. B o r 264^1 matam-ai, Por._l58b. Of. Krt,164:5
matam^ai: 1845 6; 327?5; and 337:7 (all three) mata makal;
* * *
317:1; 321?4; 378:5 mata ma arival; Baripa* 12?26; 19:65. 
Oonn.w# this word is mat-ant-ai & she who is docile » a young 
woman, Art, 7 , times Perumpa:g..ig;
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Kur* 3 times. Words with their base as mat- and oonn.w* this 
'sense are copious in E.Q, to 33 ,M, texts!- 2? times in Krt.}
SI in Aifik} 8 in Kur.} 5 in Mal.A is rarer than B.
210.) may il a a peafowl. £or._59S} 603£2j, 611, Of .Krt.2! 3}
138;3} 18316} 184!5} 225:6} 244*5$ 249*1$ 264*3} Narr.115*5$
248*8$ 305*2$ AH.152*14} Cirupan. 165$'Kalit. 103*59}*"* .
Oiv.1558a eto* From the earliest times this word had two
rivals* - (a) tokai, Krt.26*2} 347*3.
(b) metnnai, Krt# 38*1} 105*3} 194*3} 251:1} 391*7.
Paripa. has tokai at 14*8, tokai - id. at 9:64} mannai five
times} and mayil six times} Kur. has only “mayil11, whioh is
the common mod. Tam. word. Henoe the faot that this section
of Por. uses only Hmayiltt makes us suspect that it is even
later than the Paripa. and contemporaneous with.. Sir. or later 
still.
211.) A, maram w a tree, Por.__64Q*_2. Of* Krt. 22*34 87:1}
92 *3} 99*4} 155*5} 211*4} 249*1} AN. 121*8} Ku£ino.85}
Muruk.10} Paripa. 15*20} Kur. io times} Hal. 197a. In the B.C.
and M.G. texts, however, the oblique forms with al&petai*
.  *
maraatta or maraattu are very often equated with ttmar&vam0, 
at Aiftk* 357*1} 400*1 and explained by the Oomm.,not as any 
tree, but as a speoifiq tree, namely, m* the Hkatampu“.‘ It is 
difficult to decide the origin of marram“ *
B. mar an as id. Por.642*4. This form is not found in B.C. to 
M.O.texts, It occurs at Paripa. 5*65 and Hal.30c.
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212.) A* mar-uvd as sb • El. 482 j in maruvin pattiya.
Of# Krt.322*6; Hal. 246 o marfsm.> The meaning is “joining
with** Oomm. oertal, poruntutal*
-> *
B1. mar-uvf. as vb. Krt*371*4 maruven; Kur. 800a maruvuka;
Nal*36d maruvumin; Oiv. 725d maruvar.
0. maru varal » oertal, Oomm. » cohabitation, AiAIc* 464:4.
B. mar*#!, the vinai eccam of B. Krt* 322*4; Kur. 227a}
Hal* 3 times.
E. mar-xiya, the peyar eccam of B. As marliya marapu, at
El. 3550}*»
°f• % t .  3082} 38086} Maturaik.l5l; and
without alapetai. mariya, Oiv. 1 2 1 1 0 } 1792b.. .
3P* marliyor, a noun fr. B » those who join up, Krt.l02*4.
Of. also mar-uiiku and mar-unk«ul, pp. 478 - 482 below.
213.) A* marul = mayakkam, as sb. Hence marutpa (fr .marul +. * #
Pa), - P°am QP mlxe^ metres and tunes. Of. marul
as sb. at Krt. 94*3} 99*3} 319*1} Paripa. 1*30} Giv.2290a;
Kur. five times.
B, marul a mayaftku, as vb. at AiAk. 139*2} 224*5} Poruna. 98}
Paripa. 5*35} Kur. 3 times; Nal* 301o.
0. maruttu *s oaus* of B. Krt. 30*3 marutta.* • *-* ..
D. marutk~ai » vb.noun of Bor 0 » bewilderment, mental oonfuslor .
739, Waco, and marul in
Oh,IX,
214.) malivu *x kama makilooi, Por. 49983. This is an important
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word, sinoe in E*0* Pam* the word was always w malir”, not 
”maliw* IDhus Art. has no ”raali”, but ”maliru at 99*4 malir
•“** .-S Mt, -MFR
nirai} 3515? malir neri. !The latter re ours at PET# 382:2}
the former at AN. 166*15} 341:4} Ai:flk*1551} 42:3} 72:4}
Patirr# 26:8} 50:5* It is about the time of these last
two works that umaliu began to replace ”raalir” in the
identical sense, as one can see by comparing umali punal” at
Patirr* 485 14 with ’malir punal 0 at Paripa* 6*3. Patirr.23: 8
has a very important statement: - nenou mali uvak&iyar untu
• *
malintd ata* Here we have (a)”malintu* used in the identical 
•
sense as ”malivu* at 10^^499^3}(b) untd ata is a vb* fhe 
oorresp* noun is unt-attu, asat Por*58*_7* Purther, ”malivut 
means ”uvakai*i=: makilooi, see No*65jat Paripa* 19:88*
Of* “mail” at Paripa* 10*29} 12*94} 14:2} 16:54} Nal*73c;
98o* Here again there is a close correspondence between Por* 
and M*C. to X*0, texts* OjLv., as usual, reverts to B.O. 
rtmalir” at 620a, 1859d} but neither Aur., nor Hal. has umalir” 
although they employ cognate words*- ”mallm”, Aur.780a} 
Hal.263&} ”mallal”, Eur*245b} Hal.296a, and ”mali”,
■•“N ■>
already cited*
215.) At Por*_9g£4 ”manralH obtains the peculiar meaning of
■*%
^marriage”:Oomm* manam. 33*0* to M.C. texts employ ”manram”
for a public hall, for which Oiv. 2171a *manral ma mayil}”
*■> >>
2289b rtmanrala malai” substitute ’’rnanral11* Since the marriage
^
was celebrated by a public reception in a hall or open
* square0, the word manr&l = a hall etts* prob * came to denote
the reception**oeremQny that sealed the marriage* The 
earliest references to rtraanral* in this sense are Aiiik.tmmm
”k.
255*4 a* man&vinai, 0* and Paripa* 8 I 30 a manattai,* *"* •
exactly as at Por• 92*4* Here again Por* is intimately 
associated with M.G. to 1*0* texts, rather tharn with E.Q# 
Heither Krt*, nor PH. has the word wmanralu in this sense# 
In his index to both, U.V#S# Aiy$r does not mention ’'m&nral 
in any sense*
*1
816.) matar « beauty, fascination, allurement. 2 ~ - ~ §
matar katal* Por.147^31. Prob* fr. matd = id*, Oiv. 556a;
465$; 499b; 1102b; 1316a matiyal; 1666d; Hal* 73o
m&t-ar vantu « alaku nirainta vantu. Por ar, ar==full of,
of# my notes on Hi* 37a itanura ar* At Hal.p.411, Pope
** * T
cites Hal* 355b- wmato* and equates it to 110 lady1 * This 
word "mato* occurs in the earliest texts, e.g. Krt.144*5,
and seems to be another word for * amnia* or ttammSH »
^
0 beautiful Gharmer, fr. alumma>almm§U Of. 0h*I, alaku,
** *• #•
al^, am-, av~ « beauty. The second particle, nmaf*^is oonn*w
mato and all the other words given under Ho.216*
Of# AH*15©.il4 matar val mukam mataiiya nokke* Here the old
»
Oomm* equates matar to alakiya; but a footnote adds* matar*.
katalumam. Of. also Kalit. 111*15; Oiv. 740b; 836a; 1316a. 
To this word in this sense are allied the following woidsi- 
A* mam adj., or mamai as sb. « id* Krt* 27*5; 147:2; 168:4; 
135*8; 331*7, 368:2; Harr. 205*11} 304*6; AH.41*15; 96*12$
135:1; 206:7,8; Perumpan. 160; Mptit. 35; Aidk.35:4:
* # 9
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14483} 221?3} Kalit.48817; Por.I,p.443} 0£v. 652b; Paripa.
4! 7-8 mam mey maam. meyyotu.
B, mal-ai = id., as at AN.116.88 malai noklcu.}
* #  * *
0£v#£198& malai man er nokkin;•» ** *•*
Civ* 2536d malai van mukafikal; alt* leot.van*.*.
•*   *
0# mal^ai « id* She Oomm* erroneously oonneots this with rain: 
kulircoi* Of* malai kkan, always of a charmingly beautiful 
girl, as at Krt* 72*5} 86*1} 222*6} 259*4} 286:4 - 5 per amar 
malai kan koticoi...*mataiiy& nokke, exactly parallel to 
AH* 130:14 cited above} Krt#329*7} Harr* 29:9} 44*2} 391*10}
AH* 62*5} 295*20} 326*2} Ai^k*214*4} Kur* 1239b*
D* may « to bewitoh, AH*62*5} Kalit# 92*17* hence may-am, at- 
Krt* 325*2} PH* 243*5} Kalit*88*7 and £or*.,114^14# Cf*may~&, 
Paripa. 20*49,77*
may~ oy « thou who charmest me, Krt*259*4j Mullaip *21}
Paripa* 3*1*
lp* may-ol » she who allures, Krt* 9*1#} 132*6} 199:5} AH*62*5,
16} 296*3} Porun&*14.
Gr# may~on » He who allures, a Drav.god, later identified with
Visnu, Poruna* 52} Maturaik.591} Por_._5*_lj[_60|9; ParipE*
15*33.
H» may-an » id* in later texts, e*g* 0ilap*l7, Pattu* la, 2a,3a, •” * #
J* mat-avu » beauty, allurement* 001*^378 (matave)vanapptim 
akalum uritte# Its peyar eccam is raat«&iiya} of.matally a
nokke, Krt*286:5} AH#86*30} 130*14; Kalit*131*21} 0ilap*8:76,
K* mat^-ar, where the long vowel of matar is shortened metrically<4
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AM.296!3 ari matar malaikkan maayolotu. Eurlno.141,
(There seems to be an orig, connexion, in the base" mal-/may~/raay
# •
f
of all these words among themselves* this needs investigation*
« O'
matar » a fascinator, a Beauty, a belle, as at for*505^1#
Of ,1^0, and E,M,EF3Sr, texts, like (Paripa* 7*25 matar mat am
*
nalllr; &ur. 1081b; Oiv, 189b, 480c, 584d, 599o, 1074c, 1295a,. 
1666b, 1693b, 2090b, 2584d; 1316a; Kur,5 times; Bor,263, 
Per.cit.XI, p,42, 1,2*
217.) mantar « men, people,-Pori,
0ol,163f. Of, Krt,2'47*3; Patirr.21*31; 0lv.604o, 615c, 621d,
74-lb, 2535a, Paripa,l5 • 29 mantlr » 0 men; this shows nmant*-w
to be the base* Prob. this is oonn, w. maintd. and maintar =
men, orig. * handsome41 men. Of, 44maintuw at 0ilap*8sl rtMaiw
is the shortening of 4*may°, Ho.216 D, Possibly 4,may^ilH
^  ■*, ^  
represents another shortening of the same*lit,**the one in
Whom or in which there is charm**, frequently in (Tam.literature
a beautiful girl is called a nmay-ilfl. It may mean woharmer,
^ -i
charming one*11; and not neoessarily0 a peahen41. Prob, ^may-il*1 : 
a pea-fowl was a name given to it on account of its great 
beauty. Of. Oiv* 463a main! uku m&yilin nallar =2 belles 
dripping beauty like peafowls.
218,) may^ss to kill, Bor,JL47 03. 0f.Krt,12:3 pakali
maykkumi the Oomm, is wrong here, 1 Having climbed the rocks,
the (Syinar kill wayfarers with their arrows.41 
2
M&y « to disappear, be killed., Krt,l50:5; 180S2;
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372*2; AH. 258:7,8; 384*8; PH,245?6; 246*13; 248:3; Oiv.453d; 
512d; &ur. 6 times; Hal#4 instanoes*
219.) mitai » strength?Oomm,vali# Por*51^3, Of.AH.266S 12;
P atirr* 90 ? 21 and four more time s; O&lap . 7:17 o. M . 0 . *.
220,) mitai vb.tr. to tie together tightly; intr. to be 
thus strung together, be crowded.
Por._466!l. Of. Kgt. 173?1; 274?7 man! mitai; 392:4; Harr.158:2
304?6 mani; Patirr. 14*18, 52:1, the former mani mitai;
» —  » .
Hal,80d; Oiv, 606o mani; AH. Title of section 2, poems 
121-300 is mani mitai pavalam? Paripa. 9? 49 Oomm .mi taint a por*
o
mitai sb.fr.above ? Comra.nerukkara, AH* 158:6; Kalit.
*
??S22 alt.leet.
4
*j
281.) muttu a obstacle, hindrance, esp, to the lovers*union,
• •
AH, 122:23; Por,_27l^l, Any obstacle, PH. 166:8; Kalit*
93:36 muttu patu; Oiv. 1216b muttfi. utai rautukk&r; Hal,238a;•. * * * • •
2250c; 888b; Ppr_,665J_5. muttu as vb. » to hinder, obstruct,
come across and kncSk against. Ppr^llS^2. Of. Krt,28? 1;
Mptu,564 and Olv*553a muttatu; 0ilap.l5?197 muttai'; Kur*547b,, . # , * ■*
Nal.64d, .
muttu"*’ « ‘’fullness**, niraivu acc.to Per.; but nend°,
* * <» —
»**. *■*. '*’*
mutivii, aoc* to M.l, p.3239. Prob, it is allied to mulutu,, *.
mulu and perhaps also to murru. Ppr._435?_g, I have not yet 
come across a parallel to this in the cl.
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222.) mutuku » to move quickly; sb* rapid movement, 
for^_525^11 j 54511. Of, Krt* 189?2 ven ter mutuka « viraintu 
oell&j AN, 339*3} leva.1168 7} Pu. Ve.36.
233.) A» muttai = in front of, before} Oomm,man, B1.164e.*"* * •'
s r s B E S K K i t r f i r
This is a peouliar usage of Tol*, whioh is covered by Ool. 
403b, for wmuntalw•
B, muntal = id. 331. 430b, 445b, 454, 463b; Ool.403b,
^ „* . 1, ,
Oen. ; PH.l05 57~0lv.545dj"Tva^ioP5r314*
0* rauntu s= id*
common^ El*886; 463a; Por*66558; Mptu. 284; feruk,25l;
Aihk* 116d;
Paripa*13? 17; 20?22; Kur* 5 times as adv.; Pu. Ve. 3?6; 
Tv. 18? 19. The occurrence of these forms, Band G, in 
the cl* shows that the original form in Tam. was, at least
optionally, l*munw, not necessarily mun, as in mod.Tam* For
&   ^ n #  & 
mun + tu, or + tai would have made munru or munrai, not
muntu or muntai* The same feature is to be observed in anto,
antil, anta, inta, unta, which postulate an, in, un, not the
mod*Tam* an, in, un.
284*) mural « to make a soft melodious sound, as that of a
lute. Krt. 200?6 muralum s mula&kum in its B.M* sense;— ..
Maturaik.l70§.217; Kalit. 9?18; Paripa. 8?40; 7:16; Pal.lOSo 
ioai muralum; Tv* 5?63# This vb* has the following vb .nouns 
in the cl* :**
am not mentioning the vb ,‘’muntu4*, as it is
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A. mural—k*-*ai « sound, song, time*-meastire 5 Oomm* talam; 
kalippa* Ppr_._38g* Cf* Mptu. 390; Aihk* 40253; 40752.
B* muraroi s= id* at Maturaik.217; Kalit. 1065 3.
0* muralvu » id. at Paripa. 85 36.
225.) mutu w an ewe} the female of oertain other animals.
*
?g^±_5585_2; 619* Bven Per* is unable to give any paralles in
the cl. But of. mutuv^al a a bitch, Mptu. 563 eto. Prob* the
* *
origin of this word is mutu « 41 to cover”, this is the word 
employed in Ceylon Tam.tojdenote the sexual act between two 
animals* The female is said "to be covered4’.
226*) mey e truth, reality in "mey pera", Bor*_2.385J2 etc. 
intruth. In E*0* texts °mey” is used most often of the 
”human body”5 very rarely is it employed to denote "truth0* 
Thus Krt# has ’’mey41 nine times in the former sense and only
^ -N
once, at 12151 meyyo a unmaiyo, 0. in the latter. But in Kur 
the proportion is 25 3; in Hal. 35 4.
227.) me « to desire(as)an excellent thing? Col.329 mevu 
nacai akurame *
A* mem « the desired excellence, PN. 55? 6; Pe rump an. 411;.
Maturaik. 510; Civ* 782a; also mempal, Civ*480a a 
excellent milk.
B* me takuvb. Civ. 558c; metakavu sb. Oiv. 187b; 1922a.
0* mempatu « to acquire the desired excellence, Krt.l25?4;
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PH. 48s 8, 9} Porun&, 60 j Pe rump an* 456; Paripa# 15 27}
Oiv. 879o*
B. meya « katalitta, Haco, f A4]__6019x^63^9;
lVIaturaik.577,
E*. mevaru » virumpu, 0. Krt, 306*1} Patirr* 48516; Paripl.8:9
F*. mevara, inf*of purpose » venta, virumpum pati, Oomm.,
* * * *
atKrt.357.5 3; Kurinc.138; Muruk,136; Clv,994o; mevar,
Oiv.1006a; 1328b.
G> mevu,meval » the desired object, desire, Por.657^4;
FN.7:9’; Oiv.993d.
H* meev « uraiyuun, Mptu.82 « porunti’ irukkum, Haco*
X# meval » cohabitation, Ppr._823^2, Of.Krt.8 s 6; Paripa*
135 49,
IC# mevana, weviya » the desired objects, 5,or#_28g|; Krt.8i6; 
Kur-*1073b^
I# mev&rru «= that which is desired, Por ,_5? 5^ 2; 22312*
M. mBval -ea she desires not, Krt. 396 51,
m '
H* mevinam, Krt# 2705 6=viruiiipi poruntinOxa^ Oomm;
228.) maintu « mental intoxication at one’s excessive 
strength or power} hence other types of intoxication, 
infatuation, bewilderment; ”rutn*
tor«_^70!_l. Of, PN. 13*8 (rutting of an elephant; "must")}
738 8} 8012; 2218 5} 290*6; Perumpan. 398; Kurino.121}
Mptu*260; 332; Paripa,20569 (mental); 20591 (infatuation of ,
love); Nal#87b id,} C£v, 1 6 0 1b id.
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Hence ma±nt-ar = heroes, PH*62?2; lovers, Paripa* 85 43;
20S91* The B*Q* word is not "maintu” but *Wy-&lu, as at 
Krt*l56?7; or ”waiy«*al”, as at Kr't*3085 3; 374:7; AN.289S14;
-H ‘
PH*41513; 345*11; Aijftk.59?2; Kalit*54514; Kur*838a, whioh 
equates with "maintu” at Kur* 539b* All these words are pure 
Drav*, as their base is ”mai°, asjat Krt*156?7; Patirr*5656, 
whence m&yanku, Krt.17751 or mayakku, PH.188:6} or. may* as 
at AH* 2585 7, whenoe may-am, PH*363?9*
In E.M* times there occurs the base "maitt-", which may be 
related to the above, "maintu", just as at 223A “muttai" is 
for "muntal”, B* This hypothesis Is strengthened by a close
’-n
examination of the context wherever this word occurs in E*M, 
texts, e#g. Hal* 340c maitt^unar; 0lv*1048a, 1264d, 1718d,
1730b, 2333o, 257lo, maitt-un&n, or maitt-una. adj, M.l.p*
3368 and Pope, Hal*p* 417, have taken the easy course of 
referring all these words to Sk, "mithAna”, or "maithuna”,
'  - ~ I,-
whioh Pope renders"a relation by marriage*; and henoe a boon
P ** /j
companion. But Hal* 34Gb-e tan uraippin|maittunar
palki maruntil taniyata (pittan) cannot bear such an* —
interpretation, I fail to xxnderstand what business "young 
kinsmen" (P!ope,p*22l) have in this affair at, all. Hal* 340a-b 
speak of a man intoxicated with the sense of his own lear­
ning, beauty eto, Henoe it is much more consonant with the 
context to take maitt-unar as referring to this very intoxication*** 4
The particles "un” and "ar” are found in several other words.
/J -v
likewise, at Oiv, 1048a, 17(304 maittunan «= lover, suitor;
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at 1264& as a. valiant and handsome youth, and in the .three 
other instanoes from* Civ*cited above, *kings intoxicated 
with theirown, strength*1, exactly as at Por*__70|l maintu
-s
porulaka vanta ventanai. Of, Civ*17l8d maiyal-am kaliru # * w
polum maittunarku itanai cconnan*
mm
N*B# Civ* 2353b maittft corresponds to Pal# 298d mai mmaippin;
all the three words, like mai, at Krt*121*2;
371*2; Al$*267*9j Maturaik* 417$ Kalit#43*6, relate
to a dark or murky rained cud.
Of* ?or#_5*_2 mai varai ulakam*
Plff# 105*2 may ital**#
This homonym ttmairt is conn#w* mai a to obscure*
zz « mm,
AN* 323* lOsmaluhku, N&rr #818*1:#»
malku s* to be confused intellectually, AN*104:10;*#
OJv. 1799b, 1800&}
mal—antu = mayaAku, G3Tv, 23a; a mayaAki, Poruna, 95 j
nial-ai = murky rain-olouds, Krt.42i_2 j 158 3, 2008 5;
Aifik* 2528 2}
0lv*l5o, 740b, 816b, 897o, 899a, 183'8c, 
2116b, 23014, 2268o, 2752a, 87794 8 also =
355 E?
"blackness*, ’‘ink*1, in certain contexts*
9  ^ 1
mal^-ai « black and wet, adj.from* malai i AN.896J3; •# #*
Ai&k*22Q*5} Kurinc*141; 0jv*2198a. 
the ~
Of#T# Burrow, (EPS. 1946, for derivation of Sk. masi fr# this
a i
group of words#
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229*) raoy » to press round or on person or thing) $ .
Por*215_1 raoyttal} Por*_72t_3Mmoynta‘l*
i •"*> ^
Of. PN# 135 7 valor moyppa} and as sb*, Matura±3fc*417|
Baripa# IBS 18 (Ka tigfcfc embrace, here in love)} Patirr#
498 8 (id#, but in war)} Mani*195 136 » a press, throng#
Of# also moympu, Kalit#888 2} f c ,  492a} and mooi, AN#257#8} 
Patirr* 715 6# ^rt# does not employ wmoy(l, but ^muy^aftku0,
13 times, or muy, in a. slightly different sense, of 
something pressing over, at 2Crt#233*3} AN# 5s24 wmoyinaltt has 
the long vowel in the radioal syllable#
230#) vanoinam a an oath# BQ£*J£§i9 Gf#Krt,3685} 31857}
Narr,21486} AN. 175:7* 2678S; 378.818} Kurino. 210} Patirr.
415 18} Aiiik#3725 2} Civ#Nacc*3 instances# But in the ol*,
«oul« is slightly more frequent 8 as at ICrt# 5387s 238:5}
*■> ^ ,
38484} AN. 3208 14; A±ftk# 5684} Aalit. 75:21} 81833} Paripa. 
8:65; 128 64.
231.) vatu = a blemish, fault. £orA1478_39, Of. PN.18086}
Glrupan* 121} Paripa, 2824; 12:72} 18817; Eur.502a, 549b,
689a, 1079b} Nal#114a, 157 o. It is doubtful whether it is
conn#w. wvaluw sb#a slip, error} valuvil= to slip, as at
•*
Ool#13 wval-aal ompal1*} PN. 2582} 3454} Mptu# 215; Nal#253d}khks:=: .* .
Oilap* 135 38} 168 69} &ur#four times} S*I#I#I, 115, valuvataw *•
nali} Nan#375b “valuve'1*} or w# vatu » a scar, marlc, surface - 
wound or sore, as at AN# 10053} PN.145 9} Kur#129b} Nal*156o.
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232*) vayaflku &s to shine, gleam, glitter, as at krt*339:i; 
AN*11?1} PN*206!2} kalit 2*21; 33?3 (of a mirror, as 
resplendent)} Paripa. 3*51; Nal*22a, 391b. Hence the vb . 
nouns*** A# vayaftkal, .
B* vayakku, Aiftic# 379? 4; Kalit* 25.3 1#
At times the orig. root "vaya* is employed, as at Paripa# 11:4$ 
15:59, although there was some risk of its being oonfused 
with No* 233# N.B* At OJv* 2704b vayafika kuttu vayahkiya pin, 
the sense is 1 to show* or 1 to be exhibited1*, perhaps a 
semantic ohange from N<sb»832*
233#) vayavan a. a strong man, a valiant hero, Por*60U>.
Gol*_366 states vaya vali akum* Of* krt*88*2 vay&ppulij 
230! 5 and 269! 3 ouraj PN* 20:12 vayavar} 44! 10 and 52!27 
vayaman « the strong beast} Qimpan. 249 vayavarj Maturaik.l5 
kaliruj Muruk* vayappetai} Patirr #15? 21} 36! 2 vayavu *=
s tre ng th} Aihk * 307 31 and 449 ? 2 v ay ama} P ar ip a # 11:2 5
vayavarj 20S18 vayamaj not in Rug#J Nal#325o »■ subjection.
234.) vayin » place} Comm* itam# OFhis is a favourite word of
51a,
(Pol* Of. .El* 34g , 4ia,A76b, 142b (vayin, with metrioal
**><&£— “•S»55w
lengthening); 143d; 148bj 57b; I32g; 178c; 179b; 1884; 199a, 
200o, SOlo, 240c, 250o, S53b, 260o, 261b; 268b, 284o, 292b, 
294b, 2964, 301a, 305a, 3154; 326b,a; 334a (twice); 357a;
364; 374b, 417o, 455c, 481e, 320a, 438b, 439b, 476b, 4814.
Ool. 23b, 31b, 32o, 5la, 57e, 68a, 83b, 94a, 95b, 100b, 101c,
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103b, 105a, 110b, 115b, 133b, 146o, 161b, 162g, 167f, 173o, 
194b, 196a, 227b, 243b, 250d, 274b, 280b; 286b, 287b, 290d, 
330b, 408b, 418b,0 } 488; 432c; 449o,e.
79:13; „
Por. 2152; 33*2,1 (twio'e); 41*11; 50*1; 76*13;^.90*9 a vayin;
91*8, 15; 93*1} 108*4} 110*2; 111*35 (twice)} 114*16, 35;
123*1} 129*2} 133*1; 146*45; 147*34 (twice); 147*41; 149*2;
150*6, 17,20 (twloe); 151*8; 181*2} 205*1 (twioe); 221*2;
337:1}
232*1} 235*2} 243*2; 247*5 it vayin; 271*1; 360; 385; 665*4}
w  A
190; 194*1. Por. 13, Waco. cit. from one, otherwise non- 
extant, AN.poem. Of. Krt. 36*6; 42*4; 106*3; 108*2; 150*2 
(twioe)} 153*4} 176*5; 218*6; 259*8; 327*1. Narr.44*4; 47*9; 
94*7; 265*9; 303*7.'
AN*, 26*21; 39*19; 32*14; 72*20; 120*4; 144*17 (twioe 1 i.e.
vayin vayin); 186*13; 223*9} 233*14; 257*21; 264:6; 296*6;
323*1; 330*13; 338*8,15; 356*16; 375*1; 384:7; 389:15.
PN.77S8 (twice); 142*1. Patirr.51*12 (twioe); 90*1;
Aiiils:* 467*2; Kalit. 11*4, 20; 12*9} 21*4, 12; 24*15; 37:6;
40*5 vayin vayin; Pox-un, 180 vayin vayin; 182; Oirupan.35;
163 vayin vayin; Perurapan. 133} 166; 274; 302; 304; Kurino.221
Netun«35} 181} Muruk.71; 152; 0iv*556a} 1257b} 2749c; kur.only 
*
twice ? 177b vilai vayin; 846a tam vayin; Nal.400c porul vayin 
its only_inoi de nee here# Paripa. has Mvay° instead of ^veyin0, 
as at 8?25 vay; and 17?31 vay vay » itam torum, C.
N#B#1. By a common semantio change avayin** also means ^manner, 
way, etc.0
2# In considering the frequency of the incidence of any
word, one must consider as well the length of the work*
Thus the Harr, is twioe as long as *Crt„; AN, four times 
as long, although each consists of 400 poems,
3. At first rtvayinw is a fully significant word, esp* in
t-s
E,G# texts and even in M#C# ones*** AN,13:15 oeyporul vayin 
pata; PH, 183*3 titan vayin tullum, This is esp# the oase 
where it is found twioe together# 1 have marked this as 
tt( twioe)1 above, Thus Krt, 150s2 vanam m1!nin vayinjvayin
■‘x
iraaikkum, In Hal, it has become a loo. postposituon. Of, Nal# 
p, 481 and G-r.63 by 2?ope*
835), varampu a a boundary, limit} ridge of a paddy-field as 
marking this*. Oomm. ellai; varappu, varamptl
alcum* £or*_414, Of.ICrt, 178:7} 838*8; 309:3; 387:3} AH.13:80 
Patirr#89:15; Hal, 188d, Occasional^ Srarai1 is also used 
in this sense; but more often “varai** means a 41 delimitation
-x •‘K
against11, both in the ol, e.g, varai nilai inri, AH. 13:9; 
and in Tol. Of .Part,III, On the other hand ^varaivu’* a 
marriage, also from uvar*-ai% meant the-taking over of a 
young woman from her parental ‘‘limits*1 (i,e#hotise) into those 
of the new husband of bridegroom. Of, l<rt.397:7 nin 
varaippinal en toll, said about the bride to the bri&e^groora. 
Both -ampu and *-ai are formative s.
8.36#) varuta s= to stroke, rub lightly against, here in the 
inf,, the only form in which this vb . is found at HI,95a;
m  2
£~~* ^or* 8^3, Per.cit* II, p. 42, 1.2; C:Tv.2863o; Pevit. 
1125 5; 0to massage", M.Xi. sub* voce.
23?*) varunan » Varuna, the Aryan god. Por* 5:4* Phis word
*  *"* *  tasssEscztsisiES
is not In the Pam. ol., but at Namatlp&.66. K.N.S.Pillai,# •
op. oit., is justified in oonsidering its inoidenoe here as 
indioating a late date for this sutra; but not neoessarily 
fo£ the whole of Por*, still less for the whole of Pol*
238*) valla kuru a "to speak of impossibilities", M.X.p* 
3528* When ohne compares "valla kuri* at-Krt* 219:5 with*■ U ta*
"valla kurinum" at Por*_425£2, and the context of each 
incidence, there seems to be a taking over of an earlier
t!
phrase by a later writer* She nominal base is valjstrength, 
ability, ICrt* 13 times; Aihk* 3335 25 4?35,5,
239.) val&ilku, in_cl^text^, intr.vb.^ to go along (a road);
tr*vb*= to put something into practice or circulation.
331. 22a,. 480b, 4-83b,d; 0ol*104b valatfkiy& vali marujSku:
113b j Porj.82a valankiyal raaruhkin* Of. 3Irt*2155; 2305 5;
2835 6; 3295 3; 354:5; Poruna*49; Perumpan*400; Aihk*316:5;
Civ# 2504a valahku tar~avan*♦* *-*
Paripa* uses, instead of this, valakkH or valakk&m, at*. **
45 68; 105 118; 115?1. In 33.M* texts, e.g. ICur, 6 times, Nal.
4 times, the meaning changes to (a) intr.vb* » to be in use, 
pass current; (b) tr*vb. to use, spend*
24o*) vanpu, allied to val, No*238, occurs at &rt.180:7:
* •» *
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368*3 = strength* But not the following opds.S vanp^ura, 
£ol*_244a$ vanp-uru, fprA_184»_2; vanpurai, Bor*_39^8;
vanpuruttal, Por#41^14* fhe more 
common form in 1*0* to 32 #M* texts is varpuruttal, as at Civ* 
1122d varpurranej or varpurliyatu, in the titles of Krt.66 
and four more poems* But vanpurai is to he met with in the 
titles of certain poems in ^rt#, &alit* eto* Both these 
types of titles were added to the poems at the time of their 
arrangement into their present order in B*M# times* Of* 
vanpurai at Paripa* 10^132, i*e* a prose appendage to the 
poem, lO#which ends at 1* 131*
241*) valli is a creeper or plant, '’Convolvulus batatas'*, 
acc.to M*X*p* 35*51* Ihis word occurs in 'fol* in numerous 
contexts, which change its me&ning:*-
?££*_§§§ valli is associated with the firmament, like 
the rest of that line* It proh* refers to the Milky 
Way,* meka valli: koti ponru tot^r^t^i^pp^-tij.-0,ife* 
resembling a streak, line or row* Hacc*takes iljas the moon! 
s'* valli « toyyil koti i.e* a creeper^like figure
drawn on the breasts and arms of young women# But of* 
&pp*VQl#p • 3 for a diff* interpret*
0* Por# 60:6 vata valli - a kind of dance of hill^woraen.
assssssssssRs: * • * 1
prob*beoause valli was a common name among such folk for• •
young women. Of* Muruk*10l kuravar matam&kal valliyotuf
w  * * * * •/
S?irukkS#128 valli martfflkul* Aco.to Pu*Ve* 9:41) this dance
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was associated with drinking in honour of Murukan on the 
part of the dancers .! veriyatal# Another possible origin ofM *
this usage of valli" may he the fact that the women stood+ *
A
in & row, valli in M #1*, while they performed this dance*
Gf*P.P# passim.
In the cl* we meet with valli, frequently in its original
* *
sense 5^
a.) &rt* .216:2 vata valiiyam katti.; b) Mullai.101 v&lliyam katu;* • • *  . . .
o) PH#63*12 ampal valli toti kkai makalir* At Perumpan#370,
* • * # *
however, vata valli is used in the identical sense as at 
* »•
Por# 60:6. Here there is no doubt of the loan of this phrase
*
by one of the authors from the other* But it is in PH*that
we meet with such phrases in great numbers* ~ (l) vata tamar&i,
.
m ,  319*15.
(2) vata malai, MT.36411* Of. Oiv. 3018 b.
(3) vata yanar natu, PH. 240:2.* # •
(4) vatS vanoi, PH* 39*17; 394*9*
Of. also vata kkurinci, Piftk*} pu, AH.253* 4; conri, 
paimmayir and paoarai in Patirr. passim, all with "vata1 w 
that which withers not.; and outS. vakai w ’the vakai flower 
that is not worn* i.e* Vakai,t as the name of place where two 
battles were fought, &rt. 393*3; AH#125*19# Prom these instance 
it appears that Pol# is the borrower from the olassics.
242#) valiya enimm ceya en kilavi
iruti akaram ketutalum tiritte.El* 211#
^     ^
A g o * to Pol* here, valiya>vali =: prosper thou. I have
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discussed these opt. forms in Oh,IV, where I adduce instances 
from the cl.
243*) viyarttal s= sweating or perspiration, as the result
of. irritation or euMhaustion or weariness .JPor^gd 0^9;
§§111 • krt#84*l viyarttanen; 136*17 viyarppu;
Aur. 1328& viyarppa; and the ah. viyar, at AH. 136:21;
ICalit.40i 22; Man±. 18*40.
«
Phere is a tendency in South Brav. for ,5iyat to 
become "e11, esp* in rapid speech. Hence ver « id., as sb.
"V
at PH.69S3; Poruna. 80; Kalit. 96S3; and as vb * at I<ur.487& 
and b; Hal. 64b; 'feva. 82:7.
: Although "ver* came into use in M.G. times, fol. 
seems to have regarded it as not a " oencol1' (Gol.437a) or 
correct word and to have preferred (the- E..0.*) "viyar".
Krt. never employe* "ver" in this sense. In B.C.. texts l,verlf 
always signifies the root of plants, e.g. Krt#18:i; 257:1; 
328:l; Harr*77:4; AH. '209*15.# * MM »
244.) v±r«avu =» to. mix up, commingle} to alternate! be 
indistinguishable. 81. 58; Gol.43b; Por. 45b (twioe);
277; 375:_1 (twioe); 483 5_1; 373 viraaya. Also sb. vir-avu « 
Alternation, Krt.62:2; 401:1, both
viraii, the vinai eooam; AH. 108512 viravu ppori mannai; 
Patirr*21:34 (malar);. 50:10 (panai); Aiftk# 367:3 (malar);mm #
Hetun. 27; Parip&. 10:22; Hal* 88c; 246d vir^aay; GXv.l23o
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.viravupu = kalantu, Ooram.; 1885a llai viravu tar; Teva.
450i1; 469;5; Nanneri.9; Nan*255c.
r Mmtmm M  9 M
245.) vir-ioci « the explanation of omens by soothsayers, 
oracles, etc* Por^J^S.n.* Of. ICrt# 218S3; Narr#40?4; PN.280S6; 
Mullaip.ll .Of.Ofv. 621b viriccikan » an astrologer, soothsayer. 
The orig# base is vir*ri=to expand p.hyg_iqal3y, as at PN.8J10; 
Nal#164a; Gxv.339bj to unfold, spread out physioally % as at 
Por.262^1 kulai virittal; thenoe to expound; in the moral 
sense,, to unfold (the hidden meaning of), as at for*652^1 
virittal....tokai viri; Paripa. 11878 viri nul; Nal#341c;
Nan# 155b* In Oh.IV, §14, I show that -cod, —ttd, ^Mc&,
*-pp& are tense—signs added to the verbal base, and adduoe
other instances of vb * nouns, which end in -cci, e.g. ikalcci,# #
culcoi, parallel to M virioci" here#*•
246.) "viruntu" in the E#0* texts means either a delightful 
^banquet, as at Krt* 33*4; 155*6; 204*5; 398*6; Kur. 1211b,
126 8b; 0lv#13ld; or a guest, as at Krt. 210S6; PN.266 5 11;
Kur# 12 times. To distinguish the latter from the former, the 
particle "inan" was added; hence viruntinan « a ,giest or 
new-comer, as at Krt*292S7; Nal. 286d; Civ.1647a.
It was only in 1.0* texts that "viruntu1 means a 
novelty, as at Paripa.6540 viruntu punal » a fresh stream of 
water; Oiv. 55a viruttu vantu « a new beetle. Of* Por#551^1 
viruntu « a novelty in literature i.e. poetic composition 
in a new style"*
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N.B, l# She "viruttam" is 'unknown in the ol. It is the main 
basis of med. Tam* literature, as in Glv* etc. M.X.,-p.
3701, explains it only as "a kind of verse, one of three 
pavinam"* But the faot that it was a new type of verse after 
eight oenturies or more of "akaval, vanoi, kali" etc. and 
the other faot of "viruntu" beGoming "yiruttu" at 0iv*55a, 
oited above, make it prob. that it is in this direction we 
roust seek for the origin of this name* 0#J,*Beschi, who was 
well-versed in med.Tam. literature but not in the ol*
(before 60G&.D.), writes in 112 of his Gr.H.T*about the 
viruttam* "Hoc genus versuum est omnium usitatissimumi 
Poemata quippe omnia hoc genere oarminum consoripta s^mt',.
What a travesty of the truth, if he meant hereby the real 
ol&ssios!
2# Pope, Kur* lexicon, p.73, states* "Oomm. says viruntu 
means a novelty; hence = hostis". This derivation looks 
plausible; but the examination of the texts indioates just 
the reverse direction*
247*) vlraivu « haste and mental agitation, Porj»_260^7;
0ol^_424 viral opol » words Indicating haste and anxious 
desire. Of. Krt.351*1; Paripa. 12*30 viraipu viraipu - viraintu 
vlraintu, O.j Oiv.5l3b, 601d, 1143b} Kur, 474b, 679a, 1080b, 
1218b «
248.) vilahku = to go athwart, obstruct,. Por^lld^Jg avan 
vilahk-urinum* Of#Krt.130*2 and nine more instances in Krt.s
S-i W M M ' ^
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Com** tatuttal} AN. 3818} Aalit. 84:7} Aiftk* 127:3} Paripa. 
5*31 ( » to get rid of)} Nal* 59d} 333b. vilaftku^ a to lie 
athwart} to be transverse, ICurinc.99} Aalit* 2:8}Civ.1167a 
vilaftki vil*..; 2959avil vilahka. (Of.vil a a bow). .
. 2
049*) vilahku as sb* » that which is transverse, as at
PN# 3816 vilaftfct skanra viyag marpu} M&turaik* 77} Mptu*45}
Aalit. 528 00} Ojv# 1770d# This is the sense in all the ol*
texts that I have come across*only in the Comm., as on
Art# 150} PN* 135} Paripa. 10, is vil&fiku used in the later
sense of a beast or brute* This signification is preponderant
in 33 *M* texts, e*g* 4lQa} Nal# four times} C£v. 2092d}
2777b.} 8836d} Mani, 12*95 vilaftku. » a beast. At Mptu*45 Naoc.• #
takes vilanku in this sense*but erroneously. The occurrence
therefore of w vilahku0 at 5orA521<[l olearly in this sense*
avv&m makkalum vilahkum « those men and brutes, shows how »"
late this sutra was composed. At £or*„256n., however, 
anafike yilahke kalvar tarn irai, that word may be interpreted 
as any ^dangerous obstacle**# Nevertheless, it is more prob. 
that Per* is right in taking it as 41 dangerous beasts ariraa 
mutalakiya ancu takkana = lions etc.** If so, this sutra toov to 9
~is late*
25Q.) vilumam is discussed under ventum, in Oh.IY. But here I 
* * * *
shall cite a few texts whioh show parallelism between Por. and 
the cl* Por* 39*3: 235*1, both read tammuru vilumam* 0iv*465d 
has the identioal phrase* Art# 397*8 and AN. 170*14 have
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tannuru vilumam; AN. 170813 ninnuru vilumam} Narr.216:3-4
I *
kann uru vilumam##. namm uru tuyaram. Maturaik* 259 pakat- 
uru vilumam. These texts belong to one cycle*
N*B# The occurrence of such forms as vilumitu » this which is*«
excellent, at 253*2} Nal* 133b, 217b, 228d, all three
uvilum^it«-a(m)!i makes it very prob* that perum-it-am, No*196,
*>
is formed in the same way*
251*) vilivu w loss, diminution, cessation* Oomm#ketu*
Art* 305*7 vilivft aftku viliyin, AN# 58*3}
Muruk. 292} Paripa. 12*2} Nal# 166b# Of* vili tr*vb* s= to ruin,
»
Aalit* 88:21} intr. vb * to perish} to diminish} Comm# ketu,
*
at Art# 316*3} Aalit* 53*21} 128*5} Aur# 143a; and three more
**■*
instanoes} Nal* 166b and three more instances#
252#) vitu a to leave, abandon, is ol#, for vituwid* Por.90*_3
Of# Art# 333*5} Narr. 82*1} AN# 37*6} 162*16} 340*12$ Poruna.
87} Perump an# 250} JevS. 360*8. But vitu is also used as the
*
vb., as 3 times in Art* itself* In B*M* texts, however, vitu
w  *
is always a sb*, as at Nal# 59d, and vitu alone is the vb* as
30 times in Nal# 0£v., as usual, reverts often to the ol*
vitu as vb*, as at Olv# 7 d vltata} 307o vital} 2577a vitu,
* # • *
as vb# noun » vitutal, 0#
*
253*) vekuli » anger} wj?ath, esp* as shown in deeds.
*
* Sfii ^£t*; but of* PN. 68S3; Aifik.8481; 
Kur,29a, 35a, 509b, 360a, 586a, 531a, 864f,; Nal,, 68a;
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Qfv* 1089b* There is an alternate form, vekul, as sb *, at 
PN* 324:ij and as vb* at &ur* 308b, 870a, 1060a; .Nal. 64b*
254*) vetir » bamboo* Bl# 36 3a speaks of a sandhi like
*vetirhkotu**, Naco.; of* vetirhkutai at Oiv* 441a: vetirhkol.* —i
Tol* Bref* Qomm# l'his is probably a synoope of vetiram s a. 
bamboo rod or pole, as at Oilap * 13:157; Aifik* 278*1} or = 
oovered with bamboo reeds, as at PN» 277*5* The word Hvetiru 
itself is 33*0#+* It occurs esp* in and M*0* texts, as at 
Krt* 304:2} 385.5 4} BN* 1095 4} AN* 367.: 165 kurino.35; but also 
oooasionally in B.M* texts, like Oiv. 441a; Peruh*I?5l: 12} 
but not in &ur., which uses vey instead, nor in Nal. There 
seems to be an original conn* among '
A) velam a European bamboo reed, Maturaik*257j spiny bamboo,
Pihk*
B) vetir e= bamboo, Maturaik 302; of* Sk. vetra, MBh.+;
0) vey =? bamboo, reed, krt*7.S6; 22651; Mptu.171; Paripa.11504
14*6} 21S41j Ear,1113b5 Pal,32o} 0lv,l581b} 1692b}
18480 (vejrntuni)s 2923b vey ala.......
* **
The root seems- to be vey « anything hollow} a tube, Pihk*
M#l*3836* Observe that velam at Krt* 375 2 perum kai velam;•» ** #•
AN# 309*15 etc* obtains its- name from its hpllo^v trunk, kai 
orvel*-*, just like Sk. ^hastin1* from !*hastau; or Tam.pulkkaiit* * *t
or putkai, l?abr.p* 735, 731, from pul-ai » hollow, tubular 
(trunk)* Sk# hastin emphasizes the ‘‘hand*1 or trunk; Tam# 
velam and pulkkai its tubularity*
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255#) veyil = the heat of the sun, 331# 377} 402. Of. Krt*
at,   i-
3852} 213*6} 37655} Narr.4351} Kur*77a; Nal*171o, It is only 
in later med* texts, as at Tiv* Tiruvay. 6, 3510, that 
“veyyil* becomes common, as in mod* Tam* The root is vem,
"“'s ^
vey, ve- » to be hot} Krt#1905 4 vem oinara#
256#) veruppu and verukkai » eminence, in wealth, glory, 
prosperity eto* 0ol*_347 virappum... veruppum cerive *= 
abundance, lit. thickness, of riches etc* Por#_§47^1*
Of. PN.535 12 verutta kelvi; 378511 verakkai} Patirr.38:9}
S iA  ^  r  W  V  I—. t a #  #
555 4} Kur# 600a, 761b and 971a* all three verukkai; Oiv. 187Id, 
2708o. Of. Oiv. 555 c a pre-eminently * The root is veru & to 
stand apart from, like the “Pharisees'* * Of* veru»differenoe; 
verpu, Krt. 335:5- - an eminence, a hill, that stands^ apart from 
the surrounding plains that form the oountry of the Tamils.
O p
257*) veruppu or verukkai = dislike, aversion, loathing, 
Por#_2475_l, on another interpretation. Of. Aiftk. 93:4}
Kur* 696a; Nal* three times. Nal. 329& verumai = poverty^ 
acc* to Pope, Nal* p* 438*but more prob. conn.w. this veru, 
namely, an object of aversion, as the poor generally are.
258.) ventu or ventan = asking; at » Indra, king of
the gods, acc*to Naoc. Of. Krt* 2425 5; 328:6$ 3805 1}
PN* 241*2-3} Kur.761a} Oiv* 3 times# Krt.24855 ventu vitu 
tolil seems to be repeated at ’£or_*_636^1.
The origin of this word seems to be^ veyntu or^ veyntan t= he
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who puts on (the crown) * Of. the meaning of vey in the 
following instances*** Krt# 235*5; 312^5; 401^2; M§turaik^568 
Cilap#5*7; Civ,484b, 1208b, 1417d, 1577b, 1769d; and passim 
inkalit., as 83^26; 98*16, where the Comm, renders vey by 
outu w to wear a oiroular thing, like a garland or or own.
Of. also Paripa. 7*42 pu veyntu, 12*16 veyumor etc. Observe
i
that the king wore not only a or own but also garlands of 
flowers and leaves according to his dynasty and the special 
occasion e.g* war, siege, victory eto. Of. also outu,
Gh.IV, § 24, B*ll above and at krt#281.*4,
I have reserved a few more words for summary 
treatment.
259.) itaiy ** uru « impediment, obstruction, hindrance; not 
in ^rt,, nor in most of the cl,, but at &ur. 676a, KaraparS.
1, 23*5; M,Ij,p*238. 1'his is 1.0, E.M, +. But it is found at
26Q.) unti as food, &rt, 156*4; Hal* la; Por*_114|l, B.Q,*.
261.) unar* « to be consoious of, to discern clearly, to 
,
scrutinise and oomprehend, of.App.Vol* p*27. fhis is E,0,+.
Qf.unar, at 3£rt#232*8> 297*7(twice); 327*8; 374*1, fhis word * *~
occurs in this sense frequently throughout fol.Jll. 193o, 35b, 
405, 482k, 485d, 7b.
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Ool. 56h, 96b, 116b, 117b, 193b, 296b, 373, 389c,*393, 396g, 
459a.
Por, 4* 2} IS! 4682} 49} 56:1} 273?3; 87581,2; 232:2 unarttu,
■Oau.s; 323:2} 36382; 381; 41384; 46082; 516:1; 52282; 553:3; 582 
87; 664; 665827} 295:1} 29681; 234:2} 235:2. But along with
2this usage, there is also unar = to become reconciled after
*
a love«qu&rrel, as at ^ur* 1109a utalljunartal punartal* This is 
not S #0*, but it occurs at 156^1, just as at
Paripa* 65 102; 7136 unartta unaraj 12*66; 18!13* Paripa*
1 2 employs unar very rarely, e.g.at 13* 19}unar is a specialized 
* *
■ 1signification of unar , prominent in 1*0* texts* It alludes to 
two facts!
a) the wife b eeomes Qqnsoiqnp that her husband is her chief 
support in life?
b) she also begins to reflect on the consequences to herself 
of a permanent separation.
t262m) unti in E.G# texts, like &rt* 361! 3, always means a. je
of water, a current, stream, a river^flood. Its vb. base is
untu ss to shoot something down, as at Harr#68*4* It is only in
Wi.Q# texts, as at Eurino. 14Q5*-
acai men c&yal av vahk& unti, that "unti" acquires the
meaning of " navel" t Comm# koppul* This meaning becomes* 0
prominent in 1*0* texts like Paripa. 13*52} 16! 7 (please 
read the text, not the Comm., nor the lexicon); and in med# 
texts like Tiv* Periyati* 5,4,1* It is difficult to decide 
whether the two are homonyms— I think they are not. The "spread" 
of meaning in Tam* is rnuoh more pronounced than in 3k.itself: 
very often two objects are given the same name because of
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a. certain resemblance, which may later be lost sight of.
The fact that fiva* equates "unti0 to nircculi » a whirlpool
ii A t i*
gives us the key, in this instance* M *1* renders unticculi
as curve or involution of the navel# At Ear ip a# 165 7 it is
only after careful perusal that one can decide which "whirl*1
the poet means# '.Dam.does not have the device of distinguishing
words with the same basic idea, as $ng# does with "whirl"
and "whorl"# Hence the use of unti or ouli, both for the#► *--S
whirling pool of water and the whorl^shaped navel# "Unti" in
the latter sense occurs at 331 $ 83 a} 102. Haoej VO*331#Oanti 6a.
—i i . - . - * . - . <*. **
263#) utal » feigned dislike on the wifefs part towards the #
husband. In £r* S.t*IV, Vol*3tE of B'*8#0*A*S., pp*328-356,
T#Burrow contends that this word is from1 outal* But outal nevei
• *
has the meaning of "becoming angry" in 33#G#texts5 at Krt.281:4
^  - s
outu a to wear a garland or crown# likewise in other Tam#
.
tests* The base should be sought rather in the direction
of ul- al, &rt# 149*2} ut^al » to set in motion, to be enraged,* # *“ *
EH* 77:9} Eatirr*5636* Of# esp* ulal, Narr*255il0 and utal,Mm # 0 M.~- #
Harr*5lS2. Whatever its origin, utal is not to be met with
in 2%t* At 191 and elsewhere Apt# speaks very frequently of 
the same theme, but employs other word, like pulampu, pulavi, 
tuni, inai, but .not utal nor pinahku# I£rt*!9 describes the 
scene of Bor*l5QJ20 without the words "utal" and"unarx)puu *^ m m
*V —* -T-L
In 1*0# texts utal is common, as at BaripS. 65102} 75.18}»
9:22} 12567} 20:67. likewise in 33 #M# texts, 17 times in Kur*,
365 !
esp* 1321, 1322, 1326*-1330) Nal# 384q ; 391a in the above 
sense| and 222a in a more general sense* '-Che ^^ se therefore 
of utal in the special sense so frequently in Por. is 
extremely signi.ficant as regards the date of its composition*
It ooours at for^lgoyjGiJLSgjy^Jl^ 
i35i!i_499i_3&
264#) In the case of “ellai** we can see the gradual elimination
thof all other senses, except the one that it has in an 8 *
o* inscr* in S*I.I#t °iwicaitt& peru nankd ellaitt, where
*"S •-*•
ellai1* means the boundary, limit, frontier* 'This is the 
meaning too in all the five incidences of **ellai8* in Por., 
namely, 391^4j[_463^2j^_469^1i_4?45_l^3* But this is not the 
only meaning nor the predominant one in 13#0, texts, where 
it me an s ‘ w sunl igh t, day ligh t} 0 oram * p akal. In ICr t • thi s me anix^
is twioe as frequent as the other * *-
Krt* 285*2 ellS ellai (spakal) eliaiyum (ssbordex*) tonrar*
w 310*4 and 387*1 ellai kaliya » pakal niftka#■ *• ^ i.
* 355*3 ellai cegalin » curiyan ponamaiyal#
w 373*2 ellai tonrinum* The Oomrn* repeats* uellai tonrinumn? 
since by the time of the Oomm* ellai (==border) was the 
predominant one and needed no explanation# We see therefore 
that Por# is oloser to the time of the Oomm# on Ext* than to
W  " ■l" I ■->!■» )<<■
Krt* itself, or even to the earlier songs of the P*P*, since 
Poruna.llS, 233} Perumpan# 279j Maturaik* 239‘ have wellaitt =
-K ^
pakal, its earlier signification, as does also Kalit* 123:16,
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The 'base of this word is *0 ! %  which describes as
ilakkam" 5 elle_ilakkam* Here are two words which once more 
illustrate the e/i alternan.ee in South Srav# with the 
attendant features, like ila^j but ell**ai# The basic idea is 
brightness, as at Kgt* 19*4} 4:5*3; 161*1} 1791,2; 21613; 364:5} 
390*1} Narr* 264*6} AN*224tl} 110:11} 370:2} PN*24:9} 170:3 
(of the sun)} Kalit* 75*14# Hence "el" is sometimes used for
'-N ^
the^ sun "itself, as at'Muruk# 74} but more often cpds# of
"el" are employed for "the, sun”:** A# enrul, Krt«2l5:2j*— • • # **
9, Paripl«195 46} Alftfc.32481} 33654} 36051} 37451} 
0ilap*145121} }■ and B, enrutu, Pal.60d,
Hence also absence of light, esp# of .sunlight# is termed "elli" 
at Krt# 47:3} 0*£v#1747} 1877} or e11-in, at Mptu* 416}
Nal# 8b} here "i" or "i)&" signifies "no1*, "that wherein there
^ —V ^ ^ ^ '"N
is not,1 finally ell^ar « "the shining ones" at Oiv#364,
>-‘*1 *s
rendering Sk* devah. from all this wealth of evidence it is
*
clear that the original meaning of "ell-ai" is that which 
is found dominant in B*G# texts# Hence the fact that Kan# elie} 
Mai# and Tel# ella mean "boundary" etc, does not necessarily
*-*1 -*s
mean that this was the original meaning of this word# The 
two meanings are basically connected} and the words are not 
homonyms# The mod* meanings of "border, boundary, frontier", 
in these languages, of "ell*-" are prob* due to a parallel 
semantic development#
865*) katt - urai = l) a sharp, angry speech, esp# reply,
Por#271^4}
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= S) a concise statement: Comm, porui p©tints col, 
Por.435;l.
No index of the cl** texts gives this phrase. It occurs at
Oilap* 9:50 katt~uraitt§n and 23:23 katt-urai Stti en in
• * " * • • •
sense 1); and at Oilap. Pref. 1.54 kottam- il katt-urai in
• • • *
sense 2). Pope does not mention it in his index of any of his 
three chief editions: Kur.? lal.j Tv.
266.) The particle wkalwas the pi * suffix may be very
ancient: but B.C. and M.O.- texts avoided it, prob. as inelegant,
even for a. :rinai nouns. 0ol.l69, on the other hand, considers
Hkal,f as almost normal for such nouns ; kallotu civanum 
* • • *
avv - iyal peyare....
Ilirthermore, in Por* we find a few instances of its use (a) 
for a#**rinai nouns, as at 152:4 maapu - kai? 152:6 and 193:4
V "  *  * m
vayil-kal? 205:2 itah-kal| and (b) even for uyartinai nouns,
in one instance, i.e. natakkai ell am avarkatpatume.
But in this case the particle may be kan, the Loo.suffix, rather
then kai.Shis matters little? because in origin they are identical
>
as far as Tam. is concerned: kai, orig. a noun, meaning ’'place11,
is conn.w. kan* katai and was used as either suffix. Por its
• *
employment in cl. texts, cf. Oh.II above.
267.) katai nilai at Por^Ojdji^91^13. This phrase is rare in 
the cl., but it is rare likeid.se in IU.M. texts. As Krt. 
employs both words separately in the identical sense as here,
Tol, merely puts together two B.C. words to form ajghrase,
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which is d e s t i n e t o  "be widely used by later grammarians.
268*) karam « an alligator or crocodile, Por^._572} 590l§.
Of * Kurinc.257. It is not in krt.; in fact, a very rare 
word in the cl* It is p.rob.M.Q*+.
269*) 'kutumi « the_crest, whether of a fortress, or of a hair*- 
knot on the head. 5or*„6§il0; krt.2345 4; 2815 2; 347:3;
Oiv. 30lo; 2249c. Oomm* has ^ucci0.
270.) In B#C* texts there are several words for a horse, and 
Nkutlrai1* is the least frequent of them all* Ihe employment 
of ^kutirai* six times in Pq£. i*e. at 7242; 21251; 567:1; 
57051$ 6Q7il$$23s5 in-comparison with ltpuraviH, once, at
. t -i>
6265 2; and kalima, oncje, at 194,5 4 is therefore significant. 
£rt* uses kutirai at 7451; 3855 3; but also katuma, 2505 4; 
kalima, 1735 2 etc. PH* prefers ivuli ( 3 times, e.g,1975l); 
kalima, 150,5 7; and esp* puravi ( 7 times).
271.) A.) Strangely enough the word '*tamil** does not occur
at all in the earliest lam*. work extant, the Krt. Ihis
book contains the names of many races and peoples, e.g.
Kohkar, at 393*6; kurumpur, 3285 8; Mallar, 34:5;
Kocar, 15s3; 73?4; Vatukar, 115 5 etc., as well as of ^ .
regions, like Arkkatu, 258:7, which are on the frontiers
#
of the 'lamil districts. But the word tttamil akam!* itself
• •
is missing. r% e  lamil^speaking peoples, and their poets, had 
begun
not yet to regard themselves as one^ein Volk*, still less as
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!,ein Heichw*This is the historic background of E.G.texts.
■s ■*>
B.) At OT* 168:18 we can notice the beginnings of this
consciousness in the proud words * vaiyalm varaippin
tamil- akam ketpa* This is the hall-mark of the M.O.texts* 
jz* •
with their references' to the struggle for power and
hegemony of the three great Tam. dynasties} still, there
Is no attempt made by the people speaking one Tam*dialect
to impose it on others as the correct language * “centamil*1»•
It is also signofioant in what capacity the. Kryas are ; 
mentioned in these texts. They are first mentioned in krt.,
and that only once, at 7? 3, as skilful dancers, walking
\
on a string or cord tied to id ole s, and swinging their
bodies, right and left, to the accompaniment of the
drums beaten by their companions: artyar kayiratu parai*—  * * —
In E*Q. texts, the Sryas are a- handful of peaceful
immigrants* But in - 1.0. times the Aryas are mentioned
almost always as hostile warriors and kings, menacing
the northern frontiers of the Gera and Cola Tam.kingdoms.
• *
Of .AN. 396?15-18; PN. 39?15-16; Patirr. 4-5 imaiyam 
virporitt- imil katai veil ttamil akam vilaftka. These
— — ** * ---—.M__   *
Aryas are prob* the An&hras, the rulers of the Telugu 
country.
0*) At 0ol_.398c, 400g. ? centamil; cencol, we reach
the final stage of the process. $ne of the Aryan rulers, 
either Samudi^a-gupta, or a Pallava, in his wake, or some 
other prinoe, has dealt a fatal blow to both the Cara and
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and Cola kingdoms* fhe former is henceforth so strictly-
confined to the West and so rigidly out off from the rest
of Samilakem that the language spoken there obtains a new narnei
Malayalam, (The eclipse of the Qolas and the elimination of # * •
the Qeras spell the rise of the Bantiyas to literary eminence,
• *
Iheir language is henceforth ttcentamil'*,
278*) Ool_,_350b alunlcal irakkamum ketum atom*
**     i ■ . *
In the 32.0, texts alunku t= tavir, Oomm, ~ put a stop to. It is
---
not confined to juxtaposition with oelavu = the departure of
the husband from his wife. At AN. 66 5 26 aluhkinan allano 
tasa ^  ^ **
ayarnta/man&ne, aluAku refers to breaking off a new marriage*
At* Urt, 135* 4: Narr* 39151 alu’Akuvar oelave the- two words
are found together*
In course of time 4*aluAkuH fell out of use, except
• *
in conn* w* rt oelavu1 * £his is the stage which Por*registers* 
Whenever it employs waluAkuu * it is always as either nelav- 
aluAku, 177^^1 or oel©VKitai~alunkal, 135^l* fhis usage brings 
Por* to a close relationship with the G&mm* on ^rt,, which 
has this phrase nine times* In 1,0* texts this vb, "aluAku1 
is not employed except in conn*W'* ltcelavu^,
273*) ntatumaruM has been discussed above* Of, t&tumaruvamam, 
iggjt^lO.
274,) ffiie U*0, employ yam(s=we) most oftenivery rarely does 
nlm(wwe) occur, as at &rt* S558 8 ham vem katalar* likewise,
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the oblique oases were em, emm-ijq, eto. and the opds, were 
ernar, emal eto* But yan yam nam ena varum peyarum
Ool^^lS^d namm urntu varum ikara aikaramum 
Gol#4l0 n& nu. , * enum aval mutal akiya 
kllai nutal peyarum.*,. seem to 
belong to & stage of lam, where nnamw is slightly more frequent 
than wemtt, both in isolation and in ops., and where n^am*' and
'“V ^
tty am? enjoy the same status, In&ur., whioh is. I.C.-B.M,, 
i!nam** ooours Anly once, at 1195a, while “yam** occurs l5_tim.es,
^  .-s, ^
It is only in Nal., whioh is B.M,, that there is well-nigh
equal frequency, Nere yam S. naira, as 5 5 4. Hence I am inclined
to believe that such lines as Col. ICS e, 163 d were insertedCS E3
later into the relevant sutras* Col, 410 offers no difficulty, 
as it belongs to Hoc a iyal, the miscellaneous supplement 
{_to ColT] of & later date, as its very name testifies, Bocam e 
Hthat. which remains to be said'*, acc. to the view of an 
enterprising grammarian, who wished to remain hidden and pass 
off his sutras as those of 3}ol*
275,) '*turairt in B.C. tests, as 36 times in Krt*, means a
*MP
-N
port or harbour. It is in much later texts that it comes to
signify "the theme of a poem*', as it does at |.or,3l3S_8 and in
the Comm, to PN., Patirr. eto,*****
276 #) kattur, pati, pali and paoarai are the chief cl,words * * * *» *“
for w a. camp." Of these, 1 have discussed pali above • pati
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occurs at Mtiliaip* 28; kattur, lit* a tied-up residence, 
fr*'£ kattti. + ur, at AN* 44*10$ PN* 395*1, Aiflk,445*2}
Patirr. 5 times* At Narr* 380*6 pacax*ai means paciya kal a
& green rock i.e* a roclc which is. covered with green grass*
Phis is such a rare phenomenon in parohed 3*33* India that it
may well have been the origin of the word, which soon came 
to signify an encampment_on_such_a_rock^_a_military_cam^, 
as at PN* 62*11$ 294*2 and 15 more times, Aihk, 7 times;
Patirr* 8 times; Paripiu 19*35; Qilap* 26*180 and Por*_175*
For further details of* 181 above*
877*) pay am is much more frequent in 13*0. than payan for 
!*fruit, yield of soil, or of the cows' udders; result? (Thus
■*"v
Krt*; has the former four times, at 143*2* 225*1; 267*1;342:7; 
and the latter only once, at 381*7. In^ur*, however, the rdles 
are reversed* fhe former occurs only twice, the latter 25 times 
Por* stands closer to % r .  than to *%t., with pay am only once,
at Pqr*_5lQSJ3; and payan twice, at for* 515*_2p_655*_7.
Moreover, Krt* employs only the vb. payam, with its vinai 
eccam as payantu, e*g, 202*3, never the vb* payakku, in the 
sense of bringing forth fruit. But the latter vb. gay^akku 
occurs eight times in Kur. and also at Por_*_5l5^1. 13?hls is
an additional instance to show that the later parts or
sections of 3?or* a^e 33*0,+ , as is most of &ur*
278») pinrai = after, afterwards, ^rt. 176!3j 296*5} also in 
the titular SfiffiBU on Krt. 15 an 233j Kur,518a} WS1.23hi
M W— ’
279*) Hpotiu as a sb* in 1310* texts means the bud of a 
flower, as at ^rt* 35*3$ 3305 4*
As a vb • it means to bundle up an&hLde, to insert into a mass
or bundle, as at 168:2$ 376:5* SCrt*85:4, where ’'poti”
is a sb. but not the bud of a flower, stands intermediate to
the two senses* It means a thing that is bundled up, as the
petals of a flower are bundled up in the closed bud* fhus in
Krt. we can watoh the dynamism in semantic ohange at work.
By the time of the iCur* o tdi1 has shed all its earlier 
meanings as a vb* and means store up11, as at 155b potintu
■*N
likewise at Hal* 341c kanam potinta* £his is its meaning at 
anP^ poti kilavi* As a sb* npotin means a sheath,
*  ^ a
at Nal* 269a, a development from E*0* °potiu « bud*
A
280*) At 5or£_79:jL3 ^ol* calls the wife umanaivi'** fhat is
the mod* fam* word$ and the med. Oomrn* have it frequently,
as at PH. 222*2, Opmm* But I looked up the index of every cl*
work that has an index, and then of &ur*, Hal., fv*$ the word
HmanaiviM was not to be found anywhere * Here them we> have a
concrete case of the selection of words as elegant, refined
or poetic by the cl# writers and their 33*M* imitators* let us
first examine these words in this case* *
(l) m aka tun, as at PH. 331:9* Of* Ho# 206 above*
*
(s) manaSyol, Krt. 164S5; PN, 33358} 334:5} &ikk,47:S
374
48! g} 410! 2 *
(3) magaiyal, &ur# 904aj Nal* 3d} 8 6 0 , d} 361c*
(4) manai, f e ,  passim} Hal# 850 } Gilap#3.:i75 manai akam, 
whioh is used deliberately to signify both °his wife’s 
breasts11 and his house*0
When one considers the number of words that form their fern* 
in vi, or i, as tunaivi fr.tunai} uraivi fr* urai} etc., 
and their frequency in the earliest classics ., it is difficult 
to believe that °manaivi° alone was formed very late* Her
“S
do the suffixes °vi° and °ol° make any change in the meaning
conveyed* Q?hus uraiv-ol » (my)wife, 2£rt*lX6 :i} while uraivi s=
wife, at Krt# 19252} 400:7} AH* 298:23} 351U7; PH*145:10*
Hence we Gannot be sure that just because the cl# Roets
do not use a word, that word was not used by the contemporary
people* in prose^-writing and conversation# 'I’ol# is often
careful to distinguish these two, as ceyyul and valakku# It* «>
isprob* fr.the latter that 2?ol* obtained the word wmanaivi°* 
H*B* It may also be that the fault lies with the Index to
these works# In fact I have at length found this word at 
Paripa* 5:39. Cf. p. 566 below.
281#) merre s upon, above* Por# 278} 551.52} 606"} 614$ 647:2* 
Bl* uses mena more frequently than merre. See Part III# Krt# 
uses mela, as at 7! 2 . &ur. uses both me la, 320a, and merre, 
1027b*
282*) vayil « place} entrance} means of entrance, in^that 
03?der^of semantic change# Of. K^t. 118! 3} PH* 234:5}
Kurinc, 203} Mani.7898} 17877, Of,|or.l49? 1 } 151810, 15286} 
1648 8 } 16781} 1788 3} 17881} 193,8 4} 196811; 82481} 2418 1 ;
273*3$ 5lOil$ 511. Here the predominant sense is the last, 
namely, a way for the lover to oome into oontaot with his 
mistress* As this Way or entrance is very often the female 
companion of the herlone, that person is the one most 
frequently referred to as nvayilw both by f&L* an-d by the 
Oomm* on Krt,, Narr., AN, Aihk* and Kalit*
Oh* ‘VIII A, Aoan_Words_fr* °f fplj,
with a comparison of the incidence of the the same words in
Krt* and a few other cl, works» Only in (Col. and Krt. is the
list of words and the number of their incidence exhaustively
given here* A few of the words mentioned here as Sk,, e.g.
pintam, are most jirob. at an earlier stage l.w.fr, Nrav* into 
• *
Sk.
1 .) aftkatam1 at Aoo.to 
M.I.,, p*19, and Per. Ooram. on the above texts, this is a 
stanaa of abuse $ larqpoon, M.l, considers it as a loan fr,
Sk, ahka^-da, 7 mentions Sk, ahka m. any mark, stigma $
p
but not the cpd. aftka*-da, He also mentions ahkatam *= a 
bracelet worn on the upper arm. (Phis is a homonym.
2.) atikara, £ cr^ J36S*_2, fr* Sk, adhikara m*
3.) ant am « endj not in 131, or Krt,, which employ wirutit4>* *"*
instead. From Sk. anta m. Col. 4d} I’or. 146816; 147:24} 243:1.
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4.) antaram = the atmosphere, fr. Sk. antara m.n. internal 
spaoe. for.^lie^SO. Not in %t., hut ef. PN. 39S:i9j 
Muruk.119,
5.) ampotaraAkam, Porj,460y. j_46 3y.. Aoo. to Per. and M.l.,p.98,
.this is a variety of Kali verse, in which the lines diminish
like waves on the shore# P’rob* fr#^ambj$as tarangamj but the 
sandhi is wrong# Prob.^it was made Gn the analogy of
ambhodhi m^>ampoti( fara?), M,X# sub voce} both mean 11 the Ocean,
as the receptacle of waters41, M#W#p,84#
""i
6 #) &marar « the immortals, gods, fr# Sk# amara m# an 
immortal* ^or^_146*_29• Not in Krt#, v;hich employs kat&vul} 
pee} but cf. PN# 99!1*
7.*) amiltam » ambrosia, fr. Sk# ararta# n# id, f§^^146^13#
Krt. has this word five times* Of* also PN* 3925 20 etc*
C35SZ rHST#
8.) araoan « a king} araoar a kings* fr. Sk* raj an m #Por ,*75 :_2, 
6§6^4j__627S_l j Krt# has only two inoidenoes527655} 39256.
9*) aracu » kingship, from Sk# rajyam# > f 0^^637.
lQf.) arakam, ^or*433£li_464^1^_544, This is 4I& member of 
certain classes of Kali verse characterised by rapid 
movement11, M#Xj*p#l23* It is prob . conn*w# Sk# raga m# a 
musical mode#
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11#) avi a an oblation, sacrifice, fr* Sk* havis n* 
fpr^76^12 avi ppali*
12#) aval « an assembly, fr# Sic, sabhi* E2g*„Z&ilZi„^§5il> 
426^1 Krt# has only two incidences* 146 5 5} 2765 5#
13#) ttcai k desire, Por*l075_4, fr* Sk* SsS f# Not in Krt*,
but in its gpmm* at (Krt*) 29*3-4. Krt# employs other words,
like ava; vilai etc*.»
14*) aoiriyar « a preceptor, fr# Sk. aoarya m* Tol. forms an
adj *from this, uEciriya% and applies this term to the
akayal metre* I give the references to both aoiriyar and
aoiriya together* Hi# 3l5o} 389c; Por# 3255 2; 33551} 342:2} 
374:1 ==«
364} 36851j_N3755i:} 37651} 37951} 36051} 388} 417:1} 41952; 
420.51; 45152} 46951; 475:5. Of. Pattinsu 170. Not In Krt.
15#) anai » prescriptions, rules, conventions} oonn#w* 8k* 
ajnlt f., prob* through Pkt* ana* -5glA_396f} 5£gjL22ili4 9 0 *xj
51 * Not in Krt*} but at Kalit* 815 28 and Pattina.
170 toll anai nail aciriya*
#
16*) ati b beginning, Por_*348xl; fr# adi m* Krt*has only one 
incidence, and that very doubtful, as it is part of a Proper 
Name* -Sti ilruman, Krt#293*4#
N#B, With avi, No*11, of. Evuti, PN. 99511, fr. Sk*ahuti f.
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17*) P o r g a s  the enigmatic words*-
celvor oeppiya mutSnantamura# Naoc. divides the last
cpd* as mutH anantamum, against the Tam* rules of prosody,
aco# to which the division should be rautan antamum or rnutal
nantamum* But neither division makes sense* Haco# explains
anantam as oakkatu death, here of the wife to the funeral
pyre of her warrior-husb and• But Nacc. is euLw&s anxious to
find, or to invent, references to med# practices in early
Tam# texts* hence his whole explanation here is extremely
doubtful* But M.X*,p#S6£i gives this very meaning to anantam
as No*2 , with Macc# as its authority. The Pu* Ve# 1 0 ; 13
seems nearer the mark, when it explains ananta ppaiyul as
* * *  •
the excessive grief and lament of a wife on her husbandfs
death* Here anantam » a transport, excess. Aoo* to Tain*
semantics, this is quite prob* The word was first borrowed
fr* Sk* ananda m* happiness and had the meaning in Tam. of
0bliss, rapturous joy1', as at .Tv* 8*106 anantamme ara
aruliyum# Then it acquired the meaning of any kind of 
*
transport, of grief, love or joy*
18*) Hnara w> loss, damage 5 conn* prob. with Sk* hana n fM.W* 
p*lS96, o*8 * El* 47b alt. leot.for manam. Of. ana « unde cay ing, 
9 times in &rt*
19#). ilakkanam » a characteristic quality, fr. Sk* laksana n*
* • •
Thi s i t se If is p r ob * a * 1 • w • f r * &rav. il aim vb#$ ilaklai sb . = 
id., fr. a base « shining forth^as. This base prob* supplies
other Sk, words like lakstol, laksn, etc., as wealth, prosperity 
etc# are often conn# w* lustre and "brightness in several
languages, Krt* uses the nasalised form ,lilajSkuM in this
-+>
sense seven times, but not Mil§kk’anam". The name "ilaftk-ai",
* 9
-k
whence Sk, lahka, was given to any land that was noted for
its lustrous verdure and fertility. Of, PH. 176*6 peru ma
ilafikaij 379X6 ilaftkai kilavon « lord of Lafika} Oirupan*119-120
•# *-* *-* •
tol ma. llaftkai kfcaruvotu peyariya
*
nan ma ilafckai mannar ullum*I—*  ^ .
In X#G. - E.M* texts, ilakkam and ilakkanam are both found
*
with the same meaning, in Qomm«, vilakkam, as at Paripit, 13*8
«
iru veru m antil&.t til ilakkam pola? Kur* 627a ilakkam,
Xfcil* 399b ilakkanam yatura ariyen, Of, "^or^56*_g^_554^4i_555^2.
2o.) ulakam a the world, This word is conn. w. Sk* uloka, 
loka m. but is more prob* Xrav* in orig. fr-* the vex^bal base 
ulavu, ula, ula. « to spread? Oomm. para; thus the exact 
equivalent in Tam, of 3k* prthvijjf# The word “ulakam1 ocoure *
10 times in Krt. and at £ol#M57a; 73^2;
J i  | 4 S  2  *
21#) uvamam, uvamai and uvama w a comparison, fr. Sk. upamS, 
f# El* 204a: 210a; Ool# 412a; 414 (twice); Por*46:l (twice);
—  ssass SSs s i s e:
48*2} 49} 196*11 (twioe)} 242*1} 276*2} 282*1} 283 uv&mai;
284*1 uvamam (tvfioe)} 287*3} 289*3} 290*3} 291*3} 295*1}
296*1; 299} 303*2} 304; 307; 309*1; 310} 488*1.
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22*) etu, fr* 3k* hetu m. Of# Oh* VII, No*79* But there is
the pure ftrav* base e = why ? Of. El.32. hence en, evan,# • "* *■
etu, etu =: why ? This mey have been used to denote the 
cause, exactly as one says in Englishl u the why and the 
wherefore of that I do not know'**
23*) emexa » security, fr, 8k* ksema n* ^prJ*_37^1|_50j_2;
instances are given in Oh#VlI,
sub * voce *
24*) kupilai « a cow of a tawny brown colour, for.90^6#
ITr* 3k# kapila f * a brown cow, 3fagn# I, 205} MBh* etc* Not in 
in Krt*, but at OT* 337 : 11 kapila netu nakar, and kapllar, 
as the name of the poet, at the end*
25.) karakam » a„water-vessel of medicants, £or,_625^1*
This may be conn* w* 8k. karaAka m* a coooanut hollowed to 
form a oup or vessel, X.Of.M.W#, p# 254, o#3,
26*) karanam » a wedding, .taking & as wife} a
religious ceremony. At
Tol* uses it is these senses} but it is not clear which sense
is dominant in each instance, in other words, whether we
should look to Sk* grahanu n* seizure of the girls hand
—_______
as the symbol of marriage,or Sk* karana n. » kriya f*, 
which emphasizes the religious ceremony of marriage performed 
by the priests* I should think that *fpr*__143^1_and_144*_l are 
the former} the rest the latter*
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27*) karumam « action, fr# Sk# karman n* 0ol*84a$ Por*123^4;
in ^ut in kug* 7 times, incl# 1021a$
Nal* 393a kamm&m, a syncope of ^  karmamj this is its only 
there t. ^
incidence# But»kammam«itself oocurs at Nal* 52b and six
other places there*
28*) kantikai, ?or#w653^1i_6545_2i_656^2} prob#fr* Sk*
kandika f# M*W#p *269 *
# *
29#) kamam « vehement sexual desire and pleasure, fr*
Sk* kama in* ^he references both in 3?ol# and in the cl# are 
given in Oh*?II, sub» voce.
30*) kamar » pleasant, delightful, £o;»l*_147^8# As for 29 
ab ove *
31*) karanam « reason, fr* Sk* karana n* Ool.gli^SSa^^iOa^iSi 
j__4165_2j_lll»_26 * fhis word does not ooouv in the 
cl#, hut'in the Comm * qq Paripa. 17:42«46$ on Patirr *48 $ and 
in B#M.texts, like kur# four times; Nal* three times, incl*56
32#) kalam e time, season, conn#w* 8k* kala m# 0f.0h#VII, sub 
voce*
33* )  f c u n a m  (adj# kuna)= equality, character, fr* Sk#guna or 
• * *
the other way about. 0ol±_416b$ ?2^*„§34*_1^_630?_1, krt*2Q6S2 
has kunanj kur* has kunan and kunan|#,3 times each) Nal*56a
£  * “*  * 0 ft f
and 230a have kunan^, ^ while Kal*91c and 353b have kuna#*
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34#) cat! w a type, class, or species of animals etc.,
fr* 8k. jati f. *_597 j_618, Parlce in the £omnu_on Krt.,
on Patirr*; and in the text of Perumpan* 229; but the Ooram*
of Nacc, renders it as tiral « a collection*
*
35*) Mttira = variegated, fr* 8k# citra* ?or*525^6i_5345_l* 
got in krt., but in Comm, on krt# 231 and on Paripa.l9*53
36*) cintai « reflection, thought, fr* 8k# ointa f* Por*111:^ 32. 
Not in krt#; but at Paripa. 20*60; and Nal# 389 d, occurs the 
vb* ointi bs to reflect#
-37*) cugtnam » powder; a small piece out up into smaller ones, 
fr* Sk* curna n* 5ol«_404ai_406a. Not in krt*; but at 
Perumpan* 221*
38*) outar » charioteers, as camp-followers, musicians and 
dancers, fr* Sk# suta ra* ivIBh* + . Not in krt#, but at Maturaik. 
670, which is copied out at Gilap* 5;48. Of. Por#_91 :_§, outar 
ettiya..* *
JL39*) outtiram « a grammatical verse, fr. Sk* sutra. n* Ppr^ 
48051; 481; 1; 653*1} 65451; 655*8; 656*1; 657*2; 658*1, Not 
in Krt*; but at Nal* 314b.
40*) "napekam, Ppr&665^22, fr* Sk*jnap&k& adj. and n. sb., 
prob* through Pk,
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41.) tlpata s penitential, J79^ §9;;' fr* Sk.
tSpasa* SBr. XIV etc.
48.) tayam = inheritance, portion* Por._2S2J 1. Not in Krt,; 
but at PH* 99*7; Mptu. 55l|:Nal.* S78&# Fr. Sk* daya m.
43.) tiiram a wife* ?gr._79^|8* fr. Sk. dara m. pi. » a wife. 
Phis word is not to be found in Krt. S in the other cl. it is 
very rare. Its homonyms tar sin ~ the name of a shrub (ParipS.), 
or *= pant am (P.P.) are not so rare*. *
44.) tioai « direction, quarter; district* region? fr* 8k.
U
disa f. MBh. etc. Pil, 431; Col. 397a; 400b; 449b. Not in Krt.* 
but at PN, 415 4} 13151,
45.) tutu «* message, messenger in. E,0# texts, as at ICrt,182s?
%
and five more times* I»ater tutu « message only* while tutuvan 
messenger,^ Porim119^2* Ku.r, has tutu » a message, embassy,
3 times; and tutu « am ambassador, four times. Phis word is 
most prob. a l.w.fr. 8k. duta m.
46.) teyvam es 0 divinity, a god0, seems to be an adaption of 
8k. diyya n., or more prob, daiga a dd. used in Pam. as a sb.^ , 
to suit Pam* phonetioal requirements. It occurs at Krt,8955 
and six more times there* at 0ol^_4c; 57b* Por^lBa; |6b, 47a^ 
115^7; l50i_4; 272*_1* 422^1 valipatu teyvam.
*»
47.) tgyam and teem* Oblique case teettu, havetdiscussed in
584/
Oh, VII, l'hey are most prob, fr* Sk, desa m, and ooour In Por.,
whereas El, and Ool. employ tioai, Mb *44 here, instead.**
48*) tevar « gods, fr. Sk. deva m* for._450^2, Not, in Krt*,
nor in the other ol., aoo. to their lex*j but in eaoh of the
three di&actio works I am examining* 3.07 3a; Nal*112d;
Pal.95d.
* •
N.B,. Hitherto it has been the custom to consider the Nal. as
a thing apart, almost as valuable as the Kur., and to despise
Pal.as a thing 0 not in the same street0 as Nal* But of* P&1.95 * * »#
and Nal. 112 and esp. the concluding proverb jn eaoh: 
kaikkume(l?al*) kaikkumam (Nal.) tevare tinniniim vempu.
49«) natalcam - a drama wherein there is a dance: fr.Sk. 
nataka n. M*W.525,o2, speaks of nat- as Pkt. for
Sk. nrt =s to dance; and nat a m. actor, dancer, mime, MBh.
•  •  L_UIL_.nr._i
etc.; a sort of reed, L. These may be conn.w.lam.nata =
to walk gaily, and with nali= a reed. Acc. to B 1*240
• *
nali becomes nat- before "uri". Then again Gilap.3 connects 
sucil a reed very intimately with a dramatic performance, 
where Matavi establishes her reputation as an actress. This 
reed is called talaikkol, Cilap.3:120, and is supposed to 
be the same as, or to represent, intira eiruvan cayantan =
Jayanta, the son of Ihdra, ib.1.119* All this requires
/-
further investigation. Paripa. 22:42 has nata = to dance;
natan = a dance; but Tv.has either natam, four times, or
natakam, five times, for a dance; and natakan = a dancer,• • *'
at 2:138; nataka,Voc., addressing Oivan. These words are 
not in Krt., nor in WI.O.texts.
50.) niceam - everlasting, perpetual, fr.Sk. nitya adj., 
through Pk. Por.29^2^ Not in the cl. Kur.,Lex.by Pope, 
p.53, mentions-this word, but gives no reference. Nal.81b 
has niccam; whereas Nil.376b has nittal = id.
51*) nimittam = an omen; occasion, cause: fr.Sk.nimitta n.
I am unable to
trace this word in any of the cl. It occurs, however, in the 
Qomm. on Krt.140:2: "pul”. This was the E.G. word. "Nimittam1— ‘ 1 'nr-r "  *
is not mentioned in any of Pope's Lexicons, on Kur., Nal. , 
or Tv. But prob.it replaced "pul" in ordinary speech earlier.
52.) patalam = a chapter of a book, is conn. w. Sk. patala n*
or m. . * V
But the cluster of v;Words round pat-, pat- = to recite, read,
• •
chant, from the earliest times and in so many Drav. languages 
inclines me to give this woi^ d an ultimate Drav. origin.
It occurs at Por.48Q :3^ 483^2; but not in Krt.
5 3 -) parattai = a'concubine, prostitute. Ihis is a lam. 
formation fr. Sk. para = other, as in para - dara etc. MW.p.- 
586, c.3. In lam. this has become parattu in the oblique 
case., cf. teettu, in Ho. 47 above. Ihat naiu means a girl 
or woman, is shown repeatedly throughout this work, parattai 
occurs only four times, in the Qomm. on Krt., but frequently 
ingor.e.g. 41:22; 111:35; 147:33, 187 ;3; 224:1; 233:1;
502:1; 510:1; 235:1;.
5 4 .) parattaimai =* resorting to concubines and harlots.
Krt. has notte this word either : but its Qomm.» 
on 203, and the Qomm. on Harr*, AH, Aifik. and esp. Kalit., 
have these two words ( 5 3 ,5 4 ) very frequently.
55.) paruvam = a suitable occasion, season; fr. Sk. p^rvan n. 
RV. etc. Krt.. 175:1 (only this 
instance); Perumpan. 190, etc.
5 6 .), parppan_has generally been translated ua brahmin" and 
is supposed to he a l.w,.fr* Sk.brahman m. It occurs at
Krt.156:1
(twice); 1.4; AH. 24:1 vela parppan; PH. 9:1; 367:4;
Mullai.3 7 . But the word may very well be pure Drav., fr. 
par to see, whence parppan «= » a seer". Of* parppon, in
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the ol•passim, = one who sees. The early Tamils had such 
seers and astrologers, ‘of.Krt.23,26,etc. With the advent 
of the brahmins into S. India about the time of Christ, 
there was a merger between the two. This is prob.the reason 
why they came to be regarded as Tamils and brahmins at the 
same time; an idea which is sedulously fostered, despite the 
contradiction in terms.
57») pintam = a group, collection; Comm.tira^. GojUgg&i
Sk. pinda, m* T. Burrow regards
this as a l.w.fr., Drav.
—  i —
58.) putam =* a ghost, demon. Col^Jb; Perumpan. 235< Sk.
- - 2 
bhuta, Cr.S. etc. putam = one of the five elements, El.242a;. . j.  ____
Coli52b <Sk. bhuta n.
59.) mahkalam^* sb. = festivity, Por_.68^1g; 21l<§*2£ii.ii2i
2fr.Sk. mahgala n. mahkala adj. joyous, festive.. Por_.g44ili
fr. Sk. mahgala mfn. It may eventually be discovered that
this word too is Brav. in origin, frimalunk-al-am,whbre, the
«•
root is mal = excellence, splendour, glory, as at Giv.l541d 
••
mal-ai. Acc. to the 1 / t /.n alternance, which I shall •* . . . .
explains in a separate paper, mal is conn. w. matu, matci =.. . *
splendour; man, id. at Kalit.92;6o; man = an auspicious event,
Por. 68;llj and man = to celebrate, Por_._68_|lo, mannum
mahkalamum. The basic idea, of this group of words is
splendour; and prob.mani = a gem in Sk. and at Perumpan.l2o,. .
but 22 times in Krt. in the sense of “splendour11, is
. ;  . .. .. :: : 588
intimately conn.w. man, matci, and mahkalam. Ihe change 
 ^ » *
&of 'mankalam into mahkalam is prob. due to the twofold loan;
fr. Drav. into Sk. at an earlier stage, and later the reverse
process. Gf.Sk. mand~.* *
6 0 .) man.tilam = an orb; a circle; conn. w. Sk. mandala m.
• • t *
Of .krt.500:7; AN.lljl; 1 2 2 ;1 1 ;
PD.8 :6 . In E.G. lam. the predominant meaning is the Shining
orb of the sun, or. less frequently the moon. The idea of &
circle is secondary. Ihe base is prob."man" in lam., wlmce
 »
manth + il + am =* that wherein is splendour. Of. 59.
. . , ■'   11
61.) mati = opinion, information, knowledge; Comm.arivu;
f
fr.Sk.mati f.El. 485e* Of. Paripa.10:48; Kur.four times,
,  ~“
in closely allied meaiiings. Dal. has mati 7 times in the 
sense of ‘'esteem" or "estimation".
62.) matimai - mati in 61, but more in the quality of an 
abstract noum. g o r _ . I h i s  is the characteristic lam. 
formation of the abstract noum, but fr. a Sk.root, which is 
completely taken .into lam. It is not in the cl.
65.) matippa = to be esteemed like, £or.g8 6 j8j[ 2§2 i2^ Gf. 
matippu, Dal.5 times.
r
64.) mantiram Sk. mantra m. Gol^._442§» Eorj.422i5i_49oj.2_. 
Dot in Krt.; but in the Oomgj. on Paripa. 2:57.
65.) manam or manan = mind, Pg£* 5 8 2^6^ 665j.8; 665^26; fr.Sk 
manas. An alt.lect. at Krt.294:4 gives us manane for manne; 
but is has been rejected, as an error of the copyist, by 
U.V.S. Aiyar, J think correctly. Even as late as Paripa.2:36
it is ’’ullam” that is employed in this sense: while the 
* •
Qomm* renders it as manam. And this happens at a time when
.rare'in the texts _
onpatu = 9 is still u&fenewn : tonth = 9 at Paripa. 5:79*
A\ • *
With Paripa*4:56 manam begins to appear: mana kkol* likewise
at Paripa* 10:57 mana kkottaiyar. Thereafter manam becomes
—  • »  —
very frequent: it occurs 20 times in Kur. and 16 times in
Nal. This word is a very good index to the date of the
last section of Por., marapft iyal, where alone, in the
whole of Tol., this word turns up, and that three times.
66.) mattirai = the prosodic measure of a syllable* fr.Sk.
matra f. El. 7a* Por.515:1* 314:2* 416:1* Civ.1773c 
• *
notippin mattirai. The sutras, El. 1-82, are-in substance • ••
very ancient, dating from E.Q. times, as I show in Part III.
At the time of the final redaction of most of Tol*,c.400 -
450 A.P., a few changes were made. One of these is ’’mattirai
at E 1. 7a, for the earlier ’alapu” or ’’alavu”, used .. • .
elsewhere in E 1.
* •
67*) mayam = deception, illusion: conn.w. Sk..may a f. But 
the word is more prob.Pr'av. in origin,as I show in Qh.VII. 
Por.114:14; Ext.325:2.
68.) malai « a garland, esp. of flowers: conn.w.Sk. mala
gor_._146j_55;. Of. Krt.214:6. Much more frequently in Krt.
mal-ai = the late evening or night. The spread of meaning
from mal-ar = a flower to mal-ai » that which consists of
flowers 9 a garland of flowers> is typically Prav.: but there *
is need of careful investigation, before one asserts its 
Prav. origin.
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—  1 —  1
6 9 .) manam = respect, esteem* fr. Sk. mana m.n.
Civ.212oa; 2382c; 2747d. ggr.^lil^
—  270,.) manam. = disparagement. (This is prob .conn.w. Sk.
- 1mana m.n.= anger at being disgraced, M.W:.p.809,c.l.
E l*  47b; alt.lect. anam*
71.) mana= in the measure of, like. Por.M§j,20i_286^2>
2§2il; 423 manum. Prob.fr. Sk. mana2 n.M.W.p. 809,c.3.
Of.the cl. instances: Krt.9;6 manum; 76:4 and 298:7 mana;
289:5 manrh; A«H.39;13 and 0iv*507b id.; Poruna.92}Perumpan. 
269, Maturaik.538,582 all four instances mana. The forms 
"manum1 , "manru" i show clearly that the Sk.word has been 
completely taken over into Tam.morphology♦ They are used
as peyar and vinai eecam resp. of man « to be like.
72.) yamam « midnight:conn.w.Sk. yama, m.night-watch; 
yamini f.=night. Por^jll. Of.Krt.375:5,6,and 11 more times; 
AN.122:14; 208:1; Olv.l35c;1665d.
73.) yutti = a device, expedient, artifice; Oomm.upayam: 
fr.Sk.yukti f. Perhaps no word is so important and significant
as this to demonstrate the composite character of Tol., as
we have it now. E 1.65 explicitly asserts that the only
vowel that can follow a "y"- initial in a word is "a11.
it . it - -
Hence such a word as yutti is specifically debarred fr.Tam.
Of.Part III, my remarks under E 1 65. Yet "yutti" occurs 
at It is idle to pretend that E 1.65 and
these sutras of Por. are by the same hand.
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Furthermore, had the two contradictory sutras been before
the redactor in 400 or 450 A.D., he would most prob. have
altered one of them. Hence it seems most likely that this ■
section of Por., maraph iyal, which is also1" the last, was
added to.Tol. at a much later date. This conclusion is also
strengthened by the total absence not only of yutti, but of
any word that violates E 1.65, from both Kur. and Hal.Even'
. .
Tv., which has the "yo11 initial, besides the"ya~", does not 
have the "yu~"inital in any word: hence not "yutti". I am
inclined to give these last sutras of marap-iyal a date
/  »
as late as the ninth century A.P., i.e. shortly before 
the close of E.M.
74.) vacai = fault, at ;, but its/orig.meaning , 
as at Krt.267:4. is"a word of'reproach, blame.M This is 
prob. fr.Sk. vacas n. speech, or vaca n. speaking. Of.Sk. 
vacya n. blame, censure, reproach, fault* The Tamils or
i
Aryans seem to have delighted in speaking ill.of others: 
hence the spread of meaning from " speech" to '^reproach, blame
75.) varunan = the Sk. god Yaruna. Por^iA* Cf.Gh.YII, sub 
vo c e.
76.) vannakam - an elaborate eulogyj a variety of- "kali"* •
verse: fr. Sk. yarnaka m. n., acc. to M.P.p.3483. Por_.451i2; 
&5£lgjL
77*) vannam = (1) a colour; hence "a type": fr.Sk.varna •. .
m. KY. etc., prob. through P k . v a n n a . C o l . 5 Por_.202_: 1.
Krt.111:6 and 380:6, both have the words "vannattuymmalar".
Hence the word vannan = one who is coloured like, as at
• •
Perumpan. 3Q 50iv.l7a$(2 ) specifically, a type of musical 
composition,
(3 ) specifically, a type of word,
* ™ -
(4) " " " poem,
Waco, often asserts that, besides.Sk. vania, there is a
- *
pure, lam*root van = graceful. Ihe occurrence of van ~ graceful,
• • ■
beautiful, as at Civ.1 2 4 1 b van koti and the more prob.meaning
of the Krt.texts. 111:6 and 38o:6, as referring to beautiful
.flowers rather than to coloured flowers, lend weight to this
contention. Furthermore, owing to a tendency to confound
the cerebral or retroflex consonants with the alveolar, which
xs% most marked in {Del. and least in Mal., and which
affected between seventy and eighty words in lam. from B.Q.
times onwards, it is prob.that the base ’’van” in "vana"
.(= beautiful, 6 time’s in Krt* and very common in the cl.,
esp. in the cpd. vana-mulai) is conn.w* van = beautiful.
Cf. the variant readings at Giv.2 5 3 6d Hvanu and 11 van" »
*
beautiful, G. fhis may be the origin of vanas n* loveliness,
BY,X,172,1. Of.M.\7*p.918,e*3..
78.,) vanika as ad;j. = mercantile: conn.w.trade: fr.Sk.
/
vanijam. = a merchant, TBr.; MBh. Of. also vanijaka m.* .
id.MBh. 5 Hariv.Por_.622,. Ihe origin of this word in Sk. is 
prob.conn.w. the custom common through-out India at all 
times of shouting out the price of wares by pedlars. If so, 
it has a, Drav. origin in pan , pan. iHat Sk. has the
word vani. f.= voice, MBh.*etc**
79*) varam = the turn of either the principal singer or of 
his companions; the refrain of any song; Gomm. pirpattu: fr. 
Sk. vara m. a turn. Por^^SjH • Gf.Gilap.
14:155. ■ .
80*) vaicikan = a man of the third caste. This is a Tam. 
adaptation of Sk. vaisya = id. RV.etc., fr. 2 vis. Ppr.6^2.
. Hot in any of the cl.
. B. Aryan ideas and ideals in Por.
1.) The Aryan varna or oaste-system.
It has been shown recently by K.B.S.Pillai and other
i *
writers that the Tam.cl. bear little trace of this system.
On the other hand, Por. refers to it in several places.
I shall take only the first and last sections here.
Section 1 has sutras 21 to 33 discussing this theme. Of. esp. 
these w o r d s : .
a) uyarntor = thos:e of the higher varna, Por.26:2;31;33:2.
b) ventan = the king, as belonging to the second varna,
Por.27:2.
c) Por. 29 ifllgr muraimai nalygr^kum uritte. Here wernote
*)
the four varna. Section 9? as much later Ixxjblme, has more 
details on this subject:
a) antanar = the first varna: Por.625,627,628,637.. ♦
b) aracar « the second varna: Por. 626^627,631.
c) vanikar - the third varna: Por. 631,632,633,634.
* 1 •
d) all the four varna are mentioned at Por.629,630.
But here the organizers of the caste system in South India
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were confronted by a serious difficulty* Hitherto the
petty kings ( velir) and landlords ( velalar) had been
very powerful. It was from their class that the kings of
the three great kingdoms, Gera, Cola and Pantiya had arisen.
** . *
Gould they be reduced to the lowest class, to the varna of 
the sudra ? This was clearly impossible, at least immediately
Hence at Por*638 the "velir1 or 1 kuru nila mannar" and at
Por*635“636 the "velanmantar1 are spoken of as eqpial in 
status to the mercantile community, ththugh not an integral 
part thereof. Por.639 dismisses the sudra varna very 
summarily: 11 annar Syinum ilintorkkU Illai."
2.) Dharmarthakama. At Mn.11,112 etc. occurs the cpd.
A* '
dharmartha m.du. religious merit and wealth. In course of
sf _
time this ideal was further elaborated into dharmar thakama 
moksa m.pi.religious merit, wealth, pleasure and final enianci 
pation, the four objects of existence. With the advent of 
the brahmins into Scnfch India, this ideal was foisted on the 
Drav.ideal of love and war as the two aspects of life: 
akam and puram. These alone colour the Tam.cl.,whereas 
Por._2|^1, inpamum porulum aranum «nrahkh, and Por.418, 
aram mutal alciya mum mutal porutkum uriya enpa, are clear 
indications that Aryan ideals have replaced the older Drav.
ones.
a ) Pharma ~ arapt = good conduct. This was not an ideal 
totally unfamiliar to, the early Tamils. Thus Krt.has aran 
il yay at 244:6; aran il annai at 262:2; aran il kol at 267:8
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and the adj.. ara, whence aravatu = that wliich is moral, at 
247:2; and aravan = "he wno is moral1’, here ’’one who keeps 
his promise to his wife," at 284:4* Ihe phrase aran il yay 
is frequently employed in other texts as well, as at Harr. 
63:6; 145:7; 376:12 etc., to designate a mother who 
disapproves of the love-affairs of her daughter. At PH. 
44:11-13* 390:1-2; cf.also Cilap.7:42d, aram or aran is 
contrasted with maram = immorality, esp.ferocity• But even 
as late as Paripa., which speaks of aran, aram and ara 
only 10 times, this was not one of the primary ideals of 
the poets* In Kur. aram or aran becomes such: it is 
mentioned there at least $3 times; in Hal. 22 times. It is 
to this type of literature that belongs,
k) Artha = porul =s * wealth. Phis is frequently mentioned in 
the fam.cl.,,esp. as a counter-attraction to "kamam". Still 
there is no% attempt,made to classify the ideals of life, 
so as to include this. It is this very word,' which, in the 
sense of meaning or content, is given as the title of 
( a) Section 5, in Por., called "porul-iyal”; and (b) the
v *
whole of this Atikaram: "Porul".
e) Kama = inpu, inpam and Kamam in Earn., as early as Krt.
Por. distinctly mentions this as kamam. at 50:1} 51:2,3;
76:23} 81:2} 83il, 92:3, 108:1} 109:1} 111:33; 113:4; 115:1; 
119:1; 146:41,49; 147:6,18,36; 151:14; 152:1; 160:1;163; 
177:1; 19251; 196;2; 273:2; 433:3; 498:1.
d) Molcsa = vltu = emancipation from the bondage of existence.
• ft
. 5 9 6
\  »
Krt* has not even this word as a sb. in any sense. Bven
Paripa. an Kur. do not mention it in this sense. It occurs ,
presumably foi* the first time, at Hal.5 9d; in Giv.(2 8 4 6 etc.)
it is frequently employed, esp. in the exortations of
Givakan to his wives to renounce the world to obtain
"release". It occurs also at Cilap*28;175 Gomm^Other lam.
words for this are: - (1) cuvarkkam, Mal.243b fr. Sk.svarga,
5 £
although the two ideas are not identical 5 (2) mo team,. Glv.2814j 
and (3) mutti, fr. Sk. mukti. This is the ideal least 
elaborated in lol., furnishing us indirect evidence that 
most of the sutras cannot be later than the fiafth century A.D.
0. Ihe ' indebtedness* of lol. to Sk.grammarians.
Un several works, esp. in his ’’History of 
Grammatical fheories in lamil" 5 p.4, P.S.S. Sastri maintains 
that there is a "close reproduction" in lol. of "what is 
found in Sk.grammars." A.0.Burnell: "Ihe Aindra School of
, t
Sk.Grammarians: their place in the Sk. and subordinate 
Literatures", P^12, says that the agreement between the 
technical terms of the lol. on the one hand and Katantra 
and similar works on the other is close. But on pages 17 to 
18, he himself admits that "the lamil language is so 
entirely different from the Sk. that it is useless to look 
much further for technical grammatical terms belonging to 
the Aindra school. Ihe arrangement of the persons is entirely 
different
55 fr.Sk. moksa. •
*
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At one stage I intended to go fully into this question; 
but two considerations have deterred me therefrom:-
(1) The sise of this thesis, which will them become too 
unwieldy; even without such an investigation, it bids fair 
to run into 600 pages.
(2) The time of the composition of Tol. At first my mind
was quite impartial on this matter. I was as much inclined
to the view of P.S.S.Sastri that Tol.is earlier than all
the Tam. cl. extant as.to the view ofK.B'.S.Pillai and Pr.
Gnanaprakacar of Jaffna that Tol. is later than all the
great cl., i.e.B.T. and P.P. But as I worked steadily
trough both the cl. and Sol.-, esp. when I compared the
diction of both, in Gh.l, 7 and 8, and the verbal system
in both, in Gh.4, it bedame quite evident that, except
for the sutras contained in the first three sections of E 1.,..
the rest of Tol. bears unmistakable signs of having been 
composed in the M.C. and L.G. periods, and as almost 
separate works. Each iyal, as the name indicates, is a 
distinct grammatical poem. There are 27 such poems? “iyal11, 
in Tol. About 450 A.D. an attempt was made to coordinate 
all this mass of sutras. By that time, as nearly every Indian 
scholar will admit, there had been a considerable flow of 
Aryan men and ideas into South India. This includes Sk. 
grammatical terms; arrangement into eight cases, or ratner 
seven, since the Voc. is strictly not a case; even the 
arrangement of the alphabet. These matters I relegate to
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relevant autraa in E 1. in Part.III. Tliere is no point in
stressing the obvious. Had Tol. been composed entirely be­
fore 200 BO, then an investigation into such matters might 
have been useful. But that is not so.
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Chapter IX. Further details about the diction of Tol.
Section A. The Peculiar Words and Phrases found in Tol.
from.the view-point of cl. literature.
In this connexion I call attention to three points
(1) Several of the words and phrases mentioned below are 
employed in the cl., esp. in L.C. texts, but in a different 
sense from that which hacc., or Per.,the Comm, on Tol.,give 
to the words and phrases of Tol*
(2) I am very doubtful about these 1 explanations0 of Per. 
and esp. of Bacc.; but to go fully into these words and 
phrases will involve the work of a year more.
(3) In a few instances, even the division of tne words of 
Tol. (which in MSB. are written at a stretch) by the Comm, 
is open to suspicion. Thus at Por.63:5 Nacc. reads the 
first word as "marayam0. But it is more prob. that the
i
nm" is the final letter of the last word of the previous
line, 1.4, and that Tol. meant ar-ayam. Cf. E 1.37a narM,..
which' Kaec* sometimes takes to be "liiar11, as in his Comm.
on B 1. 186, and at some other rimes to be narn, as at * *
Col.271. I now give a short list of the more striking 
peculiarities in the diction of Tol., assuming that the 
Comm, are not too wide of the mark.
1.) The ending “a" is peculiar in Maciriyarkkan, E_l_,315c_i
2.) ar = konrai, Nacc. = M Indian laburnum11. Por_. 6 0 ^ 7“  =
Cf. 5r in Ch. VII.
3.) imt-attu = eating and dancing, Per.58:7 « the merry-making
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of victors as a theme (turai) of th war-poems. But cf. .
Patirr.23:8, cited at Oh.VII, Ho.214, above,* Piramott.22;13;
•  •
Kampara.Ourppa.5 1 ♦
4 0  kant-ali, ■ Por*88xl^. Despite Nacc., I believe that fol. 
here refers to a meteoric phenomenon, perhaps to a meteor 
itself* Of. kantu, Pal.102b.
5*) koti nilai, Dor*88j;l^ (The two words are found from.
E.O* times; but it is the collocation of the two that is 
puzzling. Perhaps it is "a comet11.
6.) tarukk-iya » elated, of a superb nature, Por^Oj^-j.
This v^ord does not occur in Krt.; but at Paripa.20:78 tarukku 
= be thou elated i Ootnm. mempatu. This is very near to 
nggrpkkiya corkal" of Hacc.
7*) talai ttal, Por.60:13; 165:1; 235:3 = tal mun itam.
This phrase is rare in the cl., but occurs at the E.M. 
Peruhkatai, Uncai.45:79•
8.) talihci = "embracing11, as vb.nourn.Ppr^OJil^ Both Krt.
294:2 and Paripa.10:37 (twice) have itself‘as
"taluvu"
the noun, as well as the vb.
9.) teriyumorkke, Gol^iQl^i 2 g r . 2 2 Q O f .teri, in 
Oh.VII.
10.) tukal, at Por^Agj acc. to Per., means &"the neglect
of the royal duty of protection". It is conn.w.tukal, = dust, * 
ICrt.279:6; Paripa.four* times6.1
11.) nimpiri = po r amai, Go mm. =envy, Porj, 
to be traced in the cl.
12.) paci - moss, Krt.399:2 etc.but is enigmatic at Por_.6 8_:7^ .
1 3 *) pat-itu - the bestowal on others of a share or a portion, 
*
possibly a half.Por.58:7* Ihe first word Sphere is "patU" 
which does not occur in the cl. But pattu (=having shared) 
occurs 3 times in Kur. and at Hal *92o; 271b.
14.) pici, Por-Jglj. 1 l ~ 4 Z 2 i 3 i « 4 8 8 ^ 2 5 42 J i  It is a favourite 
word not only with !ol.,but also with his Ogmm.j, ‘Gen.at Gol. 
449,and Per.at Por.3 1 3 .
15*) polippu, P o r fAQZill=41.0.!§.> seems to be different from 
its ordinary sense from E.M*to mod.times, as at Hal.319a, 
namely, an epitome of a poem in plain easy prose.
16.) pontai, at Krt.281:2; PH.four times, etc. = the palmyra 
palm: but at Por^60^ « the young palmyra shoot. But this is 
an easy semantic change, that takes places already in Patirr. 
passim.
17*) ma%tai , at Por_.68.j_2 = a wooden plank or beam in a
2 -  -  ladder., fhis is different from matai at Krt.9:2 = muttu vay =♦ "* ..
3 -joint, clasp;and from matai at Paripa.6:82; 11;87 -
*
embankment of a river.
18.) mannai is a sb.at P2 £*7 9 jj% whereas it is a particle, 
itaiccol, at 0 0 1^2^2 . It stands for man, which denotes 
emphasis, certainty, !he best explanation of this "man" is 
that of K.H.S.Pillai in his app. to his G.E.!* Gol.252 seems 
to be late, as it shows ignorance of the classical use of 
"man"; Por*79:7 shows an appreciation of el.usages. Both 
Gol.252b and K.H.S.Pillai speak of the particle as "man".
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In certain of the texts "man1 is actually employed. • hut 
on the following grounds I think that the earlier particle 
was nan". As in many cases, in fact, in most of the 
instances, "m" was the last letter of the previous syllable, 
this "ni" was added on to “an1 and became “man1 in course 
of time* The grounds are:-
(a) The analogy of o>mo ; a>ma; '^um+inT-min; ^um+ya> 
m‘iya, which I discuss in several chapters and under E 1.6
t o
and 34.
(b) The "a priori” tendency to divide I1 am.words in this 
fashion, owing to the fact that "ma" in "man1 is written 
as one letter in Tam.,Lo,
(c) The examples I have given in Oh.IY, where ’’an” is
x
employed. Of.the schema. To those I shall add the following:-
atum-an, Ph.147:9; icaikkum-an, Ool.lc; iyaiyum-an, Por.195:1;•  ^ ~
enman-ar, Krt.234:3;E 1.369b; 0ol.la,bj 72;), 74h, 76e, 78i,
— —  ~  *.
and the instances given at E 1.6b enmanar pulavar: curunlcum-an,
Por.457; ceppim-an,Gol.399 Kacc.; ceymman-a, cited above;
tonrum-an, 0ol.389d; Por.113:6;292; molim-an-ar, Gol.175c,
262b,421b$ mutiyum-an, Gol.233c.• ”
(d) Whereas "man" has been given so many \opposed meanings 
acc.to the context, and has no satisfactory etymology,"an" 
is conn.w. "an” or "al", which is very frequent in the 
classics and in E.M*texts. The Krt.employs the latter eight 
times; the Nal.nine times; the Kur nineteen times. It is 
called an "acai", i.e. a particle of emphasis, in the Gomm.
K  p . 136.
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These particles, like am, which is used in later Tam.,are 
orig.parts of the verb "a" = to be, meaning: 1 it is so11;
"so be it11, acc* to the context. It is easy to see how 
such a word was used for asseveration or emphasis.
19•) marayam = fame, renown? Goram.cirappu. Porz63_:5ji Very 
doubtful.
20.) vallai is discussed in Oh.VIII': and korram=victorious•. “***"
kingship,3 times in PI. Hence the collocation korra vallai, 
at Por^ 82_.
21.) Krt.74:1 employs vicai in‘its orig.sense. This is the 
quickness of resilience exhibited by a bamboo stalk, or of
a horse, when released* Perumpan.437 vicaittu employs it as
•  1 L~‘ ri J
a vb.in an allied sense. Krt. 304:3? 272:5 vicai is a sb. 
meaning "speed11: Gomnw vekam.Por_.62i7 "varu vicai ppunal" 
employs vicai as an adj. in the same sense.
22.) valttu « "praise" is 1.0. It occurs at Paripa.19:66;
. .
but not in Krt. or PH., which employ only the primary root
val =s to live prosperously. Two phrases, beside "valtt- .. . •
iyal", cited above in Oh.VIII, are frequent in Por.r
(a) vayurai valttu, Por^2Ql§i_423i1i=424il_.
(b) pur a nilai valttu, Por^_20i2i_422i2:i
23*) "van" occurs at Krt*91:5 van kai = the hand that gives 
abundantly. The sense of ^abundance" is basic and is evident
•s
in the allied words; val, val-am, val-appam: val-ar? and. . . «
perhaps val-i = a strong wind i.e. a whirlwind. But in 
Paripa., e.g. 4:27? Hal.269d,279b, and 386 b there is a
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semantic change whereby val-, van-mean "liberality."
va3?- = valaS u-fcaiya pukal?is close to the
E.G. meaning.
Section B. The peculiar words in gol. conn.w.poetry
and music: ceyyul.
1) akaippu, Por.525:9; 541.
2) arakam, Por.433:1; 464:1*
3) uruttu, Por.525:11; 544.
* •
4) ilaipu, Por.554:4...
5) ottalicai,Por.427:1; 443:2; 454*
6) kuttam, Por.427:2; 428; 429:1*
* *
7) koccakam,Por.433:1; 442:2, 460:1; 461:6; 464:1; 467:1*
8) curitakam, Por.433:1.
9) taravu, Por.444:1; 445:1; 446:2; 449:1; 452:2; 453:1; 455;
456; 461:1,2; 466;1.
10) orupoku, Por.451:2; 460;1j 461;6.
11) pannam, Por.492:2...
12) palikarappu, " 438.
13) pokk-atai, Por.444:1.
14) mutucol, Por.391:2.
15) vacai, Por.437; 441:1* This is a name of a type
of poem: but the context clearly shows that this ward is 
orig. the same as "vacai", Gh.YIII, No.74. There are a fev; 
more words of this class, which I mention either in Gh.YII, 
like eruttu, Por.433:1; or in Gh.YIII, when they have a 
olsar Sk.origin; or in Gh.IX, Section A, like pici and
polippu, when I have found them elsewhere. Here are at least
18 "technical" words, all in Geyyul Iyal, i.e.Por.Section 8.
_ •
The elaborateness- of the classification and the wealth of
terminology employed here are clear signs of its composition
<
at a later-period than most of the cl.
Section G* The cl. Tam, words of comparison and.
Tol.Por. § 7.
In Uvama Iyal, Por. Section 7f Tol. deals with these words,
in this wise..In Por. 286 he lists 36 words of comparison
employed in or before Jiis time. In Por. 287 to 291 he
deals with 32 of these, leaving out two from nata, naliya,
• *
natuhka, nanta, which form one line, Por.286:12.
• """  —-™
Pour other words of Por. 286 are not mentioned in the 
subsequent sutras; onra, enra, marra and porpa, acc. to 
Per. But in line 5, the word is "venra" not enra, as Per.
•'S
makes it. out; and this is mentioned at Por. 289b as "vella" , 
exactly as Por.286j8 "kayppa" reappears at Por*291a as 
"kaytta". Thus the number mentioned in the later sutras 
is 31; but nera is added at 291b to make it 32, four sutras
of eight each. Por the four words of Por. 286:12
pir. finds it difficult to give examples. They seem to 
represent an early sutra, illustrating some non-exant works, 
earlier than Krt. itself. But ,the line was invaluable and 
was tacked on to Por. 286, and the total number of these 
words, in sutra 286, mentioned at the end, was accordingly 
changed from 32 to 36.
After
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291 b, nothing more is heard about these four words; but at
Gol.323 nali en ki^avi cerivumakum, we obtain the original
meaning of this word of comparison. Per.cites two
otherwise lost texts for nata and natuhka:- veyotu natiya tol. . . . .
patam kelu nakam natuftkum alkul.
* •» •
But Krt.277:6, minnitai natuhkum katai ppeyal vatai, is a — , . . .  •
te^t of the same class. Most of these words have a meaning 
o£ their own,beside that of"being like". Thus "pol" = to
shine, whence "porpa, polum, pol-a, pol" = to shine like,
A -*S
to appear as, exactly as Sk. kas » to shine,, is frequently
employed in the form "cakase" to denote a comparison.
\
'  A '
Of. Sisupalavadha, passim.
Several of these words are dealt with, like- nali,
*
in Ch.VII-VIII. I discuss here a few of the remaining onea;-
1) ahka. This is conn.w. ahku, discussed in.Oh.III.
B 1.204o; Por. 286:4; 498:3; Gol.279, Oomm. Hhka
 «    _
kkuyilum mayilum katti; Paripa.10;41; 12:99: Civ.2320 a
• *
totutt-a&kaj b atuttahka; Kur.50a, 179b, 247b, 265a, 279a, 
« •
289a, 474a, 532b,534a,561a,b; 584a, 666a, 676a, 788a,
803b, 908b, 1189a, 1215a.
2) ural = to be contrary to, Paripa.20;41 uralntol iv vanutal«• . . . .
= to rival, Krt.328:7 puli nokkd ural nilai; Glv.879c 
= to alternate, 32 1.102:3 uralcci varattu; Por.4 6 8 :2.. N
urail kali.
H
= to be like, Pai^ ipa. 19:82- uralntum; and in the.
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following instances, where it is employed as a term of 
comparison; except in E. 1. E 1*342 uralum; 395 urala• I »» “ H — •*
ttonrum; 398 ural—ena molipa. Gol.16:2, Gen.cit*
P or.238 :1_ i 286:2 j; 2 8 7 :2 j  369:2.; 442:2.x 468 :2  ural;
2ii4l 582x Krt.222:6 cev verin uralumj AM 42:3, id.;
1 2 6 :1 2 ; 322:10; 323:13, 375:13; Patirr.68:17; Aihk.273:1;
Porun.23; Pattina.171; Maturaik.282; Muruk.5,85,215;.. —
Kalit.33:10; 64:4; Paripa.13:43; 15:32; Giv.i07a, 550a, 
722c, 1478c; Nan., however, uses it like El., at 217b,
  y  _ ______
227b, 240c* In E 1. and Nan. "ural" is employed in its
orig.sense. The Gomm. render urala generally as marupata— .« — .
or ottu vara etc.
3)katuppa, gor_,^86_:2x Gf.Krt.192:4; 284:1 ; Narr. 172:7,
176:5; 313:2; AN 11:12; 162:22; 206;2; 315:12; 323:9;
PN.392:16; Mullaip.38; Perumpan. 78; 220; 413; Maturaik. 
284; 56o; Netun.143; 147;, Kurinc.175; M ptu.2:140; 12;# i. — #
*
Muruk.34; £2^-2221.^ -At.Por.292, Per.connects this
word with doubt; "aiyam". There is a variant of this,
"katukkum", which is peyar eccam, wkex-eas,:j katuppa is • •
vinai eccam. "Eatulctum" is slightly less frequent. Of.
ICrt.330:3, AM.14:20; 131:12; 223:12; Mptu.l50;261;
Patirr.52:19; 74:3; Muruk.145. The basic idea of "katu"
comes out clearly at Krt.136:3 katattaium tanitalum =— v •
waxing and waning; also at Paripa.4:49 katu navai anaftkum* .
katuppu nalkalum. Cf.also Gol. 383,384, esp.383c, which 
speaks of katu as signifying, in several contexts,
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viraivi vilakkam mikuti cirappe, as at Krt.l03;1.
4) nir, £or_.2gl_:2_. Ihe orig.idea is 1 to be right opposite*': 
hence "to compare with11* Gf.nirttu at Hal*64a, 67c; 14bc ner 
(=s right opposite) in the first sense; and ner at Hal*
202b ner oppa; 333d ner =- it is like. It is conn.w.nikar,
Hal.64a nikar-ailar is the exact equivalent
of Hal.72a ner-aliar. It is employed as a word of
comparison at Krt*17-3:1 pon ner; 319:6 pon ner mini,
identical in sense with Krt.101;4 pon pol mini; likewise
at Harr.10:2 pon ner mini; AH. Pref.1.1; 52:3; 126;21;
Civ.835c ner valai (=otta valai, Comm.): 2198a. In such
* •
cpds. as ponner, Comm.sometimes split up the cpd.into
ponn er and thus created a new word of comparison, which
is already E.G. Or perhaps^ er and ner are synonyms, as 
_ and likewise nir _
Ir a wet; watea^. Thus Pope, Hal. p.371> thinks, that n
"seems to have been prefixed to some words to strengthen
them.Gomp.avil and navil; anuku and nanuku." Er occurs
• • »* * * x
in this sense at Krt.254:2; 377:1,2; AH.8:15; 42;4;
176:16; 188:12; PH.392:1 ; Kurinc* 154; Aifik.384:5;
Kalit.64:30; Qlv.1588a;2198a.
5) purai = to resemble, E 1.16|b; £2PiiQ2il4i_i4^li3ii2^ 
puraivatu = it is fitting, it suits well; 2JZll purai 
aram ~ suitable moral behaviour; 210.: 7; 286^12; 287j1j. 
§2Ql1l 426^2 puraiyor. Of.Krt.131:1 puraiyum; 226:1;
Harr.264:4; AH.16jl9; 19:11; 66; 14;' 296:12; PH.38;1f
- 117:8; 367:13; Aihk.255:2; Perumpan.86;. 114;123;3 0 3 ;
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3£
Maturaik.629; Muruk.l27;144; Nal.317c; Kit.21:1;
Oiv. 1732o; Tv.3:5,19? 5:116; 19:23; 20:31. At'Por.107:12 
and449:2 occurs a homonym "purai" = fault, in the phrase 
"purai tir" = oeyir tir in Oh.VII.
6) pola, 1 0 ^.2 8 6^1 2 ^ ±MA2l-_MZ±M-236±2±_291:U_424±2^2l3±2±
5ISili Of.Krt.8:5; 1 9 :2 ; 203:4} 224:5} 225:4} 3 0 1 ;6 ;
Karr.110:12; 264:4; AK.22:15} 65:6; 66;23; 123:13; 142:6; 
198:7; 168:7; 323:14; PK.2:6; 38:2; 75:7,10; 94:2,4; 54:2; 
100:7; 184:10; 296:13; Aihk.202:2; Patirr.90;17; Porun.55; 
Oirupan.198; Maturaik.495,643,768,769; Mullai.3; Pattina.
• 1 »
125; Mur uk*9Q ; Kalit.54:10; 43:5; 8 1 : 8 5 2 6 5 128:6,11,15, 
17,19,21; 129:10,14,18; Paripa.19:81; Civ.443b,507c,
1560b, 2267d. These are only a few instances, as pola 
is a very common word for comparisons. Conn.with it are 
"pol” and "polum", which are not therefore explicitly 
mentioned in the list given by Tol. at Por.286. But he 
himself employs "pol" as a word of comparison at Por^l26j.4: 
(twice), 5x§i ijiil Of.AK.l:10,19; Aihk.41:4; 23o:4
pon pol viral kavin; Muruk.101; Kalit.33:16; 86:17,19; 
and its very frequent incidence in Oiv., Tv.etc. This is 
orig. a verb, meaning to shine, cf. porpa in Ch.YII and 
Pal.31a porpavum pgll-atan-avum - nanmaiyum timaiyum,Oomm. 
Its peyar eccam is pol-um, also used for comparisons, as 
at Krt.222:4; AK.55:8; Kalit.33:17,18,19,21; 60:11;
Kur.1232a; Oiv.2290b*
7) marul, at Por.284:2, is a sb. meaning "mayakkam". It is
35 i.e. Kalit.
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conn.w. marutkai, at Por.251:1; 659:3 and in the cl.,
= being bewildered, captivated, confuted at; as at Poruna. 
84 "marulum", the sense shifts to "being_confused with".
t
Hence its use as a word of comparison, as at Pon.286^8^
22011.x Krt.138;5 mani marul pu; 397:1 cinai marul vi;
AH.16:3, 116:16, 125:10; 368:10; Aihk.318;2 vey marul
•
panai ttol; Kalit 14:1 anai marul in tuyil; 21 ;1 pal 
• * • «
marul maruppin; Oiv.986a, 999a, I053o, 1073b, 1692 d
(maruttum); 2116b; 2383 d etc. Oiv. also employs it 
« •
as a verb, at 247, 2290, 2459.
Lack of space prevents me from dealing with
the remaining words. In almost every instance these are
used elsewhere in the cl. as vb.or sb.; or else they are
closely related to such words. Thus nali, Por.291:2, is
*
conn.w. nal = to draw close, approach, PH.125:5, and
Q
natpu = association. It will be of interest to know how 
those who,like P.S.S.Sastri, consider the whole of Tol. 
as anterior to our cl.can explain the presence in Por.* 286.
to_221 of 37 words of comparison, some of which are found
only in L.G.times.
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Gh* X, The Nominal and Verbal Systems in Tol. 
viewed from the point of diction*
To save space I have dealt with most of the 
grammatical peculiarities in the diction of Tol* gari passu 
with those of the cl*, in Ch*II-V* Here I draw attention 
to a few of the remaining ones in broad outline*
Section A* The Nominal System*
1) -on is sanctioned as the suffix for the Horn.s.m. of 
"uyartinai" nouns by Gol.195a: a o akum peyarum ar 
ulave* We are pleased to note that Tol.himself employs 
on in this manner, not only at Gol*55 kuritton, but
. frequently throughout Por*e.g. kilav-on, Por*148:4.
2) -or is sanctioned by the same rule for the'Nom.pl* of
"uyartinai" nouns. Tol* employs this frequently e.g.
uyarnt-or, Por.26:2; kantor, Por*40:9$ Motuppr-or, Por.
• • •
145:1;
3) -51 is likewise sanctioned for tiie Horn.s.f. of
'•uyartinai1 nouns and employed frequently by Tol. Thus
alint-ol, Por*150;6. These endings are rare from H.WI.
# * •
times onwards. Their presence in so great a frequency . 
in most of Tol.seems to stamp those sutras of Tol., at 
the least, as composed in L.G.times, at the latest.
4) -ai is employed once, at Pgr^.8_:2X ull urutth iruvat-ai(= 
iruvate, .Comm.), as an affix in conn.w.the Horn.case.
This employment is characteristic of the earliest Tam. 
diction. Cf* my remarks in Oh.II, above. This feature
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shows that Tol.has captured sufficiently the spirit of 
the ancient cl# diction so as to discard at times his own 
regulations as regards case suffixes# The same remark 
applies to 5) below.
5) -ku is employed for the Acc.case, while in Ool. he
reserves its use for the Dat.case, as 1 have shown above,
\
in Gh.II.^
E2;!l*§2toll eyirkU ivartal : climbing an old fortress. 
£or_#68j_2_ akamicaikku iivarnton = he who mounts the roof 
of the "palace", lit. seraglio, zenana or 
antahpur'a •
•It is worthy of note that such features are to be seen 
only in the oldest sections of Por., namely 1 and 2, 
which deal with the two aspects of life known to the 
ancient Tamils, i.e. Love and War. I allude here to 
.4 and 5* But even «1,2,3 diminish in the later sections 
of Por*
Section B. The Verbal' System.
1) J ? r A P A 1AiL^J19JLeJl!L X 0 _eS-PJL 3™ L
. molTpa*.
Col#280a speaks of enpat*u as "pirivil acai nilai": but
in the actual diction of Tol. enpa is generally a
significant:;word, not an acai nilai, as at ICalit .46:19.
Perhaps "enpa" is the word most frequently employed
throughout Tol. It occurs at:- E 1# 3d, 4c, 19, 20, 21,
• •
82b,119e, 160c, l64e, 193o, 194b, 197b, 242b, 295e,
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334b, 434b,- 437o, 463d.
Gol.281, 68b, 69b, 83d, 88b, 104b, 112e, 118b, 128a, 157b, 
158b, 159b, 176d, 177c, 178e, 179b, 207b, 219b, 232c, 251d,
r
252b, 253b, 256c, 261b, 267b, 272b, 299c, 373, 599c, 4o4b,
411b, 412d, 419e, 425c, 427f.
Por. 1:2} 40:9s 45:2; 47:2; 52; 65:2; 70:2; 74:2; 79:18;
81:3; 94:1;- 95:4; 99:2, 104; 118:4; 130:2; 140:2; 145:2;
147:43; 153:3; 170:5; 178:2; 191:2; 193:4; 176; 181:2;
206:2, 210:8; 212:2; 218;2; 236:4; 244:3} 247:7; 251:3;
P94-2-
252:2; 249:2; 267:2; 277} 279:2;a 303:2; 316:2; 328:2;
331:2 348:2; 349:1; 350:1; 352:2; 369:2; 372:2; 380:2;
386; 387:2; 394; 400:2; 403:2; 412:2; 413:4; 417:2; 418:2; 
419:3; 427:2; 446:2; 452:3; 455; 461:6; 472:3; 473:4;
480:5; 489:4; 490:2; 491:2; 501:4; 505:2; 520:4; 527:2;
563:3} 592; 602:2; 608; 613:2; 630:2; 636:2; 642:4} 661.
The employment of "enpa" on such a scale stamps 
most of Tol.as cl. Cf. enpa at Krt.39:3; 74:5; 76:2; 87:2; 
136:1; 204:1} 213:6; 228:4; 246:4; AN.36:12; 76:6; 96:10; 
116:10; 186:14; 195:5; 216:6; 246:7; 266:9; 336:12; PN.71:3; 
Aihk.67:3; 152:4rj 369:3; 467:4; Kur.24 times. But Hal., 
the typically. E.M-vrork, has "enpa" only once, at 250c, 
and employs "enpar" instead at 282a. The latter is the 
med. and mod. Tam. equivalent of the E.G. "enpa." This 
harks back to a time when the suffix "-a" was used for all 
verbal terminations, whether m., or f., or n. ; s. or pi.
The same is/true of molipa, which occurs 20times in Krt.,
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at Karr.290:9 etc.; AK.216:6 etc.; and at E 1.8b, 9b, 53b,
11, 76a 105, 153c, 157m,159f, 17oe, 191c, 2101, 224e, 251b, 
258o, 361, 368, 381, 398, 418b; -Gol.25a, 62, 109b, 116b,
199, 281e, 439b* Por.4:2; 7; 10; 12;2;, 15:2; 18:3; 68:13;
85; 90:11; 100:5; 109:2; 128:2; 132:1; 173:2; 204:2; 211:2;205 
222:2; 226:2; 233:2; 261:3; 262;3; 263:3; 264:4; 265:3; 266:3; 
330; 351:2; 355:2; 375:2; 390:3; 411; 415; 420:2; 432:3; 439 K  
440; 444:2; 476:2;482:3; 485:5; 513:2; 525:12; 522:3; 546; 
550:3; 553:3; 557:5; 604:2; 635:2; 640:1; 653:5; 299; 640:2; 
309:1; 346; 395; 399-
On a minor scale this usage persisted even to the time of 
Kan.e.g.ib.386d nnerpa",t
2) temporal affixes. Aoc.to Gol_.2Q2c ummotu varuum katatara 
numn is regarded by Tol.as being on the same level as
Mam em am em", in line a, i.e. as personal terminations 
.of the Tam.verb. This is different from the cl. usage. In 
Ch.IV, §*<.17 I show that "urn" is rather a temporal affix 
and in still earlier times a separate verb which establishes 
a connexion. It is best to regard it in cl.texts as a 
connective particle, parallel to "a" in both Tam.and Kan.
3) In Oh.IV I call attention to the fact that in the cl.texts 
there was not that rigid distinction into the three tenses 
of med. and mod.Tam. Vestiges of this earlier state are to 
be seen in Kur*, Kal.and Oiv. In Kan. there is a line 
that seems to refer to statements made in cl. Tam. Kan.386b 
runs: urratti uraittal uruvatu kural. This gives us the
indefinite past and pres.-fut. of Cl* Tam.
Under the section "inru", in the same chapter, I 
show the gradual development of the pres.continuous tense 
of med. and mod. Tam. This was well-nigh established in 
M* C • - L.C. times. In E.M. texts, like Mani., the present 
* continuous tense is quite manifest. Thus at Mani.17:68 
yan uraikinren = I am residing.
Mani.27*111 pulappatukinra = that which is showing itself.
. • ——
The following sutras from Col. and Por. seem to refer to
M.C. - L.C. times. They distinctly refer to Jkree tenses.
Thus Col.200a-b speaks of “irappin nikalvin etirvin enra
— .« — ——
am mukkalam^ The word ,lenraM became unfamiliar in S.M* 
times. Hence the author of the last section of Col.,wnicn 
was added to the main work in E.M.times, repeats the above 
sutra verbatim, except for "enra". Por this he substitutes 
the more familiar "enra11, at Col.427 a-b;- irappin nikalvin***** to
etirvin enra , ,- —  am gukkalam_.
Thus we have testimony of an E.M. as well as a L.C.text
to the presence of tteee tenses in their own, or a slightly
anterior, time. Cf.also these sutras fr. Por.i-
75:4 maruvil ceyti mu vakai kkalamum.
91:20 kalam immrotu kanniya varume*
153:1 kalivinum varavinum nikalvinum. ---
514:1-3 irappe nikalve etiratU ennum ...
"  * • —
kalam akum.
4) Under E 1.1 a, I examine the employment of Hpatu" by Tol.
in outline. Here I discuss it' more fully wi*ch a few
comparisons fr. the cl. texts. I cite every instance of the
incidence of “patu", where it may have some connexion with
the passive voice. In med. and mod.Tam. “patu" is utilized
to form the passive of several verbs: but in Tol., and
still less in the 33.0*texts, this is not its predominant use.
It is more often employed in its orig.sense of “arising, as
the fruit ofn 5 hence “becoming”, “falling out as"; and
sometimes of “falling". It seems to be conn. w. “pal-"•.
in such words as “paiu", “pal-am“, etc. This is not• ♦ ..
surprising, since the&re seems to be an ancient alternance,
not only between Tam.and Tel. but in dialects of 0.1am.
itself, between 1 and t . I allude to this phenomenon
• * •
elsewhere too. This ancient meaning of “patu" is borne out 
by Old.Comm* and still more by the texxs tnemselves, both 
in Tol. and in the cl. I cite these instances, as far‘as 
possible .in the Tam.alphabetical order of the word or 
words with whi;sch patu is associated in these texts:-
1. akappatu, E 1 .164d; Por.101:4; 446:2; 4 4 9 *1 * AH.56:21;
* *>
44:3; 352:6.
2. atippatutta, PH.170:3.
• •
3. atarpam, Por. 129 :1 *
* -
4 . atarppatu = vali patu, Comm.= to fall into anotner's way
. •« o .
i.e.to follow, Por. 652:2.
5* aril patu, AH.36:5*
6* alia kuri ppatu, Por.l33:1.
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7. alalppa patu, Harr,58:4* Here the signification is well-
nigh passive.
8. aru patu (=4 above), Por.150:27.
9. icai patu, 0ol.423.
10* itar ppatu, PH*74:3= pinikkappatu, Comm.
• • • ' •
11* itai patu, E 1.37a*
* • .«
12* itai ppatu, Krt.57:1*
• •
13* iyarpatu, Por.Ill:30, fr. iyal patu.
—  * •
14* irupal patu, Por. 71:4.
*
15. ilara patu, E 1.316a; Gol*360; Mptu.576 - to fall into
• 0 * «
poverty. S 1.316a explicitly speaks of this phrase:
. .
ilam en kilavikku patu.“*  0
16. utpatu = to fall within ( a group), Maturaik.775;Kurihc.259.
. • —
17» utampatu = to consent, agree. E 1.140b: also ib.Hacc.• . ..
cit.line 1; Gol.76a; Por.94:1; 116; 265:1; 655:11 (twice)
655:19; AH.16:15.
lb. utan patu (=utampatu), Por. 107:13; 114:43; 654:2.* *"* * 0 •
19. una ppatu = to be eaten up, Kalit.15:13* Here'the sense 
is absolutely passive; but Kalit.is M.C.-L.C. in date.
20. urai patu, Por. 648:2.
«
21. ula ppatu (=16 above), 33 1.45b,83d, 119d, 152c, 210h,. . ..
481b, 4821; Gol.7b, 56f, 168e, 234b; Por.41:5; 60:7;
67:7; 72:17; 90:10; 91:18; 102:5; 114:32,44; 136:2;
150:30; 264:3; 371:1; 567:2; P3tf.71:14; Patirr.74:19.
22. ul patu (=16 or 21 above), Hal.250a.
. «
23. ulla ppatu = to be thought of, Por.252:2.
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24* uraiya ppatu = to serve as a cushion for some one else
to lie over, as at Aink* 370:3 ni nayantu uraiya ppattol.
25* enna ppatu = to be counted among, Por.356:1.
* • *
26. etir ppatu = to come across some else, Por.107:6;
Porun. 59*
27. etir ppatu, thetb. noun'of 26, Por.114:5; 172:2.
28. ena ppatu, E 1. la (where I discuss this phrase in detail);
164QJ170b; Gol.118a, 152a, 158a, 160b, 198a, 249a, 452;
Por. 4:1; 17; 114?41; 124:2; 142:1; 174:1; 324:2; 344; 347; 
416:2; 437; 448; 4?8:2; 499:4; 515:2; 521:4; 548:2; 552:2; 
562; 595; 596:2; 612;2; 647:1; 650; 658:3; 663:1; Ittt.263:5; 
283:1; AF.206;1; Kur.291a.
29. erpatu = sunset, fr. 5l and the vb. noun of patu,Por.8:1.
—30. katappatu, the vb.nomi of katan patu = to incur an
* » . “  .
obligation, E 1.37b, 202d; Gol.61c; 287b; 449f* At Por.*•
151:6, however;,: the ^ame phrase means 1 holding fast to 
one's duty11; cf. also Krt. 143:5*
31. kola ppatu, Por. 221:2.'
• •
32. kati patu = to be rejected, Por.336 "katiyavum pata".• ♦ * .
33. kan patu, vb. noun of kan patu, the rest of the eyes,
•  « a *
sleep, Kal.366d. Of. kan patai, in the List of Words, Gh.YII.
/
34. kaippatu, Por. 111:5*
35. ceyal-patu, the older form, where "ceyal" is a vb.noun,
Col.llOc.
36. ceya ppatu, the newer form, where uceya" is the infin.,
* Gol.112a;246a.
37. colla ppatu, Por.5:6; 60;22; 67:8; 257:2; 660:1.
38. cola ppatu, Por. 575*
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3y. talai ppatu = to meet, come across (a person), B 1.171c.
40. talai ppatu = a meeting, Por.207:2; 498:1.
41. tar ppatta, AN.211:12 - akappattu kkonta =nhaving got
• .  > * • •
stuck.Tl
42.^tiran patu^tira ppatu, E 1.83 h; Por 56:2; 67:5.
. . . .
43. tera ppatu, Kalit.12:5.
44. tolirpatu, Ool. 246b; Por.196:7.• t ** *
45. navaippatu, Krt.107:5.ft
46. niral patu = to form a straight line as a series,
Por. 482;1.
47. neri patu (of.4,8 above), Por* 111:16.
1 *48. nerippatu = to fail into tne correot path, E 1.83e:" . ..
482c; Ool.103b, 104b, 201b, 281f, 430d. Por.108:4;513:1.
249* nerippatu » to make anotner fall into tne right path,
Por. 582: 7.
50. nerippatu, tne vb. noun of 48, Por. 285:2.
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51. patta panpu, Por. 656;1.. . .
56*. payam patu = to yield fruit (metaphorically), Por.218:1.
*
57* paku patu, Por. 74:2.
58. pal patu, AH.338:12.
. . .
59* parpatu, fr. ^pal patu, Por.71:4; 76:24; 340;1.
. .
60. punar patu, Por.654:4 = be joined, in "puharkkavum patume11.
. ♦ * .
61. purai patu, Por.107:14; 210:7»
62. puram patu, as peyar eccam = that which falls and. *
appears outside, Por*150:ll.
63. purappatu, thevb.noun of 62, Por.187:1.
35 Pour numbers here need too much space:
they are from the cl.
.64* punal pata, PN.367;5 = so that a river arises therefrom.
65. porul path, Por.161:2.
« «
66. matam patu, Por. 146:44*
• •
67* mayakka ppatu, Kalit.14:11* This is definitely passive^
68. manaippatu, Por. 111*12.
69* mikuti ppatu, Por. 74:2.
70. mikai patu, Por.l51;12, 663:3.
71. fnuttu ppatu, Kalit. 93:36. Gf.muttu, in Word-list in Oh.YII.
• ft « • «
72. murpatu, Por. 180:3* 1:2.” ft
73. meyppata = so as to reach the truth, lit.”so that the 
truth may arise", Ool.383c; Por.115:1; 313:2; 516;2; 653:2; 
655:23.
74. meyppatu = a bodily state, as reflecting a mental 
emotion, Por. 251:3; 294:1; 313:7; 516:2.
75. mem patu, AN.323:7; Perumpan.411. Cf. mevu, in Word-list 
in Oh.YII.
76. mai patu, generally of hills = having clouds resting 
on them, Krt.371:2; AN.267:9; Kalit.43:6.
77. moliya ppatu = to be spoken of, Por.503:3. This is
• • • ^
definitely
78. vakai ppatu, Por. 60:16; 75:1; 475; 496:2.
79. vakai patu, Por. 82;1; 150:31.
ft
80. vaiani patu, as peyar eccam = to whonk victory befalls, 
Patirr.56:4; 57:4; 17:5.
81.valai ppatu, Krt. 184: 7.• —
82. valakkotu. patu, Por. 296:2.
83. vali patu, Krt, 11:8 = neri patu, 47. Of. also no s. 4 and 8.
•* y * »
84. vhli ppatu = intr.to follow a path; tr.or caus. to make
H *
another do so, Por, 101?1; 113:4; 217:2; 219:2; 233:1;
422:1; 645:2.
85. vali patu, the vb.noun of 83, Por,lll;3; 160:3,
«i »
86. vay ppatu = to be in the mouth of, be spoken of,AN.96:18; 
296:14) 368:19.
87. vayil patu, Por. 196:11,
88. vinai ppatu = to become involved, Ool.33, 74b.
*
89* veli ppatu = to fall out clearly, to become clear; caus_. 
to make clear, Krt.245:6, 374:2; E 1.101b; 102a; Gol.298a,b; 
Por.139:1; 140:1; 141:1;225:3 (caus.); 241:1; 466:3; 499:1.
90. veru patu = to differ, Ph.62jl0; E 1. 68a; 483c; Ool.52a,
89a; 281e;
b; 53b,c; 54b; 80f; 172a; 222e; 295d; Por.196:9; 307:1;412:1.
A A
91. veru patu - difference, E 1. 192b; 0ol.215d; 221d.
92. piritotu patu = to fall out with something else,Por.298:1. 
These instances demonstrate that in Tol., as well as
in the cl., the passive voice had not become what it was to
be in mod.and mod. Tam., and that Upatunis more often used
*
as a separate verb,in the senses alluded to,than as the 
auxiliary to form the passive voice of verbs. Thus,
-1* sllow ‘that Tol. could not have been composed 
later than the L.O.period. I 'mean the vast majority of its 
sutras: interpolations and additions were made in the 
E.M. period.
* 4 2 2
Section C. A few striking discrepancies between the 
regulations of Tol. Col. and the practice of the cl. Texts*
H.B. As regards B 1.62, 64 and 65 and their regulations
«*
about the imitial of. words, cf.Part II! belov^, under these
sutras, for the practice of the cl. texts in that matter.
-*■) *2-9 rejects the employment of taru and varu with the
third person, The sutras runs:- avarrul
taru col varu col ayiru kilaviyum
tanmai munnilai ayir itatta.
And by way of contrast, cf. 30:-
enai iranturn enai itatta.—* m # 9
The cl., however, employ these verbs with the third person 
as well: r-
a) Krt*292:2 punal Jaru pacum kay. The subj. is in the 3
Pers. PH 6;14 tantu, having as subj ♦ kutai, 1.17, which
r d —is 3 “*Pers. a,/; rinai. PH.35:25 taruum, peyar eccam
I'dqualifying korram, which is 3 *Pers. n. PH.55:3 tanta,
r dpeyar eccam qualifying annal, which is 3 Pers. m.
• •
b) AH. 36:6 viratu » not coming, in conn.w. irumpottu, in
r dI. 1, which is 3 *Pers. n.or a.!#rinai.
«
2) Qol.105 tolerates the base of the noun, without any case-
affixes, for the Acc. and Loc. onlyi—Aiyum kannum alia
pporul vayin 0 *•*
meyy urupu tokaa iruti-yana.
But the cl. practice is at times different. Thus at Krt.
35:5, t,alal,t is used for the Instr. Gf. the old Gomm.
■ "alutalal*" The sense of the text too is Mowing to their 
••
crying”. This is neither A g o . nor Loc. It must, however, 
be admitted that such a practice is confined to E.G.texts:
Col.seems to deal rather with M.C.-L.C.texts.
3) Aec. to Col.138, nouns ending in “ar” or nar” change this
into nirn for the Voe. arum aruvum Irotu civanum.
But PH.173:12 has the Too. as panar$ not ^panir, as
• ** * i
demanded here. The i^suffix for the Yoc. is a dominant 
feature in Kalit.Of.146:42 oanrir = o ye wise, Yoc. of 
canror (four times in Krt.).
4) Acc. to Col.l44» nouns ending in nal‘* change this, into 
"al” for the Yoc. This is true of Kalit. which has phrases 
as "nan nutal” repeatedly and "muyal11, as the Yoc. of 
"muyal” at 144:18. But this rule has numerous exceptions in 
E.C.-M.C. texts. Thus Krt.96;4 has nan nutal in the Yoc.s.
enn akuvai kol nannutal niye. In the same position are
PH. 44:10 i^onral; 198:6 tin ter annal. Comm.get over this
« * •
difficulty by postulating “anmai” and “cenmai1 vili i.e.
• ' * «
a call-from a short and long distance hesp. But a close
given- by them
examination of every instance^invalidates such a hypothesis.
»
• 5 )j Col. 151 demands the suffix ueu for the Yoc>of a.V rinai
r "  0
nouns that end in liquids, nasals or vowels e.g. anil, 
mararn, nari, puli etc. AH*19:2 nence, Yoc* of neHcu, is 
a doubtful case, as e is not really added to u : it
replaces u, which is not a full vowel, acc.to E 1.36 to 37>~ r"m #•
etc. Hagr. 54:4 ”kuruku" = 0 bird! and PH.207:1 trhehcamn
/ Cf .LkuntlljKalit .64: 61, as Vo c. s..of kuntal;cf .also p. 185 above.
2. nutal, K«lit.35:12, as VOc. s. of nutal.
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in the line elu ini nehcam celkam.. . certainly do not 
observe this rule, which.applies rather to M.C.-L.C.texts.
6) Col.187 confines the use of 1 el lam1 to certain nouns and
pronouns alone as associated words. But Gen. cites a line
frequent in the cl. "neri tal irum lcuntal .nin pentir ell am1
•* *"  * ♦
as an instance whereffcnis rule is violated. Acc. to him
this is a fault, but it is sanctioned by convention:
"valuv-amaiti".
• 0 '
7) Qol *206 sanctions !,pa1 as the suffix of verbs which 
are associated with "uyartinai" nouns alone. But PH. 7:10
o
"akupa" is the predicate of "nalla", in line 9, which means 
1 good things'* and is therefore an "a/.rinai", not an 
"uyartinai", noun.
8) Col.226 rejects the "viyankol" for the 1st.or 2il(i*Pers.
• «
But the cl. employ it for these two persons as well.
Cf.my remarks under "the Optative", in Ch.IV. These rules 
of Col., accordingly, show that they are meant for M.C.- 
B.C. texts.
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Oh* XI* Pertain anomalies in the sutras of lol.
Section A* Faulty division of certain sutras.
Two remarks are called for in this place:- 1) Although I
have employed the conventional term usutrasn for the
verses of Tol., they are not to be compared to the sutras
•of Pinini but to the karikas of Bhartri-hari, in his Vakya- ■ -
• *
padiya* Hence a mere adv* clause should not be taken as a 
separate vers3in this type of literatui'e: it is not so 
taken In M., VO. or Han., the three well-known med.Tam. 
grammars•
2.) The question arises: Who is responsible for such
faulty divisions ? Tol., or his later editors, who were
also his commentators ? In the first few instances that
I cite below, I think there is a prima facie case against
Tol., since all the editions that have come down to us
contain these verses divided in the identical way. But it
may well be that the first editor after Tol., i.e. II.,
*
is responsible and that others merely copied him out in 
these instances, though not in sgall. I cite six instances 
from Tol.
1. E l .  449 kacatapa mutal rnoli varuum kalai.. • .*
= when the next word commences with k, c, t or p.
This is merely an adv.clause, while the principal clause
is in E 1.448:
• «
aintan orre mell eluttu akum.
* # *
These two lines should have formed one verse, not two*
2 .
2. Similarly Col* 197 tinaiyotu palakiya peyar alam
• * *o
kataiye is an adv.clause, and should therefore be the
last line of Col *196. (This is the actual practice of
Tol*, as can be seen at E l.1d, 62b, 30b, 433d; Col.61d,
70b; Por*180c, 235d,260j, 312b, 350b, 566b, 603b. In
two instances, at- E 1. 72 ovvum arre navv alam kataiye;*• ■*“* •
Por.269 ivaiyum ulave avai alara kataiye, the verse consists
• •
of one line; but the verb uarren or ,,ulaveu is a principal
verb.
3. The only other instance of the same kind as Col.197 
is Por.200:-
natpin natakkai-yifikU alam kataiye.
This line is an adv.clause to the main verb in Por.199*
The analogy of the other instances of nalam kataiyS"
9
makes it prob.that 2 and 3 arose from the editors, who 
split off the last line into a separate' verse for 
convenience of exposition. But there seems to be no 
explanation as to why they did not do the same to the other 
verses with "alam katai.u
4* Por. 248 imaiyor teettum eri katal varaippinum
•
avaiyil kalam inmaiyana - since there is . . .
This should be one verse with Por# 247*
5. At Por. 301 - 302, there is a possibility thatnuraiyatun
at 301:2 is a vinai eccam and hence that 301 and 302
form one sutra. This view is confirmed by the fact that
II. makes 311-312 into one sutra, and likewise 316-317:. 7
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whereas Per. keeps them as four sutras.I should follow
Per. at 311 and 312, which seem to be separate verses.But
(6.) at Por*316-317, I think that II. is right. Por, Por.317
«
is an adv.clause:
kuril inai ukaram alvaliyana, parallel to Por.248,(ho.4)• 
« • .
Section B. The contrary fault: welding together two
sutras into one.
In several instances the Comm.(who are also the editors in 
med.times) accuse, each the other (e.g. Cen. accusing II., 
or Haco* accusing Cen.) of this fault. In only one instance 
is there ground to charge Tol.himself. That is as regards 
Por.79* In this connexion I must state that on a careful 
perusal of Poi*. one notes that when Tol. reaches the end 
of a sutra, he makes us feel this by the following signs
1) In the penultimate line, as the last ,,cirH, there 
comes the word "tokaii" ~ joining, putting together. Of.Por. 
107:14? where the last line ist 15; 2 0 7 *3 , where the last 
line is 4; 264:3? where the last line is 4; etc. Sometimes 
the peyar eccam "tokaiiya" is emplt^fd instead of the
vinai eccam “tokaii1’, as at Por.146:57, where the last 
line is 59* But there are three instances in ?or., where 
"tokaii” comes much earlier, viz., Por.l02;5? with 20 as 
the last line; 114:35? with 46; and 147:26, with 43 as the 
last line.
2) The number of the special themes the verse is recounting
is totalled up in the last line or lines, e.g. nir aintu
turai'1, generally just after the word ’‘tokaii11.
3) fiie verse ends with the words uenmanar pulavar”, "enpa1*
or 'tmolipa1 - the learned state (all the previous statements),
• *
as Tol. is always anxious to show that he is not making 
these pronouncements as his own but only as an accepted 
tradition from the learned of yore*
How at Por.79:17-18 we meet with all the three signs, in 
the words: -
.............  - nilaiyotu tokaii
iraintu akum enpa.
Of.Por.75:8-9, the last two lines of that verse:~ 
anai nilai vakaiyotu aftkd elu vakaiyil
tgkai nilai perratd enmanar pulavar.
and Por*76:24 iru palpatta onpatirru tturaitte.
These two vers'es have not the three signs so evidently as- 
Por*79:17-18* Hence it can be taken as definite that 
originally Por.79 ended at line 18. But in the edition of 
Haoc.,14th* c.,' the' verse goes on for 18 verses more.
This could be either an interpolation by a later hand, or 
the mere welding together of two sutras, because they deal 
with closely related themes* After a careful study of the 
suhject-matter and diction, I incline to the second hypothesis. 
This welding is somewhat clumsy, especially as at Por.79:36
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nirai arsun cirappin turai irantft utaitte, Tol. states that —' ” ”  •   *
. there are only two themes, whereas already at 1.18 there
is a mention of tenj_ r,ir aintu11. Of coux^se, Nacc. conies to
the rescue, by distinguishing between great and small
themes: but the lam. word employed, 1,turain, is the same
throughout this section. I think this welding was done by
Tol.himself; but I cannot state why Tol. was so anxious
to reduce the number of his verses by one, esp. when he
increased them elsewhere by a faulty division. The only
reason I can suggest is a superstition as regards the
auspicio^sness of certain numbers and the inauspiciousness
of others. It must be borne in mind that in the original
work most prob., certainly in the editions of II., Gen.,
♦
Hacc. etc., each of the 27 sections of Tol. is regarded as
a separate work and the verses therein are numbered
accordingly. Hence this hypothesis may explain the
phenomena mentioned in both Sections A and B. There was
such a superstition in the days of C.J.Beschi, as he
points out in his letters to the Jesuits in Europe: certain
med.works in Tam. too speak of auspicious numbers. But
whether there was such a superstition in South India in
/
400-450 A.B. and whether that influenced him in the direction 
guestion
aforesaid, this I leave to other workers in this field.
Section Q. Unnecessary or interpolated sutras in Tol.
1) El.390 is not really necessary, since the identical
/  him i.e. Tol.
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subject is dealtk with at IS 1.437. This deals with the sandhi
*•
of all the numbers from one to nine in (Earn, with pattu(=ten) 
onru mutal onpan iruti munnar 
ninra pattan orrukketa aytam
vantitai nilaiyum iyarkaitt-enpa ....
S 1.389 to 390 deal with the sandhi of el or elu(=seven)
M * M
with pattu. E l *  390 states; patt~en kilavi orr-itai ketu vali
• •  « •  • •
nirral ventum ayta ppulli*
Obviously this is covered by the more general statement in
IS 1.437. .
« •
2) At Ool. 85, 87, 88, 89, Tol. deals with a special theme 
eonn.w. "mutal" and "cinai". (Por the meaning of these two 
words-, cf*my remarks under E 1*56 in Part.Ill below.) In 
between is sandwiched a sutra, 86, which has nothing to do 
with this special theme. It speaks of two verbs; kanralum 
celavum onrumar vinaiye. (This verse is prob.interpolated.
3) Col.403“4 U  and again Ool.422 - 426 deal with iDoetios
or rhetoric. 0ol.411b explains the term "oru coll atukku".
*
Ool.422 explains "kuripp-urai" and 424 "virai coll atukku."
i
Hence it is evident that these fourteen verses hang closely 
together.
On the other hand "tokai" is a grammatical theme, 
which is dealt with at Ool.67 and 290-291. The sandwiching 
therefore of Ool.412 to 421, on the different types of "tokai", 
between sutras which deal with rhetoric seems to be so 
clumsy that I cannot suppose it to be the work of Tol.
The occurence of the words, at Ool.403c, "tokukkum vali
**
tokuttal" and the broad fact that Ool. deals ordinarily 
with grammar and Por. with rhetoric inclines me to the 
view that here we have the clumsy welding together of two 
sets of verses, botn probably later than Tol., but that 
on rhetoric the later of the two. This is not. surprising, 
as the very title of this section, necca iyal" - 1 miscellany 
demonstrates. Unfortunately "eccam1 also means in Tam. the 
participles, both rel. and adv. Hence a new sub section,
Ool.430 to 440, deals with this type of "eccam1 as well.
 ^ a
4) OoU 427 is not merely an interpolation ; it is a copy
\ — 
and elaboration of Ool. 200. The M.O. enra of Ool.200 a
becomes the L.O. enra of Ool. 427. In all other respects
the old sutra is repeated in section 9 of Ool. almost
verbatim. Ool.200 runs;- irappin* nikalvin etirvin enra
—  # #  — • — —
am mukkalamum kurippotum kollum
« • *
meynnilai utaiya tonral ari.. — — —
Ool.427 runs:- irappin nikalvin etirvin enra
— — —
cirapputai marapin am mukkalamum • • • • 
kurippinum meymmaiyanum •.... avvaru enpa ....
*
Thus Ool.427 seems to be a mere repetition, with a slight 
expandsion, of Ool.200. P.S.S.Sastri, op.cit., p.427, note 6, 
states that he cannot understand the purpose or the meaning 
of Ool.427 to 428.
5) There seems to be a contradiction between Por.302 and 
305. The former states: kilavorku ayin uranotu kilakkum
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enorkkd. ellam itam varaiv- inre.
•
The latter runs: kilavorkft iyin it am. varaiv- inre.
•• • — "
An obvious emendation is to replace one of the 'Ucilavorku"
H  ’*«.
by "kilavotku", with which it.is sometimes confused in Tam.
H •
texts, owing to the carelessness of copyists. But this is 
not possible here, as Por.304 deals with that issue: 
kilavotku uvamam ir itatt-uritte.
* •  ft o
6 ) Por.319 and 321 treat of the same topic, namely, what 
can or cannot be an nacaif*. Por. 320 states that 1, tne
kurriyal ikaram, ‘ can never be an Macaiu or metrical beat.
This looks very much like stressing the obvious: but Tol. 
may have been an extremely cautious person, who was 
anxious to avoid every loophole of misunderstanding. With 
these exceptions, the 27sections of Tol.seem to show an 
excellent internal arrangement, if one were 'to take them 
as separate works, as their very name "iyal", in the 
majority of their titles, suggests.
Section D. Instances where several sections of Tol.
cover the same ground.
I am not speaking here of incidental inferences but of 
a considerable number of lines or verses on a specified 
theme. Thus
1 ) Marapu or poetical conventions are mentioned casually in 
several verses of Tol., as I show under E 1. Id "marapin**,
m
in Part III, App.Vol., p.9* But
a) at Por.213:2} 220:2; 196:2,6,7} 242:2} 246:3} 247:6,
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all in Porul iyal;
ft
b). at Por.313:3; 392; 480:5; 501.*3; 502:5 etc., all in 
Oeyyul iyal; and
c) throughout Marap-iyal, i.e.Por.556 .to 665, there seems 
to be a very considerable overlapping. This may be due 
to the same author dealing with the same subject under 
different conditions, or, what is more prob., to the 
fact that these 1 sections “ or 1 iyaln are really 
separate works, composed at different times and skilfully 
put together with slight modifications. This point is
elaborated in the Conclusion. Purther,
2) at Por. 501-512 there is a resume of Por.103 to 120 
from Kalavu iyal and 146 to 181 from Karpft iyal. Both
recount the principal speakers in the love-scenes
i
before and after marriage. Moreover,
3) the love-intrigues previous to marriage are dealt with
in Section 3 of Por., Kalavu iyal; in Section 5, Porul
• »
iyal, and in Section 8, Oeyyul iyal, almost as if the
a
other sections did not exist. Of. Por.498 to 513, in 
Ceyyul-iyal, with the relevant sutras in Sections 3 and 5.
4) Por. .242, in Porul iyal, describes nullurai uvamam1 
in such detail that one does not expect it to be 
treated later on, esp.. as Tol. normally leaves much 
out of his discussion, proto.as well-known to his 
readers. But at Por. 298 to 306, in Uvama-iyal, there 
is a description dje novo of ullurai uvamam.
5) Oeyyul iyal deals with certain topics, like "totai,
* •
ullurai, iraicci, meyppatu11. These are specifically ♦ • — . .
dealt with in Uvama-iyal and Meyppatu. It is difficult to
say how the meyppatu of Por.313:7, in Oeyyul, differs from
• «
the five-fold list of meyppatu given in Meyppattiyal;• . •
Por.249 to 271* Furthermore, in Oeyyul iyal, at Por. 516 to
517, there is another description of meyppatu. Here it is
«
explicitly stated that the meyppatu^Ln question is identical
with that which has been discussed earlier; “munnura
kkilanta.” But this may be a reference to Por.313;7, in 
.
the same "iyal", and not necessarily to the whole section 
on meyppatu: Meyppattiyal.
* * ft
Section B.
irBy theAvery name 1 Ool.1 or “Poruln, these two 
chapters of Tol. are distinct and apart. The former should 
deal with grammar, the latter with rhetoric and poetics. 
This, in faot, is the general arrangement in Tol.,. But 
there are a few instances where the border-line is crossed 
by the one side or the other without any justification.
I mention the more striking ones:-
l)Por* 220 and 222 are out of place: they deal with grammar, 
and should have been placed close beside Ool.23a or 11, 
which deal with the gender of nouns; or beside Ool. 164, 
which deals with “ella" =■ all, while here Mella" has a 
different meaning. Such an arrangement would have shown 
clearly that the two "ella" are homonyms. Still better 
would these two sutras, Por.220 and 222, come in Ool.
' > .kilavi akkam, which deals specifically with the
gender-of nouns. Of* Por.222:1 oru pal kilavi enai ppal
kannum .....
• *
2) The contrast between mutal (e.g.the human body) and cinai
(e.g. the arm, leg, eye, ear) is a feature of Gol.l6$85,
87“89j etc. Por a complete list of references, cf. IS 1.56b
and my remarks there. But at Por.281 there is a return to
the same theme:-
einaiyum enr—ay iru porutku
nutaliya marapin uriyavai uriya.
5) Both Ool. and Por. mention and describe such topics as
"5tu; kurippu pporul; uvamattokaij panputtokai;
*“  *  *
porulkol" ; etc.
.  *
4) Such poetical devices as cunnam, niral nirai, etc. are* * *“*
discussed in both Ool. and Por. Thus Ool*404: 1 has niral 
nirai cunnam   405:2 niral nirai tane ....; 406;1• m “
cunnam t a n e   Of .Por. 512:1
« •
niral niruttu amaittal niral nirai cunnam ....
— 22 — * #
Those who claim that the 665 sutras in Tol.;. are by 
the same hand will prob. explain these anomalies, repetitions 
and border-crossings as inevitable in a work of such 
magnitude, esp. if one worked on these sutras for a number 
of years and obtained the material from several sources.
But' i$ seems more prob.that the "iyals", here mentioned, 
esp. those in Por.* were separate works, and that these 
had from the start incorporated some grammatical:..stuff,
which otherwise should be in Ool.
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Chapter XII. The Commentators on Tol.
A» The difficulties they had to contend with, and 
■* consequently we too*
1) The state of the text. At E 1.48a, 51a, 62b, 408b, 445c,
r—  -t -T-r-i n -- -- - r-.-.r
459a, 474a,c, 470a, 477, 479a; Col. lc, 7b, 24a, 72b, 83b, 
90b, 97b, 163i, 173a,b,; 174c; 188a; 222d; 223d; 238b;
316; 417a; 428; 425d; 427e; 449; 48; and occasionally in 
Por. too, there are variant readings. Sometimes the meaning 
is not much affected; but at other times it changes
according to the reading. Thus at E 1. 62b there is
to
considerable! difference between a ai au enum munralahkataiye
* * ,■ ...  —  —
and avai au enum onralankataiye; likewise at E 1.408b 
the *
between:Aunilaiyum" of Nacc. and the "niraiyum*1 of II. and
***** •
Per.; so at Col. 222d "tiripuH, Cen. and "piripu" Eacc.
2) The division of the sutras seems to be made arbitrarily in
& few instances. The Comm, frequently clash among themselves 
as to where one sutra ends and where another begins. Thus 
Teyv. assigns only two lines to Col.49 and takes its third 
line along with Col.50. Similarly, Cen. .has only one sutra, 
54, where lacc. has two, Col.54 and 55* Consequently from 
this point, Cen. and hacc. number the sutras in Col. 
differently. 1 follow Cen., while M*L. follows Nacc.
In Tam. the same word may have a different sense and be 
considered a different part of speech according to the
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word-o^rder that word occupies in a sentence. Thus at PH.29;17
"perranar" , which looks at first sight the finite verb, is
actually a vinai eccam; while "uvakkum", which looks like
• a peyar eccam, is the finite verb. Hence the sense of a
passage will differ widely according as to where we place
the division of the sutras. Thus at Ool.54, acc. to Cen.,
onru vinai marunkin onri ttonrum
vinai veru pataa pala porul oru col 
”  ”  *  •
ninaiyum kalai kkilant-ahku iyalum,
tonrum is a peyar eccam, meaning "that which appears".
ButTeyv. and Nacc. make this a complete sutra, with tonrum
as the finite verb, meaning ."it appears". Acc. to them, the
subj. is the same as in Col.53b "vinai veru patuum pala
porul oru col", which is an adhikara sutra for Col.54* This 
*
is the direct opposite of the interpretation of Gen., who 
takes tonrum with "vinai veru pataa ... col."
3) It is difficult to be sure whether there was a genuine
tradition as to the exact form, number and meaning of these 
sutras," even in the days of 331., the earliest of the mecU 
Comm, on Tol. Cen. is very critical of this comm, and 
suggests some plausible emendations, esp. as regards Col. 
Teyv.does the same. Hacc., the last of these, was possibly 
the most learned of them all. His mind was steeped in M.C.- 
L.C. literature, as he wrote comm, to eleven out of the 
eighteen major classics, namely the P.P. or Ten Songs and 
the Kalit., as well as to the long E.M.poem, Civ.
Unfortunately Uacc. seems to laek the historical perspective 
and an inkling into semantic changes. He uses all his 
mental ingenuity to buttres the grammatical teaching and 
usages of his time and to indicate what Tol. should have 
meant rather than what he really meant to say. The result 
is that he gives us unly occasional glimpses at the truth, 
almost in the nature of lightning flashes.
4) P.S.S. Saatri, Tol., Col., 1945, pref. p.XXXIV, claims to 
be a mod^ Comm, on Tol. Undoubtedly he has worked several 
years on Tol. and taken great pains to explain the med. Comm. 
But as the General Editor, T.P. Minakshisundaran, Editorial 
Pref., pages X to IV in the .same work, points out, a number 
of slips, errors and weaknesses, esp. for Sk.parallels,
have considerably diminished the value of Mr.Sastri’s
"labour of love." Moreover, he has to a certain exent
suffered from his exhaustive study of the Comm. His critical
insight has tnereby been impeded. He might have made much
more progress towards the actual meaning of Tol. by studying
contemporaneous texts for their diction and by not worrying
so much about what one Comm, said concerning another.
Parallel passages in other parts of Tol. have not been
utilized here sufficiently; nor parallel words in the sister
languages to Tam., viz. Mai., Kan., Tel. and Tulu., although
*
Mr. Sastri writes elsewhere a comparative grammar.
5) Intonation in a spoken language can to a certain extent be 
replaced by punctuation in the written. Unfortunately Tam.
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t
did not employ any mark of punctuation, except perhaps the
t
full stop at the very end of a poem or sutra* This is of no 
great help. The frequent controversy among the Gomm* shows 
that, at least in some places, the original intonation of 
Tol.’s sutras had not come down to them in an unbroken 
tradition.
B. Remarks on Hacc., the best-known of the med* Gomm*
a) Manifest inconsistencies in his Gomm* on Tol*
In Part III I point out a few of these in E 1, Here 
I confine myself to Por,
1).In his Gomm* "on Por* 1G2, I, p*370, Hacc* cites Aihk.175
and paraphrases it as " i t u ...... kuriyatu" = after their
love-meeting the lover asks his mistress to come the next
time with her female attendant. But in his Gomm* 'on Por.
1039 I, p*387> Hacc. cites Aihk.175 again, but paraphrases
it differently: i**.tu avatperru malintu talaivan kuriyatu.
Hot conteiit with this inconsistency, Hacc. recommends that
the clause in Por.103: navatperru maliyinum" should be given
in addition a second meaning, quite different from the first.
This he justifies by citing the yukti, mentioned at Han*
14:6, but not in Por.665, namely f,iratt-ura jjiolital" =
. .  — *•
speaking in such a way as to have two meanings with one set 
of words.
2) In his Gomm* on Por*79:32-33, I.p.279* Hacc* gives us 
two contradictory explanations as both of them correct.
This procedure he justifies, as an instance of the yukti,
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uyttukkont*unartal5 Por.665:23 speaks of the oaus^
uyttukkont-unarttal.
• * 6
3) At Por. 100:4 "cakkatu", Nacc. quotes Krt.49 and states
most emphatically; "ivai talaivi cakkat-ayina ... ivaip
karpirku aka" = these lines have nothing to do with "wedded
love", as opposed to the "furtive love" of lover and mistress.
But at Por.147:36-37, Hacc.again quotes Krt.49 and states
as explicitly as before: ... "ennum pattu kkarpakalin— — « * *“
itan parpatum" = as this song refers to "wedded love", it 
comes under this sutra. By this devious procedure he 
makes one stanza of Krt. serve as an instance to one sutra 
in Kalaviyal and to another sutra in Karp-iyal, which
0
are mutually exclusive. Of.1 , pp.351-352 and p.597*
4) At Por. 115, I, p. 516, and again at Por.1 3 7 , I,p.535*
Nacc.cites Kalit: 39:20-25. At the former place he explains
that the father of the heroine comes to know of her
intrigues with a young man trough the express reports of
other persons. At the latter place Hacc.states that the
father knows about his daughter’s misconduct not through
others’ reports but by his own shrewd analysis of certain
signs and indications which he detects in her, called
"munnam".
b) A few instances where Hacc.distorts either 161.
or the citations fr. cl.
At the end of E 1.33 Nacc.comm., we find a statement which..
throws sufficient light on this conduct of Nacc. It runs, 
"Since there is not in this section of fol.any other sutra
to deal with this issue, it is our duty to extend the 
application of this sutra so as to cover this point, although 
the sutra in question has nothing to do therewith'*. He
-■s
then cites Por* 658, which specifies the qualities of a 
good. Ooram. We consider this procedure reprehensible, but 
Nacc. and other nied. Ooram. thought that they were fulfilling 
their duty thereby. Hence Nacc.. is not ashamed to prescribe 
the manner of carrying out such distortions of the text 
skilfully or successfully• Of. his remarks at the end of 
his Gomm. on Por.72; I, p.231. Accordingly we are not 
surprised when
1) at Por.108 to 110, he deserts the obvious meaning of 
the passage, which II. gives in his Comm., and justifies 
this by an appeal to Por.658.
2) at Por. 111:4, where the text says: pali tlr muruvalH *"*
cirite torral = showing slightly her faultless teeth, Nacc.
takes "pali tir" as " involving danger to her chastity" and ..
that in "Ilalav-iyal" !! of.I, p.411*
»
3) at Por. Ill;25, kalav - ariv - urinum, I, p.430, Nacc. 
seems to be obsessed with the idea that the heroine considers 
the hero as indulging in amours with other women. He cites 
Narr. 17; but there is nothing in that stanza to prove this 
point. He misunderstands annai at Narr.l7:5, which, as so 
frequently in Krt. ennai, seems here to refer to the lover, 
fhe words in 1.6, “ninn ilahlc-eyird unkd", can only be 
uttered by him. Of.AN.32:8 unkft, and Por.I, p.600 tirunt-eyiru
unnavum.
• •
4) at Por. 114;30, I, p.486, Nacc. explains "kappin katumai“ *
kaiyara varinura" as conn* w. 1 harsh words coming in 
unlimited numbers*1 But neither this line of Tol., nor Krt. 
294, which Nacc. cites to prove his case, has the slightest 
reference to "harsh wordd1. Both refer only to the strict 
watch kept over the girl, whose misconduct is discovered*
5) At Kalit.39 five pei’sons alone are mentioned: the girl,
her parents, lover and female companion. There is no reference 
at all to her wet-nurse orjfcoster-mother, in Tam. cevilittay; 
cevili. But Por. 115 is concerned with this individual.
Hence Nacc. imports a "cevili1 without any warrant into his 
Gomm.on Kalit. and makes use of that Gomm. to prove his 
case under Por. 115:11} of.I, p.516. Under Por. 138 tay 
arivuTutal, Nacc. discards the ‘’cevili1'; cf.I,p*536.
6) At Por. 142: 1 karp-ena patuvatu Nacc. makes an essay 
at the etymology of "karpu"• He gives us three different 
interpretations and seems to suggest that ail of them are 
correct. Of.Por. I, pp.540-541*
7) Nacc. seems to have commented on Kalit.72 and 96 before 
Tol. Por. When he sees therefore Por.147:25-27 contradicting 
his explanation in Kalit., he thinks that he is obliged to 
twist these lines of Tol. to bring them into harmony with 
his Oomm. on Kalit. Of* I, p.589* But once this necessity 
has passed away, Nacc. relents; and in his Gomm. on the 
next few lines, Por.147;28-31, he drops all this pretence.
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He restores to the passage its obvious sense in a few words 
of recapitulation. Of. I, p.591* This shows Nacc. to be 
honest fundamentallyj.
8) As Nacc. is fond of divisions and sub-divisions, he 
introduces a division into the term "parattaiyar" - the
other women, whom the hero loves or has sexual intercourse with. 
At Por.151:1, I, p.632, Nacc. distinguishes:~
(1) illaram nikalttum parattaiyar = his concubines,; living
a.
near him;
(2) ceripparattaiyar = harlots, who are settled in a
separatejfpart of the town. He decides that Tol* here refers
'to the former class. Unfortunately the very first stanza
of his citations, AN.76, M s  in 1.2 the words; -
tan turai uran em ceri vantena.* ^ ^
This is a clear reference to the latter class. It would 
have been better for Nacc., if he had not so sharply 
distinguished the two types of "parattaiyar".
9) At Por.188 "ventiya kalvi antu mUnrd iravatu" the sense
• * * *
is plain; the knowledge deemed necessary takes only three
years to acquire. But Nacc. is too pious to adopt this sense.
He wishes to connect this line with the vedanta and the
tat tv am asi, in Tam. "atu ni anay."
Hence he splits up the line thus; "kalvi ventiya yantu
• • • •
iravatu" and "munru iravatu." This "munru", acc. to him, 
are the three_words afore-mentioned.
10) At Por. 192 Nacc. changes the word—order of the text in
his comm.; hut the general sense of Nacc. is not very 
different from that of Tol. It is in his citation of Nal.
381 and the almost incredible interpretation he gives it 
that he shows his ability in this game of distortion to 
its utmost. Gf.any Gomm. on Nal.381, e.g. Pope, p.248, and 
Nacc. at Por.^p. 684.
11) At Por.193 Nacc. associates the "vayilkal" of the love-
intrigues with "turavu" i.e. renunciation of worldly joys.
It is difficult to see how these can be of any service
signifies
there, esp. as “vayilkal" w means of access of the lover 
to his mistress.
Q. Results of .such distortions and inconsistencies.
The effect on the mind of the investigator by the above is
mistrust and uncertainty. One is unable to decide whether
the inconsistency one detects in Tol. in certain instances
is due to him or to his Gomm. This is specially the case
as regards "kaikkilai" and "peruntinai", about which our
• *
information from other sources is so scanty. These are . ~
mentioned at Por. la, 50-51, 77, 105, 497; but the meaning
of the terms seems to differ at 105 from that at 50-51.
At Por. 1 perum tinai is said to be the last of the seven
tinai or great classes into which love-scenes and love-affairs
are divided: -
kaikkilai mutula perum tinai iruvay 
• • ™
murpata kilanta elu tinai enpa.* . *. » —
But at Por. 497 the term perum tinai is applied to all tne
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seven:-- _
kaikkilai mutala elu perum tinaiyum ).....
• ■ **■<•    . ^
murkilantanavS murai neri vakaiyin. )
M  . «Mi —
Neither Nacc. nor Per.helps us to clear up these points.
2) likewise, it is difficult to define the customs mentioned 
by Tol.at Pon. 122 and 155* as regards the three days of 
menstruation. Later writers are emphatic in prohibiting .
i
any sexual intercourse on these days. But these sutras of ?ol.
are worded so ambiguously that they may mean a sanction or 
\
a prohibition. Thus at Por.122, what does natun refer to ? 
munnal allatu tunaiyinru kaliyatu
« • *t
annal akattum atu varaivinre.
Nacc. takes "atuH as meaning "tunaiyinrikkalital" , . .* —  o« j out at
Por.155 he interprets that verse in such a manner as to 
imply, by analogy, that "atun here means sexual intercourse.
If this is what Tol.means, he gives us here a reference to 
a peculiar social custom of his time.
5) Finally, at Por.558 vahci mardnkinum iruti nilla, with 
the sub;j* at Por.557:1 ner irru iyarcir, Per. takes nilla 
as equivalent to ^nilaimaippata1 = they will not stand*
But he is forced to admit that the"standing"in question is , 
a very common phenomenon in the cl.e.g.PN.1-5* Per.himself 
instances other cases of the same kind in his Comm. Perhaps 
Tol.uses “niHa" here in the sense of "nirkum". Of.Ch. IV. 
Other C* think that this sutra is very ancient and applies 
only to the lost classics.
Conclusion.
Section I.' The loss of early Tam* works*
This is a subject that needs a separate investigation* But 
such a loss seems certain. The patirrupattu, as its very, 
name implies, consisted of a hundred stanzas* But it now 
consists of only eighty 5 the first and last ten are missing* 
A few of the lines of these stanzas are collected from 
the citations of II., Hacc.etc. on Por. or Civ. and fr.
o
"Purattirattu.n lhe ed.of Patirr. by U.Y.S.Aiyar and his
son, 1949f contains, as a supplement, 39 of these lines.
Of these, the 16 lines cited by Hacc.under Bor.67,I,p•205,
form a complete stanza or poem. Further, at Por.75,I,p.240
Hacc.cites the first words of another lost stanza 1
"vicaiyam tappiya". Moreover, Hacc.refers at Por.81,I,p.286
to a Patirr.stanza, which he quotes completely. It consists
of 12 lines, beginning with neri ellu anna". Again, at
• •
Por.180, p.672, and Por.233, p.736, Hacc. cites three lines
fromjanother Patirr. stanza, beginning with the words;
Upenutaku cirappin". These two stanzas are not referred to . —
in the supplement above-mentioned* Hence there is ground 
to hope that a painstaking investigation into the citations 
contained in the E.M. comm, may yield us a few more of 
these and other lost poems. The important point to note is 
that these twenty poems of Patirr. were lost most prob. 
after the days of Hacc., since his. references to them differ 
in no way from his references to the others, the eighty that
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are extant. Further, at the very end of his Gomm.on Por.80, 
jtfacc.expressly mentions that there were in his time a hundred 
poems, "nuru'^in the Patirr. Of.I,p.285:“ippatirruppattu 
nurum .....1
”  a
That some of the cl.pieces were lost during the course 
of more than two thousand years is not surprising. In his 
first edition of Krt., dated the 12th.Aug.1937, Dr.IJ.V.S.
Aiyar remarks how difficult it was for him to get at 
reliable MSS. of Krt.., and in the case of a few of the 
401 poems only one or two MSS. were available in both India 
and Ceylon. In the course of a few years, with white ants 
threatening even these MSS., these few poems might have 
been lost for ever, were it not for the work of hr.u.V.S.
Aiyar.
fhe question arises; how much has been lost ? Prom
a
the very nature of the-case there cannot be*completely 
satisfactory answer, hor can we be sure, as I have just 
p^ointed out, that the loss is altogether irretrievable.
Section II. The loss of early grammars, which were prob.
anterior to fol.
1) At E 1.102, Pace, cites- another early grammar to explain
.0
neluttuM: - . /
.  # - •
nilaiyum valiyum muyarciyum rnunrum 
iyala natappatu eluttena ppatume.-
O ™ *
2) At E l.!40, hacc. cites what he calls “mutal nul" =•* *
“the first treatise1 to explain the ‘hitampatu meyH, 'which
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• lol. refers to in line b here:-
utampatu meyye yakara vakaram 
• #
uyir mutal moli varuum kalaiyana.
irutiyum mutalum uyir nilai varine
urumena molipa utampatu meyye*
•*  * ■
This lines are from the “mutal nul.M
It wduld be strange for Tol. to-omit such explanations, as
he actually did, unless there were in his days other grammars
that dealt with them sufficiently.
3) At.0ol.79 (K'acc.numbers it 80), Ifacc. explains at« some 
length a passage from Akattiyam* This deals with the 
five types of the Possessive Gase;-
“aimpal urimaiyum atan tarkilamai1*. The treatment differs 
very considerably from that of Tol., who omits the first 
of these five types and brings in others, so as to form
18types, in Gol.80. Of these, two, namely "karuvi" and
"tunaiy should rather be types of the Instr.Gase. Th® 
treatment of Akattiyam here seems both earlier and more, 
logical.
4) At Por.90:8, I, p.313, Hacc. states that the Oomm. on 
PN. in his (or in a former) time have forgotten Akattiyam 
as- well as Tol. "akattiyamum tolkappiyamume tokaikalukkur—- _ . i ■ #
nulakalin" = the grammars for the cl. are Akattiyam
and Tol.
5*) At Por.312, II, p.184, Per. speaks of three lam. works 
composed by Akattiyanar : akattiyanaral ceyyappatta munru 
tamil ......
it
These are a few references to, and citations from, 
other grammars, on the part of the Comm, on Tol. It seems
- therefore most likely that there was such a work exant till 
the time of Hacc., the 14o, A.D. Prom the few lines that
- alone are now extant it is impossible to say much about 
this work, still less about its author. But the diction in
X
1) and 2) cited above is not very different from that of 
Tol. As regards the name, from the analogy of Balatiyar,
 ^ a
Tolkippiyanar etc., it is more prob.that “akattiyam1 arose 
first from .akattu (= of love-pieces) and iyam ( = a treatise),, 
and thence akattiyanar, than that it is a Tam.rendering of 
Sk. Agastya.
Section III. The Antiquity of Tol. as compared with med.
grammars and poetry.
Beschi, G-.H.T., pref., writes thus: “Quae autem de hac lingua 
scijpsit quidam nomine Tolkappiyanar, quod quidem est ac 
auctor anti^uus, alicubi adhuc invenij adeo tamen brevitate 
obscurus est ut operae pretium duxerit monachus alter, cui 
nomen Pavananti,- librum edere, quern nannul inscripsit.'1 
The testimony of such a great Tam. poet and grammarisan 
as C.J.Beschi is worth citing. E6 was steeped in med. Tam. 
■literature. His references throughout G-.H.T. are, however, 
confined to Ilur., Giv., Kampara, Paratam, Hal. etc. I have 
searched its pages in vain for one reference to the cl. i.e. 
B.T. and P.P. Thus it is easy to appreciate his difficulty
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in understanding Tol. His testimony shows the intimate 
connexion between the diction of Tol. and that of the real 
cl., from a new angle. I have explained this in detail in 
Oh.VII and VIII. The grammatical forms, common to both but 
rare in med.Tam., are explained in Oh.IV. But I stress 
here, as peculiarly ancient, the following ones:-
1) anru and inru as gositive_yerbs or verbal forms.
2) The use of "~pu", 'as the suffix both for vb.nouns and 
for the vinai eccam. In later literature "~tu" for the
latterj "-tal" for the former are “generalized" •
‘v
5) the gbggHgg °f the additional "adjectival1 suffix u-a", 
in such words as ciri? iiai, patirr*63:8, where the E.M* 
form is ciriya ilai.
4)’the absence of the additional formative "—in", in such 
words as avarr-ul, where the B.M.form is avarrinul. Of.
E 1.3a "avarrul". More of these features and points of 
similarity between Tol. and the cl. in both grammar and 
diction are exhibited in Part III.
Section IV. Grammatical diction is at times more archaic
than the contemporary literary diction.
Thus Nan., 1205 A.D., and VO. (11th. or 12th. c.) are grammars.
in certain places nearer to the 
Their diction ^ trikes one as rocssc cl. than Tv., wnxch is
distinctly earlier, 8th. to 9th.c. This feature is to be
^scribed to two reasons:-
1) Later grammars incorporate earlier sutras without any
acknowledgment or adapt them to their needs. Thus E 1.38
**
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reappears as Nan.90. 0ol.228a,b is slightly transformed 
into Nan. 343a, b, although, on the testimony of Gen.very 
few of the forms enumerated therein were employed in the 
13th.c. Owing to the difference between sutras and other 
verses, where the context is more "gripping", such an 
incorporation is easier with grammatical verses than with 
the rest. Even these are at times so dealt with; cf.Gh.V 
above.
2) Grammarleans are generally more steeped in the earlier 
literature than other men and tend to reproduce it in 
their works, evenjunconsciously. We must give a small margin, 
say a century or two, for this fact in our estimate of the 
age of the several parts of Tol.
Section Y. Explicit or implicit references to the cl.in Tol.
1) Por.53:3 seems to contain a specific reference to two of
the Eight Anthologies; Kalit. and paripa. The line is;
kaliye paripatt-ayiru pahkinum... “
2) Por. 430:2 paripatt- ; 432:1 paripatal; 474:1 paripatt-... • • *
3) Por.525:7, 536 and 537 mention akappattu vannam andI • * ■ •
purappattu vannam; but the Comm, explains them to be
P . O .
different fr. AN. and PN.
.,-4) At Por, 146:12-13 there seems to be a distinct reference 
to Krt.l96;l-2.
5) A t P o r .151:6 the phrase katappattanmai seems to be 
formed out of such a cpd.as katappattalan at Krt. 143:5*
t ’ 4^2
6)Por. 209 inslitues an etukai “rhyme” and comparison
between cerivu and arivu, exactly as does Krt.2 1 9 : 3 cerivum.... 
ari ve.
7) At Por, 19B;3 the female-eompanion of the heroine is
introduced as saying to o the hero; "anpilai kotiyai”• She has
a right to say this, acc. to Pol.: "enralum uriyal". Phis
—  *
is precisely what we find in the texts* Phus Ealit.125:7 
has "anpilai"; 11 and 15 have “kotiyai.”
8) Por.213: untarkuriya alia pporulai
.  * .
untana pola kkuralum marape.
* • —
In E.C.-L.C. texts "un" means not only nto eat", but also
*  _
“to enjoy", and specifically "to have sexual intercourse with
a girl". Phis meaning is conveyed in L.C.-E.M.texts by
"nukarvu", e.g. Por.247:4; AN. 32:8 Qomnx. Phus this sutra
of Pol. was deemed necessary to explain the use of "un"
*
<*>
at Ert.112:5 unta en nalan; 135:5 nalam putit-unta;
236:6; Narr.l5:4; AN.32:8 unku; 320;13; Ealit.15:13? 23:8;
83:21 etc.
9) Por, 220 states that ella is used as a term of address to 
both men and women. Phis usage is noticeable only in 
Ealit. e.g. 81;33 (to a man); 61:1 (to a woman). Of. Giv.
1893c ella. Phe E.G. equivalent was "eluva", in adreasing
a man alone, as at Ert. 129:1; Narr. 395:1 etc.
10) Por. 425:2 valla kurinum is reminiscent of Ert.219:5 valla 
kuri.
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S e c t i o n  VI.
Comparative Lateness of Col. and Por. with ref. to B.C. texts.
Throughout Ch. VII to XII I have shown this by adducing several
instances. To these I shall add a few more here. In several
cases the words used by To If in Por* are identical not with
the B.C. word, but with the word in the Comm.
Thus 1) ftentu « a crab, Krt.117*2; 401:3; AN. 176:8 etc.
No *,nantuH in B.C. texts, but • • j
nantu ~ a crab, SgggU on Krt. 328:2; Narr. 123* 10:
AN* 3BO:7; Aink. 22:1; 23:1* (In every instance 
here, I refer to the Sgggu) 
nantu 33 a crab, Jor^5§|li; Civ. 1443 b*
2) Then again the periphrastic perfect, using the auxiliary
verb 1tkontu,#, is unknown in B.C. Tam. But it appears at ..
Por# 665:26 ,!terintu kontu11 = having known. The B.C.equi­
valent is ♦'teripu0.
3) I have shown above that the idea of the three kings alone 
ruling the Tam. country is late: it is not valid for B.C. 
literature. But of. Por* 391:3,4
van pukail ggygg tan polil varaippin 
nal peyar ellai akattavar valahkum.
4) The most frequently employed metre in the E.C. is ^akaval1' 
It was called by this name, before it obtained the name 
1laeiriyam!l; prob. the latter name was given to it because 
of its use by grammarians. Cf. aciriyar, in Ch. VIII. In
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course of time the older name "akaval" fras well-nigh 
forgotten* That is the reason why Por# 393 had to explain 
it: "akaval enpatu aciriyamme" = akaval means aciriyam.
It is incredible that such a line as this should he 
necessary in E*0. times* it is doubtful whether it would 
then have been understood*
5) Por* 470:1 speaks of the "ven pa" metre: 2 of the "kural"
• —  *
metre. Our earliest texts in the latter are the Kur.
pieces, and in the former the Nal« and Pal. The former##
&redefinitely L.G# ^ E.M*; the latter E.M. It may be 
that earlier pieces in these metres were then extant and 
are now lost*
6) Ool# 462 explicitly mentions a special usage in the
arrupatai songs, which form about half of the P.P.
1 ♦
As Gen* observes, that special usage is actually to be 
found in Mptu. 50 and 152* It is clear that Col# 462 is 
later than Mptu. 50 - 152*
7) Por* 442 speaks of the "kali" metre; Por. 430:2; 432:1;
474 of the "Paripatal" metre. The only extant lines in 
this metre fr. the cl. are in Kalit* and Paripa., which 
are the Agigsjj "tokai", out of the 18 great cl.
8) Such devices as "ental vannam", mentioned at Por. 543,* *
are rare in E.G. - M.G. poetry* This involves the repe­
tition of the same word in quick succession, often in 
the same line* Not only does Por* 543 speak of it; it 
also illustrates it in l.b* oolliya collil colliyatu
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cirakkum. This is a special feature of 1*0# - E.M. 
texts, like Kur., Hal. etc. Of. Kur* 12 tupparkku
ttuppaya tuppakki ttupparkku ttuppayatuum malai...
At Hal. 39 the word "vaikal* occurs seven times, "vaiku"
once and "vaikutal" once. This makes a total of niijg^
occurrences of ."vaik-tt in fogx lines. This repetition
on such a scale looks fantastic, when judged from E.O.
standards. The only comparable instance is Ert. 285:1-2;
but "vaik-" and "ell-*1 occur only three times each there
9) In the Introd. § 3t No*12, I mention that the ending
"~eba", instead of the cl. "-ane", is found not only in
Tol. but likewise in other grammars, e.g. El.140, Hace.*•
cit. 1, line 2, kalaiy^ana. Of. Oh. VII, "kalai" too.
Ear from being necessarily archaic, the frequence of
this -ana in such med. Tam. works as Kamparamayanam
stamps this usage as dialectic. Of. Kampara. Atika.27a
kantana iraman = Rama saw; and a few stanzas later,
enrana iravanan = Havana said.
■“““* —  ♦ .
As I have remarked before, 0.J* Beschi derived his knowledge
of Tam* entirely from the Kur. and works later than the Kur., 
esp. from E.M* poems, such as civ., and fr. M.N.poems, such 
as Kampara. and Paratam, the Tam. translations of the two
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great Sk. epics* Beschi is definite that these works have
several instances like the above* Nevertheless, he terms
them anomalies* In his Gr. H. T*, 72*7» he writes* flubi legendum
est "kantana, enranaf> pro"kantan, enran"; et hujusmodi quam
plura quae cam usu universalia non sint.*.,, These late
parallels throw a new light on Col* 108*-
ku ai an ena varuum iruti
awotu civanum ceyyul ulle.
• •  # * *
S e c t i o n  VII*
Was Tol* indebted to earlier Tam* grammars for his work?
It will be shown presently that about 450 A*B. Tol* incor­
porated almost wholesale earlier grammatical sutras and "iyal1 
(= short poems) into his "magnum opus"* 3?urther, the earlier
sections so incorporated have close parallels,both in diction
in
and subject-matter,with the extant verses from the otherwise 
lost work, which is called the “Afcgtiijfgg*1* Of* Section IV*
S e c t i o n  VIII*
Bating of the several seotions of Tol*
1) IkO* El* Sections 1-3* I intended originally to trans- 
late and explain all the 102 verses here, as they form the
i
core of El. and the earliest part of Tol* They vie with *•
the Krt* as regards antiquity in Brav* literature* Unfor­
tunately the growing size of this thesis and the conse­
quent expense have obliged me to restrict the translation
to El.1-82 and 102. Of.Part.III*•«
Even these verses have been slightly altered by the redac-
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tor} e.g. El.7a mattirai (for alapu); varuta, El.95a (for 
• • * • *»
taivara) are L.C. words. They seem to have slipped into these
early verses despite the effort of the redactor or redactors
to maintain the old style. These sections are called nun mara-
pu, moli marapu and pirappiyal. They seem to be really ftsec- .* ■—
tions11 of one poem* This is prob* the El. referred to in
*♦
Pref* to Tol., 1* 5? by Panamparanar, if he really wrote it.
2) El. Sections 4-9 i.e. verses 103-480. I exclude
the last three verses, 481-483, as they are much later and
are consequently called puran atai = appendix, by II. and
Nacc. The redactor had to insert a few cross references,
e.g. El.37b to 409, to disguise the fact of their being 
. *
composed at different times.
5) > and • These are the
main or basic parts of Col* and Por. These may very well be
the '* (eluttum) collum porulum** of the above-mentioned Pref*,
♦ *   _
1. 5. The essential parts of grammar are covered by El. and
•*
Col., Sections 1-6. The latter deal with the word, declension 
anomalies in the cases, the vocative or vili, which is really 
not a case, nouns and verbs. Likewise, the two aspects of 
Tamil life in the early days, namely Akam ~ love and Puram 
= war, are dealt with sufficiently in Por. Section 1 Akam; 
Section 2 Puram; Section 3 Kalavu = illicit or pre-nuptial 
love; and Section 4 Karpu = wedded love. As I show in Chap­
ters VII-EC, the diction in these sections is predominantly
M. 0. Such E.C* words in it,, as appear occasionally^are easily
the J
understood to be due to (a^inemory of earlier words and(b)the
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effort of grammarians to be archaic in their diction. L.C. 
words are very rare in these ten sections* those that are 
found are due either to the redactor in L.C. times £r to 
the interpolations of a still later period*
4) Mj|_C^^-_L.C. C o S e c t i o n ^ 7> entitled !*itai iyal,f » on partied
This idea was prob. derived fr. Sk. The Tam. particles are 
really the remnants of old nouns or verbs, suffixed to more 
important nouns or verbs. Likewise, Borul, Sections 5 and 6 
belong to this transition period.
a) Forul, Section 5, has the tell-tale title of "Forul” also.
• »
This and the gist of the verses demonstrate that it served 
as a dumping-ground for any later sutras that could not be 
interpolated into the first four sections of Por., when the 
redactor was busy arranging all these verses.
b) Section 6, Meyppattd - iyal, is more concerned with drama
• •
than with mere poetry* It is prob* a summary of an earlier
treatise on dramatics, or rather of earlier poems concerned
with Tam* drama. For, it contains a fivefold list of "meyp-
patu. Of. "meyppatu*1 in Ch.VII and X.« •
5) 2^0^ 0o3-*Section 8 and a few verses of Section 9.
Por.Section 7 and the earlier parts of Sections 8 and 9j
cf. Ch. VII, Ho.210*
a) Col* Section 8, wuri iyal11, gives the meaning in L.C*terms
of the more difficult words found in the earlier cl. I point
out elsewhere that acc. to the M.L* there seems to be no
order in this list, neither logical nor alphabetical. But
there is a possibility that this whole section deals with
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the words of an old Tam. text in the order of their incidence! 
Perhaps those who know these texts almost by heart will be 
able to spot this text, if it is extant. I state this, because 
!luri iyal11 is exactly like one of the early Comm, on Krt.,
PN* or AN., except for the fact that these are in prose, 
while *»uri iyal** is in verse. The opening verses of Col. 
Section 9, Col. 397-403, prob. belong to this time,
b) Por. Section 7 has the title "uvama11, which is the first 
time that a l.w. fr. Sk. is employed for this purpose. The 
diction in this section as well as in the earlier verses of 
Ceyyul iyal and MarapHi iyal is closest to Paripa. and Kur., 
as I show in Ch. VII - IK. Of. esp. Ch.IX, B and C.
The above sutras were the ones that the compiler or
s.
redactor arranged into El., Col. and Por., almost in the form
* *
that is now before us. Prom internal as well as external evi­
dence, i.e. from the history of South India, this compilation 
or redaction took place in the fifth c. A2)., more precisely
between 400 and 450 A.D. In the case of El. and Col. the orig.
* *
authors might have been very few: three or four sections
might have been the work of one man. But in the case of the
last five sections of Porul, every one of them seems to have
been by a different hands there is so much overlapping.
Take, for instance, nul - a treatise. This is dealt with in
Ceyyul, at Por. 477-484, esp* in 478: avarrul nul enappatuvati 
• ■ *  “ “  •
......  At Marapu*, 93-98, i.e. Por. 648-653, nul is again
explained. Similarly for such terms as patalam, cuttiram, 
urai = comm. etc. There is not the faintest intimation given
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in one of these sections that nul, patalam, outtiram or urai
has been discussed or will* be discussed again in another sec­
tion* The absence of any such cross-reference is significant.
6) Soon after the redaction a few sutras more were added here 
and there, and notably in the last two sections of Gol. and 
three of Por.
&) Ceyyul iyal, already the largest section in Tol., was further 
elaborated by the addition of such sutras as Por.470 - 477. 
Of. Concl* VI, 5; and Por.521. Of. Ch. VII, No.249.
b) Col.Section 9, which is a medley of L.C. and E.M. sutras, 
clumsily arranged, obtained its completion and a fitting 
title, "occam11. Cf.my remarks in Ch.X, B, 3 and Ch.XI, C, 3.
c) Por. Section 9, Marapli iyal was now considerably enlarged.
Por. verses 653-665, dealing with yutti, belong to this, the
E.M. period. Cf. Ch.VIII, No.73 1,yutti". toy one who compares
Nan.4-25 with Por.653-665, esp. Nan.14 with Por.665, will be
impressed by the closeness of the similarity between the two.
tod Nan. in its essential parts dates fr.1205. It is admitted'
ly true that Nan.1-55 belong to an earlier cycle and were not
the work of payananti. Yet the employment of such a late word
as 1fyuttin and a late verbal form as terintu kontu etc* in
.  •
Por.665 inclines me to the view that this, the latest verse 
of Tol., was added to the main work in the 9ih c. A.P., 
slightly later than Tv.
Thus from the earliest sutras in El., which pre-date the Krt., 
to the last sutra in Por. there elapses a period of more than a 
thousand years. But this fact should not surprise any one who 
considers that the Tam. cl. themselves are f,tokai,f, i.e.
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collections of poems written by different individuals at
different times* Further, four of the great classics, and
these the earliest, the Krt., Harr*, AH* and PH*, are now
arranged in a totally different manner from their original
order, Their arrangement, according as they are now, is
generally ascribed to redactors of the 5th to 8th c. A.D.
i.e. L.C. - E.M. period. It is highly prob. that the serious
crisis through which the three great (Dam. kingdoms were then
passing, owing to the invasions of their northern neighbours
and the rise of the largely alien Pallavas of Hanoi, obliged
the court-poets of these kingdoms as well as the grammarians
to establish as it were "a canon" of both the cl. pieces
and of the grammatical verses. The result was the emergence
of the !.T., P.P. and Tol. lhatever was not incorporated
into this "quasi-Tip it aka1 was gradually lost. Hence all
*
sutras composed up to that time were soon supposed to be the
work of Tol., except a few verses of the rival school of
grammarians in the Akattiyam. The Irayanar Akapporul and the
Pu. Ve. had not yet emerged. Thus in the 6th to the 7th c*
Tol. reigned supreme. From its references to "centamil"
* *
and "cehcol11, discussed earlier, it is clear that the main
work was carried out in the Pantiya country. This is what
• *
we should expect, as these districts were furthest away
from the northern invaders, while Cola and Cera were buffer-
• * -
states.
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Sutra 12*
Avviyal nilaiyum enai munre
" The three others are in the same situation*w This means
that the three 1 car'p-eluttu, i1 which are mentioned at Id
«*
and 2 above, have half a matra, just like the consonants*
$
Of* 11.
The word 1 avv-iyal is interesting to the
investigator of what was the u utampatu mey ,f i* e. the* *
correct euphonic consonant used in sandhi when two vowels
meet each other* According to El* 205, the demonstratives
are a, i, u* It has been shown above that these are the
contractions of al, il, ul.
By El.207, these^expand^into av, iv, uv
before a word that beginn with a vowel, as here 1,.av~iyal*1
By El.160 b~c,a consonant that follows a short initial
vowel is doubled. This accounts for 1 avv-iyal.f1
El.208 states that the demonstratives can be
lengthened in poetry into a, i and u. In this case the
! utampatu mey " is y, not- v,- both in Tol. and in the * • *'
ancient classics. Thus we find ay-iyal, at El.207, 593b,
477; Ool. 2811?; ay-itai, at Por. 118c; Tol. Pref. 2;
Krt*43:3; 111:3; 340:3; Patirr. 43:8; Kalit. 37:7; 19;
Kurincip. 137; Earr. 67:7; 284:8; 359:£; AE,7:13;26:16;
261:11; PE. 343:14; Kur. 1179a; Civ. 219; 357.
ay-ir, at El. 42a, 103e, 107g, 151d; Col* 430c; 383d;
«• *
ayriru, at El.406c, 482d; Col. 247a, 289c; Por. 17; 53:3;
46
146:22; 271:5; 281:1;' 406; 419:3;
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Tol* Pref* 4.
ay-irantu, at El* 85b,94b,.95b,96c; Col. 158b,267b,272b,
• » •*
319,360; Por. 140^578a; Nan. 84c.
ay-el, at Col. 279c.
• «
In these cases the second vowel in sandhi is
frontal: i,- i, e or e. This frontal vowel has made the
sandhi consonant y and not v. This shows that in sandhi the
second vowel had as much importance at least as the first.
the
Neither Tamil grammarians, like^author of the Nan., nor
commentators, like Naec., have recognized this fact.
Nan* (84c) actually employs the word t ay-irantu; tT but
• *
strangely enough it contends that a must always be followed
by v in sandhi, whatever be the second vowel.
In this connexion one must cite Col. 289,
which should be of interest to phoneticians, as both v and
y are employed as the sandhi consonant in the three lines
of the same verse:-
a ummai tokka ena-v-en kilaviyum
b a-v-irakiya enren kilaviyum
c a-y-iru kilaviyum ennu valippattana.. *. *• . * —
The words ena and enra, these two words, are used in 
connexion with counting,without the particle Rumn. In 
every line of this sutra the long a is followed by a 
front-vowel, e, i or i. But in lines a and b, v is the 
sandhi consonant; whereas in line c, y is employed. Prom 
the phonetic level there is no satisfactory explanation.
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But from the grammatical point of view the solution is quite 
simple* The a in line c is the demonstrative, which alone 
becomes ay before front-vowels: in lines a and b, the a is 
different* This indicates that the sense of words and 
particles plays an important part: we should not apply 
phonetic theories mechanically*
Sutra 13.
araiyalavu kurukal makaram utaitte • — *
icaiyitan arukum teriyum kalai.
w The consonant m may sometimes be shortened into a
lesser measure than the half of a matra that is allotted
to consonants. On investigation we find such to be the
case, when m follows or precedes another consonant in
dose juxta-position.11 El* 52 and 330 elaborate this
** ,
sutra.
El. 52:- nakarai munnar makaram kurukum*
♦* —  — —  —
El. 330:- vakara micaiyum makaram kurukum.•* **
The examples generally given for this shortening of m are
a) ponm, Kalit. 103:31; Paripa. 10:55.
marunm, El. 52, Nacc., where marulum;>marunm.
• « »
b) varum vannakkan; nilam valitu, El. 330, Hacc.
* . — •*
ME. ( i.e. the Keminatam ), sutra 18, repeats Tol. El. 13
thus: makaram tan .... nikaril
vakaram vantal kurukum.
Thus it restricts this shortening process to the second case, 
i.e. where m is followed immediately by v.
c(~
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V C. ( i. e. the Viracoliyam ),Elutt-atikaram,
H **
eantippatalam, 19, does the same by a terse sentence:
mun vayin kal vav varin : if v follows^it is shortened
into one - fourth. This shortened m has the length of one
fourth of a matra.
Nan. 96 expands Tol. El. 13 by the concise ■* **
statement: -
" na na munnum va . *. kan micaiyum ma kkurukum." 
w After n or n and before v, m is shortened.1 The 
commentator adds that the length of this shortened m is 
one fourth of a matra.
Sutra 14 begins § 3: .
the shape of the letters as written symbols,
sutras 14 - 18.
14. utperu pulli uruv - akumme.
• * *
"Its shape will be a dot received within."
This sutra is the subject of much controversy. The.; first 
question is: " What is the thing that Tol. speaks about 
here? Is it m or the shortened m?"
Both II.and Nacc. answer: "m". They connect sutra 14 with
15 below. But the correct view here is that of P* S. S.
8aatri,op. cit. p. 53, and of V. U. Citamparampillai, the
editor, in 1928 of Tol. El. with the Oomm.of II. Both show.. .
conclusively that verse 14 should be taken along with 13, 
and not with 15. In other words, it is the 'shortened m that 
receives the dot- . The commentators on VO. and PV.
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(i.e. the Pirayoka Vivekam ) equate the shortened m to
the Sk. anusvara. While the Tel. sunna corresponds to Tam.
m, the Tel. half-sunna seems to resemble the Tam.
" shortened m." In course of time the Tel. half-sunna 
ceased to be pronounced. So also the Tam. " shortened m.,T
Thus 0. T. tarum-valavan Mod. Tam. taruvalavan.
The word " uruvu " is Drav., not derived from
4
Sk. rupa* The verbal root 1 uru 1 means to appear, come
into existence, Mani. 26:32; to take shape, assumme their
full form, strength or stature, Krt. 276:3 n urutt-elu**
vana mulai;" PA. 35 anaAk-ena cunahk-ani urutta akattu;
AN. *150:2-3 vampu vita kkan urutt-elu taru mulai.. . M
As a noun, 1 uru ,f means n the beauty of a
completely rounded off form; its shape, complexion and
loveliness," as at Krt. 127:2; 240:3; 362:3; Narr. 34:3;
192:4; 390:4; AN. 5:25; 136:24; 272:14; 274:4; PN. 224:7;
Kurincip. 103; Mptu. 414; Kur. 261b; Nal. 274c.
t Uruvu " in the same sense occurs both in Tol. e. g. El.17c:
•»
uruvu tirintu, and in the Tam* classics e.g. Mani*30:189 
uruvu nukarcci « the enjoyment of the beautiful forms 
( of women ). But the augmented form 1 uruv-am u in the 
same sense is mediaeval, not ancient; it occurs at Tv.22:9; 
Tirumuru. 241; Teva. 1028:3; the later forms are 
characterized by the addition of more and more formatives. 
s The particle used in the earliest times to form
the indeclinable participle or gerund, the absolutive, 
was i or tu.
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The former occurs in Tam. ar-Ii ( with alapetai ): Mai.
• *
po-y-i; Nan. mecc-i; Tel. kan-i s having seen. The
occurrence of ur-ii at Krt. 297:1 as an absolutive or
vinai eccam and of uriiya as adjectival past participle or
peyar eccam ibid., along with the instances of the
ipcidence of uruttu given on page4&6‘i seems to show that
"uru" is earlier than "uruvu", both in the nominal and
verbal forms. Hence we should have divided the last word
in the sutra as uru-v- akumme, rather than as uruv-akumme.
But the incidence of uruvu at El. 17c:" uruvu tirintu "
••
makes one hesitate to assert conclusively that at verse
14 Tol. meant to write uru - v - akumme and not uruv-akumme.
akumme: - This doubling of the m of akum before " e ",
which is the particle showing emphasis, certainty,
asseveration, needs investigation. Commentators consider
it a poetical licence. It is generally associated with a
sense of completion: it acours at the end of a line*
verse 6r poem, as at Krt. 9:8
nam mun nani kkarapp-at-umme; 105:6 ( alt.
lect.)3 AN. 330:17;
on-nutal arivai pal-ar-umme, at Aink.l68:4:
Kalit. 7:8 maiyil van mukam pacappd ur-umme;
Kalit. 7:16 ilahk-er el valai irai ur-umme;
• ™
but not invariably. Por, in a few instances, it occurs in
the middle of a line, as at AN. 286:12
pinn-akumme munniy at u mut i tt al.
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f The verbal root urn, un, ul « to be that
which is in'.between, corresponding to a s to be that far 
away; and to I, im, in, in,il, a to be this near me or near 
you, has already been discussed* Here this 1 um " is 
considered and dealt with as a separate word, cut off from 
aku » becoming. .Accordingly the m is doubled, aust as
■it?av-iyal becomes avv-iyal, at verse 12 above. Both these
changes fall under El. 160b-c, which states:" A consonant
•*
that follows a short ( initial ) vowel is doubled." It is 
interesting to note that both grammar and metrics bear 
testimony to the fact that " urn " was a separate word. For, 
the splitting up of one word into several metrical feet 
in Tam. verse is forbidden. Hence in the afore-cited cases 
" umme " is considered as a separate word.
Sutra 15.
Meyyin oyiarkai pulliyotu nilaiyal.
r
The characteristic of a consonant is to stand with a dot
above” A." Iyal " was the earlier word for nature, Quality,
characteristic. Thus Krt.137:1 me 11-i.val arivai =o girl of
& soft nature t Krt. 165; 5 ival irum pal kuntal iyal ani
kante = having seen the natural beauty of her many black 
» *
tresses. Krt. 214:3 acai iyal koticci = a girl of a flexible 
form,here referring esp. to her waist, as at Kur. 1098 a, 
"acai iyarku." Krt. 368:1 mell-ival-ove = 0 thou of a soft 
nature! PH. 25:2 tan iyal valaa =( the sun) which changes
not its nature. Kalit.88:1 koti iyal nallar.■ .
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Likewise at El. 10, 12, 160o, 207, 393b, 477; Ool. 281b;
Por. 160o, " iyal " means nature.
But " iyal 1 also meant the swift paoe of a mettlesome
steed, as at Tol. Por. 194:4 pul^iyal kali ma, or of a
*
chariot, as at Krt. 114:2 iyal ter. The verb 1t iyal " 
meant:t to walk about, Krt. 182:5,
to advance on foot, Aihk. 175:2 arivaiyotu men mela iyali; 
to dance, Tirumuru. 215; Perumpan. 331: pili mannaiyin iyali; 
to frisk about,Krt. 264;2-3,oli netum pili tuyal vara iyali:mm  ^  f
to run, Krt. 345:1;
to draw near, approach, Kalit. 83:16 iyali = anuki, Comm.
to approach in quality,resemble,Tv.49;6 pon iyalum tiru meni;
to be made up of, Hal. 353d erral iyanrato na.
to be possible, as in the atticuti maxim: iyalvatu karavel.
♦
As nouns and verbs were scarcely distinguished 
in form in our earliest texts, the same word w iyal n had 
acquired such a variety of meanings that it became 
necessary to differentiate them by the addition of 
formatives. Thus iyalpu and iyarkai mean nature, never 
pace or gait, as iyal does at times. Thus addition.of the
A
formatives pu and k-ai has made the sense more precise 
and definite. But alike in Tol. and in the Eight 
.Anthologies the process of replacing iyal by iyarkai is 
incomplete. Thus Tol. uses iyarkai here and frequently in
3
Col. as at Col. IQcf. 20. So does Krt. e. g. at 229:7
manam makil iyarkai kattiyoye; and PH. at 35:28 • • • « •
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iyarkai allana ceyarkaiyir tonrinum .
At the same time they employ iyal in the same sense, as
was shown above. The ohoioe of the word seems to be based
on metrical exigencies. Thus AN. 384:7 has mell iyal
arivai, where ” melliyal ” forms one foot of the line; at
line 9 of the same poem occurs vanvalaiik - iyarkai, where
iyarkai fills up one foot by itself. Here ” iyal,” a word
of two short syllables, would be metrically impossible: it 
caUcU
not fill up a metrical foot.
A
In the later literature, starting with the 
early med. commentaries, iyal is obsolete; iyarkai alone 
is employed#
B. ” nil ” means ” to stand.” Hil-ai « state or condition, 
as at Ert# 310:5; staying, as at Nal.366d. The final 
particle ”al ” constitutes a verb into a verbal noun. It 
is in origin the demontrative verbal root al = an s a , 
which means ” to be that yonder.” Of. um, at the end of 
page467 above.
>
Sutra 16«.
ekara okarattd iyarkaiyum arre.
The nature of e and o is the same.
The Tam. short e and o receive a dot above, just like the 
consonants. Thus ff ~ e, while 6T = e; =.o, while
^  = o. SimilarlyQin = me; while Qld =meyQutr = po, 
while Q uit = po.
This ruling of Tol. was followed by subsequent
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Tam* practice down to Beschi's days* Later grammars bear
witness to this* Thus VC* El* Canti. 3c has:- ekara okara
• •
meyyir pulli mevum; e and o receive (lit. desire) the 
—  * *
dot of consonants* Han* 98 states:- tollai vativina ella
eluttum antd
eytum ekara okara mey pulli.
. *
All letters are of the ancient shape. Among them e, o and 
the consonants receive a dot.
Most probably the source from which the Tam. 
alphabet was fashioned had no short e or o. The Tam* usage 
here mentioned, along with many other details that Vinson, 
op. cit., points out in this connection, seems to point 
out the early Sk* Brahmi alphabet as this source.
Sinhalese too has its alphabet from the same source. But 
its usage is the exact opposite of that of ancient Tam. 
Sinhalese ke and ko are written with the virama; ke and ko 
drop the virama.
It was C.Beschi S. J. who fashioned the 
modern Tam. e as cy and o as ^  , while ej now comes to 
denote e and ^  o. The distinction between short and long 
e and o is generally observed, except in some Pallava 
grantha inscriptions, c. 600 - 900 A* D.
Sutra 17.
Pulli ilia ella meyyum
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uruvuruv- aki akaramotu uyirttalum
enai uyirotu uruvutirinta uyirttalum 
*
ayir iyala uyirttal are.
As in Sk., so in lam. a consonant is written with the 
succeeding vowel as one letter or group. Ihus <fjb = ka;
- ko ( in ancient and med. lam.) These are termed 
in lam. uyirmey, which lit. means a " consonantal vowel.1
This sutra states All pure consonants have 
two ways of becoming n consonantal vowels”:-
a) If they drop the dot, they are pronounced with the 
vowel ” a tt. Thus <Bb = k; but <5b « ka.
b) They undergo some modifications (lit.transformations),
when they are pronounced with the remaining vowels.
Thus <5>rr = ka; S  = ki; S  = ki; * ku; & _ = ku etc.
467
Apropos of the discussion on page^ as to 
whether Tol. wrote uru - v - akumme or uruv- akumme at 
v. 14, uruvu tirintu at v. 17c here shows that Tol. at 
least in this instance had ” uruvu n in mind rather than 
1 uru.” The latter is definitely the earlier form. It occurs 
most frequently in the ancient classics, notably in the 
Eight Anthologies. On the other hand, Tol. hesitates 
between 1 uru 1 and 1 uruvu, " in the diction that has come 
down to us. This seems to indicate that the final 
redaction of Tol. took place rather later than the 
composition of the earliest classics.
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Sutra 18-
Meyyin valiyatu uyir tonru nilaiye^*
It is only by means of a vowel that a consonant can be 
pronounced articulately.
Neither II* nor Naec. gives a satisfactory
interpretation of this sutra. Acc. to the former, w the
vowel follows the consonant.1 Acc. to the latter, 1 the
sound of the vowel is hard immediately after that of the
A
consonant.” In either case, it.is difficult to see how 
any useful purpose is served by this sutra. Hence the 
new interpretation here given.
The words ” tonru nilaiye tf stand for 
” tonrum nilaiye ” in san&hi; both I}., and Nacc. point 
this out in their paraphrase. Por. 130b ariya ttonrum 
arratu enpa _  bears witness to this. But El. 13 
prescribes that the 1 m 1 shall be shortened in such cases, 
not dropped, as it is in El. 18. This dropping is most 
probably due to a late copyist, who has imported into the 
text before him the diction current in his own time. In 
mod. Tam., esp* in the colloquial dialect of rapid 
conversation, tT tonru nilai ” is much more common than 
,f tonrum nilai
Sutra 19,*
valleluttu enpa kacata tapara.
«« * “
K, c, t, t, p and r are said to be n hard*’consonants.
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' All the Tam. consonants, except nasals and 
semi-vowels, are termed n hard,H forming the class called 
" vallinam.”
The order of the first five letters here is
reminiscent of that which is followed in the Yedic
Prati^akkyas. The Taittiriya treats of kavarga, cavarga,
tavarga, tavarga and pavarga at II, 35, 36, 37, 38 and 39 
•
respectively. The Ath. Pr. I follows the same order in
its aphorisms 20, 21, 22, 24 and 25. I, 23 here :
1 Sakarasya dronika ” merely specifies the description * «
already given at I, 22. It is found nowhere else in the
Pr. literature; and W. P. Whitney, J.A.0.3. VII, pp. 352
and ff.,seems to be justified in taking these words as an
interpolation, esp. as " dronika ” itself does not occur
*
elsewhere in the grammatical language.
r is a peculiarly Pravidian sound and letter.
It has,in Tam. semantics, an intimate association with
ttlM and ”n,f. r is placed last in this series, as it has no
corresponding sound or letter in Sk. Bor the same reason
n is placed last in the next series ( El.20 ) and in the 
“  •*
whole Tam. alphabet(El.lb: nakara iruvay.) On the other.. — —
hand, 1 in Tam. has kept the order in the alphabet of it’s
Sk. counterpart.
Although Tam. is commonly transliterated
as r,still in certain positionsthe sound is more like 
t, a stop or occlusive.
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Especially is this the case when is doubled •Caldwell,
op* cit., and many others have accordingly been obliged to
transliterate i v s  ttr♦ This sound seems to belong
to the primitive South Dravidian. Tel, later lost the
corresponding letter and was obliged to designate the
sound by the nearest equivalent: " tt.” It was with such a
• *
designation that Tel* began the prooess of confusing the 
alveolar with the cerebral or retroflex sounds*
Sutra 20t.
Mel eluttu enpa t.a. na na na ma na,•* “■ . ■*
h, n, n, n, m and n are said to be the "softrf consonants.^  tM t
These constitute the class or group that is called 
,r mellinam !I •
On comparing the Tam* with the Sk. alphabet, 
one is struck by the peculiar softness of the Tam. language'. 
While the ” hard " consonants that number as many as 
twenty in the Sk. velar, palatal, cerebral or retroflex, 
dental-and labial series are red_uced to five in Tam*, all 
the Sk. nasals have their corresponding ones in Tam. In 
addition Tam. has the peculiar alveolar nasal, n,parallel 
to the alveolar r .
Modern Tel. has confused the dental and 
alveolar nasals. But there is evidence in that language 
that in ancient times they were distinct. Tel. words have 
frequently the suffix tu where Tam. does not need it.
Thus Tam. avan (=he) has its Tel .correspondence in^van+tu.
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While the dental nasal remains as such, the alveolar
nasal here is assimilated to the cerebral* This gives us
*vandu >• vadu. Similarly Tam* enran = he said has its . • • *"*■■ *“
Tel* correspondence in either anenu, or *ann-an-tu >  
fe - -annandu *>• annadu * Here the sign represents the Tel.
• * •
half-sunna. Its origin lies in the natural slurring of 
syllables in unstressed positions. The nasal, written in mod* 
Tel. as a sunna, was only half-enunciated in such positions. 
Hence the term half-sunna. In mod. Tel. it is not pronounced 
at all. Some Tel. scholars think that there yvas an 
intermediate stage^when the previous vowel to such a nasal 
was itself nasalised, like an anunasika .
Sutra 21.
"N
Itai eluttu enpa yarala valala .• »» — ...
The rt medial " consonants are y, r, 1, v, 1, and 1 .
*« •
These correspond to the Sk. antahstha andvconstitute the 
” itaiyinam." Their order in the Tam. alphabet, for such 
of them as have their equivalents in Sk., seems to be 
based on the Taittiriya Prat.” This stands alone, among 
the Prat., in omitting to rank the semi-vowels along with
n
the mutes, as palatal etc., and in describing their 
formation throughout by special rule." Thus II, 40, 41,
'42 and 43 mention yakara, repha, lakara and vakara 
respectively.
In our Tam. alphabet the same order is
followed.
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Then follow the peculiar Bravidian consonants. 1 and 1 .
N a
These would certainly have been placed immediately 
after 1 in any arrangement of the Tam. alphabet that had 
no;Sk. influence. This inference is strengthened by the 
fact that except for the letters not found in Tam., the 
Tam. alphabet, in the arrangement of its first fourteen 
consonants, follows the exact order of the Sk. At the very 
end are the four peculiarly Dravidian letters:- 1, 1, r
and n .
Here it is worth-while noting that the Kan.
alphabet follows the same order as the Sk. with regard to
the first thirty three consonants in Kan. The thirty fourth
is the Drav. 1. The Tel. alphabet omits the Sk. A and n .
It adds ks, as the last consonant and places 1 in the * .
penultimate position. The modern Kan. alphabet has replaced
1 by l:but Kittel, op. cit., shows that this was done so .. •
late as the ninth century A. D.
Sutra 22.*
Am - mu arum valaAkiyal maruAkin** *“•
meymmayaAku utanilai teriyum kalai.
" On close investigation it will be found 
that these eighteen letters undergo changes, when two of 
them stand side by side in the course of their usage !t 
i. e. in speech or poetry.
Four of the words here need scrutiny and 
investigation:-
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a) val~anku. This is the- nasalized conterpart of
1 valakku.” The latter word means 1 the usage of words
in literature as well as in the speech of the learned,M
as it is expressly stated at Por.647; valakk-ena
•*
ppatuvatu uyarntor merre *
. -*■*—
The nasalized vala&ku occurs at Krt. 21:5 in 
the sense of usage, habit, custom of speaking:- 
yano teren avar poy valahkalare • I am not convinced, 
since he (= my husband ) is not accustomed to tell lies. 
The verbal root of val-ahku, val-akku,val-i etc. is val~.
«t H  H  M
This means ” cause to go smoothly,1 as at Kalit. 101:11
val-akkum aru kontu = pokkum patiyai kkontu, Comm.
•* “  ♦ ♦ • • •
b) mayahku. This is the nasalised counterpart of
” mayakku.1* Unlike valakku, which continues in use,
••
mayakku is a rare word even in the ancient texts. We meet
■it once, at Krt. 226:3 mati mayakk-uruum nutal. The
common word from the same base is mayakk-am, which has the
same sense, as at Por. 146:28 neyy ani mayakkatn.
At El. 22 it signifieschange” or ^ transformatiozf, as that 
**
of kan-ku into katku . II. explains this clearly:* whereas 
Nacc. distorts the text in order to get many types of 
1 mayakkam tf .
c) maruhku. This is a most important word in Tol/s 
diction and helps us considerably to fix his work in 
relation to the Tam. classics. The formative ,!™unkd ” was 
at one stage of Tam. almost as frequently employed as its
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counterpart “-aftku:H but the former became rare in med. 
and mod. Tam. This obsolescence is already marked in the
later classical age, to which the Kural belongs. Thismm •
employs other formatives like ” um^ai,1! where Tol. has
used 1 unkd.*’ Thus Tol. Por. 146:35 has ural arunku = the
difficulty of approaching; while Kur. 611 a has arumai
( from ar - um - ai ) = the difficulty.
The word ” marunkd 1 in the ancient period
meant 1 side, place, waist, hip, environs.n In later times
it was most often replaced by M pakkam, itam, itai,
.  .
vilapputai and curram " respectively. A careful analysis 
of its incidence in the Tam. classics will manifest its 
gradual desuetude in the course of about a thousand years.
It is most prominent in the Eight Anthologies, which are 
also the earliest extant Tam. works. Thus Krt. employs this 
word sixteen times, namely at 58:3; 124:1; 158:1, 182:4; 
215:7; 220:3; 267:6; 291:1; 319:4; 325:2; 340:5; 346:5; 
356:3; 365:5; 370:3 and 5. In the last two instances, the 
word ,is used in the sense of the con.iunction or close 
embrace of two bodies, as in cohabitation. This is the 
basic idea underlying the differentiated meanings given 
above. On the other hand, Krt. employs f pakkam 1 only 
twice, at 129:3 and 275:6.
The Krt.is the only one of the Eight 
Anthologies that has been edited acc. to the modern 
critical standards. In the case of the other texts, we can 
give only the instances that are met with in reading them
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for other purposes, since'no exhaustive index or 
concordance has yet been composed*
Narr. 61;4 and 7; 102;6; 155:7; 211:3-8; 241:6; 349:2;
362:8* AN. 14:8; 17:17; 29:17 (twice in this line); 34:6;
38:8; 55:12 (here the word means the back); 82:1; 102:6;
121:4; 123:1 (= stomach, belly),125:15; 144;16(= the deep
impression of foot-prints on the sand); 154:5; 156:16
(ss the remedy for a disease); 139:15; 176:4; 230:1;233:4;
242:8; 255:6; 272:7; 304:6; 324:12; 339:2 (= a track);
361:15. PN. 3:10; 23:11; 27:16; 68:1; 116:6; 159:7 (hip);
196:3; 264:1; 278:2; 325:1; 360:16; 391:11*
Patirr. 13:5 kali kelu tunankai atiya maruAkin; 13:25;
♦# * « "■
15:7 alal kavar maruAkin:.
Kalit. 7:5 niye ceyvinai maruAkin;
48:24 maruAk-ari vara.
AiAk* 111:2; 326:3; 448:3 mellavan maruAkin mullai puppa.
PA* 149.
Perumpan. 63 perum kayirr -olukai maruAkin*
I •  mm
Muruku. 214.
Pattinappalai 270 (c= trace, in a fig* sense); 282 (= race)*
* * “ *
PeruAk. Ill, 7:13 manai ppuAkavin maruAkin*
Cilap. 6:146 itikkalappanna Ir ayir maruAkin; 5:89, 93.
Nal. 8d: maru&k-ara = without leaving a trace behind.
Nal.396(a) am maruAkirkA « to her who has a beautiful waist* 
It is of considerable interest to note that "maru&ku1 occurs
only twice and that in the earliest parts of this collection
that is called Nalati. With the Kur. these parts of the Nal*
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form; the bridge between the ancient and mediaeval periods. 
Mani. 11:85.
Tiruvac. 21:28. This is its only occurrence throughout
this long poem. Further, it is here used in a different
sense, which is a development from its ancient connotation
of " side.” Here it means " those at one’s side, band,
company." That is its connotation in " maruhke carntu
vara"s= to join the company.
Closely allied to maruhku is its expansion
by the suffix <!-ul, " namely maruAkul. Its meaning is more
restricted; it has only three, instead of the five ,
meanings that maruhku had acquired, namely itai = waist;
vayiru =: the belly; pakkam = side. The earliest texts do
not employ marunkul, as then " maruhku " was clear and
precise enough. But later on as its meanings expanded,
it was found necessary to add precision by the suffix
"-ul." The expanded word occurs at PH. 50:2; 180:11; 260:6;
505:1; 316:9 valli maruhkul = creeper - like waist.. *
AH. 126:21.
Harr. 141:2.
Kalit# 60:5 nulai noci mata maruhkul (-waist).
*4 *
Col. 317, Cen. and Hacc. cite from an unknown author, in
their Comm, poku koti maruhkul; oluku koti maruhkul ( in•, . . .
both = waist).
Por. 102, Hacc. cit. I, p. 371, last line, atu koti
« •
maruhkul ( = waist).
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Por# 141,Hacc* oit. I>p, 539, from an Akam poem,which has 
not been included in the Aka-Hanuru; puhkoti maruhkul 
(waist#) Por. 276, Feraciriyar, II p, 112, maruhkul~al = 
itaiyal, Comm#
Tiruvac# 5:266 kompar ar maruhkul ( » waist ) mahkai#
Tiruvac.7:42-^ 43 ciru maruhkul..#. matantai = the lady with
a slender waist.In both cases the poet refers to Farvati.
How, it is the earlier * maruhku M rather than
the later " maruhkul, pakkam, itai, vilapputai, itam or« . .
curram w that is met with most frequently in Tol. This is
one of the indications that this part of Tol. belongs 
roughly to the same period as the earlier parts of the 
Bight Anthologies. This will become clearer, when we examine
the incidence of " maruhku n in Tol. It occurs at El. 22a,
39, 67a, 68b, 93a, 118, 132e, 156f, 157c,h,k, 159f, l!Ela, 237c, 
258o,288a,305c,326a,350c,355c,356c,405a,439b,469,482a,483b, 
andd;Col.4a and e,10a,27d,43b,49c,twice 54a,56i and j 80g, 
90b, 93a and b, 98a, 102b, 104b, 106b, 109a, 113b, 115e, 
120c, 124a, 126a, 151b, 159b, 166a, 170a, 187b, 194a, 196c,
205b, 206b, 209c, 210b, 215o, 219a, 221c, 224b(twice),232c,
242a, 250c, 285a, 297g, 396d, 408a, 421a, 556, 462c, 463
(twice); Por. 5a, 9b, 19a, 32b, 35a, 41c,92b, 102:17;
111:26; 114:19; 123:2; 146:9; 147:14; 194:2; 220:1; 211:2; 
228:1; 230:2; 244:3; 294:2; 295:2; 303:2; 307:2; 514:2; 
321:2; 334; 336; 338; 343:1; 419:1; 368:1; 374:1; 379:1 
(twice); 380:1; 418:1; 503:2; 506:1; 555:1;
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It is quite significant that this word does 
not oocur at all in that portion of Gol., namely sutras 
298 to 395, whioh belongs to a later period. This section 
is not grammatical, like the rest of Col. It is a skeleton 
tr nighantu," the earliest extant Ta#. lexicon, and explains 
the rather archaic words that are found in abundance 
throughout the rest of Tol.
d ) teriyunkalai. This cpd. word in this sense is met
with only in the earliest texts, e. g. at AH. 286:14; Kalit.
140:31. At the present day this word would mean: " when
it is clear; when it becomes clear." But that is not the
sense here. The verb ,f teri " is used in a causative
signification without any special suffix. This is a common
feature in the texts of the ancient period. Apart from
the context, it is impossible to make out in these verbs
whether they are active or passive, transitive or 
intransitive, simple or causative. Thus at Harr. 42:7
ariyunar means " those who should make her know, i. e.
informers," whereas at PH. 102:4 the identical word means
1 those who know:" avanatu ariyunar. The latter is its
modern signification. Likewise, at Aink. 474:5 arivu
means * information,,! whereas elsewhere it means
" knowledge." In two successive lines of an ancient AH.
poem, we find "tiri," first in an intr. and next in a
causative sense:-
»
AH. 336:18 cutarotu tiri-taru nerunci pola
• *
19 ennotu tiriyen ayin.
■
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In the present instance 1 teri 11 means 1 to
choose, pick oat, investigate.1 At Krt. 250:6 teri tim
kilavi means rl well^chosen sweet words.1 As w teri 1 was
so ambigaoas, the parallel n ter 1 with the radical vowel
lengthened and the formative vowel dropped, became more
frequent in this signification. Of. Krt. 130:4 terin ;
313:2 ternt-untu: Kal. 282b terin. In the same sense we
• * ^
have here 1 teriyuhkalai, 1 which means 1 at the time when 
one investigates into the matter.1
Sutra 23.
ta ra la la ennum pulli munnar
ka ca pa ennum muveluttu uriya .
The only consonants that can immediately follow the
consonants t, r, 1, and 1 are k, c and p - these three?* “ •
It may be objected that t, r, 1 and 1 are» " .
also found just after the respective consonants. But this
sutra is concerned o&ly with the combination of two
diffyerent consonants. Of. the word 1 meymmayankd utan
nilai 1 at 22b above. The sutra needs no explanation*
But II., in his comm., makes an important observation:
*
meymayakkam oru-molikkum punar-molikkum pot.u.
H • **
!f The changes in the form of the consonants are exactly 
the same whether in the midst of one word or whether two 
words meet.” Now, the aytam is to be found in either of 
these two ways. In the latter case, all admit that it is 
derived from 1 or 1.
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In the former case, there is a school of thought that 
rejects out of hand such a derivation. This dictum of the 
earliest and most competent of mediaeval commentators 
certainly does not countenance such a rejection. On the 
contrary, it lends force to the view that the identical 
process has ocurred in either case* Especially so must we 
'triew it, when we notice that what were two or three words 
in the ancient texts have now fused together into what 
at first sight seems to be one word* This subject will be 
examined at greater length in the Section devoted to the 
aytam. /
Sutra 24* 
avarrul
la la.Mean munnar yavavum tonrum.* 1 ■
aAmong them(cf.25a) 1 and 1 can also be followed by y or v.
*
Both Il.and'Nacc. are here faced with a 
*
serious difficulty* This part of El*, sutras .22 to 30, deal
•»
with the consonantal changes in the body of a single word.
On the other hand, Section 4, 6, 7, 8 and 9, forming two-
thirds of Tol. El., are entirely devoted to external
sandhi. Hence a good commentary should supply single
words in which 1 or 1 is followed by y or v. But neither
.
II* nor Hacc. can do so*
/ This section is not incorporated in this thesis for lack 
of space.
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II. has just forestalled this by his dictum
under 23, namely, that the changes in internal and
external sandhi are exactly alike£eaeh other). He instances
kol yanai, vel yanai: kol valai, vel valai: but• ** . . .
these are all cases of external, not internal, sandhi*
Hacc. instances kol yanai, vel yaru; celvam, kalvan .# “  # mm
But he is not happy about the first two examples. Hence 
he adds this remark: 1 In the days of Tol. there were, 
perhaps single words of this nature; but now such words 
are obsolete."
Sutra 25.
na na na na ma na enumpulli munnar 
tattam micaikal ottana nilaiye .
H.B. normally Tol, uses the word " ennum,n which fills up 
one metrical foot, as at 23, 27 and 29, in* each case in 
the first line. But here he uses !* enum n; along with 
" pullir*" this fills up the metrical foot. On the other 
hand, ennum pulli would be too heavy for one foot: this
*  i • *
cpd. makes two feet at 23a, 27a, 29a etc. Hence the
i
unusual n enum " here. It is made up of the verbal root,
" en" = to say, call; and of the particle il um ", already 
discussed. It is from this n enum. w that " enmanar f
(Bl. 6b above) is formed.
•«
The six Tam. nasals here given are in each case followed 
by the consonant that precedes the same in the order of 
the Tam. alphabet.
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The commentators give the following examples:-
tehku, mancu, vantu, pantu, kampu, kanrd: II#
• • *
kankan, kancan, kantan, k an tan, kampan, manran : Hacc.. # JT “* , “■ “• *■*
In each of the above instances tfye second
consonant so clearly fixes the quality of the first that 
Tel# orthography no longer registers them by distinct 
letters in such positions but employs the full 1 sunna H 
instead of them all#
Sutra 26*# avarrul
na na kan munnar
ka ca na pa ma ya va elum uriya.
(cn and n can also be followed by k, c, n, p, m, y or v?
• 1
Here again the commentators find it difficult to instance
single words. II# cites not merely compound words but even
full sentences, such as pon yatu = what is gold?
man valitu = the clay is hard; pon valitu = the gold is
hard. Hacc. uses all his ingenuity to avoid such words.
He claims that six of his examples are single words,namely,
enku, panpu, venmai, punku, anpu and vanmai, while he . . .  ”* •*" •*
regrets that the remaining eight examples are cpd. words.
But two of the above six are themselves really cpd. words,
to wit, venmai and vanmai.# *“*
ai as the formative of abstract nouns of quality. 
Such nouns are formed of three parts; first comes the 
verbal or nominal base or root e. g. ven, van.
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Hext comes the particle ,T um, ,r orig, a verb
XJboJj 4AjfuuC&s
meaning n(^ hat-) is 1 • Lastly, there is the particle t ai,ft
rfV A
meaning " that In this sense, " ai « alternates with
a, avu, ay, am, al and an. Thus,
Krt# 24:5 kul-ai « softness, lit. that which is soft.
™ «F •
Krt.155:1 and 204:4 mut-ai = antiquity,lit.that which is 
old.
Krt. 159:2 nul-ai ciru nucuppu = a waist that is very 
slender.
M m  35:4 nul-ai ® minuteness.
*•
Mptu 561 nul-ai nul kalihkam & the cloth from KaliAga 
• *•
of exquisitely fine thread, lit. thread which is very fine. 
Then again it-ai at Krt* 131:3; AH. 3:18 etc.is the exact 
equivalent of it-am, Krt. 255:6; Hal. 116, 300 etc. and 
of it-an, Krt* 139:3.
The particle ! um 1 and its becoming t! m 1
between two nasals have been discussed under ’enmanar;*'
cf. 6b above. Likewise here velum-ai or *venum-ai
‘venmai; and # val-um-ai or *van-um-ai vanmai .* * *“
The M. L.j p. 3367, uncritically calls !,main
the suffix here and cites karumai and porumai. The proper
division of these words is kar-um-ai, por-um-ai etc.
This is borne out by the actual occurrence of such words*.
as kann-um-ai at Por. 76:18; elumai, Por. 76:18 Hacc.cit.
* * *
These words had already become kanmai and enmai by the
# *
time of Hacc.
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The latter is correct in his equation: but he shows his 
lack of a historic sense by stating that Med, Tam*enmai 
changed into Old Tam, elumai, as if 0* Tam. succeeded 
Med. Tam -
Sutra 27.
na na ma va ennum pulli munnar 
ya • *, kan nirral mey perranre a 
After n, n, m and v, y also can follow.
As usual, II* gives us here instances of external sandhi
fiJ M »i M  _  M ,
e. g* urin yatu, porun yatu, tirum yatu, tev yatu. But by 
now Hacc, is thoroughly converted to the view that Tol. 
meant single,and not compound, words, Acc# to Hacc. such 
single words existed in; the days of Tol. but had become* 
obsolete already in the earliest noil-grammatical Tam. 
literature* Hacc. then condemns II. for his instances, 
which should come rather under El.107 or El.163, which
*• M
refer to external sandhi or punareci. In fact, IJ. repeats•
these instances under El. 163 as well. Hacc. is here 
justified in considering that Tol. was not likely to 
repeat himself at sutras 27, 107 and 163. It is most 
probable therefore that at this stage Tol. has incorporated 
a few sutras that refer to an ancient Tam. vocabulary, 
which had become obsolete already in our earliest 
recorded Tam,literature.
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Sutra 28. ■
ma . kan pulli mun vavvum tonrum. 
can also be followed by v?.;
As usual, II.cites here compound words and even sentences
such as nilam valitu « the ground is hard. But JE1.330 
deals specifically with the external sandhi of m and v: 
there II. gives the identical example as here.Accordingly 
Uaoc. is quite justified in condemning II.in this oase 
too. Nacc. frankly confesses that he cannot find a single 
instance of m followed by v in the body of a single 
word —  in the literature extant in his time.
Sutra 29,
yar'ala ennum pulli munnar •* *•»— * • «-*—
mutal akd eluttu nakaramotu tonrum.
The consonants that can immediately follow y, r and 1 .
•*
are those that come at the beginning of words and n.
Tol. mentions initial consonants at Bl.61-65
«*
They are k, c, t, n, p, m, v, y and (rarely) n . These
)
can and do follow y, r and 1 immediately, in many words,
•*
as II. and Face, point out. But neither of them can find
m
any instance of the junction of y, r or 1 with A. Hence
*•
they state that such words as *veyftdanam, *verAAanam 
and * velnnanam existed in Tol's days but became obsoletett ™
in our extant literature. If so,-this would give both to 
this part of Tol. and to non-extant Tam. literature
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a greater antiquity than Western scholars have so far
admitted. This statement is supported by the archaic
nature of the citations that Nacc. has saved from oblivion
by incorporating them in his commentaries to El., Col.
and esp. Porul of Tol. A great deal more seems to have
been lost at the close of the ancient period.
Both II.and Nacc. have imagined that the n,
which Tol. here mentions, was always followed by h. But
this seems to be an unnecessary postulate. The n,more
probably, was followed by k in Eastern Tamil and by h in
Western Tamil, which later became Malayalam. The M. L.,p.
3820, gives us the word n vehk-iyam H in the sentence
,r avalai vehk-iyam illamal peeinan *'» he rebuked her
without any shame. This word is from the root 1 vel 1 as
##^ —
to be ashamed and postulates an original velnkiyam, 
just the type of word that Tol. mentions here, namely, of 
1 being immediately followed by h. The dropping of y, r 
and 1 , when two consonants follow them, is such a 
prevailing -tendency in Tam. that it requires a special 
investigation.
Sutra 30..
meynnilai cuttin ella eluttum
* t ** **
tammurram varuum ralavalam kataiye.
— «» *
u n
Except r and 1, all the other consonants can be doubled.
• •
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The words " meynnilai cut tin " mean 1 if one
* • “
were to point out the state of things n They seem to be
unnecessary here, since all the rules of Tol, are meant
to indicate precisely that. Such phrases as this and
teriyum kalai 13b, 22b; enpa lc etc.; enmanar pulavar 
well-nigh
6b etc. wereA(I metrical fillings.” This is one of the 
indications that Tol. did not completely follow the sutra 
style. On the contrary, he was often prepared to sacrifice 
brevity for. the sake of poetical beauty: 
metre, harmony and artistic effects.
Sutra 31. i u am munrum cuttu?
« o
£L **a i and u,. those three, are demonstratives.
at
As 11.and ITacc. here point out, Tol. here and verse 32,
• A
deals with topics that belong rather to Ool. Tol. here
gives the remote demonstrative as ” a but even in his
own statement he uses the word ” am ” s= those, as the
actual demonstrative. El.205 speaks of the alternance
between ”a,f and ”am”; while El.206 to 207 speakj) of the
alternance between ”a” and ”av”. Acc. to El.200, the
«*
demonstrative bases are a i .c. and u .*.; and Ckoc.
to El. 208, the demonstratives are also a, I and u in 
poetry. Of these three, a is far more- frequently employed, 
both in Tol. and in the ancient classics, than i or u. tJ 
is the least frequent. Again, the longer form of the 
demonstrative seems to be more frequent than the form
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with the shortened vowel. Thus a occurs at E1.17d,42a,«• * *
61a, 85b, 94b, 95b, 96b,c,103e, 107g, 112o, 117b, 133a,
151d, 175, 178b, c, 179b, 200c, 201c, 207, 229b, 268b,271a,
284c, 292b, 296a, 393b, 406c, 413b, 476b and 477; Ool. lc,
3b, 112e, 158b, 160d, 162g, 167f, 195b, 222d, 247a, 267b,
274b, 279c, 280a, 365. On the other hand, av occurs at El.
*•
6a, 7a, 12, 92, 113b, 127, 222b, 242b, 295d, 296o, 347c; 
Col. 67b, 119a, 167c,d, 238d, 295a# In later Tam# 
literature a, i, a, became obsolete.
Sutra 52.
a e o am munrum vina.
a a, e and o, those three, are interrogatives? This brief
statement is developed in Col. There verses 275 and 279
deal with a; 257, 261, 272 and 286 with e; 256, 261, 274
with o. The lack of that systematic arrangement which
characterizes Tol. elsewhere, the change in diction, and
the statements at Col. 273 and 274?wherein is an evident
contradiction of precisely this verse of El. are a few of
the reasons for talcing this part of Tol. Col. as a later
interpolation. By that time the way in which such words as
molim-o and unkam-a had been built, up was forgotten; and 
*# *
these words were unhappily divided as moli-mo (Col#274)
and unka-ma (Col#273). With a strange inconsistency,there 
*
was not any such unhappy division in the case of words 
ending in -e,as ninme, Harr. ,300:12; puraime,
polime, ninaime, eenme, ceymme, mutime, molime,■** • •*
Krt. 51:6; telime, Krt. 273:8; ilame, PN* 192:5, 6, 12, 13
Here the particle e, and not me, was correctly detached
from the rest of the word* Moreover, there are several
instances,' where the consonant that precedes o is not m,
but k, p, y,r, 1, v or n:-
k:- AN* 273;9 yahk-ena unarko yane.“ *
Krt.. 192:2 alaarko. s= Shall I not be distressed?
™l . *• ^ v
PN. 138:5, 9, 14 onranko; PN, 387:16,22, S3,24, 25 enko
PN. 49:3 ! moliko.
• *  '
p;~- Col* 279, Cen* cit. piriyin valat-enpo teyya. 
y:- Krt. 75:1 ni kantanaiyo kantar kkettanaiyo. 
r:- AN* 46:16 takaikkunar yaro.
1:- Krt. 287:2 inne kantum turakkuvar kollo.
AN. 273: 6 ariyar kollo = Boes he not know?
y;~ Aiftk. 362:3 yafiku vantanaiyo » How didst, thou come?
v;-* Krt*. 2:5 nariyavum ulavo a Are there fragrances?
Krt. 124:4 iniyavo peruma tamiyorkku manaiye.
Krt. 148:6 kanavo marritu vinavuval yane.
n:~ Krt* 99:1; 2, 3 alleno s* Am I not such?
Except in the case of mo (Col.274) and of po (Col. 279),
o alone is considered as the interrogative particle*
There seems to be no justification then for this 
differential treatment in the cases of Mmon and !1poM.
Such words should be correctly divided as molim-o and
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Likewise in the case of the ancient word
n unkama 1 in the line: purkai unkama korkaiyone, El *237
and Col. 273, Nacc. and Cen. cit. This should be divided
into unkd + am + a ~ eating for us, is that so? = shall we 
*
eat ? Similarly, PN* 193:4 okkal valkkai tatkum-a kale.
t* •
AN. cit. in Comm, orkam-a toli avar .
■*
Patirr. cit. by Nacc. at Por. 81, Vol. I, p, 286, from
one of the otherwise lost songs, 1. 12:- kala kkatavutku
• *
uyarkam^-a valane.
That !f am1 is the first suffix here is clear
from such parallel instances as PN. 166:30 - 31 untum
* *
tinrum urntum atuk~am celval attai. Obviously the 
interpolator at Col. 273 was oblivious of El. 32, which
M
makes a, not ma, the interrogative.
Likewise, ka at Col. 279a cannot stand
scrutiny . There is no attempt made to detach the parallel
word or particle ko in the instances cited above: unarkd,
*
alaarko, onrenko, enko, moliko* In these cases o alone is *• ** ■“ “ *■ ■* ..
detached and deemed to be the interrogative particle.
Hence in the analogous case at Kalit. 99:9 pura nilai
*•
kil pattalo ival ivan kantika, a alone should be
m  « t * * • ♦ *
considered as the interrogative particle.
Quite different from the above is the 
assertion made at Col. 279a with regard to ,f ya 1 as an 
interrogative particle. Gen* in his Comm, cites an ancient 
line from a work which has mostly perished.
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The significant words are n ya panniruvar n = 
which twelve persons? This ,f ya u is connected with other 
interrogatives in n ya-f as
1) yahku s how?,, at Krt. 132, 140,164, 159, 205, 217, 252, 
268, 311, 337,555, 356, 380; Narr. 29:6; 152:9;
AN. 39:20; 14:13; 260:11; m h 191:2; 245:1;. 254:11; 
350:3;* Aink, 231:1; 362:3.
2) yantu * where?,,at Krt. 31:3; 176:5; 285:3 325:4; 379:1; 
PN. 235:16; 307:1.
3) yavan = where?,, at PN* 102:8.
*
4) ya&kanam « how?> at PN 8:6; 49:3.
5) yank-an as where?,at Kur. 864b; Nal. 120b*« "*
6) yannanam » how?,, at Nan. 106, Comm.
7) yar - who? what sort of person is he?, at El. 172a-b: ^ **
Col. 210a; Krt. 19, 40, 82, 85, 110, 366; EH. 77, 141, 
257, 337; Nal. 2, 119, 127.
8) yavatu ( £r. *ya+atu ) = what?,,at Bl. 172o-e; Krt. 77,
' t m m
78, 87, 152, 383; PN. 62:1; 93:2; Patirr. 74:26.
9) ^ ya-“V“Ir >  yavir » of what sort are ye?,?at PN. 88:1.
10) yatu = what?,,at Krt. 197:1; Nal. 71b.“ 6
11) yavan = who? who is he?, at Col. 162f ♦
12) yaval = who isshe?,at Col* 162f.
13) yavar a who are they?,, at Col. 162f.
This interrogative !l ya- is not confined to 
Tam. It is found in the sister languages too. Thus in 
Kan., yaru■= who are they?; yavadu = what?; yat-ara - of 
what sort?, in the G-en. s., which postulates * yatu .
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Prom 1225 A* B.. avadu = what? whioh? begins 
to displace yavadu. Of. Kittelfs Kan* Diet* sab voce*
Oft also Kan. ySvadu = who is he? and yavaru = who are 
they?
Further, ya appeals not only in Tol* but also
in TO* as the interrogative. This TO. is second only to
Tol. among Tam. grammars in point of antiquity. In its
El. Oanti. 4a we find the words: e yi e eonmun vina -
At the beginning of words, e,ya and e are interrogatives.
We may thus include 1 ya ’* in the list of interrogatives.
Ytfe have now four of them; ya, a, e and o. There arises
the question; ft is ,va the origin of both a and e? 1
In his Dravidian Studies V (B*S.b.A.S.XI,pp.
595-616), T. Burrow shows that the forms in *ya-fl greatly
preponderate in early Tam. and cites twenty four words
to prove his case. He then asserts that this initial
h ya- » regularly becomes a- in Modern Tam., Kan. Tod.
*
and Mai., but e- in Tel., G-ondi, Kurukk and Malto.
The early Tam. ” ya- helps to explain the a/e alternance, 
in Drav. But this alternanee is found in O.Tam* itself, 
a fact which Burrow seems to be unaware of. lie cites Tam. 
yam as corresponding to Tod. am, om, and em; but he is 
apparently unaware of Tam. em and am, which are mentioned 
at Ool. 202b; fl am am em em ennum kilaviyum.,
All these forms : yam, am, am, em and em mean H we !*.
But only the first is a stressed word, .with an accent:
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em nearly so ; the rest are enclitic. In Krt. 218:2-4 we
meet wi1h':yav-am = we shall not tie on; pan-am, or-am,
nill-am, ull-am. In every instance the old Gomm. on the 
* *
Krt., composed in early mediaeval times, paraphrases am
by om, namely ceyy-om, katt-om, par-om, nill-om and
« *
ninaiy^om.
Thus we may conclude that the oldest
interrogative was ya, which split off at a very early
stage into a and e in Tam., as well as in Drav. as a
whole. As the final syllable of words, -a and-e displaced
-ya in Tam. in every instance, except in such words as
kenmi-ya, El* 34, and cenmiya, which were in origin 
* **
interrogative.
On the other hand, as the initial syllable 
of words, ya- has survived in Tam. to the present day, 
except for the word yar. This is now considered pedantic, 
and ar (=who?) is the conventional form in prose and 
conversation. In the other Dravidian languages, the 
initial interrogative ya- has not survived to the same 
extent. Inall of them ya- and e- are both often shortened 
into e-, frequently pronounced as ye-.
W.e must now investigate the alternance of a 
and o in the interrogative* This seems to have been in 
origin dialectic. There is the same alternance in the case 
of the personal pronouns. Col. 195 and 211 expressly 
allude to this alternance;-
195; a o akum pay arum ar ulave
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ayitan arital ceyyul nlle.
• **“ *** * • *
311: pal ari marapin am mu i££um
a S akum ceyyul mile.
• * *
In the latter verse, Tol. alludes to the three personal
terminations of verbs, mentioned at Gol. 205.A.-f::206-,namely*
an ss he: al » she and ar = they.*1 In these three oases “ *
frequently the a becomes o in poetry.”
That the alternance between a and o as the
interrogative particle was dialectic is shown further by
the remark of Hacc. here. For Tol. and Han., a was a
prominent interrogative; at the present day a is par 
excellence the pure interrogative, whereas o registers
doubt. A is the interrogative particle not only in Tam.
but also in Mai., Kan.and Tel. Gf. TPS. 1946, pp. 137-155.
Still in the days of Hacc. and in his locality, a was
quite rare as an interrogative; for he states;-
ivarrul akaram ikkalattu vinavay varutal aritu*
The author of the Han. lived only about a hundred years
earlier than Hacc. Yet Han. 67 states:-
e ya mutalum a o irrum
e iru valiyum vina akumme.
Hence we must conclude that Hacc. here alludes to- a
strictly local, and perhaps temporary, phenomenon.
Sutra 33.
alap - irant - uyirttalum orricai nitalum 
ula ena molipa icaiyotu civaniya
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narampin maraiya enmanar pulavar.
a
They say that there, are instances where the vowel is
sounded longer than the measure allotted to it, and
likewise where the sound of the consonant is lengthened.
But the learned state that this is the special field of
musical lore that treats of the 1 yal ” (a seven stringed
musical instrument) and whatever is associated with 
$
H icai ” i. e. musical notes, cadence etc.”
” Civani .1 is one of the favourite words of
Tol. It occurs frequently in all the three parts of his
work. Thus, to cite just a few instances, we meet it at
El. 33b, 46, 79, 13Bb, 169b; Col, 2b, 153b; Por.27a,267a.
•*
It also occurs in line 6 of the Special Preface to Tol., 
supposed to have been written by P an am p ar an ar, a fellow - 
student of Tol. according to Tam. tradition. It is 
remarkable that it does not occur at all in ICrt., PN., 
Patirr., Aink., Pattupattu, Cilap. or Hal. In these ancient
A • *
and early mediaeval texts, ” civan ” (« to mix with,
*
blend, join with ) is replaced by ” kala, " ft poruntu 1
or^peru”. The complete absence of n civan 1 elsewhere and 
A
its frequent use in Tol. certainly tends to emphasize
the archaic diction-of the latter, at least in those
parts which belong to the original work. On the other
hand, Tol.*s use of ” otu w and such faulty divisions of ■
*
words as I have painted out under verse 32^ Show that the 
final compilation was considerably later than the Krt.
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In the translation of verse 33, I have not
followed the two Comm., since they have led themselves
into unnecessary complications in order to-pres’erve the
Singleness” of verses. They have regarded, in common'with
most Tam. commentators, every verse, stanza or poem as a
single sentence. But it seems best to admit as many
sentences as there are realy finite verbs. Here are two
such; ” molipa ,r and “enmanar.”
The subject-matter of this sutra is alapetai.
* *
This was already broached at El. 5-6, and will he
*•
mentioned at El. 41*-42, in more detail* but even this
latter is not a complete description. As usual, Tol's
remarks are more in the nature of a running commentary.
He merely picks out certain salient or unusual features.
At Por. 314, which is the second verse in the Section on
Ceyyal or Poetry, Tol. refers us back to El. 5-6, 33, 41- 
*
42, the very verses under consideration:
mattirai alavum eluttiyal vakaiyum 
• «
merki1ant-anna enmanar pulavar.
Hence there arises this question. At El. 33 Tol. 
relegates the technicalities of alapetai to the special
» 9
treatises on music composed by others. Why then does he 
devote a whole section to Oeyyul and enter the field of 
music himself, albeit to a limited extent? Certainly 
there is a difference between music and poetry, even in • 
Tam. But in Ceyyul Iyal, which is the longest section in 
Por. and therefore in the whole of Tol.,
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stretching from sutra 313 to 555, both poetry and music 
are dealt with'* This makes us suspect that this work was 
a compilation.
Section II; Moll marapu.
How letters are out together into words.
In the first seven verses of this section Tol, deals 
with the extra-short i, the extra-short u and the aytam, 
in the exact order in which he had mentioned them in El. 
Id, 2a~d. Furthermore, he commences this section with the 
t carp-eluttu n with which he starts Section I too. Thus 
this part of Tol. shows some consistent purpose and 
arrangement; it seems to be the work of one hand or mind.
Verse 34, kurriyal ikaram mirral vimtum
ya en cinai micai urai acai kilavikku 
a vayin varuum makaram urnte.
In th.e- case of the word of emphasis that is employed in 
addressing persons, an extra-short i will appear between 
its components, namely Hm!f and <fya,f.
This word of emphasis is ” miya, lf as is shown 
from Col. 274; miya ika mo mati ikum cin ennum
a vayin arum munnilai acaiccol.
a) What does Tol. mean by urai acai kilavi at El.34b?
. «
or by acaiccol at Col* 274b? Tam. pundits now contend 
that such a word is a meaningless particle.
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Clearly Tol* did not think so; for he 
forestalls precisely this error* by Col. 155: ella 
coollum porul kurittanave .^Bvery word has some 
signification . ” Let as cite Ir amma ,! given by Tol.himself
at El* 210:7 as ” urai poral kilavi.” Col* 153 equates 
•• « *
it with 1 amma,” which means*” Mother, Lady, Madam.” In 
this sense it is quite frequent in the Eight Anthologies, 
especially in the stock phrase amma vali toli,” which 
means, 1 Hail, my lady companion!” This is found, for 
instance, at the beginning of ten poems in the Krt., 
namely 77, 104, 134, 146, 230, 287, 296, 350, 361, 371, 
and of ten others in the Aink.i* e. 111-120* This is 
what Col. 276 means by 1 amma ketpikkum.” In course of 
time both 11 amma ” and”amma ” were employed as 
exclamations to register pity, surprise or joy, as at Hal. 
395b, and Civ. 2622, even where no lady was indicated as 
listening. Thus a fully significant word or porul kilavi 
like amma ,in the days of Tol. becomes M wasted ” in its 
connotation and passes through the stages of urai 
pporul kilavi and acaikkilavi or urai acaikkilavi until 
it becomes an acai nilavi, which has very little - 
significance* But this is the result of a long process, 
lasting for centuries. Modern commentators are therefore 
wrong in endeavouring to import the greatly attenuated 
meaning of such words as n amma at the present day into 
the preponderatingly significant words of the ancient 
classics.
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b) The origin and meaning of 1 miya."
Numerous instances have already been given of a wrong 
division of Tam. words by grammarians and commentators.
This is mainly due to the natural tendency to take the 
consonant with the following vowel, rather than with a 
previous vowel, owing to the way that Tam. is written.
Often enough Tam. commentators did not counter this 
tendency, as they should have done*
Adc* to both II. and Nacc*, " miya '* occurs 
in such cpd. words or totar moli as kenmiya and 
cenmiya. The juxtaposition of n with m or of n with m 
recalls the similar grouping of two nasals in such words as
kenmo, 
*
Civ. 1597;
konmo, 
*
Aifik. 78:4;
enmo, Krt. 392:6;
cenmo, Krt • 238:5; 275:2; AN. 32:17.
cenme, Narr . 395:10; AN* 176:26; 396:19; PN. 133:7
ninme, Narr . 300:12;
ponm, AN. i248:9; 332:15; PN. 19:6.
On pages 25-24 of the Appendix we have shown 
that these groupings are the result of the syncope of 
"^kelumo, kolumo, enumo, celumo, celume, nilume and polum 
respectively. Likewise here we must postulate the syncope 
of kelumiya and ^celumiya,. which mean w0h! hear thou1 
and "Oh! go away'* respectively. In fact, this is the 
meaning that commentators ascribe to these two words,
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though they have only4\vague notion of how that meaning 
is obtained from them*
c) The alternance of ya. e and o in emphatic orders or
Under sutra 32 it was shown that Tol* and the ancient
Tam. classics postulate four interrogative partioles :
ya, e, a, and o* But these same were also used for
emphasis according to the testimony of Tol. himself.
For Gol. 244 states: vanpura varuum vina-vutai vinai
ccol = the interrogative verb which comes to"give
strength u i. e. to emphasise. Col. 256a and 257a again
ascribe the sens© of interrogation to o and a respectively:
but at the same time Col. 256a and 257b ascribe the sense
of emphasis, oliyicai or irracai, to o and e respectively.
^ ** ^
In TPS. 1946, pages 137- 155, the !T Zero Negative in
Dravidian, ,f A.Master goes even further. He states that 
the same particles which denote both emphasis and question 
were also used to express negation. Six centuries earlier, 
in his Comm, on Col., Nacc. had stated the same thing, 
adding that the intonation, abrupt stop and accompanying 
gestures were the sole indication whether emphasis, 
question, doubt or negation was the predominant idea 
which the speaker wished to convey. A study of the ancient 
classics confirms this view. Hence we are justified in 
taking the partiole."-ya 1 in kenmiya and cenmiya as 
registering emphasis rather than question.
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( d Prothetlc i before Xjl
The origin of the i in kenmiya and cenmiya is not far to
* “
seek* When Tam* takes over Sk. words, it modifies them 
according to its own phonetic system. Thus Sk* yama becomes 
Tam* iyamam; Sk. yaksa >  Tam. iyakkar, iyakkan; Sk. 
yaksi >■ Tam* iyakki; Sk. yantra Tam* iyantiram; Sk. 
yamaka Tam. iyamakam; Sk. Yama ^  Tam. iyaman; Sk. 
yatra >  Tam. iyattirai. In fact, this tendency is found
—  ) r ^
in Tam* iyecu from G-r. llJGOV5 = Jesus.
The same prothetic " i M is met with in pure 
Tam. words as well, and that from the time of the earliest 
extant classics:- Por. 92:5 nalliyal nal yal = a
good ” yal.n
0*
Krt. 96:2 natarkiyan <  natarku yan, cf. sutra 3 5 .
0 — — . — —
Krt. 276:5 iyanrarkatavin <  yan tan katavin.
PH. 13:1 ivaniyar <£ ivan yar = who is he ?
PH 0 192:8 periyarru <C per yarru = of a large river.
Aink. 70:5 peeyanaiyamiyam <C pee anaiyam yam.
Ai&k.110:3 ennumiyame <  ennum yame.
Kalit. 84:32 tantariyar <£ tantar yar ~ who are the givers
/
J. E.Pirth,op.cit*,pp.XXII - XXIV, mentions
& parallel feature in modern Indian Tam. There is a
tendency for the initial ” ee n or e n to commence with
a very short lax ” i ,l~ sound. Thus the Madrasi says ien,
> > _ r
ien, whereas the Jaffna Tamilian of Ceylon utters the
— 5*words as they are written: en, en. Here the 1 registers the 
extra-short i, as u the extra-short u.
Introd * to j^rden* s Tam* grammar
{ .
50?
mm M
It has thus been shown that kel-um~ya is
*
— — —
the origin of kenmiya and celum-ya of cenmiya.
El. 54 assures us that the f,ift involved is extra-short.
• *
It is a prothetic glide to the allied semi-vowel, f'yn.
It persisted from the days of Tol., if not earlier, till
the time, of Han., composed e* 1205 A.D. For Han* speaks
of it as a contemporary dialectic feature, in one of
its sutras, namely 206 k
tan oli meymmun y a war in ikaram— *• — —
tunnum enru tuninarum ulare.
It is not clear whether Han. approves of it: Comm, say 
that it does not.
Sutra 35.
punar-iyal nilai-y-itai kkurukalum uritte; 
unarakkurin_ munnar 11 onrurn.
11 The i becomes extra-short in sandhi; this will be
explained / further on, for all to understand.” Here Tol*
explicitly refers to one of his.later sutras in El.,
namely, 410;-
yakaram varuvali ikaram kurukum
ukara kfcilavi tuvara ttonratu.
This sutra occurs in Section 9 of El., verses 406-480.
«»
This is entitled fikuxriyal ukara ppunar iyal”,' which
—— •
means:” the section on the sandhi connected with the 
extra-short u.”
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At Por. 320, i is given the same metrical quantity in
scansion as a consonant;
” orr-eluttd iyarre kurriyal ikaram.”*• * ** -
hater grammars merely repeat Tol. in this matter*
Thus
a) ¥0. 11. Canti. 3d has ikaram kuriki varum
kurrukaram pin yavvarine.H.g. pattu yat&;>—— ** — •«
pattlyatd. ,
* *
b) Ml. 4a-b: totar netil kil vanmai mel ukaram 
yappin pataiya varum ikaram.
c) Han. 93; yakaram vara kkuraluttiri ikaramum
acaiccol miyavin ikaramum kuriya.
The i that comes before an initial ”y f* and replaces an
extra^short u and the i in miya are both extra-short.
Hone of these four grammars states explicitly
that u becomes i before f!y,f ♦ They are all more
concerned with the shortening of the i into i than
with the origin of the . They give no indication 
whence
whatever*this 1 has come here or whither the u has
departed.
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The oarpeluttu and alapetai, verses 36-42.
. *     «»......... ..    9________ »
Sutra No. 36
nettelutt - imparum totar moli irrura * . •* * .. ■"*
kurriyal ukaram vallar - urnte.
” After a long syllable or a series of short syllables
the
the six 11 vallina ” consonants are followed by^extra-
short u, i,e. d. ” The six * vallina * consonants have
been mentioned at SI* 19. Tam*does not admit of words
#. .....
that end in the plosives or fricatives. This is so, even 
when it obtains loan words from Sk* Thus Sk. 
vak p** Tam * vakkd.
i m p a r ;- This is an archaic word, like 
n ampar,” it is rarer than ” umpar.” ( The connection 
between these three words is shown in Part I, Chapter II)* 
In El*, however, w impar ” is found at least five times,
a *
namely, 36a, 41b, 56a, 196a and 267a.
At 4lb and 196a there is the identical phrase as here; 
nettelut&mpar. In every one of these five instances
•  a m
* impar * has the earliest signification connected there­
with, namely, lton this side of.*1 In Chapter II it is 
shown that in later times the signification of imnar and 
txmoar shifted so greatly that at Tv* 9:67 imoar means 
."men**, ^mortals” and umoar means ”the gods”.
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It is significant therefore that in both El, and Krt* the 
sense of direction is predominant in these two words.
This fact furnishes another argument in favour of the 
peculiar antiquity of these two works, the earliest in Tol. 
and in the classics respectively.
At this stage of 0. Tam. the words immai, 
ummai, ammai were used to denote “state" or “condition 
in this or the next world; ; while impar, umpar, ampar 
denoted the direction. In later times there was not such 
a sharp distinction. In E, M. literature there was no 
difference between umpar and ummai; of* Tv, 5:243,
255, 264; 6;99; 37:1, where umpar more often denotes 
11 state," or "condition" •
Sutra 37.
itai ppatil kurukum itanum ar unte . * ** • "** * *
katappatu arinta punar iyal -ana.. . "™ . -j "*
“Even in the midst of cpd. words there are instances
where the u becomes extra-short. These are given in the
section on this sandhi* which explains the correct usages.”
The reference is to El. Section 9,
M
verses 406 to 480.
a) patu in a, patft in b;- In the appendix, pages 4 to 6,
.  .
I discuss the question whether this word was, in E, 0.
usage, always or even mostly connected with the passive
voice. In the present instance the passive signification
does not arise in either itaippatil or katappatu.» . . •
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b) itan, itai compared with itam;-«*’* * #  ♦'
The M, 1*, p* 280, states that itan comes from itam.
But from its own instances for the two words, it is
evident that itan is far more common in the classical• —
age and itam in the mediaeval literature than the other* 
These two words mean "place” as at Krt. 139:3'; El. 406 c;“ H
and by development of ideas; "opportunity, suitable 
time", as at Krt. 219:7.
*  mm
On the other hand, itai varies in meaning
between "place" as at Por. 76:19j Krt. 131:3; AN. 3:18;
PN. 5:1 and "the middle place" as at Krt. 39:4; 178:4;
325:6; Kur. 663 a, and, more specifically, "the middle
of the human body, the waist", as at Tv* 11:35 mirm_ er
nutank-itai. But the last signification for itai, namely * • .
"waist", is not found in the Krti In that work "nuouppu"
is the word used for "the waist of a girl", 71:3; 159:2.
The three words itai-, itan and itam were
originally synonymous. They are connected with the verb
"itu"— to deposit, at Krt. 205:5:- itu manal cirppan.
*  —  .  *—
In E. Mm Tam. itai came to mean the waist, and itan• * —
fell out of use. Thus Tv. has itam four times, at 6:65:. *
22;20, 40; 51:11, but never itan. Obviously itan is the• — . —
classical word for "place". In El. 37a- itai means the
•• •
middle place, and itan place, occasion.
c) ar:- At El. 186, Nacc. gives this particle as mar.— " mm
But Col. 270 and 271 speak unambigously of ar. Thus
5X2
Col. 270a;v. states "ar-ai kkilavin... In his commentary
on these verses, which Kacc. numbers as 272 and 273,
Nacc. admits that ar is the particle in question, not mar, 
and cites El* 61b> ella uyirotum cellum ar mutale and
•i *
Col* 67a.h peyarin akiya tokaiyum ar ulave, to prove his 
case •
This particle is frequently employed by
both Tol* and the classics* The following are a few of
the instances of its occurrence: El* 37a, 57a, 61b, 155,
**
186, 294a, 312a* 360, 370, 400o, 412a.
Ool, 67a, 86, 195a, 292, 461b;
Por. 102:20; 121; 230:1; 250; 293; 402:2; 627:2.
The identical phrase as at El. 37a occurs*»
at Col* 292, 461, and Por* 102:20, namely, itanum ar
unte. Since, however, Tam* pundits consider ar as an 
• •
expletive, even in E* C* Tam.?I give below instanoes
from the classics, along with the old commentary in
each case, to iirow that ar was at least then fully
significant. Krt. 3:2 nirinum ar alavinre: Comm*
katalaikkattilum 
♦ * *
alattark-ariya alam utaiyatu.• *■* *• •
Krt. 70:2 ar anankinale : Comm* aru anaftkinal.
— ■ * — * —  m — #
Krt*155:1 ar kali. Comm* mikka aravaram.
Ert.186:1; 223:1; 257:4; 353:1; Patirr. 43:18; AiAk. 428:2 
likewise have Sr kali, where the Comm* renders ar by 
either mikka or nirainta i*e* much or plentiful.
Krt* 128:3 ar irai. Comm* ariya unavu.
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Krt. 158;4 ar alii Comrrw nirainta irakkam.
Narr* 154; 11 vila&ku malai ar. aru » dlfficult path.
Narr. 172:10 piravum ar ulave « there are many others.
Incidentally this phrase nar ulave1 is identical with
that occuring at many of the instances cited above in
the case of Tol** esp. Por# 230:1} 402:2* 627:2; these
lines end with these words* as Narr* 172 does here.
AN. 3:18 ar itai. Oomm* ariya euratt-itatte.. *
PN* 56:22 ar irul. Oomnw nirainta irul.
PN. 71:4 ar amar. Gomm. poruttarkariya por.
Kalit. 140:34; Aifik. 44:4 araxium ar. Comm, nirainta tarumamum 
Aink. 152:5 arulum ar atuve. Comm, nirainta arulum atuve.
.  11,11 MM ipniSS.il. . | | | > . , W M I
Aiiik. 311:2; 327:4: 384:4 Ir itai. Oomm. ariya vali =
difficult path".
Ai&k. 455:2 ar kural* Comm, nirainta kural.
These instances suffice to dhow that (l)
mar is another of those unhappy divisions of Tam..totar-moli*
. «*
like mo* miya, min* ka, which become more ploatiful as we
pass from the classical to med. and mod. times; (2) the
M.L.* p. 239* is right in speaking of ar* not of mar;
but it is mistaken in claiming that it is an expletive;
(3) in the early texts Har** meant either wscarce;
scarcely; difficult;1* or "much, plentiful; frequently 11.
d). a£inta:~ This is an arcilhaic grammatical form* as
it makes no distinction between the simple and causative
verbs.Of£Ch?*IT.*$24 and El. 22b teriyum kalai. In the*»
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present instance the sense is arivikkum = that which 
explains# whereas in med* or mod. Tam# arinta as that 
which knows*
e) ana:- This is a characteristic ending of Tol* It
<5Sf”
comes at El* 4Gc* 57b, 68b* 8Gb* 143d* 145c* 148b,
**
161d, 189o, 191e, 196b, 200o, 213b, 240o, 246b, 261b,'
27Gb, 272o, 284o, 292b, 296d, 312b, 315d, 316b, 320d,
350o, 356c, 399b, 417c, 423b, 430e, 432d, 437e, 438b,
439b, 455c, 457b, 481e.
Ool. 15b, 25b, 59, 67b, 95b, 98b, 100b, 105b, 111b,
133b, 146c, 152c, 161b, 173c, 194b, 196c, 408o, 437d,
459b.
Por. 15b, 31, 33b, 35b, 86, 89, 94b; 108:4; 110:2; 111:36; 
120:3; 123:4; 129:2; 131:3; 132:2; 134:2; 143:2; 160:3; 
173:3; 174:3; 187:3; 194:4; 197; 209:2; 214:2; 248:2; 295:2; 
306:2; 309:2; 317; 332:2; 340:2;' 349:2; 356:2; 360; 370:2; 
385; 458:2; 477, six times in its six lines; 569:2; 605:3; 
633:2; 645:2; 647:2.
The ending arm occurs likewise in other old grammars.
Of. El. 140, Naoc. cit. 1, line 2 kalaiy-ana.
#•
Two forms* parallel to this ana* occur in
the classics;-
A.) In accordance with the alternance between the short 
and long vowels of the same quality, wanan replaces 
Nana1 in the adjectival sense of "that which is in there11* 
Thus Krt. 7:1 and PISf.lOO;! have nkal-ana kalaL11* which 
the Oomm, paraphrases as nkalil ullana virakkalalkal1*.
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Similarly, Krt. 7:2 mell ati mel-ana cilampe, where the 
—  * —
alt. leot* for mel**ana is mel-avum: Comm# mel ullana^
* * •**
Even Tol. has at times this form, e.g. Ool. lo icaikkomana 
colle.
B.) Still more frequent than the above is ane. Thus 
Krt. 36; 6 noyo toli nin vayirij-ane.
Krt. 42:4 totarpum teyumo nin vayin-ane.
“ “ *  m m  m m  m m
Krt. 183:7 kana vaippin pun pulatt-ane.
Krt. 184:7 kan valai ppatuum kanal-ane.
—  _  • m m  ^  m m
Krt. 259:8 nenoam nanre nin vayin-ane.
Krt. 262:3 tane irukka tan manaiy-ane.*«* -*■* mm v
Krt# 312:8 tamaror annal vaikaraiy-ane.
AH. 257:21 pillai enkin,malai vayin-ane: but the
. . • — ' — mm *
pada text here, reads instead Rmalai vayinana,n as in 
Tol.
AKU351:17 pullu ttolut-uraivi cevi mutal-ane.
— * • •• ™ ™
Patirr. 35:10 viya yanar nin vayin-ane.
— —  ■* —  —  —
Aihk. 362:5 irul por a ninra iravin-ane.
Kan. 228:2 akavum peruum alvaliy-ane."* *" ♦# ^
In these oases the final vowel Hefr is added
for emphasis. The same is true of the final R a 1 in 1 anal1
Por Col. 108 states:-
kii ai an ena varuum iruti
avvotu civanum ceyyul ulle.. » ...
The actual diction of Tol. furnishes us with instances
where this final "a” is attached to other words:-
l) ku 4- a -ka. El# 315c and 389c aciriyarkkd*.
*•
xxTpz aeir,iyarkka<£ aciriyarkkd 4* a*
2) mel+ a ;> mela, at Krt* 7:2 mell ati mela, alt. lect. 
ss rt above *fl
3) men+* a ;> mena, in the sense ofnabove, over, on the
top of; in11: -
El. 82c, 191f*
«*
Ool. 57f, 298b. Of. men-ai,at Col. 275b.
Por. 26:2; 39:10; 41:24; 98; 106:1; 107:15; 114:46; 115:13
146:59; 151:14; 168:5.
The same feature is observed in the classics,
where we have mena, as at Patirr. 13:20, 21; and
tat-aiiy-a, Krt. 134:4; tul-aiiy-a, Krt. 215:4. Here the
ffai", mentioned at Col. 108a, has alapetai and becomes. .
"aily" before a.
In a few of the afore-mentioned instances the final "a” 
has an adjectival significance: but most often it is 
added for emphasis or euphony, according to Ool. 108.
The penultimate particle an 
must now be explained.
This has commonly been classed as the case-sign of the 
Intrumental>* This is so in med. and mod. Tam., but not 
generally in the classics. El. 333a mentions in the same 
breath an and in. These are demonstrative adverbs of 
time or place. Ool. 232b speaks of "an vant-iyaiyum 
vinai nilaiyanum.n
Even here, in the last word, the particle an has the same 
function. Likewise in the numerous instances which I have 
cited above *
Originally there was a difference in meaning
between an swHhen", 11 there*1 and in « " now ", " here."
In course of time, however, this difference faded out.
Thus Por* 665:17 and 25 have the alternate readings:
moliyan, moliyin, in the former line, vakaiyan, vakaiyin
in the latter* At * Ool.427:4-5 we read am muv itatt-an
*
vinaiy-in-um kuripp-inyum meymmaiy-an-um* In the last 
four words an alternates with in, which is the metrical
t
shortening of in.
The an in these instances must therefore be
classed as a Loo, oase-suffix.not as one of the Instr.
The commentaries paraphrase this an as kan, which is the
Chapter T l ,  * 
case-sign of the Loc. Cf. § 4, L, Ig; Col.81;
Nan. 301. Thus
ICrt. 31;i vilavin - an ; Comm, vilavin kan.— «* — — .. — *
Krt. 31:2 tuhahkaiy - an : Comm* kuttin - kan
Kalit* 68:24 kanavin - an : Comm, kanavin «• kan.
Aihk. 362:5 iravin - an : Comnniravin - kan.
■* ■** •*- #
Por. 187c kal;aiy - an : Comm, kalattin - kan.
At other times they equate an with itam, another Loc.■— *
suffixj cf.
Col* 82c munn itai katai talai valam itam enaa
" "* * # t, m , ""
1 — _
Col. 82d anna piravum at an pala enmanar,
in connection with the Loc. or seventh case, cf. Col. 81.
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Thus: r 1) Krt. 42:4
nin vayin - arme : Comm* ninn itattil.
2) Maturaikk* 28
ancu vanta por kkalattan: Comm, porkkalattitatte.
* —  * ■»
In the case of l) the Comm, itself observes that an is a
Loo* suffix : -
an enpatu elan porulil vantatu*
But it is to be observed that in that instance both 
_ !
vayin and an have the same meaning. So at Por* 111:36
itatt - an, where both itam and an mean the same*• — . *“
This is an instance of "the accumulation of suffixes," cf*
Introd. and El* 51a: 57b. At Por. 114:6 nattattan and •* 9 * * —
90:4 katai nilaiyan, Naco. himself admits that an is a
Loc.. not an Instr.. postposition; an uruou ita oooruttam.
" "—  ■■■■11   —  * . *
i.
El. 247 sanctions the usage of an as "a Loc. in a loose *• “* — ,—  -
sense," namely, to denote the time at which something 
happened;-
nal mun tonrum tolil nilai kkilavikkd
an itai varutal aiyam inre.—>  ^ —
Tol* employs both an and kan, sometimes in the same line, 
as Loc. suffixes, as e. g. at El* 295b: alvaliy - anum 
verrumai - kkannum. Col* 73 mentions otu alone as the
wmwm. % %  %
Instr. postposition. Thus it is clear that in classical 
Tam. literature to which the Tol* also belongs, an was 
a Loc* suffix despite modern Tam. pundits* As Nan. 297 
mentions an, al, otu and otu as Instr. suffixes, it may 
gathered that in med. Tam. an had acquired this 
signification,^ least by 1205 A. L*
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Sutra 38.
kuriyatan munnar ayta ppulli ” ■™ ■ — . ..
uyirotu punarnta vail aran micaitte.
"The consonant which is termed the Sytam is to be found
between a short vowel and one of the six vallina
consonants, which itself is followed by a vowel."
Nacc. illustrates this rule by the following examples:-
e kd, ka cd, ka **. td, ka . *. td, ka .#. 
pu, ka .#. rd; a **. td, i .*. td, u **. td.
Here Tol. clearly separates the secondary
i
sounds he has mentioned at El. 1 d and 2 into two classes;-
1) the sytam* This he terms a ■ pulli ■ i. e. a consonant.
2) the u. This he explicitly calls " uyir? i.e. a vowel. 
Erom Por. 322 kurriyal ukaramum murriyal ukaramum
orrotu tonri nirkavum perume;
and from Por* 316 iru vakai ukaramot - iyaintavai
*
varine j nerpum niraipum akum enpaj 
it is clear that in poetry u was treated exactly like a,
that is as a vowel. Although Tol. does not state explicitly
that 1 is also a vowel, like d, still the exact analogy 
he institutes between the two makes one think that he 
considers T  a vowel. This hypothesis is strengthened by 
Por* 320, which states that, despite this, £ is to be 
considered metrically as equivalent to a consonant Of.
El. 12 above.
The perfect symmetry in the arrangement of
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the early core of El. comes out clearly in these sutras 
of El. Thus we place together:
The Topic discussed.
1 = the extra-short i.
2 & ss the " H u.
3 ♦ *. = the aytam.
Foreshadowed at. Found in single words. Found in cpds .
1 El. 2 b:first part] El. 34 f El. 35.. | • «*  ^ .V.
2 El. 2b: second " j El. 36 j- El. 37
•* i • « I .*
T ■ f
3 El* 2o. } El. 38 • El. 39'«• ! • • i •#• •
! !
pulli:- At El. 2 d, 14, 15, 16, 17 this word refers to the
» . H
dot placed above many consonants and four of the vowels.
Here at El. 38a, the connotation spreads to the letter 
•*
which par excellence had the dot, namely, the consonant.
In the other parts of Tol. the context alone can help us
to determine the precise sense, in each case of the
incidence of the word " pulli..
N.B. Nan. 90 repeats El. 38 verbatim without any apology — **
or any words of acknowledgment. This is not a solitary
instance, as the Introd. shows.
Sutra 39.
Ir-iyal maruAkinum ioaimai tonrum.
" The peculiar sound ( of the iytam ) will appear like­
wise in the sandhi of two words." Thus kal-F-titu 
ka .'. rltu: and m u l + t i t u ^ m u  .*. titu.— « s •
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El* 12 gives the aytam the measure of half * a matra in
M
whatever position; but Nacc., in his Comm* here, and Nan.
97 and' 228 give this aytam found in sandhi only one-fourth 
of a matra.
Iru:- At El* lb, 8a, 9a, Por* la, 408,
—  •*
iru = to oease, stand at the end of. Here we have the ;■:.*>mm +
nominal form iru = the endi Por. 552:1 and Nan. 97 have
irru instead* More often Tol. employs iruti, as at El.51a, 
—  —  •*
58, 69, 103d,. 120b; Por. 449:2; 552:2.
icaimai:- This is an abstract noun, formed
from the verb icai =s to sound, which is found at El. 3d,1 *.
4a and 5. At El.33b, however, icai has the specialized 
sense of ” musical sounds n or <f miisic." As regards the 
structure of this 'word, there are two hypotheses: -
1) Under El. 6b,1 enmanar, w twenty four words are cited 
which seem to be syncopes by the dropping of the rtu ” in 
ttumrt. On this hypothesis & icai - um - ai ;>> icaimai 
seems plausible.
2) But a few of those words and many others from the 
classics seem to be formed not by the addition of um,
t>u,t by the addition of aim, im or im, which are analogous 
formative©, to the verbal base. Thus to cite just a few 
examples of each of these formatives;-
a) aim: ur-aim-o, AN*34:15.
kal-aim-a, AN, 3:14.
leal-aim-5, PN. 145:10.
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nin-aim-e, Por. 141, Haoo. Git* line 3,1,p.539.
pur-aim-e, Kalit. 54:20*
b) im: tel-im-e, Krt. 273:8} oepp-im-an, Ool. 399 Haoc.
pol^im-e, Pori 126; pol-*im-in, Por* 422:3.
mut-im-e, Ool. 270b, 433, 438; mut-im-ar, Muruk. 89*» •
mol-im-e, Krt* 51:6*. • —
mol-im-o, Krt. 2:2*
o) Im: (1) oeppat-Im-e, AH. 52:15.
(2) oeyt-Im-0 , PH. 145:7.
(3) Gellat-Im-o, Aink. 186:4..
(4) nemukkat-im-o, AH. 60:8.
In all these oases o or e are detachable pairticles of 
emphasis* Corresponding to this set ending in m, there is 
m other that ends in n; to this secondary base, the suffixes 
a, ar, an, al, am and ai are added* Thus
a) ur-ain-ar, Krt. 145:4} AH. 59:18} 67:18; PH. 163:1;
kal-ain-ar* Patirr. 40:7.
*  — —
b) ar-in-a, Poruna. 57. 
ar-in-ai, PH. 381:20* 
mut-in-ar, Krt* 195:3.
mun-in-ar, Krt* 39:4; §13:7; Ai&k. 314:5.
tir-in-a, HI* 483a, b.*»
On the vhole the first hypothesis seems preferable, for 
two reasons:-*
A. The relative abundanoe of the words that have the
formative dfefr-un or aiy-um in K.C* and M.C. literature. 
B* The fact that in some oases the earlier poems have these
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formatives, while the later poems have the shorter 
formative© ain or aim for the same word in the same meaning*
A* aiyun; araiyun-ar, KaLit. 30:16; vac-aiyum-ar, Patirr. 
32:15*
ur~aiyun~ar, Krt* 65:4*
kal-aiyun~ar, AH* 365:8; Kur* 879.of.kal~aime above,
tol-aiyun-a; Hlarr• 390:11 *
put-aiyun-ar, Mptu* 328 *
pur-aiyun-ar, Muruk* 280*
pur~aiyun-al, Por* 180, Haoo* oit 
*
aiyum:. the words are so abundant in ail stages of Tam* 
that there is no need of adducing any instances 
here*
B* The same text, Krt*, has uraiyunar at 65:4, in its 
earlier portion, and urainar in the same sense at 145:4.
The latter form is repeated in the slightly later texts 
like AH* and PH.
0*: In the same way, we find the forms in ”iy-unn both 
earlier and more abundant than those in ^in". Thus
a) ar-^iyun-am, PH* 381:6.
b) ar-iyun-ar, PH* 102:4; 224:5; Karr* 42:7; 309:7;
Kurinoip* 4.
o) ar&yuh~al, Harr. 44:;5*
These three, a, b and o> above correspond to ar-in-a, 
ar-in-ai above.
d) ter-iyuh-ar, Patirr. 74:8*
e) pir-iyun^an, AH* 392:19.
s- of*pur-aim~e 
b.J above*
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Hence one is -justified in preferring the first hypothesis: 
accordingly these words are cited under 331. 6 as syncopes 
of words with nun”.
Sutra 40*
uruvinum icaiyinum aruki ttonrum 
molikkuripp-ellam eluttin iyala 
aytam a .*• ka kkalaiy-ana.
“There are times when the aytam does not contract. Then 
all the rarely found onomatopoeic and analogous words that
i
signify sound or colour are not pronounced as they are 
written** *
Aoc* to II., in such cases the aytam was lengthened
in'pronunciation, although one aytam alone was written down*
But by the time of the later commentaries on Tol., it was
found much simpler to register this in writing by doubling.
Thus Haoo* illustrates El* 40 by ka .*• *#. r - ennum kali
atar attamj cu .** .f. r ~ ennum tan tottu ppennai. Under
Por* 330, Per. cites the former line as his example. It is
taken from an otherwise lost text. So also the latter line,
which Per. cites under Por. 323.
From El* 34 to El* 40, Tol* deals with the 
»  *•
earp^eluttu which he has mentioned at El. id, 2. He speaks — —
of the increase in the matra of the aytam only incidentally, 
not because he is treating of matra or alapetai, but because 
he is treating ofthe aytam, which is one of the three 
carp-eluttu. Hacc*, however, misunderstands Tol* and
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connects El* 40 with 41 and 42, which deal with the ••
alapetai of vowels* In itself this is not a serious * *
mistake* since opinions may differ as to the question}
Should such and such a verse be connected with the previous
verses or with the subsequent ones ? But Uacc* is evidently
wrong in trying to find in El* 40 some sanction: for the
alapetai of consonants* This is an ancient phenomenon* Thus • . •
Mptu,352 has kann t&nnnena kkantum kettum.• . * * * * * —* *• * *
Por* 330 deals with this feature by its regulation: -
orr - alap -* etuppinum arr - ena molipa* But in his
endeavour to drag into El* 40 some sanction for such
**
orr-alapetai, Uacc* is guilty of the following faults:-*
X) He splits up the words "molikkuripp-ellSm" into two 
portions: kurippu moliyum and ella moliyum.
There is no warrant for such a division*
2) He interpretes the words "ella moliyum" (which is not**
in the text* but which he has made out of the text) 
as "ail other words”* It is impossible to find any instance 
in Tam# literature, where ella means "other" or "all other"*! 
the plain meaning of ellam or ella is "all"*
\ ' :
3) The finite verb of the sentence* as II* points out, is 
"iyala"; but Nacc* converts it into a vinai ecGam. This is 
strange, because "iyala" is the finite verb in the main 
clause.
4) Under El* 37 punar iyal-*ana* I have shown the signification 
of the particle "aha"* It nowhere appears as a verbal affix* 
But Haoo* makes kalaiyana (lit* at the time) the finite
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verb here*
This Is not a fair specimen of the Comm* of Haoo* Most
often he is better than this* But this is useful to indicate
how wary he must be who takes Haoo* as his guide*
The word a ♦ ** kd in Bl* 40o is rare and calls for some«*
comment* It is found at Por* 183, where Haco* interpretes it
as here, curu&ki; kuritt-etir molital a *#* ki ttonrum.— *# ■ ■ *—
Likewise at
Krt* 368:8 collavum akatd-a kiyone.
Kur. 175a4m*
Kur. 178a 
Han* 60 b 
Han* 97
a ki akanra arivd ennam.
a • ** kamai celvattirk^iyatenin.
a .*• kiya i u ai au ma **• kan.
la la irriyaipin am aytam a * * kum.. —  '—
Hanmani* 29 karpa kkali matam a **. kum.
■—  * —  •* , *
From these instances the fundamental meaning of a * %  kd 
seems to be that of ’'shrinking"* "being reduced in size", 
"contracting".
Alapetai: Bl* 41-42.
It may seem strange that Tol* has nothing to say here on
the subject of "orr-alapetai". But it must be remembered that
this phenomenon is rather rare, when compared with the
analogous "uyir-alapetai"*; The latter is:to be met with almost
*
on every page of the early classics * The former is so rare 
that both Haoo* here and Per* at Por* 330 quote only the line 
from Mptu. which I have instanced above. That is not its only 
occurence: but even elsewhere the orr-alapetai is not so 
important as the uyir-alapetai, which is explained at Bl.41,42
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Sutra 41.
kunrioai molivayin ninricai niraikkum
nett-elutt-impar otta kurr-elutte.• • •# •" •*
"After a long vowel a short vowel of the same quality is 
employed to fill up the ioai, whioh otherwise will be 
deficient in that word"*
icai: Here it means the melodious sounds of poetry in
as much as they form the pattern of metrical feet# This
subject is elaborated at Por* 329, i*e# Oeyyul 17, which reads
alapetai acainilai akalum uritte*
• *
A metrical "instant" or "beat" like kala, ka, kal, kal, or
kala is termed "acai"; a metrical foot, of two or three "acai?
0.
is termed "cir"* In three out of the four types of JTam* verse, 
four "dr" compose a metrical line* Por* 329 states that the 
alapetai vowels together may form one "acai" or one "cir" 
according to circumstances# Thus in the verse
1 teem terum puum puravin
2 poori tullum coori nanni
m 4 4 4
3 kuraam pinaiyal viraam kunci
4 kutaari kkovalar ataarin vaitta****
in line 1, teem is a cir, composed of two aoai; te and em; 
likewise puum, also in line 1# But in the remaining lines 
each alapetai group is only an acai: poo, coo, raam, aar 
are only parts of words* They cannot stand therefore as cir.
So far for the elucidation of Por# 329*
How, as regards El* 41,^ tern or ^pum would be a 
"kunrioai moli**♦ They would each be one acai, never a ctr*
In line 2, 1 pori and oori would each be a oir of two acai,
while this type of verse requires here a cir of three
acai* likewise, in lines 3 and 4* Thus the alapetai vowel
• •
is really employed to fill up the ioai and to make the cir
that the poet desires to have in each instance*
In some instances, esp. in 1*0*.or E.M. poetry,
we meet with alapetai of this type: Hal* 184c
• •
caaayakkannum ,and ibid d aaayakkannum. Here the matra 
•  * ' •  *
is fourfold: Saa, instead of: the ordinary three: aa.
But such a feature is very unusual in E*C. or k M* C.Tam.,
with which alone Bl* is connected* It is probably for that
reason that El* does not mention it.
•#
The # etukai tt rhyme,which appears in kunricai... 
ninricai ... in the same line, is frequent in the classics* 
Thus Krt* 70;3 ha&
inaiyal enraval punaiyalav - ariyen; Kur. 178a reads 
a . ** kamai oelvattirk - iyatenin ve kamai,and 
Kur. 663a
kataikkotka oeytakkat - anmai itaikfej&kin.* * * * »
in the Kur* the fourth cir rhymes with the first. Inthe
earlier work, the Krt., as in El.41, it is the third Oir"■ .*
that rhymes with the first. This is more usual in the 
earlier Tam. poetry.
Under El. 38 I pointed to the symmetrical 
«*•
arrangement of El* That continues here. As alapetai
•« » •
( El. 3-6 ) followed the aytam ( El#2 ) in Section 1,
«* *.
bo in Section 2 alapetai ( El* 41-42 ) follows the ayta
* • **
( 38-40 )*
Sutra 42*
ai au ennum ayir eluttirkd“*** 44 —
ikara ukaram icai niraiv akum •
it h
After ai and au , these two vowels ( i.e. diphtpngs)
the vowel employed to fill up the icai is i or u
respectively.” Of these two alapetai, aii is far more
* •
common than auu •
Thus acaii at Krt* 287:3, 338:2; 345:2; Cirupan. 17;
Netunal. 185; Pattin. 259.
•  •  *  *  .
anaii, PET# 384:1; anaii-ya, Krt. 318:6.
• * —
alaii, Krt. 158:2; Por. 114:18; Civ* 1020c.
alaii^a, Aihk. 252:4; Por. 146:10.
uraii, AN. 128:4 (Comm., paravi), Patirr. 40:9; 41:9 .
kataii (=celutti, Nacc.) AU. 83:11; Por* 68:2; 114:27 . 
*
kalaii, AN. 266:5 * 
kalaii-ya, Krt. 37:2; Por. 39:7 . 
kavaii, Muruk 87 . 
kavaii^a, Aifik. 402:1 . 
kavaii-yinal, Krt. 359:6 •
kanaii, AN* 128:3; kilaii-ya, Kurineip. 196.— * —
kolaii-ya, Muruk. 194*
cinaii, PN. 2:13; 71:1; 278:5; Por. 72:14 .
cinaii-ya, Aihk. 248:2 •
tat-aii, AN. 26:12; Netunal. 69 .. *
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tat-aii-ya, Krt* 134:3; AN. 323:8*
tal-aii, AN* 128:12; 158:1; 323:12.
tal-aiiya, Krt. 35:4; 222:7; PN. 159;19.
tail, Krt * 55:2; 76:4; 142:1; 276:1; Narr. 170:3; 173:1;
AN. 105:2; Kurinoip; 102. 
taii-ya, Maturaik; 284; Muruk. 126* 129* 222. 
tut-*aii, Mptu* 8.
tulaii* Mptu* 181* 454; Patirr; 30:3*#. * * “*
tokaii, Soli 56f, U2d, 114e* 1633* 220e, 256b.
tokaii* Por. 18:2; 36:2; 51;3; 63:12; 68;.12} 79:17; 90:10;
102:5; 107:14; 114:35;
tokaii, Por* 146:26; 207:3; 264:3; 272:6; 313:13; 502:4.
tokaiiya, Por* 146:57.
tol-aii* Mptu; 461.;
nae-aii, Krt. 65:4; 126:1; 175il; 254:6; 285:7;
nae-aii, M *  9:26; Girupan* 38; Perumpan; 107.
nir-aii* Perumpan. 120..
nir-aii-ya, Patirr* 40:10.
nil-aii, PN. 22:9; Patirr* 70:14; Bl. 83b, 326o; Gol. 405d;
Por* 82:1; 146:6. 
nil-aii-ya* Pattin* 42, 43, 291; Maturaik. 353; Muruk. 125, 
160, 232; Por. 111:30. 
nil-aii-yar, Maturaik. 209.
nin-aii, PN. 164:7; Kalit* 55:8; Por* 102:8; 172:4. 
muiiaii, PN. 23:1; 
paraii, AN* 98:13;
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paraiiya, ANf 170:7.
valaii, Perumpan; 115; Mullaip* 1; Maturaik. 611; Net; 79,113*
valaii-y-a, Patirr; 33:9;
» —  f
viraii, Krt. 62:2; 401:1; Perumpiuj* 263; Maturaik* 616;
Mptu* .177; Muruk* 191* 218; PH. 100:5; 152:29;
Aiilk* 182:1; Pattin* 181. 
viraiiya; Kuricip; 114; Muruk; 233;
But it must be observed that in most of the above instances
the nin is not a mere metrical filling: it has the
significance of the vinai eecam. This distinction is known
to the med; commentators, who distinguish between, the
alapetai which has a grammatical significance and that which . .
has none* These words are given mainly for their grammatical
Ch.IV,§8,
significance; Cf-.»I&fcare&r vinai eccam. It is interesting to
note that for ^a-y-Ir'^he pada text of II* is "a Ir11. This
# 1 ■ ■
shows that in med. Tam# the demonstrative was already the 
short vowel, as in mod. Tam. On the other hand the long 
vowel is common to classical' Tam., Kan. and Tel., both modern 
and classical; Mai; uses the long vowel more often than the 
short one as the demonstrative.
Aoc. to Nan. a+irj>avif; nir ai ^  akuun niraiyakum; but 
Tol* gives the exact opposite;: a^ir^>ayir;
nirai«f akum ^ >niraivakum.
How words are formed from eluttu; 43-53.
_________________ - _____  it*___________________
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Sutra 43*
nett~elutt-ele or eluttd oru moli.»•*• *• ** *.
"Only the seven long vowels can be monosyllable words1 *'
It is worth investigating whether these seven long 
vowels are really used as words in the ancient Tam* texts*
1) a as a cow, at Ext. 64:1$ 210:2; 260:7$ PH* 9*1; 249:14$ 
Patirr* 21:21$ 22:16. But in this ease it seems more 
probable that an (= a cow) is the more ancient form'of 
this word*' Thus Bl. verses 231-233 speak of in* Bl. 231
d insists on the final consonant for the words an and man:
iiakaram orrum avum mavum* The B.G. texts, like Krt*, have
an^very frequently but a rarely. In Krt. and PH* the
proportion of their relative incidence is 11;3 and 3fl
respectively * In the med* texts, on the other hand, the
preponderance is the other way about* In Tv. the incidence
of an is to that of a as 1:3* Por* 615 uses a, whereas Bl. “™* •«
more often uses an.
2) x « to give to an inferior, cf. Ool. 445:1 en kilavi
"*™ •
ilinton kurre.•# ■**
Krt. 63:1.M*
Harr. 214:1*
AN. 335:2.
PH* 9:9} 22:33; 72:18; 91:11; 154:8; 235:1, 6; 17; 290:1; 
363:14; 136:10.
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Kur. verses 221^230 deal with i-tal or i-kaisgiving; 
also 231a; I-tal*
Patirr. 24:7; 32:6; 61:12* 13.
Girupan. 101, 113*
Possibly this I is oonneoted with in, at Krt* 38*1,
85:3; 90i7; 181:3; eto.
5 as flesh. About this word Tol* has a special sutra,
namely, El. 269: 5 en oru peyar avotu oivanum. This 
*• • *
means that the word "u1* will occur more often as "uktt, 
and so it does: at Krt* 285:7 un naoaii oru parunt-irukkum; 
at Patirr* 12:17; 30:10; 45:13; 55:7;
PN. 14:13; 33;14; 74:1; 113:2; 381:1; 384:22; 390:17; Tv.=*s 
5:58; 230, 379; 10:7; 15:10; Maturaik.141. 
e occurs in two guite different senses: hence the words 
are homonyms*
a) e = to rise, be great* aoc* to Col* 304 : e perr-akum*
Thas at AN. 52:5 e kal atukkam . uyamta p^raikalin
atukku, Comm.
*
b) e = to urge* incite, command. It generally occurs in 
its alapetai form, as the vinai ecoam, namely, eey = evi, 
Comm.i as,for instance, at PK* 341:9 and Patirr* 11:13*
a) o, as a noun, denotes "a painting*1, as at Patirr. 68:17 
o-v-ural netum cuvar. Commentators generally split the 
first totar-moli in this line as ovu ural: but as the* »*v **
final u of ovu is not a kurriyal ukaram, this combination
should yield us ovuvural, not oyural, as in the text* The** .«
same remark applies to the homonym o, mentioned below.
J.
b) o* as a verb* means "to cease", as at Krt. 91:5; 161:1; 
AN. 11:12; 26:10; Kalit* 81:6;
PN* 4:19; Kur* 653a; Nal. 32b* 63b* 341b; Tv. 7:57, 58; 
18:30; 20:10; 32:8; 45:2.
6) ai: There are three homonyms: the meanings are quite
unconnected*
a) ai = master* lord, most often "the husband".
Krt* 24:2; 27:3; 203:5; 223:7;
PN. 78:11; 262:5; 309:7.
More frequently this word takes the suffix "-a" and is 
used in the Yog. ease to address an elderly person; 
generally the heroine or her female companion addresses 
the lover or husband as "aiya", as at Krt* 139:6; 169:2; 
196:6; Axftk. 332:5. May it be eonn. w.Sk. arya j> ayya; 
or even derived therefrom ?
b) ai = five, as at PN* 2:13; 37:1; Kurincip* 139;
Por. 2:2; 474:3; 587:1;
cf. aim, Por. 466:2; and ainnurrd, Por* 413:2.
c) ai.= beauty, as at
AN. 38:15; 45:7; 64:15; 75:18; 98:17; 223:7; 225:8; 
230:4; 275:16; 289:13; 313:5; 345:9.
PN. 389:16; Krt. 62:3; 217:6; 401:6.
Kalit. 52:16; 55:9.
Aihk. 135:2; 176:3.
Paripa. 8:108 ai amar = a fine struggle*
Narr. 40:5; 52:11; 143:1; 240:1; 264:3;* 390:5.
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Boruna.7;
Gijrupan* 13;
Giv* 37b, 117b, 625o.
In thero; above instances ai-tu » that which is beautiful, 
soft, fine, elegant etc* „
Sutra 44.
kurr “ eluttd aintum moli niraipd ilavi.*”*" .* •* *"*
" The five short vowels are not monosyllabic words."
When Tol. wishes to. include particles, he uses the term
"col", as throughout Section 7 of Ool. which deals with
"itaiccol" or particles. But when he means full words,*
he employs the term " moli", as here* Accordingly, he
••
rules out the demonstratives a, i, u of El.31 and the••
interrogative particle e, which stands for e or ev in 
the beginning of totar-moli* Tol. considers a, i, u, e* H
as -ool.-* not as -moli". The normal English rendering of
either Tam.'"word"as "word" is incorrect.
Bqth Ili and. Haoo* interprets this verse 
’ \ ' ' ' • 
differently: " Not all the*five short vowels are
monosyllabic words: some can be". Hereby, at the cost of
*
a slight distortion, they think that they have obtained 
sanction for two 11 kurreluttu", "tu" and "no". In this they
• n m i  ^
show their lack of a historical sense. As Nan. 129 
testifies^med* Tam* had the words "tu" « to enjoy and 
no =. to pain; sb,pain. But these were unknown in 0, Tam, ,3
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which, has ntuy andnnoyM or "no" instead# Thus Krt# 63:1 
has "tuyttal1*} likewise Patirr. 15:30 ; tuyttal#
No a to pain, at Krt* 4*1 rfim en nence; likewise at
i\
Krt. 4:4 etc. £02:1, 5; 355:7; Hi# 116:9; 234:1;Patirr. 
26:5.
Noy a= to pain; sb. a pain, grief, distress,nineteen
times in the Krt#; at PN# 245:1; Patirr. 13:27; 21;; 31;
44:9* It is probable that med Tam# n no1* was a * baok-
formation11 from ** nohtu, w Krt* 355 patikam, "nontanai
Krt* 273:4, or nopparai, Krt. 172:1 or other analogous
forms, of the verb *nott, just as kan becomes kantanai.* ##■*“ -
Sutra 45#
or eluttd oru, moli ir elutt& oru moli 
*• *#: #* ##
irant-irantd ieaikkum totar moli ulappata 
• * . # # * • •
munre moli nilai tonriya neriye#
” As they appear in usage, words are of three kinds, 
namely, those of one, two and more than two syllables#n 
This is the interpretation of II# Naoc., however, takes . 
eluttu as a metrical n beat^or acai. This is described at
* *  I * *  “ HI'   U  M   " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Por* 315 thus;
kurile netile kuril inai kuril netil•M # # i
orrotu varutalotu meyppata nati • # * *
nerum niraiyum enricin peyare.
Thus on the interpretation of Naoc# a word like 
kanaviri is composed of only two n beats11, namely,
kana and viri, which are both kuril inai, according to • — *
Por* 315a* But II* takes that word as made up of four
*
" beats": ka-na-vi-ri. This interpretation seems better*
than that of Naec. for two rbasonsi-
1) Haoo postulates that the same authorroomposed El*, and
» **
Por* and that what he says here should apply to Por* 
and vice-versa# But of this here is no certainty: in 
fact, the evidence seems to point to an opposite 
conclusion,
2) Even in Por*, the more reasonable view is that of Per.,
who takes eluttu as a syllable, acai as a metrical
"beat", and cir as a metrical foot in Tam. poetry*
Sometimes the acai and eluttu coincide: at other times•#
an acai consists of two eluttu.
«*
Sutra 46.
meyyin iyakkam akaramotu civanum.
—  * *
" A consonant is always joined with the vowel "a1? in
sutras". This is because a consonant cannot be articu«
lately pronounced by itself; still less a series of
consonants, without any vowel* Accordingly at El, 19,
••
kacata tapara stands for k,o, t, t, p, r. likewise at 
*
El* 20, 21, 23, 24, 25 etc; 89-91; 93-99; etc.
But this practice leads to some ambiguity in 
certain instances: since ^ka" stands elsewhere for "ka" 
itself, not for k. To obviate this, Tol* sometimes adds 
the word "pulli", when he means the consonant, e. g.
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k, not ka, as at SI. 23a, 25a, 27a, 28, 29a, eto. When
«•
he does not do that, the context may explain what he 
means; as commentators, however,* at times are not agreed 
on this issue, in a few cases the ambiguity remains.
Civanum:- At El, 33b, I have given a few 
instances of the incidence of this word to show its 
archaic character. Here is a much larger tabulation of 
the same word: "civan”;-
E1.33]a,46, 79, 101e, 132a, 134a, 138b, 169b, 171c, 174b,
■ **
176a, 177b, 181b, 184, 198, 200b, 202c, 228, 260a, 269, 
283b, 317a* 365, 420, 450a^
Ool* 2b, 56g, 108b, 115b, 122, 138, 153b, 169a, 225a,
237a, 398o, 425c.
Por# 27a, 86, 267a, 288, 603a# Here we see the gradual
decline in the usage of this archaic word# El,, uses it
more than*;
25 times; Gol* 12 times; Por*, which hasAtwice as many 
words as El, and Ool# combined, has only*five instances. 
Por these three parts of Tol.I have given an exhaustive
list. Por the literary texts I give only a few instances;
AN. 66;14; PN. 328:11; Poruna. 44;
Civ, 1256b, 2296c, 2749b.
Sutra 47.
tamm iyal kilappin ella eluttum
* «*
meynnilai mayakkam manam illai.
"When the eluttu( here consonants) are mentioned on set
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purpose, there is no fault in having a meynnilai 
may akkam.ff
Normally the consonant g is followed, in sandhi 
with another word, by r or n* never by t, whioh belongs 
to another series* But in sutras the alveolar n oan bemm
followed by the retroflex t. This is what Tol* oalls
y  ■ ■ .
here ” me.v nilai mavakkam*1* Thus at El* 302:
■ i: 1  ■ * *
nakara iruti vail elutt-iyaiyin <. ■” ** ■*■
takaram akum verrumai pporutke.
* *
Here n at the end of the first line' is followed by t.in
line b. manam illai;- This phrase and its close
^ of
associate, 11 manam ilave, ” are^frequent occurrence in
the Tol*, e. g. .at El. 199c, 238, 246a, 271b, 323, 341,
„ . *°»
465; Ool. lllb^
But much more frequent is the set of phrases, 
employing the word "varai" e*g*l) varai nilai inre, El. 
295c, 315c, 219, 331b, 399a;
Col. 15a, 462b; Por* 214:1; 216; 372:2; 487:2;
2) varai nilai ilave, Gol. 17b*
3) varai nilai, Por. 114:31; 214:1; 216; 312:$;
4) itam varaiv ^ inre or varaivinru,
*  ” 1 ■■■ ” 1 ■ ■
Por. 82:4; 122; 162; 302:2; 305; 38*?:2; 637;
5) .kati varai inre, where kati reinforces the sense of 
varai; as Ool* 383a~b states,” kati = varai,” both as 
verbs. Por* 93:4; 310; 495; 589:2.
6) kati varai ila, Por* 23:2^
7) varaiyar, El. 140b, 145b, 212; 265b, 421*
*•
Ool. 43b, 45, 103b, 237b, 248, 291, 402, 408o,437d,460. 
Por. 83:1; 116; 228:2; 339:2; 342:2; 378; 381;
509:2; 565; 571; 633:2.
This sense of "varai*! = niftku, intr.; nlkku, tr. is 
frequent in the E. T. Thus M .  72:16 has varaika en 
nila varai, where varaika = let them remove themselves 
f r o m   Besides 1 varai", there are a few words and
phrases employed by Tpl. in the indentioal sense. They
\
are:-
8) kati nilai inre, at El. 285b, 389c.
*
9) kati nilai Have, at Ool, 95b; Por, 12a.
10) oruu nilai inre, Por. 373;
11) oruu nilai ilave, Por. 365.
All these words are employed by Tol* in almost the same
sense; but their origins are different. Varai = a
delimitation against, kati = a rejection of, such a.
practice or usage. Of* Ool* 452 kati. col. The word manam 
or mana occurs twice in the Krt., at 76:4 and 298:7 as a
particle of comparison; but as a verb n manu", at Krt.9:6;
*
289:5; AN. 39:13 means n to be opposed to , be contrary 
to, be mistaken for, be confused with.*1 This is probably 
the origin both of the particle of comparison,mentioned 
at Por. 286:3; 287:1, and of the noun, manam, employed 
in El.in the sense of "opposition.1 Hence manam illai as 
there is no opposition to such a usage.
Sutra 48
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ya ra la ennum munrum orra
• • “  ■“  ****** »mm—
ka ca ta pa fia na na ma ir orr-akum*
w After y, r or 1, the subsequent k, c, t, p,**
<V ■ s
n, n, n, m are doubled.” This is the straightforward
translation of the text: both II. and Haoo., however,
«
change the later portion to read thus:~
u k, o, t, p are doubled or preceded by n, n, n, or m
respectively*11 This change was made by the commentators, 
since in the literary text in their possession they could
not find any examples to illustrate the whole rule* as
Tol. stated it* Examples for the doubling of the 
occlusives are of constant occurrence.: II* instances 
irkku and plrkku for illustrating r. followed by k, where 
k is doubled; as the base is ir or plr, and ku is 
generally the Bat* suffix* this is probably what Tol. 
meant*
has
At El. 22 to 30, Tol.^dealt precisely with * .*
this subject of meymmayakkam in the body of a single word;
22b speaks of meymmayank-utahilai. At El. 29 to 30 he
• — *.
has narrowed the issue still further, to the words that
end in y, r and 1. One should therefore have expected
30
this sutra ( 48 ) to come just after El. * and not here*•*
But one has to note as well that El* verses 34 to 40 deal
**
with the themes foreshadowed at El. Id and 2,In fact,•*
Section 2 of El* ( sutras 34 to 82 ) deals with the same 
subjects, but in more detail, as were outlined already
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in Section 1* Hence El. 48 and 49 cannot be looked upon
a •
as an naf ter “thought” by Tol. or an interpolation by 
another hand.
Sutra 49. avarrul
rakara lakaram kurr - orr -aka.
” Of these, r and 1 will not come as consonants in a 
short monosyllabic word.”
kurrd This is an unusual word for a short monosyllable. 
The normal word in the grammatical literature for this is 
nkuriln:~
Por. 315 kurile netile kuril inai kuril netil** . “ . “ *
orrOtu varutalotu .
* *
Por SI? kuril inai ukaram alvaliyana.
Por. 319 tani kkuril mutal acai moli citaitt-akatu. ^ ««
In El. we meet with two other words for the same, namely,
•*
a) kuriyatu, at El. 38a, 226a, 234a.
b) kurr-eluttu, at El. 44, 267a,. 41b etc.
** . *
The term kurru is found in El* most commonly in two 
totar-moli;“
l) kurr-iyal ikaram, the extra-short i, as at El.
2b, 34a: 2) kurr-iyal ukaram, the extra short u, as at El.
2b, 67a, 105, 167, 195a.
Sutra 49 sanctions words like kar, kal, cer, vil, but**
ji ^
forbids or rules out kar, *kal, *cer, ’ ill. In the case 
of the latter, the words in actual use in the texts are 
k&ru, kalu, oeru, vilu* In E.G. texts the former, and
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in B.M. texts the latter, forms are more common. In the 
intervening period both forms alternate. At El. 388 to 
394, Tol. himself refers incidentally .to the alternance 
between el and elu, meaning "seven”: but El. 388 el• « M «* **
and El. 395 kll- show that the long vowel was then more
*• t i
common than the short in such words.
Sutra 50. kurumaiyura netumaiyum alavin kotalin "™ . ■ • * * * •  —
totar moli ellam nett-eluttu iyala.• ** ....
” As shortness and length are reckoned by prosodioal
measurement, a word of two short syllables is regarded
as equivalent to a word with a long syllable.”
In poetics, the former is called a nirai, the latter a ner
of. Por. 315 nerura niraiyum enriein peyaref
The connexion of sutra 50 with 49 lies in this:
  A"
At El. 49 Tol. sanctions kal, but not kal, with a short.
vowel. This can only be kalu, with an ”urt glide at the*•
end. But there are several words like pu-kal, kapmhj,
I
pu-fcar etc. In these the final syllable is kal, mai, kar.. *.
respectively.Are these allowed? Or should they also become 
pukalu, kamalu, pukaru, etc.? At 50 Tol. states that one 
must take the whole word together, not the final syllable 
alone. The two short syllables ” pu-kal ” are an “acai” or 
metrical "beat”, just as much as a long syllable like 
kal. Hence pukal, kamai and pukar can stand as they are. 
This shows that the correct division of a line of Tam.
verse into its component words, as is expressly stated
i
at Por* 523, is a pre-requisite to understand the exact
nature of the metre itself,
ival - a:- Under Bl# 15 the noun ”iyal” was
**
examined* Here 11 iyala " is a verb, meaning: ”have the
nature of,” with its subject: ” totarmoli ellam,” It seems, „
most likely that ”iyal-a” is a totar-rmoli itself,
• M
consisting of the noun ” ival ” and the verb ” a ” s=”to be” 
which shrinks to ”a” in the unstressed position of a final 
syllable,
Sutras 51 and 52*
51* ceyyul iruti , poli moli vayin
nakara makaram ir orr^akum.
52* nakarai munnar makaram kurukum,
5 1 - 52 « if the word ” polum ” stands at the close of
a sentence in poetry, the final syllable stands as two
successive consonants, namely, n and m,” ” This m becomes 
shortened,”
II, reads 51a, ” ceyyul iruti polum moli 
vayin,” but this would involve the ellipsis of the word 
” ena ” i.e. polum ena moli. It seems preferable to. : 
follow the reading of Hacc. The latter makes here an 
interesting remark, Por this syncope to take place, 
polum ( l) must be a finite verb, not a peyar eccam,and 
(2 ) it must stand at the very close of a sentence.
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Thus (1) uyir polum kelir a* ffiends who are like my
own life* Here polum is peyar eccamiit never contracts
intb ponm. Again, (-2) at Kalit. 105S49 and 56* polum is
the finite verb of the sentence, but for the sake of
emphasis the subject follows it, instead of preceding it,
as is the normal pattern in Tam* Accordingly this polum
does not contract into ponm, as do the neighbouring ones
at iines 38, 42 and 46*
vayin This word is dealt with in the'Word-list 
in Ch.VII* ~ nin
Under El* 37, I cited Krt. 42:4 .-vayin ane and’** A ~ -
stated that the last two words were used as hoc. suffixes,
one on the top of the other* Here we see vayin 1 alone
used as the hoc* suffix.
The syncope of polum into ponm and the
resultant shortening of m was briefly alluded to at Bl.
**
13, in Section 1. As Section 2 deals in more detail with
almost the same themes as the previous, we find Eli 13*•
elaborated into Bl. 51 and 52i This elaboration may just 
' as well be attributed to the same hand as to a different 
one: but the total absence of this syncope in the earliest 
text extant, namely, the Krt*,- inclines one to believe 
that this set of rales in Bl. may be an interpilation.
But we cannot be sure of this: in the fortunate discovery ■ 
of some earlier text lies the hope of clearing up these 
issues.
The reasons for the syncope of polum into ponm 
and a few analogous developments are given under Bl. 6,
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enmanar, Appendix Vol. pages 23,, 24, where ponm is number
19. Here I cite a few instances from the E.T. It will be
observed that this feature is most strongly marked in the
Kalit. and Paripa., which are typical works of the M.O.
and L.O. periods. In the E. G* texts like the Krt.,
and V
Karr. and the earlier poems of ABK ,.^ PK. it
is rarely that we find ponm. This is another factor in 1
favour of taking El. 51 and 52 as from a later hand.
Would this involve El. 13 as well? Hot necessarily. Por««
El. 13 speaks expressly of the shortened m alone. It is 
•*
the Oomm. that connects this shortened m with ponm, since 
it can find no.instances that are so plentiful as this 
one in the texts.
Some Typical Instances of the Syncope of 
polum into ponm:- 
The Krt. has no instances of ponm, although it has polum 
twice.
M .  253:8 cila nal uyyalen ponm ena..
AH. 66:17 ma niti kkilavanum ponm ena.
M i  248:9 aru vali vilakkum em peru viral ponm.ena.
*. “ “ *"
AH. 332:15 tanta kkatalum talai nal ponme, at the. * . “
close of the poem.
PE. 19:6 perum kal atarum ponm ena.
Patirr* 51;23 mell iyan ponm ena.,
Kalit. 103:31 mun nula kolvanum ponm,
Kalit. 104:38 nil nira vannanum ponm?
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Kalit*104:44 tiri taram kol kalirum ponm*
—. }
Kalit.lG4:5G mill maravanum ponm.
Kalit.105:38 uyir unnum karramum ponm.
Kalit*105;42 mukai culum tumpiyum ponm*•* *
Kalit*105:46 po tarum pal matiyum ponm*
Paripa 10:55 tioai ari nikanum ponm,
Paripa*10:98 aram tin vay ponm ponm ponm*
Paripa.lQ:123 pani valar aviyum ponm.
Paripa*16;l karaiye kai ,vantonral Ikai ponm ena*• *■ —  ~ “
Paripa*21;63 vatai ular kompar ponm** • -
Note: The word fl ena 1 links up the previous sentence 
with the following,and therefore it does not violate the 
regulations afore-mentioned*
The same type of syncope is found with other 
consonants other than X and m,,which obtain in the case of 
polurn* Thus
1) -num obntraots into -nm at ParipS 8:44
alar nemanm akanril*
**» mm mm
2) -lum oontraots into -nm; as in the Comm* of Nacc.herep
* a . .
he cites verulinum ellam verulum a tanri# — 4 —— ^
marulinum ellam marunm.
* —  *
3ST.B* This synoope of polum was, not confined to the 33.T*
Por II* cites
*
emmotu tammai poruum kal ponnotu
kuvilam puttatu ponm*• ™
This is not from the E*T* likewise, Olv-j which was
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composed from L.C* to E* M. days, has it occasionally:-
Giv* 127d: malaiyul ma mati ponm ena ttonrume••* « — — —
Sutra 53*
This verse can be read in two ways: -
1) moli ppatuttd icaippinum terintu verd icaippinum•* * — — —
eluttu iyal tiriya enmanar pulavar.
11 The learned state that whether the word is sounded
with a lowering tone of voice of? with the other two tones,
the eluttu do not change their nature,11 i* e* their
metrical value or matra. On this reading and
interpretation, this sutra refers to the three Tam.
accents, etuttal, nalittal and patuttal, which correspond * *
to the Vedic udatta, svarita and anudatta.
2) molippatuttu icaippinum terintu vericaippinum
■ •* * "" m *  mm
elutt-iyal tiriya enmanar pulavar... . —
1 The learned state that whether the eluttu are placed••
side by side and sounded together as a word or sounded 
separately, they do not change their nature*1 
On this interpretation, this sUtra has the same sense as 
the later Nan* 127: moliyay ttotarinum munn anaittd
• •  *  — ■ —  « * •  mm
elutte. The Comm there paraphrases it thus* Even when the
,f eluttu 11 are*put together as words, the 11 eluttu w ' *• •*
retain their ten qualities, which have been described in 
the previous verses*
N.B. On a third interpretation, this sutra may resemble 
« a a n of Panini:- *
4
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n Though the sound i, for instance, is sounded differently
in koyil and vltu, the two sounds will here be considered
as identical for the purposes of a grammatical analysis.1
Buies connected with ai and au: EjL* 54^58
Sutra 54 *
akara ikaram aikaram akum. 
n When pronounced together rapidly, a and i become ai.!l
The latter is a diphthong. Hence both II* and Nacc. 
warn their students against this merging of two vowels 
into a diphthong. Despite this warning, this merging has 
taken place in a fair.number of Tam. words. We can see 
this process at work in a Tam,loan word from the Sk. vajra 
This was taken into Tam* in L.C. times in two forms:-
1) vaoclra, PN. 241:3; Mani.l:27; Civ. 544b, 1534c,
2494b, 2613d, 2732d;
2) vayiram, Cilap* 29:9c;
Civ. 105a, b, c, d; 557a; 581d; 645a; b, c, d; 797a; 
1181a; 1464d; 1523b; 1690c; 2080a; 2275d; 2276c.
At Nal* 358c the present text reads ” fairam," but the 
etukai totai or assonanoe-rhyme,1 cf* M,L. p. 526, 
clearly shows that this word originally stood as Ttvayirami!
as it has to rhyme with ceyir in line d. Here the 
assonant particle is f,-yir-rl in each case. In l.G. and 
E.M. texts vairam. was rare: it occurs at Civ*83c, 1731b, 
2879a, 2925a, four times against the eighteen instances 
of vayiram.
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It is not olear whether w vayiram 11 passed
into .* vairam,11 the mod* Tam*word, through an intermediate
^va-iram, with a glottal stop between ,faH and wi * But
the alapetai of ai into aii, as prescribed at El.* 42,gives • * """ ••
us suoh instances as nilaii at El* 326c, where the metre**
favours the splitting up of the syllables as ni**la~ii 
rather than as ni-lai*-i. Here a and i have become ai*
Sutra 55*
akara ukaram aukaram akum*
11 Likewise a and u become au*”
This can only be in the first or radical 
syllable of a Tam* word. Thus ka+utari ^  kautari = a 
partridge. But even here the normal sandhi laws often 
operate and give us the alternant, kavutari. This form 
is employed more often than the other, even in mod. Tam. 
here then is an important difference between the two Tam* 
diphthongs: n ai H has becoming increasingly popular;
* au H has remained so infrequent in Tam* that some Irav. 
soholars think that it is an unnecessary loan from Sk. In 
its rare occurrences in the written text, it stands 
generally for the syllable n av.*1 Thus Krt^ 282:2 has the 
written form, 11 kau~v-ai;n but the etukai rhyme with 
ff oevvi n in line 1 and w navvi ” in line 3 shows that 
M kauvai ff was actually pronounced n kayyai • * Again,
” vauvum n at Krt. 271:5 « seizing, plundering, is the 
same verb as that at PH. 4:9
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eruttu vavviya puli; AH. 136:23 vavvalin; Paripa.6*8Q 
vavvu _ _
^vallar; Hal. 134b vavvar = they do not seize or snatch 
away* Krt. 19:4 and Kurincip. 81 have mauval = the flower 
of the n mallei." But at Giv. 874b the etukai of mauval 
with kovvai in line c and evvam in line d show that 
* mauval n was pronounced tt mavval♦" By the same argument, 
pauvam « the sea^at Civ. 874a,,was pronounced pavvam t& 
rhyme with evvam and kovvai; and kauvai at AH* 50:3 was 
uttered as kavvai to rhyme with vevvav in the same line.
Sutra 56*
akaratt - impar yakara ppulliyum* *
ai en netum cinai mey pera ttonrum.
** When a is followed by the consonant y, this ay mav in*■* * ^
actual faot apear as the long syllable ai **.
Tel. has this alternance between ay and ai in. 
such words as ayina « aina.
Tam. shows it in a fair number of words;-
1) pai = pay, in pai pay-a = gently, slowly, lit* * gently,
gently,1 at Krt* 215:1; Harr* 41:3; 199:10; 378:3;
AH* 71:14; Aihk* 83:1; 113i5; Perump.318; Kalit* 120:2; 
cf. Kur* 1098b, pacaiyinal paiya nakum, where the 
word flpai!t is so well established that the suffix "a1 
is added to it alone and not to its older alternant 
flpayfl> as in the eallier texts. For, pay+a paya, 
but pai + a y  paiya.
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2) vay = vai = to scold, rebuke sharplyf ( cf* Kxt. 
14:2; 297:2 vai ), at Pal# 58b vait-al vay-a urai = ifH
you rebuke, the words of rebuke.
3) In several instances words occur in Tam* in two 
forms: the long or the short vowel is seen in the radical 
syllable. In the latter case there is added a formative, 
to make it a word of two short syllables, a ,f nirai acai.rt 
Thus vay = vay-in = place.
a) vay = a place, at El. lb; For.la; Krt'. 92:1; also
b) vayin 5= a place, El. 142;b;
c) vayin = a place. There are so many instances of 
this last both in Tol. and in the classics that I am 
dealing therewith in the Word-list in Chapter .VII.
4) There are likewise several instances where final 
vowel of a Tam. word is lengthened in the Yoc. case.
Thus mutal becomes mutal, at Kalit. 37:12, kuntal>kuntal;
nutal^ nutal, Kalit, 35; 12* kuricil^ kuricil, Col. 144,
Cen.; makkal'>• makkal, Col. 144, Cen.** * « *™
This is in accordance with Col* 144: Irr~iyal nit tarn™ ..
ventum* Cf. Col. 121. (riven therefore the Yoc. form, we 
* *
can work back to the Horn* Thus for the Voo. annay, Krt.
33:1; 150:5; Aiftk. 202:1>
ilay, Kalit. 87:3; 88:8; 24:12; 31:8; 76:19;
kulay, Kalit. 13:26,• *
the Mom. forms should be annay, w ilay n and^ “kulay*1»*
but these are written in our texts as annai, Aihk. 202:1;
ilai, AN. 206:8; kulai, Krt. 159:5.** «« ““
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Here then 11 ay n in actual fact appears as
n ai,ft acc. to El.56* Under 3) while the nominal form
alternates between vay and vay-, the verbal form is
written as vai s to place, Kur. 5Gb, 214b, etc. Hal*Id.
Brom the verb fl vai,** however, is formed the noun
n vaippu 1 « a place, as at Krt* 154:7; 183:7; 211:7;
314:6. Thus we note the ay/ai alternance in vay - in »
vai - ppu; in these two words -in and ppu are formatives.
5) To form the indef. past tense,el. Tam. adds the
particles ay or ai (= thou hast been ) to the
corresponding base, which is most often a noun or verbal
nouni Thus at Pal. 46a~b, there are three instances:-
n ,tiyata .Xly-.X• • • •
kotiyatu kurin-ay manra.
Here again the^ay* has been shortened into 1 ay,11 which 
in actual fact appear as n ai.” A ® to be; ay (« thou 
hast been )^>ai.
The word oinai in line b needs considerable 
investigation. Both II* and Uacc. paraphrase it here as
n eluttu 11: but this is far from satisfactory. Ginai
occurs several times in Tol., e.g.
El. 34b ya en cinai micai.m mm mmm
El* 159c cuttu ccinai nitiya ai en irutiyum.«* * * — * ~ “
El* 234a kuriyatan iruti ccinai.
* •  mm mm , mm mm
El.* 427a euttu ccinai nitiya men totar moliyum.•*- * * — . — * •»
El. 472b iru cinai oliya ina orru mikume.
a. —  —  . —  — —
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Col, 16tm ceppinum vinavinum oinai matal kilavikkd.
Col* 85a oinai nilai kkilavikkd;
m m  ^
Col* 87a mutal oinai kkilavikkd;
Col* 89a mutalum oinaiyum porul veru pataa;
Col*174a iyal peyar oinai ppeyar oinai mutal peyare;
Col*175b oinaippeyar; o oinai mutal peyare;
Col*177a, b* o oinaippeyarf five times in the three lines* 
Col.178a, b, c, d, e: oinai mutal peyar, five times,
onoe in each line s
Col.
Cf*A26a ( oinai;) b ( oinaicool;) 35a ( oinai mutal
kilavi;) Col* 61b; 87a,b; 88b;114a,b; 165d,22Qd,231a,b•
J?or*281a; mutalum oinaiyum enr-ayiru porutku.
Por*642b: oinaiye kulaiye puve arumpe.This makes 37•*
instanoes in Tol. From the study of these and other 
instances it is evident that n oinai n is oontrasted 
with mutal,u as a limb or member or eonstituent is 
oontrasted with the whole body. At El. 159o both II*and 
Race* (and at El* 54b Race.) take oinai as equivalent to 
uruppu as a limb* In fact, most often oinai is the branch, 
and mutal is the trunk, of a tree,in the E*T* Most 
probably it was from this idea of a tree and its branches 
that Tol* or some earlier grammarian developed the 
contrast between the whole body and its members,i* e, the 
word and the n eluttu 11 that constitute it, as applied 
to grammatical themes.
A Mutal (« the trunk of a tree, the whole- tree) occurs at 
.Krt. 198:2; 214:5; 255:2; 257:1; 301:1; 361:4;
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Murtikk* 307; Netunal,*23. At Krt. 214:5; 255:2; 361:4;
*  * * *  ■
Murufc. 307; Hetunal,23, this idea is reiforced by the
addition of mulu = whole: 1 mulu mutal," of. Por* 65a.•• *•
To dite but one instance, Krt. 257:1 runs 
verum mutalum kotum oranku
= the root, the trunk> the branches, all thesie together. 
B. oinai « the branch of a tree: the Gommi gives kilai 
or kompuj at Krt. 10:3; 22:4; 26:2; 37:3; 81:2; 83:3;
125:6; 134:4; 153:2; 160 j-3; 175:3; 183:5; 191:2; 192:4; 
209:5; 211:4; 236:4; 247:5; 254:1; 296:2;329:2; 335:3; 341: 
3;■343:5; 388:5; 391:7; 396:3; Narr. 218:7; AH. 108:14; 
Wetunal. 28; Patirr. 41:9.
At Krt. 83:3; 329:2; 391:7 the 01d. Gomm. gives the
meaning as kompu = a branch or bough; in all the other ,
instances; as kilai = clustering branches. At Krt. 397:1
*
nanai mutir nalal oinai marul tiral vi, the Comm, 
renders cinai as"muttai" = an egg-like ( bud )..
At Kur. 1203b occurs the verb "cinai” = to form a bud,to 
bui forth, to ioouo forth: clnaipputu pSnru Kotum. 
Commenting on this in his Kural Lexicon, p. 41, Pope 
considers cin-o.ai as a 1. w* fr. the Sk. jan. The meanings 
of " cinai " can with some stretching be made to 
correspond to those of Sk* jan, but it is difficult to 
see why the " a " of Sk. jan becomes " i 1 in Tam. cinai. 
nevertheless of. my notes under El* 62.
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Sutra 57.
or alap - akum itanum ar unte * * * » •
terum kalai moli vayin ana,** *• " -
,f0n investigation we meet with instances where the a^i**
in the body of a word has only m e  mat r a.n
At El* 4, wai!! was one of the sounds that was given
two matra. But here Tol* states that occasionally this
waitl is shortened* It is seldom shortened in the initial
syllable of a word* which normally obtains its stress there*
II* is definite that the initial "ai” is always long;
but 1STacc* gives a few instances to the contrary, like
aippaci, kaippai etc* Han* 123 equates paical with pacal,
maincu with mancu, maiyal with mayai* It calls this
shortened ai or au n kurukkam.” Thus at 99b, Nan*states:**“ ***,
kurilotd ai au kkurukkam orr * alapd.
Here ^orrd*1 does not mean a consonant, but "onrd" = one* 
Both El* and Han* thus agree in giving the shori&ed ai
* »  «  A
or au one matra. But VO. El* Oanti*5a states! onr-arai«* “
akum ai au; and NH& E. 5d also asserts: ai au alavd
onrarai = one and a half*
One of the rules of poetics is that the etukai 
consonant must be preceded by either a short vowel in all 
its occurrences or a long vowel in all* In the texts 
kai, pai, mai> vai rhyme in this manner with cey, pey, 
mey, vey. In these latter the ffeyn is one and a half 
matra long, since has one matra and "y” half.
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The same is the length of kai etc., which were in such 
cases pronounced kay, pay, may, vay.
Sutra 58.
ikara yakaram iruti viravum.
Even as a final eluttu "i11 can replace ^y1**
*■
Both II. and Hacc* instance here "nai11 for the ordinary
" nay 1 « a dog. But Hacc. warns his pupils that such anc~
ient usages will not be tolerated in his own time and
milieu* Hence he adds here, as he has done at El. 54• •
and 55, the words: tt atu kollarka.1
It is significant that Tol. has omly one line
on “au1*, El. 55, while he devJtes four sutras, consisting
of six lines, El* 54, 56, 57 and 58, to the alternance
between ”i,r and wy M. That was because, even in his own
time, the diphthong tfautt was both infrequent and
unimportant.
On the other hand, f,ai“ and the associated
sounds ^ay”, f,ayrt are of considerable importance, both
in the nominal and in the verbal systems. In the latter,
"i** "ai11 and l,ay^ are stated, at Gol. 223c,to be the
suffixes of the 2nd pers. sing. Cen. instances there:
unti, untan-ai, unt-ay = thou didst eat. -In all three .. •. * . *
there is either an ”1” or a wy M. Likewise in the 2nd. 
pers. pi. suffixes, ir and ir, mentioned at Col. 224a, 
there is an "i". So also in the personal pronouns of the 
2nd. Pers*;- sing, nl and nin; pi. nlr and nlyir.
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Although the "a*1 in these oases remains dental and “ni”
does not become*11 ni”, except in colloquial Tam#, yet
the form n~ay, fr* *Hi~ay i.e.” thv mother 11 occurs at
Krt# 40:1; Kalit# 107;26 and nayar » 1 thy mothers” at Kalit.
Chapter II
81:12; 85:28, 36. Cf # 2 for the meaning ofA A
rl thy mothers.n
The word “viravu11 needs some scrutiny. It does
* jt
not occur in the Krt#, which uses “viraii”, fr. virai 
or vir~a, in the same sense of mixing, mingling, joining, 
uniting, esp. in friendship; drawing near; approaching, 
esp. in similarity. Probably the base is M vir-”, and 
avu, a and ai are formatives, from the auxiliary root 
a a to become. Cf. vir-aay, Nil#- 246d.
This hypothesis is confirmed by the fact that other Brav* 
languages ^ave this base as “ber-”
or 1 vir-11 with other formatives, which are, however, 
intimately connected with, the auxiliary root a, namely, 
acu >  asu, akuka PH* 72:12 aguga, aec. to the M#L#,but 
rather akuka* This shortening of Maw into “a” is a common 
feature of syllables that are not stressed* Thus Kan. 
berasu, Tu# berasu and Mai* viraguga,( M#l#), or virakuka 
are parallel to Tam# viravu, virai and viracu.
The last form is mentioned at M*L* p. 3694, column 1, 
number 1.
The incidence of viravu in Classical and Med*
't'ft'V't'C!* «■U V/-A. U © #
Patipr* 21:34 ( malar), 50:10 ( panai )##
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Aiftk* 367:3 ( malar )♦
Netunal. 27.
Paripa. 10;22*
Nalv 88c; but 246d has viraay (fr.*vir~a) as vinai ecoam. 
Civ. 1885a.
Tevaram. 450:1; 469:5.
Nanneri. 9.
Nan. 255c.
The ^initial eluttu of words: 59 to 68.
. * * .  .............. . I  _ _ F L -|~t_|  | |^ | j | l   '
■ V'  -1- 1        J| h ■*  l —   — -■ -    ■ ■ - x— ~~    • ” "• 'ru i ■ i ,
59. pann-ir uyirum moli mutal akum*“**** ..
“ The twelve vowels can each be the initial eluttu of♦*
words.”
Nan* reduces this sub-section (El. 59 to 68) to 
five of its own verses, Nan. 108 - 106, which make up 
only seven lines in all; and the next sub-section (El**s*
69 to 82 ) to three verses ( Nan. 107 - 109,) which g&ake
up only six lines. This is typical of the two grammars:
Tol* El. seeks clarity and elegance in diction, while
Nan* seems to follow Panini in its terse conciseness.— *
60. uyir- meyy allana moli mutal aka.— **
“ No consonant can be initial unless it is followed by 
a vowel immediately.1
This rules out double consonants of the type
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that occur in Sk, and even in a few of the Drav*
languages e. g. in Mai. 1. w* fr* Sk* Accordingly no
Tam. word will start with ks, kr, hi, pi, hv, etc. Nor
*
do such combinations of consonants occur in the middle
of Tam* words* But even double plosives or fricatives,
like pp, tt, kk, cc, which are found in the middle of
Tam* words, are debarred by El. 60 from their initial*•
position. Hence in rendering Tam. script into Roman I 
have avoided such forms as w kkilaviyum,except where 
either the metre or the phonetic quality of the consonant 
in mod* Tam. pronunciation would have suffered from a 
transcription like n kilaviyum.n
61 i ka ta na pa ma enum iv-aint-eluttummm  ^
ellS uyirotum cellum ar mutale.*
1 These five eluttu; k, t, n, p and m, when initial, can 
be followed by any one of the vowels.'1 
enum;- This is one of the few instances of 11 enum w: 
the others are El. 25a, 62b, and 73. The more common
m
alternants are either " ennum w as a full word, ormrnm* *
as a particle.
The clarity of Tol. can be appreciated only 
by comparing El. 61 « 62 with the relevant sutras of the 
three Tam. grammars thgt followed the Tolkappiyam.
Thus VC. El. Canti 7. states.;-
m
avi anaittum kacatanapa mavyariyum.
E.N.E. 7 varies it slightly thus;-
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kattum uyirum kacatanapa mavvgriyum^
In these citations the word fl vari 1 means the whole
line of vowels. I. e* the twelve* These will combine
with k, c, t, n, p, m; so state VC. and NN*E.
VC. and NN.E.have each summarised in one line
.the four lines of Tol* El* 61 62, but at the cost of*• ■.
clarity* Nan. is still more concise. Nan. 102 abridges
"Tol* El. 59 ** 62 ( six lines ) and some features of Tol...
El* 64 - 65 ( three lines ) into two of its own lines;-**•
pannir uyirum ka^ ca ta na pa ma va ya
na Aa ir aint-uyir-meyyum moli mutal.**
Tol. El* differs from these grammars not only.in this***
but also in the special position it assigns to the 
fricative ^C11, in its combination with certain vowels 
rather than with others.
62.
cakara kkilaviyum avarr- orr arre 
a ai au enum munr-alam kataiye.
The eluttu ftC!1 is of the .same nature as the above ( k, t, 
s n, p, m ) ;but as the initial consonant of- a word it 
cannot be followed by these three:- a, ai and au^ .
or:;' - arre: - This is dealt with in tte Ch.
VII,No.89,
in conn, with the analogous forms: or ** anna,
or - anaiya, or - annal, or » annar.— —— . •»—
alam kataiye;- This is one of .the favourite
endings of Tol. !s sutras: El. Id, 30b, 62b, 72, 433d:•«
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Col. 61d, 70b, 197.
Por. 180o, 200, 235d, 2603, 269, 312b, 350b, 566, 6G3b.
Sutras 62, 64 and 65 are of the utmost 
assistance in our task of fixing the date of Tol. El. in^ r m
relation to the Tam* classics. The E, M. grammars, like
VC*, NN.E* and Nan., make no such distinction as Tol. El.— ■ *.
62 between ,!Cn and the other five n eluttu, " mentioned••
at El* 61* It seems likely therefore that Tol. El. is •* *»
here dealing with a peculiar feature in the Tam* of its 
own time. Some critics have maintained that such a feature 
was impossible. Hence they have tried to change the line 
b into 1 avai au enum onr-alam kataiye.”
w i . i B i i  mi mi •
But thisnreading<1 does violence to both grammar and sense.
In the sixteen parallel instances cited above, there is
no such word as n avai u introduced into the line that
ends with 1 alam kataiye*** Hence n avai H is unnecessary
here too. Purther, n avai H here can only mean the same
as avarru in line a, i.e. k, t, n, p, m of sutra 61*
Thfct will give no sense at all to this verse.
Ch. VI
In I have classified G. Tam*
literature into E. C*, M. C. and 1* C. and attributed the
Krt., the Pattupattu and the Paripa. to each of these ™ • *
periods respectively* On analysing the words with lfcail- 
as the initial syllable, I find that there is a progressive 
increase in such words from E.G. to l.C. times i, e. 
from the number of incidences in the Krt* to their number 
in the Paripa.
The remaining Tam, classics take up a position as regards
this incidence in exact proportion to the date of their
both
composition# This is true*of the greater classics, like
Harr*, AH., PH*, Patirr., Aihk** Kalit., but of the lesser
ones, like the Kur.* Hil., Pal*, of the so-called epic— • •
poems, like Cilap.* Giv. and Mani. and of religious E.M. 
poems, like the Tv*
It is difficult to give a complete picture of 
these incidences in all these twenty-five works except at 
great length, which cannot be justified in a short 
dissertation. Hence I have laid more emphasis on the 
greater classics than on the rest, esp* as the latter are
well-known to have an abundance of such words. To read
the eighteen great classics alone from cover to cover and 
to understand them is a work of considerable magnitude: 
to hunt there for the number of words that I have been 
obliged to.investigate, with the help of the unsatisfactory 
indexes, with which alone they are supplied, if they have 
one, was so difficult a task that I may be excused for
not giving a completely exhaustive list of the incidences
of the words in question under HI. 64 and 65. It is 
however, confidently hoped that the list here is sufficient 
to give an undistorted image of the state of 0. Tam. 
words with the "Ca1** ttntf and y^*1 initials*
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The Words with ^Ca11- as the initial syllable of G.Tam
words.
1. cakatam = a cart. Krt. 165:3*
Karr. 4:9.
AK* 136:5*
PK* 102:2. 
f?erumpan. 50*
Paripa. 10:17*
Nal. 2d.
Oilap. 1:50*
Oiv. 363b.
2. cankam = a large number. Paripa* 2:13.
Oiv. 139b.
3* oaAku = a large number, Civ* 493b.
4. catai s= tangled hair, PK* 1:13; 43:4; 166:1;251:7;
252:2.
Kalit. 150:9 
■i; Paripa. 9:5; 11:2.
Oiv* 32c; 1431a*
5* canpakam = a flowering tree, also called cenpakam at
Civ. 2250a.
Paripa. 12;77;
Civ. 68d, 314o, 1013d, 1081a, 1253a, 1608o, 1650b, 1918a,
2349a. Pabrioius, p. 334, equates canpakam with
- •
campakam in Tam. and calls it n the Champaka flower tree, 
michelia champaca.” M.W. in his Sk. Piet., p. 388,calls 
it 11 Michelia Oampaka ( bearing a yellow fragraht flower),
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MBh.; K.etc.n It is prob. conn* w. Tam* cempu, cem, cen►
= a yellowish red, like the colour of copper, which is 
11 cempu 1 too* From this there was an extension of meaning 
to cover copper-vessels^ pots, cups and boxes, which were 
called n ceppu,11 as at Krt* 9:2; 277:5* Kan# kempu = red, 
Kittel, p. 468, is prob. nearest the orig. Proto - 
Brav. word.
6. canpu = a series ( sic, most prob. for a species ) of 
sedge grass, elephant grass,1 Fabricius.
Perumpan. 220.
Maturaik. 172.
Mptu* 454.
In all these instances the alt,leot* gives kanpu. The
later form of this word is oanpankorai, which occurs
occasionally in Kaoc fs Commentary on the Kalit. and
Pattupattu. In the PH.* however, only kanpu occurs, e.g... .
334:1 kamaru palanak kanpin anna.
7# catukkam = a piazza or public square, a junction of 
four roads.
Ha$£. 319:5.
Muruk• 2 2 5 #
GIv. 112b*
Mani. 1*55;
8. catukku = catukkam above.
Patirr. Patikam 9, line 13*
M W
9* canti = a junction of streets. Muruk 225 .
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1
10* cantu = a junction of many roads, a junction, a joint.
Mptu. 393.,
211* cantu ss sandal, Sirium myrtifolium, either the tree, 
wood, or the unotuous preparation of the wood held in 
high estimation as perfumes* The last mentioned is the 
original meaning of ,f cantu*1*
M .  102; 3 uraitta cantin ural irum katuppu.
12. oamam = a battle, Comm* por.
M .  188:5 arum oamatt-etirnta perum cey Stavar;
220:4; 25:19.
PU* 14:4; 72:8; 275:9; 284:5; 309:2; 365:5«.
Patirr. 30:41;34;10;40:10;41:19;43:9;70:3;71:20;76:1;52:7. 
ffiaturaik. 593.
Muruk. 99.
Paripa. 19:42; 21:2; 22:1,
13. carnal = be put to shame, worsted or pained.
m
Paripa# 20;36.
Hal. 72d, camalmai: 316c camalttanar = men who are 
ashamed *
Oiv. lOOOd*
14* caman = a level, impartiality.
Kur. 118a; caman ceytu cir tukkum kol pol.
15* camai c= to take an embryo into the womb and bring 
it to maturity*
Paripa. 5:38-40* vaoi ttatai kkantamaka matavar 
manaiviyar niraivayin vaoi tati camaippin calar tane.
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116. oalam « water.
Paripa. 9:6; 10:90.
217* oalam = deceit, deception, as a result of
^unsteadiness*^ character*
Paripa* 6:57.
Hal* 188c,d; also cal-avar, Nal. 188c » those who
deceive.
318. calam « malice, contrariety, long-standing anger.
Maturaikk. 112*
Paripa? 15:58*
Kur* 660a, 956a.
19. camayam = opportunity, season.
Mani • 1; 60..
20. calancalam = the proper name of a conoh.
Oiv. 184c, 231d, 317d, 1673b, 2103b, 2475a.
21* cavattu w to tear up, to destroy. M .  375:14*. *
Patirr* 84:7.
Perumpan. 217.
Oiv. 1734d.
22. canam = people.
Paripa. 10:59*
Civ* 116a, 828b, 1841d*
It will be observed that, among the 18 greater classics, 
Krt. is exceptionally almost devoid of such words: it has 
only one word with !* oa-t! as initial and that only once. 
On the other hand, the Paripa.,which on other counts is 
considered the latest of these, has eleven such words,
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occurring fifteen times in all. In size or length the
Krt* of 401 short poems is not much smaller than the
extant Collection of the 22 ParipS* hymns* Ytfe can then
visualize a period slightly anterior to the Krt*, when
there was no such word* exactly as Bl* 62 states.•*
Most of these words seem to be either loan 
words from Sk. or shortened forms of original Tam. words 
which start with n ca,” or words where the radical vowel 
has changed from 1fe!f to ,faH later, cf* 5* oenpr!akam;>v., ,«■ *
canpakam, already discussed* It is difficult to say *
whether in such cases the Tam* word in Moatt^  is directly 
from the Tam. word in n ca-*0 or comes through the medium 
of a Sk* loan word. But in most of these instanoes there 
are connected words in Sk. Thus.:-
1. cakatam ; Sk. sakata> Mr., Sa&k Sr., Var BrS*• • .
cf* Sk. sakati f* a cart, waggon,carriage,RY.X*
146,3.and Sk. sakata, mostly adj., L.
f2. caftkam ; Sk* sahkhfc a high number, about 100,000
krores, MBh.
3. canku : Sk. sahkhu « a high number, ten billions,
- MBh*, K*
4* catai : Sk* jata f. Par.Or* II, 6; Mn*VI, 6*MBh.eto.
5* canpakam: Sk. campaka, BSBh.E.of* the list above,no.5.*
7, and 8-. catukkam, catukku: Sk. catuska as a quadrangle,
*
Pancat* etc.; a cross-way, L. Pa. ** catukkha n may 
have been an intermediate step, in the process of loaning.
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Here the Sk* ? Gatus,11 " catur " is so obviously at the
m
base of the word that Tam* catukkam 1 is definitely a.i. 
w* from Sk*
1
9 oanti and prob* 10 oantu; samdhi, M W *  p* 1144*
11 oantu i Sk* candana, M r *  XI, 5; MBh*,R.,eto. Here
both Tam. and Sk. words seem to be from cSntu: vb. to rub*
a paste on one’s body; sb* suoh a paste* Cf* Tam. cattu, 
sb* with the same meaning*
12* cam am: s am ana « conflict, strife, RV. 73, 3; 5 etc.;
Uaigh* H i  17.
14. cainan. ; sama » level, RV. etG.
16. oalam'1': Sk. jala n. Haigh. I, 12; ^ajn, .1*17; MBh.;
oala n* id. G-al.
217* oalam » Sk* ohala n.. deceit, fraud, Mn., MBh., etc. 
19* camay am: Sk* s am ay a m* opportunity, occasion, season, 
MBh*, Kav.
22* canam: Sk* jana, m* RV., MBh* VIIX, 70^;R* VI, 101,2-; 
Hariv. 7110.
Thus the increase in the incidence of the n oa-1 initial 
in L.C* and B.M . Tam. words is to some extent an aspect 
of the progressive use of loan words from Sk. But this is 
not true of every instance* In the case of a few of the 
above words we have literary evidence that the growth in 
the size of some Tam. words from two to. three or more 
syllables in I. 0. times led to the shortening of the 
first or radical syllable* This is true of other words 
as well.
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Thus varum or varar is dissyllabic with a long radical
syllable: 1 var-11. But the same root contracts to
rt —
n var~uvar in a word of three syllables* Likewise caya « 
to decline, be emaciated, fade : but cett-an-an = he 
declined* Here there is a change of the vowel quality as 
well, of ay > e . It is quite probable that in the instances 
quoted below a similar contraction of the radical syllable 
produced cantanam out of cantu and cakatd or cakatam out 
of cakatd.
*E
A. cantanam does not occur in the 18 great classics. In 
its stead we meet with theaa words which seem to be 
connected therewith:-
1) cantuj Krt. 150:3} 312:6} 321:1.
‘:.EN. 3:15} 161:26; i68:ll; 239:3; 63:9.
Patirr. 42:11;48:11;67:18;80:5;86:12;50:16;
. Kalit. 52:7.
Cirupan. 98.
Maturaik* 226; 553*
Hetunal. 52*
2) cantam, PH* 58:11; 374:12; 380;2; AH. 186:12.
Aidk 212:1; 240:3; 253:1.
3) cantu, as at AH. 102:3
uraitta cantin ural irum katuppu; also 59:12*
4) cantam, as at AH* 340:16 alt lect.
vatavar tanta van kel cantam,alt. lect.vattam . •* „ * •
5) centd, which seems to be a variant of 3).
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There is a similar fluctuation between a and e in the
A/
radical syllable after the palatal consonants c and n: 
thus caru / ceru « juice, sap*
For na / ne~ and na / ne- cf* my remarks under El, 64.•#
centd ( = sandal paste ) occurs very rarely and that in
some otherwise lost poems, which were still extant in the
13th. century A, E. Thus Por. 343, Per. cit*, II, p.291*
centu citaiya cedkural ciru tinai." . #
Other words used for 1 sandal paste H in these 
classics have no connection with this root. They are not 
so common as cantu.
6) aram, Krt. 161;6; 198;7*
PH. 108:2* ■
Kalit. 52:15.
Paripa. 9:28.
7) karatu, Muruk* 33.“ *
8) ceru, Paripa. 6:41; 7:74.
In the lesser classics and in the so-called epics* 
of L#G. to E-.M. times, we meet with both forms: the 
older cantu or cantam and the newer cantanam, for 
11 santalum album,1 both the tree and the paste.
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Thus ! oantu
t
Hal. I 126o. 
Gilapp.
Civ. [ 291c,390b,550b, 
647b,673c,677o, 
679a,c, 764b, 
839b* 967a,970b, 
1077b,1081b,
1256a,
1688c,
1820 a,
2065a*2081b,2242b, 
2278a,2380a, 2388a, 
2414b,2442b,2452c, 
2532a,2552a, 2577c, 
2661b,2666a.
cantam t eantanam : ! oantu
i
i
5:13.
109b;
838c,
!
12944,
2389b,
2479c,
24824,
2736a,
3048a. ! 3048b
180c;234o, 
4:38.
545b.
624b, 697a, 
838c,850a, 
1081a,
1253a,
1371c,
, 1719a,
• I
J 1904c,1906c, i
I f
! !
i*
| 2307a, 
j 2661a,2664a,
i
1267b.
B. Bor a cart, waggon or carriage, other than a chariot, 
the Tam. words, found in the several strata from B.C. to
l.M. or modern times are
1) olukai, already dealt with'in Ch. I, A, 2.
*#
2) cakatu,PH.60:8; 90: 7; 185:2; 256:2; 313:5; M .  116:3;
Patirr. 27:14.
3) cStu, Perumpan. 188.
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- 4) oakatu or cakatam, instanced above.* *
, 5) cakatai, in the E.M. commentaries.
6) eakati or cakatikai*. .
7) panti, vanti or vantil.* * * * • •
To illustrate the increase in the number of words
with the n ca“tt initial from Krt., o. S00 B.G. to Tv*,
E.M* period, 600 - 900 A.D., one has ^ust to contrast the
solitary instance in the Kr t,. with the several instances
given in ;the reliable index on the Tv* by G-.U. Pope,pp.
34 » 35. I give here only the words;~
‘oakum, cakalam, cankam, cadku, ca&kamam, ca&karan,
cacoaiyan, catai, cattam, oattu, cantam, caturpata>caturar, ~ * .♦ •• •• •
caturan, caturapperuman, caturmukan, catti, cantanam,
cantu, cantiran, camayam, camayavati, cay am, = victory 
cayacaya
* as hurrah!: cayam = destruction: caratu, caranam> caran,* • *
caratam, oari; calam = water; calam = malice;
calantaran, cali, calippu, cavalai, oalakku.**
El.62 bans likewise the 11 cai-1 initial for Tam. words. ** f
But Tv* has caivan_f* at 2;85; 4*113; 40:55*
0. In other instances, the literary evidence seems to 
show a shortening of the radical syllable vowel, ca ^ ca, 
in the same way as noy ;> noy; no >  no; tuy >  tuy; tu >  tu 
etc. This seems to be a feature of Tel. as well. Arden’s 
G-r. § 818, which gives the earlier or grammatical Tel. as 
contrasted with the mod. Tel* spoken, of at § 327,quotes 
cavan « to die, cavumu and cayudu - die, in the impv.
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as the earlier forms, while the later forms mostly 
contain a short radical vowel;-
cacGu, eacei, castanna, eaecina,
caocinanu, caceinadu, oaccipoyin-adu.* *
In the same manner cati (as a clay vessel, cf **
El. 170, line 4, PH, 897:6; 319:3; Perumpan, 280 )
seems to have contracted into catti = a clay vessel, used• *
in cooking food, HI* 62, Naco.j Col* 452 Gen*
This was earlier called "itaikkalam11, as at Pal, 24d.* *+A/ «
Hence there is no truth in the contention of H* T*Pavanar,
the editor of the 8*S, edition of Tol* El*, that ^catti***■ • •
existed in the days of To.lt, sinGe” in the civilized life
that Tol, portrays, surely the people cooked with pots
and pans, in Tam, catti. There is no other word for this* •
in Tam*.tf His argument seems to ignore the growth of 
language and the gradual displacement of old words by 
new ones* I append a list of words of this nature\ in 
every instance the older word had any other initial 
except ^ca*, while the newer one had such an initial.
This will show that 321* 62 was not so much banning such 
words, as stating that such words did not exist in 
literary and polite usage in its time*
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The. Newer Words
wi_th
initial•
1* cakkaram = a wheel.
Nal* 546a.
Civ* 2761o.
Mani. 13:57- *
Also in the Commentaries 
to the opposite texts.
2. ca&kam « a conch.
Civ. 70Id, 955c,
» 1888a, 2349a.
Likewise in the Comm#
3* ca&ku = a conch, 
shell,often made into 
bangles,armlets and 
bracelets,Civ.493b, 
2441a,2978o,3040c.Like­
wise in the Comm, on 
the texts cited in 
'the opposite oolumm.
This is true of all 
the remaining words.
4. oahkili = a chain#
The older Ji[ordsjwith the identical 
meaning,without the “oa-" initial.
1 a: ali; Krt. 205:4#»#
Civ. 351d, 2268a.. 
1 b: tikiri, PN. 175:7.
Civ. 2189c.
1 c: nemi, Krt* 189:3.
Civ. 2417c. 
valampuri, PN. 225:12.
a) kotu,Krt. 11:1; 31:5; 365:1.
Narr. 172:8;
M M *  #
b) curi,Krt* 260:3;
o) valai,Patirr*30;6; PN*158:1;
56:3;266:5. 
Muruk. 120;Narr.Pref.2;
Paripa. 2:40.
d) valampuri, Narr. 172:8.
PN. 397:5.
Civ.563a,b;697b,2430a,2441d,3040d.
totar, PN• 74:3*
Civ. 2242b.
The
5* catafiku = a *
religious ceremony.
i
6* oattuvam a= bodily , 
state as revealing one's 
mental disposition.
Por* 249, Per. Oomm.
7. cantiran = the moon, 
fr. Sk. candra.
Givi 585a, 955o.
8. oantu = a Joint,
Civ. 175b.
9. capai = an assembly, 
Oomm.
10. caman = level,i "k*
impartial, Oomm.
11. caratu = a tight, 
fitting necklace,Tv.
12* call! a* a kind of 
musical instrument.
13. eani min s= the
t
planet called Saturn.
The^equivalent Older Word
a) karanam, Por. 142a.#
b) murai, PN. 224:5.
c) muraimai, Paripa. 11:82.
meypatu, Por. 251:3; 294:1;
313:7; 516:2.
a) mati, Krt* 395:4.
b) cutar, PN. 397:4.
Paripa. 19:19. 
totai, PN. 78*1.4
avai, PN. 83:3. 
neman,. Maturaik 491. 
vampu, , Patirr.-19: 9. 
ellari, PN. 152:16. 
maimmin, ' PN. 117:1.
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(
This list can be extended;bat even this suffices 
to show that the Tam# words with “oa-0 as the initial 
syllable- are neither so old nor so indispexfhble as I, T#
A
Pavanir would make us believe# The further we go back in 
Tam# literature* the rarer they become. In the 18 great 
classics, apart from the Paripa,, we meet with only the 
following: *-
cakatam, catai, canpu, catukkam, canti, cahtu 
. . .
in two senses, camam, calam « malice, cavattu, i. e# ten
•  •
words with the ” ca-tr initial. In the Krt.,the earliest
of them, there is one word and it occurs only once.
Hence there is ah ” a priori fl plausibility in the claim
made by Tol* El. 62 that in its time there was no such
word, at least in literary Tam. This is equivalent to
is
assigning this part of El* to a period whiciuslightly
anterior to the Krt. itself. As we have given sufficient
evidence to show that the earliest poems in the Krt.
belong to the 2nd. century B# G#, we may attribute this
part of El* to the closing years of the 3rd. century B.C.
This conclusion is strengthened by our examination of El*
64 and 65 below.
This is not to state that either the whole of
the Tol* or even the whole of the El* was written down c.
200 B.C. The El. has sutras belonging to the E.G. and M.C.
times; but El. 62, 64, 65 as well as El* 23, 24, 26, 27,
«« •«
28, 29, 32 belong to the earliest stratum of Tam., sutras.
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Aa these fit in harmoniously with most of the
remaining verses in sections 1 and 2 of El,, we are obliged
— ♦*
to ascribe the major part of these two sections to that
early date, i. e. round about 200 B* 0*
Sutra 63. u u o o ennuin nankuyir
va en eluttotu varutal illai,™ ## *
w The four vowels u, u, o and o never follow immediately 
on an initial v .(1
This feature is also mentioned in the med.
grammars:-
VC. El, Ganti. 7a-b , vavvil eviya ettum = only eight., of 
«* •  •
the twelve vowels can follow the initial v.
M E .  7b Ittiya vavvariyin ett- eluttu.•. “ .« ••
Nan, 103 u u o o alav-otu vammutal - v is the
«M  #
initial eluttu of words which do not have u, u, o or o#• 1 ■■ *
just after.
The. reason for this regulation is phonetic.
The four vowels here specified and v belong to the same
prosodic system with a back-vowel quality* It is commonly
W Ydescribed as QV, as opposed to OV, which registers the
opposed prosody, Tam. speakers consider it inelegant to
accentuate these prosodies into full consonants.. Hence no
Tam* word starts as either vu, vu, vo, vo, or yi, yx ye,ye.
It may be objected that ^vu11 is a frequent ending of Tam.
words. But the lfv n here, in the penultimate position, of a
word* is pronounced with much less emphasis than in the
initial position* where vu, vu, vo or vo would jar the
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Tamilian ear. Further, the "v" in"avu," "avu" is prob.
an euphonic glide between a and uu
NB. The hand of the redactor or compiler is evident in
most often seldom 
H illai in El. 63b: the Krt. has *&&&&& ila, aa-ever illai.M 1** A A A '
Prob* the original here was, M ilave*1'
64* a e o
m m  £\J m m
ennum muvuyir nakaratt-uriya.
The letter n, as initial of a word> can be followed by
only three vowels: a, e and 0 ."
Like El# 62, this is a very important sutra.
**
It differs greatly from the parallel statements in med. 
grammars, like the VC. and Nan*
VC. El. Canti* 7b na nanku - n is followed by four of the
vowels; the Comm, specifies these four as a, a, e and o.
Nan* 105 a a e ovvotd akum nammutal.
Thus between the composition of this part of
Tol. El. and that of the VC. and Nan., there had come *» ■"*
into use words in Tam. with na as their initial syllable 
( Nan# 105 ) as well as with ca ( Nan* 102).
The earliest extant Tam. work, the Krt., has only one 
.instance of the na initial, via., namali = a dog, at 179:2, 
just as it has only one instance of the ca initial. As we
pass along to the later texts, both the number of such words
and their incidence increase pari passu. In addition, 
there is the ni initial in nimiru, which also goes against 
El. 64.
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In late med* and mod. Tam. there are seven of
the vowels whieh are associated With n, not three as in 
E.O*, or four as in M,0* and L.C. times. Thus, in addition
PV/ f\J “> f\J f\J
to the olassioal na. na. na and no initials, there is in
mod. Tam. the ni initial in nimir = a. sound,4 as of bees,
the ne. initial in neya = a Certain type of plant* and the
nai initial in naiya = to ridicule.
This increase is exactly parallel to that
associated with the ,f caw initial under El* 62 above. I..
subjoin here a list of words in the classics that have
na or ni. as the initial syllable, in opposition to El.64*j"" * •
A/
1. namali » a hunting dog, Krt. 179:2*
AN. 388:14; 122:9;
PN. 74:3.
Perumpan. 112, 132, 299.*
Pattinapp. 140.. . ■**
Kurineip. 131.
/
Of. Civ. ( which is L.G. to E.M.) 14b, 2G2b.
2. namann = the god ¥ama, PN£ 6:9- teri kol namann pola ;
Paripa. 3:21; 5:61;
3. naral ® to sound loud, Patirr. 30:6*
Muruk*120.
Narr. Pref. 2 aec. to Per*, who 
cites it as n naral 1 under Por* 421, but the present 
text reads n naral 1 instead.
4* nayam ss advantage, profit, in Atticuti: nayam pata urai.. .
/The core of Civ. is L.G.,but its present form is E.M*
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5. ninam = fat ( sbi ), PH. 177:14.
*
6. nimiru = a)the honey-bee, at AN. 59:9* 78:3;
PN. 93:12;
or b)a beetle, "vari nimiru,1 AN. 59:8; Kalit. 127:3
Patirr. 12:12; 50:18* 
nimiru at Civ. 48o is probably the former, i.e. a ) 
and not b )•
The origin of this ” na u initial may be 
traced to three' or four sources:-
A) the dialectic variation in the radical vowel: ne/na.
B) the dialectic variation in the initial consonant; n/n,
0) the loaning of Sk. words in "ya-*1 led to an alternanee
y/ n / n and even c> in the borrowed words in Tam.
D) only a probability: metathesis of miniru nimiru.
A* Dialectic variation in’ the radioal vowel: e / a; after 
n* Corresponding to the words with the^a" initial cited 
above* there are:-
1. namali and nemali, both meaning f'ia wild peacock,1 
Pink., from the root, nemal = to wander, roam about
,(0omm.” tiri wj)# at Paripa* 8:44.
2. neman s= the god Tama, AN. 349:3-4 nemann teri kol anna.
Maturaik.491 neman kol anna cemmaitt-aki.
3. nefal = a sound, noise, Aka. Ni.
naral = a sound, noise, Aka. Ni. ;t Patirr.30: 6;Muruk. 120. 
BJL. nayam = profit, advantage, Paripa. 3:34. In E.G. texts 
like Krt. nayam = love; nay a « to love; cf.Krt.342:6 
nayantor, etc.
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2. ninam = fat ( sb*), PN* 103; 10 kolu ninam peruppa.
These two Illustrate a dialectic variation between
n and n as the initial of Tam* words. Cf* nayam a M  ninam
*
cited above. This is also seen in the alternance between
^  / V  —
natu = a country and natu = id. at S'. 1.1. III.5 
• ♦
vehkai-nnatum. In a few words, the two (A and B) 
alternance combine • Thus for ” a crab 11 we have the words:
1) nentu, Ert. 117:2: 401:3: AN. 176:8;
2) nantu, as at Ool. 452, Qomm.: also in Mai.
3) nantu, in the Comm, on Krt* 328:2; Narr. 123:10;. • :jt.i.  — 9 —— 9
AN. 380;?; Aink. 22:1; 23:1; and the text of Civ. 1443b 
and Por* 586:1.
This is so important a point that I adduce 
below a few more instances of the alternance between 
n and n in other words:-
1. naral = 
Patirr. 30;6• 
Muruk. 120.'
ru~
to sound like anklets » naral
Narr. Pref.$; 172> 8 naralum, 
Maturaik.185 valai narala*
2. nalu = to hang and stretch out,intr. « nalu.
Paripa. 12:87 
Cx v * 140 b *
Paripa* 12:87, Qomm* 
Civ. 140b, Comm.
Tv. 4:213.
3. narru » to hang another, tr. vb. = narru.
El. 145, Nacc. pu. 
* •
narrinar.
Paripa. 13:34 mulu mutal
M
narriya.
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4* nan = a string, cord, a bow-string,yal narampu s=
<V>-
m .  14: 9j 55:1. 
Patirr. 90;33. 
Mullaip. 63 
M .  Pref. 3; 186:2;
Cf« Mai. nan.
nan
Krt. 67:3 putu nan nulaippan,. .. —
where ninsporkampi = a golden wire.
Paripa. 5:24 nakam nan aka*
Paripa. 19:44 nan kural.... olippa.
Kalit* 15:2 puri nan Cf. Kan. nen.
* *
It is very likely that this word has as its
verbal root, /na = to fasten, bind, whence come the
alternants for 11 a rope of a certain dimension,11
5. nay, Ell. 170, Nacc., who expressly calls it a
dialectic usage, fl teya valakkay,,f for the more usual
**
ff nar.t! In fact, the pertinent sutra of El., 170d,speaksSBS^ E^
of the n n 11 initial, not of the fl n.1
6* It is also probable that 1 nan * = the bond of*
decorum, virginal,modesty, coyness, shyness, shame
( whence the verb ” nanu t! = to be modest, coy, shy or
shamefaced) was an early differentiation or specialized
usage of^nan1 & a bond, 4. In this special sense I have
so far never come aocross the word ” nan:11 but nan 1
•  *
in this sense is very frequent in classical and med Tam.
Krt. 9:8; 10:5; 14:6; 35:1; 88:5; 112:2; 149:1; 173:3;
182:4; 212:3; 231:4;239:2;252:7; 265:8; 365:7.
Harr. 15:10*
M .  208:20; 266:8.
PH. 294:6.
Kalit.138:3.
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Kur. 902b ( twice); 1132b, 1133a, 1163a, 1247a.
Tol. Por. 99:1; 107:10; 247:3.
Civ. 470c.
7. nekil = to get loose and slip down, become weak
Krt. 11:1
kot-ir ilaiiku valai hekila.
• • m
Krt.87:5 nekila nekilntanru tata™ ft* •• ^
men tole.
or faint = nekil.
. .
Krt.11:1 (alt.lect.); 
31:5; 50:4;125:1;176:3; 
210:5;211:1;216:3;237: 3
V
Krt .239:1;252:1;260:2;299: 8; 316:1,. 239:l(alt .lect. );252:1
357:2; 377:2 
Karr. 56:4.
M .  32:10. 
Patirr. 68:15*
. (alt.lect.); 253:2;
. 260:2 (alt.lect.);
! 289:2;303:4;365:1;371:1 
. Karr. 26:1.
A*
nekil „♦
Aink. 32:4; 39:3; 
234:1; 318:2.
Perumpan#349.
Kalit.73;8;101:4; 
142:49; 146:6.
Por*72 Kacc. manam
nekilntu.
nekil.
*•
AK. 26:25;46:15(twice);59:16;82:18; 
206:16.
Aink.20; 5; 27:3; 54; 3; 136.: 2; 199:4;
285:4; 455:4;
Aink* 467:1, nekila.
H
Kalit. 17:8; 86:16.
Paripa. 3:55 and its append. 1:61. 
Cf. nek-a, id., at Por. 114:27.
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/v»
8 nekil-am = those which slip down,anklets = nekilam,
*. • •
Kalit. 90;11. . Yal. Aka* sab. voce: nekilam.*• i.
nekilx = tinkling foot-rings,cilampa, 
Fabr.p. 627.
9. nekili1 - oilampa,
Fabr.p. 468; Pifik. 
M. L. p. 1691.
10 i nekili2 fire-brand, sparks, fire = nekili.
Krt. 150;lj 357:6. 
Karr. 593:5;
AK. 108:7. - 
Perump&n. 178. 
Kurincip* 226.
Mptu. 446.
Aka# Ki.
Fabr. p. 627.
Tel. neg-adi (=sfire) represents 
proto-Drav.'"neg-ali or nek-ali,
• •  M
where the formative t!. ali !t
*»
replaces the ili in Tam. nek-ili*
11. In the words here adduced, the verbal root 
seems to alternate, as it does elsewhere in South Drav., 
cf. T* Burrow. Dr. St* II, B,*S.0*A*S* pp. 289-297, between 
em and im. The formatives are -ar, *-ir-* Thus are formed 
nemar or nemir = to spread, extend so as to be filled, 
grow = nimir.
a) nemar c)nimir
Patirr. 14:11; 16:17;. Krt. 154:2 uri nirairnt-anna*- 
31:7; 40:13; 72:9.
Karr.258; 6 nimir-al =spread-out
rice.
Paripa# 1*8; 10:126.
V-
PK. 90:8.
PK. 14:7.
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b) 'nemir
i'V?.
Gol* 361 nemir =Mpara,!= spread
Maturaik# 243.
Netunal. 90.
Nil. 237b.
Maturaik# 679.
Por.547:3- ati
*
nimirp-inre; 550:2
Paripa. 19:82.
Mani#* 11:81.#
Oiv. 1376a.
cf. Kan. nlmir, id.
i\J
12. In this group the root is ner or ner = to break or
snap off suddenly. In E. 0. Tam. the word was ner-er;
a/in med. Tam. ner-i; in both,also neri
ft/
a) ner-er, where er » to 
resemble, so that nerer : 
breaking suddenly.
Krt. 213:1;
Poruna# 141.
Mptu* 240, 579.
PH. 376:7.
b) neri.
Fabr. p. 468.
Paripa. 14:13#
Glv. 2517d.
Tv. 8*86; 14:38, 44; 40:25# 
of. Mai. neriyuka.
as if
o) neri
Krt. 66:3; 149:4; 208:2
mm # /
PN. 249:3.
Patirr. 33:6#
Civ. 2439a.
Teva. 17:7.
Tv. 8:86;14:38,44;4G:25
of.Tel. neriya; Mai.
neriyuka.
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13* neyam » love, • affection = neyam
Aka* Ni. * Tv. 1:13; 7:6; 9:14.
In oonn. w. A.above, there seems to have been 
an ancient alternance between nemuhku in 0* Eastern Tam. 
and ^namu&ku in 0* Western Tam* The latter is represented 
in Mai. as namuniiuka. These words all maan^to be pressed, 
squeezed, as ripe fruit or female breasts, ” in the 
passive sense, as at Krt* 314:5
minnural ila mulai nemuAka*
AN. 58:7 vanaintu varal ila mulai nemuiika.rnm #
Oiv. 289c vilntu nilama makal tan vemmulai nemuflka. ** .
Civ. 2552a tata mulai nemuhka ppulli.
*
or to press down and squeeze something else flat, 
the active sense, as at PN. 337:22
marupp-ila vana mulai nemukkuvore;
A/
or at AN* 60:8 em on toti nemukkatimo teyya
In the case of a few words the two features 
are combined, so that there are three alternating forms 
for the same word;-
<v
ne-
rsJ
na-
a) neral A,3.
b) neman, A, 2.
cf .Mai .vineman.
naral A, 3; SL. 
naman, PN. 6: 9; 
naman,Paripa.
3; 21; 5: 61
na
naral, B, 1.
naman,Giv•251c,1114c,
1487'c.
naman, Teva.
1236:1.
As the latter is a.l.w. fr. Sk.,it brings us to the next
topic:-
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C . The word 11 yam a !t = the god of. death and judgment
was at an early stage taken into Tam#; but owing to the
fact that underlies EL* 65 there were several attempts
••
made to adjust this word to Tam* phonetic requirements*
The word alternated from neman (in B.C.to M.C.) to naman
(in M.C .to L.C.), thence naman in E.M* and finally yaman
in M*M* By this time several words with the lfya£ initial
had been taken into Tam. Hence we find at Takkayakap. 463
erumai ppakattin micai yaman erave*• * "* *“
The Oomm. on Civ. has
yaman, yama, tiltar, yama tuti very frequently*
The regulation, El*65, had fallen into desuetude by the 
M.M. period.
But before this took place, owing to an
f\j
alternance between n and o in some Tam. words, naman 
had become caman as well. Cf. Fabr. p* 346, caman, 3 
and 4. But the Sk* word sama also becomes caman in Tam., 
meaning evenness, equality, impartiality, cf* Fabr.p.346, 
caman, 1 and 2. Most often ,! Yama n is introduced into 
Tam. literature in connection with his just judgment at 
death; he is said to hold in his hand a balance, in Tam. 
tlkol.w This has been shown above; at ill* 349:3«4 , 
nemann teri kol; at PN. 6:9 teri kol namann; at Maturaikk. 
491 neman kol anna cemmaittd; at Civ* 251c-d van naman 
kolai vaitt-anna. These are a few references. But this 
balance was also impartial, as Yaman was not a respecterf/of 
persons, whether rich or poor*
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When accordingly in the early mediaeval texts 
one meets with n caman kol,tt it is difficult to decide 
whether the author meant the balance of Yama or a riust 
balance. The commentaries differ on this point* But as most 
mediaeval authors were anxious to continue the classical 
usages as far as possible, it is more probable that
M Aj mm
11 caman kol 1 refers to the classical n neman kol n ormm mm
naman kol.n
In conn* w. the alternance y / n / n found in 
Tam. 1. w. from Sk. yama, one may notice the same 
alternance in South Drav. for the
1) first personal pronoun^ sing. 0. Tam. has yan;
Mai. nan; mod. Tam* has nan; Kan. nanu; Tel. nenu. Tu. 
and the mod. literary Tam. dialect preserve what is prob.
the original South Drav. pronoun : yan or yan = I.
2) the first personal pronoun.it>!. 0. Tam* and mod.
c
literary Tam. have yam; Mai. naMal = we (exj.usive); Mai*
nhm, naMal = we (inclusive); mod* colloquial Tam. nam,
# 1
nahkal = we; Kan. navu » we; Tel. nemu in the
colloquial dialect. Arden’s Tel. G-r.,§ 772, page 323, 
gives the grammatical forms for’Nve11 as nemu, emu and memu.
Tabulating the above* we arrive at the following schema:~
* n*
* Tam. nan.
Kan. nanu.
Tel. nenu.
*
• Tam. Mai. nam. Tel. nemu.
y
Tam. yan. 
Tu. yan.
f-vP
n
pjmm
Mai. nan.
Tam* yam. Mai • nannal,
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D. Neither Tol. El. nor the med* grammars, like VC<
*»
OT.E., Ian., recognize theltnivrrl as an initial syllable of
a word* Had the word 11 nimiru 1 been commonly spelt or
pronounced in that way, it is difficult to explain this
total silence of so many grammars. This word happens at
the same time to have an alternant H miniru M,in the
identical sense, and in the B.C., M.C. and l.C. texts.
Thus AN. 78:3 and PI* 93:12 vari nimirii arkkum vay puku
katattd, cited above, has an equivalent text, almost .
with the self-same words:
PN*22:6 minird arkkum kamal katattd . Cf. also — ••
AS — ■
Patirr.60:4 miniru pura mucavum = vantukal moykkavum.— — . . . .
mm mm
Patirr.89:3 pullum minirum ma ccinai arppa*—— ... — —
Kalit. 33:23 iradk-ioai minirotu tumpi tat-uta.
Paripa 8:23 vil tumpi vantotu minir-arppa.•* ... —
m m  m m
Civ* 892d:- untu tekkitum on minirr-ittahkal... . v *■»«*• # # 9
Civ.l769d veynt - arikkum minird arppa vituttal.— * .
In view of all this evidence I am inclined to
accept the suggestion that has been put forward that here
we are dealing with the occasional metathesis of miniru 
into nimiru. It Is possible that the few cases where the 
latter word occurs in 0. Tam* texts had the former word 
in the original. As the latter word became more common in 
Med. and Mod. Tam., a copyist’s error of this nature was
not unlikely, despite the care with which the copies seem
to have been made.
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65. avotd allatu yakaram mutal atu.
11 y can be the initial' of & word, only when y is followed
by a*
This is the third of the very important 
regulations of 11. There seems to have been a H phonetic 
pendency,11 among the classical Tam. speakers and writers, 
owing to which they rigidly excluded the "ya-*1 initial, 
where on other grounds one might have expected It;-
1) The interrogative wya^ is mentioned at Ool* 279a; and. 
at Ool* 167e yatu ya yavai ennum peyarum^ it is 
described as pronominal. Under El. 52 I have given 
thirteen words with the n ya-n initial, which are 
interrogative pronouns or adverbs. In L.G. and E.M. days 
these were shortened in the radical syllable: but this
I
shortened form was never "ye-**; it was always “a**. Thus
E.G.
1. yaAku
2. yavan
3. yaftkanam
4. yaManam
5. yaftkan
*
6. yatu or yavatu
7. ySvan
8. yaval
•
9. yavar
L.G. Tam. Meaning 
how? where?
, where? 
how ? 
how ? 
where ? 
what? how ? 
who is he? who?
L.G. Mod. Tam.
efiku.
evan.*
eftkanam *
eManam, Kur.251b.
eftkan.
etu,or evvatu.Kur.
426a.
evan.
eval.who is she?who? 
who are they?who£ evar •
U.B* evan = what? wherefore? is E.G. It occurs 18 times 
in the Krt.
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It* represents a very early shortening of u ya-van, ,T 
when this word had not yet become restricted to the 
masc. sing* of the uyartinai. lone of the other eight 
words with the "e*- initial occurs in the Krt., except 
evan M at Krt. 126i2 which rhymes with n ivan ,f in the 
same line*
2) The personal pronouns in Tam. have two forms:-
a) the loin. has the radical vowel long, as yan, ni, tan 
in the sing* and yam, n£r and tarn in the pi*;
b) in the Oblique cases, this radical vowel is shortened.
Thus tanp> tannai, tannotu, tannal, tannin^etc.; likewise
tam^tammai, tammotu, tammal. In the case of yan and yam,
there have never been such forms as ^ yannai etc. or
^yammai etc. From the earliest times these have been
en, enn-ai, enn-otu etc. and em, emm-ai, emm-otu etc.— —  —— # 9
lor is this feature confined to Tam. In Mai. 
the Oblique cases are enne, ennal, enikkd, ente, ennil, 
ennilninnd. Likewise the Tel. Oblique cases^na, naku, etc.^ 
postulate an earlier ^.ena, ^enaku, etc. owing to the 
peculiar Tel. feature, which some have termed “epenthesis”. 
When, however, the lom. form has for a long period started 
with another consonant than "y11, then the shortening does 
not displace the initial consonant. Thus nam (s*we) occurs 
as early as Kur. 1195a^ lal. 32a, 181c, 235a, 390c.
Its shortened forms are
nammai lal. 576b;.
nammal lal. 301a;
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nammotu
*
namakku
nammirium)
nam
lal. 372a;
Kur. 1195a; 1231a; lal. 55d. 
Kur. 1277a.
Kur. 1258a; lal. 394e.
The same is true of Mai., where the Oblique 
oases for the three sets of pronouns, whioh mean n we n, 
whether excl. or incl., are:-
Stem.
naMal - *
nammal - 
nam >namm-
il-ninnd.
il-ninnu.
il*-ninnd.
Ao g .! Instr.! Dat* ! G-en.! loo. ! Abl* Case.
! f f t
e ! Il 1-kkti. ! ute ! il
! ! ! # !
e ! al. ! -kkd ! ute ! il
! ! ! * !
e t al ! ukkd ! ute ! il
! I I * !
IThe same feature obtains in Kan.
i I » i t• t • ♦ *
namm - ! anna! inda ! ige ! a ! alii
3) Under El. 64, C,
•e
I have already shown the various devices adopted by Tam.
i
speakers and writers in classical and early med. times to 
avoid the "ya^" initial in their loan words fa*. Sk*,which 
themselves had the nya**n initial. Another device was to 
begin such a word with a prothetic i. e. g. iyantiram, 
iyantiri, iyamam, iyamakam, iyaman, ( which is the fifth 
form of borrowing Sk. yama into Tam.), iyavanan. Even as 
late as Tv. the Tamilian,ear had not yet grown accustomed 
to n ya-H in the initial position of words. In classical 
times this was tolerated in the case of one word alone, 
yavanar = the G-reeks or Ionians, borrowed most probably
through Sk. yavana,
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This word in Tam. violates another regulation, this one
metrical, that Tam. words of two or three syllables should
the
in the radical syllable be either of the CVYC- or of^CYCC- 
pattern, namely yav-( « yaav-), or yaw-. ( Here C = 
consonant; V = short vowel; YY = long vowel ). This shows 
that Tamillans always felt this word to be foreign to the 
genius of their language. In mod.times they have coined 
a word n Conakar,1 which does not violate the metrical
t
regulation afore- mentioned and is in some ways nearer
the original word: 11 Ionians? pronounced as ” Jonians."
A. The word yavanar occurs at
PN. 56:18. Patirr. Patikam 2, line 8.
Netunal. 101. Perumpan* 316;Mullaip. 61;* •
Oilap. 5:10; 14:67; 28:141; 29:§25 ucal vari :1.
and the adj• yavana at 
Civ. 557b, 1479<p*
The Cilap* has another word with the M ya-n initial ,
yacotaiyar, a proper name, prob. conn. w. Yasoda,the wife
of the cowherd Nanda. The Civ. and its still later
commentary have a few more words with the w ya-tt initial:
yama-tutar* yama-tuti, yaman, yavatattan, yavanacceppu
yavanappelai, yamakam, yakki tevatai. By the M.M. period — #•
the 11 ya^*1 initial had become established in such loan 
words, mostly from Sk.
At the opposite pole to this is the Krt.,which 
conforms perfectly to El. 65 not only as regards avoiding 
"ya11-, but also as regards avoiding 1 yu-fl, 11 yo 1 etc.
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as the initial syllable of a word.
In its commentary, composed in L.G. or E.M. times, there 
occurs yutam twice* at 180;2; 255:4. The later texts 
introduce other vowels with tty n.
B. yupam « a high sacrificial pillar = velvi ttun at 
PN. 400:19. yupam occurs at PN. 15:21; 224:8.
Patirr. 67:10.
Maturaik 27,where it means ,f a headless
trunk of a corpse:11 this meaning arose by analogy.
/
This is a loan.word from the Sk. yupa m* RV^Jtetc. K.N* 
Sivaraja Pillai, pages 133*-*136> vm'ith reason doubts the 
authenticity of PN. 15; 224.
C. yukam = a black monkey, at Muruk. 302.
Thus in the 18 great classics the only
exceptions to El. 65 are the few incidences of yavanar,.. ***
yupam and yukam. On the other hand* in med. Tam. works 
we meet with numerous exceptions;-
a) yokam1 ~ abstract contemplation, bliss, at Tv. 37:1,14.
b) yoki as the, person who contemplates, fr* Sk. yogin, at 
Tv. 46:6.
c) yoku^ = separation, Tv. 12:36. Is this from Sk# vi-yuj 
with the prefix dropped?
d) yoni « womb, matrix, from Sk. yoni, Tv. 4:12.
e) yokanP = a treatise ; a remedy, Oiv.
— 2 —f) ydku « a treatise, a remedy, Giv.
g) yocanai « reflection, consideration, Oilap. 25:15.
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It is thus evident that in the gradual
evolution of Tam. literature the eluttu ^c", flnw and wy ,f,
•  *
all of which have a palatal quality, came to be associated 
with more and more of the vowels. Accordingly it is clear 
that El. 62, 64 and 65 can refer only to the earliest 
stratum of the extant. Tam.literature.
The mediaeval grammars allow for this increase 
in the vowels that can follow the "y^1* initial, just as 
they do in the case of ff c-f* and H n-fl. Thus VO. El.
Canti. 7b has the brief statement ” yavvaru.” Its. 
commentary explainsthat this short rule sanctions 
ya, ya, yu, yu, yo, and yau as the six syllables that can 
be the initial ones of words that begin with n y ”.
The NN. B* 7c restricts such, initial syllables
to three:
ya, yu and yo; e. g. yanai, yukam and yoki.
The Nan. holds the same view as VO. and states at 104:- 
a a u u o au yammutal.
The commentary thereon gives,;as typical instances^ the 
following:
yavanar, yanai, yukam, yuki, yoki, yauvanam.
While the words ( found in Tam.texts ) which begin with 
the ,f ya-tf initial are almost all pure Drav. words, all 
the rest that begin with 1 y-n are 1. w.- fr. Sk. or 
another language. In the earliest stratum of Tam. literature, 
as in the Krt., such loan words, whether beginning with
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» y *t# ii 0 or » n it or with any of the other eluttu
are very few. The word 11 niti !t( = treasure, wealth) does
not appear in the Krt.; it is found occasionally in the
M .  If El. 62, 64 and 65 were not composed in the B. 0.
*.
period, as it is here contended, but much later, then we
should have expected at least a word of explanation about
all the initials with n y-n besides the n ya-H, which
alone El. 65 sanctions* And Tol. El. stands alone in this 
•* . .
restriction.
66* mutala ena tarn peyar mutalum.
1 Even those other letters which have been described 
above as non- initial can become initial, if they are 
expressly spoken of 11 i. e. in sutras.
This ruling is meant to obviate the objection 
that may be raised to such sutras as the following in the 
Tol. itself:-
El* 25 a ftanana namana....•* * *■*
El. 62 a cakara kkilaviyum ....
• * *
El. 78 a nananama ....
«  •
El * 90 cakara nakaram .....
M
El. 91 takara nakaram ....... . .
El. 296a nakarai orriya ...
El. 297 . nanamava ....
*•
Col.5 na kar^ orre .....
Col*6 la •*. kan orre .....
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Gol. 7 ra • * # kan or rum ....
Gol. 128 na ra la la ennum .... etc.
In the above instances na, oa, na, ta, na,
ft *
ra, la, la and na are the initial syllables of "artificialf « **
words, which have been made up for the purposes of a
sutra* Hence the regulations given in El* 60-65 do not•*
hold good here. This is so obvious that one is temped to
A
doubt the authenticity of this verse (El* 66), unless its 
author were an extra-cautions individual.
67.
kurriyal ukaram murai ppeyar, marudkin 
orriya nakara micai nakaramotu matalum.
* In the case of words that convey the idea of relation­
ship, the initial syllable may consist of n and d, if 
another n follows immediately thereon."
This rule sanctions such an initial syllable 
as nndnlf in the word "ndntai" = your father. In all other 
cases, d occurs only at the end of a Tam* word, never in 
the opening syllable*
murai ppeyari This is mentioned explicitly at Gol. 410 as
11 kilai nutal peyar, " which specifies kinship or kindred, 
a clan or a class. In his Gomm. thereon, Tevy. gives us 
the folowing ” murai ppeyar," built round the personal 
pronouns in their Oblique forms;-
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en a my ; em = our. . nun = thy; num = your.
entai « my father. . nuntai sa thy father.
*
emmun « our elder brother., nummun =s your elder brother.
*
empi = our younger brother, numpi « ypur younger brother.
tan ss his ; #tam = their, 
tantai » his father, 
tammun = his elder brother, 
tampi « his younger brother.
At Hal., p.382* G.U. Pope, speaking of the initial "n" in
"num" states: " I think* on the whole, n is merely
euphnic: num = urn". Pope is mistaken here, as in many
other instances, since his researches did not take him
further back than Kur. About the classical Tam. literature
he knew very little, although he has occasionally made
shrewd guesses about the classical forms of words from
the.E.M; forms with which he was conversant enough* But
not in this instance.
Neither "urn11 nor "on" occurs in the classical
texts. Even as late as Kur* and Hal. the forms met with
are "num" and "nin". num » your, at Kur; 1318a num-ar;
Hal. 7b num nal; 94b numm-il. nin = thy, at Kur. 1111a;
1151a; 1222b; 1271a; 1288b; 1311b; 1294a.
and at Hal. 32c nin val nalkal . Of. El. 179b, 260a,— . ..
253a# Even in the Tv. we still meet with nin,, as at
20:21 ninn atiyar s= thy servants or slaves, not with ,un.»* —
The latter form occurs at Civ. 21Q0d unnai yan pirinta
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nal « the day I part from thee; and at Mani. 2:17; 
likewise in the Comm, on M i  386:12 unakku •
a n*
On the other hand, num ( ss-your, and sometimes
as thy) ooours at Krt. 169:6; 185:3; 296:8.
El. 162, 187, 325, 326. The last shows how "num" is
•*
transformed into "niyir." Col. 143 speaks of the supposed 
transformation, spoken of earlier at El. 326. M .  212:1 
num ko yar ena vinavin em ko. This line is repeated 
verbatim at Patirr. 20:1.
AiAk. 399:1 num manai is contrasted with em manai in 
line 2. Por. II,p. 93, 110, Nacc. cit*;. numar varin 
norppin alia tamar varin should be compared with emar 
at Hal. 205a.
Prom these instances it seems tolerably certain 
that l) "num" meant "your", while nin meant "thy*1;
2) these were at first the only words in Tam. that 
conveyed these meanings; and
3) that urn ( = your ) and un ( = thy ) came into a limited
usage only as late as about 800 A.B.
Y/e have now to see whether the word:, "n&ntai"
is a "totar moli" or cpd# word in origin, and if so, what . ..
the separate parts mean.
To begin with " ai " means " father, master,. 
lord*1 in the classics:-*
Krt. 24:2; 27:3; 203:5; 223:7.
PN. 78:11; 85:1,2; 96:2; 262:5;. 280:1; 309:7.
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Aidk. 201:1.
Por* 246:1 enn ^ ai.
Kur. 771a.
As Pope, p, 316, points out, aiya =s 0 Sir, Sire, 
is from the same base; it is the Voc. sing, of aiyan a 
lord, master, and ooours at Krt. 139:6; 169:2; 196:6;.
AiAk. 332:5.
Kalit. very frequently, on an average once or twice in each
of the earlier poems.
Nal. 350b.
At Por. 246:1 ( which recounts such usages as 
at Krt. 24:2 etc. above-mentioned ) enn-ai means "my lord": 
but in the later language enn-ai was more often used in 
the sense' of "me"* To avoid this ambiguity, it was found 
useful to add the particle "tu", indicating possession or 
relationship, to the word "en" before fusing it with the 
other word "ai". Thus^ en 4- td ^  ai entai « my father.
At the same time and for the same reason emm-ai = " our 
lord or father" was modified into^em td -t* ai ;> entai, 
as emm-ai came more and more to signify "us": the Acc. 
case of "yam".
" Entai " is frequent in the classics and early 
med. literature:-^
Krt. 40:2; 51:5; 176:5; 269:3; 325:4; 354:4; 374:1.
PN. 19:13; 125:4; 235:16; 307:1; 379:10; 381:21; 384:18;
386:9; 388:7; 400:8.
AN. 282:12.
Kurinoip. 20.
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Aidk. 6:6; 261: 3.
Kalit. 61:27; 81:35; 108:31.
Giv. 3021c. .
In most of these instances, as at Krt. 40:2, 
the context favours the meaning " my father * rather than 
" our father*" This makes one suspect that the alveolar 
quality in the modern Tam. en was not so pronounced in
E.G. times. A comparison of the final "n" in many.)words 
in 0.Tam.,Mai.,Kan. and Tel. with the same in Mod. Tam. 
tends to increase this suspicion: but this point needs 
detailed investigation elsewhere.
What happened to the pronoun an or em, happened 
also,to the pronoun num = "your", "you" in the Oblique 
cases. As numm-ai came to mean "you" in the Acc. case, 
another word had to be fashioned for " your father."
Nuvv-ai at Narr. 172:4 and nudk-ai at AN* 386:12 might 
at first sight appear satisfactory: but unfortunately 
"ai" in the second or unstressed syllable of a word can 
also be the contraction of ay t= lady, sister, mother.
This is the meaning here: AN. 386:12 nunkai akuven. 
ninakku = unakku tadkai aven.
Accordingly the word " nuntai " was fashioned, 
exactly like " entai But here it is difficult to decide 
whether it was from num ( = you) or from nin (=thee, thy;,). 
Por, most often the meaning is " thy father," not "your 
father." Then again the "u" sound sanctioned by El. 67
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for this word alone makes it possible that nuntai was the
fusion of nin^ -f- tu -f. ai, as this u sound is in some 
respects intermediate between u and i# Some phoneticians 
represent u byftj an^ olaim. that it had the “u*1 position 
of the tongue and the HiM position of the lips* Note also 
that ^ 11 tan, -f tu ai 1 becomes w tantai f!.
On,the other hand, it looks phonetically much 
simpler to take both !l entai * and^Cmtai11 as derived 
from the words em and num; both end in "m”. In the Brav. 
languages m often changes its nasal quality to form a 
homorganic group with the following plosive. In this case 
we have to explain the predominance of the1 singular1 
meaning of the first part of both ent -ai and nunt~ai as 
a semantic change.
The word w nunt^ai 1 occurs in almost the same 
works as 11 entai 11:- 
Krt. 40:2.
Narr* 204:1; 331:6; 362:1;
AN* 99:1; 370:6.
PN. 202:9; 290:3 n&ntai tantaikku ivan^ tantai tantai. 
Aihk. 92:3; 98:4; 294:3*
Kalit. 80:12, 16, 20, 24; 81:35; 84:38; 86:11(twice),
15, 19, 23.
68. murriyal ukaramotu porul veru pataatd*™**“ • * "* *
appeyar maruhkin nilai iyal ana.
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In oonnexion with that noun i.e. ndntai, one 
may pronounce it (as nuntai) with the full u sthe meaning 
of the word does not change*1
Probably in rapid speech it was pronounced as 
w ndntai ff and in slow and distinctly articulated speech 
as 11 nuntai.”
This rule is necessary here, since in several 
words there is a great difference in the meaning conveyed 
according to the presence of u or u in the word in 
question. The former are verbs in the 2.s. impv., while 
the latter are nouns. Thus in the five instances here 
adduced:-
(katu 2s impv, = cut thou to pieces* kill thou; fell,
j break; slay.
a( _
^katd ss a murder; an ear; the eye of the needle; a peg;
( a handle•
(kattu 2s. impv. = bind thou; fasten; embrace; marry;
( fabricate,
b (
(kattd = a knot, bundle; building; boil, tumour;
 ^ fabrication.
(kattu 2s.}impv. » cry thou; scream; roar; croak; caw.
c (
(kattu as crying, bawling; babbling, chattering; a ;}oint,
 ^ notch.
( teruttu 2s* impv. as convince thou; inform; confirm,
/  * *
&( assure.
( teruttd as conviction,information; the puberty of a girl.
eo5
e ( murukku 2s.impv* = perish thou, be thou destroyed;
( destroy thou.
[ murukkd = killing; destruction; citrus, a lemon tree;
[ "erythrina indioa.**
A comparison with the analogous forms in Tel* and Tam. 
for the 2nd. impv. s. and pi.,and of the Kan. u = Tam. 
um in other contexts, will show that Mu M in these forms 
is functioning instead of ”uw or wumf! and must 
accordingly be considered as a significant: particle,
while "u" serves only as an aid in pronunciation  ---
normally•
In the case of nuntai, however, this is not so. 
The fact that the same word was pronounced"nuntai" as 
well as"ndntai” makes the second explanation that I have
given under El. 67 more probable than the first, namely,
■ " i s  $  v
that its origin‘^ num f tu + ai* But it may still be
objected that, although El. 68b calls it "appeyar" and
assumes that Hnuntaifl is the same word as Ndntai” with
the same meaning ( porul veru pataatd ), Tol. is mistaken.
nilai-iyalcana ; -
Is this a nominal or verbal form?
I have shown above ( under El. 37b) that an or ana or ane
was in origin a Loo* postposition* with the same meaning
as 1 vayin. " or ” kan.” At the end. of a verbal base,
however, a Loc. postposition functions very much like an
English conjunction, meaning " where, when, since, because"
acc* to the context.
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Thus in or Tn » here, Eli 333a; they alternate with
an ( = there ) as loo* postpositions in the classics.
Krt. 92:5 irai kontaimai-y-in^is a case in point. But 
here, as kontaimai (=the capturing, the taking) is a 
verbal noun, there is seen a gradual transformation of 
the nominal postposition into a verbal:- in the taking 
of their f o o d ^  when they had taken their food, 
likewise at 331. 68b nilai-iyal-ana = nirral kan, acc.
mm* m
to II. = in the standing^  when it stands.
The final eluttu of words : 69 « 82.
  . * » , . ■   ■■ ..       ------
69. uyir au eneiya iruti akum.
" All the vowels, except au, can be the final
aluttu of words.'1 
*♦
This should be read along with El. 70* That would mean
H
that Tol. El. admits all the twelve vowels as final
m
syllables* So does Kan* at 107. But VC. El* Canti,8 •
*»
admits ten only in this position:
ir aintd elil uyirum « the ten "beautiful"
*•
vowels. KK.E.8 goes further in its restriction:-
uyirin kan onpan ( as nine )
nan molikatk-Irr-eluttam enr-uraippar.
This seems strange at first sight; but from the 
explanations of their commentators it is clear that the 
differences arose from their interpretation of the final 
e and o in alapetai ( cf* El* 71 and 72 ); and the final
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au in monosyllabic words, like kau and vau, was considered 
as initial by NN.E. Ihifact, they are both. There is no 
reason to suspect that Tam. words actually changed in 
this respect* especially as Nan* agrees with Tol. El. 
encu = to be defective, lack, be without, be left out,as 
at Krt. 211:3; 232:4; 237:2 etc.
El. 77.
Ool. 144a, 225a, 284a, 439a.
Por* 42 enciyorkkum encutal ilave; 62a.
Patirr* 61:11.
Kalit. 17:13.
Kur. 44b, 382b, 690a.
Nal. 21d.
70. kavavotft iyaiyin auvum akum.
n Au too can be final, when it comes immediately after
k or v.,f The words so formed are 1 kau 11 andhfyaulhThese
are the roots. Both Tol* El. and Nan. speak of the roots:
" kau "and"vau". Thus Nan. 108b-c:- au kakara
vakaramotu akum enpa.. "■
But in the texts we meet these roots only with 
the formatives or suffixes added to them, e.g. kau-vrrai, 
vau-v-um, etc. On this ground NN.E.8 does not consider 
the " au " here as final.
On investigating into these rt au f form's, they 
seem to alternate with ,f av ,f forms, either in the same 
or in a different sense.
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Thus
11) kauvai = the affliction caused by the loud calumnies 
of others, at Krt. 34:2;112:1;373;3; AN.50:3; 65:4*186:7;
Aidk. 131:3.
o
2) kauvai = loud sounds produced by a strong wind or by 
many birds, at Krt. 282:2; AiAk. 369:5.
3) kavvai » ellila&kSy, an unripe fruit, PN. 120:10;
"   . . .
Maturaik. 271. Here the tlavf form is clearly
differentiated from the ”au” forms*
4) vauvum a it will grasp, sei2e or pluck away, Krt.271:5.
5) vauval « the seizing or plucking away, Paripa. 8:84; 
15:50.
6) vauviya = that which has seized, Paripa*5:15.
7) vavviya = that which has seised, PN. 4:9.
8) vauviyol = she who has plucked away,AiAk.66:4;195:4.
•'
Here the ”av” form (in7) is a peyar ecoam-,as 
is the waufl form in 6; andttvav 1 has the same connotation 
as ttvau” in 4, 5, 6 and 8.
71. e ena varum uyir meyy iru akatu.
1 The vowel e can never be the final syllable of a word, 
if the e. is directly preceded by a consonant.”
In other words, after a consonant ”e” can only
— u . —-
be long i.e.e; and ^ e can occur finally only after an ,e
in alapetai. This is explicitly stated at Nan. I08a-b:~
kurruyir alapin iram ekaram
meyyotd elatCU
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The Conu on Nan. explains alapin as alapetaiyile, and• — • *
gives as its instance cee: this is a later form of ceey,
Krt. 1:3.
72. ovvum arre navv-alam kataiye.
11 The vowel*, o is exactly similar to e, unless n precedes
it immediately.1*
The instances given are words with alapetai,
* *
like koo and ** no.*1 Nan* 108b is still more concise:
,f o navvot^am.” Both Tol. Bl, and Nan,** however* are. *. T
guilty here of a false division and a wrong inference.
The classical word for*'pain% whether as sb* or vb., was 
either noy ( 21 times in the Krt. ) or no ( 11 times in 
the Krt*) But in sandht, in its augmented forms and in its 
verbal participles and tenses the long vowel contracts:-
1) nopparai ^  no parai (cf. a vayin >  away in ),Krt .172:1, or
2) novvu pparai in the same sense, at Bor. 114, Naco.cit.
I, p.456; also novval « pain,distress, at AN, 98:22.
3) nontu ® being pained, Aidk. 491:2;
4) nontanai ® thou art pained, Krt. 273:4* The root, 
however, is no, just like va, which becomes vantanai, 
vanticin etc. Of. Krt. 367:3.
’"***' * —73. e o enum uyir nakarattd illai.
11 The final syllable of a word can never be -ne or no.1 
Accordingly it can only be -na, -na, ?-ni, -ni, -na, -nu 
and -nai.
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Por the first six of these,- the Gomm. are 
unable to cite any words from the classics and content
tsj ,
themselves with instancing the verb urin ( s.to rub or
scratch oneself) with each of these vowels. II. and hacc.
*
instance the sb* urin = scratching, at El* 27, and Gen. 
the verb urin = to scratch, at Gol. 202, 203, 206, 216,
217, 224 and 228. The verb !,urin occurs rarely in the e
classical texts. One instance is Ah. 121:8
cori puram urin-iya neri ayal maraatu; Gomm. urayntu....
Por the seventh, however, there are a few in 
the classics;-
1) ulinai (of* Mai* ulinha), Ph. 50;4: 76;5: 77:3;
«* •« * *
Patirr. 22;27; 43;23; 44;I0; 46:6; 63:8; Por. 64;
Pu.Ve. 6:1. The M*L*,p. 468, calls it "Balloon vine; 
Cardiospermum halioacabum*1
2) kuti3!ai = a kind of large owl, * bubo bengalensis,1 
M.L. sub voce.
Ph. 170:7; 370:6;
Ah. 19:5;
Poruna.210;
Mptu. 141;
Aink. 291:1.
3) mannai ss a peacock, Krt. 38;1;105:3; 194;3;251;1;391:7; 
harr. 264:4; 357:6;
Ph. 13:10; 50:2; 133:5; 141:11; 260:26; 344:1;
Patirr. 90:42;
Ah. 149:15; 177:10;
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Aiftk. 295:3; 296:2; 298:1; 299:5; 371:1; 413:2.
Girupan 85;
Kurincip. 169;
Mpta. 235;
Muruk. 122.
Paripa. 5:64; 17:19*48; 18:7; 21:32. 
civ. 236.
4) munnai » munnai, Gomm. = fire-brand teak, Premna,M.L. 
p. 3308. PN. 197:11; 320:1; 328:14.
5) annai a annai, Gomm. = mother, Cilap. 9:24: this last 
is later than the classics*
74* u ukaram navavotu navila.
*
1 a and u will never be pronounced as final eluttu of
*.
words along with either n or v."
By implication n or v can be final syllables 
with other vowels e.g. na, nai, na or no. Such final 
syllables were ruled out by med. Tam* grammarians. These 
assumed that the dental nasal is possible only in the 
initial position of Tam. words* But in classical Tam. 
this was not so. Gf. Appendix, pages 14to 17, for words 
ending in ana, and my remarks under El. 39, for words 
ending in ina or aina; all of these involve the dental, not 
the alveolar, nasal. In later times, the alveolar nasal 
was generalized.
In the Appendix Vol., pages 34to37, I give a 
set of words where the root takes one or more of the
formatives;-
a, avu, avam, am, a, avu, avam, al, ai etc.,
without any change in meaning. El. 74 rejects the words
ending in avu or avu as 1 not literary.” In this El. is
*•
quite close to Krt., which has na « tongue at 14:*1; 24:5
and 86:6. na navil kotu mani, but not navu, as in later
» .
texts. So also PN. 361:16 nalkin na ancu mull eyirru
*; t- — —
makalir; Civ. 1353. navil-a . ....
The verbal root is connected with na « nav =
” tongue.” It signifies: ” to pronounce repeatedly, to 
recite,” as at PN* 1:6; 160:8; 282:11 na navil pulavar; 
Paripa.8:77; 9:72;
Por. 467:2 nul navil pulavar.
In E.M* texts; the meaning changes to learning or teaching,
as at Kur* 783a, Nal. 320c; Mani. 13:24. Possibly ”nuval”
#Oh.VII.
is a cognate of ”navil”. Of. nixadtx ”Navila” is 
indeterminate, but the context gives it a,passive sense.
75. uccakaram iru molikkd uritte.
0»
” The syllable -cu is the final of only two words.”
Both II. and Nacc. exclude.such loan words fr* Sk. as 
*
11 pacu ” and state that the two words here meant are 
” ucu ” and ” mucu.” All other words of this type end in 
” cu ” ( with fthe kurriyal ukaram ) like mucu, and not in 
” cu ” ( with the murriyal ukaram.)
1) ucu:- Both Gomm. explain it as flulu” = the wood-worm.
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It lias not yet been traced to any classical text. It might
have been a dialectical change of "ulu” itself,if the "I*1*> *#
here was pronounced with considerable friction* If not,and
if it were a very archaic word, which was already obsolete
in the E.G. period, this would give El, a considerable**
priority over the Krt* etc. But what looks strange is the
handing down of the tradition that El* meant this word,
from the time of its composition down to the days of II*
*
2) ” mucu ” is a type of monkey, Semnopithecus priamus,
.acc* to M.L.p* 3236. Of* Kan. musu; Mai. moooa; Tu. muj^u. 
The Tam word occurs at;-
Krt. 38:2 muouvin kurulai; 121:2 mucu kkaiai*
M   ^. a *  ^
M *  267:9 mucu inam; Muruk. 303 mucu kkaiai.
Por. 601 nilaiyirr- appeyar muouvin kannum.
Olv. 1414b mucuvum kurailkum.
Gradually, however, "muon" was displaced by other 
words, like a) kalai, as at PN* 116:11; 236:1; Mptu. 315.
b) karumukam, as at Paripa. 19:39*
76 upp - akaram onrena molipa.—  *“ **
iru vayin nilaiyum porutt - akurame."** ..
The learned state that the syllable ”-pun ends only one 
word: there it may have either of two meanings*”
Both II* and Kaee* instance ”tapu” and state 
that with the stress on the first syllable,”tapu”,it means
”to die, perish,fail;” whereas with the stress on the second
/
syllable,”tapu”, it means ”to cause to die,to kill, etc.”
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In the former case the verbal noun is n, tapntal ,f; in the 
latter it is tf taputtal.” They use the terms:-
1) patuttukkural as the grave aooent with the lowering of
f
the tone, corresponding to the Sk. anudatta: tapu 
sa to die; and
2) etuttukkural » the aoute aooent with the raising of the 
tone, corresponding to the Sk* udatta; tapu =' to
Tri *11 /  ■
The intransitive verb " tapu " as to die, fail; 
fall from; escape; oease, occurs at 
El. 102d aril tapa nati.
** a
El. Pref. 11 aril tapa tterintu.
#*
Por. 56:1 akattinai marunkin aril tapa unarntor,• — *
Por. 72:5 iruvar talaivar taputi ppakkamum.
Por. 76:15 tukal. tapu = kurram ninkum, Nacc.
Por. 79:28 katali ilanta taputara nilaiyum.
*»
Por. 79:35 tay tapa varuum talai ppeyal nilaiyum.
Por. 264:1 matam tapa uraittal.
Por. 425:1 and 436:1 aril tapa teriyin.
Por. 654:2 and 4 purai tapa.
Krt. 128:1 parai tapu narai. Gomm. nihka pperra.
Narr. 18:7 tirai tapu katalin.
Farr. 62:8 (alt.lect.) nilal tapa = ilai utirntu, Gomm.
AN. 11:6 payam tapu kanam = valam tappiya kattil, Comm.
PH. 43:6-7 tann akam pukka kuru natai ppuravin**■“ — • “* —
taputi anei.... = alivu, Comm.
PN. 184:9 parivu tapa = anpu keta, Gomm.
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Patirr. 11:25 man ml kkurunar maram tapa kkatante.MttMt M ^
Patirr. 52:8 itu kalanku tapuna.
# «4
Patirr. 44:9 noy tapu non totai.
Aidk. 180:3 parai tapa mutu kuruku, reminiscent of Krt.
188:1.
(\J —  —
Kalit. 145:20 pali tapu nayire.«* **
Paripa.l8;l matukai matam tapa « perumitam keta, Comm.
*
Niti Neri Vil. 96b-c nilai tapa noyya oalakkena vilavam.
The tr< or oaus. verb tapu » to cause to fall 
or failjis rarer;-
PN. 294:6 nan murai tanuttir vammin* Comm, ketuttir.
Paripa. 5:7 avunar marunk-ara taputta vel,
•
Oooasionally lftapa, "tapun are recorded as 
11 tavan, 11 tavu **:-
Por. 106:2 taval arum cirappin. Here tapal pp-taval; so at 
Por. 500:1; AN. 358:15.
Kalit. 19:12 taval arum oey vinai.Kur.855b and 856b: taval.
Nal. 157a taval arum tol kelvi.Kur*367b tava;* — ■
Kur. 561b tavaa; Kur.368b tavaatu;Kur.1144b tavv-ennum;
Por. 185:2 tav-irei.
The addition of the formative f,tufl, generally 
characteristic of the a rinai sing., converts fltavalM 
into "tavaru" in the Mom. and tavarru in the Oblique 
cases:v Krt. 77:2; 345:3; AN. 267:17;
Kalit. 89:10; 87:5, 8;
Kur. 469a, 1154b, 1286a,b; 1321a, 1325a;
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Nal* 69c, 191b, 302b, 364d;Pal. 76b. Cf. Tel. dabbaru.
•*
The meaning of "tavaru11 as given by Pope, p.
358, is " fault,failure, deficiency". It is the same in the
Lexicons. " Tavaru " must accordingly be considered as
related to tapu, tavu and taval; especially as there is
a similar alterhance between intervocalic v and p in
several other Tam. words, e.g. alapu, E1.3«6; alavu = id.,* •• .
El. 11.
*•
At other places there occurs an alternant form, 
with the plosive doubled,"-pp-"; but the word has the same, 
sense. Thus
1) tappal, at Krt. 79:7; 121:3; 292:2.
Narr. 203:10.
M .  196:9.
2) tappu, as a sb.,as at Patlrx. 18:7 tapprinxu. = pilai
illai, Comm.
3) tappd, as a vb., as at PN. 74:2 tapper.
PN. 189:8 tapp-una*
Patirr. 17:2 tapp-unar.
Kur. 217a tapp-a.
4) tapp-iya, as peyar eccam, as at Krt. 125:5;
PN. 34;3.
77. enciya ellam encutal ilave.
" There is no restriction on all the remaining 
eluttu." With the exception of k, n, n, c, p(mentioned 
at El. 69 to 76),
the rest of the consonants can be followed by any of the
vowels in the final syllable of Tam* words* Por a repetition
of the same thought conveyed in almost the same words cf*
Por* 42 enciyorkkum encutal ilave. Both these sutras
of Tol. are close to the classical style, as is shown at
Krt. 211:3 encinam vili toli enca; here the same
word " encu n is repeated in the same line, as at El. 77
*•
and Por* 42. Cf. encu, at Por. 114:13; 146:3; 334; 355:1;
and eccam, Por* 115:10; 146:37; 313:7; 518:2; 655:21.
78. na na na ma na ya ra la va la la ennum* — . . .  —
appatinonre pulli iruti.
— *« —
n The final consonant of a word can only be one of these 
eleven:-
n, n, n, m, n, y, r, 1, v, 1 and 1."
» — w .
The two Comm, spend much time in trying to 
explain why n, which is the last letter of the Tam. 
alphabet, cf, El. lb, Is placed between ma 11 and 1 ya w
in this sutra. They conclude that this is so, because m 
and n alternate as the final consonant of many Tam. 
synonyms, e.g. payam » payan = fruit, result. They seem 
to have missed the evident or obvious reason: Tol. has 
grouped together all the nasals before passing on to the 
semi-vowels and liquids. Nan. 107 follows the same order 
in an equivalent sutra;-
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cayum ukaram nalarum ire# Cf, also VC, 331, 8a-b.— — «*
79, uccakaramotu nakaram civanum.
, •
H The wn fl as the final of a word is in the same
position as ”cuw. This means that just as uoun is final
only in two words, Cf, El, 75, so is "n11, in the two
#*
words porun and verin aoo. to;II, and Nacc.
A. tf Porun 11 consists of the root por or por- = vb. to go 
to meet, to go. against, to contend with, to fight; sb. 
a meeting; a fight; and the auxiliary verb un fc- to be, 
which later became a mere formative, Cf. Appendix Vol., 
pages 14 to 17, Thus we have;-
1) por-un-ai = the meeting of streams, the combined river,
at PIT, 11;5 etc.
2) por-un-am = we are fighting, at PIT, 386; 18.
3) por“>un~a,the Voc.s. = 0 warrior!, at PN. 2:11; 209:6;
Poruna. 3; Patirr, 21:29; 55;6; 88:21.
4) porun-an = a warrior, chief, prince, musician in the 
general's camp, at Narr. 18:4; AN* 76:9;
PN. 42:18; 58:9; 68;10; 78:6; 87;2; 140:1; 152:31;229:14; 
O  382:3;
5) porun-ar = pi. of 4 above, at AN. 76:5; Por. 75:7;91:5; 
PN. 14:17; 58:7; 69:13; 342:6; 365:6; 382:5; 386:19 
poraa porunar em.
B. Verin is explicitly spoken of at El. 300a ,f verin
.................   ..J—i-niiL- ^
en iruti." It occurs at Krt. 180:1; 228:6; AN. 37:10; 
48:3;
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Por * 309, Per. cit.,II,p. 176; ParIpa. 12:46.
El. 296-298 explains how verin sometimes becomes verinu.
\
The latter occurs at AN. 65:14 uyaval yanai verinu 
ccenranna. Acc. to El. 299, in cases of relationship 
verinu becomes verina. The latter occurs at Paripa. 21:5 
verina ttolotu.
AN, 37:10 verinirutta from verin nirutta* as the pada
text gives it, was in later times wrongly divided as veri
nirutta and the final n of yerin was thus lost. Such a
wrong division of w porunai t! etc. into 11 poru-nai 1
entailed the loss of the final n in porun too. Hence the
mediaeval ruling that the dental nasal cannot be the final
of any Tam. word*' This regulation is first found at
VO. El. Ganti. 8a-b
Iru makara nakaram katamura itai inattil \ — • • • —
erum vakaram olint-ainturn.
— M r
The meaning of this is:-
n The final consonants of words are m,n,n,y,r, 1,1, and I,1'
* “ * mm *
This loss of n in verin was a late feature in 
literary Tam., but not in the colloquial. There are two 
reasons fofc this statement:-
1) This loss is recorded as early as El. 300 - 301, esp. 
300a; verin en iruti mulutum ketuvali.** • H
2) Tulu beri = the back - Tam. verin (classical) or 
veri ( med.)
Another line of development was followed in Kan., 
Tel. and another dialect of Tam.
62 0
This was to slur the vowel "i" and to 
pronounee verin as ^vern, just as ^enuman was pronounced 
enman, cf# EL6#Eventually this *vern crystallized into:-
a) Kan. ben = the back, cf# also M.L.p# 3783#
b) Tel.vennu = the baek, with the final nuw as in verinu, 
AH. 65:14.
t
c) Tam. ven, Pi&k., which in sandhi becomes venn- s= the 
back. The sandhi form here is the earlier one.
This loss of vowels in unstressed positions, 
as in verin, and the resultant syncope, especially between 
liquids and nasals, seem;, to have been transferred in 
later times from the colloquial to the literary dialect 
an& least noticeable in the most cultivated language.
80. upp~akaramotu nakaraiyum arre
apporul irattatu ivanaiyana.
• • .  » *
« ttn n as finai of a word is in the same
position as npun* But in this instance there are not two 
meanings involved.1
Of. tapu, as El. 76, for the point of comparison here.
• •
The word in question at El. 80 is urin. This is the only
word, with T& as the final consonant, in Tam. It has
been discussed under El. 73*nakarai, here and at El.296a;
Por. 552:1, is a variant of nakaram at El. 64b, 73 and 90.
Ace. to El. 134, the 11 eluttu ccariyai 1 are karam,karam .. ■ *•
i\j —
and kan. Hence one would have expected here nakaram, and
A/ —
not nakarai.
But one should remember that when Sk. words have for a 
long time been taken into Tam., they are modified to 
suit the genius of the latter* How in many Tam. words the 
final partioles am, a,- ai, ay alternate, without any 
change in meaning. Thus
El. 283 speaks of the tree as pan-ai., but of its fruit as
M “
pan-am_kay; and of another tree as avir-ai, but of its 
fruit as avir-am kay.
El. 284 states that the confeetionery made out of 
1t panam kay w is called lf pana attu."
Col. 126 equates ai with a in the vocative in the case
t1 A
of pure Tam. words#
Cf# Krt# 161:4 anna - annay, Yoc.s* of annai; and
Por# 115:6, Hacc. cit#,I,p. 512, gives the latter reading.
The presence of. -ai as suffix in these instances and in
several others, all pure Tam. words, e.g.- ivan-ai at El.80b
• **
kul-ai, Krt# 24:5; kul-ai, Krt. 239:3;
pantik-ai, kuntik-ai, nalik-ai, kal-ai, tukilik-ai,
• • •« • * _ _ avu
very often with the alternate suffixes,-a, -avu, A-am etc., 
makes one suspect that the so-called phonetic law 
* 5k* a Tam, ai 1 needs considerable modification in 
view of the alternance a/ai in O.Tam. itself#
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81. vakara kkilavi nanmoli irratu.• ““ *. —*■—
"The v is final in only four words11.
Both II.and Ifacc* give as their instances av, iv, uv and tev.
*«
The first three of these, esp* av*, are discussed under El.7a
•»
and 31* They are the three Tam. demonstratives, pointing resp. 
to the remote, proximate and intermediate or inferior posi­
tions*
The last, tev, occurs in the form
1) tew-ar = foes, at PN«6sll| 28s10;
2) tew-ir = o ye foes! at PN*87:1; 170; 9; Kur*771aj
3) tew-or = foes, Kur*639 a;
4) t e r n  - pakai ® enmity, at Co 1*346 t e w n  ppakai akumj
Paripa. 19:102 t e w u  kkunrattu = the hill of the foes.
5) At Patirr. 80s 17 4tev + munai temmunai = the fore-front
of the foe.
But this word does not occur in E.C* texts like Krt. This 
fact strengthens the hypothesis that obviously the fourth 
word meant by the author would have been ev « which?, 
owing to the analogy of the other instances where the 
demonstratives and the interrogatives are placed side by 
side, cf. El.31, 32.
Purther, ev occurs frequently in Tol., e.g* at Col. 68a ev 
vayin peyarums 71c ev vali varinum, followed in the latter 
instance by avv iru mutalin, as well as in the cl*, e.g. at 
Paripa. 2:59 ev vayinoyum niye. Cf. Civ. e w  ela tticaikalum. 
On all these grounds it is prob. that Tol. meant "ev11 rather
623
than ”tev1f as the fourth word*
On the other hand, while e is used three times in the 
Krt., ev is never so employed therein; although even « how, 
why? and ev-an = where? Perhaps then the Comm# are right. The
incidence of ev in Col# may he due to its later composition.
►
82* makara ttotar moli mayafikutal varainta
• *•
nakara ttotar moli onpa .*.t-enpa —■ . ... *— —■
pukar ara kkilanta a.*#rinai mena.— « —■ *
”If the a.'.rinai nouns are faultlessly explained, most of
them that end in n will he found to have an alternate form
ending in m, except for nine words.” Ace* to Nacc. these nine
words, which have no alternate form, are alan, ekin, kuyin,.# — —
cekin, payin, pulan, katan, vayan, and vilan. Gf these, alan
occurs at SI. 193a; 354; AK.395a7 in the sense of fire or 
. .
cremation; whereas alarkuttam at PK. 229*1 may he from alan or.*—■ # •  *. —■
from alals in either case the meaning is the same? karttikai 
** *
nal, Comm. For ekin, cf. M.I». p.508. Pulan occurs at F1.193au • *— ♦♦"*’ .#
II. differs from Kacc# in only one of the instances; where 
Kaec* mentions '’©kin11, II. gives us ''ukin11. Cf. "ukin” « In­
dian hog-plum, at M.L.p* 387* H .  and Nacc. seem to he suh-.
stantially correct in their list of the nine words where the
final n does not alternate with m.
The alternance in almost every remaining word in Tam.
between final n and m is so well established that II. is satis*
fied with two examples. Nacc., however, mentions twelve, one
of which is katan = katam. The former occurs at Krt. 57*4;
218s2 katan pun-; 255*6; 265*4; 282s3; while the latter is • —* .
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found at Zalit.46sl6 katam puntu in the identical sense of
• * *
S
”incurring an obligation”.
The only word that needs explanation is pukar = a spot,
Krt.284*1 (-mukam); 303*6 (-nilal). Hence pukari, Krt.391*2
or pukar-ulai, M . 219* 13 ~ the spotted (deer). From the idea 
*•
of a spot arose that of a blemish or faults cf* Lat* immaoulata,
macula; Eng. immaculate, in both senses.
102) ella eluttum velippata kilantu
** * * *
coIliya palli elu taru valiyin
•. • . .  * ——
pirappotu vitu vali uralcci varattu — » • •* ••
akatt - elu vali icai aril tapa nati 
•• * *
alapil kotal antanar maraitte.
♦ ' * *
a,#.t& ivan nuvalattL eluntu puratt - icaikkum .
• ••
mey teri vali icai alavu nuvanricine.
« * ——  "*
N.B* II. takes lines 6 and 7 as a separate sutra, Ho.103. Hence 
*
from here till El*441, his numbering differs by one from that of
Hacc. Hacc. divides El.441 of II. into two sutras, El.440 and
« . «.
441. Thereafter the numbering of both is identical till the
last sutra of El.
Most of the words here are discussed either like nuval,
in the Yford-list, in Gh.YII; or like varam, a 1, w. fr* Sk., in
Ch.Till; or like ural, ordinarily a word used in comparisons,
in Ch.IX. I call attention to a few more points*: -
1) Generally both kila and col as vb* are translated alike: to
speak. But here Tol. distinguishes the two in the phrase f,ki lan tu
ooIliya”. From the meanings of kilampu, kilappu, which are alter-* .
nants of kila in the intr. and tr. sense resp., it is clear
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that the basio idea of this group, of words is 11 to allow reluc­
tantly something to get out from a thing that is generally 
closed11. (This seems to fit the idea of speech perfectly, if 
the ancient (Tamils had their mouths most often shut. But Tol. 
here insists on a considerable opening of the mouth when one 
speaks. That is the significance of the collocations
velippata (= openly; so as to make manifest) kilantu eolliya,• . #
2) elu taru is B.O* +. Of. Krt.259*1 elutaru mari = elunta malai,
•• *• . . . .
Gomm*
Krt.315*1 elutaru matiyam = the rising moon 
— • •
Krt.393s7^8 elu taru pani « the rising
tear-drops.
Both in Krt. and Tol. the vinai eccam of this vb. is not elu 
tantu, but eluntu.
mm
3) uralcci varams- Both II. and Hacc. explain this as the return 
of the breath from the head to the chest after it had come from
the region near the navels Tam. unti. Of. El* 83 a.*♦
4) Tol. institutes a contrast between akatt- elu vali icai in
1. 4 and eluntu puratt « ieaikkum mey teri vali icai in 11.6-7*
ess: ss=ss se ss ss s=
This reminds one of the basic contrast in E.O* texts between 
akam and puram. Here Tol. recommends those who are anxious to 
study the former type of ,speech-sounds to betake themselves to 
the flantanarfl. Erom the context these seem to be brahmins.
In their "marai11 = hidden lore, Tol. says, one finds this sub­
ject sufficiently discussedt but Tol. does not specify in which 
language these discussions are recorded. He disclaims any inten­
tion of entering that fields Ma.*.td ivan nuvalatu1*. He dis-*
*
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cusses only the latter type of speech-sounds, namely those 
that issue out of the mouth as distinct words* Of. lines 6-7*
5) On comparing lines 5 and 7 we note the alternance between
alapu and alavu. In addition to the instances I have given for * •
each under El. 11# there are a few more here. Alapu, Go 1*261b; •* •
281 a, c, d; 286 b} Por*409} 525:4. Alavu, Por.349:1} 350:1; 
351:1} 352:1} 469*1; 470:2; 471j.472*3* 369:1.
6) The ending "-icin" in 1.7" nuvanricin" is typically cl. Cf. 
Ch.IV, "icin".
The Purpose of this sutra.
Both II. and Uacc. call these lines a puran atai = an . - “ “ .
appendix to the third section of El., which is called “pirapp-.. ”*
iyal” = the production, lit. the birth, of sounds. But this 
sutra is not an appendix, for two reasonss-
1) In an appendix, an attempt is always made to add a few rules 
or exceptions to those immediately preceding it. Here there is 
no such attempt.
2) Ho appendix to any other section of Tol. contains a Reference 
to the author, where he speaks in the first person of himself, 
as he does here*
Hence the term “epilogue” is a better description of 
this verse. But it may be asked why Tol* has such an epilogue 
only here. I suggest two reasons:- 1) In view of the great 
amount of 3k. literature on this subject, esp* in the Pratis* - 
akhyas, Tol* might have felt that his nineteen verses here,
i*
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331. 83 - 101, were rather jejune and did little justice to 
• *
the Tam. speech-sounds. This was prob. why Tol. made the
distinction between akattti (= internal) and purattii (= external)
“vali icai” and contended that he confined himself to the 
*
latter type.
2) This verse is an epilogue not merely to section 3 but 
to all the first three sections together. These formed the 
orig* El. Of. GOncl. ,i& Part. II.
NB. The abbreviation 0]t5l*M in these pages has the foil, 
senses acc. to the context:-
1) The tolkappiyam i.e. the work consisting of 663 sutras.
2) The author of the verse in question, whoever he was; and 
more specifically^
3) in part III, where I deal with El. 1-102, their author in
**
B.C. times;
4) in parts I and II, where P deal with the redaction, the 
compiler in L.C* times.
It is a pity that I have to sacrifice clarity for the sake of 
brevity in this way.
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